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Preface
Petri Nets are the graphical and mathematical tool used in many different science domains.
Their characteristic features are the intuitive graphical modeling language and advanced formal analysis method. The concurrence of performed actions is the natural phenomenon due
to which Petri Nets are perceived as mathematical tool for modeling concurrent systems. The
nets whose model was extended with the time model can be applied in modeling real-time
systems.
Petri Nets were introduced in the doctoral dissertation by K.A. Petri, titled “„Kommunikation
mit Automaten” and published in 1962 by University of Bonn. During more than 40 years of
development of this theory, many different classes were formed and the scope of applications
was extended. Depending on particular needs, the net definition was changed and adjusted to
the considered problem. The unusual “flexibility” of this theory makes it possible to introduce
all these modifications. Owing to varied, currently known net classes, it is relatively easy to
find a proper class for the specific application.
The present monograph shows the whole spectrum of Petri Nets applications, from classic
applications (to which the theory is specially dedicated) like computer science and control
systems, through fault diagnosis, manufacturing, power systems, traffic systems, transport
and down to Web applications. At the same time, the publication describes the diversity of
investigations performed with use Petri Nets in science centers all over the world.

Pawel Pawlewski
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1. Introduction
Multimedia systems connected by computer networks are widely used in applications such
as telecommunications, distance-learning, and video-on-demand (Nerjes et al.,
1997;Kornkevn & Lilleberg, 2002;Shahraray et al., 2005). Since multimedia data have realtime properties that must be processed and delivered within given deadlines, the demand
on such systems is increasing (Althun et al., 2003;Gibson & David, 2007). In order to
maintain the required quality, several systems using QoS techniques have been proposed
(Furguson & Huston, 1998;Park, 2006;Villalon et al., 2005). The IEEE802.11e (IEEE Standard,
2003) is one of these techniques. It provides two functions for QoS support: enhanced
distributed channel access (EDCA) and hybrid coordination function controlled channel
access (HCCA). HCCA uses concentrated control and guarantees the required propagation
delay. On the other hand, EDCA uses distributed control, has good scalability, and requires
less overhead than HCCA, but cannot guarantee the required propagation delay. In order to
assess the dependability of multimedia systems using QoS, such as the IEEE802.11e
supporting EDCA, the propagation delay and its standard deviation (jitter) must be
quantitatively evaluated (Claypool & Tanner, 1999;Fan et al., 2006;Gibson & David,
2007;Park, 2006).
Several evaluation methods have been proposed, such as queuing networks (Ahmad, et al.,
2007;Cheng & Wu, 2005), stochastic process models (German, 2000;Nerjes et al., 1997), and
simulation models (Adachi et al., 1998;Bin et al., 2007;Grinnemo & Brunstrom, 2002). However,
these methods have several problems. Queuing networks and stochastic process models are
analytical models, which do not require a long time for computation. However, it is difficult to
model the given systems, since the number of states in a model increases exponentially as the
system increases in size, particularly when the systems are large and complex. Though
simulation models are used for evaluating systems, they require a long time to obtain
statistical data regarding the standard deviation (jitter). This chapter proposes a method for
evaluating systems using the Generalized Stochastic Petri Net and the tagged task approach
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(Imai et al., 1997;Kumagai et al., 2003). GSPNs are an extension of the Petri Nets that can be
easily used to model the timing behavior of systems. The tagged task approach can reduce the
number of states in a model by tracing the behavior of a tagged task.
A method for evaluating local area computer network systems, such as the IEEE802.11e
WLAN supporting EDCA, based on delay jitter analysis using the Generalized Stochastic
Petri Net (GSPN) and the tagged task approach, is fully explained. The system is modeled
using GSPN with the tagged task approach, then the state transition diagram of the Markov
chain is constructed from the reduced reachability graph of the GSPN model. Processing
paths are extracted, and the mean value and variance of the delay time are calculated using
the equations derived from the Markov chain. An evaluation example is also given. Section
2 explains system modelling using GSPN, while Section 3 presents the evaluation method
that will be used. Section 4 describes the evaluation example, which is a system built using
IEEE802.11e WLAN supporting EDCA. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results of this
chapter.

2. Modeling Network Systems Using GSPN
2.1 GSPN
GSPN can be defined as follows (Marson et al., 1995). The set of all natural numbers will be
denoted as N, while the set of all real numbers will be denoted as R.
[Definition1]

N GSPN  ( P, T , W  , W  , W h , ,  , M 0 )

P pi 1  i  P n ; Set of places,
T  t j 1  j  T  m ; Set of transitions,



(1)




T  TI  TT , TI  TT   ; TI is

a set of immediate transitions,

TT is

a set of timed

transitions,

W : P  T  N ; Input connection function,


W  : T  P  N ; Output connection function,
W h : P  T  N ; Inhibitor arcs,




  i 1  i  TT

 : TI  R

 ; Firing rates,

; Weighting function of immediate transitions,

m0 : Initial marking.
In GSPN, places are represented by circles; timed transitions by boxes; and immediate
transitions by thin bars. An inhibitor arc ends in a small circle. A timed transition fires
according to the firing rate assigned to the transition when the firing condition is satisfied.
Fig.1 shows a typical GSPN for M/M/1/1/3. In the figure, p1, p2, p3, p4, and p5 are places; t1
and t3 are the timed transitions; t2 is an immediate transition; and 1 and 3 are the firing

rates for transitions t1 and t3.
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Fig. 1. Sample GSPN
2.2 Reachability Graph and Markov Chain
In the example net, the transition t1 fires after the time determined by the exponential
probability distribution function with parameter 1 , and the tokens in places p4 and p5 move

to place p1. The assignment of tokens to places is called marking. In this example, the
marking changes from the initial marking m0 to the next marking m1 when t1 fires, as shown
in Fig.2. The change in markings is represented by Equation (2). In Equation (2), m0 [t1  m1
indicates that the marking m0 changes to m1 after the transition t1 fires.

m 0 [t1  m1 [t 2  m 2 [t 3  m0

(2)

m 0 [t1  m1 [t 2  m 2 [t1  m3 [t 3  m0
(p1,p2,p3,p4,p5)
m0

00131
t1

m1

t3

m2

00120

t3

t2

01021
t1

11010

m3

Fig. 2. Reachability graph for the sample GSPN.
The set of markings reached from m0 is called a reachability set and is defined as follows:
[Definition 2]
The minimum set of markings satisfying the following condition is called the reachability
set of the initial marking m0 and is represented by RS(m0).
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m0  RS (m0 ),
m1  RS (m 0 )  t  T : m1 [t  m 2
 m 2  RS (m 0 )

(3)

The change of markings in a reachability set can be represented by a graph. The graph of all
reachable markings from the initial marking is called the reachability graph and is defined
as follows.
[Definition 3]
A labeled digraph is called a reachability graph and is represented by RG(m0) when the set
of nodes in the graph is RS(m0), and the set of edges A in the graph is defined by the
following equation:

A  RS (m0 )  RS (m0 )  T
(mi , m j , t )  A  mi [t  m j , mi , m j  RS (m0 )

(4)

The GSPN has two kinds of markings: tangible and vanishing. Tangible markings allow
timed transitions to fire, while vanishing markings allow immediate transitions to fire.
Vanishing markings can be reduced by eliminating them from the reachability graph. The
reduced reachability graph is equivalent to the state transition diagram of a Markov chain
for the GSPN model (Marson et al., 1995) and is shown in Fig.3.

m0

1

3

3

m2

1
m3

Fig. 3. State diagram of the Markov chain for the sample GSPN.

3. System Model
In network systems processing multimedia data with QoS control, tasks are processed
according to their priorities for satisfying their QoS requirement. The following system
assumptions are useful for analysis.
[Assumption1]
Each task has a priority, which determines when it is processed and delivered.
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In network systems containing many hosts, tasks occur randomly, and the processing time
for tasks may be an arbitrary value. Thus, the following assumptions are made about the
tasks:
[Assumption2]
(1) Tasks occur according to a Poisson process.
(2) Task processing time is determined by the exponential probability distribution function.
The IEEE 802.11e WLAN supporting EDCA is used as the example for explaining the system
model and the evaluation method. The IEEE 802.11e WLAN supporting EDCA has four
access categories (ACs): AC_VO, AC_VI, AC_BE, and AC_BK. The access category AC_VO
is the category for voice tasks and has the highest priority. AC_VI is the category for video
and has the second-highest priority. AC_BE is the category for best-effort tasks and has the
third-highest priority. AC_BK is the category for background tasks and has the lowest
priority. The GSPN model for analyzing mean delay and its jitter for the AC_VO task is
shown in Fig.4 (Ikeda et al., 2005) (Tsunoyama et al., 2008). The model is constructed based
on the tagged task approach in order to decrease the increase in the number of states in the
Markov chain.

(a) Target host part.
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(b) Nontarget host part.
Fig. 4. GSPN Model of AC_VO in IEEE802.11e WLAN.
In this example, the mean delay and its jitter are analyzed for the AC_VO task generated
from a host. In the analysis, the AC_VO task is called the tagged task, and the host is called
the target host. Fig.4 (a) shows part of the model and represents the behavior of the tasks
from the target host. The right part of the figure represents the interaction between the tasks
of the other access categories in the target host and the tasks from the nontarget hosts in the
WLAN. Fig.4 (b) also shows part of the model and represents the behavior of tasks from the
nontarget hosts in the WLAN.
When an AC_VO task is generated in the target host, the transition T_gen_vo fires, and a
token moves from P_gen_vo to P_back_vo. After the back-off time, T_back_vo fires and the
token moves to P_trans. If no task is being sent from the nontarget hosts, the token moves to
P_trans_succ and also moves back to P_gen_vo, since no collision occurs. If another task is
being sent from the nontarget hosts, the token moves to P_timeout and moves to P_trans_fail
after the time determined by the firing rate for T_timeout. When a task with another access
category is generated from the target host, the transition T_gen_q fires and a token moves to
P_back_q. The collision is examined by T_fail and T_timeout, as with AC_VO.
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4. Evaluation Method
4.1 Delivery path and its selection probability
The delay time for task processing can be obtained by accumulating the sojourn time for
states in a state sequence from a start state, where the task occurs, to an end state, where the
task has been processed and delivered successfully. A reduced reachability graph is
equivalent to a state diagram of a Markov chain for task processing. Thus, the delay time
can be obtained from the firing rate of transitions in the path corresponding to the state
sequence. A path in a reduced reachability graph is defined by the following definition. In
the definition, mi (a  i  b) are markings and t j (  j   ) are transitions.
[Definition4]
A sequence of markings and transitions, ma [ tα > … mc>tβ > mb], starting at marking ma and
ending at marking mb, for a reduced reachability graph is called a path from ma to mb. The
number of paths from ma to mb is denoted by Nab, while the ith path is denoted by Pab(i) (1 ≤ i ≤
Nab).
When there are a number of paths from start marking ma to end marking mb, task processing
is made along one of the paths with the given probability. The probability of a path selected
in all paths from ma to mb is called the path selection probability and is denoted by Pr (Pab(i) |
ma), where 1 ≤ i ≤ Nab .
The probability of transition from marking mj to next marking mk is determined by the
following equation, where Aj is the set of subscripts of outgoing arcs from the marking mj
(Marson et. al., 1995).

j

Pr(m j  m k ) 

, j 
  l
j
l A j

(4)

The path selection probability for path Pab(i) is obtained by the product of the above
probabilities for a path and given by the following lemma (Kumagai et al., 2003).
[Lemma1]

Pr( Pab

(i )

c

n

j a

j

| ma )  

j

(5)

4.2 Sojourn Time for the Path and Delay Jitter
The sojourn time for a path is given by the summation of the sojourn time for all markings
in the path. Therefore, the probability density function of the sojourn time for a path can be
obtained by the convolution of the probability density function of the sojourn time for every
marking in the path. The probability density function of sojourn time,

 ab(i ) , for path Pab(i)

can be obtained using Equation (5) and Assumption 2. The result is given by the following
lemma (Kumagai et al., 2003).
[Lemma2]



 b exp(   t ) 
m
(t )    (   j )   b
f 

ma
ja
  ( m   n ) 

 nn  am
b

(i)
ab

(6)
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The mean value E and the variance V of the delay time can be obtained from Equation (6).
The following results are presented as a theorem: (Ikeda et al., 2005;Kumagai et al., 2003).
[Theorem1]



b
 1 b  k

(i )
E   Pr( ma ) Pr( Pab | ma )  
i 1 
j a   j k a  j  k
aS gen
k j


N ab


b 
k
  2 b

(i )
V   Pr(ma ) Pr( Pab | ma )  2 
aS gen
i 1
 j  a   j kk  aj  j   k

 
N ab










2 
  E 





(7)

(8)

4.3 Evaluation procedure
Fig.5 shows a flow chart for evaluation. A network is first modeled using GSPN. The GSPN
model is then analyzed and a reachability graph is obtained using the Petri Net tool, Time
Net (German et al., 1995). The set of start markings is extracted from the reachability graph,
and the delivery paths are searched. The delay time and its jitter are calculated for all
searched delivery paths.
Start

Modelling WLAN using GSPN

Analyse the model using Time Net.

Extract Sgen and search the delivery paths.

Calculate mean and standard deviation of the
delay time.

End
Fig. 5. Flow chart of the method.

5. Example
An example network using IEEE802.11e over the IEEE802.11a consisting of three hosts is
evaluated. Table 1 shows the parameters for the simulation.

An Application of GSPN for Modeling and Evaluating Local Area Computer Networks

AIFSN
Access
Categories
AC_BK
7
AC_BE
3
AC_VI
2
AC_VO
2
Table 1. Parameters for the ACs.

CW min

CW max

15
15
7
3

1023
1023
15
7

9

TXOP
Limit
1 frame
1 frame
3 ms
1.5 ms

Each AC has four parameters, and ACs are distinguished by assigning different values to
the parameters. Table 1 shows the default values for the parameters. A smaller value implies
a higher priority. In the example, AC_VO is first analyzed by assigning a tagged task, and
then AC_VI is analyzed.
Figs.3 and 4 show the mean delay and jitter for AC_VO and AC_VI, respectively. The
figures show that the mean delay for AC_VI increases by about 7.5 [ms] and the jitter for
AC_VI increases by about 4.3 [ms] when the virtual load on the network increases from 0.1
to 10.0 . However, when the virtual load increases, the mean delay and jitter for AC_VO
decrease by about 1 [ms] less than AC_VI (Ikeda et al., 2005) (Tsunoyama & Imai 2008).

Fig. 6. Mean delay time for AC_VO and AC_VI.
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Fig. 7. Jitter for AC_VO and AC_VI.

6. Conclusions
A method for modelling local area computer networks used for processing and delivering
multimedia data is proposed. The proposed method can evaluate the mean delay time and
its jitter (standard deviation) for systems based on the GSPN model and tagged task
approach. The systems can be modeled by the method presented, and both of the values can
be evaluated easily using the equations shown in this chapter. An example of modeling and
evaluating local area computer networks using IEEE802.11e WLAN supporting EDCA was
shown. From the results, it can be concluded that the system can be modeled easily. The
mean delay and jitter for AC_VO obtained using the proposed method agrees well with the
values obtained using simulations. However, when the virtual load of the network exceeds
one, the value of the jitter for AC_VI differs slightly from that by simulation.
Future efforts will improve the model to reduce the observed difference and to compose a
compact model to reduce the number of states in the Markov chain for the network.
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1. Introduction
Information technologies became part of our daily life. Nowadays, contemporary society is
dependent on functioning of miscellaneous information systems providing daily community
motion. The attack aim is often to disrupt, deny of service or at least one of its parts required
for proper functionality, or to acquire unauthorized access to information [Vokorokos (2004)].
Nowadays, solid system assecuration becomes one of the main priorities. Basic way
of protection is realized through specialized devices firewalls allowing to define and
control permitted communications in boundary parts of computer network or between
protected segments and surrounding environment. Present firewalls often detect some
unauthorized attack activities but their functionality is limited. Unauthorized intrusion
detection systems allow increase of information systems security against attacks from the
Internet or organization intranet, by means of passive inform about arising intrusion or active
interfere against defecting intrusion.
The existing intrusion detection approaches can be divided in two classes - anomaly detection
and misuse detection [Denning (1987)]. The anomaly detection approaches the problem by
attempting to find deviations from the established patterns of usage. On the other hand,
the misuse detection compares the usage patterns to known techniques of compromising
computer security. Architecturally, the intrusion detection system(IDS) can be categorized
into three types - host-based IDS, network-based IDS and hybrid IDS [Bace (2000)]. The
host-based IDS, deployed in individual host-machines, can monitor audit data of a single
host. The network-based IDS monitors the traffic data sent and received by hosts. The hybrid
IDS uses both methods. The intrusion detection through multiple sources represents a difficult
task. Intrusion pattern matching has a non-deterministic nature where that same intrusion or
attack can be realized through various permutations of the same events. The purpose of this
paper is to present authors’ proposed intrusion detection architecture based on the partially
ordered events and the Petri nets.
Project is proposed and implemented at the Department of Computers and Informatics in
Košice supported by VEGA 1/4071/07. (Security architecture of heterogeneous distributed
and parallel computing system and dynamical computing system resistant against attacks)
a APVV 0073-07 (Identification methods and analysis of safety threats in architecture of
distributed computer systems and dynamical networks).
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2. State of art
Several intrusion detection systems were designed and implemented till today. Most of these
systems are based on statistical methods derived from work of Denning [Denning (1987)].
Some of them, as source of information, use log system of operation system [Anderson et al.
(1995)]. Other one, as input data, use network traffic [Zhang et al. (2003)] [Spirakis et al. (1994)]
[Servilla (1990)]. Systems, as MADIDS [Guangchun et al. (2003)], extend this network traffic
with distribution of intrusion data within single analyzing network systems that perform
partial intrusion detection. Among systems not working with statistical methods, there can
be inserted system of authors [Teng et al. (1990)] that analyzes single user events and tries to
find mutual relations among them. IDS architectures based on misuse detection are systems,
as [Ilgun et al. (1995)] [Ilgun (1993)], that search for already known intrusions, derived state
of intrusion based on present system state.
According to present state of intrusion detection systems, this work is focused on intrusion
detection and system penetration variability, which can reduce time needed to evaluate
potential intrusion.

3. Architecture of designed IDS system
Proposed system architecture includes part of planning and matching, figure 1. The matching
means that the system gets into a state of intrusion when a sequence of events leading to
the mentioned state occurs. The intrusion is a system state which overtakes previous states
represented by particular system events. If there exists such a fine-grained log system, it is
possible to detect the states with intrusion. Single attacks to the systems represents mentioned
single events that in a final implication leads to the state of intrusion. Characteristic feature
of intrusions is their variability; permutation of same events leads to same state of intrusion.
Single intrusions are characteristic with their non-determination. Designed IDS system solves
this problem with planning [Russell & Norvig (2003)] that responds to lay-out of possible
sequence of steps leading to the final intrusion. Planning part creates the intrusion plan by
first-order logic when it describes known activities and disturber’s goals to specify attack
sequences. Result of planning is intrusion specification and its single steps that uses the
matching part of the system to the intrusion detection provided by Petri Net automata. System
architecture designed on the Department of Computers and Informatics is on the figure 1.

4. Partially ordered state analysis
One of the main problems related to the intrusion detection of the system refers to the
variability of possible attacks. It is possible to realize the same attack by many ways.
Suggested IDS architecture uses the analysis of partially ordered states in a difference from
the classical analysis of the transition by the states of the monitored system. In the classical
scheme of the state analysis [Axelsson (2000)], the attacks are represented as a sequence of
the transition states. States in the scheme of the attack correspond with the states of the
system that have their Boolean statement related to these states. These expressions must
fulfill the conditions to realize the transition to the next state. The constituent next states are
interconnected by the oriented paths that represent events or conditions for the change of the
states. Such a state diagram represents the actual state of the monitored system. The change of
the states considers about the intrusion as the event sequence that is realized by the attacker.
These events start in the initial state and end in the final compromised state. The initial state
represents the states of the system before starting the penetration. The final compromised state
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Designed IDS System
represents the state of the system which follows from the finished penetration. The transition
of the states that the intruder must do for the achievement of the final result of the system
intrusion, are among the initial and final states. In the figure 2 there is an example of the
attack that consists of four states of the attack.
Classical method of the state transition [Anderson (1980)] strictly analyzes intrusion
signatures as ordered sequence of states without any chance of overlaying sequence of single
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Fig. 2. State Transition Diagram
events. Designed IDS architecture increases the flexibility of states analysis by using partially
ordered events. Partially ordered events specify option when the events are ordered one
according to another while the others are without this option of ordering. Analysis of partially
ordered states enables several event sequences to form one state diagram. By using partially
ordering against total ordering it is possible to use only one diagram to representation
permutation of the same attack. In the proposed architecture partially ordered state transitions
are generated by partially ordered planner. Representation by partially ordered plan is more
indicating according to total ordered form of states. It enables planner to put off or to ignore
unnecessary ordering selection. During the state transition analysis, the number of total
ordering increases exponentially with increasing the number of the states. This property of
complexity coupled with total ordering is eliminated in case of partially ordered planning.
Applying partially ordered notification and its property of decomposition, it is possible to
deal with complex domains without any exponential complexity. Partially ordered planner
seeks state space of plans in contrast to state space of cases. The planner begins with a
simple, incomplete plan that is extended in sequence by planner till it gets complete plan
of solution of the problem. The operators in this process are operators on the plans: addition
of steps, instructions appointing order of one step before another and other operations. The
result is final plan of order of particular states based on the dependence within these states.
The acquired representation allows through the partly ordered plans to operate a broad
range of troubleshooting domains in the planner as well as systems of intrusion detection.
The partly ordered scheme provides more exact representation of intrusion patterns as the
completely ordered representation, because only inevitable dependencies are considered
within particular events. figure 3 is the only dependency between operations touch and
chmod.
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Fig. 3. Partially Ordered Intrusion States
In the figure 2, it is not clear which dependencies are necessary within single states. Whereas
in the figure 3, it is clear which events fore come which. Compromised state in the figure 3 is
possible represented by the first-order logic as:

∃ /var/spool/mail/root x
/var/spool/mail/root ∈ x ∧
owner (/var/spool/mail/root) = root ∧
setuid(/var/spool/mail/root) = enable
⇒ compromised( x ) = true
Proposed approach of intrusion analysis outcomes from the demand assumption of
identification of minimal set of intrusion signatures and necessary dependencies within these
signatures. Minimal set of signatures assumes the elimination of irrelevant signatures that do
not create the intrusion. A possible example of attack, creating a link to file of different owner
with different rights with consequential executing link and obtaining rights of original owner:
1. ls
2. ln
3. cp
4. rm
5. execute
The first, third and fourth commands do not have an influence on the attack; tendency is to
mask the attack. By elimination of these commands, it is possible to get minimal set describing
attack together with single dependencies within events. Example in form of the first-order
logic:
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∃ f ile1, f ile2, x
owner ( f ile1) = x ∧
owner ( f ile2) = x ∧
ln( f ile2, f ile1) ∧
execute( f ile2) ∧
ln( f ile2, f ile1) ≺ execute( f ile2) ∧
⇒ compromised( x )

5. Intrusion signature sequence planning
Intrusion is defined as a set of events with a focus on compromise integrity, confidentiality and
resources availability. Designed architecture of IDS includes the planning part to construct
event sequence plan of which consists the intrusion. Planning includes goals, states and
events. According to what is necessary to do in final plans, planning combines actual
environment state with information depending on the final result of events.
State transition is characterized as a sequence of events performed by intruders leading from
initial state do final compromised state. Planning can be formulated as a problem of state
transition:
• Initial state: Actual state description.
• Final state: Logical expression of concrete system state.
• Intrusion signatures: Events causing change of a system state.
Planning is defined as:
1. Set of single steps of the plan. Every step represents control activity of the plan.
2. Set of ordered dependencies. Every dependency is in a form of Si < S j , where, step Si
is executed before S j .
3. Set of variable bindings. Every binding is in a v = x form, where v is a variable in some
step and x is a constant or other variable.
c

4. Set of causal bindings. Causal binding is in a form of Si → S j . From state Si by auxiliary
c state S j , where c is a necessary pre-condition for the S j .
Each signature has an associated pre-condition that indicates what has to be completed before
it is possible to apply event bind with the signature. Post-condition expresses event result
connected to the intrusion signature. A task of the planning is to find events sequence
responsible for the intrusion. The goal of planning in the designed IDS architecture is to find
event sequence and their dependencies and construct result sequence of an intrusion. Partially
ordered planning allows representing plans in which some steps are ordered according to
other steps. Intrusion signatures and their nature of non-determination are suitable for
fundamentals of partially ordered planning. Planning consists of database of intrusions
and events planner - figure 1. Knowledge base includes information about each intrusion
signature including pre and post conditions of these events in the form of first-order logic. The
planner generates set of events and their dependencies for each initial and final intrusion state.
Furthermore, knowledge base includes state dependencies for each event signature. This
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information is used by planner for defining partially ordering in between intrusion signature.
For instance pre-condition intrusion signature consists of k terms. These are represented in
form of symbols

{ PS1 , PS2, . . . , PSk } ∧ { PS j < PSk } ∧ . . . ∧ { PSl < PSm }
An algorithm of partially ordered planning begins with minimal plan and in each step this
plan is extended through available pre-condition step. This is realized by selecting intrusion
signature that fulfill some of the unfulfilled pre-conditions in the plan. For a newly fulfilled
pre-conditions of event signatures are causal bindings stored in between them. These bindings
are necessary for partially event ordering. An ordering result is represented by set of events
and their dependencies in between these event signatures. Let intrusion sequence to consist
of n event signatures: SA1 , SA2 , . . . , SAn , then intrusion structure is specified as

{SA1 , SA2 , . . . , SAk } ∧ {SA j < SAk } ∧ . . . ∧ {SAl < SAm }
First part of this term {SA1 , SA2 , . . . , SAk } is a set of event signatures. Next part of the term
is ordering dependency between signatures. The intrusion example referring to figure 3 is
specified as

{cp, chmod, touch, mail } ∧ {cp < chmod} ∧ {chmod < mail } ∧ {touch < mail }
Each formulation represents an intrusion signature variation that leads to the same
compromised states. In the case of the intrusion signatures it is necessary to deliberate
this intrusion variability from the view of memory requirements. Further, if it comes to the
alternation of initial state, it may have a consequence of complete intrusion plan alternation.
The next advantage of partially ordered planning is that the time between two intrusion
signatures does not have an influence on the analysis during capturing system data and state
changing.
5.1 Events planning

This session represents planning algorithm in the designed IDS that’s result is partially
ordered events of intrusion signature. It is possible to represent the intrusive plan through the
triple  A, O, L, where A is a set of events, O is a set of ordered dependencies on the A set, and
L is a set of casual connections. The planner starts its activity with a blank plan, and it specifies
this plan in stages with being obligated to consideration of consistence requirements defined
in the O set. The key step of this activity is to preserve states of the past conclusions and
requirements for these conclusions. For the provision of consistence within various events,
the recording of relations within the events is performed through the casual connections.
Casual connection is a structure consisting of two references to plan events (producer A p
and consumer Ac ), and Q assertion that is the result of the A p and the Ac precondition. The
Q

expression is represented by A p → Ac and connections themselves are stored in the L set.
Casual connections are used for the detection of interference within new and old conclusions.
Q
Marked as threats. This means that  A, O, L represents a plan and A p → Ac is a connection
Q

in L. Let the At be another event in A, than the At endangers the A p → Ac if:
• O ∪ { A p < At < A p } a

• At has ¬ Q as the result
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If the plan involves threats, it cannot suit the scheduled requirements defined in  A, O, L. The
threats must be considered by the planner during assembling the final plan. The algorithm
can add supplementary order dependencies by assurance of performance of At before the A p .
The core of the planning is represented by the algorithm of planning, mentioned below, that
searches the state environment of the plans. The algorithm begins with a blank plan and
performs non-deterministic selection of the event sequence in stages, till all the preconditions
are considered through their casual connections and till potential threads of the plan are
eliminated. Partially ordered dependencies of the final plan are over again represented by
only partially ordered plan, that resolves the problem of planning. The algorithm arguments
are the planning structure, and the plan agenda. Each agenda item is a pair  Q, A, where Q
is a conjunction of Ai preconditions.
Planning ( A, O, L , agenda, Λ)

1. Completion:If the agenda is empty, return  A, O, L.

2. Target selection:  Q, Aneed  is a pair in the agenda (according Aneed ∈
A and Q is conjunction of preconditions Aneed ).
3. Event selection: Aneed = event selection that adds to Q one of the
new events from Λ, or the event already in A, possible to be ordered
according to Aneed . If there does not exist any of the mentioned
Q





events, return error. Let L = L ∪ { A add → Aneed }, and O =



O ∪ { A add } and O ∪ O { A0 < A add < A∞ } otherwise A = A).


4. Update set of events: Let agenda = agenda − { Q, Aneed }. If Aneed
is a new instance, than for each conjunction Qi of its precondition

add  Qi , A add  to agenda .

5. Protection of casual connections: For each operation At , that can
R



threaten the casual connections A p → Ac ∈ L select consistent
ordered dependencies:
• Factorization : Add At < A p to O



6. Recursive calling:
   

Planning ( A , O , L , agenda , Λ)
Result of the planning algorithm is the plan of partially ordered events, that considerates
possible variations of the described attack.
5.2 Events evaluation

Petri Nets represent automatas based on events and conditions. Events are actions that are
executed and their existence is controlled by system states. Every system state represents set
of conditions and their values. In the proposed IDS system, there are these sets in form of
first-order expressions presenting fulfilled or not fulfilled conditions. Some of the events only
occur on specific conditions where state description represents preconditions for those events.
Presence of specific events may terminate validity of one precondition and setup validity of
other one.
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Fig. 4. Petri Net Intrusion Example
Each intrusion is in the proposed IDS system represented by a Petri Net. Petri Net places
represent states or pre - post events conditions. Input for Petri Net creation is plan of partially
ordered events forming intrusion. Petri Net transitions correspond with characteristic event
pattern. Detection architecture evaluates single intrusions in form of Petri Nets evaluating
input events of miscellaneous input data. Initial states represent initial system states and final
state represents state that implies intrusion.

6. Experimental validation of proposed IDS
Presented architecture of IDS system is implemented in Java. The goal of this implementation
is to generate a uniform set of classes that can be used for general generation of IDS. By the
designed architecture, there exist two critical points of the system that affect the efficiency of
entire sample intrusion evaluation. Given points:
1. Time needed for capture and generation of instance of an input event into the object of
Java language
2. Time needed for evaluation of the single intrusion represented through the Petri net
On the basis of these two critical points, there were assembled and executed following
experiments consisting of network attacks:
Experiment 1 Time needed for generation of input event object and saving already processed
input events on the list. The experiment was performed in the network environment
with various types of attacks on the TCP/IP protocol. An input event flow included
2500 (5000) packets. In order to elimination of possible external influences and to
achieve more objective results, the test was performed with 300 iterations.
The testing environment consists of various computer systems mentioned in table 1. Designed
IDS system presents type of host IDS, but from the implementation perspective, single input
objects of input events are transferred though the TCP/IP protocol on basis of Client-Server
type, where both Server (accepts and handles information) and Client (sends input objects
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for evaluation) operate. Therefore, tests containing experiments performed in the network
environment on basis of Ethernet were added to testing formation as well. The test results of
single configurations are in figures 5 and 6. Average times needed for instance of one input
event generation are mentioned in tables 2 and 3 according to:
Time =

Time f or creating (2500 or 5000) packets
[ms]
2500 or 5000

Number
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(1)

Configuration
AMD Duron 800MHz, 512MB SDRAM
Intel Celeron 2.4GHz, 512MB DDRAM
AMD Sempron 2.0Ghz, 512MB DDRAM
Intel P4 2.4GHz HT, 1GB DDRAM
AMD Opteron 2.21GHz, 1GB DDRAM
Ethernet 100Mbit
Ethernet 1000Mbit

Table 1. Testing Configuration of Computer Systems

Description

Average time 2500 packets [ms]

Ethernet 1000Mbit
Ethernet 100Mbit
Intel Celeron
Amd Duron
Amd Opteron
Intel Pentium 4
Amd Sempron

0,200496
0,815273469
0,2646
1,712097959
0,194256
0,813512
0,274432653

Table 2. Average Time Need for Generation of One Instance of Input Event

Description

Average time 5000 packets [ms]

Ethernet 1000Mbit
Ethernet 100Mbit
Intel Celeron
Amd Duron
Amd Opteron
Intel Pentium 4
Amd Sempron

0,229192
0,94105
0,496812
0,8239
0,158636
0,578310204
0,409856

Table 3. Average Time Need for Generation of One Instance of Input Event
Experiment 1 was focused on speed of transformation flow of input events into object instance
at Java language. Within simulation, it was detected that the best results are provided by
performance the speediest platform AMD Opteron and the weakest performance from the
set of testing systems is provided by AMD Duron. To consider input event transfer and
transformation into input object, the transfer of packets through the TCP/IP protocol is the
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Fig. 5. Results of Experiment 1









































  


Fig. 6. Results of Experiment 1
most decisive factor. This determination results from comparison of the speediest platform
AMD Opteron results and data transfer in Ethernet 1000Mbit network type, where the results
of these two simulations are very similar.
Experiment 2 Time needed for attack evaluation at various arithmetic of attacks evaluated at
the same time. Time is measured by the object of attack description transfer period till
the final time of attack detection.
The experiment was performed on the same configurations mentioned in table 1. The amount
of tested attacks is in range of 1 to 20 attacks evaluated at the same time. The testing input
flow contains 2500 (5000) packets including packets generating attack. For more objective
results acquirement, single tests were performed 300 times repeatedly. The acquired results
are displayed in graphs 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 Summary of experiment 2 results is displayed in
graphs 12 and 13.
Results of the simulation experiments were realized on the group of various performance
platforms. In order to test performance, the system was implemented in Java language.
Development environment was IDE Eclipse, operation system MS Windows XP and MS
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Fig. 7. Experiment 2 - Intel Celeron










































 





































Fig. 8. Experiment 2 - AMD Duron
Windows 2003. The experiments were performed in order to performance evaluation. On
the same purpose, a special group of attacks was created, focused on the limitations of the
TCP/IP protocol. Single tests were executed 300 times repeatedly in order to elimination of
possible fault in case of single measuring.
The results achieved during experiments mean:
• Officially, the most efficient platform AMD Opteron provides better results. The more
efficient computing performance, the less the time needed for evaluation.
• At single systems (loopback), the inner interface provides approximately the same
permeability as the Ethernet 1000Mbit network.
• Time needed for evaluation of the rising amount of attacks evaluated at the same time,
rises linear.
On the basis of the results of the experiments, decisive and main factor of the entire designed
architecture is memory subsystem of the tested computer system.
Less affecting speed factors of the architecture:
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Fig. 9. Experiment 2 - AMD Opteron










































 





































Fig. 10. Experiment 2 - Intel Pentium 4
• Performance of CPU. Faster processor presents faster evaluation of input flow.
Cooperation customization of the memory subsystem and the processor presents
narrow effectiveness socket of the entire architecture.
• Faster logging system. More effective retrieval of the input event means continuous
processing of objects by the evaluation unit without waiting for write and read.
Customization of the logging system and its effectiveness means another important
effectiveness role of the entire system.
• More effective data structures. The system was designed during its implementation
in regard of general IDS, with possibility of another expansion and specification.
Effectiveness of some used data structures does not have to be optimal and it requires
its profilation in order to force the entire functionality to be more effective.
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Fig. 11. Experiment 2 - AMD Sempron





























































Fig. 12. Experiment 2 - Summary 2500 packets


































Fig. 13. Experiment 2 - Summary 5000 packets
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7. Conclusion
Information technology security nowadays presents one of the main priorities of modern
society dependent on information. Protection of data access, availability, and integrity
represents basic security properties insisted on information sources. Intrusion of one of the
properties mentioned above may form penetration or attack on the computer system. Within
protection mechanisms, various methods providing security rules relating individual levels
of possible behavior are classified. Other protection mechanisms are diversified systems
detecting suspicious behavior. Intrusion detection systems belong to these systems as well.
One of the main problems of intrusion detection is potential attack variability. From the
detection perspective, generation of exact intrusion attribute sequence is deficient. The
property of attack sequence non-determination is not be described by the entire sequence
of events forming intrusion. One of the goals of this work was to solve attack variability
mentioned above. Upon attribute properties and their context research, classificatory
hierarchy describing mutual references within attributes and events was formed. Analysis
result is a new method of penetration representation in form of partially-ordered events
scheme enabling generation of some dependencies only, within the whole set of events
describing intrusion. The resultant event scheme is transformed into Petri Nets that evaluate
input event flow and detect possible attributes of represented intrusions.
The aim of this work was to introduce designed intrusion detection architecture based on
partially-ordered events and patterns. The main work goal was production of intrusion
detection and its alternatives method. Produced method identities possible system intrusions
by means of monitoring computer system state patterns. Individual states of the monitoring
system are described through performed events, and individual dependencies within the
performed events. The resultant detection model is realized by the Petri Nets.
Upon designed IDS system architecture, system prototype was implemented and tested. From
test results, functionality and practical usability of designed IDS architecture is resulted.
From experimentation conclusions, interactivity of central processing unit CPU and memory
subsystem is the determining factor with influence on entire intrusion detection effectiveness.
The resultant system represents live system with possibility of dynamic addition and removal
of other detected intrusions.
The work is one of reached results within projects VEGA 1/4071/07 (Security architecture of
heterogeneous distributed and parallel computing system and dynamical computing system
resistant against attacks), and APVV 0073-07 (Identification methods and analysis of safety
threats in architecture of distributed computer systems and dynamical networks) being
solved at Department of Computers and Informatics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Informatics, Technical University of Košice.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter, we investigated and proposed an approach that used the particle filter concept in a network intrusion detection system and simulated in the Coloured Petri Nets
tools (CPN Tools) platform to trace and pre-detect networking attack and intrusion behaviors. We call this proposed approach as Network Particle Filter (NPF) scheme. We can
realize what it happened by analyzing and simulating an intrusion in detail. The experimental results demonstrated that the Coloured Stochastic Petri Nets (CSPN) model approach is an efficient and helpful to evaluate an intrusion detection system in depth.
The motivation of this investigation is to consider that almost networking behavior could be
marked when it has been done in a network. We are interesting to and focusing on trace and
analyze the steps of networking intrusion behavior.
Any single attack or incident can be decomposed into multiple steps of intrusion behavior is
called multistage attack. We can set up the defense scenarios by analyzing and combining
those multi-stages. The most abnormal incidents may not be detected at their initial steps,
but once their signatures are caught , the attack behaviors would also be known. On the
other hand, the first steps of abnormal incidents look like normal events. The great damage
has been done when they are been detected. To consider the advantages when those intrusion incidents can be pre-detected at, they did not make any damage yet. We list the following four advantages: (1) to reduce the attacked risk, (2) to reduce detect cost, (3) to increase
system security and (4) to reach pre-detection.
Dynamic detecting for an intrusion detection system is also provided in this investigation. In
traditional IDSs, the novel attacks and intrusion are impossible to detect and prevent. However, how to estimate the cost and risk to prevent attack or intrusion network systems are critical
issues for network systems manager. According to flaw hypothesis methodology and Coloured Stochastic Petri Nets modeling, each attack model is given a corresponded with threshold. Monitoring and tracing behavior of attacks concurrently. The most attacks, however,
can be detected or prevented by simulating and analyzing their incident types in depth.
The particle filter, also known as Sequential Monte Carlo method or said Condensation
(Isard and Blake 1998), it is the use of the concept that the probability of particle sets to be
used in any form of state space. Its core idea is likely to engage in the posterior to express its
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distribution. In brief, the particle filter is a means to find a group in the state space of the
random sample spread teams to approximate the probability density function to replace the
sample mean points operations, thereby gaining the status of the process of distribution of
minimum variance. As the number of samples is near infinite, the particle filter scheme can
approach any form of probability density function.
The Kalman Filter, however, is based on the assumption target is the linear-type and the
Gaussian distribution. The particle filter can be used in non-linear and non-Gaussian distribution model. The Particle filter can obtain a high detection accuracy and target trace rate
which the main reason is that it can track the status of a random number of assumptions
made at the same time retaining the possibility of a higher number of assumptions, not only
left the state of a forecast. Therefore, when the target state of a sudden change in a matter of
time before the prediction is wrong, the other particles can state the possibility of a higher
state to amend the error.
Kristensen et al (Kristensen, Jorgensen et al. 2004) presented four case studies where CP-nets
and their supporting computer tools are used in system development projects with industrial partners. The case studies have been selected such that they illustrate different application
areas of CP-nets in various phases of system development. Kristensen and Jensen (Kristensen and Jensen 2004) presented two case studies where CP-nets and their supporting computer tools are used for ad-hoc networks. Dahl (Dahl 2005) and Dahl and Wolthusen (Dahl
and Wolthusen 2006) addressed the flaw hypothesis methodology (FHM) to work at the
intrusion detection system.
IP trace back is another issue for attack detection and analysis. In our investigation, IP trace
back technologies are helpful to analyze and evaluate intrusion detection. Savage et al (Savage, Wetherall et al. 2001) described that trace back is only effective at finding the source of
an attack traffic, not necessarily the attacker themselves. Savage et al also defined some basic
assumptions and limitations for traffic trace back those are as follows. An attacker may generate any packet, multiple attackers may conspire, attackers may be aware they are being
traced, packets may be lost or reordered, attackers send numerous packets, the route between attacker and victim is fairly stable, routers are both CPU and memory limited and
routers are not widely compromised.
Snoeren (Snoeren, Partridge et al. 2002) gave another several important assumptions that a
trace back system should make about a network and the traffic it carries. The packets may
be addressed to more than one physical host, duplicate packets may exist in the network,
routers may be subverted, but not often, attackers are aware they are being traced, the
routing behavior of the network may be unstable, the packet size should not grow as a result
of tracing and hosts may be resource constrained.
Steffan and Schumacher (Steffan and Schumacher 2002) presented the fault tree analysis
(FTA) scheme, which fault tree technologies have been used to analyze the failure conditions of complex technical systems for a long time. Attack tree methods can capture the
steps of an attack and their interdependencies. Attack tree methods are also used to
represent and calculate probabilities, risks, cost, or other weightings. The main building
blocks of attack trees are nodes. Each fault tree has a single top node which represents the
achievement of the attack's ultimate goal. Interdependencies of goals are modeled by the
tree hierarchy. Attack steps that have to be performed successfully before another step can
occur are represented by child nodes. To each node either a logical AND or a logical OR gate
is associated. An OR-node can occur when any of its child events occurs. For an AND-node
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to occur its entire child events are necessary. Fault Tree nodes can be augmented with
probabilities or costs, so that the most likely or inexpensive attack path can be calculated.
However, those weightings are too specific to be applied to attack trees describing general
attack scenarios.
Gordon (Gordon, Salmond et al. 1993) first proposed an algorithm of particle filters, known
as a sequential importance resampling (SIR) filter. A key issue in SIR is the selection of the
proposal distribution, which determines the approximation performance. Much research
ofthe particle filtering focuses on improving the proposal distribution and importance sampling strategies by utilizing the measurements, such as the auxiliary particle filter (Pitt and
Shephard 1999). Recently, some kernel based particle filters have been introduced, including
Gaussian sum particle filter (Kotecha and Djuric 2003), kernel particle filter (Hurzeler and
Kunsch 1998) and Parzen particle filter (Lehn-Schioler, Erdogmus et al. 2004), which enhance the ability of the particles in the posterior distribution representation by the kernel
density estimators.
In a traditional particle filter scheme almost applied into trace visual object. In this research,
we extend the particle filter function to analyze the network flows and evaluate the risk and
cost of intrusion detection system work.

2. Background
2.1 Intrusion Detection System
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) detect attempted or successful misuses of computer systems. IDS can be classified according to their (1) data sources: network or host audit trails; (2)
analysis technique: misuse or anomaly detection; and (3) overall architecture: distributed or
autonomousagents.
The Host-based audit trails application and system logs, file attributes, system call and process
monitoring, kernel audit facilities. Its problems are as follows. (1) It can’t trust audit trail from a
compromised host; (2) there is performance impact of active monitoring on target systems.
The Network-based audit trails raw packet data, network flow, and firewall and router logs.
Its problems are as follows. (1) The passive network monitoring is easily defeated by clever
attackers; (2) the traffic normalizer can help deal with ambiguity; (3) they require the higher
bandwidth, end-to-end encryption and switched networks.
The misuse detection looks for specific, identifiable attacks, for example, expert knowledge
IDS is rules-based according to attack signatures. Its problems are as follows. (1) It cannot
detect novel attacks and (2) it is extremely brittle in the face of mutating attacks or subterfuge.
The Anomaly detection looks for anything that doesn't fit a normal profile. Those methods
include following. (1) Equality matching that is a simple anomaly detection - detect deviance
from specified normal behavior. Its main problems are an inability to generalize from past
observed behavior and subject to state-holding or other denial of service attacks. (2) Statistical profiling that comprise profiles of normal behavior from various statistical measures.
Its problems are insensitive to an event ordering and the threshold determination. (3) Machine learning that applies AI techniques (Elman, Petri, neural nets, etc.) to learn normal
profiles. Its problems include those are extremely high false positives due to high sensitivity
to variance, subject to bad training, and poor real-time performance, questionable
real-world applicability.
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In popularly, host IDS (HIDS) and network IDS (NIDS) are two kind IDSs. HIDS is to detect
the possible intrusion and attack on a host by reviewing the audited data of the host. NIDS
is to detect the possible intrusion and attack on a LAN by checking each networking packet
on the LAN. The features matching scheme is the main technology for IDS. Although IDS
can detect intrusion and attacks, but if the feature data were not been updated in time, then
the detection rate would be decreased. Due to the IDS does not find out any new attack or
intrusion behavior.
2.2 Coloured Petri Nets
Coloured Stochastic Petri Nets are now in widespread use for many different practical purposes (Jensen 1992). The main reason for the great success of these kinds of net models is the
fact that they have a graphical representation and a well-defined semantics allowing formal
analysis. Real-world systems often contain many parts, which are similar, but not identical.
Using CSPN, these parts must be represented by disjoint sub nets with a nearly identical
structure. The practical usages of CSPN to describe real-world systems have clearly demonstrated a need for more powerful net types, to describe complex systems in a manageable way.
The formal definition of a Petri Net graph is as follows (Dahl 2005): A Petri net graph G is a
bipartite directed multigraph, G = (V, A), where V = v1, v2, v3, …, vn is a set of vertices and A
= a1, a2, a3, …, an is a multiset of directed arcs, ai = (vj, vk), with vj, vk  V. The set V can be
partitioned into two disjoint sets P and T such that V = P∪T, PT = Φ, and for each directed
arc, ai A, if ai = (vj, vk), then either vj  P and vk T or vj  T and vk P.
Furthermore, the formal definition of a Coloured Petri Net is as follows: A non-hierarchical
coloured Petri net is a tuple CPN = (Σ, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I) satisfying the requirements below: (1) Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, called colour sets. (2) P is a finite set of places. (3)
T is a finite set of transitions. (4) A is a finite set of arcs such that: P  T  P  A  T  A   .
(5) N is a node function. It is defined from A into P  T  T  P . (6) C is a colour function. It is
defined from P into Σ. (7) G is a guard function. It is defined from T into expressions such
that: t  T : [Type(G ( t )) B  Type (Var (G ( t )))   ] . (8) E is an arc expression function.
It is defined from A into expressions such that: a  A : [Type( E ( a )) 

C ( p ( a )) MS  Type(Var ( E ( a )))   ] where p(a) is the place of N(a). (9) The I is an initialization
function. It is defined from P into closed expressions such that: p  P : [Type( I ( p ))

 C ( p ) MS ] .
The formal definition of timed Coloured Petri Nets (Jensen 1997), i.e., the formal definition
of Stochastic Coloured Petri Net, is as follows: A timed non-hierarchical Coloured Petri Net
is a tuple TCPN = (CPN, R, r0) such that (1) Coloured Petri Net satisfied the requirements of
a non-hierarchical Coloured Petri Net as defined in the abovesection when in arc expression
function and the initialization function. We allow the type of E(a) and I(p) to be a timed or
an un-timed multiple set over C(p(a)) and C(p), respectively. (2) R is a set of time values, also
called time stamps. It is a subset of  closed under + and containing 0. (3) r0 is an initial element of R, called the start time.
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x   | x  0 , i.e. the set of

all non-negative real numbers. (2) INT   y , z   TS  TS | z , represent the set of all closed
intervals. If x  TS and

 y , z   INT

then x   y , z  if and only if y  x  z .

The basic elements of a CSPN graph are listed as follows (Haas 2002): (1) A finite set D = { d1,
d2, . . . , dL } of places. (2) A finite set E = { e1, e2, . . . , eM } of transitions. (3) A (possibly empty)
set E’  E of immediate transitions. (4) A finite set U of Colours with a fixed enumeration. (5)
Colour domains UD(d)

U

for d  D and UE(e)  U for e  E. (6) An input incidence

function w− and an output incidence function w+, each defined on
 UD(d)) and taking values in the nonnegative integers.

U e E , d  D

({e} UE(e){d}

2.3 Particle Filter
The particle filter is an inference technique that estimates the unknown state from the sampling particle collection of observation Y1:t={Y1, …, Yt}. It approximates the posterior distri(i )

(i ) N

bution p(St|Y1:t) by a set of weighted particles Z t  {Yt , wt }i 1 with

N

w

(i )
t

 1.

i 1

The dynamic state system consists of the state transition model and the observation model.
The state transition model: St = Ft(St-1, Vt), and the observation model: Yt = Ht(St, Wt ). The state
transition function Ft approximates the dynamics of the object being tracked using the previous state St-1 and the system noise Vt, and the measurement function Ht models a relationship between the observation Yt and the state St given the observation noise Wt. We
usually characterize the state transition model with the state transition probability p(St|St-1)
and the observation model with the likelihood p(Yt|St).
A general procedure of the particle filter consists of three steps: re-sampling, prediction, and
update step. In the re-sampling step, we resample the particles Zt-1 to obtain the
'( i )

N

'( i )

N

non-weighted set of particles with equal weights {S t  1 ,1}i  1 . In the prediction step, we draw
(i )

N

the particles {Vt }i  1 and generate the particles {S t  1 ,1}i  1 using the state transition model

St = Ft(St-1, Vt). In the updating step, we update the weight of each particle based on the ob(i )

(i )

servation likelihood as wt  p (Yt | S t ) .

Particle filter is entitled by a group of weighting particles to calculate posterior probability.
The Equation (1) is a formula of the Bayes theorem of posterior probability.
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P ( S t | Z 1: t ) 





=

P ( Z 1: t | S t ) P ( S t )



P ( Z 1: t )

P ( Z t , Z 1: t  1 | S t ) P ( S t )
P ( Z t , Z 1: t  1 )

P ( Z t | Z 1: t  1 , S t ) P ( Z 1: t  1 | S t ) P ( S t )
P ( Z t | Z 1: t  1 ) P ( Z 1: t  1 )
P ( Z t | Z 1: t  1 , S t ) P ( S t | Z 1: t  1 ) P ( Z 1: t  1 ) P ( S t )

(1)

P ( Z t | Z 1: t  1 ) P ( Z 1: t  1 ) P ( S t )
P ( Z t | S t ) P ( S t | Z 1: t  1 )
P ( Z t | Z 1: t  1 )

In the Equation (1), we can find that the posterior probability P ( S | Z ) could be presented
t

1: t

by the priori probability P ( St | Z1:t 1 ) and the observation model P ( Z t | S t ) . Therefore, we

can obtain the Equation (2) and (3).
P ( S t | Z 1:t 1 ) 

P ( Z t | Z 1:t 1 ) 

 P(S , S | Z
  P(S | S
  P(S | S
t

t 1

1: t  1

t

t 1

t

t 1

) dS t 1
, Z 1:t 1 )P ( S t 1 | Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1
)P ( S t 1 | Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1

 P ( Z , S | Z ) dS
  P(Z | S , Z
  P ( Z | S )P ( S
t

t 1

(2)

1: t 1

t 1

t

t

1: t 1

t

t

t

)P ( S t | Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1

(3)

| Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1

Therefore, the Equation (2) and (3) substitute for (1)，we can obtain the Equation (4).



P ( S t | Z 1 : t )  kP ( Z t | S t ) P ( S t | S t  1 )P ( S t  1 | Z 1 : t  1 ) dS t  1 , where k is a normalized constant.

(4)

According to the Equation (4), we can evaluate and forecast the real state of the object.

P ( Z t | S t ) is the observation model of the probability density function that is a likelihood
function. P ( St | St  1 ) is the state transform model and P ( S t  1 | Z1: t  1 ) is the posterior probability at time t-1. So that, we can substitute and update each state of posterior probability of
object along with the initial state distribution P ( S0 ) . As N   , the Equation (2) can be
presented by the Equation (5).
P ( S t | Z 1:t 1 )



 P(S

t

| S t 1 )P ( S t 1 | Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1

N



 P( S

(i)

t

(i )

| st 1 )wt 1

i 1

Therefore, the Equation (2-8) could be substituted by the Equation (6).

(5)
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P ( S t | Z 1:t )

 kP ( Z t | S t ) P ( S t | S t 1 )P ( S t 1 | Z 1:t 1 ) dS t 1
(6)

N

 kP ( Z t | S t )

 P(S

(i )

t

(i )

| st 1 )wt 1

i 1

The principal steps in the particle filter algorithm:
// Input: the object that would be analyzed, detected and traced.

{St( i ) , wt( i ) }iN1 that can be used to approximate the posterior

// Output: a set of particles
distribution.
Step 1: Initializing particles.
Set t = 1;

Generate particle set from the initial distribution p ( S0 ) to obtain
tial state N particles

s 

N

(i )
0

and setting their weights

i 1

{S0( i ) , w0( i ) }iN1 , the ini-

w 
(i )
0

N

i 1

, where each

w0( i )  1 / N .

Step 2: The forecasting the next state of particles.
In the set of particles,

s 
(i )
t

(i )

N

i 1

presents the state of each particle at time t, according to the

(i )

transition model p ( S k | S k 1 ) .

Step 3: Observing and evaluating particles.
Evaluate the new state of detected particles by the importance likelihood:

wt( i )


wt( i )
(i)
(i )
i 1,..., N . Let the new weights at time t be wt  P ( Z t | S t )

N

w

i  1... N .

( j)
t

j 1

Step 4: Output
(i )

(i ) N

Output a set of particles {S k , wk }i 1 that can be used to approximate the posterior disN

tribution as p ( S t | Z t ) 

w

(i )

t

(i )

 ( S t  S t ) where δ () is the Dirac delta function.

i 1

Step 5: Resample
Resample particle set

s 

N

(i)

t

i 1

with probability

tically distributed random particle set

s 
( j)

t

N
j 1

wt( i ) to obtain N independent and idenapproximately distributed according to

p ( S t | Z t ) . The resample sub-algorithm is as follows.
(1)

(1)

Let New _ wt  wt ;
For i = 2 : N
(i )

( i 1)

New _ wt  New _ wt
End for

(i )

 wt
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For i = 1 : N
r = random(0,1);
for j = 1 : N
( j)

if ( New _ wt
k = j;
break for;
end if
end for
if (i <> k) then
(i)

N ew _ s t

End if
End for

 r ) then

(k )

 st

Step 6 Set t = t + 1, and return to Step 2.

3. The NetworkParticle Filtering Model in Intrusion Detection
A time window is during three seconds. Moving a time window per one second or two
seconds, i.e., there are two one or two seconds overlap between two time windows. We
Used thenetwork particle filter scheme to classify network packets into two classes those
include normal or abnormal network behaviors in each time window. To classify packets
within the continue time window is to classify packets in each time window during a longer
time. The system builds the relationship within these classes. The basic information in each
network packet includes source IP, destination IP, source TCP port number and destination
TCP port number.
3.1 The Definition of the Network Intrusion
Firstly, we give some definitions to describe the meanings and behaviors of network flow in
IDSs.
Definition 1 Time Window: A time window is a time interval that covers many network flow
packets.
Definition 2 Malicious Event: An event generated by a single attempt to violate certain security policies, regardless of whether the attempt achieves its goal.
According to definition 2, even if an attempt fails to violate a security policy, the events it
generates are still malicious. This conforms to the common understanding of a malicious
event. For example, an attempt to overflow a buffer on no vulnerable web server is still malicious, even though it fails.
Definition 3 Suspicious Event: No malicious event generated by an attempt that has a strong
logical connections with the malicious events.
For example, some Snort signatures detect IP sweep attempts that do not violate the security
policies of many sites. However, these events often have a strong connection to intrusion
attempts because the attackers are trying to identify active computer systems.
Definition 4 Attack: A malicious or suspicious event detected by the IDSs.
We shall concentrate on the events that IDSs detect, because usually attacks are only discernable in terms of IDS alerts. Moreover, alert correlation only works on the alerts, and not
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on the events that the IDSs do not detect. In addition, this definition of an attack makes it
interchangeable with the IDS alert in the following. Thus, we will not always explicitly state
that an attack is represented by the alerts.
Definition 5 Alert: A message reported by the IDSs as the result of an attack.
Definition 6 Intrusion Incident: A sequence of related attacks within a time frame against
a single computer system by an attacker to achieve some goals.
The definition 5 and 6 describe the output of the IDS. The Alert can talk to a system or system manager to make a response for this Alert automatically or artificially.
Definition 7 Alert Fusion (Aggregation): Grouping alerts by their common characteristics;
typically, grouping alerts of the same signature and network addresses.
Definition 8 Requires/Provides (Prerequisite) Relation: If an early attack provides logical
support, e.g., information of or access to the system under attack, for a later attack that requires it, there is a requires/provides relation between the two attacks and the corresponding alerts of the attacks.
Definition 9 Alert Correlation: Grouping alerts by their required or provided relation.
The definitions 7, 8 and 9 are to analyze and build the relationship between Alerts, and then
the IDS can supply more useful report or response policies.
3.2 Network Particle Filtering Model
The Fig. 1 shows the proposed network particle filtering model that is implemented in the
CPN tools. In this model includes senders who send network packetsto some hosts. The
NPF recognizes and classifies each network packet into normal or abnormal classes by network particle filter scheme. Those hosts are the destination computer of the sent network
packet from a sender.

Fig. 1. The hierarchical network particle filtering model.
In this research, we considered four cases to analyze network packets and two kinds of attacksto detect intrusion behaviors by network particle filtering model. The first case is one
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packet analysis, to consider each packet, and select N features as particles. Each particle is
given a different weight. Through multi-step filtering, each packet could be defined as normal or abnormal behavior. If one packet is found to be an abnormal behavior, then tracking
corresponding packages with the same as source IP address, TCP port number, and UDP
port number and increasing the corresponding weight of particles. The second case is multiple packet analysis, the timed packets flow. To find and analyze the relationship between
multiple packets, how to decide each next related packet is normal or abnormal behavior. To
increase normal particle weight and decrease abnormal particle weight when the last related
packet is belonged to normal behavior. On the other hand, to decrease normal particle
weight and increase abnormal particle weight when the last related packet is belonged to
abnormal behavior. Then evaluate the score for each related packet particle. If the normal
score is greater than the abnormal score, then this packet is belonging to the normal behavior. In the similar, if the abnormal score is greater than the normal score, then this packet is
belonging to the abnormal behavior.
The next case is in a time window, the number of the source and destination IP address
(NSDIP) and the number of source and destination TCP port (NSDTCP) for each packet
would be summarized and given a weight and probability for each NSDIP and NSDTCP in
a time window. The value of weights is between 0 and 1, and their sum is equal to 1. A
threshold of the weight would be given to evaluate whether some packets are abnormal
behaviors or not.
The final case is within multiple time windows and overlapping time windows. The next
step, we selected those abnormal packets from multiple time windows. Those abnormal
packets would be analyzed and found the relationships betweenthem. Therefore, those abnormal packets would be classified and named one attack. And then IDS creates the attack
pattern and update into the pattern database. The IDSs could make a response to each detected attack. For example, IDSs could send alerts to system manager, log each detected incident and attack, and auto-response by system defined.
We assume that there are some relationships for some packets between two neighbor time
windows. If the relationship exists, then we can work at the packet trace. Otherwise, it will
be failed to trace. Therefore, we should extend the filtering field to more time windows that
maybe cover some packets with relationship; or begin another packet trace because the last
trace packet is the end of sequence.
The detection models can be divided into offline and online cases. Fig. 2 (a) shows the flowchart of offline detection case. In the offline case, the input is the collected data during a time
interval that included more than one time window. The next step is to analyze and classify
packets during one time window using the network particle filter scheme. And then the step
is to detect intruded behaviors and update the intrusion pattern database when the new
intrusion behaviors were been found.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) The offline analysis flowchart of the network particle filtering IDS. (b) The online
detection flowchart of the network particle filtering IDS.
Fig. 2 (b) shows the flowchart of offline detection case. The most difference between offline
and online cases is the input data. In the online case, the input data are the real time received
network packets from senders. Therefore, we analyze and classify packets using the network
particle filter scheme when the time is up for a time window. The abnormal packet database is
to keep the dubious packets those could be used after some time windows. The intrusion pattern database is to save the patterns that had been confirmed as intrusionbehaviors. The intrusion pattern database could be updated when the system found a new intrusion pattern.

4. Experimental Results
In our experiment include two simulation cases Intrusion detection and Trojan detection. In
the Intrusion detection case, we assume that the almost intrusion behaviors come from
senders. Therefore, we just design the network particle filter scheme to detect the packets
those have been sent from senders. On the other hand, the Trojan detection case, we assume
almost dubious packets come from receiver’s acknowledge. Therefore, we set the network
particle filter scheme on the outward path. The network particle filter scheme is designed to
analyze and classify each network packet into normal or abnormal class for inward and
outward, respectively.
The simulation platform is CPN Tools for Coloured Petri Nets that supports good interface
and tools to implement the Coloured Petri Nets model. We design a hierarchical network
that includes four main parts system view, sender, NPF, and hosts. We also let each kind
attack simulation be executed 4000 steps to claim the trend of the results.
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Fig. 3. The CPN simulation for NPF-Intrusion. The initial status.
Fig. 3 shows the initial status of NPF part in the Intrusion detection case using CPN Tools.
The ‘Particle’ place is to be designed to create 10 particles randomly. The ‘NPF’ transition is
to set up the filtering conditions and classify packets into normal class or dubious class. The
‘Classify’ transition refines the classification of ‘NPF’. And then sends the attack packets to
the ‘Attacks’ place. The ‘Attacks’ place is to record the attack packets those have been captured by ‘NPF’ transition.
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Fig. 4. The CPN simulation for NPF-Intrusion. The status of Sender after 4000 steps.

Fig. 5. The CPN simulation for NPF-Intrusion. The status of NPF after 4000 steps.
Fig. 5 shows the status of NPF part after 4000 steps. There are 10 attack packets in ‘Attacks’
place, i.e., the system captured 10 attack or intrusion behaviors. At the same time, there are
57 attack packets in ‘TA’ place. So that, we can obtain the total detection rate is 17.54%.
Fig. 6 shows the initial status of NPF part for the Trojan detection case. The ‘Collect’ place is
to collect all acknowledged packets from the receiver , and then sends them to the ‘NPF’
transition. The ‘NPF’ transition is to detect each passed packet is the Trojan behavior or not.
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The ‘Trojan’ place saved the possible Trojan packets those have been captured from the
‘NPF’ transition.
Fig. 7 shows the status of the Sender part after 4000 steps on the Trojan detection case. The
total sent packets are 693. At the same time, there are 470 acknowledged packets have been
received. Fig. 8 shows the status of NPF part after 4000 steps on the Trojan detection case.
The total number of Trojan packets is 66 in the ‘Trojan’ place. So that, we can obtain the total
Trojan behavior rate is 14.04%.

Fig. 6. The CPN simulation for NPF-Trojan. The initial status.
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Fig. 7. The CPN simulation for NPF-Trojan. The status of Sender after 4000 steps.

Fig. 8. The CPN simulation for NPF-Trojan. The status of the NPF after 4000 steps.
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Fig. 9. The attack rate and detection rate of the CPN simulation for NPF-Intrusion after 4000
steps.

Fig. 10. The Trojan rate of the CPN simulation for NPF-Trojan after 4000 steps.
In our simulation process, we record the number of some places, for example, “sendNo”,
“Attacks” and „Send_Received” at eachstep. Fig. 9 shows the attack packet rate and attack
detection rate. The attack packet rate is the ratio of attack packets against all sent packets.
The attack detection rate is the ratio of attack packets against all signed ‘A’ packets. Fig. 10
shows the Trojan rate that is the ratio of Trojan packet against all acknowledged packets
from the receivers. In the first 200 steps illustrates a suddenly rise high interval, the reason is
the most of the acknowledged packets passed through the NPF node but have not yet arrived at the sender node. The trend, however, of the results matches our design.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided a network particle filtering with a stochastic model for an
intrusion detection system, and simulated this scheme in the ColouredPetri Nets Tools plat-

form. To build a real test environment and collect real attack case data is not easy. We proposed a test bed platform that can support to test and simulate the network attack cases.
The particle filter scheme applied into network analysis is a difficult work, because the related behaviors of network flow are not continuous and it is very difficult to know and control them. Therefore, the accuracy of our simulation results is not enough good. The design
of network flow also does not touch the real attack cases. Our approaches, however, can be
applied to the risk and cost evaluation to practice an IDS.
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1. Introduction
Software architecture has recently emerged as a new discipline of software engineering to effectively develop and maintain complex and large-scale software systems and reduce costs
of developing applications. Software architecture provides a high-level abstraction for representing components, their relationships to each other and environment, and their constraints.
The overall system structure design and specifications are far more important than the selection of the specific algorithms and data structures. Therefore, software architecture is a critical
factor to success for system design and development (Shaw & Clements, 2006).
Software architecture can be characterized according to its evolution at runtime (Oquendo,
2004): 1. static architectures: the architecture does not evolve during the execution of the
system; 2. dynamic architectures: the architecture can evolve during the execution, e.g. components can be created, deleted, reconfigured, or updated at run-time. Dynamic software
architectures have several practical applications (Medvidovic & Taylor, 2000). In public information systems with high availability and in mission- and safety-critical systems, the implementation of architectural evolvement at run-time can decrease the cost and risk. To support
architecture-based development, architecture description languages (ADLs) and formal models have been proposed to represent software architecture in a formal way, such as UniCon
(Shaw et al., 1995), Darwin (Magee, 1995), Rapide (Luckham et al., 1995), Wright (Allen et al.,
1998), π-ADL (Oquendo, 2004), SAM (He et al., 2004), XYZ/ADL (Luo et al., 2000). However,
the major attentions have been focused on the description of static architectures, while the
description of dynamic architecture has not yet to receive the attention it deserves. Darwin
and Rapide only depict predefined dynamic evolvement and cannot verify the integrality and
liveness of the systems. Wright can describe the dynamic evolvement, but it is so complicated.
For a two-tier client/server system, process algebra (such as π-calculus) uses two processes
and one or two channels to depict it, while Wright only needs seven processes and eight channels. π-SPACE and π-ADL cannot analyze the key characteristics. Although the existing
approaches provide support for dynamic software architecture, most of them cannot analyze
and verify the key characteristics. Therefore, software systems cannot be ensured robustness,
consistency and maintenance.
To support the development of correct and robust dynamic software architectures, a visual
software architecture formal model (SAFM) based on two complementary formalisms, namely
Object-oriented Petri nets (OPN) and π-calculus, is proposed. SAFM divides software systems
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into components, connectors and configuration module. In SAFM, OPN are employed to visualize the static architecture and depict the behavior of software systems, and π-calculus is
used to describe software architecture evolution, including component joining, exiting, updating, load balancing and architecture reconfiguration. As π-calculus, which is based on the
interleaving semantics, cannot depict the true concurrency and has few supporting tools, the
π-calculus model of architecture evolution is translated into Petri nets (Yu et al., 2007). Consequently the structural analysis techniques allow the qualitative analysis of properties that
may be proved directly on the structure of Petri nets, and the final model can be directly analyzed and verified using existing Petri net tools. SAFM approach supports detection of design
errors in an early software design stage and the quality of the software can be significantly
improved.

2. Object-oriented Petri Nets, π -calculus and Their Integration
2.1 A New Object-oriented Petri Nets (OPN)

The ordinary Petri nets models are very complicated, which highly depend on the system and
lack the modularity and flexibility. Consequently state explosion in ordinary Petri net modeling is easily occurred. To solve the complexity and state explosion, Petri nets are combined
with Object-oriented methods to set up Object-oriented Petri nets. Object-oriented Petri nets
can tersely and independently represent all kinds of resources in a complex system, increase
the flexibility of the model. Many kinds of Object-oriented Petri nets (Miyamoto & Kumagai,
2005) are presented. However many of them cannot completely describe the characteristics of
objects. From software components perspective, a new Object-oriented Petri nets (OPN) are
presented. In OPN both the modularity and flexibility are better than those of ordinary Petri
nets, and the state explosion problem is a little more alleviated.
The OPN model of a physical object is defined as follows.
Definition 1 OPN is a 9-tuple, OPN = (Σ, P, T, IT, OT, F, E, G, C ), where Σ is color sets,
which is a finite set of data types, variables and functions; where P is a finite set of places,
P = { p1 , p2 , . . . , p j }; T is a finite set of transitions, T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tk }; IT (Input Transition)
and OT (Output Transition) are sets of input and output transitions, IT = {it1 , it2 , . . . , itl },





OT = {ot1 , ot2 , . . . , otm }; F ⊆ ( P × T ) ( T × P) ( P × IT ) ( IT × P) ( P × OT ) (OT × P)
is the input and output relationships between transitions and places; E : F → ( ID, CDS) is
expression functions in the arcs, ID is the identification of the arc and CDS ⊆ Σ is a complicated data structure; G is the guard function of the transitions, which is a boolean expression.
C ( P) ⊆ Σ is a set of color associated with the places P.
A system is composed of objects and their interconnection relations, and its formal definition
is given as follows.
Definition 2 A system is a 3-tuple, S = (OPN, Gate, C ), where OPN is a finite set of physical
objects in the system, O = {OPN1 , OPN2 , . . . , OPNi }; Gate is a finite set of communication
places, which are message passing relations among OPN; C ( Gate) ⊆ Σ is a set of color associated with the places Gate.
OPN can represent the object-oriented characteristics, such as encapsulation, inheritance and
polymorphism. The behavior equivalence of models can be judged by the branch bisimilarity
(Yu, 2006)
2.2 π -Calculus

The π-calculus (Milner et al., 1992) is an extension of the process algebra CCS (Calculus of
Communicating Systems) in order to allow dynamic reconfiguration of systems. The model-
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ing entities are names and processes. Systems are represented as a set of processes which interact
by means of names. The names can be regarded as shared channels, variables or constants,
which act as subjects for interaction. The process can use the name as a subject for future transmissions, which allows an easy and effective reconfiguration of the system.
We assume an infinite set of names N , ranged over by a, b, . . . , z, which will function as all
of channels, variables and data values; a set of process identifiers K is ranged over by A, B, . . .,
each with an arity (an integer ≥ 0); the processes are ranged over by P, Q, R, . . . , which are of
seven kinds as follows:
1. A Sum ∑i∈ I Pi representing the process that can enact one or other of the Pi .

2. A prefix form yx.P, y( x ).P, or τ.P.
yx. is called negative prefix. y may be thought of as an output port of a process; yx.P
outputs the name x at port y and then behaves like P.
y( x ). is called positive prefix. y may be thought of as an input port of a process; y( x ).P
inputs an arbitrary name z at port y and then behaves like P{z/x}.
τ. is called silent prefix, which represents an agent that can evolve to P without interaction with environment. τ.P performs the silent action τ and then behaves like P.
3. A Parallel Composition P| Q, which represents the combined behaviors of P and Q executing in parallel. The processes P and Q can act independently, and may also communicate if one performs an output and the other an input along the same port.

4. A restriction (νx ) P. This process behaves as P but the name x is local, meaning it cannot
immediately be used as a port for communication between P and its environment.
5. A match [ x = y] P. This process behaves like P if the names x and y are identical, otherwise it does nothing.
6. A defined agent A(y1 , . . . , yn ). For any process identifier A (with arity n) used thus, there
def

must be a unique defining equation A( x1 , . . . , xn ) = P, where the names x1 , . . . , xn are
distinct and are the only names which may occur free in P.
def

7. A Replication !P. !P is given by the definition !P = P|!P, which represents an unbounded number of copies of P.
The π-calculus can be varied in many ways. There are many useful subcalculi, e.g. the
polyadic π-calculus (Milner, 1993). The polyadic π-calculus allows multiple objects in communications: outputs of type ay1 , . . . , yn .P and inputs of type a( x1 , . . . , xn ).Q. In this paper,
the polyadic π-calculus is adopted as the modeling tool.
π-calculus can address the description of system with a dynamic or evolving topology, and
analyze the key properties, such as deadlock, bisimulation, and bisimilarity.
2.3 The Integration of Petri Nets and π -calculus

Petri nets are graphical representation and a promising tool to describe the static characteristics of the system, represent the dynamic behaviors, and express causality and concurrency in
system behavior. Structural properties of Petri nets, such as P-invariants and T-invariants, are
employed to analyze the relations of the structure and behaviors of a system. Furthermore,
Petri nets provide a variety of well-established mathematical methods to analyze, simulate
and validate the systems. These properties make Petri nets as an excellent tool for the validation of models by non-technical end users. However the structure of Petri nets is static, it is
hardly possible to model dynamic system architecture.
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π-calculus is suitable for describing software system with an evolving communication topology. π-calculus can specify and reason about the design of complex concurrent computing
systems by means of algebraic operators corresponding to common programming constructs
Best et al. (2001). However,the processes of π-calculus are complicated, and it cannot visually
model the system architecture (Jiang, 2003). Moreover, as π-calculus, which is based on the
interleaving semantics, cannot depict the true concurrency and has few supporting tools.
The treatment of the structure and semantics of concurrent systems provided by Petri nets
and π-calculus is different, so it is virtually impossible to take full advantage of their overall strengths when they are used separately. Therefore the idea of combining Petri nets and
π-calculus is proposed, where Petri nets are employed to visually model the system architecture and system behaviors, and π-calculus is employed to describe the system evolution. To
remedy the deficiencies of π-calculus, π-calculus is mapped into Petri nets to visualize system structure as well as system behaviors. Therefore, the structural analysis techniques allow
direct qualitative analysis is of the system properties on the structure of the nets.
The use of dual complimentary formal methods has many advantages over a single formalism
(Clarke, 1996), including modeling and analyzing different aspects of software architecture
using different formalism to improve understandability. The integration of Petri nets and πcalculus provides a bridge between graphical specification techniques and dynamic modeling
techniques. π-calculus and Petri nets can complement each other very well.

3. Software Architecture Formal Model
A visual software architecture formal model (SAFM) based on Object-oriented Petri nets and
π-calculus, is proposed. SAFM models and analyzes software architecture, and it describes
the components, connectors and configuration.
Definition 3 SAFM is a three-tuple, SAFM = (Comp, Conn, Con f ), where Comp =
(Comp1 , Comp2 , . . . , Compo , ) is a set of components, Conn = (Conn1 , Conn2 , . . . , Conn p ) is
a set of connectors, and Con f is architecture configuration.
3.1 Modeling Components

A component is a unit of data or computation, loci of status store and computation with extended and integrated. A Component is 3-tuple, Compo = ( ID, OPN, Π), where ID is the
identifier of a component; OPN defines the interfaces and internal implementation of a component; Π describes the evolvement of a component by π-calculus.
In OPN, IT and OT describe a component’s interfaces that are a set of interaction points between it and the external world, Compo .Inter f ace = {(t1 , t2 )|t1 ∈ IT, t2 ∈ OT }. The interface
specifies the services a component requires and provides, especially the messages a component receives and sends. The implementation of a component is described by other tuples of
OPN. A component interacts with other components by interfaces, and its internal implementation is invisible for other components. The evolve process of components will be described
in the next section.
Components are reusable software units, including composite components and atomic components. A composite component may be composed of other composite components or atomic
components. An atomic component is no longer divided.
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Fig. 1. The connector model

3.2 Modeling Connectors

Connectors are used to model the interactions among components, define the rules that govern those interactions. Connectors coordinate and supervise components from the high level,
and manage the resources of the system.
A connector is defined as Conn p = ( ILP, Gate, KBP, Role, Π), where ILP is a intelligent
link place denoted by a ellipse. The information obtained from the external is saved in
the ILP to set up message passing channels among components. Gate is the tuple in OPN
model. KBP represents Knowledge-base Place which is defined to apperceive the external
environment, acquire requisite knowledge, and describe services which components provide
via interfaces. Role is a set of components interact with the connector, which is defined as
Role = {CID1 , . . . , CIDn }. Π addresses the evolvement of connectors by π-calculus, which
will be described in the next section.
From the point of view of communication, the connector controls and manages the communication and collaboration among components; from the point of view of the system connection
and conglutination, the connector plays the role of the glue conglutinating the software system.
In the connector, the roles identify the logical participants in the interaction. There are two
types of roles, static and dynamic role, respectively. Dynamic role will change with the components deleted or added.
A software system may consist of some connectors. If a system is composed of a connector
and some components to achieve a certain goal, then it is called a group, which is shown in
Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) represents several groups constitute a large-scale system, and these groups
is connected by a connector.
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Fig. 2. software architecture configuration
3.3 Modeling Configurations

Con f is the architectural configuration, which addresses the connected graphs of components
and connectors. Con f is studied from the macro-level, where software systems are conceived
as a multitude of interacting components and connectors. In the macro-level, the key point is
the overall structure and behaviors, rather than the mere behaviors of individuals.
The architectural configuration is shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity and clarity of the diagrams,
this configuration model is predigested. The components are represented by IT, OT and abstract places denoted by shaded circles. The abstract places can be refined according to requirements. The static semantics of architecture is visually described in Fig. 2, and the dynamic semantics is represented by the firing of transitions. The firing of the transition makes
the Token dispatch, which expresses the message passing and well depicts interactions among
components.

4. The Dynamic Evolvement of Software Architecture
To address dynamic software architecture, the scheme in SAFM is defined as follows.
1. The supervising processes are defined in components and connectors. The supervising processes in components send messages to connectors, and describe the internal
reason of dynamic evolvement, such as computation errors or abnormity. The supervising processes in connectors interact with the supervising processes in components
and environment, and describe the exterior reason of dynamic evolvement.
2. The connectors is the supervisor of a system, and defined the operators, such as
Create, Delete, U pdate, to describe the dynamic evolvement.
3. After addressing the dynamic evolvement, the correctness and consistency must be analyzed, which will be described in the next section.
The supervising processes in components can be defined as follows.
Monitor (request, con f ig) = requestid, updin f o .con f ig( x, y)([ x = id, y = begin]U pdate).
Regin f o id, s.Monitor (request, con f ig)

(1)
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where the process Monitor sends id and update information updin f o to the supervising process in a connector via the channel request, and then waits for the notice to update. After
the component updates using the process update, the process Regin f o will register its related
information in the connector.
The supervising processes in connectors can be defined as follows.
Supervisor (request, in f o, con f ig) = request(u, v).in f o ids, wait.con f igid, begin.
CRegin f o  x, y.Supervisor (request, in f o, con f ig)

(2)

where the process supervisor receives the component updating information via the channel
request, and notifies the related components suspend their services via the channel in f o, and
then accepts the enrollment information of the new component.
4.1 Components Joining and Exiting

In software systems, new components first enroll their information (such as name, address,
interface and capability) in connectors, and set up the channels for interacting with the other
components via ILP. The creating process of a component is
NewComp(id, s) = Create(id, s)

(3)

It means that a component is created with a identifier id and providing a service s. The enroll
process of a component is
RegIn f o (id, s) = (νid, s)(register id, s)

(4)

It means that a component enrolls a service s and its identifier id via the channel register to a
connector, and the id, s is private names. The corresponding enroll process in the connector is
CRegIn f o ( x, y) = (νx, y)(register ( x, y))

(5)

It means that the connector obtains a service information via the channel register, and the x, y
is private names.
When a component requests a service, the connector queries the knowledge base to search a
corresponding component providing the service to send its identifier to the requesting component. If the requesting component receives the identifier of the service component, it sends
the message to the service component through the connector; if the service component does
not exist, the requesting component can subscribe for this service. The connector will inform
the requesting component as long as it becomes aware of the information that a corresponding
component registers. This requesting process in the requesting component is
RequestService(i, r, l ) = i  a.r (z).([z = nil ].subscribe a + zl )

(6)

The requesting component sends the request a through the channel i to the connector to query
the corresponding service component, and then wait a response from the connector through
the channel r. After the requesting component receives the identifier of the service component
z, it sends the requesting address l to the service component by the channel z.
The service query process in the connector is
QueryService(i, r, p) = i (y).(kby| Belie f (y)).(r nil .subscribe(y) + r  P)

(7)
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and the corresponding process in the service component is
ProvdService( p, s) = p( x ).x s

(8)

The service component sends the service through the channel x to the requesting component.
According to the above analysis, the entire dynamic process of the service requesting and
providing is modeled as follows:
RequestService(i, r, l )| QueryService(i, r, p)| ProvdService( p, s)

= i a.r (z).([z = nil ].subscribe a + zl )|i (y).(kby| Belie f (y)).(r nil .subscribe(y) +

r  P)| p( x ).x s
τ

−
→ r (z).([z = nil ].subscribe a + zl )|(kb a| Belie f ( a)).(r nil .subscribe(y) +
r  P)| p( x ).x s
τ

−
→ r (z).([z = nil ].subscribe a + zl )|r  P| p( x ).x s
τ

−
→ pl | p( x ).x s
τ

−
→ l s

If a component achieves its goal and wants to exit from the system, it must delete its information, so the information in the connector will not fall into confusion. The exiting process of a
component is
Comp(id, s) = Delete(id, s)
(9)
It means that a component is deleted with an identifier id and a service s.
4.2 Component Update

Component update can be classified into two categories. 1. The algorithm of a component
may be error or its deficiency is lower, so the component must be updated, which is called
holding semantic update. 2. For new system requirements appearing, a component with new
functions will update the former component, which is called extended update.
For the first case, the weak equivalent of π-calculus can be used to judge whether the new
component substitutes for the old component. If the behaviors of two components are equivalent, a component can substitute for the other one, which the environment cannot apperceive.
The holding semantic update is defined as follows.
Rule 1 Suppose the behaviors of the components Comp0 and Comp1 are the processes P and
Q, respectively. If P ≈ Q, Comp1 can update Comp0 denoted as P  Q, which is called holding
semantic update.
Holding semantic update means that the internal algorithms of components are updated,
while their behaviors are not changed.
For the second case, a powerful component updates the former component. The extended
update is defined as follows.
Rule 2 Suppose the behaviors of the components Comp0 and Comp1 are the processes P and
Q, respectively. P and Q satisfy the following conditions.
1. f n( P) ⊆ f n( Q);

τ
→ P , then ∃ Q , Q ⇒ Q ;
2. If P −
x (z)

x (z)...xi (zi )

x (z)...xi (zi )

3. If P −−→ P , then ∃ Q , Q −−−−−−→ Q (−−−−−−→means that Q can execute the other
actions xi (zi ) except x (z));
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x y...xi yi 

4. If P −−→ P , then ∃ Q , Q −−−−−−→ Q (−−−−−−→means that Q can execute the other
actions xi yi  except x y);
xy

xy...xi yi

5. If P −→ P , then ∃ Q , Q −−−−→ Q .

Then Q updates P, therefore Comp1 can update Comp0 denoted as Comp1  Comp0 , which
is called extended update.
Extended update means that the new component provides new functions except remaining
the former behaviors.
4.3 Load Balancing

In distributed systems, if a new server is added, the requests of clients must be assigned
to different servers to balance load. In SAFM, connectors are employed to balance load of
servers. For example, if a system consists of two server components, load balancing rule is
if(Server1 .cn < Server2 .cn)
then QueryService(i1 , r1 , p1 )
else QueryService(i2 , r2 , p2 )
It means that before the connector sets up a channel for a client and a server, it must judge
the number of clients interacting with the two servers. If the number of clients interacting
with Server1 is less than that of clients interacting with Server2 , the identifier of Server1 is
transmitted to the clients.
4.4 Architecture Reconfiguration

To improve the stability of systems, some backup components are added. When the primary
component goes down, the backup component is used until the primary component returns
to service. In Fig. 2, component1 interacts with component2 via the channel G1 (denoted as
y). During the system running, a backup component component1 is added to backup the
data via the channel bak. If component1 goes down, component2 needs switch its channel to
component1 . The dynamic configuration process is shown as follows.

(νbak)(ybak.Comp1 |Comp1 )|y( x ).Comp2
τ

−
→ (νbak)(Comp1 |Comp1 )|Comp2 {bak/x }

It means that before component1 going down, the private channel bak is transferred to
component2 . Therefore component2 can interact with component1 via the channel bak.

5. Analyzing Software Architecture
For analyzing static software architecture, the related methods and supporting tool (such as
INA (Roch & Starke, 2009)) can be employed to analyze deadlock, boundness and reachbility
of models. In this section, the major attentions will be focused on analyzing dynamic software
architecture. Owing to components interacting with each other via interfaces, the internal
structures are omitted and the processes of π-calculus are used to describe the behaviors of
interfaces to analyze the consistency of dynamic software architecture. To verify the structure
characteristics (Yu et al., 2007), the π-calculus models are mapped into Petri nets to analyze
the liveness of models.
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5.1 The Compatibility of The Internal Implementations and Interfaces in Components

A component is composed of interfaces and internal implementations. Interfaces represent the
providing or needing services of components. The internal implementations of components
must be compatible with their interfaces. Therefore, components must execute the behaviors
which interfaces represent. In this section, the name hiding (Canal et al., 2001) of π-calculus
are used to analyze the compatibility.
Definition 4 (Name Hiding) Suppose a process P and a set of names N ⊆ f n( P), P/N represents the process hides the names belong to N in P,
P/N = (νN )( P|

∏

Hide(n))

(10)

n∈ N

where Hide(n) = n(m).( Hide(n)| Hide(m)) + (νm)(nm.( Hide(n)| Hide(m))).
For each name n ∈ N, the process Hide(n) hides it in P. Hide(n) means that the input or output prefixes of n are provided to interact with the input or output prefixes of n in P. Therefore
the behavior is predigested to the internal behavior τ so as to hide the name n.
The hide names are distinct with the restricted names. The restricted names cannot interact
with the other processes, but they can be regarded as values to transmit to the other processes.
The hide names means that the freedom names in processes are hide to transfer some specific
behaviors to internal behaviors.
Definition 5 (Component Interface) Suppose a component Comp and a process P, if
f n( P) ⊆ f n(Comp) and P ≈ Comp/( f n(Comp) − f n( p))

(11)

then P is called an interface in Comp.
Definition 5 means that a interface is a subset of internal implementations in a component.
Therefore the freedom names of the interface is a subset of the freedom names of the component, and the other names are hidden. Then the process is weak equivalent to P.
According to definition 5, the interfaces can be obtained by name hiding. However all processes satisfying definition 6 do not correctly represent the internal implementations of a component. The compatibility of the interfaces and implementations of a component is judged by
the following conclusion.
Conclusion 1 Suppose a component Comp and its set of interfaces P = { P1 , . . . , Pn } satisfy the
following conditions.
1. f n( Pi ) ∩ f n( Pj ) = ∅ ∀i = j;

τ

→)∗ , which shows 0 or some internal evolve2. Comp ⇒ 0 iff ∀i, Pi ⇒ 0(⇒represents (−
ment sequence);
α



α



→ Comp , then ∃i, Pi , Pi −
→ Pi and the internal implementations of
3. If ∃α(α = τ ), Comp −



Comp are compatible with P = { P1 , . . . , Pi , . . . , Pn }.

Then the internal implementations are compatible with the interfaces P.
5.2 Analyzing Consistency of Software Architecture

When new components join or components update, software architecture will evolve. Consequently, the consistency may be changed. The consistency means that all components in
systems successfully interact with each other, which is important for dynamic software architecture (Goudarzi, 1998) (Canal et al., 2001). In SAFM, components interact with each other
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Fig. 3. software architecture model of gas station based on Wright
via interfaces. Therefore, the consistency can be judged from the interface level (Cimpan et al,
2005).
If the processes P and Q are consistent, P interacts with Q via a allelomorph name, such as
P = x y.P , Q = x (z).Q . Then P and Q are synchronous.
Definition 6(Consistency) Suppose the relation R in synchronous processes, for example PRQ.
If all replacer operators σ ∈
/ f n( P) ∪ f n( Q) satisfies PσRQσ, and
τ
→ P , then P RQ;
1. If P −

xy
x (z)
2. If ¬( P ∼ 0) ∧ ¬( P ≡ 0), P −−→ P ∧ Q −→ Q , then P {y/z} RQ ;
x (n)
x (n)
3. If ¬( P ∼ 0) ∧ ¬( P ≡ 0), P −−→ P ∧ Q −−→ Q , then P RQ ;

Then R is called half-consistency. If R and R−1 are half-consistency, then they are consistency,
denoted as .
The consistency of processes means the processes can communicate with allelomorph names
τ
and execute successfully until their final states. If a process P makes P ⇒ P and P −
→ or
τ
τ
→ means ∃ P , P −
→ P ), then P can successfully execute until its final states. If
P ≡ 0 ( P −
τ



→) and ¬( P ≡ 0), then P is deadlock.
P ⇒ P , ¬( P −
Conclusion 2(Consistency of Components) Suppose P and Q are interfaces of Comp1 and
Comp2 , and P and Q are consistent, P  Q. Then Comp1 and Comp2 are consistent, namely,
Comp1 |Comp2 can successfully execute.
Conclusion 3(Consistency of System) If all components in a system are consistent, then the
system can successfully execute.

6. Example: Modeling and Analyzing Gas-Station Problem
The gas station system consists of customers, cashiers and pumps (Tsai & Xu, 1999). If a
customer arrives at the gas station, he pays for the gas, then the cashier informs the pump.
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Cumstomer [1]:
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...
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CASHIER
Customer [1... N].pay start [1...M]
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DELIVIER
Customer [1...N].gas gas [1...M]

Pump [1]:
PUMP

gas

STATION

Fig. 4. software architecture model of gas station based on Darwin
Suppose that there exist a customer, a cashier, and a pump in gas station. The software architecture of the gas station using Wright is shown in Fig. 3 (Naumovich et al., 1997), where the
arrows represent the connecting attachment. For this gas station, 3 connectors and 12 attachments are needed using Wright, and each connector, component, and port must be described
by CSP processes. Therefore, the system model is complicated. The gas station system is modeled by Darwin shown in Fig. 4 (Magee et al., 1999). There no exist connectors in this system.
Customers use the same port to pay for expenses and pump oil. Consequently collision may
be occurred (Cuesta et al., 2005).
In this section, the gas station is modeled by SAFM shown in Fig. 5, which is abstracted as
customer, cashier, pump and connector. The customer, cashier and pump are enrolled in the
connector via the transition RegIn f o. The connector sets up the pay1 , pump1 and in f o via
SevIn f o. Comparing to Wright and Darwin, the system model using SAFM is visual and
easily understand, and void the collision in Darwin.
The Petri nets supporting tools– INA can be employed to analyze and verify the software
architecture model of gas station. According to the INA analysis results, the model shown
in Fig. 5 is bounded, the number of reachable states is 120, and it is live. Therefore, the gas
station can successfully execute.
When a new customer arrives or the system provides new functions, the architecture evolves.
Suppose that a new customer arrives, it firstly enroll in connector and the channel pay2 , pump2
and change are set up. Finally, according to the consistency of components, the consistency of
the system needs to be analyzed. The interfaces of components in gas station are defined as
follows.
Customer2 :
Pay(money) = pay2 money.(change(u).Pay(money) + paymore( p).Pay( p))

(12)

PumpGas( x ) = pump2 ( x ).PumpGas( x )

(13)

Cashier:
Charge(y) = pay2 (y).([y ≥ expense]changedibs.Charge(y) + [y < expense]

paymoreexpense − y.Charge(expense − y))

(14)
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Fig. 5. software architecture model of gas station based on SAFM

Pump:

In f orm(id, msg) = in f o id, msg.In f orm(id, msg)

(15)

Getin f o (z, w) = in f o (z, w).Getin f o (z, w)

(16)

Pump( gas) = pump2  gas.Pump( gas)

(17)

Pay (money) = paymoney.Pay (money)

(18)

Charge (y) = pay(y).Charge (y)

(19)

The former interfaces of customer and cashier are

The interfaces of customer and cashier provides new functions. According to rule 2, the
cashier components is extended update. According to definition 6, Pay  Charge, In f orm 
Getin f o, Inputgas  Pump, then components Customer2 |Cashier | Pump can successfully execute. Consequently the gas station can run.
To analyze and verify the evolved model, it is translated into Petri nets by using the algorithm of π-calculus mapping Petri nets, which is shown in Fig. 6. The pump component is
represented as an abstract place. The channels pay2 , pump2 , change and repay are mapped
into places in the connector, and the interface transitions are added between the customer and
cashier. INA is used to analyze the evolved model. According to the INA analysis results,
the evolved model is deadlock, and there exists a dead reachable state S137 . By tracing the
firing sequence of S137 and analyzing the system flow, an arc is added between T18 and P10 .
Finally, the revised model is analyzed by INA. According to the INA analysis results, the revised model is bounded, the number of reachable states is 168, and it is live. Therefore, the
system can successfully execute.
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Fig. 6. the evolved software architecture model
According to the above model, the prototype system has been finished. SAFM also is applied
to an engagement among Unmanned Ground Vehicles(UGV) (Yu, 2006).

7. Conclusion
Based on two complementary formalisms, namely Object-oriented Petri nets and π-calculus,
software architecture formal model (SAFM) is proposed, which describes the components,
connectors and configuration. OPN are employed to visualize the static architecture and depict the behavior of software systems, and π-calculus is used to describe software architecture
evolution. SAFM stresses description of dynamic software architecture, and analyze the static
and dynamic semantics, and depict the overall and individual characteristics of software architecture. SAFM can be applied to investigate software architecture from the micro-level and
macro-level. From the micro-level, the researchers can pay more attention to the implementation details of each component; and from the society level, they can pay more attention to
the overall design and interactions among components. An example of software architecture
is used to illustrate modeling capability of SAFM.
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1. Introduction
In many research fields and applications requiring real time, such as signal, speech or image
processing, problems are often characterized by the amount of data to deal with.
However, it can happen that real time constraints are difficult to satisfy without taking into
account the intrinsic parallelism of processings to perform. Thus, diverse architectures
appeared (SIMD, MIMD...), leading to different classes of architecture. Literature showed
the advantages and drawbacks of each of them. Moreover, expensive costs limited their
applications during a long time.
Systolic architectures defined by H.T. Kung are a particular class of parallel architectures.
They constitute specialized systems characterized by a repetitive structure of identical
elementary processors locally and regularly interconnected. Synchronous data circulate
through the architecture, which interact at each encounter. Several important difficulties like
the central memory sharing, buses access conflicts... can be therefore avoided. All problems
are however not systolizable. These networks are designed for the repetitive identical
processing of a huge amount of data, which is the case, for example, in many signal and
image processing algorithms.
The conception of these networks has been the subject of many studies, the main ones are
developped in the first part of this chapter. The limited number of systolic processors
available on the market was problematic for the development of methodologies for a long
time. Now, programmable components enable to be free from this problem. To ease their
implementation, we developped a methodology based on a formal and universal tool (Petri
Nets) that is developped in the second part of the paper.

2. Definitions
2.1 Systolic architecture
This architecture is considered as an intermediate between data flow and pipeline. It has
been introduced in (Kung, 1982) and is made of a set of processors or processing cells locally
interconnected. Each cell can run a simple or complex operation and links between cells are
established so as to minimize the associated paths complexity.
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Just like in a pipeline structure, information move in a cascade scheduling form.
Communications between outside environment and systolic network are established with
peripheral cells that constitute the network I/O ports.
2.2 Systolic networks properties
Systolic networks have interesting properties(“Quinton & Robert, 1991”) :
- Data flow coming from the environment are intensively used
- Networks association is made easier thanks to structure cascadability
- Elementary cells are not complex
- Data flow are simple and regular
- A set of elementary processings is performed synchronously on different cells
These main properties enable to simplify their implementation on VLSI once an automated
and rigorous conception method has been defined.
Several kinds of nets exist, according to different basic cells (Fig. 1) : the linear array,
orthogonal array and hexagonal array. All can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In this
paper, we will mostly focus on linear arrays since it better suits our application, Fig. 1
therefore does not show all possible propagation directions in arrays.

Fig. 1. Basic systolic architectures : (a) linear array, (b) squared array, (c) hexagonal array
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These architectures take advantage of the massive parallelism encountered in processing
applications (Johnson & Hurson, 1993). They only need a minimum of operators (Sousa,
1998) and memory accesses (Kung, 1988) thanks to a very efficient communications system
(Lim & Swartzlander, 1996a). Their combination allows to obtain arrays (Lim &
Swartzlander, 1996a) that can be used in a wide range of applications : Discrete Fourier
Transform (Lim & Swartzlander, 1999b) (Jackson et al., 2004) (Nash, 2005), convolution (Lee
& Song, 2003), filtering (Lee & Song, 2004), matrix operations (Yang et al., 2005), dynamic
programming (Lee & Song, 2002).... The regularity of their structures facilitate their
hardware, implementation, for instance in FPGAs (Mihu et al., 2001) (Nash, 2002) (CastroPareja et al., 2004).
2.3 Principles
2.3.1 Example of a linear network
Linear equation solving is done thanks to the following equation:
yik+1 = ai,k+1.xk+1 + yik , 0  k  n-1, 1  i  n

(1)

Systolic network defined by Kung is established with a group of interconnected processors,
each having 3 registers : Ry for yk, Ra for ai,k and Rx for x. Each register has a connection as
input and another one as output. Kung defined 2 kinds of cells : squared (Fig. 2a) and
hexagonal (Fig. 2b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Square (a) and hexagonal (b) cells
These two kinds of cells work in this operating cycle.
1 – the cell loads inputs yk, xk+1 and ai,k+1 in respective registers Ry, Rx and Ra.
2 – yk+1 is processed using equation (1)
3 – yik+1, xk+1 and ai,k+1 are transferred to the output
Example of the Matrix-Vector Product (MVP)
Y=A.X

(2)

Relations to implement are then :
yik+1 = ai, k+1 . xi, k+1 + yik
yi0 = 0 ; yi = yiW

(3)
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with W=dim(X), 0k n-1, 1in
For example, with W = 3 :
a13   x1 
 
a23 . x2 
a33   x3 

 y1   a11 a12
  
 y2    a21 a22
 y  a
 3   31 a32

Equation (3) then gives :
y1 = y10 + y11 + y12 + y13  y1 = a11.x1 + a12.x2 + a13.x3
y2 = y20 + y21 + y22 + y23  y2 = a21.x1 + a22.x2 + a23.x3
y3 = y30 + y31 + y32 + y33  y3 = a31.x1 + a32.x2 + a33.x3
Given an elementary recurrence relation :
yik+1 = ai, k+1 . xi, k+1 + yik
successive recurrence steps are performed at consecutive instants. The use of parallelism
done via several cells enable to perform a step of many different elementary recurrences at
the same time. Systolic network is therefore made of a set of (2.n-1) linearly interconnected
squared cells, each one receiving yik, xk+1 and ai,k+1 at each step of time tj (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Linear systolic network of matrix-vector product Y=A.X, n=3
x1 is used by C0 cell at t0, then is transmitted to C1 that processes it at t1 and so on from left to
right. A similar processing is done for yi data from right to left. Fig. 4 shows the detail of
data propagation on cells performing yik+1 = ai, k+1 . xi, k+1 + yik .
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2.3.2 Example of a bi-dimensional network
Consider now the matrix product : C = A.B, being sizes of A (m,n), B (n,p) and C (m,p). Each
coefficient of C is processed using :
ci,j = Sum(ai,k.bk,j) k=1..n , 1in, 1jn, 1kn

(4)

ain
Cin

b

Cout

aout
Fig. 5. Elementary cell
aout = ain ; Cout = Cin + ain.b
This relation can be expressed via a recurrence relation like in 2.3.1. Coefficients aik
propagate on j axis, and bkj propagate on i axis. k is a recurrence axis that can be assimilated
to a temporal axis. Elementary processings given by (4) are all identical. Network is thus
made of a sole kind of cell (Fig. 5) that can be associated in square.

Fig. 6. Example of a 22 squared network
Data propagation is detailed on Fig. 7. Other organisation and data propagation possibilities
exist. Hexagonal cells can also be used for this processing. In these cells, data propagate in
three directions (Fig. 8) so as to be used by neighbouring ones (Fig. 9).
Conceiving systolic networks depends on the problem to be solved and the forced
constraints (minimizing number of cells, data flow…). As a consequence, there is no unique
method on conception. Several methods exist, some using mathematical equations of the
problem to solve, others using problem algorithms. This next section will deal with these
questions.
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3. Equation-solving based methods
Among the various approaches done, the three main ones respectively use recurrent
equations, sequential algorithms transformation and fluency graphs.
3.1 Recurrent equations based method
3.1.1 Quinton method
It is based on the use of geometrical domain projection representing the processing to be
done so as to define systolic structures (Quinton, 1983). It has three steps :
- Expressing the problem by a set of uniform recurrent equations on a domain D Zn
- From this set of equations, defining a temporal function so as to schedule processings
- Defining one or several systolic architectures by applying processing allocation functions
to elementary cells
These functions are determined by the different processing domain projections.
3.1.1.1 Step 1 : Creating recurrent equations
Be Rn, the n-dimension real numbers space, Zn its subset with integer coordinates and DZn
the processing domain. On each point z from D, a set of equations E(z) is processed :
u1(z) = f(u1(z+1), u2(z+2), ..., um(z+m))
u2(z) = u2(z+2)
...
um(z) = um(z+m)

(5)

in which vectors i   called dependency vectors are independent from z. They define
which are the values where a point of the domain must take its input values. This system is
uniform since I does not depend on z and the couple (D, ) represents a dependency
graph. Thus, the processing of A and B (2 nn-matrices) is defined by :
cij = Sum(aik.bkj)k=1..n , 1in, 1jn
It can be defined by the following uniform recurrent equations system :
c(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k-1)+a(i,j-1k).b(i-1,j,k)
a(i,j,k) = a(i,j-1,k)
b(i,j,k) = a(i-1,jk)

(6)

Several possibilities to propagate data on i, j and k axis exist. aik, bkj and cij are respectively
independent from j, i and k, the propagation of these 3 parameters can be done following the
(i,j,k) trihedron. The processing domain is the cube defined by D = {(i,j,k), 0in, 0jn,
0kn}. Dependency vectors are a = (0, 1, 0) , b = (1, 0, 0) , c = (0, 0, 1). With n=3,
dependency graph can be represented by the cube on Fig. 10. Each node corresponds to a
processing cell. Links between nodes represent dependency vectors. Other possibilities for
data propagation exist.
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Fig. 10. Dependency domain for matrix product
3.1.1.2 Step 2 : Determining temporal equations
The second step consists in determining all possible time functions for a system of uniform
recurrent equations. A time function t is from DZn  Zn that gives the processing to
perform at every moment. It must verify the following condition :
If xD depends on yD, i.e. if a vector dependency i = yx exists, then t(x)>t(y).
When D is convex, analysis enables to determine all possible quasi-affine time functions. In
this aim, following definitions are used :
- D is the subset of points with integer coordinates of a convex poyedral D from Rn.
- Sum(i.xi)i=1...m is a positive combination of points (x1, …, xn) from Rn if i , i >0
- Sum(i.xi)i=1...m is a convex combination of (x1, …, xn) if Sum(i)i=1...m = 1
- s is a summit of D if s can not be expressed as a convex combination of 2 different points of
D
- r is a radius of D if xD, iR+, x+i.r D
- a radius r of D is extremal if it can not be expressed as a positive convex combination of
other radii of D.
- l is a line of D if xD, iR, x+i.lD
- if D contains a line, D is called a cylinder
If we limit to convex polyedral domains that are not cylinders, then the set S of summits of
D is unique as well as the set R of D extremal radii. D can then be defined as the subset of
points x from Rn with x = y + z, y being a convex combination of summits of S and z a
positive combination of radii of R.
Definition 1. T = (, ) is a quasi-affine time function for (D, ) if , T.  1, rR, T.r
 0, sS, T.s  
Thus, for the uniform recurrent equations system defining the matrix product, (,) time
functions meets the following characteristics :
T=(1, 2, 3) with 1  1, 2  1, 3  1 and 1 + 2 + 3 > 1.
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A possible time function can therefore be defined by T = (1,1,1), with the following 3 radii
(1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1).
3.1.1.3 Step 3 : Creating systolic architecture
Last step of the method consists in applying an allocation function  of the network cells.
This function =a(x) from D to a finite subset of Zm where m is the dimension of the
resulting systolic network, must verify the following condition (t : time function seen on
3.1.1.2) that guarantees that two processings performed on a same cell are not simultaneous :
xD, yD, a(x)=a(y)  t(x)t(y).
Each cell has an input port I(i) and an output port O(i), associated to each i , defined in
the system of uniform recurrent equations. I(i) of cell Ci is connected to O(i) of cell Ci+a.i
and O(i) of cell Ci is connected to I(i) of cell Ci-a.i . Communication time between 2
associated ports is t(i) time units. For the matrix product previously considered, several
allocation functions can be defined. :
-  = (0,0,1) or (0,1,0) or (1,0,0), respectively corresponding to a(i,j,k)=k, a(i,j,k)=j, a(i,j,k)=i.
Projection of processing domain in parallel of one of the axis leads to a squared shape
-  = (0,1,1) or (1,0,1) or (1,1,0), respectively corresponding to a(i,j,k)=j-k, a(i,j,k)=i-k,
a(i,j,k)=i-j. Projection of processing domain in parallel of the bisector lead to a mixed shape
-  = (1,1,1). Projection of processing domain in parallel of the trihedron bisector lead to a
hexagonal shape.
Li and Wah method (Li & Wah, 1984) is very similar to Quinton, the only difference is the
use of an algorithm describing a set of uniform recurrent equations giving data spatial
distribution, data time propagation and allocation functions for network building.
3.1.2 Mongenet method
The principle of this method lies on 5 steps (Mongenet, 1985) :
– systolic characterization of the problem
– definition of the processing domain
– definition of the generator vectors
– problem representation
– definition of associated systolic nets
3.1.2.1 Systolic characterization of the problem
The statement characterizing a problem must be defined with a system of recurrent
equations in R3 :
yijk = f(yijk-1 , a1, ..., an)
yijk = v, vR3
0kb, iI, jJ

(7)

in which a1, …, au are data, I and J are intervals from Z, k being the recurrency index and b
the maximal size of the equations system.
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aq elements can belong to a simple sequence (sl) or to a double sequence (sl,l'), lL, l'L', L
and L' being intervals of Z. In this case, aq elements are characterized by their indexes which
are defined by a function h depending on i, j and k. The result of the probem is a double
sequence (rij), iI, jJ where rij can be defined in two ways :
– the result of a recurrency rij = yijb
– rij = g(yijb, a1, ..., an)
For example, in the case of resolving a linear equation, results are a simple suite yi, , 1in ,
each yi being the result of the following recurrency :
yik+1 = yik + ai,k+1. xk+1
yi0 = 0
0kn-1, 1in

(8)

3.1.2.2 Processing domain
The second step of this method consists in determining the processing domain D associated
to a given problem. This domain is the set of points with integer coordinates corresponding
to elementary processings. It is defined from the equations system defining the problem.
Definition 2. Consider a systolizable problem which recurrent equations are similar to (7)
and defined in R3. The D domain associated to the problem is the union of two subsets D1
and D2.:
- D1 is the set of indexes values defining the recurrent equations system. b being a bound
defined by the user, it is defined as D1 = { (i,j,k)Z3, iI, jJ, akb}
- D2 is defined as :
- if the problem result is (rij) : iI, jJ | rij = yijb , then D2 = 
- if the problem result is (rij) : iI, jJ | rij = q(yijb , a1, ..., au) ,
then D2={ (i,j,k)Z3, iI, jJ, k=b+1 }
In the case of the MVP defined in (8), D1={ (i,k)Z2 | , 0kn-1, 1in} and D2 is empty,
since an elementary result yi is equal to a recurrency result..
Definition 3. Systolic specification of a defined problem in R3 from p data families implies
that DZ3 defines the coordinates of elementary processings in the canonical base (bi, bj, bk).
For example, concerning the MVP previously defined, D={ (i,k)Z2 | , 0kn-1, 1in}.
3.1.2.3 Generating vectors
Definition 4. Let's consider a problem defined in R3 from p data families, and d a data
family which associated function hd is defined in the problem systolic specification.
d is called a generating vector associated to the d family, when it is a vector of Z3 which
coordinates are (i ,j ,k) in the canonical base BC of the problem, such as :
- for a point (i , j , k) of the D domain, hd( i, j, k) = hd(i+i , j+j , k+k)
- highest common factor (HCF) is : HCF(i ,j ,k) = +1 or -1
This definition of generating vectors is linked to the fact that (i, j, k) and (i+i, j+j, k+k)
points of the domain, use the same occurrence of the d data family.
The choice of d with coordinates being prime between them enables to limit possible
choices for d and to obtain all points (i+nxi, j+j, k+k), nZ, from any (i, j, k) point of D.
In the case of the matrix-vector product, generating vectors y=a=x=(y , a , x) are
associated to results hy, ha and hx. Generating vectors are as following :
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hy(i,k)=hy(i+i, k+k)  i = i+i  i = 0. Moreover, HCF(i, k)=1, thus k=1.
Generating vector y can therefore be (0, 1) or (0, -1).
hx(i,k) = i+k. Generating vector a must verify ha(i,k)=hx(i+i, k+k)  i+k=i+k+i+k
i = -k. Moreover, HCF(i,k)=+1 or -1, thus a=(1,-1) or (-1,1)
Similar development leads to x=(1,0)
3.1.2.4 Problem representation
A representation set is associated to a problem defined in R3. Each representation defines a
scheduling of elementary processings. The temporal order relation between the processing
requires the introduction of a time parameter that evolves in parallel to the recurrency, since
this relation is a total order on every recurrency processings associated to an elementary
processing. We thus call spacetime, the space ET  R3. with orthonormal basis (i, j, t), where
t represents the time axis.
Definition 5. A problem representation in ET is given by :
- the transformation matrix P from the processing domain canonical base to the spacetime
basis
- the transformation vector V such as V=O’O, where O is the origin of the frame associated
to the canonical basis and O' is the origin of the spacetime frame
Point coordinates in spacetime can there for be expressed from coordinates in the canonical
basis :

This representation is given by the example of the Matrix Vector Product of Fig. 11.
O'
t
(y12, a12, x2)
(y13, a13, x3)
(y11, a11, x1)
(y21, a21, x1)

(y22, a22, x2)

(y31, a31, x1)

(y32, a32, x2)

(y23, a23, x3)
(y33, a33, x3)

i
Fig. 11. Representation of the Matrix Vector Product in spacetime (t=k)
We call R0 the initial representation of a problem, the one for which there is a coincidence
between the canonical basis and the spacetime basis, i.e. P = I, I being the Identity Matrix,
and V the null vector (O and O' are coinciding). For the MVP example, initial representation
is given on Fig. 11.
These representations show the occurencies of a data at successive instants. Processings can
be done in the same cell or on adjacent cells. In the first case, data makes a systolic network
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made of functional cells in which the data can be put in the cell memory. In the second case,
data circulate in the network from cell to cell.
The representation of the problem in spacetime defines a scheduling for the processing. To
obtain networks with a different order, we apply transformations on the initial
representation R0. If, after a transformation, data are still processed simultaneously, a new
transformation is applied until the creation of an optimal scheduling. From this
representation a set of systolic networks is determined.
Applying a transformation to a representation consists in modifying the temporal abscissa
of the points. Whatever the representation is, this transformation must not change the nuple associated to the invariant points when order and simultaneity of processings is
changed. The only possible transformations are thus those who move the points from the D
domain in parallel to the temporal axis (O', t). For each given representation, Dt is the set of
points which have the same temporal abscisse, resulting in segments parallel to (O', i) in
spacetime are obtained.
The transformation to be applied consists in deleting data occurencies simultaneities by
forcing their successive and regular use in all the processings, which implies that the image
of all lines dt by this transformation is also a line in the image representation. For instance,
for the initial representation R0 of the MVP, Dt straight lines are dotted on Fig. 11. One can
therefore see that occurrencies of data xk, 0kn-1 are simultaneously used on each point of
straight line Dk with t = k. Therefore, a transformation can be applied to associate a non
parallel straight line to the (O', i) axis to each Dt parallel straight line to (O', i).
Two types of transformations can be distinguished leading to different image straight lines :
- Tc for which the image straight line has a slope = +P (Fig. 12a)
- Td for which the image straight line has a slope = -P (Fig. 12b)
(y11, a11, x1)

O'

(y21, a21, x1)
(y11, a11, x1)

(y12, a12, x2)

(y22, a22, x2)

(y12, a12, x2)

(y13, a13, x3)

t

(y23, a23, x3)

(y13, a13, x3)

(a)

i
O' (y11, a11, x1)

(y12, a12, x2)

(y21, a21, x1)

(y13, a13, x3)

(y22, a22, x2)

(y11, a11, x1)

(y12, a12, x2)

t

(y23, a23, x3)
(y13, a13, x3)

(b)

i
Fig. 12. Applying a transformation on the initial representation : (a) Tc, (b) Td
The application of a transformation enables to delete the occurencies use simultaneity of
data, but increases the processing total execution time. For instance, for the initial
representation of Fig. 11, the total execution time is t=n=3 time units, whereas for
representations on Fig. 12, it is t=2.n-1 = 5 time units.
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Concerning the initial representation, one can notice that 2 points of the straight line Dt
having the same temporal abscisse have 2 corresponding points on the image straight line
which coordinates differ by 1. It means that two initially simultaneous processings became
successive. After the first transformation, no simultaneity in data occurency use is seen,
since all elementary processings on Dt parallel to (O', i) use different data. Thus, no other
transformation is applied. For the different representations, P (transformation matrices) as
well as V (translation vectors) are :

3.1.2.5 Determining systolic networks associated to a representation
For a given representation of a problem, the last step consists in determining what is/are the
corresponding systolic network(s). The repartition of processings on each cell of the net has
therefore to be carefully chosen depending on different constraints. An allocation direction
has thus to be defined, as well as a vector with integer coordinates in R3, which direction
determines the different processings that will be performed in a same cell at consecutive
instants. In fact, the direction of allocations can not be chosen orthogonally to the time axis,
since in this case, temporal axis of the different processings would be the same, which
contradicts the definition.
Consider the problem representation of Fig. 12a. By choosing for instance an allocation
direction =(1, 0)BC or =(1, 1)ET and projecting all the processings following this direction
(Fig. 13), the result is the systolic network shown on Fig. 14. This network is made of n=3
cells, each performing 3 recurrency steps. The total execution time is therefore 2n-1 = 5 time
units. If an allocation direction colinear to the time axis is chosen, the network shown on Fig.
15 is then obtained.
O' (y11, a11, x1)

(y12, a12, x2)
(y21, a21, x1)

i

(y13, a13, x3)
(y22, a22, x2)

t
(y23, a23, x3)

(y31, a31, x1)
(y32, a32, x2)
Cell 0
Cell 1

(y33, a33, x3)
Cell 2

Fig. 13. Processings projection with =(1,1)ET
Other networks can be obtained by choosing another value for Dt slope. The nature of the
network cells depends on the chosen allocation direction.
Cappello and Steiglitz approach (Capello & Setiglitz, 1983) is close to Mongenet. It differs
from the canonical representation obtained by associating a temporal representation
indexed on the recurrency definition. Each index is associated to a dimension of the
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geometrical space, and each point corresponds to a n-uple of indexes in which recurrency is
defined.
a33

a33
a23

a32
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a11
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a23

a32
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C0
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Fig. 14. Systolic network for =(1,1)ET

y3 y2 y1

x1

x2

x3

C0

C1

C2

Fig. 15. Systolic network for =(0,1)ET

Basic processings are thus directly represented in the functional specifications of the
architecture cells. The different geometrical representations and their corresponding
architectures are then obtained by applying geometrical transformations to the initial
representation.
3.2 Methods using sequential algorithms
Among all methods listed in (Quinton & Robert, 1991), we'll detail a bit more the Moldovan
approach (Moldovan, 1982) that is based on a transformation of sequential algorithms in a
high-level language.
The first step consists in deleting data diffusion in the algorithms by moving in series data to
be diffused. Thus, for (nn)-matrices product, the sequential algorithm is :
i | 1in, j | 1jn, kkn, cnew(i,j)=cold(i,j) + a(i,k).b(k,j)

(9)

If one loop index on variables a, b and c is missing, data diffusion become obvious. When
pipelining them, corresponding indexes are completed and artificial values are introduced
so that each data has only one use. New algorithm then becomes :
i | 1in, j | 1jn, k | 1kn
aj+1(i, k) = aj(i, k)
bi+1(k, j) = bi(k, j)
k+1
c (i, j)= ck(i, j)+ aj(i, k).bi(k, j)
The algorithm is thus characterized by the set Ln of indexes of n overlapped loops. Here,
L3 = { (k,i,j) | 1kn, 1in, 1jn }
which corresponds to the domain associated to the problem.
The second step consists in determining the set of dependency vectors for the algorithm. If
an iteration step characterized by a n-uple of indexes I(t) = {i1(t), i2(t), ..., in(t)}Ln uses a
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data processed by an iteration step characterized by another n-uple of indexes J(t)= { j1(t),
j2(t), ..., jn(t) }Ln, then a dependency vector DE(t) associated to this data is defined :
DE(t) = J(t) – I(t)
Dependency vectors can be constant or depending of Ln elements. Thus, for the previous
algorithm, processed data ck(i,j) at the step defined by (i, j, k-1) is used at the step (i, j, k).
This defines a first dependency vector d1=(i, j, k) - (i, j, k-1) = (0, 0, 1). In the same way, step
(i, j, k) uses the aj(i, k) data processed at the step (i, j-1, k) as well as the bi(j, k) data processed
at the step (i-1, j, k). The two other dependency vectors of the problem are therefore
de2=(0,1,0) and de3=(1,0,0).
The next step consists in applying on the <Ln, E> structure a monotonous and bijective
transformation T (E is the order imposed by the dependency vectors), defined by :
T : <Ln, E>  <LTn, ET>
T is partitionned into :
 : Ln  LTk, k<n
S : Ln  LTn-k
k gives the dimension of and S. It is such as the function results in the order ET. Thus, the
k first coordinates of J and LTn depend on time, whereas the following n-k coordinates are
linked to the algorithm geometrical properties. For obtaining planar results, n-k must be less
or equal than 2.
In the case that the algorithm made of n loops is characterized by n constant dependency
vectors
DE = {de1, de2,... , den}
the transformation T is chosen linear, i.e. J = T . I
If vi is the dependency vector dej after transformation, Vi = T. DEj , the system to solve is
T.DE =  , DE = { v1, v2, ..., vm }. Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of a valid
transformation T for such an algorithm are :
- vi = DEi[cj] , cj being the HCF of the dj elements
- T.DE =  has a solution
- The first non-zero element of vj is positive
Therefore, in our exemple of matrix product, dependency vectors are defined by :

A linear transformation T is such as T =  The first non-zero element of vj being positive, we
consider  .di >0 and k =1 in order to size  and S, with :
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In this case, .dei = t1i > 0 . Thus, we choose for t1i, i=1, ..., 3, the lowest positive values, i.e.
t11 = t12 = t13 = 1. S is determined by taking into account that T is bijective and with a matrix
made of integers, i.e. Det(T) = 1 . Among all possible solutions, we can choose :

This transformation of the indexes set enables to deduce a systolic network :
- Functions processed by the cells are deduced from the algorithm mathematical
expressions. An algorithm similar to (9) contains instructions executed for each point of Ln.
Cells are thus identical, except for the peripherical ones. When loop processings are too
important, the loop is decomposed in several simple loops. The corresponding network
therefore requires several different cells.
- The network geometry is deduced from function S. Identification number for each cell is
given by S(I) = ( jk+1, ... , jn ) for ILn. Interconnections between cells are deduced from the nk last components of each dependency vector vj after being transformed :
When T is linear :

vjs = S(I + DEj) – S(I)
vjs = S.DEj

For each cell, vjs vectors indicate the identification number of the cell for the variable
associated to the vector. The network temporal processing is given by :
 : Ln  ITk
The elementary processing corresponding to ILn is performed at t=(I). The
communication time for a data flow associated to the dependency vector DEj is given by
(I+DEj) –  (I), which is reduced to (DEj) when T is linear.
Using the integer k for sizes of and S with the lowest possible value, the number of
parallel operations is increased at the expense of cells number. Thus, when considering the
matrix product defined with the following linear transformation :

S is defined by :
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The network is therefore a bidimensional squared network (Fig. 1c).
Data circulation are defined by S.DEj. For the cij data, dependency vector is

Therefore, data remain in cells.
For the aik data, dependency vector is :

aik circulate horizontally in the network from left to right.
Similarly, we can find :

and deduce that bkj circulate vertically in the network from top to bottom.
3.3 Fluency graphs description
In this method proposed by Leiserson and Saxe (Leiserson & Saxe, 1983), a circuit is
formally defined as an oriented graph G = (V, U) which summits represent the circuit
functional elements. A particular summit represent the host structure so that the circuit can
communicate with its environment. Each summit v of G has a weight d(v) representing the
related cell time cycle. Each arc e = (v, v') from U has an integer weight w(e) which represents
the number of registers that a data must cross to go from v to v'.
Systolic circuits are those for which every arc has at least one related register and their
synchroniszation can be done with a global clock, with a time cycle equal to Max(d(v)).
The transformation which consists in removing a register on each arc entering a cell, and to
add another on each arc going out of this cell does not change the behaviour of the cell
concerning its neighborhood.
By the way, one can check that such transformations remain invariant the number of
registers on very elementary circuit.
Consequently, a necessary condition for these transformations leading to a systolic circuit, is
that on every elementary circuit of the initial graph, the number of registers is higher or
equal to the number of arcs. Leiserson and Saxe also proved this condition is sufficient.
Systolic architecture condition is therefore made in 3 steps :
 defining a simple network w in which results accumulate at every time signal along
paths with no registers
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determining the lowest integer k. Thus, the resulting newtork wk obtained from w by
multiplying by k the weights of all arcs is systolizable. wk has the same external
behaviour than w, with a speed divided by k.
 systolizing wk using the previous transformations
This methodology is interesting to define a systolic architecture from an architecture with
combinatory logic propagating in cascade. Main drawback is that the resulting network
often consists of cells activated one time per k time signals. This means the parallelism is
limited and execution time is lenghtened.
Other methods use these graphs :
- Gannon (Gannon, 1982) uses operator vectors to obtain a functional description of an
algorithm. Global functional specificities are viewed as a fluency graph depending on used
functions and operators properties, represented as a systolic architecture
- Kung (Kung, 1984) uses fluency graphs to represent an algorithm. The setting up of this
method requires to choose the operational basic modules corresponding to the functional
description of the architecture cells.



4. Method based on Petri Nets
In previously presented methods, the thought process can almost be always defined in three
steps :
 rewriting of problem equations as uniform recurrent equations
 defining temporal functions specifying processings scheduling in function of data
propagation speed
 defining systolic architectures by application of processings allocation functions to
processors
To become free from these difficulties that may appear in complex cases and in the
perspective of a method enabling automatic synthesis of systolic networks, a different
approach has been developped from Architectural Petri Nets (Abellard et al., 2007)
(Abellard & Abellard, 2008) with three phases :
 constitution of a Petri Net basic network depending on the processing to perform
 making of the Petri Net in a systolic shape (linear, orthogonal or hexagonal) defining
data propagation
4.1 Architectural Petri Nets
To take into account sequential and parallel parts of an algorithm, an extention of Data Flow
Petri Nets (DFPN) (Almhana, 1983) has been developped : Architectural Petri Nets (APN),
using Data Flow and Control Flow Petri Nets in one model. In fact Petri Nets showed their
efficiency to model and specify parallel processings and on various applications, including
hardware/software codesign (Barreto et al., 2008) (Eles et al., 1996) (Gomes et al., 2005)
(Maciel et al., 1999) and real-time embedded systems modeling and development (Cortés et
al., 2003) (Huang & Liang, 2003) (Hsiung et al., 2004) (Sgroi et al., 1999). However, they may
be insufficient to reach the implementation aim when available hardware is either limited in
resources or not fully adequate to a particular problem. Hence, APN have been designed to
limit the number of required hardware resources while taking advantage of the chip
performances so that the importance of execution time lengthening may be non problematic
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(Abellard, 2005). Their goal is on the one hand to model a complete algorithm, and on the
other hand, to design the interface with the environment. Thus, in addition with operators
used for various arithmetic and logic processing, other have been defined for the
Composition and the Decomposition in parallel of data vectors.
4.1.1 Defactorized operators
4.1.1.1 Compose
It proceeds to the ordered regrouping of d input data T’1 to T’d of a same type into an output
vector [T’1 ... T’d] (Fig. 16).
Co(T’1, …, T’d) → [ T’1, …, T’d ]

Fig. 16. Operators : Compose (left), Decompose (middle) and Duplicate (right)

4.1.1.2 Decompose
It proceeds to the decomposition of a vector [T’1...T’d] into its d elements T’1 to T’d (Fig. 16).
De([T’1 ... T’d]) → T’1, …, T’d
4.1.1.3 Duplicate
It proceeds to the duplication of input data to d subnets as in Data Flow Petri Nets, different
operators can not use the same set of data (Fig. 16).
4.1.1.4 Example of a Matrix Vector Product
An example of application of these operators is given on Fig. 17 with a MVP. One can easily
see that the more important are the sizes of matrix and vector, the more important is the
number of operators in the Net (and consequently the required hardware ressources).
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Fig. 17. Data Flow Petri Net of a MVP
The use of classic DFPN leads to an optimal solution as regards the execution time, thanks
to an unlimited quantity of resources. However, a problem may appear. In fact, although
these operations are simple taken separately, their combination may require relatively
important amount of hardware resources, depending on the data type of the elements, and
on the input matrix and vector sizes. We therefore have to optimize the number of cells
prior to execution time. This is not a major drawback with a programmable component
which has short execution times for real time controls. In order to limit as more as possible
the resources quantity, we defined the Architectural Petri Nets (APN), that unify in a unique
model Data Flow and Control Flow.
4.1.2 Factorization concept
The decomposition of an algorithm modelled with DFPN into a set of operations leads to the
repetition of elementary identical operations on different data. So, it may be interesting to
replace the repetitive operations by a unique equivalent subnet in which input data are
enumerated and output data are sequentially produced. This leads us to define the concept
of factorized operator which represents a set of identical operations processing
differentsequential data.
Each factorized operator is associated to a factorization frontier splitting 2 zones : a slow one
and a fast one. When the operations of slow zone are executed one time, those of the fast
zone are executed n times during the same lapse of time.
Definition 6. A T-type element is represented by a vector of d1 elements, all of T’-type. Each
T’ type element may be also a vector of d2 T’’-type elements, and so on.
Definition 7. A Factorized Data Flow Petri Net (FDFPN) is a 2-uple (R, F) in which R is a
DFPN and F a set of factorization frontiers F = {FF1 , FF2, ... FFn}.
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4.1.3 Factorized operators
The data enumeration needs to use a counter for each operator. An example is given on Fig.
18. Various factorized operators that are used in our descriptions are described in next
sections.

Fig. 18. Counter from 0 to n-1 (here n=3)
4.1.3.1 Separate
It is identified by Se and it proceeds to the factorization of a Data Flow in an input vector
form [T’1...T’d] by enumerating the elements T’1 to T’d. A change of the input data value in
the operator corresponds to d changes of the output data value. The Separate operator
allows to go through a factorization frontier by increasing the data speed : the down speed
of the input data of Separate is d times greater than the upper speed of output data. d
output data (fast side) correspond to one input data (slow side) as the result of the input
data elements enumeration synchronized with an internal counter (which sole p’0 and p’6
places are represented for graphic simplification).
Thus, a factorization frontier FF defined by a Separate operator dissociates the slow side
from the fast side (Fig. 19a). A graphic simplified representation, where places coming from
counter are not represented, is adopted on Fig. 19b. In a FDFPN, the operator Separate
corresponds to the factorized equivalent of Decompose defined in 4.1.1.2.

Fig. 19. Separate operator
4.1.3.2 Attach
It is identified by At and it proceeds to the factorization of d input data flows T’i by
collecting them under an output vector form [T’1...T’d] (Fig. 20a with p’0 and p’6 coming from
the d-counter, and graphic simplified representation on Fig. 20b). d changes of input data
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values in the Attach operator correspond to one change of the output data values. In a
FDFPN, the operator Separate corresponds to the factorized equivalent of Compose defined
in 4.1.1.1.

Fig. 20. Attach operator
4.1.3.3 Iterate
It is identified by It and it proceeds to the iteration of a subnet which has s as input and e as
output. The operator provides the specification of connexions between repetitive subnets,
and appears in the FDFPN as a cycle through the “It” operator. On Fig. 21a, p’0 and p’6 come
from the previously described d-counter, produced by a control operator which will be
defined in section 4. (Fig. 21b being the simplified representation of the operator). in :
initializing step ; fi : final step (counting completed)

Fig. 21. Iterate operator
4.1.3.4 Diffuse
This operator provides d times in output the repetition of an input data. Diffuse (Di) is a
factorized equivalent to the Duplicate function defined in 3.2.3.3. (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22. Diffuse operator
4.1.4 Example of a Matrix Vector Product
From the example of previous MVP, the corresponding FDFPN is given on Fig. 23a.
Factorization enables to limit the number of operators in the architecture - and therefore the
number of logic elements required – since data are processed sequentially. As for the
validation places that enables to fire the net transitions, they come from a Control Flow Petri
Nets (CFPN), which is described in the next paragraph (Fig. 23b).
Given the algorithm specification, i.e. the FDFPN, control generation of its implementation
is deduced from data production and consumption relations, and neighborhood relation
between all FF. Hence the generation of control signals equations that can be modelled with
Petri Nets, by connecting control units related to each FF. Control synthesis of a hardware
implementation consists in producing of validation and initialization signals for needed
counters. Control generation of hardware implementation corresponding to the algorithm
specification described by its FDFPN is thus modelled by CFPN.

Fig. 23. FDFPN description of a MVP
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4.1.5 Definition of Control Flow Petri Nets
A CFPN is a 3-tuple (R, F, Pc) in which : R is a 2-part places Petri Net, F is a set of
factorization frontiers, Pc is a set of control places.
4.1.5.1 Control synthesis
Five steps are necessary :
- Design of a FDFPN.
- Design of the PN representing neighborhood relations between frontiers.
- Definition of neighborhood, production and consumption relations using this Petri Net.
- Generation of signal control equations.
- Modelling using CFPN by connecting unit controls related to each FF.
4.1.5.2 Control units
In a sequential circuit containing registers, each FF has relations on its both sides (slow and
fast). Relations between request and acknowledgment signals, up and down, for both slow
and fast sides, provide the design of the control unit. It is composed of a d-counter and
additional logic which generate communication protocols, cpt (counter value) and val
(validation signal) for transitions firing.
Functions rules : If the control unit (CU) receives aupper request (ur= 1) and the down
acknowledge is finished (da=0), it validates the data transfer (ua=1) and sends a request to
the next operator (dr=1) (Fig. 24). If a new request is presented while da is not yet activated,
then CU does not validate a new data transfer which is left pending. CU controls
bidirectional data flow.

Fig. 24. Control Unit representation
4.2 Example of the Matrix Product
Once these operators have been defined, they can now be used in the Petri Net description
of a systolic array, as it is developped in the following example. Be C = A.B a processing to
perform, with A, B and C squared matrixes of the same size (n=2 to simplify). Processings to
perform are :
ci,j=Sum(ai,k.bk,j)k=1...2
which require eight operators for multiplication and to propagate aik, bkj and cij (Fig. 25).

(10)
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Fig. 25. First step of data propagation

Fig. 26. Second step of data propagation

Fig. 27. Third step of data propagation

Fig. 28. Fourth step of data propagation
In the first step (Fig. 25), operator 1 receives a11, b11 and c11. It performs c11=a11 .b11 and
propagates the three data to operators 3, 5 and 2. In the second step (Fig. 26), operator 2
receives a12 et b21, operator 3 receives b12 and c12 and operator 5 receives a21 and c21. Operator
2 performs : c11 = a11.b11 + a12.b21. Operator 3 performs a11.b12 and operator 5 processes
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a21.b11. These operators are respectively connected to operators 4 and 7 on the one hand, 6
and 7 on the other hand.
In the third step (Fig. 27), operator 4 receives b22, operator 6 receives c22 and operator 7
receives a22. These 3 operators are linked to operator 8. They perform : c12 = a11.b12 + a12.b22
and c21 = a21.b11 + a22.b21. In the final step (Fig. 28), operator 8 performs c22 = a21.b12 + a22.b22.
By propagating data in the 3 directions, the processing domain becomes totally defined :
D = {(i,j,k) | 1iN, 1jN , 1kN }
Classic projections are :
  = (1,1,0) or (1,0,1) or (0,1,1) which results in the linear network in Fig. 1a.
  = (0,0,1) or (0,1,0) or (1,0,0) which results in the squared network in Fig. 1b.
  = (1,1,1) which results in the hexagonal network in Fig. 1c.
For example, with the first solution, the result is as in Fig. 1. Each cell is made of a
multiplier/adder with accumulation (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29. Squared network of matrix product C=A.B
The Architectural Petri Net defining the complete systolic network is obtained by adding
Decompose and Compose operators in input and output so as to perform the interface with
the environment (Fig. 30). In order to be free from the related hardware problems that can
occur to retrieve results in the cells, the hexagonal structure can also be used. In this type of
network, a, b and c circulate in 3 directions (Fig. 31). For instance, with a 33 matrix product,
the network operating cycle is as following :
1 - Network is reset. a11, b11 and c11 come in input respectively of operators o5, o9 and o1.
2 - a11, b11 and c11 are propagated to o15, o17 and o13.
3 - a11, b11 and c11 come as input of o19 in which c11 = a11.b11 is done. a12, a21, b12, b21, c12 and c21
come in input respectively of operators o4, o6, o8, o10, o2 and o12.
4 - c11, a12 and b21 come as input of o6 at the same time. c11 = a11.b11+a12.b21 is done. Other data
are propagated.
5 - c11, a13 and b31 come as input of o7 at the same time. c11= a11.b11+a12.b21+a13.b31 Other data
are propagated.
Processings are done similarly for other terms until the matrix product has been completed.
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Fig. 31. Petri Net description of hexagonal systolic network for matrix product

5. Conclusion
The main characteristics of currently available integrated circuits give the possibility to
make massively parallel systems, as long as the processings « volume » are given priority to
data transfer. Systolic model is a powerful tool for conceiving specialized networks, using
identical elementary cells locally interconnected. Each cell receives data coming from
neighbourhing cells, performs a simple processing, then transmits the results to
neighbourhing cells after a time cycle. Only cells on the network frontier communicate with
the environment. Their conception is often based on methods using recurrent equations, or
on sequential algorithms or fluency graphs. It can be efficiently developped thanks to a tool
completely formalized, lying on a strong mathematical basis, i.e. Petri Nets, and their
Architectural extension. Moreover, this model enables to do their synthesis and to ease their
implementation on reprogrammable components.
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1. Introduction
During the past decade, architectural design has emerged as an important subfield of
software engineering. This is because a good architecture can help ensure that a system will
satisfy user requirements. Consequently, a new discipline emerged, which concerns formal
notations for representing and analyzing architectural designs using Architecture
Description Language (ADL) [25]. These notations provide both a conceptual framework
and a concrete syntax for characterizing software architectures [25]. Combine with software
architecture models that are not considered as ADLs, we call them software architecture
specifications.
Software architecture specifications (i.e. software architecture model, software architecture
description languages (ADLs) (such as Rapide [24], Wright [1] and XM-ADL [23]), etc.)
allow software designers to focus on high level aspects of an application by abstraction of
the details of the subsystems and components. It is precise and accurate to use formal
methods to describe the abstraction that makes software architecture specifications are
suitable for verification using model checking techniques. Software specifications are, in a
way, domain-specific languages for aspects such as coordination and distribution. Software
Architecture Model (SAM) is a formal approach based on two formal languages - Petri nets
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and temporal logic for distributed concurrent software systems. Further, SAM has been
used to interpret semantics of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams [9, 10].
The theory of rewriting logic (RWL) has proved to be a unifying formal framework to
describe concurrency formalisms [26, 27]. It is useful to specify concurrent behavior of
various types of systems. In the verification aspect, the issue of using rewriting logic in the
model checking group is how to convert a logic notations based on Boolean results to a state
based labeled transition system. As a high performance and reflective language, the Maude
specification [6] was developed to support rewriting logic based model checking on
concurrent systems. Maude is a high performance declarative programming language that is
based on rewriting and equational theory. Equational theory is used to describe the
properties and rewriting logic is used to describe the state transition of systems.
Major concurrency formalisms have been successfully translated in rewrite theories [27]. In
addition, rewriting logic has been used by several authors in the verification of architectural
notations such as architectural description languages and object-oriented design formalisms.
However, there are few works in the formal description of software architecture
specifications using rewriting logic.
Current research on software architectures has a focus on how to express and verify
functional and nonfunctional aspects statically and dynamically. It is highly desirable to
precisely describe the semantics of software architecture specification. Some ADLs do not
provide formal semantics [28] while many do [1, 24]. One category provides benefits for
easy to understand and use, but hardly to be reasoned and analyzed in the architecture level.
The other category, in contrast, has benefits of precise reasoning and verification. Analysis
software architecture specification using rewriting logic aims at formally reasoning
distributed concurrent systems at the architecture level.
This helps to reduce errors that are introduced to implementation during development
process [17, 18].
Recent work has been done [13, 9, 12, 8] to verify the system model in both the design and
implementation level with an integrated framework, which combines the formal verification
(model checking) with implementation verification technique (runtime checking). However,
there is no work on the logic based semantics analysis of software architecture specification
– SAM. This chapter is to present a systematic translation algorithm as well as a validation
approach towards rewriting logic semantics of software architecture model.
Related Works. Several related works are investigated in the software architecture
specification and rewriting logic semantics. The paper in [7] presents a framework for
describing global optimizations by rewrite rules with Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
formulae as side conditions, which allows the generation of correct optimizations, but
cannot be used for verification of (possibly incorrect) optimizations. The correctness is
established in an imperative language without procedures. The work in [15] proposes a
method for deploying optimizing code generation while correct translation between input
program and code. They focus on code selection and instruction scheduling for SIMD
machines.
Xie et al. [31] presented an approach to transforming software specification syntax to the
model checking programming language. In [31], static analysis is used to validate the syntax,
semantics and property translations, on which software testing strategy is adopted to
validate the translation. Preserving equivalence conditions was not checked in that work.
The work in [22] describes a translation from textual transition system to Petri nets. Using
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bisimulation, they validated the translation by proof of the translated model are equivalent
with the source model based on the step by step comparison. Although it is a stepwise proof
between translated model and the source model, the soundness and completeness cannot be
established because it is based on the semi-formal explanation for the comparison by the
natural language.
Several works have been done for the analysis of SAM specification either using theorem
proving [21] or model checking technique [20]. All these methods are based on the either
partial order reduction [20] or encoded symbolic states [21]. This chapter presents for the
first time an approach to convert Software Architecture Model (SAM) [30] to rewriting logic
based semantics. This work has an interesting property of actually executing the SAM
semantics to do the simulations, that is, rewriting a topology, and the verification, since the
transformation from SAM to rewriting logic makes rewriting logic an alternative executable
semantics of SAM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review SAM with
predicate transition nets for high-level design and rewriting logic with the tool support –
Maude’s syntax. A translation algorithm is presented in Section 3. Then coffee machine case
study was presented in Section 4. After that, a validation approach is demonstrated in
Section 5. Finally, we draw conclusions and describe future work in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries
2.1 SAM – Software Architecture Model
SAM (Software Architecture Model) [30] is hierarchically defined as follows. A set of
compositions C = {C1,C2, …,Ck} represents different design levels or subsystems. A set of
component Cmi and connectors Cni are specified within each composition Ci as well as a set
of composition constraints Csi , e.g. Ci = {Cmi ,Cni ,Csi }. In addition, each component or
connector is composed of two elements, a behavioral model and a property specification, e.g.
Cij = (Sij, Bij). Each behavioral model is described by a Petri net, while a property
specification by a temporal logical formula. The atomic proposition used in the first order
temporal logic formula is the ports of each component or connector. Thus each behavioral
model can be connected with its property specification. A component Cmi or a connector Cni
can be refined to a low level composition Cl by a mapping relation h, e.g. h(Cmi ) or h(Cmi ) =
Cl. SAM is suitable to describe large scale systems’ description. However, there is no high
level behavior definition of components and connectors. In our work, we only consider the
flattened version of SAM specification in which each component/connector cannot be
further refined.
2.1.1 Predicate Transition Nets Predicate
Transition (PrT) net [14] is a high level Petri net. A Predicate/Transition net is a 9-tuple(P, T,
F, , Eq, , L,G, M0), where:
1. P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions (P  T = , P  T  ), and F is a
set of arcs or flow relations between each pair of P and T, e.g. F  (P  T)  (T  P). The
tuple (P, T, F) forms a basic Petri net structure.
2.  =< St,Op > consists of some sorts (St) of constants together with set of operations (Op)
and relations on the sorts.
3. Eq defines the meanings and properties of operations in OP.
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 : P  St is a relation associated each place p in P with a subset of sorts.
L is a labelling function on places, transitions, arcs, and variables. Given a place p  P or a
transition t  T, L(p) returns the name of place p, L(t) returns the name of transition t. Given
an arc f  F, the labelling function of f , L( f ), is a set of labels associated with the arc f ,
which are tuples of constants (CONs) and variables (X), which is best described by L( f,
Terms,X). We use Terms,X represents the expressions on the label of arc f. We use
L(Terms,X) represents L( f, Terms,X) when there is no confusion in context. If f < F, L( f ) =
.
6. R is a mapping from transitions to a set of inscription formulae. The inscription on
transition t  T, R(t), is a logical formula built from variables and the constants, operations,
and relations in structure , variables occurring free in a formula have to occur at an
adjacent input arc of the transition.
7. M0 is the initial or current marking with respect to sort, which assigns a multi-set of tokens
to each place p in P with the same sort, M0 : P  MCONs.
The dynamic semantics of PrT nets are defined by the transition firings. Dynamic semantics
of PrT nets are described as follows [19]:
1. A marking M of a PrT net N is a mapping function defined from set of places P to constants
MCONs.
2. The enabling condition of a transition t  T under a marking M with a substitution  = {xi
 ci|xi  X, ci  MCONs} is defined as follows:
p  P. (L( f ) : )  M(p)  R(t) : .
3. If a transition t  T under a marking M with a substitution  is enabled, a marking M0 is
obtained after the transition t is fired, then the firing condition of a transition t is defined as:
p  P. M0(p) = M(p) - L(p, t) :   L(t, p) : .
The enabling and firing condition can also be defined by preset and postset of transition. A
preset of a transition t, denoted by pre(t) or t, is the set of all places that have outgoing
relation from these places to the transition t.
If a transition is enabled, required tokens specified by the label expression of input arcs of
the transition must be available in the preset of the transition. If a transition is fired, those
required tokens are consumed and produce some tokens that satisfy the label expression of
output arcs of the transition. Both consumed tokens and produced tokens must have the
same sort of the preset of the transition and postset of the transition respectively. Let L( f,
Terms,X) be label expression that associates with arc f = (p, t)  F  f = (t, p)  F. For any
place p  P, we can define the two functions for the consumed tokens (consuming-token-p(L((p,
t), Terms,X))) and produced tokens (producing-token-q(L( f, Terms,X))) for a transition t as
follows.
4.
5.

From above functions, we can see that for any transition t, the tokens consumed in the preset
of the transition t can be described by a substitution of label expression in the function
consuming- token-p(L( f, Terms,X)), if the substitution of label expression in the token set of
preset of transition t; while the tokens produced in the postset of the transition t can be
described by a substitution of label expression in the function producing-token-q(L( f )), if the
substitution of label expression satisfy the sort of postset of the transition t. The token set of
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preset and postset of transition t can be described by the substitution of sorts of preset and
postset, i.e., pre(t)((p) : ) and post(t)((p) : ). Therefore, we have enabling and firing
conditions as follows:
Consuming-token-p(L( f, Terms,X))  pre(t)((p) : ), and
Producing-token-q(L( f, Terms,X))  post(t)((p) : ).
We can define the interleaving semantics using the sequence of markings with the
occurrence of corresponding transitions for each set of substitutions.
A sequence  = M0[t0=0 >M1[t1=1 > … [tn-1/n-1 >Mn with n  0 is called a finite
interleaving execution starting with M0 iff i  Nat and 0  i  n and Mi-1 ti-1/i-1 Mi, where
Mi : P  (St), i denotes a substitution for the variables in a guard condition of a transition
ti, St denotes set of sorts.
2.1.2 Temporal Logic
Temporal logic defines four future-time (past-time) operators in addition to the
propositional logic operators. They are:


Always in the future (past), symbolized as a box □ (⊡).




Sometime in the future (past), symbolized as a diamond ⋄(◈).
Until for the future (Since for the past), U (S ).

 Next (Previous) for the future (past) , O(⊙).
An example of a temporal logic formula □(p  ⋄q) indicates that predicate p implies
eventually q always happen.
2.2. Rewriting Logic
Rewriting logic [26] is a logic for concurrency. A rewrite theory R is a tuple (, E, L, R),
where (, E) is an equational logic, L is set of labels, and R is a set of rewrite rules. A rewrite
P : M  N means that the term M rewrites to the term N modulo ER, and this rewrite is
witnessed by the proof term P. Apart from general (concurrent) rewrites P : M  N that are
generated from identity and atomic rewrites by parallel and sequential composition,
rewriting logic classifies its most basic rewrites as follows: a one-step (concurrent) rewrite is
generated by parallel composition from identity and atomic rewrites and contains at least
one atomic rewrite, and a one-step sequential rewrite is a one-step rewrite containing
exactly one atomic rewrite.
We often write .
For the unconditional rewrite, if clause is weaved and the form would be l : [s]  [t]. Where
s and t are terms that may contain variables. A rule describes a local concurrent transition in
a system, i.e., anywhere where a substitution instant (s) of the lefthand side s is found, a
local transition of that state fragment to the new local state (t) can take place.
Rewriting logic therefore extends equational logic with rewrite rules, allowing one to derive
both equations and rewrites. Deduction remains the same for equations, but the symmetry
rule is dropped for rewrite rules. Rewriting logic is a framework for true concurrency [27]:
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the locality of rules allows multiple rules to apply at the same time provided they don’t
modify the shared part.
The operational semantics of rewrite specification extends the operational semantics of
membership equational specification by applying computational equations ER and rewrite
rules RR modulo the structural equations ER. The process net for the behavior model – Petri
nets – can be matched into the rewrite theory R. For instance, signatures and rewrite rules
can be mapped into the net specification and places, and transitions with guard conditions
and their pre- and post-sets. Instead of using operational semantics, the work [26]
demonstrated the isomorphism between category Petri nets and category Rewrite theory.
Rewriting logic and membership logics are supported by Maude [3]. In Maude [2] the basic
units are functional modules and system modules. A functional module is an equational
style functional program with user-definable syntax in which a number of sorts, their
elements, and functions on those sorts are defined. A system module is a declarative style
concurrent program with user-definable syntax.
A functional module is declared in Maude using the keywords
fmod <ModuleName> is
<DeclarationsAndStatements>
endfm
The <DeclarationsAndStatements> includes signatures (e.g. sorts, subsorts, kinds etc.),
operations, and equations. In Maude, functional modules are equational theories in
membership equational logic satisfying some additional requirements. Computation in a
functional module is accomplished by using the equations as rewrite rules until a canonical
form is found. This is the reason why the equations must satisfy the additional requirements
of being Church-Rosser, terminating, and sort decreasing.
A system module is declared in Maude using the keywords
mod <ModuleName> is
<DeclarationsAndStatements>
endm
The <DeclarationsAndStatements> includes sorts and subsorts, operation, equation, rules,
etc.. declaration.
Conditional rules has the form of
crl [label] : <left term> => <right term> if <condition or set of conditions> .
While unconditional rules has the form of
rl [label] : <left term> => <right term> .
The system modules specify the initial model T of a rewrite theory R in the membership
equational logic variant of rewriting logic. These initial models capture nicely the intuitive
idea of “rewrite systems” in the sense that they are transition systems whose states are
equivalence classes [t] of ground terms modulo the equations E in R, and whose transitions
are proofs  : [t]  [t0] in rewriting logic, that is concurrent rewriting computations in the
system described by the rules in R.
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3. Translation from SAM Specification to Rewriting Logic

Fig. 1. Translation Algorithm from SAM to Maude
The SAM specification allows formal verification of a component system against system
constraints and property specified on its abstraction. Here, verification means that the
developer can animate the specification by providing initial markings and checking if the
responses meet the expected results. Verification of SAM is based on the precise syntax and
semantics of Petri net formal language and temporal logic.
In this work, we choose Maude [2] – a high level and high performance declarative
programming language – as a model checking tool. Maude is based on rewriting logic and
membership equational logic. During the verification, we found a seamless matching
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between SAM specification and rewriting logic. We use Nat to denote the set of natural
numbers. The translation algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1. The translation covers the
topology and dynamic behavior of the SAM specification.
In Fig. 1, B denotes the set of behavior models, Ck denotes the set of components, connectors
or compositions; St, P, T, and R the set of sorts, places, transitions, and constraints associated
with transition in the behavior model B, respectively; each element of the set St, P, T, and G
is represented by lower case letters si, p, t, g respectively. Following the rewriting logic
notation in [2], each operation is denoted by f or fi where i  Nat. We use fpre to denote the
left side operations and fpost denote right side operations.
SAM specification is a hierarchical structure that provides the high level organization of the
system topology. When no behavior refinement defined, the components and connectors are
taken off so that a flattened architecture description with one behavior model (Petri net) is
obtained. Petri nets of all components/connectors form an integrated Petri net through
merging connected ports between components/connectors. This flattened SAM structure
simplifies the analysis and verification. Therefore, the translation algorithm presented in Fig.
1 is based on the flattened version of SAM specification. In this section, we first present the
translation algorithm and the corresponding Maude program in two groups – signature
translation and system description translation. Comments in Maude syntax are started with
three stars and ended at the end of the line.
In Maude syntax, there are two fundamental blocks defined – function module and system
module. Where functional module in Maude denotes the signature of the system, system
module describes the state changing under certain set of rules (conditions). The purpose of
the translation algorithm is to map each building block in SAM specification to a
corresponding one in Maude specification.
In Fig. 1, the signature of the system is described in a function module named MSIGNATURE where M represents the system. To describe the system, three system modules,
named M-SYSTEM, M-PREDICATE, and M-CHECKING must be defined. M-SYSTEM describes
the system topology with structure and interactions. In this module we describe the state
transition of the system using rewriting rules and the equations. M-PREDICATE describes
the semantics of the operations and state transitions. M-CHECKING is a verification module
of the system. This module specifies the initial conditions that are required for the model
execution and properties to be checked. We summarize the translation algorithm in Fig. 1.
3.1 Mapping to Signature
Signature (sorts, operations) and equations of the behavior model (B) of SAM – Petri nets –
can be mapped to the _-signature in the rewriting theory. In addition, each sort of a place
and a port is considered as a local state, and defined as a sort Marking. The translated sorts in
the rewriting logic include the set of sorts in Petri nets St as well as a new sort Marking.
Maude currently supports limited basic data types (int, bool, String) and operations on them
in predefined module. The module for the basic sorts and operations can be loaded when
the core Maude is running. To implement all user defined sorts in Petri nets, we need
following two restrictions: a) specifying them as Cartisian product using the predefined
sorts in Maude; and b) trying to specify the system using the basic sorts and avoid the
complicated user defined sorts. We do not define any more equations in the signature
translation. The equations are those used for the basic sorts defined in rewriting and
membership equational logic for basic types.
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3.2 Mapping to System Module
In the behavior model Petri nets, the state changings are described by marking updating
through transition firing. Each time a transition t is fired, some tokens consumed in the
preset (pre(t)) of the transition t, new tokens are generated to the postset (post(t)). This state
changing can be described by a(n) (un)conditional rule rl in the rewriting theory R.
Let id(t) denote the name of transition t. A transition t  T with its preset and postset of
places can be mapped to an unconditional rule with following format:
rl[id(t)] : fpre(t)  fpost(t) if guard g  G associated with this transition is true or empty.
Otherwise, the transition t  T is mapped to a conditional rule
crl[id(t)] : fpre(t)  fpost(t) iff g for g  G.
This translation is shown in Fig. 1 from line 11 to 17.
In Maude program, we can express the above translation as follows:
including M-SIGNATURE .
vars vi : si .
rl [id] : <operations of pre(transition)> => <operations of post(transition)> .
crl [id] : <operations of pre(transition)> => <operations of post(transition)> if <guard of
transition> . ,
where id is the identifier of the transition, pre(t) and post(t) denote the preset and postset of
transition t.
3.3 Mapping to State Predicates
After translating the signature and system model, to do model checking, the things left is for
the state predicates and initial markings. Maude provides the conversion from system
model to the Kripke Structure with internal modules based on rewriting theory. To specify
state predicates what we need is to associate the kind of sorts of the system to the formulae
in the Kripke structure. In Maude, the predefined module LTL converts the Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) formulae to the Kripke structure [2]. Module SATISFACTION associates the state
to formula by declaring a sort State and a boolean operation on the sort State.
Sort Marking is defined as a subsort of predefined sort State. Based on the pre-exiting module
definitions of Maude, we can have following translation. Each state predicate is defined as
an operator of sort Prop. Then defines their semantics by means of a set of equations that
specify for what states a given state predicate evaluates to true. This is also expressed the
algorithm Fig. 1 in line 18 – 29. We have following code template in Maude:
protecting M-SIGNATURE .
including SATISFACTION .
subsort Marking < State .
vars m1 m2 : Marking .
op Pp : si -> Prop .
eq m1 Pp m2 |= Pid = true . ,
where si denotes the set of sorts of the place p, .
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3.4 Mapping to Initial Markings & Properties
Finally, to define the initial marking and the properties to be verified (Fig. 1), upon previous
translation algebra, we can simply define initial markings as equations of operations to
initial conditions, and properties are equations from property operations to properties.
Implementing in Maude, we have following template:
In Maude, the predefined module MODEL-CHECKER convert the system model defined by
the rewriting logic to the Kripke structure so that we can apply model checking on the
system [2]. The module LTL-SIMPLIFIER is used to define the linear temporal logic in
rewriting logic. Based on these two modules, we define the following template Maude
program:
protecting M-PREDICATE .
including MODEL-CHECKER .
including LTL-SIMPLIFIER .
*** declare initial markings as operations that output sort Marking.
op initn : -> Marking .
*** declare operation for each property that output sort Formula.
op propertyn : -> Formula .
*** declare equations for each place that has initial markings.
eq init = pi .
*** declare needed variables.
eq propertyn = <propertyn> .

3.5 Discussion
The ports synchronization is a challenging issue. The semantics of each pair of merged ports
are described as interface places that are shared by component and connector in SAM.
Although ports are visible for communicated components/connectors, only when tokens
are produced in the outgoing ports, the incoming ports of corresponding
components/connectors can be executed. In the translation (Fig. 1) for the shared places of
ports, the outgoing ports are translated to right side of a rule, while the corresponding
incoming ones are the left side of the corresponding rule. On the other side, if the overlap
rewriting rules can fire concurrently, the executions of the concurrent rule is
nondeterministic.
This translation algorithm (Fig. 1) is applied on a case study – coffee machine and
experimented using Maude program. The experimental result is demonstrated in Section 4.

4. Case Study
Fig. 2 shows the SAM specification of a simple coffee machine [29], which accepts requests
and then either serves a cup of coffee or returns back money. Behavior models of all three
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components CoinHandler, BrewingFacility, and CMInter f ace are demonstrated in Appendix A
(Fig. 3(a)-Fig. 3(c)).
A request with a tuple of money and coffee type is accepted in the component CMInter f ace.
A simplification of this model is that we assume money and coffee type are input at the
same time instead of modelling input sequentially. Then the request flows into component
CoinHandler through connector CH-CMI. After checking the price table kept in the
CoinHandler, either a money return or a coffee request is issued through the corresponding
port coin_back_ch or coffee_request_ch, respectively. The place price (Fig. 3(a)) outputs a token
either to transition enough or not enough, which is used to check whether or not the input
money is enough for a certain type of coffee. If there is enough money, coffee request is
issued by port coffee_request_ch, and coin_back_ch gets a token when the money is more than
that kept in the place price. If there is not enough money, coin_back_ch will eventually get a
token to return the money.

Fig. 2. SAM specification of Coffee Machine
The component BrewingFacility (Fig. 3(b)) keeps a coffee storage table and is responsible for
cooking and providing coffee to CMInterface. BrewingFacility (Fig. 3(b)) serves coffee
whenever two conditions are satisfied – a token with true is obtained in place ready_bf, and a
token flows into place coffee_request_bf when requested coffee is not out of stock in place
storage. Place storage keeps a table to count how many cups of coffee the machine has
currently. If there is enough coffee, a user receives a cup of coffee in the CMInterface. If there
is not enough coffee, then an exception is issued to CoinHandler through place pay_return_bf.
4.1 Translated Maude Code
In this section, we use a simple example to illustrate the experimental results of the
translation algorithm as follows.
4.1.1 Mapping to Signature
Based on the above algorithm, we first translate the coffee machine example to obtain the
function module. We consider one component CoinHandler as the example here. In the SAM
specification, we define ports request_ch and coin_back_ch in the component CMHandler. The
sorts of the port request_ch is defined as < int, int >, while the sorts of the port coin_back_ch is
< int >. After the translation, we have following Maude program segment:
fmod CM-SIGNATURE is
protecting INT .
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sort Marking .
op request-ch : Int Int -> Marking .
op coin-back-ch : Int -> Marking .
*** other operations are ignored.
endfm

4.1.2 Translation of System
In the coffee machine example, port request_cmi(money, type) is translated to an operation on
sorts int and Marking. We want the data in this port go to the port request_ch(money, type)
without condition. This behavior is controlled by the transition enough specified in the Petri
net, and specified in the rewriting logic as the following formula:
r1 : request_cmi(money, type)  request_ch(money, type) if money  cost,
where operations request_cmi(money, type) and request_ch(money, type) are defined as follows:
request_cmi(money, type) : int  int  Marking and
request_ch(money, type) : int  int  Marking.
In Maude, we have the following rule for this state changing:
mod CM is
including CM-SIGNATURE .
vars money type cost : Int .
crl [enough] : request-ch(money, type) price(type,cost) => coffee-request-ch(type)
save(money, type)
price(type,cost) if money >= cost .
*** other rules are ignored.

4.1.3 Mapping to State Predicates
After we have the translated function module and system module, we can define the state
predicates with their semantics. In the Maude program, concerning the translation of the
port request_ch(money, type) and coin_back_ch(money), we can have the following program
segment by applying the translation algorithm:
mod CM-PREDS is
protecting CM .
including SATISFACTION .
subsort Marking < State .
***(CMHandler)
op Prequest-ch : Int Int -> Prop .
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op Pcoin-back-ch : Int -> Prop .
vars money type cost capacity : Int .
vars m1 m2 : Marking .
eq m1 request-ch(money,type) m2 |= Prequest-ch(money,type) = true .
eq m1 coin-back-ch(money) m2 |= Pcoin-back-ch(money) = true .
*** others are ignored.

4.1.4 Mapping to Initial Marking & Property
Following is the segment of translated model checking module:
mod CM-CHECK is
including CM-PREDS .
including MODEL-CHECKER .
including LTL-SIMPLIFIER .
vars money type : Int .
op init1 : -> Marking .
eq init1 = request-ch(75,2) price(1, 50) storage(1, 50) .
op property1 : -> Formula .
eq property1 = [] (Prequest-ch(money,type) -> <>(Pcoffee-request-ch(type) /\ Pcoin-backch(money))) .
*** others properties are ignored
*** due to space limitation.

4.2 Discussion
We have examined several properties for this example, the running results evaluated from
translate Maude program follow the expected results of the SAM model. This algorithm had
been applied on several other examples such as cruise controller [5] and online shopping
example [11]. All the experimental results demonstrated its efficiency and portability.

5. Translation Validation
In our translation, we simply flattened the SAM specification so that all compositions are
dereferenced and all components and connectors are visualized by a Petri net. Petri nets of
dereferenced compositions are connected together through merging shared ports. Then the
whole system connects to one Petri net. This is shown in the M-SIGNATURE and MSYSTEM module of the translation algorithm (Fig. 1). We translate the flattened SAM
specification, i.e. its Petri nets into the rewriting logic. Therefore, we consider an individual
flattened component/connector in the translation validation. To validate the translation, we
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first build a Petri net based on the rewriting logic. The semantics of the rewriting based Petri
net can be expressed by a sequence of rewriting steps. Then we define the correspondence
results between the operational semantics of Petri nets and the logic one, lifting it to the
proved semantics.
5.1 Rewriting Theories and Deduction
The mapping of a Petri net model into a rewriting theory requires fairly sophisticated
algebraic techniques. In the following we first recall the rewriting logic and membership
equational logic [16].
5.1.1 Basic
Definition An equational logic is a pair (, E), where  is a set of operations, also called its
“syntax”, and E is a set of equations of the form X.t = t’ constraining the syntax, where X is
some set of variables and t, t’ are well-formed terms over variable set X and operations in .
Equational logics can be many-sorted (operations in  have arguments of specific sorts), or
even order-sorted (sorts with a partial order on them). Equations can be conditional or
unconditional. Conditions is a typically finite set of pairs u = u’ over set of variables X.
Term rewriting is an approach related to the equational logic (, E) in which equations are
oriented from left to right, with the form X.p  q if i ui  u’i, and called rewrite rules. A
rewrite rule can be applied to a term t at any position where p is matched. A pair (, R),
where R is a set of rewrite rules, is called a rewrite system.
Rewriting logic [26] is a logic for concurrency. A rewrite theory is a tuple (, E, L, R), where
(, E) is an equational logic, L is set of labels, and R is a set of rewrite rules. Rewriting logic
therefore extend equational logic with rewrite rules, allowing one to derive both equations
and rewrites. Deduction remains the same for equations, but the symmetry rule is dropped
for rewrite rules. Rewriting logic is a framework for true concurrency [27]: the locality of
rules allows multiple rules to apply at the same time provided they don’t modify the shared
part. A formal definition of a labeled rewrite theory is given in the following.
Definition 1 An many-sorted labeled rewrite theory R is a 4-tuple < , E, L, R > where  is an
many-sorted signature, E is a set of -equations, L is the set of labels, and R  L  T,E(X)2 is
the set of labeled rewrite rules.
We often write.
Rewrite rules in R may be understood as the basic rewriting steps of a theory, the building
blocks of the actual rewrite relation. More complex deductions can be obtained by a finite
number of applications of inference rules. We introduce a suitable signature for building an
algebra of labels, each element of the term algebra encoding a justification of a rewrite. Out
of all possible different ways to introduce such a signature, we follow the lines of [4].
Definition 2 (rewriting step) Let R =< , E, L, R > be a rewrite theory, let be the signature
containing all the labels r as suitable operators, with the corresponding arity and sort given
by the variables in R(r) A proof term  is a term of the algebra TR(X) = T_[(X) (We assume
that there are no clashes of names between the sets of operators).
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A rewriting step is a triple < , [s], [t] > (usually written as  : [s]  [t]) where  is a proof
term and [s], [t] 2 T,E(X).

Table 1. Inference Rules
As argued in [26], “a rewrite theory is just a static description of ‘what a system can do’; the
behavior of the theory is instead given by the rewrite relation induced by the set of rules of
deduction”. Given a set of rewriting rules, we can derive a series of rewriting theorems
about the system. This procedure is called entailment and defined in the next definition.
Definition 3 (Entailment) Let R =< , E, L, R > be a rewrite theory. We say that R entails the
rewriting step  : [s]  [t], written as R ⊢ : [s]  [t], if and only if it can be obtained by a
finite number of applications of the inference rules in Table 1.
5.2 A Theory for Petri nets
In Section 3, to describe local state represented by a place, we introduce a new sort Marking
to rewriting logic. The sort Marking lifts the local state on sort description and relates to
global state described by marking in Petri nets. Therefore, we use Marking as a sort of  in
the rewriting theory of Petri nets in the following.
Given a PrT net N = (P, T, F, , Eq, , L, G, M0) [19], we define a rewriting theory RPrT = < R,
ER, LR, RR > for each ingredient of PrT nets as follows. If there is no confusion in the context,
we refer R simply as RPrT . A rewriting theory of Petri nets can be defined as:
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SR = St  {Marking} for St   and OpR = Op  Opp, where Opp = {(p)  Marking}
and p  P. Then we have signature _R = (SR,OpR).
ER = Eq.
LR is set of labels, which is defined by a function such that LR : P  T  f  RR,
where f denotes the operators on the signature , if no confusion, we simply refer
f as f.
o p  P. LR(p) = f, where f is defined as a mapping from sorts of p to the
sort marking, i.e., f : s  marking, where s is the sort of the place p.
o t  T. LR(t) = L(t), where L  N.
o x  X. LR(x) = L(x), where L  N.
o a  F. LR(a) = . Label expression on each flow relation is used to
instantiate tokens in a place.
o cons  CONS. LR(cons) = CONS , where CONs is a set of constants.
RR is the set of rewriting rules defined by constraint set G that is associated with
transitions t  T. g  G, t  T,
o if g = {true}  g =  of the transition t, we have an unconditional rule with
the form l : [p]  [q], where p, q  OpR, OpR  R, with p = Oppre(t) and q
= Oppost(t).
o otherwise, g = {TermOp,bool(X)}, then l is conditional rule with the form l :
[p]  [q] if i Ci where Ci  TermOp,bool(X) and vi  Ci. vi  X, with p =
Oppre(t) and q = Oppost(t) respectively.

It is worth to note that ER can be empty. We define a rewriting step for a Petri net based
rewriting theory RPrT as follows.
Definition 4 (rewriting step) Let RPrT = < R, ER, LR, RR > be a rewrite theory of a PrT, a
proof term  is a term of the algebra TR(X) = T(X) (We assume that there are no clashes of
names between the sets of operators).
A rewriting step is a triple < , [s], [t] > (usually written as  : [s]  [t]) where  is a proof
term and [s], [t] 2 T,E(X), s = pre(t)((p) : ), and t = post(t)((p) : ).
With the rewriting theory of Petri nets, we can give the following interleaving
correspondence based on the defined rewriting step.
5.3 An Interleaving Correspondence
We state a claim that relates the semantics of PrT nets based on the rewriting theory RPrT .
First we define a series of execution status of RPrT .
Definition 5 Let  be a closed proof term over the rewriting theory RPrT . Then we have  as







initial, if it is element of sort SPrT .
enabled, if it is initial and contains occurrence of an operator in OpR and ER  .
one step, if it is enabled and contains occurrence of M(p) with p  P and no occurrence of
composition operator ;.
fired, if it is one step.
many steps, if  = 1, …, n with 1  n  Nat and each i is one step.
rewriting step, if it is many steps and all the one-step rewriting step is enabled.
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In the following, we define the relation between an occurrence for a transition t  T of a PrT
net and a rewriting step .
Definition 6 An occurrence for a transition t  T, a guard g  G of a PrT net N is a rewriting
step t : [p]  [q] if i Ci with the following conditions:




a transition t is initial, if g(t)  Term(X) and t is initial.
a transition t is enabled, if t is initial and t is enabled.
a transition t is fired once under marking M1 and reach marking M2, if t is one step.

This characterization is needed to prove the correspondence between PrT nets and rewriting
theory RPrT : given a PrT net N, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
computation sequence of PrT net N and the rewriting theory RPrT .
Proposition 1 (One-step Correspondence) Let t  T be a transition in PrT net N, M1 and M2
be two markings before and after t is fired, then a one step computation sequence for PrT
net N is M1tM2.
If RPrT entails an initial, one-step rewriting step  : pre(t)((p) : )  post(t)((p) : ), then
there is a computation sequence M1tM2 with pre(t)((p) : )  M1 and post(t)((p) : )  M2
defined for PrT nets.
Proof.
The proof has two steps on the definition of rewriting step. For any transition t  T, from
Subsection 2.1.1, with a one step computation sequence for PrT net N M1tM2,
consuming-token-p(L((p, t), Terms,X)) such that consuming-token-p(L((p, t), Terms,X))
 M1, and producing-token-q(L((t, q), Terms,X)) such that producing-token-q(L((t, q),
Terms,X))  M2.
Based on the definition 1, we can conclude the above proposition.
endProof.
We already observed in previous section that each place defines an _-signature on the set of
sorts and the fixed sort marking as the operation/function with arguments. The markings are
connected by transition firing defined by the Petri net semantics [19]. Thus we can conclude
this section by the correspondence result between Petri net computational sequence
semantics and the rewriting theory semantics.
Corollary 1 Let Mi and Mj be two markings of a PrT net N. Then a computation sequence
Mi…Mj entails a transition Mi to Mj iff RPrT entails a rewriting step  : Mi(p)  Mj(p).
Finally, next result lifts the correspondence to computations.
Proposition 2 (Computational Correspondence) Let Mc0 and Mcj be two markings of a PrT
net N. Then there exists a proved computation  = Mc0tc0…tc j-1Mcj with source Mc0 and
target Mcj iff RPrT entails an initial one step sequential rewriting step  = 1, …, m with
i : pre(tk)((p) : )  post(t)((p) : ) where i  k  j.
Proof.
This can be proved inductively on the computation sequence.
Base case: k = c0 we have the computation sequence Mc0tc0Mc1, from Proposition for the
One-step Correspondence, we have c0 : pre(tc0)((p) : )  post(tc0)((p) : ).
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Hypothesis Assumption: Suppose it is true for k = n where i  n  j the proposition for
computational correspondence holds. Then we have  = 1, …, m with i : (pre(tk))((p) : )
 (post(tk))((p) : ) holds. Because RPrT entails an initial one step sequential rewriting step
 = 1, …, m, there exists one rewriting step I : 1, …, i where i  k  j and i :
pre(tk)((p) : )  post(tk)((p) : ). We need to show for k = n + 1 it still holds.
If k = n + 1, we need to consider two situations:
1) one is that post(tn) = pre(tn+1);
2) post(tn) is not pre(tn+1). Because we use interleaving semantics for the PrT nets, and
in the rewriting theory, each rewriting rule can be executed concurrently, tn and
tn+1 may be in a causal relation.
Based on the one-step correspondence, for each transition firing, we can have a rewriting
step, so for tn+1 under some marking Mn, we have cn+1 : pre(tcn+1)((p) : ) 
post(tcn+1)((p) : ).
For case (1), under the marking Mn, based on the hypothesis assumption, we know that
(post(tn)) = (pre(tn+1)). From transition rule, the proposition holds.
For case (2), there must be some transition th fired and make the proposition holds, i.e., let th
be the transition in the hypothesis assumption, that is th = tn. Similarly, the proposition
holds.
endProof.
The characterization above is summarized as follows: for each firing transition, there is in
fact a one-to-one correspondence between proved computations starting from the preset of
the transition to the postset of transition and rewriting step with substitution _. Furthermore,
for a firing sequence under a series of markings, there is a correspondence between the
execution of the constructed Petri net and the rewriting sequence. The proofs of the
correspondence validate the correctness of translation in Section 3.

6. Conclusion
We discussed a rewriting semantics of a software architecture specification (SAM) by a
translation from specification to a rewriting logic based declarative programming language
Maude. In addition, to validate the translation, we have shown the correctness of the
translation by a stepwise proof. A case study of a coffee machine modeled in SAM is applied
on the translation algorithm. This paper provides an alternative concurrent semantics of a
formal architecture specification (SAM) using rewriting logic and equational logic
implemented on Maude. As a high performance declarative programming language
platform, Maude is efficient in different types of systems.
Maude provides modules that convert model in rewriting logic to Kripke structure so that it
is able to do model checking using Maude. Moreover, Maude supports the specification of
nested processes, which is hard accomplished in other model checking systems such as SMV
or SPIN. It is known that nested processes are the natural way to specify distributed systems,
which are supported by SAM. The Maude can model check systems whose states involve
data types in any algebraic data types [6]. Other model checkers only support limited data
types in terms of which all other data must be encoded. However the resulting Maude
program after translation is kind of large, which is hard to debug even with the support of
Maude tool.
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An important aspect of our work is the validation of translation. In addition to the fact that
translation validation is an important pragmatic procedure, we believe it is quite interesting
in the context of architecture specification verification and automatic code generation. Given
a SAM component or connector, it can be fully automatically translated to a Maude system
module on rewriting logic without the need of any information from other components in a
given architecture description. As the only visible entity in the architecture model, ports are
mapped to the operations in the signature from sorts to the local state representation
Marking and proposition sort Prop.
The transitions are mapped to rules in the rewriting logic with the variable substitution
mapped to the rewriting steps. The semantics consistency between Petri nets’ and rewriting
logic’s is seamlessly established through these mappings.
We are also interested in a deeper treatment of specification and verification features with a
special focus on model checking techniques to tackle the state space problem. We will also
work on validating the usability and expressiveness of SAM specification by implementing
encodings of various process calculi that can be developed using Petri net and temporal
logic.
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A. Behavior Model of Components in Coffee Machine
The behavior model of each component in the coffee machine example is shown in the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Behavior of Subcomponents in CoffeeMachine
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1. Introduction and Background
Verification of integrated circuits is an inherently difficult problem and the popular systemon-chip (SoC) design paradigm has brought about additional challenges. This section
discusses these difficulties and challenges and gives an outline of our concurrency oriented
solution to the SoC verification problem.
1.1 The VLSI Verification Problem
Verification of integrated circuit design is a process that checks the implementation of the
design against its specification and identifies design bugs. The view that design verification is
subservient to design implementation has soon become invalid when designs become just
moderately complex. It has been claimed that the verification complexity is growing at a
double-exponential rate (Saleh, 2004), i.e., exponential with respect to Moore’s law.
Consequently, nowadays, about 50%-80% of the design time and efforts are spent in verylarge-scale-integration (VLSI) design verification. It becomes well known that verification is
the biggest single bottleneck (Goering, 2008) in VLSI design.
There are two categories of verification methods.
• Simulation-based methods. In this category, the verification engineers develop a set of
tests to stress a given design; the design is therefore often called the design-under-test or DUT.
A test can be an abstract description about the control and observation applied upon the
DUT. To actually apply the control and observation, a structure called test-bench (TB) needs
to be constructed and simulated together with the DUT. The TB concretizes the abstract tests
into “0/1” signals and directly interact with the DUT in these signals.
• Formal methods. In formal methods, verification engineers don’t provide tests, but design
properties – properties that a correct design should or should not have. Meanwhile, the
design usually needs to be represented as a finite-state-machine (FSM) model. Then some
model-checking tool computes whether the model abides by the properties. Formal methods
form useful supplement to simulation in verifying control-intensive and FSM-based designs.
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Despite these approaches, verification of non-trivial design remains a major challenge due to
its inherent difficulties.
• The correctness issue. Although a correct design specification is regarded as the
foundation for verification, a real-world specification cannot be perfectly correct or
complete. An SoC specification cannot foresee all corner-cases, especially when concurrency
is concerned, and determine what behavior should be regarded as correct or incorrect.
• The completeness issue. For simulation, we have no absolute criteria to decide whether
sufficient tests have been applied, because passed tests do not indicate the absence of bugs.
Formal methods may exhaustively prove or disprove a given property, but the completeness
problem turns into whether enough properties have been provided (Katz et al., 1999).
1.2 System-on-Chip (SoC) and Challenges for SoC Verification
The system-on-chip (SoC) solution – designing a whole system ready for application on a
single chip – has become a popular VLSI design paradigm. Although there is no official
definition of SoC, many would agree that a VLSI design that features multiple components,
including at least one processor, connected by on-chip interconnection falls into the category of
SoC. For example, the Nios SoC (Altera, 2004) in Figure 1 used in our research shows SoC
features. The Nios CPU is a pipelined processor; the DMA can perform data transfer
between any slaves on the bus; the full-duplex capable UART is the communication
interface; ROM and SRAM store instructions and data respectively; RAM and FLASH are
additional memories. The on-chip Avalon bus is actually a cross-bar interconnection made
of a set of arbitrators, which communicate with each other. There are also a number of
interrupt sources.
Nios CPU
Instruction-Port
Arbitrator

DMA Engine
Read-port
Arbitrator

Data-Port Arbitrator

Write-port
Arbitrator

Configure-port
Arbitrator

Avalon Bus (Crossbar Interconnection)
ROM Arbitrator

SRAM Arbitrator

Timer
Arbitrator

UART Arbitrator

ROM

SRAM

Timer

UART

TX

Fig. 1. The Nios SoC.

RX

Shared Bus Arbitrator
Off-Chip
Shared
Bus

Flash
RAM

= interrupt source

In addition to many advantages including higher performance, the SoC paradigm has
practically reduced the process of designing a complex system into integrating some
predesigned and reusable components. However, the verification of an SoC becomes even
more difficult due to its features.
First, SoCs feature large scale of hardware (HW) integration. On one hand, the integration
introduces emerging properties that are not present in any individual component and thus
need additional control and observation effort; on the other hand, these components are not
guaranteed to work together in all circumstances since they have been designed and verified
separately under different sets of principles and assumptions.
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Second, software (SW) running on the SoC processor(s) also contributes to the full SoC
functionality, and makes an SoC behave much more intelligently than an FSM. Therefore
checking hardware-software interactions becomes an important part of the system-level
verification and introduces another new dimension to the verification problem.
Even if these two issues, i.e., HW-HW interaction and HW-SW interaction, are addressed
separately, full system-level verification is still not achieved, because a system capable of
running heterogeneous forms of interactions concurrently could be subject to various
unforeseeable implementation bugs, including (Mosensoson, 2002):

Interactions between blocks that are assumed verified;

Conflicts in accessing shared resources;

Arbitration problems and dead locks;

Priority conflicts in exception handling;

Unexpected hardware/software sequences.
These bugs are all related to interactions especially to concurrent ones with resource
competitions. Concurrency, together with the associated resource competition, is the central
characteristic of a system; therefore constructing concurrency is the key to system-level
verification. However, current verification practices are not dealing with this concurrency
problem effectively.
Formal methods are simply not at the position to do system-level verification. They work
best with moderately complex, single-component and FSM-based designs; while a typical
SoC shares none of these features. Moreover, formal methods, which require the user to
provide properties, face a fundamental dilemma in dealing with SoC verification. An SoC,
which is capable of heterogeneous HW-HW and HW-SW interactions, has unforeseeable
failure modes; therefore, the user cannot postulate those properties they are yet to know.
System-level verification has to substantially rely on simulation. However, existing
simulation-based methodologies such as VMM (Bergeron et al., 2005) put substantial focus
on test-bench (TB) construction. A TB tends to stimulates and observes a DUT from its
exterior; so it has inherent issues in controlling and observing the concurrency internal to the
DUT. Moreover, in the mainstream TB-centric methodologies, software’s position and roles
are not given sufficient consideration to be well integrated in the verification framework.
1.3 Outline of Concurrency-Focused Solution to SoC Verification
To deal with the SoC verification challenges, particularly concurrency, we present two ideas:
Software-Centric Verification (Xu et al., 2008). This means that the software native to the
SoC, instead of the test-bench (TB), should take more proactive roles in verification. In the
sequel, we call software also as “test-program” (TP). TP takes high level control roles,
especially in concurrency management; while TB only takes relatively passive observation roles.
Software-centric verification reshapes the traditional verification framework, which heavily
relies on complex TB for all control and observation roles. Figure 2 shows the new
framework. The rationale, implementation and advantage of software-centric verification
are detailed in (Xu et al., 2008).
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TP
HW-SW
System
Observation

Control

SoC
DUT

DUT-TB
System

TB

Fig. 2. Software-centric verification. The SoC and the test-bench (TB) form a DUT-TB system,
which is under the active control of the test-program (TP); meanwhile, the SoC and the TP
form a HW-SW system, which is under the passive observation of the TB.
Interaction-Oriented Verification (Xu & Lim, 2007). We also emphasize that objects-undertest are actually interactions among components, rather than the components themselves.
Focusing on interactions (or communications) is already a common practice, particularly in
transaction-level-modeling (TLM) (Cai & Gajski, 2003). TLM emphasizes the separation of
components’ communication capabilities with their communication capabilities. However, the
verification community has not yet proceeded to migrate from the view in which
interactions are treated as the properties, or “capabilities”, attached to hardware components,
to the view in which interactions themselves become a set of objects independent from
hardware components.
Treating interactions as objects-under-test is philosophically attractive: the terms “tests” and
“objects-under-test” are now referring to one category of entities – interaction-objects, which
can naturally model “concurrency”.

As “tests”, interaction-objects stress the communication mechanisms. Moreover,
they can be combined to run concurrently to exercise the system more vigorously.

As “objects-under-test”, interactions bring their own properties to be tested, for
instance, their temporal relations when they run concurrently.
The rest of this chapter handles some critical issues in our approach and they share the same
theme – concurrency. Particularly, since test-generation and coverage are two fundamental
aspects of simulation-based verification, we need to provide i) a method to generate testcases of concurrency, and ii) a method to quantify the concurrency completeness. The first
issue is addressed by a model called transfer-resource graph (TRG) and the second by a
Petri-net derived from the TRG. We start our treatment by introducing the interaction model
– transfer. A transfer is a software-controllable interaction-object, linking the ideas of softwarecentric and interaction-oriented verification.

2. The Transfer Model
This section discusses how to identify and characterize interactions, which appear to be
abstract and shapeless, as valid objects that can be further combined to form concurrency.
2.1 Overview: Proper Abstraction Level
For system-level verification, interactions must be modeled at a proper abstraction level.
Interactions in a system come in different levels, such as signal-level handshakes, logical
level frames/packets/tokens, and also application-level threads/processes. The abstraction
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level should not be too low, for we are to implement tests in software known as testprogram (TP), which hardly have direct control and observation on signal-level events (e.g.,
Bus-Request and Bus-Acknowledge). However, the abstraction level should not be too high
either, since after all a TP is supposed to vigorously stress hardware devices.
To trade-off the above considerations, the interaction model should be readily
comprehended by a device level programmer, who understands hardware functionalities
and performances, but may have little knowledge about hardware implementation.
“Transfers” represent interaction-objects at this specific abstraction level.
2.2 Transfer Definition
While interactions need to be treated as objects-under-test, there is a challenging issue
associated with modeling them; that is, interactions come in various forms, requiring
different techniques to stimulate and observe them. Some interaction examples in the Nios
SoC are the following.
(i) A Flash-to-RAM DMA transfers. It is a series of read/write operation driven by the
dedicated hardware – the DMA engine.
(ii) The execution of a sort subroutine. It can be viewed as a pattern of memory access
performed by the CPU; this kind of interaction is driven by the execution of SW.
(iii) An incoming bit stream via the UART receiver. The stream finally reaches a memory
buffer. This process is mostly driven by the interrupt mechanism.
Note that these three examples are data flows driven by heterogeneous mechanisms. While
checking each of them is common sense, checking their concurrent execution will greatly
improve the test quality – we are able to observe not only interactions but also interferences
between interactions. If the above three interaction examples take place in parallel, we will
observe how the DMA engine and the CPU compete with each other for the bus access, how
the UART will interfere with their competition by frequently interrupting the sort subroutine,
and how the UART interrupt would be nested in the DMA interrupt.
The key to effectively constructing such parallelism is to generalize heterogeneous
interaction forms into a common model, which we call transfer-type.
Definition 1: A transfer-type is a set of software-controlled and data-intensive interaction
patterns among SoC components. Its software-controlled feature means that a transfer-type
has the following properties.
(i) Configuration: a transfer-type has its own parameters, which can be configured by
some instructions. An important part of the configuration is the resources to be used.
(ii) Invocation: a configured transfer-type can be activated by some instructions.
Invocation instructions are allowed to have side effects of configuration.
(iii) Notification: the completion of invoked transfer-type can be notified to software in
some way (e.g., via interrupt), so that some software flag can indicate the event.
A closely related concept is the instance of a transfer-type called transfer-instance.
Definition 2: A transfer-instance is a transfer-type bounded with a specific configuration.
We may view a transfer-type as a set of transfer-instances. When the discrimination between
these two concepts is insignificant or can be inferred, we use the term transfer.
Figure 3 shows the life-cycle of a transfer, which includes a data-phase and a control-phase.
Note that the configuration, the invocation and the notification are the overhead of a
transfer and that the main body of a transfer is the data-flow.
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Data-phase
(Transfer’s behaviour)

Fig. 3. The life cycle of the transfer model.

Notification
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Notice that the differentiation between “control” and “data” is relative to the abstraction
level. One control-operation at the transfer level, typically a register-write, is also a dataoperation at instruction level; similarly, the data-flow of a transfer has already implicitly
included physical-level control.
2.3 Transfer’s Expression Power
In the early stage of SoC design/verification, the abstraction level should be high enough to
hide the differences between hardware behaviors and software behaviors (Keutzer et al.,
2000). Our transfer-type model meets this requirement. All three examples of interaction in
Section 2.2 can be expressed as transfer-types.
(i) Transfer-type “Flash-to-RAM-DMA”:
• Configuration: source-address, destination-address, transaction width/length;
• Invocation: set DMA engine control register ‘go’ bit;
• Notification: DMA finish interrupt.
(ii) Transfer-type “Sorting”:
• Configuration: address, data type(signed/unsigned integer,etc), length, reverse;
• Invocation: call subroutine sort(address, type, length, reverse);
• Notification: the return of the subroutine.
(iii) Transfer-type “UART-Rx-by-Interrupt”:
• Configuration: end-of-packet character, max-length, finish-mode (by max-length
and/or end-of-packet char), error-detection-mode (parity, frame);
• Invocation: a STORE instruction to a special address – the test-bench/testprogram interface; when this address is written, the test-bench starts to feed the
SoC with a bit stream.
• Notification: the UART interrupt handler detects the Rx-finish conditions.
More generally, the transfer model can model three categories of data-intensive interactions.
(i) Hardware Behaviors (Hard-transfers). The read/write operations on the bus are driven
by master devices, whose behaviors are mostly hardwired. So these operations are
categorized as hard-transfers.
(ii) Software Behaviors (Soft-transfers). A processor in SoC is a valid master device, whose
behaviors are programmable rather than hardwired. So its behaviors are called softtransfers. There is a subtle but important difference between the code in a soft-transfer and
the code in configuring a transfer. The former should be regarded as the payload code and
subject to verification; and the latter is treated as the overhead for verification. One guideline
to build soft-transfers is to compose read/write intensive subroutines to stimulate the
interactions between CPU and slaves. However, soft-transfers do not have to transfer data
literally; they can also be computation-intensive operations to apply stress to different types
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of physical resources. For example, a deep recursive subroutine can apply stress to the
register window mechanism in the Nios CPU architecture.
(iii) HW/SW Cooperation (Virtual-transfers). In the Nios SoC, the incoming UART bytestream is formed by the cooperation between the UART, the interrupt subsystem and the
UART-receiver-ready interrupt-service-routine (ISR). Although the byte-stream is physically
performed by the CPU in the ISR, from a higher level of abstraction, it is functionally
equivalent to perceive that a virtual master (also see Section 3.2) is conducting the stream
between the UART receiver and a memory buffer, independently from the CPU, which may
be involved in another task (at a reduced performance). Transfers conducted by virtual
masters are called virtual-transfers. Unlike a soft-transfer, which explicitly requires a real
CPU as its resource, a virtual transfer just requires a virtual master; therefore, we can
arrange multiple virtual transfers (and one soft-transfer) to work “concurrently” on a single
CPU. This concurrency is actually the parallelism between the CPU and peripherals. In a
virtual transfer, the primary forms of interactions are interrupt request and response, while
the read/write traffic on the bus may be secondary.
Table 1 lists the three transfer categories and summarizes how to implement their
configuration, invocation and notification.
Category
Hardtansfer
Softtransfer
Virtualtransfer

Transfer Examples
Any DMA transfer

Configuration
Invocation
Setting control-registers Setting controlregisters
UART polling; sorting; Setting control-registers; Calling
recursive
subroutines; Passing arguments to subroutine
processor self-testing
subroutines
UART trdy/rrdy ISRs;
Setting control-registers; Enabling
Setting global variables interrupt
Timer time-out ISR
sources

Table 1. Implementation of hard-, soft- and virtual-transfers.

Notification
Hardware
interrupt
Subroutine’s
return

The
virtual
master (ISR)
itself

2.4 Transfer Complexity
To identify transfer-types in a given system, we need to discuss the complexity of the
transfer model.
One transfer-type’s complexity is caused by its configuration. We use T to denote the set of
transfer-types in a system, and denote Ti as each transfer-type member. For Ti, each of its
parameter has a set of values to select from. Ti’s parameter-space is very applicationoriented because parameters could be either dependent of or coupled with one another.
Therefore, Ti requires an operation Ti.P(·) – denoted from the object-oriented programming
point of view – to perform its parameterization. The complexity of Ti.P(·) can represent the
complexity of Ti. To let Ti.P(·) deterministically traverse its parameter-space seems neither
necessary nor practical; therefore, we implement Ti.P(·) using weighted and constrained
randomization.
Our transfer model is quite flexible in the sense that defining transfer-types allows for the
trade-off between the number of transfer-types in a system and the complexity of their P(·)s.
To one extreme, we could model only one single transfer-type to represent all possible
interaction patterns in a system, but its P(·) needs to deal with a very large but also very
artificially constrained parameter-space. To the other extreme, we could create a transfertype for every possible interaction pattern of concrete parameters; then, we would have a
huge number of transfer-types, while their P(·)s all have trivial complexity. In other words,
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given an SoC, the more generalized each transfer-type is, the fewer transfer-types are
required, but at the cost of more complex P(·)s.
In practice, it is natural to adopt this strategy: to generalize interaction patterns with similar
parameterization style as one transfer-type. Taking the example of the Nios SoC, we initially
modeled 12 transfer-types to represent DMA transactions among four source memory
modules (ROM, RAM, FLASH, SRAM) and three destination memory modules (RAM,
FLASH, SRAM). However, we have later decided to merge them into one transfer-type
called “memory-to-memory DMA”, with a single but stronger P(·) capable of assigning
source and destination among all memory modules. Whereas, we consider it more
appropriate to model “UART-Rx-by-DMA” and “UART-Tx-by-DMA” as separate transfertypes, which have very different parameters.
2.5 Transfer Temporal Granularity
To further characterize transfers, we give an estimation of their life-expectancy.
First, we discuss the necessity of comparable life-expectancy of all transfers. The transfer
model enables us to generalize data-flows driven by various mechanisms, which could
operate in a wide spectrum of data-rates. In our Nios SoC, transfer-type “ROM-to-RAMDMA” has a rate of 33.3MB/sec; while the transfer-type “UART-Rx-by-interrupt” is
operating at 14.4KB/sec. Now the question is: how to “match” concurrent transfers in order
to achieve the desired verification quality, i.e., the parallelism and resource-contention? For
example, does it make sense to create a test-case in which a 1000-byte-long transfer T1 at the
speed of 10MB/sec runs alongside another 1000-bytelong transfer T2 at 10KB/sec? It
appears to be a poor match, since T1’s life is only 1/1000 of T2’s, meaning that the
parallelism and resource contention exist only 0.1% of the simulation. Therefore, it makes
sense to configure all transfers to have comparable life-expectancies, say, within one order of
magnitude of difference.
We now consider how to estimate the optimal life-expectancy. Common sense tells us that
the life-expectancy should not be too long. This is because simulation is a very timeconsuming process. In the shortest time possible, we not only need to cover most
configurations for each given transfer-type, but also should try its concurrent running with
other transfers. On the other hand, neither can life-expectancy be too short. We regard the
data-phase of a transfer as its main body, in which parallelism and resource-competition are
supposed to happen; whereas the transfer’s control-phase (i.e., its configuration, invocation
and notification) is the overhead. So it is natural to require the data-phase to be at least one
order of magnitude longer than the control-phase; otherwise, a considerable portion of
simulation time will be spent on the overhead.
Fortunately, the length of control-phase is predictable because all transfer-types’
configuration/invocation/notification appear to be made up of instruction sequences of
similar length. Hence, we assume that the following quantities are available:

the average execution time of transfer configuration, C;

the average execution time of transfer invocation, I;

the average execution time of transfer notification, N.
Then we can reasonably conclude that the optimal transfer life-expectancy is simply in the
range of (10 ~ 100)×(C+I+N), which makes the overhead well under 10%.
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In the Nios SoC example, (C + I) requires 25 assembly instructions, or 100 SoC clocks.
Transfer notification is typically by interrupt, which includes the time spent in context
switching and ISR execution, so the average N is about 350 SoC clocks. Therefore the
optimal transfer life-expectancy is in the range of (10 ~ 100) × (C + I + N), or 4500 ~ 45000
SoC clocks. This is also the temporal granularity of our proposed “system-level” tests. It
guides us on how to model transfer-types, especially on how to bias their P(·)s’ behaviors.
Now we have a quantitatively feel of the “abstraction level” of transfers to understand its
relationship with other identifiable interaction-objects. Transfers, whose granularity is
around 104 cycles, is formed by the aggregation of signal-level transactions and instructions,
whose granularities typically range around 101 cycles; in turn, transfers themselves can be
aggregated to become processes, whose granularity can range well beyond 106 cycles.
Transfer’s unique granularity helps us to understand its features and limitations.

It appears impractical and also unnecessary to consider concurrent transfers’
temporal relations at clock-level accuracy.

It is reasonable to assume that concurrent transfers do not need to communicate
each other (as processes do), and that transfers do not use resources dynamically.

3. Resource and Transfer-Resource Graph
3.1 Overview: Resource-Contentions and Resource-Conflicts
The focus of system-level verification is concurrency. The main purpose of constructing
concurrency is to observe interesting resource-competitions. Resource-competitions could
happen in various domains, including the on-chip interconnection subsystem, interrupt
mechanism, CPU-time and memory locations. Even more intriguing situation is that
competitions in various domains can interfere with each other, as discussed in Section 2.2.
The strength of the transfer model is that it allows these heterogeneous competitions to be
built naturally – we simply arrange multiple transfers to run concurrently. However, there
should exist some principles to prevent unchecked or meaningless randomness. Our
principle is to distinguish between resource-contentions and resource-conflicts. Resourcecontentions represent physical level competitions that are supposed to be resolved by
hardware mechanisms (e.g. bus protocol, interrupt handling scheme). These competitions
are not just legal but also desirable. In contrast, resource-conflicts are competitions at the
logical level and require programmer’s discretion to avoid. For example, we should allow the
DMA engine to compete with the CPU for a physical memory module, but we require that
the DMA transfer should never access the memory addresses that are currently involved in a
sort subroutine; because otherwise the results of both transfers will not be predictable from
their configurations.
Definition 3: Given a set t of transfer-instances t1, t2, ..., tn, which are respectively
instantiated from transfer-types t1.T , t2.T , ..., tn.T , we assume that each ti.T is associated
with a pass/fail Boolean function
ti.T.Check(ti.configuration, MemRegSpacestart, MemRegSpaceend),
which, according to ti’s configuration, checks if the running of ti has caused the expected
changes in the memory/register space. If, for all i, ti.T.Check() is constant regardless of ti’s
temporal relations (sequential, overlapping, etc) with all other transfers in t, we say t is free
of resource-conflicts (with respect to those Check() functions).
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This definition requires the result of each ti be deterministically predicted; but as a trade-off
the temporal relations between conflict-free transfers are allowed to happen in an
indeterministic manner; that is, if there are n conflict-free transfers, each having a “start” and
an “end” event, then we shall allow for (2n)!/2n possible event sequences, all of which shall
yield the same results in the memory/register space.
To avoid resource-conflict is reasonable – if each transfer’s result can be predicted by its
configuration and the contents in memory/register space, high level functional checkers,
i.e., T.Check(), can be easily implemented in the test-bench. Not enforcing this restriction on
resource-conflicts is still an option; in that case, the test-generator simply has more freedom,
but it loses the capability to predict correct results, therefore the burden of predicting correct
test results is left to the user.
Once resource-conflicts are avoided, no other restrictions are preventing a test-generator
from constructing parallelism. In this way, resource-contentions at physical level are
constructed implicitly.
3.2 Logical Resources
Since resource-conflict is a logical concept, we only need to model the local resources in the
system. With this simplification, we only model three categories of resources: masters,
registers and memory-ranges. We will see that this modeling is not as ad hoc as it may seem.
(i) Master. A master is defined as any device that can conduct a transfer-type. Examples of
master in our Nios SoC include the read-master and the write-master of the DMA engine,
and the data-master of the Nios CPU. Once modeled, a master is a trivial resource – the testgenerator only needs a single bit to indicate its status: available or unavailable. However,
the concept of virtual-master requires a little more insight into how to interpret system’s
behaviors. A virtual-master (also see Section 2.3) is an interrupt-service-routine (ISR) that
cooperates with hardware to perform data-intensive operations, e.g. the UART receiverready-ISR is a virtual-master performing transfer-type “UART-Rx-by-Interrupt”. A virtual
master is usually capable of only one transfer-type, but we can model as many virtualmasters as necessary for an SoC, independent from the number of physical CPUs. Other
examples in our Nios SoC include UART transmitter-ready-ISR and timer-ISR. Once
modeled, the test-generator does not distinguish virtual and real masters. In this way, the
resource-contention on CPU-time can be constructed implicitly.
(ii) Register. Registers are also simple resources. We only need to model data-intensive
registers visible to programmers. Examples are the UART rxdata and txdata registers. Since
control/status registers across an SoC are not suitable to be treated as data, they are not
modeled as register resources. However, in fact, many control/status bits are already
implicitly abstracted as masters.
(iii) Memory-range. Memory-ranges are flexible resources dynamically maintained by the
test-generator. A memory-range is an object with properties of base-address, size, sub-word
granularity and R/W mode. From within one free memory-range, test-generator can allocate
sub-ranges of suitable size/location to some transfers; meanwhile, the unused fragments
become free memory-ranges. The entire real memory space can be treated as the sole initial
memory-range (if some minor constraints are resolved such as ROM cannot be written), so
that an allocated sub-range can naturally cross boundaries between physical memory
modules. Allocated memory-ranges can overlap if they are used as read-only. With these
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arrangements, the test-generator naturally constructs resource-contentions on physical
memories.
Just like that transfer-types are the generalization of similar transfer-instances (see Section
2.4), the above discussed logical resource types (master/register/memory-range) are the
generalization of the bit-resources, namely, all bits in memory and registers accessible by a
programmer. A bit, regardless of data-, control- or status-bit, is the finest logical resource
object to a programmer; masters, registers and memory-ranges are simply different
aggregations of bits. For instance, a physical master device’s behavior is controlled and
observed by the bits in its control/status registers; it is actually those control/status bits that
are abstracted as one logical “master” resource. Therefore, the granularity of a master
resource is a few control/status bits. Similarly a register’s granularity is several data bits;
and a memory-range’s granularity is a lot of continuous data bits.
3.3 Definition of Transfer-Resource Graph
Transfers and resources interlink to form transfer-resource graph (TRG). TRG can be
formally defined in terms of transfer-instances and bit-resources.
Definition 4: A flat TRG is a triple G = (t, r, u), where:
t is a set of concrete transfer-instances in a system;
r is a set of bits accessible to a programmer; and
function u: t × r → {n, s, e}, where n, s, and e respectively represent no-use, shared-use and
exclusive-use. Notation “u(t, r) = n/s/e” respectively means that transfer t will not use, share
or exclusively use bit r.
Then the term “concurrency” can be defined in terms of scenarios.
Definition 5: Given a flat TRG G = (t, r, u),
a) if t, τ ∊ t, we say that t and τ conflict with each other if and only if
∃ r ∊ r, (u (t , r), u (τ , r)) ∊ {(s, e), (e, s), (e, e)}.
b) A scenario s is a subset of t satisfying
t ∊ s, τ ∊ s ⇒ t and τ do not conflict with each other.
c) A maximum scenario is a scenario sM satisfying
∀t ∊ t \ sM, ∃τ ∊ sM, t and τ conflict with each other.
However, to implement a flat TRG is impractical due to the huge number of concrete
transfers and bit-resources in a system. In order to visualize a TRG and generate scenarios
practically, we use a different TRG definition based on transfer-types and logical resource
models (masters/registers/memory-ranges).
Definition 6: A TRG is G = (T, R, U), where
T is a set of transfer-types in a system; each transfer-type is a set of transfer-instances;
R is a set of logical resources; each resource is a set of bits; and
function U: T × R → {n, s, e}. For each pair (T, R) ∊ T × R, if all instances of T exclusively use
all bits in R, then U(T, R) = e; if no instances in T use any bit in R, then U(T, R) = n;
otherwise, U(T, R) = s.
Figure 4 visualizes an abridged TRG for the Nios SoC. Arrows represent the transfer-types,
the blocks represent the resources, and the letter e or s represents the access mode. Note that
some ISRs are treated as master resources.
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Fig. 4. The abridged transfer-resource graph for the Nios SoC. The shaded transfers form a
scenario.
3.4 Implementing TRG for Scenario Generation
We implement TRG as a couple (T, R), where members in T and R are all intelligent objects
aware of resource usage. A transfer-type T in T has a resource-allocation operation within
its parameterization operation T.P(·); therefore it is denoted as T.P.A(·), which will set the
allocated exclusive and total resource-usages respectively as T.Ue and T.Ut, where
T.Ue ⊆ T.Ut ⊆ R. To construct a parameterized scenario, we need to search for any subset S
of T and perform Ti.P(·) and Ti.P.A(·) of each Ti in S, so that for any distinct Tj and Tk in S,
Tj.Ue ∩ Tk.Ut = ∅ and Tj.Ut ∩ Tk.Ue = ∅.
Before we give a scenario generation algorithm, we need to introduce another internal
operation of transfer-type T. Once T.P(·) has decided the concrete parameter-values, the testgenerator needs an interpretation operation, denoted as T.I(·), to interpret the parametervalues into actual configuration/invocation instructions.
Given a TRG G = (T, R), let RS and RE respectively represent the current resources available
for shared and exclusive access. The following algorithm constructs a maximum scenario.
(1) RS = R; RE = R;
(2) Randomly select a transfer-type T from T;
(3) Issue T.P(·), which in turn issues T.P.A(·), to parameterize/allocate resources to T
(now T is actually a transfer-instance) so that T.Ue ⊆ RE, and (T.Ut \ T.Ue) ⊆ RS;
(4) Issue T.I(·) and output the configuration/invocation instructions in a test-program;
(5) RS = RS \ T.Ue; RE = RE \ T.Ut;
(6) In T, drop any transfer-type that cannot obtain sufficient resources from the
reduced RE or RS .
(7) If T = ∅, one maximum scenario has been generated; otherwise repeat from step (2).
The four shaded transfers in Figure 4 form a maximum scenario. Although they appear
loosely distributed in the TRG, the test quality is high because all hardware components are
supposed to behave concurrently in simulation: the CPU is busy sorting data in the RAM,
and will be interrupted by all peripherals; the DMA is transferring the tx data from a buffer
to the UART; the Timer is counting down; and the UART is working in full duplex mode.
Meanwhile, the instruction flow also contributes to the concurrency. The instruction flow is
not as manageable as data-flows, but can be viewed as the “noise” to transfers. (However,
we can extract rich information from it about the quality of TP execution (Xu et al., 2008).)
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Therefore, high degree of resource-contentions will be achieved on various physical
resources such as the bus, the slave interfaces, the interrupt mechanisms and CPU-time.
In our implementation, users can intervene with the test-generation by specifying a bias file,
which biases most randomization operations in the test-generator, including:

the behavior of transfer-type selection, i.e., step (2) in the above algorithm;

the behavior of transfer-type parameterization, i.e., T.P(·);

some control variables called environment parameters, which globally affect
concurrent transfers, e.g. UART baud-rate and CPU data/instruction cache mode.
The bias file will also be used in test-generation with feedback information from Petri-net
based post-simulation analysis. Section 5.3 provides further information.
3.5 Generation of Event-Driven Test-Program
Here we briefly introduce a scheme for step (4) in the above algorithm that allows the TP to
be executed in an event-driven manner. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

Scheduler

Scheduler configs/invokes transfers

Transfer 1

Transfer 2

Transfer

Transfers re-activate scheduler

Fig. 5. Event-driven test-program.
The parallelism-management part of the TP, shown as Scheduler in Figure 5, configures and
invokes some concurrent transfers. Any of these transfers, when finished, re-activates the
Scheduler (e.g., for hard- and virtual-transfers, call-back Scheduler; for soft-transfer, return
to Scheduler). In turn, the Scheduler can submit or resubmit transfer(s) because some
resource must have been released by the finished one. In this way, the execution of a TP is
actually driven by transfers’ notification events. The majority of the Scheduler can be
generated automatically by step (4) in the scenario generation algorithm.
Under this scheme, transfers – software-controllable interaction-objects – are no longer
passive building blocks subject to arrangement, but become active ones which can stress the
system rigorously, reflecting the rationale of our software-centric and interaction-oriented
verification methodology. The comparison between two event-driven implementations and
a polling-based scheme can be found in (Xu & Lim, 2007).
3.6 Features and Limitations
As a model at high abstraction level, TRG has the following features and limitations:
• TRG decouples two levels of complexity for test-generation – the complexity of each
transfer-type and the complexity of their parallelism. The former is system-specific while the
latter is relatively independent from a specific system, making TRG applicable to a wide
range of designs.
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• Modeling TRG does not require extensive knowledge about hardware implementation.
Most effort is required in modeling each transfer-type, e.g., composing T.P (·).
• TRG is a method independent from simulation platforms or hardware abstraction levels.
Tests generated from a TRG can be used as performance tests as well as functionality tests.
SoC designers can use TRG to plan test-cases of parallelism to evaluate performance
penalties due to resource-contentions long before a system is actually integrated; TRG may
also find its applicability in generating manufacturing tests.
• The target bugs are not those bugs obviously local to each hardware component, but hardto-detect bugs buried in close resource competitions. Therefore, hardware components are
preferably free of obvious internal bugs.
• Result-checking is by means of checking the contents in memory and registers, which can
be easily implemented as functional checkers in test-benches. However, a failed result gives
limited indication of the nature and location of the bug. Therefore, other error-detection
mechanisms (e.g., assertions) should also be implemented in test-benches.

4. TRG and Petri-net for Coverage
4.1 Overview
The simulation-based verification of a complex VLSI like SoC requires multiple coverage
models. Each model measures simulation effectiveness from a specific perspective. At
system level, since a system’s behaviors can be described as concurrent interactions, one
coverage model is needed to enumerate all concurrent interactions and the temporal relations
between them. However, the widely used statement-based (line, toggle, conditional, etc) and
local state machine based coverage measures cannot give such information. The temporal
relations open up an enormous coverage space, requiring a mathematical model to deal
with it. We choose Petri-net (Peterson, 1981; Zhu & He, 2002) as the model because its
semantics can describe is resource-constrained concurrency.
Definition: A Petri-net is a directed graph represented by a quintuple (P, T, F, W, M0),
where,
• P is a set of nodes known as places; each place can hold tokens. Tokens are all identical; ■
• T is a set of nodes known as transitions; ■
• F is a set of directed arcs (known as flows) connecting places and transitions, i.e., ■
F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P);
• Function W: F → N+ (N+ : positive integers.); W(f) is called the weight of flow f; ■
• Function M0: P → N, (N: non-negative integers,) known as initial marking. M0(p) is the
number of initial tokens in place p. ■
A transition t is said enabled when the number of tokens in each input places is no less than
the weight of the corresponding input flow. When enabled, t can (but does not have to) fire,
consuming W(fi) tokens from the input place connected via fi, and producing W(fo) tokens in
the output place connected via fo. Firing does not consume time. The firing sequence is
called the execution of the net. The state of a Petri-net can be described in terms of its marking,
i.e., the distribution of the tokens. A Petri-net has its reachability graph, whose nodes are the
states and whose directed arcs represent the transitions between states.
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4.2 TRG and Petri-net
TRG and Petri-net share some similarities in describing a system. Both formally define
concurrency and conflict.
• In TRG, concurrency can be defined as a scenario with more than one transfer. In Petri-net,
concurrency means a transition has multiple incoming or outgoing flows.
• In TRG, conflict means that the same resource is accessed by multiple transfers, and at
least one access is exclusive. In Petri-net, conflict means a place has multiple incoming or
outgoing flows.
Although capable to specify system-level concurrency and conflict, TRG lacks the capability
to describe the dynamics of the system. As a high level test-generation tool, TRG cannot and
does not need to deterministically specify temporal relations between concurrent transfers.
The rich possibilities of temporal relations can only be, and are meant to be, realized in
simulation. For example, TRG does not and cannot specify that, at which moment in transfer
T1’s life, another running transfer T2 will finish. The timing that T2 finishes is a complex
function of its configuration, its submission timing and the resource-contentions between T1
and T2.
While a scenario in a TRG only represents a snapshot of data-flows, an execution of a Petrinet captures the temporal aspect of the system’s behavior. Its reachability graph (readily
obtained from a Petri-net tool) can enumerate the possible executions. Therefore, a Petri-net
is suitable for post-simulation analysis of the temporal aspects of a system.
A desirable feature of TRG is that it can be readily converted to a Petri-net. Assuming that
any transfer in TRG contributes two transitions in Petri-net, start and end, we can construct
a Petri-net from a TRG by the following steps:
(1) Converting Resources: for each resource R in the TRG, create a place PR in the Petri-net;
(2) Converting Transfers: for each transfer T in the TRG,

create two transitions Tstart and Tend;

create a state-place Trunning (cf. resource-place PR.);

create two flows of weight 1, one from Tstart to Trunning and the other from Trunning to
Tend;
(3) Connecting Transfers and Resources:

First, for each transfer-resource pair (T, R) that satisfies U(T, R) = s:
o add one token into PR;
o create one flow of weight 1 from PR to Tstart;
o create one flow of weight 1 from Tend to PR.

Then, for each transfer-resource pair (T, R) that satisfies U(T, R) = e:
o if PR has no token, put one token in it;
o create one flow of weight n(R) from PR to Tstart, where n(R) is the number
of tokens in PR;
o create one flow of weight n(R) from Tend to PR.
Figure 6 shows a Petri-net constructed from the TRG of the Nios SoC.
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Fig. 6. Petri-net converted from a TRG.
The complexity of the above algorithm is linear to the size of TRG. Given a TRG (Ttrg, R, U),
the sizes of the resulting Petri-net (P, Tpn, F, W, M0) are:
• |P| = |Ttrg| + |R|;
• |Tpn| = 2|Ttrg|, and
• |F| = 2|Ttrg| + 2|{(T, R) : (T, R) ∊ (Ttrg × R), U(T, R) ∊ {e, s} }|.
4.3 Use of Petri-net
Once a Petri-net is obtained from a TRG, we can use the net in a number of ways. For
instance, we could prove the liveness and boundedness of the Petri-net; we can simplify the
Petri-net (but keep the reachability graph isomorphic), then we are able to map the
simplification back onto the TRG. However, these rather theoretical topics are beyond the
scope of this chapter.
The most practical use of the Petri-net is to define the coverage space. The coverage space is
based on the reachability graph associated with the net. For instance, the reachability graph
can indicate the total number of (unparameterized) scenarios in the TRG, because each state
in the reachability graph simply represents a scenario in the TRG. This size contributes to
the total complexity of scenario generation algorithm in Section 3.4. Generally, there are
several options to define the space:

All states in the graph (i.e., markings);

All state-state transitions in the graph (not the transitions in the Petri-net);

All paths in the graph;

All cycles in the graph.
These options represent the different levels of temporal details. In (Zhu & He 2002), a
number of coverage-space definitions based on the reachability graph are proposed. These
definitions roughly fall into: (1) state-based category, (2) transition-based category, and (3)
flow-based category. Some coverage spaces could be just too enormous to be practically
covered due to the graph size and connectivity, in such cases, some restrictions can be
applied to bound the coverage space, such as limiting the length of the path and the size of
the cycle.
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To check the coverage, we need to collect transfers’ start/finish event history from the
simulation trace. This history can be easily collected, because each transfer has a software
flag indicating whether it is running. The Petri-net reads the event history to re-play the
transition firing sequence. Its reachability graph is traversed in this manner. The traversed
states, transitions and other coverage points (cycles/paths) are counted and compared with
the coverage space size, and then the percentages are reported.
Besides indicating the completeness of temporal relations, the coverage information can be
further used to guide test-generation. We have implemented test-generation with feedback
at state and transition level. See Section 5.3 for details.
4.4 Discussion
It should be noted that both TRG and the Petri-net converted from a TRG are high level
abstraction of an SoC (with its application). Most resource-contentions at physical level are
invisible in the TRG and the derived Petri-net, simply because physical resources are not
present in these models. This is a feature as well as a limitation. If we feel the resulting Petrinet is too “coarse” for coverage purpose, we can consider the following approaches.

Adjust the size of the TRG by dividing a transfer-type into some sub-types (see
Section 2.4), so that the resulting Petri-net has more states and state-transitions.
This is in effect to take transfer parameterization into coverage consideration.

Include more aggressive coverage spaces, such as path coverage and cycle
coverage. This is effectively to take more detailed temporal relations into coverage
consideration.

Take system-specific knowledge into coverage consideration. We could model a
transfer as an FSM with more internal states and transitions in addition to the
simple “start”, “running” and “finish”, and convert it to a state-machine typed
Petri-net (i.e., a net with only one token) and embed it in the backbone net derived
from the TRG. It can be seen that TRG-derived Petri-net provides a reasonable
start-point and backbone for a more accurate coverage model.

5. Experiments
5.1 Statement Based Coverage Measures
We have observed that reasonable statement coverage measures can be achieved by testprograms generated from a TRG. Since another software-based test generation methodology
called SALVEM (Cheng et al., 2005) is demonstrated on the same Nios SoC, we compare the
results of SALVEM tests with the test results of TRG. Figure 7 shows the comparisons of the
statement (toggle and conditional) coverage. The TRG method has higher coverage on some
components but is lower (but comparable) on the CPU, which has 11,000 lines of code and is
the most complex component in the system. The lower coverage on CPU using TRG method
may be attributed to the fact that we have not put too much effort in manually creating
subroutines stressing the processor itself, which we believe need another level of
automation beyond the scope of this article. We believe that the TRG method imposes no
restrictions on achieving reasonably high statement-based coverage.
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Fig. 7. Toggle and conditional coverage comparisons.
5.2 State Space Traversing
The statement-based coverage measures give little information regarding system-level
concurrency and resource-contention. Therefore we attempt to indicate this information
using “system state space”. We define the state space as the space made by the
concatenation of the major control/status registers in the SoC components (CPU, DMA,
UART and Timer). The concatenation is 64-bit long; the theoretical space of size 264 is so
large that even its reachable sub-space is impractical to be traversed exhaustively by any set
of real-world tests. However, we can statistically measure how fast states can change and
how fast new (i.e., unprecedented) states will emerge. These values are useful since system
states can give information regarding concurrency. For example, from the traversed states,
we can tell if all peripherals have requested interrupt simultaneously.
We compare the capabilities to traverse state-space between two sets of TPs. One set
contains TPs filled with scenarios holding one or two transfers, and the other contains TPs
filled with maximum scenarios. Figure 8 shows the rate of state-change. The high
concurrency TPs has a state-change rate roughly two times the rate of the low-concurrency
TPs. Faster state-change rate implies that more events are happening simultaneously.

Fig. 8. State-changes against simulation cycles.
However, faster state-change rate does not necessarily mean efficient state-space traversing,
for any state can recur many times. We further compare how fast unprecedented states
emerge in simulation. Our experiments show that low-concurrency TPs have traversed
about 105 distinct states in 420 million SoC clocks (12 computing hours on a 3+GHz
workstation); in comparison, high-concurrency TPs can traverse 106 distinct states in the
same simulation duration. In Figure 9, each data point represents one simulation of a TP.
We observe that high-concurrency TPs produce new states at a much faster speed; and the
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speed is less sensitive to the number of known-states. This encouraging comparison implies
that concurrency is the key to efficiently exploring the state space.

Fig. 9. New-state emergence rate against the number of known-states.use
5.3 Test Generation with Feedback
We modeled a TRG with 12 major transfer-types for the Nios SoC. Our generator can
exhaustively (but randomly) produce 139 transfer-subsets to be the (unparameterized)
scenarios. This is well predicted by the reachability graph, which has 140 states, with the
additional state representing the empty scenario. The reachability graph also contains 772
transitions.
We have achieved test-generation with feedback at state-level and transition-level. A
simulation-trace analyzer is developed. The analyzer is responsible for the following tasks:
• Count states and transitions in the trace log file;
• Compare the counts with the total states and transitions in the reachability graph;
• Identify the target (i.e., uncovered or less frequent) states/transitions;
• In a bias file (see Section 3.4), adjust the randomization arguments about transfer-selection
and transfer parameterization.
The state-level feedback is straightforward because a state in the reachability graph simply
represents a scenario in the TRG. Once a target scenario is identified, in the bias file, we
simply increase the selection weights of the transfer-types which make up the target
scenario. Thus the test-generator will be more likely to generate the target scenario.
The transition-level feedback requires additional consideration. A transition in the
reachability graph is a transfer-start event Ts or a transfer-end event Te, which separates two
Ts

Te

scenarios S1 and S2, i.e., S1  S2 or S1  S2. Thus the analyzer needs to manage
both target scenario (S1 or S2) and target event (Ts or Te).
First, we identify the target scenario:
Ts

• In case of S1  S2, the target scenario is S2;
Te

• In case of S1  S2, the target scenario is S1;
Once the target scenario is identified, we can apply the same mechanism as that used for
state-level feedback in order to make the target scenario more likely to happen.
Second, we need to make the target event happen earlier in the current scenario (in order to
enter or leave the target scenario, otherwise the current scenario changes). For each transfertype, we define one of its parameters as its life-expectancy, which controls how long a
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transfer will be running. For example, for a transfer-type “RAM-to-Flash DMA”, the
parameter “DMA length” is the life-expectancy parameter. The analyzer then adjusts the
randomization ranges of the life-expectancy parameters in the bias file: it reduces the lifeexpectancy of T and/or extends the life-expectancy of the rest transfers in the target
scenario. Therefore, in simulation, the target event has more chance to fire earlier to enter or
leave the target scenario.
Figure 10 includes the accumulative state-coverage and transition-coverage comparisons
between two sets of 20 simulation-runs, one with feedback and the other only with scenarios
generated randomly. (Each set needs approximately 15 computing hours on a 3G+Hz 1G
RAM workstation.) The figure shows that, with feedback, all states and transitions are
covered in the first several runs. For the 20 runs without feedback, state-coverage space is
traversed 5 times slower, and the transition coverage space cannot be traversed in 20 runs.
State/Transition Coverage Comparison
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Fig. 10. State coverage and transition coverage with and without feedback.
It should be noted that the fast traversing on states and transitions does not mean that the
whole verification process is complete. If more detailed temporal relations (e.g., path/cycle)
and other variations such as transfer parameterization are taken into account, more
scenarios are needed. The fast traversing does give us a chance to focus on other coverage
areas. Like all feedback techniques, our feedback scheme only targets at one type of
coverage.

6. Conclusion
Software-centric and interaction-oriented verification presents a natural interpretation of a
system: a system is made up of programmer-controlled data-flows, i.e., transfers, which are
constrained by programmer-controlled resources. As the result, the central part of the
system-level verification problem is now modeled as a concurrency problem and can be
dealt with concurrency models. Particularly, the test-generation problem is handled by the
TRG model and the coverage measures can be treated by the Petri-net model, whose
backbone can be converted from the TRG model.
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Our method has been successfully demonstrated on the single processor Nios SoC. But the
basic idea of combining data-flows with resource contentions is generic, making it
applicable to a wide range of SoCs. In our future work, we will apply the model to verifying
more sophisticated SoCs with multiple processors and multiple bus hierarchies. Another
research area is the coverage model of parallelism and resource-contention. While the
current Petri-net model derived from a TRG can represent certain level of resourceconstrained concurrency, we may need to incorporate the domain knowledge about a real
world system to capture enough information regarding fine-grained resource competitions.
More research in this area is necessary on problems such as to include how much domain
knowledge to trade-off between accuracy and scalability.
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1. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a science that came out in the decade of 50s. It emerges having
as main objectives the understanding of intelligence and the building of intelligent
behaviour systems that carry out complex tasks with a superior or equal level competence to
a human performing. This science uses theoretical and experimental Computational
techniques in order to emulate human intellectual activities: learning, perception, reasoning,
creation or manipulation (Negnevitsky, 2005; Nikolopoulos, 1997).
The AI counts on several disciplines that have arisen in some application fields and it is
approached to problems in industrial and commercial sectors. Such is the case in
Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) that have received great attention and have became to be
essential tools in business, science, engineering, manufacturing and many others fields.
A KBS is a computational system, it has knowledge, ability and experience that only belong
to a person or specialist people group in some area of the human knowledge, in such way,
this system can solve specific problems in intelligent and satisfactory way
(Negnevitsky,2005).
KBS provide assistance to humans in decision making and normally can explain the
reasoning used to obtain a diagnostic or suggestion, and why the questions were inferred as
well. These systems can manage large knowledge amount established in declarative form to
be used in the intuition and experience. Such knowledge can be integrated with some
knowledge representation: rules, facts, heuristics, and in some cases includes uncertainty.
A KBS allows the user to introduce facts or information to the system and obtain as results,
advices or experiences. The relevant components of a KBS are: the knowledge base and the
inference engine. KB represents the knowledge in application domain. Inference engine
gives reasoning capability to solve a particular problem.
The knowledge obtained of a human expert is transformed into a representation frame and
the inference is done using it. However, knowledge is not always totally incorporated
because of its nature. It causes incompleteness problems in the KB.
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The knowledge base is the heart of a KBS and it is coded in some representation language. A
particular case of KBS is the Neural-Symbolic Hybrid System (NSHS) that allows interaction
of the connectionist and symbolic knowledge contained in it (Nikolopoulos, 1997; Cruz,
2004; Santos, 1998). Hybrid systems allow integrating two or more knowledge
representations in one system. It is in order to obtain a knowledge integrating that allows
improving the global efficiency of the system. NSHS use an Artificial Neural Network to
improve the knowledge that provides a symbolic system. Each one of these subsystems
maintains its own representation language and a different mechanism to infer its solution.
When a NSHS is bought, there is a specialist that provides his experience in the application
field. Therefore, it is coherent and without contradictions. However, in these systems
mistakes can potentially arise as a result of the modeling complexity and the knowledge
among to represent.
These systems have been used mainly in classification problems. The knowledge base of a
NSHS and any knowledge-based system can contain mistakes since several experts provide
their experiences in the field of application, which can be contradictory. Therefore, the
verification and validation of knowledge in this kind of systems are critical processes in
their construction, and may be focused on the knowledge base or the inference engine.
As the NSHSs gain acceptance, it increases the necessity of ensuring the automatic
validation and verification of the knowledge contained in them. Verification has as a
principal objective to ensure the consistency and completeness of the KB. Although, it does
not warrant that its behaviour corresponds with the human expert knowledge. In the
verification processes defined characteristics of a NSHS are evaluated. Such analysis can be
restricted to one specific element of the system. As a matter of fact it can be in the inference
machine, KB, or user interfase, and it can be focused on system specific stages, for example,
in its deductive behaviour (Negnevitsky, 2005).
When the verification process has been finished, the validation process takes place analysing
the proper of KB and the possibility of obtaining right solutions to the domain problems.
In some application environments, a NSHS might not be easily accepted nether be started
up, at least, it can be conveniently and meticulously proved that works according to
expectations (Nikolopoulos, 1997).
The present chapter presents an enhanced Petri net model for the detection and elimination
of structural anomalies in the knowledge base of the NSHS. In addition, a modeling process
is proposed to evaluate the obtained results of the system versus the expected results by the
user. The validation and verification method is divided in two stages: 1) it consists of three
phases: rule normalization, rule modeling and rule verification. 2) It consists of three phases:
rule modeling, dynamic modeling and evaluation of results. Such method is useful to ensure
that the results of a NSHS are correct. A set of tests is presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the results obtained with this method. The cases of study were obtained
from KBs extracted from Neural-Symbolic Hybrid Systems.
The chapter is organized in the following form: section 2 explains some related background
in knowledge verification and validation; section 3 describes a Hybrid System Framework
with combined knowledge; section 4 presents some aspects of error detection and system
modeling; section 5 gives some information about Petri nets modeling; section 6 describes
our verification method applied to error detection; section 7 presents our knowledge
validation approach; experimental results and discussions are provided in section 8; finally,
in section 9 we conclude the chapter and point out the direction of future research.
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2. Related Work
A number of works dealing with knowledge verification and modeling have been proposed
in the past. Such works have been based on the comparison of rule pairs. However, recent
proposals use techniques such as Petri nets, directed graphs and directed hipergraphs (He et
al., 2003). In these approaches, nodes are used to represent simple clauses of a rule and
directed arcs to represent causal relations.
Petri nets have been used in the study of RBS due to the possibility of capturing dynamics
and structural aspects of the system. The rule base can be verified by Petri net analysis
techniques. Those techniques have been used in several works. In Yang et al. (1998) an error
verification method in a Rule Base (RB) based in an incidence matrix is proposed. This
method does not admit negated propositions. It makes a previous ordering of the RB for the
verification and it does not need an initial marking of the net for the verification. In He et al.
(2003) a reachability graph of a Petri net (PN) for structural anomalies detection in a
knowledge base (KB) is presented. This technique is known as w-Net, where w indicates the
amount of tokens existing in each place. Nevertheless, in this technique it is necessary to
know the initial marking of the net to detect errors. In Wu & Lee (1997) a variant of classic
Petri net named high level extended Petri net is proposed. This model allows the logical
negation and the use of variables and constants in the antecedent as well as consequence of
the rules. Execution of the model is made by means of input conditions. It uses a reachability
approach based on a color scheme for validation.

3. Knowledge Representation in Hybrid Systems
Neural-Symbolic Hybrid Systems are computer programs based on artificial neural
networks that also interact with symbolic components (Cloete & Zurada, 2000). These types
of systems integrate the connectionist and symbolic knowledge, in such a way that the
knowledge contained in each one of these is complemented (Cruz et al., 2005; Cruz et al.,
2006; Negnevitsky, 2005; Santos, 1998).
The symbolic knowledge is a set of theoretical knowledge from a particular domain. This
knowledge should be translated into a formal representation in order to be used in a
computer system. Some knowledge representations are: semantic networks, predicates
logic, proposition logic, etc. The representation mostly used is the production rules. A
disadvantage of the symbolic representation is that sometimes the characteristics of the
objects can not be totally described. It is due to such representation can not make an
exhaustive description of the object in all its modalities or contexts.
On the other hand, a different type of knowledge is known as “practical”, integrated by a
group of examples about an object or problem in different contexts or environments. For
example in object recognition, an image base of the objects can be used to describe it in
different contexts, positions, environments and with different focus of external quality. In
some cases, a numerical representation of RGB colour, high or wide can be important.
According to the above mentioned a hybrid approach can be the solution to object
recognition problems.
NSHS are a type of Knowledge -Based Systems that can be used in many applications where
failures can be expensive in services, properties, or even the life (Cruz, 2004; Tsai et al.,
1999). It is important the verification and validation of these systems before their
implementation to ensure this way their reliability. The necessity to develop knowledge
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verification and validation systems will increase to guarantee the quality and reliability of
such systems.
The extracted knowledge of the system is composed of the production rules. Users of a
NSHS can interact with the knowledge base because of its representation is extracted and
understandable.
3.1 Development Stages of a NSHS
NSHS transfers knowledge represented by a set of symbolic rules toward a connectionist
module. The obtained neural network permits a supervised training, starting from a base of
examples. In the next step, an extraction algorithm is developed to obtain the knowledge of
a neural network into production rule form. Finally, the rules extracted must be verified and
validated to be sure that the knowledge obtained in the extracting process is suitable to
solve the problem (Cruz et al., 2006; Santos, 1998; Villanueva et al., 2006). The stages of a
NSHS are shown in the figure 1.

Fig. 1. Stages of a NSHS.
1) Insertion
In this stage, the knowledge extracted from a human expert is symbolically represented
(Symbolic Module). This symbolic representation is in form of IF…THEN rules.
Subsequently, it is converted to an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) named “initial” ANN.
This stage is known as “rules compilation in a neural network” (Cruz, 2004).
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2) Refinement
In this stage, a module that receives the initial ANN is implemented, which is subjected to a
learning process starting from a base of examples. This module is named connectionist
module; at the end of this stage, an artificial neural network is obtained, which is named
“refined” ANN.
3) Extraction
In this stage, the extraction of the knowledge contained in the refined neural network is
done. At the end of the module, symbolic rules called refined rules are obtained. This
process is carried out due to the necessity to interpret and to evaluate such knowledge.
4) Verification and validation
In this stage, the coherence of extracted knowledge in symbolic rules is verified. Just later,
tests to analyze the operation of the system as a whole are done.

4. Object of Knowledge Base Verification and Validation
The extracted knowledge of a NSHS is represented in production rules and stores the
accessible experiences for the system. Different relations exist in the RB, for example: the
conclusions of a rule can act as conditions for other rules and different rules can share
common conditions. The production rules describe an IF-THEN relationship of the
form CC  CA . Where CC is a collection of conditions, CA is a collection of actions or

conclusions and the “  ”symbol acts as a logical implication. The propositions CC can be
joined by  /  that represent the logical connectives AND/OR respectively. Propositions
CA can be joined only by the connective  . A negative proposition p in CC is true if

does not exist in the work memory. A negative proposition in CA causes elimination of
in work memory.

p

p

4.1 Knowledge Verification Aspects
The main goal of verification is to obtain the consistent, complete and correct system.
Because of that, anomalies on KB must be detected (Ramaswamy et al., 1997; Ramirez & De
Antonio, 2001; Tsai et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2003). An anomaly is referred to common fault
patterns according to an analysis technique (Ramirez & De Antonio, 2007; Tsai et al., 1999).
This KB can contain errors due to:
1) The existence of several human experts providing their experiences in the application
field.
2) The inserted knowledge can not be represented properly because of communication
problems between human experts and the knowledge engineer.
3) The information may be missed during knowledge insertion due to matching of same
one to the neural network,
4) The base of examples might be redundant due to a bad selection of samples.
5) Information may be missed or gained during the integration process of numerical and
symbolic knowledge (Cruz et al., 2006; Santos, 1998; Villanueva et al., 2006).
It is necessary to consider some verification principles in order to make a suitable definition
of the anomaly types that can be found into an extracted knowledge base of a NSHS.
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a) Anomalies are defined according to the declarative meaning of the KB, instead of any
other procedural meaning.
b) Anomalies are detected by means of analyzing the KB syntax, and should be
semantically understood as well.
c) Anomalies are considered as symptoms of possible errors into the KB. Not all
anomalies are errors.
d) Anomaly detection methods are just applied to the KB of the KBS and consider some
properties of the inference engine.
e) The syntax and semantics of the anomalies should be defined in terms of syntax and
semantics of the knowledge representation language used to expressed the KB.
The anomalies that can be found in a KB are shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Anomalies that can be found in a NSHS.
Redundancy: It occurs when there are unnecessary rules in a rule base. Redundant rules
increase the size of the rule base and may cause additional inferences. There are two kinds
of redundancies:

a) Duplication (equivalent rules). If R1: a b c and R 2 : b  a  c , R1 and R2 are totally
equivalents.
b) Subsumed rules (rule contained in another one). If R 1 : a  c  b and R 2 : a  b , R1
subsumes to R2.
Inconsistency: It occurs in conflictive facts. Here two types of inconsistencies are approached:
a) Conflict. A set of rules are conflicting if contrary conclusions are derived under a certain
condition. An example of rules in conflict is the following:

R1 : a  b

and

R 2 : a  b .

b) Unnecessary conditions. A pair of rules R, R'  has an unnecessary condition if they
have the same consequent and the antecedents are only different in that some of the
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propositions in R are negated in R’. An example of rules with unnecessary conditions:

R1 : a  b  c and R2 : a  b  c .

Circularity: It occurs when several inference rules have circular dependency. Circularity can
cause infinite reasoning that must be broken. The following are examples of circularity.
a) Particular circularity. If R 1 : a  b and R 2 : b  a , a cycle is formed in pairs of
rules.
b) Global circularity. If R 1 : a  b , R 2 : b  c , R 3 : c  a then chaining of circular
rules appears.
Incompleteness: It occurs when there are missing rules in a rule base. If R 1 :  a ,
R 2 : a  c  b , R 3 : a  d and R 4 : b  Here we present two types of

Incompleteness.
a) Rule with dangling conditions. It occurs if the condition will never be matched by some
conclusion. In R2 the condition c is never matched with any conclusion of the rest of the
rules, therefore c is a dangling condition.
b) Rule with dead-end. It appears when a conclusion is not a goal and is not used as
condition in any other rule. In R3, d is never matched by any condition of the rest of the
rules; therefore d is a conclusion with a dead-end.
4.2 Knowledge Validation Aspects
The validation process allows analyzing the quality of the KB and the possibility of
obtaining right solutions to the problems of the domain (Knauf et al., 2002; Tsai et al., 1999).
This process is done in order to evaluate a system during or at the end of the development
process to establish if it satisfies the specified requirements.
An important feature of the KBS is that its specifications and requirements are dynamically
changing. It is more difficult to develop the verification and validation in systems which
requirements or some other elements are frequently changing than in systems with static
characteristics. There are different validation approaches such as: reachability, reliability,
safety, completeness, consistency, robustness and usability.
A NSHS is only accepted when is convincingly and meticulously verified to work according
to expectations.
The general evaluation frame consists of the following steps:
a) A testing criterion must be established, as reachability, reliability, safety, completeness,
consistency, robustness and usability.
b) Test cases (inputs) and awaited outputs according to the selected inputs must be
generated.
c) A test method to exercise the software must be applied.
d) The outputs of the software must be evaluated.
Tests are in general an intense work and a process prone to faults. Difficulties arise from
different test criterions, great input and output space and legal input case generation (Knauf
et al., 2002; Nikolopoulos, 1997; Vermesan, 1998).
Test criterion. It defines the objective of comparing a system versus a specification. Different
types of tests are defined according to different types of test criterions.
Test case generation. Proper test inputs can be specified according to the type of problem that
we can solve. It is possible to use the literature of the domain to generate the inputs as test
cases.
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Expected output generation. An expected output consists of a response. It is possible to ask to
the expert of the domain to predict the expected outputs and generate them. Furthermore,
expected outputs can be generated according to explicit solution specifications, saved test
cases or literature of the domain.
Test method to exercise the software. The cost of the test method not only depends on the cost of
the test case generation and on the evaluation cost. It also depends on the fact that a valid
result is not found.
Evaluation of software outputs. It consists on evaluating if the generated output set belongs to
the expected outputs in the solution of the problem (Nikolopoulos, 1997).

5. Petri nets as a modeling tool
Petri nets came in the literature on 1962 with the phD thesis of Carl Adam Petri (Murata,
1989). Petri nets are mathematic and graphic modeling tools that can be used in several
types of dynamic systems. Petri nets allow describing and studying information from
concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallels, nondeterministic, and/or stochastic
systems (Nikolopoulos, 1997; Murata, 1989; David et al., 2005).
5.1 Petri nets graphic representation
A Petri net is a particular type of directed graphic and it is represented graphically by
bipartite graph (there are two types of nodes and the arcs just can connect nodes of different
types).Two types of Petri nets nodes are named places and transitions. Places represent
variables that define the system state and transitions represent the transformer of such
variables. Places are represented by circles, transitions by bars and marks are represented by
a point into the circle which defines the place that contains it. Places and transitions are
connected by directed arcs (Murata, 1989; Wu et al., 2000). The figure 3 shows the graphic
representation of the Petri net elements.
P

Places

T

Transitions

I(f,t)

O(t,f)

µ()

Input arcs

Output arcs

Token

Fig. 3. Graphic Representation of the Petri net elements.
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Figure 4 shows a Petri net with places: P= {P1, P2, P3, P4} and transitions: T = {T1, T2, T3, T4}.

Fig. 4. Places, transitions and arcs of a Petri net.
An arc directed from a place Pi to a transition Tj defines an input place of the transition.
Multiple inputs to the transition are indicated by multiple arcs from the input place to the
transition. An output arc of a transition is indicated by an arc directed from the transition to
the place. Multiple outputs are represented by multiple arcs (Murata, 1989).
Places can be used as “tokens” containers. The number of tokens contained in a place is
named mark. Therefore, the net marking is defined as a column vector where the elements
are the number of tokens contained in the places (David et al., 2005). Figure 5 shows the net
marking: M={m1, m2, m3, m4}, in other words: M=[1,1,0,0] T.

Fig. 5. Net marking.
Tokens can move inside the net, changing the state of the same one. In order to move the
token, transitions must be fired (David et al., 2005).
A transition can be fired if it is enabled. A transition is enabled if into each one of its input
places there is, at least, as many tokens as the arc weight that connects with them. A source
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transition is always enabled. This type of transitions does not have input places (David et
al., 2005).
Figure 6 shows three enabled and disabled transitions examples. Figure 6a presents t1
enabled due to its places P1 and P2 are in compliance with the enable conditions. In figure
6b, t2 is not enabled due to the place p5 has less tokens than the weight of the arc that
connect it with the transition. In the figure 6c the source transition t3 is enabled.

Fig. 6. Enabled and disabled transitions.
Firing of an enabled transition eliminates from each one of its input places as many tokens
as the weight of each arc connecting such places with the transition. Also deposits in each
output place as many tokens as the weight of each arc connecting them with the transition
(David, et al. 2005; Murata, 1989).
Figure 7 shows a Petri net with two enabled transitions t1 and t3. Figure 8 shows the Petri net
after the firing of the transition t1.

Fig. 7. Petri net with t1 and t3 enabled.
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Fig. 8. Petri net after the firing of t1.
5.2 Petri nets formal definition
Definition: The structure of a Petri net is: N  P , T , F , W , M

0

.

where:
1) P is a set of places, T is a set of transitions and F is a set of flow relations. It means:
P  T  0 , P  T  0 , F  ( PxT )  ( TxP ) .
2) W is a mapping of F  1,2,3..., it is a weight function.
3)

 0 is the initial marking

M 0 : P  0,1,2,3... , it is the initial marking.

5.3 Types of Petri nets
Nowadays, several types of Petri nets have been developed to be able of being applied to
solve specific problems, and there are several classifications (David et al., 2005; Nazareth et
al., 1991). Table 1 shows some types of Petri nets, as well as some of its characteristics. In this
classification, Low level Petri net (Place/Transition) is emphasized as well as the most
common extensions (Colored, Stochastic and Hierarchical).
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Name of net

Type of net

Characteristics

Pure Petri net

Classic net

Ordinary Petri net

Classic net

Finite
Capacity
Petri net

Classic net

Regular Petri net

Extended
time

net

with

It has associated a determinate firing
time

Stochastic Petri net

Extended
time

net

with

It has associated a stochastic firing time.

Hierarchical Petri
net
Colored Petri net

Extended
hierarchy
Extended
color

net

with

A hierarchy of subnets is provided.

net

with

It is very linked to its modeling language
and allows working with tokens of
different colors to represent values and
types of data which the modeling system
works with.

Table 1. Petri nets clasification.

Do not contain self cycling. Input places
of t are not at the same time output
places of T.
If the weight of an arc is 1.
Each place limits the number of tokens
that it is able to contain.

Classic Petri nets are also known as Low Level Petri nets, due to the modifications and
restrictions made to the net are just arc connection conditions and the number of tokens that
can store the places. However, Classic Petri net does not allow data and time modeling.
Therefore, several extremely big and complex extensions for modeling real world have been
proposed.
Extensions with time came up due to the necessity of describing the temporal behavior of
the system. This type of nets can be divided into two classes: Deterministic time nets
(regular Petri net) and Stochastic time net (Stochastic Petri net). The first one, include Petri
nets that have associated a determined firing time in its transitions, arcs or places. The
second one, include Petri nets that have associated a stochastic firing time in its transitions,
arcs or places.
Hierarchical extensions have been used to manage the size problem that Petri nets face to
model real systems. It is based on a restructuring mechanism of two or more processes that
can be represented by subnets. In one level a simple description of the processes is done,
while in another one it is done a detailed description of its behavior. This is the case of the
client/server schemes where subnets are conveyed with each other using a place type
graph.
Extensions with colors are known as colored Petri net. This type of nets combines the Classic
Petri nets advantages and the high level programming languages, because of that this type
of Petri nets allows the representation of different data types in the model by means of
tokens that flow inside the net. In a colored Petri net the concept of token color is used. This
allows having tokens of different colors, where each token color represents a piece of
information. The model of a colored Petri net is more compact than the equivalent model in
a classic Petri net (Chavarría & Li, 2006; David, et al. 2005; Nikolopoulos, 1997).
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There are other Petri net extensions that have been developed, such as: hybrid and
continuous Petri nets, as well as fuzzy Petri nets. Continuous Petri nets are a model where
the mark number in the places is a decimal point number instead of an integer. On another
hand, hybrid Petri nets are characterized by having a discrete part and a continuous part.
5.4 Enhanced Petri net model
Traditional Petri nets have inherent disadvantages. Some of these disadvantages are:
deficiency of flexible descriptions for negative relations and necessity to formalize the
original KB before beginning the verification process, such is the case of the example of a
logical system or production systems, due to the difficulty of expressing logical disjunctions
(He et al., 2003; Nazareth, 1993; Wu & Lee, 1997; Tsai et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1998). In order
to overcome these problems an enhanced Petri net model is proposed by us.
Definition: An enhanced Petri net is a sextuple.
F  Fb  Fr
N  P, T , F , C , I  , I  
,
(1)

Where:
1) P is a set of places, T is a set of transitions and F contains the set of inhibitor or activator
relations between CC and CA. Therefore,

F Fb  Fr .
2) C means that for any p  P, C ( p) is a collection of possible colors in P . For any t  T , C (t )

is the collection of possible colors in the transition T .
3) I  and

I

and

I

are negative and positive functions of

PxT respectively. For any ( p, t )  PxT .

I  are the previous and later transition matrices respectively.

The elements P, T, Fb, Fr are named predicate symbols (places), implications (transitions),
activator arcs and inhibitor arcs, respectively. For a transition t  T , a positive place

pb  P of t is a place that connects to t with an activator arc and presents a positive

relation between

pb

and t. A negative place

pr  P of t is a place that connects to t with

an inhibitor arc and presents a negative relation between p r and t. The elements of the
EPN modeling are shown in the figure 9.

Fig. 9. Elements of the EPN modeling.
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For the rule Ri, ti is its transition. The premises

C1 ( ri )  C 2 ( ri )...  C n ( ri )

are *t and the

conclusion A1 (ri ) is t*. The representation of the rule is shown in figure 10.

c 1 (ti)

ti
A j (ti)

C 2 (ti)

c j-1 (ti)
Fig. 10. EPN modeling Example.
As a PN, EPN can be mathematically represented by its incidence matrix which shows the
interactions between places and transitions. In an incidence matrix Amxn the n columns
represent places and the m rows represent transitions of N. The table 2 shows values that
can have the incidence matrix of the enhanced Petri net.
Value
-1

Means
The place p j  P is an input place to the
transition t i  T .

0

1

There is not an arc connecting the place
p j  P with the transition t i  T and vise
versa.
The place p j  P is an output place of the
transition ti  T .

Table 2. Values that can have the EPN incidence matrix.

6. Improper Knowledge Detection
In this section we propose a PN based mechanism to detect and eliminate structural errors
of a KB extracted from a NSHS, which consists of three phases: rule normalization, rule
modeling and rule verification. For the rule base verification, a static analysis of the EPN
model is done by means of obtaining its incidence matrix.
Rule normalization
This step is done in order to simplify the rule base analysis. In this phase rules are translated
into an atomic form:

Ri  C1(ri )  C2 (ri )... Cn (ri )  A1 (ri )

(2)
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It guarantees that each of its parts (CC/CA) cannot be decomposed into subparts. In an
atomic rule the left condition only permits the conjunction of zero or more conditional
clauses and just one element as action is permitted. The kinds of rules possible to normalize
are:
1)

P1(ri )  P2 (ri ) ... Pj1(ri ) Pj (ri )  Pj1(ri ) ... Pk (ri )

2)

P1(ri )  P2 (ri ) ... Pj1(ri ) Pj (ri )  Pj1(ri ) ... Pk (ri )

In order to obtain an atomic rule, first, each one of the elements of production rule is
transformed into disjunctive form. An element in this form consists of one or more
disjunctions, each one of these being a conjunction of one or more propositions. The rules
are converted to disjunctive form using the distributive property of AND over OR, the
idempotency and the contradiction. It means we have to use logical equivalences. The
logical equivalences used in this work are shown in table 3.
Idempotency
Complementary
element

A A  A
A A  A
A  A  F
A  A  V

Distributive

A  ( B  C )  ( A  B)  ( A  C )
A  ( B  C )  ( A  B)  ( A  C )

Commutative

A B  B A
A B  B A

Table 3. Logical equivalences.
Next, each subpart of the rule corresponding to each disjunction is separated. Also, a rule
can have conjunctions in CA, which indicates it has multiple actions. In this way, separated
rules are obtained corresponding to each action with the same set of premises that the
original rule has.
In this chapter, we do not discuss the rules normalization with disjunctions in CA because
the conclusion disjunctions do not make an explicit implication.
Rule modeling to EPN
In this step, rule mapping of the KB to EPN modeling is shown in the section Enhanced Petri
net model. The rule modeling to EPN is made once the rules were normalized to their
atomic form. Mathematical representation of the EPN is also obtained.
Rule verification
The following notations will be used during the rule verification process: CC(i) is a set of
conditional clauses of i-th transition. CA(i) is a set of conclusion clauses of i-th transition.
Also:
C-1,i = { Pk| Pk is the place in the j-th column in matrix A such that Ai, j = -1}
C1,i = { Pk| Pk is the place in the j-th column in matrix A such that Ai, j = 1}
C0,i = { Pk| Pk is the place in the j-th column in matrix A such that Ai, j = 0}
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Property 1. Redundancy. For ti and tk i  1, k  m, i  k ; two transitions represent the rules i
and k of the rule base, respectively, and execute the same action. There are two kinds of
redundancy. If ti and tk satisfy any of the following conditions. 1)CC (i )  CC (k ) or

2)CC (i )  CC ( k ) then the rules i and k are redundant. Duplication and subsumtion, are
two kinds of redundancy.
Proof:
1) If CC (i )  CC (k ) then CC ( i )  CC ( k ) . If the rows of

Amxn

represent transitions and

the set of conditions represents the places, and such places pb  CC (i ) and pr  CC (i ) are
equivalent in CC(k) then the rule i is subsumed in the rule k, i.e.,

1 j  n

and for the rest of places j,

Ai , j =1

y

Ak , j =1,

Ai , j  Ak , j .

2) CC (i )  CC (k ) indicates both rules i and j have the same conditions. In such a way,
places

pb  CC (i ) and pr  CC (i) are equivalent in CC (k), although the conditions are

presented in different order, i and j are equivalent rules, i.e.,
Property 2. Inconsistency. For ti and tk
rules

i

and

k

of

the

Ai , j  Ak , j . for all j, 1  j  n .

i  1, k  m, i  k ;

rule

base,

two transitions represent the

respectively.

If

ti

and

tk

satisfy

CC (i )  CC (k ) and CA(i )  CA(k ) then rules i and k are conflictive rules. If ti and tk execute the

same action and either pb  CC (i ) or pr  CC (i) are not equivalent in CC(k), then that
condition is necessary in ti and tk .
Proof:
1) If Ai , j  Ak , j . For all j 1  j  n

in

C-1,k

and

pb  CC (i ) and p r  CC (i ) are equivalent in CC(k), but C1,k
2) If Ai , j  Ak , j . For all j 1  j  n in C-1,k and C-1,i

C-1,i,

and

the

places

 C1,i.

and the places pb  CC (i ) and

p r  CC (i ) are equivalent in CC(k) and C1,k = C1,i. However, pb  CA(i ) and pr  CA(i ) are
different in CA(k).
3) If

Ai , j  Ak , j . For

all j 1  j  n in C-1,k y C-1,i, and someone places pb  CC (i ) and

pr  CC (i) are not equivalent in CC(k).
Property 3. Circularity. For ti, tk,…,tm,

i  1, k  m, i  k ,...,  m ; MT*: memory work. All the

transitions add their respective places to MT* (if they were not in). In such a way if

pb  MT * or pr  MT * and if it is deduced again in some transitions, then the place p

causes circularity.
Proof:
1) ti and tk are two transitions represent the rules i,k of the rule base. MT*=  { pb | pr }  p | p

is the j-th column of A such that Ai j 1 and MT*=  { pb | pr }  p | p is the j-th column of A
such that Ai
j

1. It checks tk, A
. Then there is contradiction in the rules
k , j  1 MT *

k and i, and we consider particular circularity.
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2) ti,tk,…,tm are transitions representing the rules i,k,…,m of the RB. MT*=  { pb | pr }  p | p

is the j-th column of A such that Ai j  1 and MT*=  { pb | pr }  p | p is the j-th column of A





. Then there is global circularity.
such that Ai

1 . It checks in tm,, A
k , j  1  MT *
j

Property 4. Incompleteness. ti y tk, i  1, k  m, i  k are two transitions representing the rules
i and k of the rule base, respectively; Pj is in wherever place of the transitions matrix.
Proof:
1)

Pj  C1,i

and

{ pb | pr }  p j for

some i, such that

p j  C1,k for

all k. Pi is the

condition of some rule, but it is not the conclusion of any rule. Then the corresponding rule
has a dangling condition Pj.
2)

Pj  C1,i

and

{ pb | pr }  p j

for some i, such that

p j  C1,k for

all k. Pj is the

condition of some rule, but it is not matched as condition of some other rule. Besides, pj is
not a goal. The corresponding rule of pj is a rule with dead-end.

7. Knowledge Validation
In this section, we propose a mechanism to analyze the resultant rules from the verification
process of a NSHS. This mechanism presents a multiple color scheme in the enhanced Petri
net (see subsection Enhanced Petri net model). The reachability of the production system is
probed on the basis of the dynamic logic inference made on the enhanced Petri net. The
method consists of three phases: rule modeling to EPN, dynamic modeling of the EPN, evaluation
of results.
Rule modeling to EPN
This step is done in order to generate the enhanced Petri net as shown in section Enhanced
Petri net model. From which the verified knowledge base is received.
First, The KB is mapped to the EPN model and the mathematical representation of the same
one is obtained. Then, the transposed incidence matrix is generated, and it is represented
T

as A .
The places

of

the

enhanced

Petri

net

model

are

classified

into

two

 PC , PR  . For analysis conveniences, PC is divided into three sub-sets,
PC  PCE , PCI , PCG  . PCE is the places collection which can obtain information through

categories: P

inputs by the user. PCI is the places collection produced in the inference process and PCG is
the places collection being the conclusion of the system. On the other hand, PR is the
collection of transition places used by the model to avoid firing the same transition once the
system has already fired it. It is due to the initial and deduced facts (in the inference process)
are kept when the transition fire and can be used by the system has already fired it multiple
rules. The reason is that the input places of each transition were held as output places of the
same transition (see figure 11).
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Fig. 11. Representation of the places: PCE= {P1} and PR={r1}.
Closed world assumption. This Enhanced Petri net model works under closed world
assumption, which says that if a fact is unknown, any query about it is falsified. In fact, it
assumes that all positive information has been specified. Any other fact not specified is
assumed as false. The negation acts as if some additional rules are added to insert all the
negative information when the NSHS is consulted (Wu & Lee, 1997).
Unknown and know facts. The known facts act as input and output of the rules. The Petri net
model identifies them as tokens. When the transition fires, the model deletes a token that
represents an input fact from some positive input place of the transition. On the other hand,
when the rule fires and it has negative propositions in the right side of a rule, it falsifies the
existence of the token in that place. In order to preserve the known facts, the model must
preserve the negative propositions on the left side of the rule if these exist (Wu & Lee, 1997;
Wu et al., 2005).
Refraction. The known facts reside in the work memory after rules fire. In order to do that,
the Petri net model was modified to Enhanced Petri Net, attaching input places of a
transition as well as output places of the same one (Nazareth, 1993; Wu & Lee, 1997; Wu et
al., 2005)
Dynamic modeling of the EPN
This step is done in order to model dynamically the EPN. The developed validation method
uses negation in reasoning of Close World Assumption and an initial marking from facts
known by the user, which will be incorporated to the system. It uses the transposed matrix,
composed by the input and output places of the transitions. The method incorporates
matrixes and a reachability problem studied by means of an equation matrix set.
This modeling is made from goals and facts known by the user.
The facts known by the user act as inputs and outputs from rules. The Petri net model
identifies them as tokens in the

PCE



places. The color set: D  b, rd , r f , f

 is used to the

marking of the EPN and the possible tokens in places are: b,rd,rf and f. Color b means that the
clause or conclusion represented by the place is true. Colors rd and rf mean that the clause or
conclusion represented by the place is deduced false and defaulted false, respectively. Tokens in
PR have the color f which means the rule has been already fired or not. Formally, the
marking of the EPN is an indexed vector with respect to the places, which gives to each
place p a defined Multi-Set (MS). The initial marking of the EPN is defined by using a formal
notation based on sums as follows:

M0  p1 (1b 1 f )  p2 (1b 1 f ),.
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The marking M 0 ( PR )  1 f , means that exist no rules fired initially.
Goals of the system are also provided by the user and they represent the

PCG

places. They act

as conclusions of the system and the goals expected by the user from the dynamic modeling.
Rules forward chaining is used to the dynamic modeling of rules. Dynamic equations
control dynamic behavior of the system. A t transition could fire if it is enabled with a color
(X(t)) under a marking

 . If t is fired then the  marking is changed to the reachable

marking  ' =

by means of:

 'b   ' r


'b ( p) b( p) Ib( p,t)(X(t)) Ib( p,t)(X(t))

'rd ( p) rd ( p) Ir( p,t)(X(t)) Ir( p,t)(X(t))

'rf ( p) r f ( p) Ib( p,t)(X(t))Ir( p,t)(X(t))
Ib  ( p,t)(X(t))Ir  ( p,t)(X(t))
All

(3)

p  P , where the operators “+” and “-” are operations of “addition” and “subtraction”

on multi-set, respectively. Where (X(t)) is considered a fire element and

 ' the following

marking of  . The transition firing model in the validation phase is a dynamic logic
inference and an explanation logic reasoning.
Figure 12(a), presents the modeled Petri net that simulates the behavior of the rule:
R1 : A  B . In the model, an additional node named rule place is provided.

Fig. 12. Modeling of the transition t1: (a) Initial marking, (b) Firing of t1
Figure 12(b) expresses that the condition A is true, and then the transition of the
corresponding rule r is enabled because “the rule place” has a token. It expresses that the
conclusion B is true after the transition firing and that the condition A keeps the token even
after the transition firing.
Finally, the inference mechanism is stopped when it cannot fire any other transition (there
are no enabled transitions) or when some deduced fact is a goal proposition. The obtained
marking is known as the final marking of the chaining and it represents the reachability of
the net from initial marking to final marking. In each test, the system obtains the following
data: initial facts used in the net, visited rules, fired rules, deduced facts and finally, the
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obtained results notification (valid or invalid results). If the final marking contains some
place considered as a goal then this test is labeled as valid result. Otherwise, the test is
labeled as an invalid result.
Evaluation of results
This step is done in order to evaluate all the performed tests with different initial marking. It
allows the evaluation of the reliability of the obtained results with such initial markings.
The system is considered reliable when valid results are obtained from applied test input. If
no valid results are obtained in any performed test, the quality of the input test is analyzed.
In case of having applied properly test inputs, we deduce the system contains inconsistent,
partially erroneous, or incomplete knowledge. In reason to, it is convenient to perform the
verification process again.

8. Experimental results
Based on our approach addressed in previous sections, the validation and verification
example 1 of a KB used by a NSHS is showed.
Example 1. We propose a KB extracted from an example base which contains information
about 24 patients who were examined to diagnose if they should use contact lenses
according to some of their symptoms. The following data are the principal features of the
example base.
Attribute information:
Age of the patient: Young, Pre-presbyopic, Presbyopic
Tear production rate: Reduced, Normal
Astigmatic: No, Yes
Spectacle prescription: Myope, Hypermetrope
Classes: Hard Contact, Soft Contact, No Contact
Distribution of the classes:
Hard Contact: 4 instances
Soft Contact: 5 instances
No Contact: 15 instances
The following KB was extracted from the example base mentioned above. In this case, the
set of rules is normalized. It can be easily mapped into an EPN.
R1: If -(Tear(Reduced)) Then Hard_Contact
R2: If Astigmatic Then Hard_Contact
R3: If -(Spectacle(Hypermetrope)) And -(Age(Are- presbyotopic)) And -(Age(Presyopic)) Then
Hard_Contact
R4: If -(Tear(Tormal)) Then Hard_Contact
R5: If -(Astigmatic) And -(Tear(Reduced)) Then Soft_Contact
R6: If Spectacle(Hypermetrope) And Age(Young) And Age(Are-presbyotopic) Then Soft_Contact
R7: If -(Age(Presyopic)) And -(Spectacle(Myope)) Then Soft_Contact
R8: If Tear(Tormal) And NewUnit1 Then Soft_Contact
R9: If Tear(Reduced) Then No_Contact
R10: If -(Age(Young)) Then No_Contact
R11: If -(NewUnit1) Then No_Contact
R12: If Astigmatic Then No_Contact
R13: If Spectacle(Hypermetrope) Then No_Contact
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R14: If Age(Presyopic) And Age(Are-presbyotopic) And -(Spectacle(Myope)) And Tear(Tormal)
Then No_Contact
R15: If Astigmatic And Age(Are-presbyotopic) And Tear(Reduced) And Spectacle(Hypermetrope)
Then NewUnit1
R16: If -(Spectacle(Myope)) Then NewUnit1
R17: If -(Tear(Tormal)) Then NewUnit1
8.1 Results of the verification process
For this analysis, the propositions: Hard_Contact, Soft_Contact and No_Contac were used as
goals. First of all, the normalization process was made to the KB (For this case, the KB was
already normalized).
Next, the mapping of KB for EPN modeling and its incidence matrix was made. Finally, the
verification process was done. The table 4 shows the obtained results from verification
process applied to the previous KB.
Rule
2
4
12
17
1,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,13,14,15,16

Evaluation
Conflict
with
conditions
Conflict
with
conditions
Conflict with R2

R12,

dangling

R17,

dangling

Conflict with R4, dangling conditions
Dangling conditions

Table 4. Results from the verification process.
In this process we can see that incomplete knowledge due to dangling conditions was
detected in all rules (conditions will not be matched with any conclusion).
The users make elimination of rules according to their requirements, except for duplicated
rules, which are eliminated automatically. The new rule base contains less rules than the
original one, it is free of errors and is better structured.
8.2 Results of the validation process
For this analysis, each of the test used different initial facts. Hard_Contact, Soft_Contact and
No_Contact were used as goal propositions. Table 5 shows the obtained results from
validation process applied to the verified KB.
Tests
Test:1
Initial facts: Spectacle (Hypermetrope), Age(Young), Age(Are-presbyotopic),
Visited rules:1;
Fired rules:1,
Deduced facts:Hard_Contact,
Validate:YES->goal: Hard_Contact
Test:2
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Initial facts: Spectacle(Hypermetrope),
Tear(Reduced),
Visited rules:1,2,3,4;
Fired rules:4,
Deduced facts:Hard_Contact,
Validate:YES->goal: Hard_Contact
Test:3
Initial facts: Spectacle(Hypermetrope),
Tear(Reduced), Tear(Tormal),
Visited rules:1,2,3,4,5,6;
Fired rules:6,
Deduced facts:Soft_Contact,
Validate:YES->goal: Soft_Contact
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Age(Young),

Age(Are-

Age(Young),

presbyotopic),

Age(Are-presbyotopic),

Table 5. Results from the validation process.

9. Summary
In this chapter an Enhanced Petri Net model is presented for the verification and validation
of Neural Symbolic Hybrid Systems. KBs of the NSHS are expressed in production rules
based on propositional logic. Such KBs can involve negative information and contain
disjunctions in their production rules. These aspects can be expressed by using our EPN
method, but not in a traditional Petri net. It is due to in a traditional Petri net some authors
create a new place to represent a negative proposition, and use a new place to represent a
set of disjunctions. Our method reduces the processing time in validation and verification
processes.
The verification module allowed us to formalize the checking concepts of the KB using a
formal and conceptual frame to the specification of such checking. This formalization
improves the understanding of verification in reason to the group of anomalies that might
arise and the algorithms that can be used to detect them.
The considered anomalies have to be with four fundamental properties of verification,
which are: redundancy, circularity, inconsistency, incompleteness. Besides, this method
shows to the knowledge engineer the rule group potentially in conflict to its previous
analysis.
Our verification method is based on incidence matrix of an EPN. This method has the
advantage that it is independent from the initial marking of the net.
According to the developed tests, the extracted knowledge in form of production rules and
any other KB of a Rule Based System, can contain the errors presented in the anomaly
definitions.
The validation method is based on a reachability analysis of the enhanced Petri net. This
analysis is executed from test cases and expected goals with such selected inputs. Important
aspects of RBS such as facts conservation, refraction and closed world assumption, can be
easily modelled from the color scheme here presented.
Cases of test are considered according to: complexity of the KB, relations between evaluated
and deduced propositions following an inference process. Besides, cases of test are
considered with respect to the expected goals.
As future work we consider to include verification and validation of production rules with
uncertainty factors. In order to do this, it would be necessary to redefine other verification
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definitions. This adaptation leads us to consider extending the redundancy and
inconsistency definitions in order to detect such anomalies in a set of rules. Another
promising line of work we are tackling is an extension of the proposed method that permits
detecting incompleteness using submarking reachability and simulation.
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1. Introduction
Petri nets (PN) (David & Alla, 1994 ; Murata, 1989) are recognized as an appropriate tool for
the modeling and analysis of asynchronous, discrete event systems with concurrency.
Originally proposed as a causal model explicitly neglecting time, they have been extended
and adapted in several ways in order to fulfill the requirements of specific application areas
(Vand der Aalst, 1993 ; Diaz & Senac, 1994 ; Khansa, et al. 1996 ; Merlin & Faber, 1976 ; Roux
& Déplanche, 2002).
In particular for systems whose functionalities are defined with respect to time (Berthomieu
& Diaz, 1991 ; Bonhomme, 2006 ; Bonhomme et al., 2001 ; Bucci & Vivario, E., 1995 ; Calvez et
al., 2004 ; Jiroveanu et al., 2006 ; Wang et al., 2000) and whose correctness can only be proved
by taking time into consideration, PNs are extended with two time parameters representing
the minimum and the maximum delay. For Merlin’s model (Merlin & Faber, 1976), also
called T-time Petri nets or time Petri nets (TPN on short), this interval of firability is
associated with each transition of the model representing its static earliest and latest firing
time. For P-time Petri nets (P-TPN) (Khansa, et al. 1996), each place is associated with a time
interval representing the operation duration of a token in this place. To ensure the safe
behavior of such systems there is a need for formal approach to model and analyze their
correctness.
The idea behind the control concept is to ensure that the system satisfies a set of imposed
specifications, its behavior is then restricted to an acceptable one. From a supervisory
control point of view, it means that the system never enters a forbidden state or, being given
a set of legal words (a set of firing sequence), no illegal word is generated. Inspired by the
well-known event-feedback control of Ramadge and Wonham (Ramadge & Wonham, 1989),
recently, (Guia et al., 2004) proposed a state-feedback control with event observer and initial
macromarking (the distribution of the tokens is partially known). The safety specifications
under consideration is the limitation of the weighted sum of markings in subsets of places of
the studied PN, called generalized mutual exclusion constraints (GMEC). In their approach,
they focus on T-timed Petri nets and developped a control scheme with a deadlock recovery
procedure by means of observers.
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Concerning time models many control techniques are based on linear algebra and thus, are
restricted to subclasses of PNs (such as marked graphs, state machines, ...). Similarly,
(Freedman, 1991) proposed the structural analysis of a subclasss of T-time Petri nets called 
which are either deterministic or exhibiting a particular type of conflict called choice among
alternatives. (Sathaye & Krogh, 1998) proposed an extension of T-time Petri nets called
controlled time Petri nets (CtlTPNs) to model the dynamics of real-time discrete event
systems. To fully represent the logical behavior of CtlTPNs control class graphs (CCGs) are
also defined. Thanks to this graph (which is an extension of the state classes graph of
(Berthomieu & Diaz, 1991) dealing with the control effects) a real-time supervisor, based on
a nondeterministic logical supervisor for the CCG, is designed ensuring that the desired
specifications are satisfied. However, the method is restricted to bounded CtlTPNs for
which a finite CCG exists. More recently, an original approach (Wang et al., 2007) based on
PN unfoldings was proposed to enforce transitions deadline in TPN but only safe models
are considered.
This paper introduces a new control approach based on the analysis of the P-time Petri Net
model structure and more specifically on the set of feasible firing sequences of the
underlying untimed Petri net. Furthermore, the proposed approach is not restricted to subclasses or safe time Petri nets. So, thanks to the determination of an inequalities system
generated for a possible evolution of the autonomous model considered, the performances
evaluation and the determination of an associated control for a definite functioning mode
for the time model are made possible. Thanks to the introduction of partial order on the
execution of particular events the developed approach of control is more reactive. Indeed, it
is proposed to not impose precedence constraints among operations which can occur
concurrently, leading to a flexibility gain (on the operations) in the determination of a
feasible control as the scheduling of particular events can be modified. It can be noticed that
the idea of not considering the firing order into the timing constraints, for concurrent events,
was proposed by (Lilius, 1999). Thanks to a new semantics for time PN, the application of
partial-order theory, originally developed for untimed Petri nets, is made possible for TPN.
However, its method is restricted to contact-free TPN.
Moreover, the inequalities system is written just once, (it can be done for symbolic values –
the inequalities are then written in terms of all the parameters, symbols other than
numerics) so, changing the timing constraints do not modify its form and its non-emptiness
can also be used to answer questions about reachability of particular markings.
The paper is organized as follows: an informal discussion of the introduction of time in Petri
nets is realized in the next section. A formal definition of P-time Petri nets is given in the
third one. Section four recalled the material required for the approach, originally devoted to
an exhaustive simulation purpose. The proposed approach is then presented in section five
and an illustrative example consisting in the supervision of a control distributed in several
Programmable Logic Controllers is proposed in the sixth one.
Finally, in the last section some conclusions and future work are presented

2. Petri nets and time
It is assumed, in the following, that the reader is familiar with Petri nets. If it is not the case,
please refer to (Murata, 1989) for the basic definitions and terms. There exists several
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extensions of Petri nets dealing with time in the literature, each one being dependent on the
application considered and are aimed at expressing different types of constraints.
The introduction of timing issues in Petri nets drives to several extended models. The first
extension of PN with time was introduced by Ramchandani (Ramchandani, 1973). In his
model, called T-timed PN, a delay is associated with each transition representing the
duration of an operation. They have been extensively used in a performances evaluation
context (Zuberek, 2000). Another timed model proposed by Sifakis (Sifakis, 1977), called ptimed PN associates to each place of the net a delay representing the sojourn time of a token
in this place. It was demonstrated that both models are expressively equivalent.
In the timed models a token can wait indefinitely in a place. Indeed, a transition is not
forced to fire unless the decision to fire it is explicitely made. Consequently, they are not
suitable for the modelling of time critical systems, for which a minimum and a maximum
sojourn time are imposed.
Among the time models, the Merlin’s model is the most commonly used but others time
models, dealing with operation durations specified as intervals, can be found in the
literature.
Van der Aalst (Van der Aalst, 1993) proposed the interval timed coloured Petri net (ITCPN),
its main feature is the time mechanism associated with each token of the net. Indeed, in this
model a timestamp is attached to every token. This timestamp indicates the instant at which
a token becomes available. The enabling time of a transition is the maximum timestamp of
the tokens to be consumed. Transitions fire as soon as possible and the transition with the
smallest enabling time will fire first. Firing is an atomic action which produced tokens with
a timestamp of at least the firing time. The difference between the firing time and the
timestamp of such a produced token is called the firing delay and it is specified by an
interval.
t1

t2

[1, 2]

[3, 5]

p1

p2
t3

Fig. 1. Portion of ITCPN
For instance, consider the portion of ITCPN above, if transition t1 is fired at time 0, its firing
creates the token in place p1 with a timestamp within the interval [1, 2]. So, the token
contained in place p1, which input the synchronization transition t3, can wait indefinitely
because this transition will be forced to fire only when the token created by the firing of
transition t2 will become available (at the time: (firing instant of t2) + x, with x  [3, 5]). To
avoid the previous situation, a transformation can be realized and it drives to the
representation shown in Fig. 2.
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Furthermore, it must be specified that when a conflicting situation occurs the priority is
given to the firing of transition t3, but this particular policy contradicts the fact that the
transition with the smallest enabling time should fire first.
[1, 2]

t1

t2

[1, 2]

[3, 5]

p1

p2

p3
t4

[3, 5]

p4

t3

t5

Fig. 2. Transformation of ITCPN.
Time stream Petri nets (TSPN) (Diaz & Senac, 1994) was presented as an extension of the
Merlin’s model aiming at specifying synchronization constraints in distributed
asynchronous multimedia systems and applications. Informally speaking, in this model a
time validity interval [i, i] is associated to each arc linking a place p to a transition t. This
interval means that if a token arrives in place p at time , transition t is force to fire in the
interval [ + i,  + i].
The main feature of this model is the representation of several synchronization mechanisms.
Indeed, a complete set of firing rules is proposed to accurately enforce actual
synchronization policies between different and related multimedia streams. The “pure-and”
rule allows to represent satisfactorily the synchronization mechanism but the different
semantics associated with the multiple enabledness of transitions drive to a firing rule
which can be sometimes hard to handle.
Consider the following portion of TSPN where the tokens in place p1 and p2 are arrived at
time 0. The enabledness intervals of transition t1 associated with the three synchronization
modes, strong-or, weak-and and pure-and, are also represented.
p2

p1
[1, 1]

1
2

[2, 2]

t1

1
2
strong-or
weak-and
pure-and

Fig. 3. Time stream Petri net and synchronization.
(Ghezzi et al., 1991) proposed a high-level model called Entity-Relation net (ERN), as the one
developed by Van der Aalst, each token carries a set of informations and each transition is
associated with relations. These relations allow to select the different tokens involved in
the enabledness of particular transitions and they also indicate the type of the tokens which
can be created (depending on the consumed ones).
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jet1
jet2
act

p2
Fig. 4. Portion of ER net.
For instance, in Fig. 4, place p1 contains two tokens jet1 = {<x, 1>, <y, 1>} and jet2 = {<x, 0>,
<y, 1>}, the relation attached to transition t1 is act = {<p1, p2> | p1.x = p1.y and p2.x = p1.x and
p2.y  {z | p1.y  z  p1.y + p1.x}}. In the previous relation p1 means any token in this place (in
this case, either jet1 or jet2) and <x, 1> means p1.x = 1. The firing of transition t1 is represented
by the expression <p1, t1, p2> or equivalently when it is clear from the context <p1, p2>. The
token jet1 is satisfying act while jet2 is not, so, the token created by the firing of t1 denoted as
p2 will verify p2.x = 1 and p2.y  [1, 2] and the token jet2 will be considered as dead (thus, it
can be removed from the net).
p2

p1

t1

[1, 1]

p2

p1

t1

act

Fig. 5. Merlin’s model / Time ER model.
In this model, the time factor can be introduced thanks to a timestamp (denoted as chronos)
associated to each token of the net and representing its creation instant – the time ER model
(TER) is then obtained. Originally, a weak time semantic is associated with this model (i.e.
transitions are not force to fire) but the authors proposed a non trivial transformation rule
allowing to consider a strong time semantic.
For instance, consider the two portions of PN (Merlin’s model / time ER model) depicted on
Fig. 5, both synchronization transitions will have the same behaviour if the transition t1 of
the TER model is associated with the following relation act:
act = {x | max{p1.chronos, p2.chronos} + 1  x  max{p1.chronos, p2.chronos} + 1}.
In the next section, the chosen modeling tool, the P-time Petri nets is presented

3. P-Time Petri nets
The formal definition of a P-TPN (Khansa et al., 1996) is given by a pair < Nr; I > where:
Nr is a marked Petri Net (David & Alla, 1994)
I: P  (Q   0)  (Q   )
pi  Ii = [ai, bi] with 0  ai  bi
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P: the set of places of net Nr,
Q+: the set of positive rational numbers.
Ii defines the static interval of the operation duration of a token in place pi.

A token in place pi will be considered in the enabledness of the output transitions of this
place if it has stayed for ai time units at least and bi at the most. Consequently, the token
must leave pi, at the latest, when its operation duration becomes bi. After this duration bi, the
token will be "dead" and will no longer be considered in the enabledness of the transitions.
Notice that: a dead token is not removed from the place, this token state indicates that a
potential time violation has occurred. As the death of tokens generally occurs in places
which are input places of a synchronization transition an algebraic approach using (min,
max, +) algebra was proposed to check their correct behaviour for P-time marked graphs
(Declerck & Alaoui, 2004).
The particularity of this model requires analysis techniques, allowing taking account
efficiently of the various functionalities associated with the modeled system, as well as its
time features. It leads ineluctably to the need for having formal methods ensuring the
system control. Indeed, the policy consisting in firing a transition as soon as it becomes
enabled is not always feasible and usually leads to a potential constraint violation.
It can be noticed that for P-TPN the contribution of each token present in the net must be
taken into account because it must be prevented from dying whether it participates to the
enabledness of a transition or not. In the Merlin’s model the situation is not the same.
Indeed, consider the following synchronization mechanism for the Merlin’s model depicted
on Fig. 6.
p1

p2

t1

[a, b]

Fig. 6. Synchronization and T-time PN
The token in place p1 can wait indefinitely and the local clock associated with transition t1 is
triggered when a token arrives in place p2.
For a net Nr the conventional dot notation which can naturally be extended to set of nodes,
will be used:
- °t (t°) = the set of input (output) places of transition t.
- °p (p°) = the set of input (output) transitions of place p.
The following section is devoted to the control approach, based on the evaluation of the
firing condition.
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4. Firing instant notion
Definition 1 (Boucheneb & Berthelot, 1993): A fired transition denoted by tj will be
associated with the jth firing instant (i.e. the firing sequence considered is t1t2t3..tq). A
variable xi will represent the elapsed time between the (i - 1)th and the ith firing instant.
firing of t1
0

x1

firing of tq

firing of t2 firing of t3

x2

x3

xq

Fig. 7. Firing instants illustration
For instance on Fig. 7, (x2 + x3) is the time elapsed between the first firing instant and the
third one.
In a P-TPN, the sojourn time (i.e. the amount of time that a token has been waiting in a
place) is counted up as soon as the token has been dropped in the place as seen previously.
Thus, quantitative (i.e. performance) considerations take precedence over qualitative (i.e.
logical) ones, in opposition to Merlin's time PN model. To compute the firing instants, this
approach requires that a token is identified by three parameters: the place that contains it,
the information of its creation instant and the information of its consumption one.
Function TOK is defined with this purpose. When the weight of the P-TPN arcs is element of
N, TOK(j, n) is a multi-set.
For the sake of simplicity, only P-TPN with arcs weight element of {0, 1} are considered here.
Thus:
TOK: N x N* (P ) (with N* the set of strictly positive natural numbers),
TOK(j, n) = {p  P / p contains a token created by the jth firing instant and consumed by the
nth one in }.
With:
(P ) the set of subsets of P,
and  a considered firing sequence.
Several tokens contained in the same place will be differentiated by the values j and n
associated with them. So, it is possible to impose any token management, but in the sequel a
FIFO mode will be considered for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, the determination of
these sets is closely linked to the firing sequence considered.
p4
[0, 4]

p1
[1, 3]

p3
[0,[

t1
p2
t3

[0,[

t2

Fig. 8. Illustration of set TOK
For instance, the firing sequence considered is t1t2t3. The following sets are obtained:
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TOK(0, 1) = {p1}, TOK(0, 2) = {p3},
TOK(1, 2) = {p2}, TOK(0, 3) = {p1, p4}.
Using these sets, the minimal and maximal effective sojourn times of each token in its place
are evaluated by:
Dsmin(j, n) = max ( ai ), pi  TOK ( j , n) ,


) 
 else 0 if TOK ( j , n
Dsmax(j, n) =  min (bi ), pi  TOK ( j , n) .

) 
else   if TOK ( j , n

Indeed, tokens, with the same creation instant, located in different places and involved in
the same transition firing may mutually constrained their (static) sojourn time.
For instance, consider the portion of P-TPN depicted in Fig. 8, Dsmin(0,3) = max(0,1) = 1 and
Dsmax(0,3) = min(3,4) = 3 and the initial token in place p4 is affected by the token contained
in place p1 as they are involved in the firing of transition t3.
As we are intrested in cyclic behavior, the next paragraph deals with the periodic
functioning mode.
4.1 Time periodic control
The behavior of this mode is fully determined by:
k  1, si(k) = si(1) + (k - 1).

(1)

Where si(k) is the kth firing date of the transition ti and  the cycle time (or the functioning
period). That means that the times of the first firing of the transitions and the functioning
period are sufficient to entirely describe the periodic functioning mode. So, a periodic time
schedule can be built.
The behavior of a P-TPN can be discribed in terms of a firing schedule.
i

Definition 2: A P-TPN Nr firing schedule, will be a sequence of ordered pairs ( t i ,  x k );

k 0
i
transition ti firable at time (  x k ), obtained from the state reached by starting from Nr
k 0

initial state and firing the transitions tj, 1  j  i, in the schedule at the given times. It can be
noticed that in order to facilitate the understanding, it is considered that the studied firing
sequence is the following:  = t1t2t3…tq, thus the rth event is related to the firing of transition
r

tr at the absolute time 

k 0

xk .

The next section deals with the control approach.
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5. Control approach
5.1 Interval arithmetic
Let I1 = [a1, b1] and I2 = [a2, b2], with 0  a1 b1  +  and 0  a2  b2  +. Then I1 + I2 can be
defined as the interval [a1 + a2, b1 + b2] and I1 - I2 as the interval [a1 - a2, b1 - b2] if a2  a1 and b2
= a2. Let IV be the interval [, ], IVmin will represent  and IVmax will represent .
In this subsection, for the sake of simplicity, it will be considered that, starting from the
initial state the firing of an enabled transition ti will lead to the state labelled by i (the ith
state).
The principle of the proposed control approach will be first illustrated on the following
simple example.
At the initial state, the interval of availability of each token in place pi, DS0(pi) can be
evaluated as follows:

On the P-TPN model of Fig. 9:

pi  TOK(0, .), DS0(pi) = [ai, bi],
and MIN0 = Dsmax(0, 1),

DS0(p1) = [4, 6], DS0(p3) = [3, 5] and MIN0 = 5.
DS0 contains the static intervals of all the tokens initially present in the net and MIN0
represents the time after which a time constraint is ineluctably violated leading to the death
of a token.
p1

p3
[3, 5]

[4, 6]

t1

p2

t3

[1, 2]

t2
Fig. 9. Illustration.
An enabled transition t1 is said to be fireable if:
t1 is enabled in the autonomous PN sense (i.e. M0  Pre(., t1), with M0 the initial marking)
and
Dsmin(0, 1)  MIN0.
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On the P-TPN model of Fig. 9, transition t1 is fireable because there is one token in place p1
and DS 0min ( p1 )  5.
After the firing of transition t1, two situations should be considered:
1. for the newly created token(s) (created by the first firing instant, the firing of transition
t1):
pi  TOK(1, .), DS1(pi) = x1 + [ai, bi],
2. for the token(s) created initially and not involved in the firing of t1:
pi  TOK(0, j), j ≠ 1, DS1(pi) = [max(x1, ai), bi],
MIN1 = min( DS1max ( p i ) ),pi  TOK(0, j)  TOK(1, k), j ≠ 1 and k > 1.
On the P-TPN model of Fig. 9:
The token created in place p2 by the firing of t1 (at time x1) will be considered in the
enabledness of transition t2 within the interval DS1(p2) = x1 + [1, 2] = [x1 + 1, x1 + 2].
For the token in place p3, created initially and not involved in the firing of t1, the minimal
time at which it could participate to the firing of transition t3 must be updated.
For instance, if transition t1 is fired at time x1 = 4, as the firing of t3 will occur after the firing
of t1, the token in place p3 will be considered at the earliest (in the firing of transition t3) at
time max(x1, 3) = 4, so DS1(p3) = [4, 5].
A generalization of the previous principle is realized in the following:
For a given firing sequence  = t1t2t3…tq (its length corresponding to || = q) (Mi the marking
min
(resp. max ) of its average
reached by the firing of ti) the lower (resp. upper) bound denoted 
cycle time can be computed by the intermediary of the following linear programs, stated as follows:

min = minimize() and max = maximize(),


with  =  x i ,
i 0

subject to the set of constraints:
j

 x i  INTV j , j  0,...,  .

i 0

With INTV j , j obtained as follows:
Evaluation of the set DS1 :


INTV1 = [Dsmin(0, 1), MIN0],

contribution of token(s) created by the firing of t1 (the first fired transition):
pi  TOK(1, .), DS1(pi) = x1 + [ai, bi],



contribution of token(s) created initially and not involved in the firing of t1:
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pi  TOK(0, j), j > 1, DS1(pi) = [max(x1, ai), bi],
The case i > 1:

and MIN1 = min( DS1max ( p i ) ),pi  M1.

From the marking Mi-1 the firing of transition ti leads to the following sets:
INTVi = [max( DS min
i 1 ( p k ) ), MINi-1],
Evaluation of the set DSi:
1. the newly created token(s):

pk  TOK(., i),

pj  TOK(i, .),
i

DSi(pj) =  x u + [aj, bj],
u 0

the token(s) created by the sth firing instant, with s < i, which are not involved in the firing of
ti:
pk  TOK(s, j), j > i,
i

s

s

u 0

u 0

u 0

DSi(pk) = [max(  x u ,  x u + ak),  x u +bk],
and MINi = min( DS imax ( p k ) ),pk  TOK(., j), j > i.
5.2 Concurrency considerations
It can be noticed that a strict ordering of the events is imposed: if the obtained inequalities
system is written for a firing sequence  = t1t2t3…tq, its emptiness means that the considered
sequence is not feasible.
Consider the P-TPN of fig. 10 and the firing sequence t1t2, the system S is:

 4  x1  min(6, 3)
S 
max( x1,1)  x1  x2  3
p1

p2
[1, 3]

[4, 6]

t1

t2

Fig.10. P-TPN with concurrency.
On this simple illustration, due to the timing constraints it is obvious that this system admits
no solution traducing the fact that transition t1 cannot be fired before transition t2.
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In the system obtained previously a relation of precedence was imposed on the firing
instants of the two concurrent transitions t1and t2. This relation was explicitly exhibited by
the inequality max(x1, 1)  x1 + x2 i.e. the firing of t1 must occur before the firing of t2.
It is proposed to not imposed precedence constraints on the firing of parallels events and no
longer consider the constraints induced by token(s) not involved in the firing instant
considered which initiate another firing.
For the example of Fig. 10, it yields to the new following system:

 4  x1  6
S 
1  x1  x2  3
for instance if the firing instant of transition t1 is x1 = 6, it follows: -5  x2  -this inequality
means that the firing of transition t2 must occur before the firing of t1 and its firing instant
corresponds to x1+x2. Its earliest one is 6 + (-5) = 1 and its latest one is 6 + (-3) = 3.

So, an example of schedule is:

 = ((t2, x1 + x2 = 6-5 = 1), (t1, x1 = 6)).
It can be noticed that the ordering of the events in the schedule considered will be made on
i

the basis of the value of the sum  x k .
k 0

More formally, the set TS, defined as follows need to be introduced:
TS: N  subset of (T),
i  {t  T | t is enabled by the ith firing instant and t is a persistent transition}.
With T the set of transitions of the net and N the set of naturals numbers. An enabled
transition is called a persistent transition if it can be disabled only by its own firing.
For the evaluation of each firing instant the following procedure must be applied.
Consider the current fired transition of the considered sequence to be ti. So, the net is in the
state reached after the firing of the ith fired transition.
Let TS(i) = {tk1, tk2, tk3, ...., tkn} (|TS(i)| = n, i.e. the cardinal of the set).
The firing of transition tkj with j = 1, ..., n will be associated with the (i + j)th firing instant.
u = i + 1, ..., i + n,  pv  TOK(., u),
INTVu = [max ( DS umin
1 ( p k )), MIN u 1 p r  TOK (., u)  TOK (., s )],
with s > i + n.

MIN s p r  P ' with P '  P is the restriction of MINs to the set of places P’ (i.e. MINs is
evaluated by considering only the contribution of the places of the set P’).
The preceding expression allows to consider, for a particular firing instant, the tokens which
participate to this firing and those present at the evaluation instant but which are not
involved in the enabledness of a transition (they must be prevented from dying). Thus, the
tokens involved in the firing of a parallel transition are not considered.
The benefits of this approach are patent because in presence of concurrency, it is not
necessary to take into consideration the set of all possible interleavings. An “untimed firing
sequence” (feasible on the untimed underlying Petri net model) will be considered and via
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linear programming techniques the solution obtained by solving the obtained system
(associated with the firing sequence considered) will determine the “real” order of the
events and the exact duration of the resulting firing sequence. For instance, consider the case
of n transitions which can concurrently fire, from a state. The application of the presented
method will result in an unique inequations system instead of n! systems, each one being
associated with a possible combination of the order of the events.
Furthermore, this approach can be used to bring answers to solve reachability problems.
Indeed, by considering the possible evolutions from a source marking and leading to a
target marking, in terms of firing sequence, a set of inequalities systems can be obtained. So,
if this set of systems admits no solution it means that there is no feasible firing sequence on
the P-TPN model allowing to, starting from the source marking, reach the target one. It is
well known that enumerative based methods usually face the so-called state space explosion
problem. Although the investigation of the feasible sequences is realized on the untimed
model, the approach may be hampered by the complexity inherent to this kind of procedure.

6. Illustrative example
In this section, an example is used to illustrate the developed approach. The background is
the supervision of a control distributed in several Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC on
short).
The supervision consists of accessing via a network to control system variables
(temperature, pressure, level in a tank,...) by means of different requests to the PLCs. The
duration of requests depends on many factors as medium and protocol used, PLC activity,
number of variables to be read or write, ... Generally, these durations are known not exactly
but by a time interval.
However, ensuring the consistency of the controlled variables to be spied and/or modified
requires that the duration between different requests does not exceed a defined duration
imposed by the dynamic of the observed process.
Then, the consistency constraint is not a time-out one, but an operation time one (its latency
can be stated by means of a time interval in a general case).
Consequently, to model naturally the repetitive functioning of the supervisor, a P-time PN
model can be built. Fig. 11 represents a scheduling problem of a supervisor.
This supervision consists of making 6 different requests (p12, p14, p22, p25, p32, p34) to the three
PLCs (p10, p20, p30).
This model takes into account:
 Precedence constraints (e.g. by means of (p12, t12, p13, t13, p14) the request associated with
p14 must be processed after the one associated with p12 ).
 Synchronization constraints, e.g. by means of t40, all the requests must be processed to
ensure the consistency constraint (no request can be processed twice without processed
all the others).
 Shared resources constraints: the PLC associated with p20 cannot process the requests p22
and p25 at the same time.
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0[
p11
[150,200]
0 [
p10

p13

t21
t11
p12
p22
[100,200]
t12
t22
[0,1000]
t13

[150,200]

[0,1000]
p21

p23

[0,1000]
p24
t23

[0[

p31
[0,1000]

t31

p20

p25

p32
[150,300]
t24
t32

[0,1000]

p26
t25

[0,1000]
[0,2000]

p14

t33
p34

t14 p15

[1000,1000]

[1000,3000]

p27

p35

[150,200]
p33

p30
[0[

[150,200]

t34

[1000,3000]

t40

Fig. 11. P-TPN model
t11
t12
t13
t14
t21
t22
t23
t24
t25
t31
t32
t33
t34
t40

start processing request 1
completion of request 1
start processing request 2
completion of request 2
start processing request 3
completion of request 3
start processing request 4
completion of request 4
consistency of request 3 with
request 4
start processing request 5
completion of request 5
start processing request 6
completion of request 6
global consistency

Table 1. Meaning of transitions of Fig. 11

Consider the firing sequence t11t12t13t14t21t22t23t24t25t31t32t33t34t40, the simplified
following inequalities system is then obtained:
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0  x1  
150  x2  200
0  x3  1000
150  x4  200
5

0  i1 xi  1000
5



6

5

x  100  i1 xi  i1 xi  200

i 1 i

6

2

7

5

4

max(i1 xi , i1 xi )  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  200, i1 xi  3000)
7



8

4

7

x  150  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  300)

i 1 i

6

8

9

4

6

8

max(i1 xi , i1 xi )  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  2000)
8



10

4

8

9

x  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  1000)

i 1 i
10



11

4

9

10

x  150  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  200)

i 1 i
11



i 1
12



i 1

12

4

9

11

xi  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  1000)
13

4

9

12

xi  150  i1 xi  min(i1 xi  3000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  200)
4

9

13

14

max(i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  1000, i1 xi  1000)  i1 xi

13
9
4
14
 x  min(  x  3000 ,  x  1000 ,  x  3000 )
i
i
i
i 1
i 1
i 1
i 1 i
14
min
max

Let  =  x i and 
i 0

= minimize() and 

= maximize(),

subject to the constraints of the previous system lead to min = 1600 and max = 3200 units of
time.
For instance, the firing instants (the xi’s) corresponding to min are:
[0, 150, 300, 150, -550, 100, 0, 150, 300, -300, 150, 0, 150, 1000] and the associated schedule is
the following:  = ((t11, 0), (t21, 50), (t12, 150), (t22, 150), (t23, 150), (t24, 300), (t31, 300), (t13,
450), (t32, 450), (t33, 450), (t14, 600), (t25, 600), (t34, 600), (t40, 1600)).
It can be noticed that, although the inequalities system was obtained on the basis of firing
sequence t11t12t13t14t21t22t23t24t25t31t32t33t34t40, the real feasible sequence is
t11t21t12t22t23t24t31t13t32t33t14t25t34t40.
max
In the case of  , the corresponding firing instants (the xi’s) are:

[1600, 150, 300, 150, -1200, 200, 550, 150, 300, -300, 150, 0, 150, 1000] and the associated
schedule is the following:
’ = ((t21, 1000), (t22, 1200), (t11, 1600), (t12, 1750), (t23, 1750), (t24, 1900), (t31, 1900), (t13, 2050),
(t32, 2050), (t33, 2050), (t14, 2200), (t25, 2200), (t34, 2200), (t40, 3200)).
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The inequalities system was obtained for a firing sequence which can be viewed as a
“pseudo firing sequence”.
Indeed, it is used to determine the logical constraints (precedence, mutual exclusion and/or
concurrency) but the real order of the events (i.e. the real firing sequence) is obtained thanks
to the value and the sign of the firing instants resulting from the resolution of the considered
system.

6. Conclusion and future work
Time has become a major issue in the analysis of production systems. Indeed, for timecritical systems where all taks are time-constrained, this parameter does not affect only the
system performances but also its correctness.
Thus, an acceptable behavior of such systems depends not only on the order of the events
but particularly on the time at which the results are produced. Consequently, correctness
and performance issues are closely linked. Due to time intervals specifications, time critical
systems require a time control.
In this paper, a new approach to design a time control has been proposed. It uses P-time
Petri net as a modeling tool and it uses the firing instants notion that does not require strong
structural properties (it is not restricted to subclasses of PN).
The proposed method is based on a token player algorithm and it investigates the set of
feasible firing sequences of the underlying untimed Petri net of the considered P-TPN.
The presented technique yields to the obtaining of an inequalities system written once (at
the beginning of the analysis) for symbolic values of the timing constraints associated with
each place of the considered time model. The ability of not considering only numerical
quantities can also be used in order to test real-time systems specifications.
Indeed, as seen in the illustrative example, the (logical) ordering of particular operations can
be imposed by the timing constraints, so if an obtained ordering of the events is
inappropriate the timing constraints can be modified without altering the system considered
and the new scheduling will result in the resolution of the original system.
An issue currently being investigated is the integration of the presented approach in the
evaluation of the robustness of the modelled system.
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1. Introduction
Recent advances in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMSs) technology, wireless
communications field and nanotechnology have enabled the design of low-power, low cost
smart sensor nodes equipped with multiple onboard functions such as sensing, computing,
and communications. Such intelligent devices networked through wireless links have been
referred to as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The basic function of the network is to
observe some phenomenon by using the sensors and communicate the sensed data to a
common destination called the base station or the Sink. In most application scenarios, sensor
nodes are powered by small batteries, which are practically non-rechargeable, either due to
cost limitations or because they are deployed in hostile environments.
Many WSN applications, that are delay sensitive in case when an abnormal event occurs, exist
in practice: environmental monitoring (for example forest fire detection, intruder detection),
assistance for old or disabled people and structural health monitoring. In these applications,
the detected event is considered as an urgent data which must be transmitted quickly towards
the Sink for fast intervention. To achieve this requirement, it is necessary to decrease latency at
MAC layer when transmitting urgent data from the source node to the Sink.
These considerations motivate well energy saving and low latency WSN designs.
Many research works have been developed for energy efficiency at each layer of the
protocol stack by proposing new algorithms and protocols. In particular, the MAC layer was
of great interest for many researchers because it was considered as an important source of
energy waste. It is summarized in (Zhi-Wen et al., 2005; Injong et al., 2005; Muneeb et al.,
2006; Sohraby et al., 2007):
- Overhearing: a sensor node receives packets that are transmitted for other nodes. This is
mainly due to the radio transmission nature (omni-directional) forcing every node of the
neighborhood to waste energy when receiving and decoding these packets. These packets
are eventually dropped after the node realizes that the destination address is different from
its own address.
- Collision: since the radio channel is shared by many nodes, a collision takes place every
time when two nodes try to send their packets at the same time. Collisions increase energy
consumption and latency in case of packets deliverance mechanism due to retransmissions.
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- Control packets (overhead): packet headers and control packets (RTS/CTS/ACK) used by a
MAC protocol do not contain application data, thus they are considered as supplementary
data (overhead). Control packets can be of importance since most applications use data
packets with reduced size.
- Idle listening: it is a dominant factor for energy waste in WSN. Indeed, when a node is not
in the transmission mode, it must continuously listen to the channel in order to receive
possible traffic that is not sent. In this case, the amount of energy waste is almost equal to
the energy dissipated by a normal reception according to (Wei et al., 2004) (the ratios of
Eidle:Ereceiving:Etransmitting are 1:1.05:1.4).
- Over emitting: this case occurs when a sensor node receives a packet while it is not ready.
This situation forces the sender to perform new retransmissions that are strongly linked to
synchronisation problem and therefore wastes energy.
In order to decrease or at least eliminate these various sources of energy waste, several
protocols have been proposed these last years. They can be divided into two main classes:
TDMA-based MAC protocols and Contention-based MAC protocols.
1.1 TDMA-based MAC protocols
These protocols (known as deterministic) are employed to avoid collisions by exclusively
allocating time slots to sensor nodes. However, these protocols require the presence of a
management authority (for example a dedicated access point) to regulate the access to the
medium by broadcasting a schedule that specifies when, and for how long, each controlled
sensor node may transmit over the shared channel. In these protocols, the channel is divided
into time slots, which are grouped into logical frames (see Fig. 1 in which a set of N
contiguous slots form a logical frame). In each logical frame each sensor node is assigned a
set of specific time slots. This set constitutes the schedule according to which the sensor
node operates in each logical frame.
Frame n

Frame n+1

Frame n+2
Time

1 2 3

……………………..

N

Fig. 1. Logical frame in TDMA-based protocols for WSN
The schedule can be either fixed, constructed on demand on a per-frame basis by the base
station or hybrid (Sohraby et al., 2007). Outside these assigned slots, a sensor node goes to
sleep mode in which the radio transceiver is completely turned off to conserve energy.
However, in WSN we need distributed protocols to allocate time slots to sensor nodes
(Willig, 2006), but such distributed schemes tend to be somewhat complex (see for example
SMACS (Sohrabi & Pottie, 1999; Sohrabi et al., 2000), TRAMA (Rajendran et al., 2003) or
LEACH (Heinzelman et al., 2002)). Network topology changes (due for example to sensor
nodes running out of energy, the deployment of new nodes or node mobility) require the
slot allocation protocol been executed periodically. In addition, TDMA-based MAC schemes
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require tight time synchronization between nodes to avoid overlap of time slots. This in turn
requires continuous execution of a time synchronization protocol.
This makes the use of these protocols more complex in WSN where each node has, in
general, no priority assigned and very limited resources.
1.2 Contention-based MAC protocols
These protocols known as CSMA-based are usually used in multi-hop wireless networking
due to their simplicity and their adequacy to be implemented in a decentralized
environment like WSN. When these protocols are used, collisions can be occur in case of a
receiver is located in the radio range of at least two sensor nodes transmitting
simultaneously data packets to it. Collisions waste the energy of both the transmitter and
the receiver and as a result packet retransmissions can occur which create additional load
for a congested channel. In CSMA-based protocols, collisions are often the result of hidden
terminal problem. Consider the situation in Fig. 2 where A and B can hear each other, B and
C can hear each other but A and C cannot. Nodes A and C both want to transmit a packet to
their common neighbour B. Both nodes sense an idle channel and start to transmit their
packets. The signals of nodes A and C overlap at B and are destroyed (collision problem).

D

A

B

C

X
Fig. 2. Hidden terminal scenario
To reduce these collisions in ad-hoc (sensor) networks, the 802.11 standard defines a virtual
carrier mechanism based on the Request-To-Send (RTS)/(Clear-To-Send) CTS scheme
defined in MACA protocol (MultiAccess Collision Advoidance) (Karn, 1990). By using this
scheme, collisions between hidden nodes at common neighbors can be avoided. A sensor
node (node A in Fig. 3) wanting to transmit a unicast packet initiates a handshake by
transmitting an RTS control packet after a specified time called the Distributed Inter Frame
Space (DIFS). The receiver (node B in Fig. 3)) waits a Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) before
responding by sending a CTS control packet, which informs all its neighbors of the
upcoming transfer. Since the SIFS interval is set shorter than the DIFS interval, the receiver
takes precedence over any other sensor node attempting to send a packet (Koen & Gertjan,
2004). The effective DATA transfer (from A to B) is now guaranteed to be collision free. So,
after a SIFS period, DATA packet is transmitted by sender (A) and receiver (B) waits a SIFS
period before acknowledging the reception of the data by sending an ACKnowledgement
control packet (ACK). If sender (A) does not receive the ACK packet, it assumes that the
data was lost due to a collision at receiver (B) and enters a binary exponential backoff
procedure. This same procedure can be used when two RTS packets collide, which is
technically still possible. The RTS/CTS control packets specify in their header the duration
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of the upcoming DATA/ACK sequence which allow neighboring nodes to overhear the
control packets, set their Network Allocation Vector (NAV) and defer transmissions until it
expires (NAV(RTS) at neighbor node D and NAV(CTS) at neighbor node C in Fig. 3). The
radio can be switched off for the duration NAV to save energy waste. Note that, all
broadcast and multicast packets are transmitted without RTS/CTS scheme.
In the contention-based MAC protocols, the RTS/CTS scheme is sufficient to greatly reduce
collisions and increase bandwidth utilization, but unfortunately does not completely solve
the hidden terminal problem, according to (Sohraby et al., 2007).

A

D

B

C

DIFS
SIFS
SIFS

SIFS
DIFS

DIFS

Fig. 3. Collision avoidance using RTS/CTS handshake (Sohraby et al., 2007)
A number of MAC protocols have been developed to considerably reduce other sources of
energy waste. They focus on reducing idle listening, but collisions, control packets
(overhead) and overhearing are also addressed.
The first approach to reduce idle listening is based on preamble sampling and operates at
the physical layer (see for example (Halkes et al., 2005; Bachir et al., 2006; EL-Hoiydi, 2002;
Polastre et al., 2004; Buettner et al., 2006). In this asynchronous approach, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, a receiver turns on periodically the radio to sample for incoming data and detects if a
preamble is present or not (Halkes at al., 2005 ). If it detects a preamble, it will continue
listening until the start-symbol arrives and the message can be properly received. If no
preamble is detected the radio is turned-off again until the next sample.
Preamble

Sender

Message

Receiver
Radio OFF

Radio ON

Fig. 4. A sender uses a longer preamble to allow the receiver to only turn its radio on
periodically (Halkes et al., 2005)
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The second approach trying to mitigate the idle listening uses wake-up/sleep mechanisms
and/or RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK signalling scheme from 802.11x standard to reduce collision,
overhearing and control packet (overhead). A well know MAC protocols in the literature
using this approach are S-MAC, T-MAC (with the automatic adaptation of the duty cycle to
the network traffic), D-MAC and Z-MAC (see section 2.1 for more detail).
Recently, a new generation of MAC protocols (Cross-layer MAC protocols) using several
layers in order to optimize energy consumption has emerged. These layers can be exploited
into two modes: interaction or unification as depicted in Fig. 5. In the interaction mode, the
MAC protocol is built by exploiting the data generated by other adjacent layers. MACCROSS Protocol (Suh et al., 2006) is an example of Cross-layer approach which allow the
routing information of the network layer to be exploited by the MAC layer (interaction
between MAC and network layers) by leaving only the communicating nodes in activity
and by putting into sleep mode the other neighbor nodes (not concerned by this
communication). In order to avoid collisions, MAC-CROSS uses the control messages
RTS/CTS/ACK. On the other hand, a Cross-layer design mode by unification requires the
development of only one layer including at the same time the functionalities of considered
layers.
User data

Optimization purpose

State of layer
Application

Application

Transport

Transport

Network

Network

MAC

MAC

Physic

Physic

Physic

Layered model

Cross-layer model
by interaction

Cross-layer model
by unification

Application
Integrated
layer

Fig. 5. Cross-layer model illustration
In this chapter, we propose a Cross-layer protocol named CL-MAC, based on the same ideas
used by MAC-CROSS. The fundamental difference between our proposal and MAC-CROSS
lies on the level of the number of consecutive nodes that are implied in MAC functioning at
each frame. Indeed, MAC-CROSS acts on three consecutive communicating nodes while CLMAC uses all the nodes included in a given routing path from the source node to the Sink in
one frame. Two main operations take place simultaneously in this routing path after an
RTS/CTS exchange at the beginning of each data transmission: on one hand successive
transmissions of CTS packets which advance quickly towards the Sink in order to reserve a
path. All nodes included in this path remain in activity and all other nodes in their vicinity
enter sleep mode for a given time interval. On the other hand DATA/ACK packet
exchanges between communicating nodes in the routing path (a relatively slow process)
which advance progressively.
Temporal Petri nets are introduced in order to model underlying operation of the proposed
protocol and the TiNA tool is carried out for analytical validation of some related properties.
A comparative study between CL-MAC, MAC-CROSS and S-MAC in term of energy saving
and low latency has been performed for evaluation purpose by using a home simulator.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follow: in the next section, we introduce main works
in literature related to energy saving at the MAC layer level. Some OSI-based protocols and
others based on Cross-layering approach are given in this section. In section 3, we give more
details about the proposed protocol CL-MAC. In Section 4, we present a formal
representation of the CL-MAC protocol using time Petri nets modeling approach. The
analytical validation of some properties of CL-MAC using the TiNA software tool is given
in section 5. The performance evaluation of CL-MAC protocol by comparison with a similar
MAC protocols like S-MAC and MAC-CROSS is presented in section 6. Finally, we conclude
our work and discuss some future perspectives.

2. Related work
In this section, we present some MAC layer protocols developed some years ago that enable
energy conservation in WSN. First, compatible OSI protocols are presented and followed by
two important cross-layer protocols: MAC-CROSS and XLM. Especially, MAC-CROSS
protocol is considered as a basis of the development of our proposal.
2.1 Compatible OSI protocols
Many studies in WSN have showed that energy consumption during a communication is
four times greater than the energy consumed in both the processing and sensing operations.
This fact lead communication protocols designers to take a particular interest into the WSNMAC layer and to propose some original ideas to efficiently manage that layer. The medium
access must take into account all sources of energy waste considerations.
Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) protocol is a very popular protocol developed at California
University (Wei et al., 2002; Koen & Gertjan, 2004; Zhi-Wen et al., 2005). Its main objective is
to conserve energy in WSN and it takes into consideration that fairness and latency are less
critical issues compared to energy conservation. The basic idea behind S-MAC is the
management of local synchronizations and the schedule of sleep/listen periods based on
these synchronizations. Neighboring nodes form virtual clusters in which they periodically
broadcast special SYNC messages to keep synchronized. The period for each node to send a
SYNC packet is called the synchronization period. If two neighboring nodes reside in two
virtual clusters, they wake up at the listen periods of both clusters (Demirkol, 2006). Every
frame in S-MAC as shown in Fig. 6 is divided into an active period and a sleep period. The
active period is divided into three parts for SYNC, RTS and CTS packets. In this figure,
nodes 1 and 3 are synchronized to the schedule of node 2 by receiving its SYNC packet. This
means that nodes 1, 2 ad 3 share a same virtual cluster. Node 3 initiates an RTS/CTS
exchange with node 1 to transmit data. When CTS packet is received, data transmission will
immediately follow. Nodes 1 and 3 stay active until the completion of data transfer, whereas
node 2 follows its normal sleep schedule. In the sleep period, when data transmission ends,
communicating nodes enter sleep mode by switching off their radio transceivers. Collision
avoidance is achieved by a carrier sense (CS in Fig. 6).
S-MAC also includes message passing support in which long messages are divided into
frames and sent in a burst-mode. In this case, only one RTS and one CTS are used to reserve
the medium for the time needed to transmit all fragments.
Several other energy efficient protocols in the literature are based on wake-up/sleep
mechanism: T-MAC (Koen & Gertjan, 2004), D-MAC (Lu et al., 2004), Z-MAC (Injong et al.,
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2005). T-MAC and D-MAC are considered similar to the S-MAC protocol with an adaptive
duty cycle.
The T-MAC (Timeout-MAC) protocol adapts the duty cycle to the network traffic in order to
improve S-MAC, but instead of using a fixed length active period, T-MAC uses a time-out
Listen
for SYNC
Rx SYNC

Sleep period

Active period
Listen
Listen
for RTS
for CTS
Rx RTS

Tx CTS

Node 1
CS

Receive Data

Active period
for SYNC

for RTS

Sleep period
for CTS

Tx SYNC
Node 2
CS

Sleep period

Active period

Node 3

for SYNC

for RTS

Rx SYNC

Tx RTS
CS

for CTS
Rx CTS
Transmit Data

Fig. 6. Timing relationship between different sensor nodes in SMAC (This figure was
redrawn from (Dewasurenda & Mishra, 2005))
mechanism to dynamically determine the end of the active period (Halkes, 2005). In Fig. 7,
when a node does not detect any activity within the activity time-out period (TA), it can
safely assume that no neighbor wants to communicate with it and then enters sleep period.
If the node engages or overhears a communication, it simply starts a new TA period after
that communication finishes.
The D-MAC (Data-gathering MAC) protocol includes an adaptive duty cycle like T-MAC
for energy efficiency and ease of use. In addition, it provides low node-to-Sink latency,
which is achieved by supporting convergecast communication paradigm that is the mostly
observed communication pattern within sensor networks. DMAC achieves very good
latency compared to other sleep/listen period assignment methods, but unfortunately
collision avoidance methods are not utilized.
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Frame
Active period

S-MAC

Sleep period

Active period

T-MAC

TA

Sleep period

TA

TA

Fig. 7. The S-MAC and T-MAC duty cycles; the arrows indicate transmitted and received
messages; note that messages come closer together (TA: Activity Time-out period) (Halkes et
al., 2005)
Z-MAC (Zebra MAC) is a hybrid MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks that combines
the strengths of TDMA and CSMA while offsetting their weaknesses. The main feature of ZMAC is its adaptability to the level of contention in the network so that under low
contention, it behaves like CSMA, and under high contention, like TDMA. A distinctive
feature of Z-MAC is that its performance is robust to synchronization errors, slot assignment
failures and time-varying channel conditions. Z-MAC is used as the default MAC for Mica2
mote.
2.2 Cross-layer protocols
Other protocols based on OSI layer models try to reduce problems encountered in WSN.
Network layer protocols tend to optimize paths between network’s nodes and the Sink
while application layer protocols try to obtain correct, accurate and compressed and/or
aggregated information (Holger et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2006) so as to reduce the amount of
packets in the network. OSI-based protocols are not flexible, not optimal and consequently
reduce network performances. To mitigate these drawbacks, a new MAC approach based on
interaction or unification of two or more adjacent layers, called Cross-layer MAC
optimization, has emerged (Akyildiz & Ismail, 2004; Suh et al., 2006; Akyildiz et al., 2006).
Some protocols using a Cross-layer technique in medium access control layer can be found
in literature such as MAC-CROSS (Suh et al., 2006) and XLM (Akyildiz et al., 2006).
- MAC-CROSS protocol: in this protocol, only a few nodes concerned with the actual data
transmission are asked to wake-up, while other nodes that are not included on a routing
path and hence are not involved in the actual transmission at all. In exchanging RTS and
CTS packets, a field corresponding to a final destination address is added. The
neighborhood nodes belonging to the path extend their wake-up time while other nodes
prolong their sleep time.
- XLM (Cross-Layer Module for Wireless Sensor Networks) protocol: this protocol proceeds
differently comparing to others traditional architecture based protocols for WSN. The
communication in XLM is based on the initiative concept considered as the core of XLM and
implicitly incorporates the intrinsic functionalities required for successful communication in
WSN. A node starts a transmission by transmitting to his neighborhood an RTS packet to
indicate that it has a packet to send. Upon receiving an RTS packet, each neighborhood node
decides to participate to the communication by determining an initiative I defined as follows:
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(1)

min
E rem  E rem

0, otherwise
 RTS: Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) received from RTS packet,
relay: packets rate transmitted by relay and by node,
 : node’s buffer occupation,

Erem: node’s residual energy.
Values in the right side of inequalities give us respective thresholds and initiative I is
initialised to 1 if all conditions illustrated in (1) are satisfied.
1. The first condition ensures that reliable links are built for the communication.
2. The second and third conditions are employed by local control congestion. Second
condition prevents congestion by limiting the transmitted traffic by a relay node, while the
third condition ensures that no buffer overflow exists for this node.
3. The last condition ensures that the residual energy Erem of a node do not exceed a minimal
min

threshold E rem .
Cross-layering functionalities of the XLM protocol are represented by the constraints
defined in the initiative I of a node enabling it to carry out a local congestion control, hop by
hop reliability and distributed operation.
The component of local congestion control of XLM ensures energy efficiency and a reliable
communication. Results of performance evaluation revealed that XLM is better than onelayer protocols in terms of communication processing and implementation complexity
considerations.

3. CL-MAC protocol presentation
CL-MAC (Cross-Layer MAC) can be added to MAC protocols class by exploiting interactions
between adjacent layers in order to minimize all energy waste sources and decrease latency
during a multi-hop routing of a delay sensitive traffic from a particular source node towards
the Sink in a WSN. The MAC layer enables access to the medium with wake-up/sleep
schedule. Before presenting CL-MAC, we consider the following suppositions:
- Typical utilization scenario: to make clear our contribution, Fig. 8 shows a typical
example of WSN architecture in which CL-MAC must be used. When a delay sensitive event
has been detected (for example the detection event of forest fire around the area covered by
sensor node S1 in Fig. 8), the data related to this event can be considered as an urgent traffic
and must be delivered quickly to the Sink. CL-MAC acts at the MAC layer and aims to
reserve a low latency and energy efficient path to deliver this urgent traffic from the source
node generating this traffic towards the Sink. We can distinguish two types of nodes
included in this path, in addition to the Sink: 1) a sensor node that collects sensed data
which must be sensitive to the end-to-end delay (node S1 in Fig. 8), 2) relaying nodes (like
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A or B in Fig. 8) that are responsible only for relaying a delay sensitive traffic. In the
scenario showed by Fig. 9, the path S1-A-B-C-D-E-F-Sink is an example of an urgent
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Node in active
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X
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S
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Y
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S5

E’
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Delay sensitive path

Fig. 8. Typical utilization scenario of CL-MAC
reserved path using CL-MAC. Each node included in this path like node B and its neighbors
like nodes B’ and S4 use CL-MAC at their MAC layer.
- The network is randomly deployed in a coverage area followed by a synchronisation
phase.
- Nodes are locally and periodically synchronised like in Z-MAC protocol.
In the rest of the chapter, we refer to a delay sensitive traffic as ‘urgent traffic’ or simply ‘Data
packet’ and to a delay sensitive path as ‘urgent path’.
In the following sections, we successively present the CL-MAC layer in the context of a cross
layering approach, the new data structures of RTS and CTS control packets and their
interpretation, the detailed algorithm for CL-MAC and its principal advantages and, finally,
some other related details.
3.1 CL-MAC Layer
The neighborhood list established by each node contains information about neighboring
nodes (identifier, position, and schedule table) and the routing table maintained by a
routing agent in the network layer. The routing protocol used is based on the greedy
approach, referred to as position-based routing, in which packet forwarding decision is
achieved by utilizing location information about candidate nodes in the vicinity and the
location of the final destination only. The distance-based Greedy forwarding scheme,
proposed by Finn (Finn, 1987), has been adopted in our case. In this forwarding approach, a
next hop node is the nearest neighbor node to the final destination (Sink). Only the nodes
closer to destination than the current node are considered.
As illustrated in Fig. 9, CL-MAC operates at the MAC layer and the node implementing it
can transmit two kind of unicast traffic: delay sensitive traffic generated locally (node
implementing CL-MAC acts as a source node) or delay sensitive traffic received externally
from a neighborhood (node implementing CL-MAC acts as a relaying node). When a source
node acts as a relaying node and in the same time wants to transmit its local delay sensitive
traffic, both kind of traffic can be transmitted towards the Sink.
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CL-MAC exploits the routing information through a cross-layer design approach based on
interaction strategy. In this strategy, CL-MAC interacts with the adjacent routing layer by
using a simple Get/Store mechanism on a common memory storage dedicated to store the
Delay sensitive
local traffic

Application
Transport

Current routing
information

Network
Store

Get

Delay sensitive
external traffic

Routing
agent
CL-MAC
IEEE 802.15.4
Physical layer

Fig. 9. CL-MAC : interaction between MAC and network layers
current routing information (see Fig. 9). This mechanism allows the routing agent to write in
common memory information about the next hop forwarding node to which the current
sender must forward a packet. This routing information can be obtained and exploited
thereafter by CL-MAC to carefully perform a cross layering MAC operation. By knowing
the next hop each time it advances in the routing path, CL-MAC can reserve a shared
wireless medium during a time involved in each data communication.
In Fig. 9, we have proposed the IEEE 802.15.4 (IEEE, 2003) standard at the physical layer,
which is dedicated at the origin for Low Rate-WPAN networks, but it is also very adapted
for the WSN because it is designed for low-data-rate, low-power-consumption and low-cost
applications.
3.2 New Data structure for RTS and CTS
Before describing further details about CL-MAC operations, one should be aware that weak
modifications are made in RTS and CTS message structures without violating the IEEE
802.11 standard. The modified message structures of RTS and CTS illustrated by Fig. 10-(a)
and (b) are proposed. The newly added field in RTS is the ‘Next_Node_Adress’, obtained by
the sender’s routing agent, and designates the address of the next node in the routing path
to which packets must be transmitted. The new fields of CTS are ‘Next_Node_Adress’ and
‘Sender_Adress’. The ‘Next_Node_Adress’ field has the same significance than
‘Next_Node_Adress’ of an RTS packet, but it is obtained by the routing agent of the receiver
of the CTS packet. By specifying its address in a ‘Sender_Adress’ field of a sending CTS
message, a node ignores receiving a CTS in which its address is specified as a previous node
address. This change from the sender address to previous address has made in the receiver
of the CTS message.
To make CL-MAC do that in a correct way, the Sink node address is supposed to be aware
at the level of each node of the network in case of a mono-Sink WSN.
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Fig. 10. Structure of RTS and CTS messages in CL-MAC (
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However, it is important to note that CTS and RTS messages have identical structure but the
difference is in their interpretation by the receiver node. Thus, if the receiver is:
- next node: the message acts as an RTS sent by the sender.
- previous node: the message acts as a CTS coming from a transmitter as a response to an
RTS.
- any other node: the message controls the behaviour of the node and forces it to switch to
sleep mode.
In a wake-up period, a node continues to listen to the medium for a short period. Two cases
can be considered if the medium is not allocated:
Case 1. The node has urgent data to transmit towards the Sink, then takes immediately
possession of the medium and informs its neighboring nodes of that decision.
Case 2. Node has no data to transmit. In this situation, it turns off its radio in order to avoid
energy dissipation in idle listening and overhearing situations. In this way, the node takes
more time in sleep mode than in S-MAC protocol (½ frame + communication time) and
stays in this mode until the next frame corresponding to the current schedule.
If the medium is allocated in this period, this means that a communication is occurring or
that another node is trying to get medium control. In this case two situations can occur
again:
- Situation 1. Another node tries to transmit packets. Then, the Backoff algorithm (Ignatius,
2006) is used to resolve this contention problem and makes possible for only one node
(elected node) to obtain the control access rights. All other nodes enter sleep mode except
the receiver of the packet which remains awake in order to communicate with the elected
node.
- Situation 2. The node has no data to send. Then, if it is concerned with the current
communication it remains in wake-up mode, otherwise it enters into sleep mode until the
next frame.
A receiver node is identified by the sender which refers to its routing table that contains all
the information related to the path between the sender and the Sink (distance, hops number
of each alternative path, previous node identifier).
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3.3 Algorithm for CL-MAC
Fig. 11 provides a detailed algorithm in order to implement the CL-MAC protocol at the
level of each node. In case of urgent traffic our protocol forces all neighboring nodes, which
are not selected for routing paths, to switch to sleep mode.
Fig. 12 illustrates the temporal behaviour of CL-MAC corresponding to the routing path (S1A-B-C-D-E-F-Sink) depicted by Fig. 8. In Fig. 12, the data transferring follows a
unidirectional path from a source node (S1) to the Sink. This node (S1) begins by
transmitting an RTS control packet to its next hop (A). When this control packet has been
successfully received, node (A) replies with a CTS control packet back to sender (S1). All
neighbors of the sender and the receiver turn off their radio to save energy (nodes S1’ and A
in Fig. 8) except the next hop of the receiver that stays active (node B in Fig. 8). When
receiver (A) is ready to receive the DATA packet (i.e. after it receives a CTS control packet
from its next hope (B) which is interpreted as an confirmation of the transmission success of
its CTS), sender (S1) exchanges a DATA/ACK packets with it. From node A, the forwarding
process of CTS packets continues between the nodes included in the routing path (nodes B,
C, D in Fig. 8) until reaching the Sink. This process rapidly advances towards de Sink and
aims to reserve nodes belonging to the path by remaining them active and by putting into
sleep mode all corresponding neighbors. The process of exchanging DATA/ACK packets
between active nodes advances and follows the reservation process. To each DATA/ACK
communication corresponds a transmission time during which each neighbor can be
switched into sleep mode for energy saving. For example t1 is a necessary duration during
which node S1 can transmit RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK packets to its next hop A.
The algorithm for CL-MAC, given by Fig. 11, implements at each node these two processes
in addition to a wake-up/sleep mechanism required for energy saving purposes. The idea
behind a sleeping mechanism on which our protocol CL-MAC is based enables to eliminate
all sources of energy waste described in section 1. This makes our protocol suitable to a
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ALGORITHM FOR CL-MAC
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:

Input : Table; //Routing table
Begin
Build-a-neighbor-list (Liste) ;
Synchronize-the-schedule;
Get-routing-table(Table) ;
//By
recovering
routing
//by the routing agent
Label1: Nav = 0;
State = WakeUp;
Repeat
If There-is-data-to-send and (State = WakeUp) Then
If Channel-is-free Then
If Other-nodes-want-to-access-to-medium Then
Backoff-Procedure-to-resolve-contention-problem;
EndIf
Destination = Get-destination-from-Table(Table);
Send RTS to Destination;
State = Wait-for-CTS;
Else
Put-into-Sleep-mode-and-WakeUp-next-frame ;
Label1 ;
EndIf
Else
If NOT(Channel-is-free) Then
Receive (message);
If
(messagedestination
=
ID)
Then
//
//node of the packet
Case Type-of(message) Of
‘RTS’
:
Build-and-send
(CTS);
DATA;
‘DATA’ : Build-and-send-to-source (ACK);
Rebuild-and-send-DATA-to-next-hop (DATA);
State = Wait-for-ACK;
‘ACK’ : Put-into-Sleep-mode ;
Goto Label1;
‘CTS’ : If (State = Wait-for-CTS) Then
Send (Data); State = Wait-for-ACK;
Else If State  Wait-for-DATA Then
Rebuild-and-send (CTS)
State = Wait-for-DATA ;
EndIf
EndIf
EndCaseOf
Else
Nav = messageduration;
Put-into-Sleep-mode ; Goto Label1;
EndIf
Else
Put-into-Sleep-mode-and-WakeUp-next-frame; Goto Label1;
EndIf
EndIf
Until (Battery-level < Threshold) ;
Fin CL-MAC

Fig. 11. Detailed algorithm for CL-MAC at each sensor node
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Fig. 12. Temporal behaviour of CL-MAC
very large spectrum of applications where the guaranty of the end-to-end delay
transmissions and, at the same time minimum energy expenditure, is very challenging.
Lines 11 and 12 address a case of contention problem when, for example, two RTS control
packets collide in case two source nodes want to transmit a DATA packet at the same time.
If this problem happens, CL-MAC uses a backoff procedure to resolve this problem.
There are different ways to deal with a sleep schedule in the algorithm:
- Sleep schedule after the reception of an ACK control packet (line 29) resulting from a
success of the DATA transmission. After a sleeping period, a node wake-up according to a
current sleep schedule.
- Sleep schedule indicated by NAV of a neighbor node not included in the urgent routing
path (line 41).
- Finally, sleep schedule of each node not concerned by the urgent communication and
that has nothing to send (line 44). In this case, the waking up is planned to be happen
according to the current sleep schedule.
Each sensor node executes the CL-MAC algorithm as long as the battery level does not reach
a threshold.
3.4 Advantages of CL-MAC
Fig. 13 and 14 illustrate the main advantage of the CL-MAC protocol comparing to others
MAC-protocols like S-MAC and MAC-CROSS.
As explained above, in the S-MAC protocol, a frame is divided into two fixed periods: one
for a listening which causes a useless loss of energy consumption and another for sleeping.
In the listening period, the control messages CTS/RTS are exchanged. The CSMA/CA
mechanism is used for packet transmission in order to announce to a source node the next
data transmission: for example, source node A in Fig. 13. It is clear that a node like B’, not
concerned by the communication (between nodes A and B), must enter into sleep mode
during all the communication time or after, according to the listening period fixed by the
protocol. Just after the end of the communication, node B can starts another communication
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without waiting until the expiration of sleep period, e.g. waiting for the next frame. This
was adopted for designing an adaptive S-MAC protocol. In each frame, the MAC-CROSS
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Fig. 13. Main functionalities of S-MAC (a) MAC-CROSS (b) and CL-MAC (c)
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Fig. 14. Main advantages of CL-MAC protocol
protocol enables the exchange of RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK messages between three consecutive
nodes using routing information obtained from the routing agent in network layer, while
the CL-MAC does the exchange of the same messages but only at the beginning of each
frame. Then, the third node transmits however directly the received CTS to the next node in
the path. This CTS message is interpreted in case of CL-MAC by a receiver node as a RTS of
normally the next frame in MAC-CROSS protocol, for each routing node to another in the
path until arriving to the Sink during the same frame. This allows all nodes belonging to the
routing path to remain active (or reserved) until each node transmits successfully data
packets to the next node. Just after transmitting these data packets, the node either enters
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into sleep mode or prepares to begin a new transmission frame as a new source if it has data
to send.
3.5 Other details about CL-MAC
Several aspects of CL-MAC must be studied for showing all of its advantages. Among these
aspects, lies the problem of the fragility of the path being reserved for a long time (long
frame) and the coexistence of several urgent paths sharing a routing path. We address these
two aspects in the following, with illustrations through some scenarios.
Reservation and release of the routing path: Fig. 15 illustrates that the nodes of the routing path
reserved for the transmission of data packet (for example nodes S1, A, B) are released when
the urgent traffic advances by three hops. They can therefore participate in other
communications without waiting until the communication completely finishes between S1
and the Sink. For example, node A' can accept a traffic transmitted by one of its neighbors to
relay it to another node, whereas the data packet transmitted by S1 did not reach a Sink yet
(it is received by node E in Fig. 15). This shows that the routing path cannot be reserved for
long time (long frame) when CL-MAC is applied and therefore the problem of the fragility
of the path is consequently excluded.
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Fig. 15. Reservation and release of the routing path in CL-MAC
Coexistence of several urgent paths: as depicted in Fig. 16, a new urgent path which starts from
S5 towards the Sink may include nodes E and F that can be reserved to be used in an
another urgent path starting from S1. The reservation of the path S1-A-B-C-D-E-F-Sink (S1Sink for short) is in progress and before the CTS packet reaches the node E, S5 transmits RTS
packet to node E that means it initiates a new communication towards the Sink. In this case,
the path S1-Sink may be blocked at the level of node C, because its neighbor D (next hop)
can be in sleep mode when node C wishes to communicate with it. This can be accepted in
the context of typical applications in which a nearest urgent event can be detected and
received before another urgent event far away which was started in the first place. The
nearest event (detection of forest fire in our example such as sudden temperature rise) will
immediately produce an alarm at the Sink for a fast intervention in the suspected nearest
location, but also for dispatching, for example, a team to check the situation in all the sensed
area. By doing this, the event far away will be detected even if the urgent message related to
it can not be reached by the Sink.
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4. Modeling CL-MAC protocol
In order to formally prove the correct operation of our protocol, it is important to model it in
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Fig. 16. Case of coexistence of two delay sensitive paths: S1-A-B-C-D-E-F-Sink and S5-E-FSink
a convenient mathematical model according to its specifications. The introduction of time
Petri nets (Merlin, 1974; Berthomieu & Menasche, 1983) is motivated by their ability to
model easily temporal constraints and the existence of a TiNA analyser tool for properties
verification. Time Petri nets or TPN for short are a convenient model for real time systems
and communication protocols (Berthomieu & Diaz, 1991).
TPN extend Petri nets by associating two values (min, max) of time (temporal interval) to
each transition. The value min (min ≥ 0), is the minimal time that must elapse, starting from
the time at which transition t is enabled until this transition can fire and max (0 ≤ max ≤ ∞ ),
denotes the maximum time during which transition t can be enabled without being fired.
Times min and max, for transition t, are relative to the moment at which t is enabled. If
transition t has been enabled at time α, then t cannot fire before α + min and must fire before
or at time α + max, unless it is disabled before its firing by the firing of another transition.
Fig. 17 depicts the time Petri net model of CL-MAC protocol. The values in the intervals
associated to transitions refers to relative time of transmitting packets (RTS, CTS, DATA,
ACK) according to IEEE 802.11 standard (IEEE Std, 1999) and respected by our proposal.
4.1 Model hypotheses
The hypotheses on the behaviour of CL-MAC are as follows: we assume that DIFS duration
= SIFS duration = 1 time unit, Control messages RTS, CTS and ACK consume 3 time units,
DATA requires 10 time units for its transmission. Initially, only the places p1, p8, p14 and
p17 are marked by one token.
4.2 Model explanation
The meanings of the transitions are given in Table 1. In Fig. 17, the sender part, modelling
the node wishing to forward a packet to the Sink, is described by four transitions specifying
the node behaviour: t1 and t2 to send RTS and DATA packets respectively at precise
moments. These moments are indicated by the intervals associated with the transitions (an
RTS packet is sent after a DIFS and DATA packet is sent after having received a CTS within
3 to 4 units of time, this is represented by the temporal interval associated to transition t2).
Transition t3 allows node to enter into sleep mode after having received the ACK, whereas
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t4 allows the token to remain in the place p19 (sleep state), time needed before beginning the
next communication.
The Receiver part reacts to packets transmitted by the network part. The transition t5,
generating the CTS control packet, is activated once the token, coming from the firing of
transition t1, takes place in p2. It is allowed to fire at the moment 3    4 (time for the

RTS
CTS
RTS
ACK
Next hop
DATA

Time

Sender
Next node

Network

Receiver

Network

Fig. 17. Time Petri net model for CL-MAC protocol: columns represent temporal behaviour
and lines represent spatial behaviour
Transition
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12

Meanings
Transmission of RTS packet in unicast mode but the nature of the medium acts as broadcast
Transmission of DATA packet in unicast mode
Sender node enters sleep mode
Awakening of the sender to start a new frame
Transmission of CTS packet in multicast mode by the receiver
Transmission of ACK packet in unicast mode after receiving DATA packet
Switching to sleep mode of the receiver after achieving his communication (frame)
Entering sleep mode of neighbor node not concerned by the current communication
Awakening of neighbor node not concerned by the current communication after the last one
ends
Transmission of CTS packet by the next node
Transmission of DATA packet by the receiver to the next node
Entering sleep mode of the next node

Table 1. Model transitions and their corresponding explanation
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reception of RTS + SIFS time: 3, 3+1). In the same way, the transition t6, models the
transmission of an ACK control packet after receiving DATA packet.
The Network part is modelled by two transitions t8 and t9 and a set of places {p2, p5, p6, p7,
p17, p18}. The places p2, p5, p6 and p7 respectively represent the propagation of RTS, CTS,
DATA and ACK packets in the wireless medium.
The part formed by the two transitions t8, t9 and the places p17, p18 models the vicinity of
the sender and that of the receiver. A node which wakes up (a token in the place p17) and
receives a packet which is not intended to it, immediately returns into sleep mode. This
explains the labelling of the transition t8 by the interval [0, 0]. The transition t9 plays the role
of t4 for the neighbor.

5. Validation of CL-MAC protocol
The TPN proposed for CL-MAC has been validated by the TINA tool software (Berthomieu
& Vernadat, 2006; Berthomieu et al., 2004; http://www.laas.fr/tina). In this section, a brief
presentation of the TINA tool is introduced. The obtained results analysis are also given.
5.1 Presentation of the TINA tool
Tina (TIme Petri Net Analyzer) is a software environment to edit and analyze Petri Nets and
Time Petri Nets. It is developed and maintained by a group of researchers of the
LAAS/CNRS laboratory at Toulouse University – France (http://www.laas.fr). TINA is a
powerful tool which allows the checking of many aspects of Petri Nets (bounded, deadlock,
re-initialization). It is based on the intrinsic properties of Petri Nets and proposes in
particular a functionality of formal validation which brings the mathematical proof that the
studied property is checked with a confidence degree of 100%. The functionalities of TINA
allow a temporal study of a TPN model based on the reachability analysis method for usual
Petri nets. Before using TINA, other software tools in connection with Petri Nets were
investigated,
in
particular
HPSim
(http://www.winpesim.de)
and
ARP
(http://www.ppgia.pucpr.br/~maziero/doku.php/software:arp_tool). However, TINA was chosen
for its capacities for TPN formal analysis.
Tina accepts input in graphical or textual formats, including PNML (an XML based
exchange format for Petri nets).Transition system outputs can be produced for external
checkers in a number of textual or binary formats.
5.2 Results analysis
TINA allowed us to validate the following properties of our CL-MAC TPN model:
Boundedness property: this property relates to the finite number of tokens in each place of a
TPN for any marking reachable from an initial marking. A TPN is said to be safe if it is 1bounded. This aspect must be checked in the first place. Otherwise the formal checking of
others properties does not have any significance. The not bounded property is characterized
by an infinite number of tokens in at least one place among other places of the TPN. In this
case, we notice that the model diverges or the implemented system will require an
abnormally high quantity of resources (memory, CPU time, etc).
Liveness property: this property allows the detection of portions of died code, i.e. the absence
of liveness of some places and/or the blocking of some transitions from TPN, for any initial
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and accessible marking from the network. The absence of liveness makes it possible to
highlight portions of code which are never performed (thus to detect the modelling errors)
and situations where the system modelled is likely to be blocked.
Reversibility property: the system re-initialisation supposes that the system finds its initial
state (initial marking) on the basis of any other state during its operation. This property is
fundamental to validate automata based systems which present a cyclic operation.
These three properties of our model have been successfully validated by TINA. In the
following, we present the classes generated by the TINA tool and the reachability graph
formed by these classes. From these results, the validation of these properties has been
proved.
Classes: the following classes (C0 to C18) are generated by TiNA tool during the analysis
phase:
class 0 p1 p14 p17 p8, 0 <= t1 <= 1
class 1 p14 p17*2 p2 p3 p8, 3 <= t5 <= 4, 0 <= t8 <= 0
class 2 p14 p18 p2 p3 p8, 3 <= t5 <= 4, 22 <= t9 <= 23
class 3 p13 p14 p18 p3 p5 p9, 3 <= t2 <= 4, 18 <= t9 <= 20, 3 <= t10 <= 4
class 4 p10 p15 p18 p3 p5 p9, 0 <= t2 <= 1, 14 <= t9 <= 17, t2 - t9 <= ~14
class 5 p10 p15 p18 p4 p6 p9, 10 <= t6 <= 11, 14 <= t9 <= 17
class 6 p10 p11 p15 p18 p4 p7 p9, 0 <= t11 <= 1, 0 <= t3 <= 0, 3 <= t9 <= 7
class 7 p15 p16 p18 p4 p7 p9, 10 <= t12 <= 11, 0 <= t3 <= 0, 3 <= t9 <= 7
class 8 p15 p16 p18 p19 p9, 10 <= t12 <= 11, 22 <= t4 <= 23, 3 <= t9 <= 7
class 9 p15 p16 p17 p19 p9, 3 <= t12 <= 8, 15 <= t4 <= 20, t12 - t4 <= ~11, t4 - t12 <= 13
class 10 p12 p14 p17 p19 p9, 11 <= t4 <= 13, 0 <= t7 <= 0
class 11 p14 p17 p19 p8, 11 <= t4 <= 13
class 12 p10 p11 p15 p18 p19 p9, 0 <= t11 <= 1, 22 <= t4 <= 23, 3 <= t9 <= 7
class 13 p15 p16 p18 p19 p9, 10 <= t12 <= 11, 21 <= t4 <= 23, 2 <= t9 <= 7, t4 - t9 <= 20, t9 - t4
<= ~15
class 14 p15 p16 p17 p19 p9, 3 <= t12 <= 9, 15 <= t4 <= 20, t12 - t4 <= ~10, t4 - t12 <= 13
class 15 p12 p14 p17 p19 p9, 10 <= t4 <= 13, 0 <= t7 <= 0
class 16 p14 p17 p19 p8, 10 <= t4 <= 13
class 17 p13 p14 p18 p4 p6 p9, 0 <= t10 <= 1, 10 <= t6 <= 11, 14 <= t9 <= 17, t10 - t9 <= ~14
class 18 p10 p15 p18 p4 p6 p9, 9 <= t6 <= 11, 14 <= t9 <= 17, t9 - t6 <= 7
These classes represent the chronological temporal behavior of CL-MAC by using the firing
mechanism of the corresponding time Petri net.
- Reachability graph : Fig. 18 depicts the reachability class graph of time Petri net
representing the previous classes. This analysis reveals that the CL-MAC protocol has
effectively the good properties previously mentioned:

Liveness: the net is deadlock freeness and each transition is always able to be fire
infinitely.

Boundedness: the number of tokens in every place is limited to one token except the
place p17 that is 2-bounded.

Reversibility: the return of the TPN to its initial state shows that the CL-MAC TPN
model is reversible (able to be reinitialized).
Fig. 19 summarizes some results given by Net Draw Control of the TiNA tool.
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6. Evaluation of the CL-MAC protocol
Performance evaluation of our protocol includes some metrics such as energy and latency
which must be provided in some typical applications as metrics of performance. Because of
the lack in practice of simulation tools dedicated to Cross-layering design approach based
protocols, we have developed our home simulator software using the C++ Builder
programming language. Using this software, we have implemented and compared the
CL- MAC protocol described by the algorithm given by Fig. 11 with the MAC-CROSS and SC0
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Fig. 18. Reachability class graph

Fig. 19. Analysis results given by TiNA tool

MAC protocols presented above. This comparison is justified by the fact that : in one hand
MAC-CROSS is considered as a basis of our work and in the other hand S-MAC is regarded
as a reference chosen by the community of researchers for studying energy efficient MAC
layer issues for WSN. All experimentations have been performed according to the scenario
given by Fig. 9 in which one or several sources transmit delay sensitive traffic towards the
Sink.
6.1 Simulation Environment
An example of deployed WSN network generated by our simulator and used for CL-MAC
evaluation is illustrated by Fig. 20 and simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.
The latency (µ second) used in our experimentations is defined as an elapsed time between
the time of message sending by a source node and the time of arrival of this message to the
final destination (Sink). In order to compute the energy consumed during each data
transmission from the source node to the Sink, we have used a first order energy model
introduced by Heinzelman et al. (2000).
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6.2 Performances analysis
The aim of simulation is to analyze the effect of the variation of some parameters such as the
number of data sources, density and hop number on CL-MAC, MAC-CROSS and S-MAC
behaviour in terms of dissipated total energy and latency in the network. Fig. 21 shows that
if the number of data sources increases in the network, the total energy consumed by MACCROSS and S-MAC increases more quickly than that consumed by CL-MAC. But, more than
43 active data sources simultaneously relative to MAC-CROSS and 46 relative to S-MAC,
make our protocol consuming more energy. This can be explained by the fact that each time
a data source is added to the network, more nodes will be mobilized to remain in

Fig. 20. Example of WSN with 60 sensor nodes. This simulation interface snapshot is divided
into two windows: the top window for CL-MAC and the bottom window for S-MAC, the
left part of the screen is reserved for simulation traces.
Parameter Type
Number of sensor nodes (in the
same deployment space)
Number of Sink
RTS/CTS Message size
ACK message size
Data message size
Throughput

Test Value
Changes
according
evaluation example
01
118 bits
112 bits
800 bits
8 bits/μs

to

the

Table 2. Simulation parameters
active state (thus their duty cycle increases) in order to participate in routing paths as
intermediate nodes. Thus, there will be fewer nodes in sleep state (but the effectiveness of
our protocol is based on its ability to put into sleep mode any node in the vicinity not
concerned by the routing operation). On the other hand, S-MAC has the capability to put
into sleep mode each sensor node for a half cycle independently of the number of source
nodes. Therefore, no changes will be made in the node’s duty cycle. MAC-CROSS behaves
like S-MAC when traffic loads are heavy, except that MAC-CROSS begins a new frame after
each two successive hops.
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Fig. 21. Energy consumption vs the number of data sources with 60 deployed nodes
In the experimentation producing the results of Fig. 22, we have varied the density of the
network in a fixed deployment space and we have chosen a delay sensitive data source
located at 10 hops far from the Sink. The data source sends data packets to the Sink on the
routing path. Because the number of neighbors of each node belonging to the path is
variable, we have chosen the average number of these neighbours in numerical evaluation
of total energy consumed by the network. In Fig. 22, CL-MAC always maintains its best
performance as a protocol with a minimum energy consumption compared to MAC-CROSS
and S-MAC. The latter consume more energy if the network size increases.
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Fig. 22. Energy consumption in case of varying the network density
Fig. 23 shows well that latency increases quickly in the case of CL-MAC when a new source
node of urgent traffic is added to the number of nodes already in communication. On the
other hand we note, for a given number of sources lower than 3 relative to MAC-CROSS
and 4 relative to S-MAC, that CL-MAC records latency was better than MAC-ROSS’s and
S-MAC’s. This can be explained by the nature of the progressively generated urgent paths.
Indeed, in the presence of not disjoint paths (paths having at least one intermediate node in
common), the CL-MAC protocol leaves in active mode only one node included in a routing
path and puts the remainder of neighbor nodes into sleep mode. However, if this active
node is included in several routing paths, then the only path, which will be operational, is
the one that will have possession of this active node. The other paths will be delayed until
the current routing step at this active node is finished. More precisely, the neighboring
nodes of the active node, that have been included in other routing paths, will be found in
sleep mode at the moment when the nodes, which precede them in their
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Fig. 23. Latency vs number of data sources with 150 deployed nodes and hop number=10
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corresponding paths, want to transmit a message to them. It is consequently clear that in the
case of disjoint paths that have no common neighbors, CL-MAC maintains its performances.
However, the guaranty of the presence of these disjoint paths in the network from many
sources is in practice a very challenging issue. We can see again that MAC-CROSS converge
to S-MAC when this number of data sources is greater than 14. This is due, as we said
previously, to the fact that when traffic loads are heavy, MAC-CROSS behaves like S-MAC.
The results of Fig. 24 are obtained by carrying out 5 transmissions of data packets for each
hop where the resulting average value is considered. We note in this figure that each time a
sensor node moves away from the Sink, the CL-MAC protocol records a better latency
compared to MAC-CROSS and S-MAC. Indeed, while moving away from the Sink, the
routing path will contain more sensor nodes participating in the routing operation.
Therefore, according to the strategy on which is founded CL-MAC, there will be more
potential sensor nodes able to switch into sleep mode. This explains the gain in term of
latency in presence obviously of only one routing path at a given time.
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Fig. 24. Latency vs hop number with 60 deployed nodes

7. Conclusion and future work
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel energy efficient and low latency MAC protocol
for delay sensitive traffic in WSN using a Cross layer optimization approach, named CLMAC. In order to prove the correctness of its operation, we have modelled it using time
Petri nets and some related properties like liveness, boundedness and reversibility have
been validated analytically using the TiNA tool. Various experiments that we have
performed show that CL-MAC outperforms MAC-CROSS and S-MAC in term of energy
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saving and low latency in the following cases: 1) when the data source is far from the Sink,
and 2) when, at a given time, the number of data sources is low. However, CL-MAC
described in this chapter acts to enable energy saving and low latency in each urgent path
only. But in default operation mode (absence of delay sensitive traffic) nodes must use an
adequate MAC protocol to deliver a normal traffic (for example the ambient temperature
measured periodically) from sources to the Sink using best effort paths. CL-MAC must be
extended to take into account this second kind of traffic. We propose as future work an
Adaptive Cross-Layer MAC protocol (ACL-MAC) that could be able to differentiate and
manage these two types of traffic.
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1. Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a platform for the implementation of distributed discrete event
control systems. We further propose a new architecture for the distributed implementation
of Petri nets (PN) in control applications. The architecture covers the local execution of PN
and the communication among controllers. Both synchronous and asynchronous
communication paradigms are supported. A framework of classes for supporting the realtime communication and real-time execution or remote calls has been developed. The Realtime Wireless Multi-hop Protocol has been adopted. With this protocol and the framework
of classes developed, control deadlines of the system can be guaranteed. In order to ensure
the access to common resources, a new class of communication places, the Auction
Communication Places, is proposed. To support the real-time and concurrent characteristics,
we have used the Java real-time specification. In order to implement PN, we have extended
the concurrent coordinators technique, developed in previous works, to distributed systems
introducing the distributed coordinators. To demonstrate the practical utility and feasibility
of the architecture, we have applied it to the control of a flexible manufacturing cell.
A software implementation of a PN is a program that triggers the firing of the net transitions
observing the marking evolution rules, that is, it plays the token game. Depending on the
criteria, a Petri net implementation can be classified as compiled or interpreted, sequential
or concurrent, and centralized or decentralized. An implementation is interpreted if the net
structure and the marking are codified as data structures. The data structures are used by
one or more tasks called interpreters to establish the net evolution. The interpreters do not
depend on the implemented net. A compiled implementation is based on the generation of
one or more tasks whose control flow corresponds to net evolutions.
In previous works (Piedrafita and Villarroel 2006 a) a centralized control architecture and a
development environment based on Petri nets and Java language was developed. In the
present work, this control architecture is extended to be applied to distributed control systems.
In this work we develop the distributed implementation of PN. To achieve this, we have
developed a new technique called distributed coordinators, and to solve conflicts between
distributed processes we propose a new technique: the Auction Communication Place.
In this technique, the execution of the coordinators takes place in several hosts, connected by
a real-time communication network. In each host one or more coordinators executes its Petri
net. The coordinators read the inputs, execute its Petri net (the token player) and write the
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outputs, i.e. achieving local machine control. For the necessary information interchange
between hosts, the implementation is completed using the necessary communication
mechanisms.
The partition into two or more subnets leads to the appearance of shared places among
subnets. These places are known as communication places. The communication places can
be shared between Petri nets of the same host, or between Petri nets of different hosts. A
communication place is implemented in one of the hosts and belongs to the PN executed in
the machine in question.
A Middleware that allows the implementation of distributed PN has been developed. For
this purpose, a set of Java Classes to implement synchronous and asynchronous
communication paradigms has been designed. These classes implement the local and remote
communications places, the auction communication place and the auction solver.
To implement the communication between the different coordinators, a protocol that
supports real time traffic over Ethernet is needed. In our case the protocol RT-WMP
(Tardioli andVillarroel 2007) developed at the University of Zaragoza, has been chosen.
The RT-WMP is a novel protocol that supports hard real-time traffic. In this sense in RTWMP, end-to-end messages delay has a bounded and known duration and it manages
global static priorities of messages. The protocol has been designed to connect a relatively
small group of nodes. It is based on a token-passing scheme. RT-WMP has a built-in error
recovery mechanism that can recover from certain types of errors without jeopardizing the
real-time behaviour. The RT-WMP can run over commercial hardware without
modifications.
The practical application of the technologies presented in this paper were tested using a
flexible manufacturing cell installed at the Department of Computer Science and Systems
Engineering at the University of Zaragoza, for research and teaching purposes.
We have installed a new distributed control system based on several computers, connected
by communications networks, and a fieldbus. One of the computers is equipped with a
fieldbus master card, where the input/output modules of the machines are connected. The
rest of computers control the input/output hardware by Industrial Ethernet.
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the different techniques used to
implement PN. Section 3 describes distributed implementation of PN and in Section 4 the
characteristics of the RT-WMP based implementation are indicated. The application over the
flexible manufacturing cell is described in Section 5. In Section 6, we present conclusions
and suggest future lines of research.

2. Software Implementation of Petri Nets
A Petri net is a graphical, mathematical tool that can be used to model discrete event
systems (Murata 1989) . PNs are bipartite graphs that have two types of nodes: places and
transitions, which are represented by circles and bars respectively. Directional arcs connect
places and transitions. Input arcs connect places with transitions, and output arcs connect
transitions to places. Places contain a positive or null number of tokens. The token
distribution over PN places is called marking and represents the system state. Transitions
represent events. A transition firing models the occurrence of an event that changes the
system state (the marking of the PN).
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In the last 25 years, researchers have devoted considerable attention to the software
implementation of PN; see for example (Taubner 1988), (Bruno and Marchetto 1986), (Brams
1982), (Briz and Colom 1994), and (Colom, Silva et al. 1986). A software implementation is a
program that triggers the firing of the net transitions observing the marking evolution rules,
that is, it plays the token game. Depending on the criteria, a Petri net implementation can be
classified as compiled or interpreted, sequential or concurrent, and centralized or
decentralized. An implementation is interpreted if the net structure and the marking are
codified as data structures. The data structures are used by one or more tasks called
interpreters to establish the net evolution. The interpreters do not depend on the
implemented net. A compiled implementation is based on the generation of one or more tasks
whose control flow corresponds to net evolutions.
In a centralized implementation, the token player is executed by a single task, which is called
the coordinator. To characterize a centralized implementation, the algorithm to determine
which transitions are enabled and can fire is important. Apart from the simple exhaustive
test of all of the transitions, there are various solutions for reducing the costs of the enabling
test, including static or dynamic representing places (Colom, Silva et al. 1986) and
transition-driven techniques (Briz and Colom 1994).

Fig. 1. Asynchronous and synchronous communication.
In a decentralized implementation, the net is decomposed into a set of sequential structures.
Each of the structures is implemented by a task and the implementation is completed using
the necessary communication and synchronization mechanisms.
In (Piedrafita and Villarroel 2006 a) we introduced centralized techniques into decentralized
implementations, thereby creating a new technique called concurrent coordinators. The
application can run several coordinators simultaneously by executing a sub-net for each
subsystem. In this technique the net can be split following control or functional criteria,
different from the behavioral ones needed for other decentralized techniques.
In this work we develop the distributed implementation of PN, extending the previous
concurrent coordinators technique. We call this technique the distributed coordinators. In it,
the execution of the coordinators takes place in several hosts, connected by a
communication network. In each host one or more coordinators executes its Petri net. The
coordinators read the inputs, executes its Petri net (the token player) and writes the outputs,
i.e. achieving local machine control. For the necessary information interchange between
hosts, the implementation is completed using the necessary communication mechanisms.
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A Middleware that allows the implementation of distributed PN has been developed. For
this purpose, a set of Java Classes to implement synchronous and asynchronous
communication paradigms has been designed. These classes implement the local and remote
communications places, the auction communication place and the auction solver. To implement
the communication between the different coordinators, a protocol is needed that supports
real-time traffic over Ethernet. In our case the protocol RT-WMP has been chosen, but the
same implementation could have been made with other real-time protocols such as RT-RMI
(Borg and Wellings 2003) or RT-EP (Martínez, Harbour et al. 2003).
The classes for managing communication with the Real-time RT-WMP protocol have been
developed. This set of classes also implements the necessary real-time execution of the
remote procedure calls. Also, the classes for communicating with input/output modules in
industrial field buses CANopen, Interbus and Industrial Ethernet have been developed.
We have implemented the distributed implementation techniques of PN in the Java
language using the Java Real-time extension (Bollella and Gosling 2000) and following some
ideas presented in (Piedrafita and Villarroel 2006 a) and (Piedrafita and Villarroel 2006 b). .
The real-time extension provides Java with the necessary aspects for the programming of
real-time systems, e.g., preemptive planning based on static priorities, asynchronous
transfer of control, real-time high resolution clocks, and the possibility of execution over the
Java garbage collector. In our implementations, we used the Real-time Java Virtual Machine
JamaicaVM v2.7 (Aicas 2007). The target hardware was a personal computer with Pentium
IV processor at 1.7 GHz, running Red Hat Linux 2.4.

3. Distributed implementation of Petri nets
In order to make a distributed implementation of PN, a net partition has to be made. In
previous works (Colom, Silva et al. 1986), (García and Villarroel 1998), (Villarroel 1990), the
authors show how to make a Petri net partition in sequential processes, applying structural
and behavioral analysis. In this work the partition is done following a functional criterion.
The PNs are subdivided into several subnets with local access to the input/output modules
criteria and the machine’s local control criteria.
This partition sets out a set of subnets, a set of shared places and a set of shared transitions.
The subnets can be implemented in several computers. The implementation of the subnets is
made in a centralized form. In each computer one or more coordinators are in charge of
executing the corresponding subnets. The coordinators are threads with real-time
requirements. From the perspective of the Java Real-time Specification, they are periodic
RealtimeThreads with high priority that are scheduled without round-robin.
The shared places model the asynchronous communications; the shared transitions model
the synchronous communication. The communication between distributed PNs can be made
in asynchronous form by means of shared places, and in synchronous form by means of
shared transitions (see Fig. 1).
3.1 Communication Places
The partition into two or more subnets leads to the appearance of shared places among
subnets. These places are known as communication places (see Fig. 2). A communication
place is implemented as a protected object with synchronized methods to mark and unmark
the place. Program 1 shows the communication place code.
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The communications places can be shared between Petri nets of the same host, or between
Petri nets of different hosts. A communication place is implemented in one of the hosts and
belongs to the PN executed in the machine in question.
public class Commmunicationplace extends state implements Serializable {
public Commmunicationplace (state e) {
super(e);setCompartido(true);
}
synchronized void mark (int intokens) {
tokens= tokens + intokens;
}
synchronized boolean unmark (int outtokens) {
if (getTokens() >= outtokens){
tokens= tokens - outtokens; return true;}
Else return false;
}

Program 1. Communication place

The interface of communication places is also implemented in the rest of the nodes that share
it, as communication places remote interface. The calls to the methods of communication places
remote interface are sent to communication places through the real-time communication
network.
It is possible to access this place as:

communication place, when the access is local in the host machine. The local
coordinator and its communications places are implemented in the same Java Virtual
machine. The Local coordinator access to its communication places callings is methods
directly.

communication place remote interface (CPRI), when the access is from another machine
of the network. The CPRI is the remote implementation of the corresponding
communication place. The CPRI and the remote coordinator are implemented in a
remote host in its Java Virtual Machine. The Remote coordinator access to its CPRI
callings is methods directly. These callings are directed to the communication places
through the real-time communication network over the protocol RT-WMP.

Fig. 2. Communication place: a) single destination b) multiple destination
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3.2 Auction Communication Places
If, in the execution of its Petri net, a coordinator needs to unmark a communication place, it is
necessary to consult the number of available tokens and then unmark the communication
place. This fact can cause problems since operation is not atomic. In our decentralized
implementation (Piedrafita and Villarroel 2006 a), several coordinators, all of them
implemented as Real-time Threads with the same priority, run simultaneously in a single
computer. The execution is made in a single processor and threads are scheduled following
a static priorities policy without round-robin. A coordinator can consult the number of
tokens in a place and next fire the transition and unmark the place without pre-emption by
another coordinator.
However, if implementation is distributed, the simultaneous execution of several
coordinators takes place in several computers, and it can happen that several coordinators
want to unmark a communication place simultaneously. These external conflicts can occur
when a communication place has several output transitions distributed in different subnets. In
this case, the conflict has been solved by means of the introduction of an auction where the
transitions are fired in priority order. These shared places are implemented by means of a
protected object called auction communication place.
public auctionCommmunicationplace (state e..) {
super(e);setCompartido(true);
}
synchronized boolean tobidup(tokens, priority) {
if (auctionopen == false) {
auctionopen = true; requestlist.clear();
counter = 0;
requestfiring c = Totallist.get(counter);
c.setTokens(tokens);c.setPriority(priority);
counter++;requestlist.add(c);
try { wait(4);} catch (Exception e) {}
auctionopen = false;
selection();notifyAll();
return requestlist.contains(c);
}
else {
requestfiring c = Totallist.get(counter);
c.setTokens(tokens);c.setPriority(priority);
counter++;requestlist.add(c);
try {wait();} catch (Exception e) {}
return requestlist.contains(c)
} }
}

Program 2. Auction Communication Place

When a coordinator wants to unmark an auction communication place, it carries out a call to
the method tobidup () of this one. The call is stored with its priority and the number of
tokens requested. Next, if it is the first request, the caller (i.e. the first coordinator) is
suspended for 4 ms. Coordinators are implemented as Periodic Real-time Threads with 25
ms of period to obtain good control of the machines. The conflict must be solved within the
25 ms of period of the coordinators. During this 4 ms, other local or remote coordinators can
enter the auction to unmark that place. Their requests are stored and they are suspended by
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calling a wait() method. After 4 ms, the first coordinator wakes up and closes the auction.
Then it calls to the method selection() to assign tokens, and next with notifyall() wakes up the
rest of the coordinators. If the assigned request list contains the request of the coordinator,
the method tobidup() returns true. The execution of a tobidup() call consists of the execution of
the test and the unmarking of the auction communication place. These two operations are
made in atomic form.
In this way, the conflict is correctly solved, since all the transitions that want to unmark a
place enter in the auction and the transitions are fired in priority order. With this method,
remote coordinators can access the tokens. The maximum blocking time is 4 ms to avoid
control problems, but also to allow the calls to tobidup() that travel through the real-time
communication network to be taken into account.
In case of distributed simple conflicts where the communication places have several output
transitions in the same PN, the implementation of the communication place must be made in
an active object, in a thread. If several transitions that belong to the same PN wish to
unmark the same communication place, the first call of tobidup() blocks the execution of the
coordinator, thus the rest of transitions would not enter the auction. Therefore, to solve this
problem, an active object that manages these situations is needed. We call it auction solver.
The auction solver receives requests from the output transitions, reserves tokens according to
the priority and informs in a list which transitions can fire. When the suspend time is
expired and the place is not unmarked by the transition, the auction solver cancels the
reservation of the marks. The implementation of the auction solver is made up in a Real-time
Thread of higher priority than the coordinator Thread.
3.3 Synchronous Communication
For the implementation of shared transitions in Java, it would be necessary to have some
primitive of synchronous communication. Java does not have instructions that allow
synchronous communication such as the ADA rendez-vous. Moreover, even if it were
available, it could not be used since the rendez-vousconstruction blocks the caller thread.
Therefore, the coordinator is blocked until the acceptance of the appointment and this
involves the loss of control during that time. In order to implement the shared transitions in
Java it is necessary to transform the PN according to Fig. 3. In this way, a synchronous
communication using a shared transition is transformed into two asynchronous
communications using communication places.

Fig. 3. Conversion
communications.

of

a

synchronous

communication

into

two

asynchronous
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4. Real-Time Communication
In order to guarantee a bounded time response, real-time communication is necessary
among the nodes of the PN, and the execution of the methods should be made with the
appropriate real-time priority.
The remote access to a shared place is made by means of messages in protocol RT-WMP as
explained later.
The Real-time Wireless Multi-hop Protocol (RT-WMP) is a protocol for MANETs. It was
designed to work over the 802.11 protocol and supports real-time traffic. In fact, end-to-end
message delay in RT-WMP has a bounded and known duration and the protocol also
manages global static message priorities. Besides, RT-WMP supports multi-hop
communications. The protocol has been designed to connect a relatively small group (10-20
units maximum) of mobile nodes. It is based on a token-passing scheme and is designed to
manage rapid topology changes through the exchange of a matrix containing link quality
among nodes. RT-WMP has an error recovery mechanism that can recover from certain
types of errors without jeopardizing real-time behaviour and has a technique for
reincorporating lost nodes.
Even if the RT-WMP has been designed to work in wireless multi-hop networks, it can work
perfectly over wired Ethernet. However, the nodes belonging to the RT-WMP protocol must
have a dedicated and isolated subnetwork to guarantee the real-time performances.

Fig. 4 A hypothetical situation described by the network graph and the corresponding LQM.
The hops sequence of the protocol is also shown.
4.1 RT-WMP Overview
The protocol works in three phases (see Fig. 4): Priority Arbitration phase (PAP),
Authorization Transmission Phase (ATP) and Message Transmission Phase (MTP). During
the PAP, nodes reach a consensus over which of them holds the Most Priority Message
(MPM) in the network at a given moment. Subsequently, in the ATP, an authorization to
transmit is sent to the node which holds the highest priority message. Finally, in the MTP,
this node sends the message to the destination node. To reach a consensus over which node
holds the highest priority message, in the PAP a token travels through all of the nodes. The
token holds information on the priority level of the MPM in the network and its owner
among the set of nodes already reached by the token. The node which initiates the PAP
states that the highest priority message in its own queue is the MPM in the whole network
and stores this information in the token. Then it sends the token to another node, which
checks the messages in its own queue. If the node verifies that it holds a message with a
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higher priority level than the one carried by the token, it modifies the token data and
continues the phase. The last node to receive the token, which knows the identity of the
MPM holder, closes the PAP and initiates the ATP. In this phase, the node calculates a path
to the MPM holder using the topology information shared among the members of the
network (the Link Quality Matrix, see below) and sends an authorization message to the
first node in the path. The latter will route the message to the second node in the path and so
on, until the authorization reaches the MPM holder. This is when the MTP begins. The
development of this phase is quite similar to the preceding one. The node that has received
the authorization calculates the path to reach the destination, and sends the message to the
first node of the path. The message follows the path and eventually reaches its destination.
The phases repeat one after another i.e., when the MTP finishes, the node destination of the
message initiates a new PAP and so on. When none of the nodes have a message to transmit,
the authorization and message transmission phases are omitted and the priority arbitration
phases repeat continuously.
4.2 The Link Quality Matrix
To describe the topology of the network, RT-WMP defines an extension of the network
connectivity graph (as defined in (Facchinetti, Buttazzo, et al. (2005)) adding nonnegative
values on the edges of the graph. These values are calculated as functions of the radio signal
between pairs of nodes and are indicators of link quality between them. These values are
represented in a matrix called the Link Quality Matrix (LQM), the elements of which
describe link quality between nodes (see Fig. 4). Each column describes the links of a node
with its neighbours. Nodes use this matrix to select which node to pass the token to and to
take decisions on the best path to route a message from a source to a destination. All the
nodes have a local copy of the LQM that is updated each time a frame is received.
Besides, every node is responsible for updating its column of the LQM (both in the local
copy and the shared copy) to inform the other nodes about local topology changes.
4.3 Error Handling
RT-WMP is quite robust in case of node failure. The implicit acknowledgement technique
used dispenses with the necessity of monitoring nodes to control the loss of the token. In
RT-WMP, in fact, when a pk node sends a frame of any type, it listens to the channel for a
timeout. The receiver pl node immediately processes the frame received and sends another
frame to a third pm node. The first sender listens to such a frame as well and interprets it as
an acknowledgement. If the first sender does not hear the frame within timeout, it supposes
that the pl node has fallen or is out of its coverage range. In this case, the behaviour depends
on the phase that the protocol is in. If it is in the ATP or MTP, pk discards the frame and
starts a new PAP. However, if it is in the PAP, the pk node sends the token to another node
to continue the PAP without jeopardizing the temporizations (see (Tardioli and Villarroel
2007) for details). Communication errors can produce another type of problem. Let us
consider the situation where, in the PAP, the pk node sends a token to the pa node and waits
for an implicit acknowledgment. Node pa processes the frame and sends the frame to node
pb. As explained earlier, the last pass is also the acknowledgement for pk. However, if node
pb hears the frame but pk does not, a token duplication occurs. In fact both nodes pk and pb
continue the PAP and at that moment there are two tokens in the network. This problem
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was solved introducing a serial field in the frames. In this way if a node receives frames with
old serials, it discards them and informs the sender sending drop-frame information.
4.4 Use of RT-WMP
The RT-WMP is written in C language. However, we have developed an interface Java to C
with Java Native interface technology (JNI). A dynamic library has been created and the
procedures have been adapted to be used from Java using the JNI.
Fig. 8 shows the access from the coordinators executed in the virtual machines of PC1 and
PC3 to a shared place implemented in the virtual machine of the PC2. The access is made
locally to the CPRI. The calls to the methods of CPRI are transformed into messages in
protocol RT-WMP. These messages when arriving at the PC2 involve the execution of
methods of the communication place.
Fig. 5 shows the Unified Modelling Language (UML) Diagram of the classes written for RTWMP communication. Two classes to represent the communication places have been
implemented:
 CommunicationplaceRtWmp: for representation of the local instance of the object for
which we want to invoke the methods.
 CommunicationplaceRIRtWmp: which is the remote interface of the
Communicationplace.

Fig. 5. RT-WMP communication Java classes.
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The threads in charge of managing the communication and the execution of the remote calls
are:
 RT-WMP. A Real-time Thread of high priority, it manages the communication in
the real-time protocol.
 Executer. A Real-time Thread in charge of executing the remote requests.
 ExecuterAuction. Similar to Executer but specialized for the tobidup() remote method
because that method needs more time for its execution.
 Auction Solver. A Real-time Thread in charge of solving conflicts.
It is necessary that the tasks in charge of managing the communication are executed at
higher priority than the coordinators. In order to obtain this:
 Access to the synchronized methods of the communication places is made by
means of the priority ceiling protocol.
 The execution of the Auction Solver is made with a higher priority than the
coordinators.
 The execution of threads that deal with the communication has a priority higher
than the coordinator threads.
 Threads in charge of executing the remote procedures are executed at a priority
higher than the coordinators.
Thread RT-WMP is executed at the maximum real-time priority (in our application, 38).
Threads Executer, ExecuterAuction and Auction Solver are executed with a lower priority than
the RT-WMP threads but greater than the Coordinators (in our application, 35). With this
communication architecture a bounded response time in communication is obtained. Fig. 6
shows the Execution priorities of the threads in the proposed architecture.
Txqeue

Real Time priorities

38
35

Auction
Solver

Rxqeue

Executer
Comunication
Place

RT-WMP
Executer
Auction
tobidup()

marK()
30

unmarK()

Normal
priorities

PN Coordinator

Fig. 6. Execution Priorities

Jamaica Real Time Java Virtual Machine

5. Distributed Control of the Flexible Manufacturing Cell
The practical application of the technologies presented in this paper were tested using a
flexible manufacturing cell installed at the Department of Computer Science and Systems
Engineering at the University of Zaragoza, for research and teaching purposes. The
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manufacturing cell is composed of a set of stations for the production and storage of
pneumatic cylinders.
The initial control system of the cell consisted of a programmable logic controller (PLC) that
controlled each station. A real-time industrial net connected all of the PLCs.
We have installed a new distributed control system based on several computers, connected
by communications networks, and a fieldbus (see Fig. 7). One of the computers is equipped
with a fieldbus master card, where the input/output modules of the machines are
connected. The rest of the computers control the input/output hardware by Industrial
Ethernet.
Stations 1 and 4 have Inline modules (Phoenix_Contact 2006) with protocol Interbus, the
master of the bus being a Computer (PC 1) with the CIF50-IBM card of Hilscher (Hilscher
2007). In the rest of the cell, Industrial Ethernet is supported. In Stations 2, 3 and in the
transport, the Advantys (Schneider_Electric. 2006) input/output modules communicate in
the protocol Modbus TCP over Ethernet. For Ethernet communication two segmented
subnetworks are arranged. The first one is used for communication with input/output
modules and the second one for real-time communication among computers in RT-WMP
protocol.
Each station of the cell has a read/write head of the pallet memory that is connected to a
product identifier module (Pepperl&Fuchs IVI-KHD2-4HRX), (Pepperl&fuchs 2006). The
product identifier module is a resource shared by all stations. Communication with the
identifier module is achieved using a serial port. Access to the module must be protected
from concurrent access.
In our implementations, we used the Real-time Java Virtual Machine JamaicaVM v2.7
(Aicas, 2007). The target hardware was four computers with Pentium IV processors at 1.7
GHz, running Red Hat Linux 2.4.
PC 3

Station 4

Station 3

Advantys STB

Inline Module
Advantys STB

Product Identifier

Transport

Advantys STB

Station 2
PC 2

Inline Module

Station 1
Ethernet
Interbus
RS-232

PC 1

Fieldbus master

Fig. 7. Hardware Architecture
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5.1 Software Control Architecture
The PN that models the desired behavior of the cell has been subdivided into several
subnets by following local access to the input/output modules criterion, and the local
control of the machines criterion. This subdivision leads to a set of subnets and to a set of
shared places that model the communications. The subnets have been implemented in
several computers. Each computer is in charge of control of a part of the Cell. In each
computer one or more coordinators are in charge of executing the corresponding subnet (see
Fig. 8).
The execution of the coordinator takes place in a high priority thread within the Jamaica
Real-Time Java Virtual Machine. PNs communicate by means of shared places (i.e. the
communication places). For example, the access to the product identifier is modeled by
means of a shared place that is implemented as a local communication place in the PN
executed by the Cell Coordinator and as a remote communication place in the rest of the
PNs.
Communication
Place Remote
Interface

Communication
place

RT_WMP

Real Time communication network

Communication
Place Remote
Interface

RT_WMP

Real Time communication network

º

Coordinator Station 1
Coordinator Station 4
T=0.025
Station 1
Monitor

Coordinator Station 2
Station 4
Monitor

Jamaica Real Time Java Virtual Machine

PC 1

T=0.025
Jamaica Real Time Java Virtual Machine

PC 2

Coordinator Station 3
T=0.025
Jamaica Real Time Java Virtual Machine

PC 3

Fig. 8. Software Control Architecture
5.2 Communication Control Architecture
Fig. 9 shows the UML sequence diagram (Douglass 2004) of the tobidup() communication
and remote execution. When in the execution of a coordinator it is desired to unmark a
communication place, the method tobidup() of the CommunicationplaceRIRtWmp is called.
(?)This creates a message and puts it in the transmission queue of the RT-WMP. This
message is received by the RT-WMP of another node. The Executer reads the message,
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searches the corresponding CommunicationplaceRtWmp and executes the request method.
Finally it sends a feedback message to the CommunicationplaceRIRtWmp. The time necessary
to unmark a communication place from a remote machine is between 10 and 12 ms.
5.3 Control deadlines
We have also tested the communication time among computers and the input/output
modules in industrial Ethernet. This time is between 6 and 7 ms. The data transmission time
in the Interbus is deterministic and can be known using the characteristics that the
manufacturer provides. In this case the data transmission time is 1.6 ms.
With the communication times indicated, a control period of almost 25 ms is possible. This
control period is the period of the coordinators (periodic Real-time Threads).

RTwmP:
txqueue

Wait()
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Putmessage()

RT-WMP2:
RT-WMP

Get()

RTwmP:
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executer1:
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Fig. 9. Communication UML sequence diagram
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The proposed concurrent structure and priorities guarantee that the controllers execute
forever using updated input data and allow real-time analysis of the thread set. Following a
rate monotonic approach, all of the local controller’s threads run within their period (the
control period) if:
Ccoord +tbus+tcom <=T

(1)

Where T is the control period, Ccoord is the WCET of the local(s) coordinator(s), tbus is the
WCET for reading the inputs and writing the outputs in the fieldbus, tcom is the WCET for
communicating with a remote communication place.
The WCET tbus in the fieldbus Ethernet is 7 ms. In the bus Interbus it is 1.6 ms. The WCET for
communication is 12 ms. In the PC1(fieldbus Interbus):
Ccoordest1+Ccoordest4 + tbus +tcom= 1+1+1.6+12=15.6<=25 ms.
In the PC2, PC3 and PC4 (fieldbus Ethernet):
Ccoordest2+ tbus +tcom = 1.2+7+12=20.2<=25 ms. (PC2)
Ccoordest3+ tbus +tcom = 1.1+7+12=20.1<=25 ms. (PC3)
Ccoordtransport+ tbus +tcom = 0.9+7+12=19.9<=25 ms. (PC4)
If the previous condition is fulfilled, the worst-case response time for events in the system
can be calculated as:

t r  2T  t bus

(2)

That is, the response time (tr) has a bound related to the control period (T) and the readingwriting time of the bus (tbus). An example of system response time to an incoming event is
presented in Fig. 10
In our application, the control period is 25 ms, enough for the dynamics of the controlled
system. With Ethernet, the maximum read-write time is 7 ms; therefore, the response time of
the real-time control will be:

t r  2 * T  tbus  2 * 0.025  0.007  0.057 s
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

tr

Fig. 10. System control time response:
a)
b)
c)

An event happens in the system (e.g., a pallet arrives at a station).
The event is copied to the memory image of the control system.
A local controller reads the event and establishes the reaction as
changes on the memory image of outputs.
d) The outputs are established in the system through the fieldbus.

6. Conclusions
In this paper a new PN implementation technique called distributed coordinators has been
developed. This technique involves the use of centralized, decentralized and distributed
implementations.
A platform that allows the implementation of distributed PNs has been developed. For this
purpose, a set of Java Classes has been designed to implement synchronous and
asynchronous communication paradigms. These classes implement the communications
places and their remote interfaces: communications places remote interface, the auction
communication place and the Auction solver. We propose a method to implement simple
conflicts in distributed PN. In future works we intend to study multiple and coupled
conflicts.
To grant the real-time execution of the remote calls to the methods of the remote
communication places, a new software architecture has been implemented on top of the
real-time protocol RT-WMP. In this way the system is analyzable from the real-time
perspective.
All of the techniques and technologies presented in this work have been evaluated in a
practical application: the distributed control of a flexible manufacturing cell. The control
system of the cell is currently running without problems. This work, which is an extension
of our previous research, provides the basis for further investigations into PN software
implementations, languages, and real-time execution platforms.
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1. Introduction
For a large range of complex applications, governments and industries invest in the development of innovative new systems existing of many distributed components that interact in a
dynamic way with many uncertainties. Before any such system can be introduced into practice, an evaluation needs to have shown that both the system and the way it is used in its new
context realizes the applicable objectives. If the new complex system is in its interactions similar to a previous system, such investigation can be done by analysis judgement of capable and
experienced experts who judge local behaviour and implicitly assume that the interactions
are working as before. If the complex system is very different from the old system, then this
expert judgement approach falls short. A valuable alternative is to develop a mathematical
model that incorporates the interactions, analyse this model, mobilise domain experts to evaluate where the model is representative for reality and where it needs improvement, and learn
to understand how the real system works by learning how the model works. This requires a
growing need for modelling and analysis of stochastic hybrid systems.
Petri nets, e.g. (David & Alla, 1994), have shown to be useful for developing models of various
complex applications. Typical Petri net features are concurrency and synchronisation mechanism, hierarchical and modular construction, and natural expression of causal dependencies,
in combination with graphical and equational representation. Numerous extensions to the basic formalism have been developed that combine different modelling features in an integrated
way, including various hybrid state Petri net versions, e.g. (Giua, 1999), which combine discrete and continuous system aspects.
As a powerful class of models that support stochastic analysis, (Davis, 1984; 1993) introduced
piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDPs) as the most general class of continuous-time
hybrid state Markov processes which include both discrete and continuous processes, except
diffusion. In (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2003; Hu et al., 2000) the PDPs have been defined as
stochastic hybrid automata. Subsequently, diffusion by means of Brownian motion has been
incorporated (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2006). This way, a formal connection is established between stochastic hybrid processes that are supported by powerful stochastic analysis tools
(Davis, 1993; Elliott, 1982; Elliott et al., 1995) and the automata formalism to develop formal
verification tools (Frehse, 2008; Kwiatkowska et al., 2004; Labinaz et al., 1997).
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In order to combine the advantages of the Petri net modelling formalisms and those of the
Markovian analysis formalism, (Malhotra & Trivedi, 1994) and (Muppala et al., 2000) started
the development of establishing formal connections between Petri nets and stochastic processes. Their result is a hierarchy of various dependability models based on their modelling
power. At the left-hand-side of this power hierarchy are Petri net models, with generalised
stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) at the bottom, and deterministic and stochastic Petri nets (DSPN) at
the top. At the right-hand-side of this power hierarchy are Markov chains at the bottom and
semi-Markov processes at the top. Arrows between different formalisms indicate that mappings
exist, i.e. that the elements of one formalism can be represented in terms of the elements of
the other formalism, such that the executions, i.e. their solutions as a stochastic process, are
equivalent. In a series of studies (Everdij & Blom, 2003; 2005; 2006) developed an extension of
this power hierarchy in probabilistic modelling, see Fig. 1.
Stochastically and Dynamically
Coloured Petri Net (SDCPN)

 [C] 


[C]
Dynamically Coloured Petri Net
(DCPN)


[B]
 [E] 


[E]

Piecewise Deterministic Markov
Process (PDP)


[D]

Deterministic and Stochastic Petri
Net (DSPN)

Semi Markov Process


[M]
Generalised Stochastic Petri Net
(GSPN)

General Stochastic Hybrid Process
(GSHP)


[M]
 [M] 

Continuous Time Markov Chain
(CTMC)

Fig. 1. Power hierarchy among various model types. An arrow from a model to another
model indicates that the second model has more modelling power than the first model. The
[M] arrows have been established in (Malhotra & Trivedi, 1994; Muppala et al., 2000). The [D]
arrow is established in (Davis, 1984). The [B] arrow is established in (Bujorianu & Lygeros,
2006) and in (Blom, 2003). The [E] arrows are established in (Everdij & Blom, 2003; 2005). The
[C] arrows are established in (Everdij & Blom, 2006) and the current chapter.
At the left hand side of this power hierarchy, we extended DSPN to dynamically coloured Petri
nets (DCPN) and further to stochastically and dynamically coloured Petri nets (SDCPN). At the
right hand side of the power hierarchy we extended semi Markov processes to piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDP) and further to general stochastic hybrid processes (GSHP). In
addition we showed effective ways how a DCPN can be mapped into PDP and the other
way around, and how SDCPN can be mapped into GSHP and the other way around. DCPN
and SDCPN are hybrid Petri net classes in which the tokens have Euclidean-valued colours
that change through time (dynamically) while the tokens reside in their place. For DCPN, these
colours follow ordinary differential equations, for SDCPN, the colours follow stochastic differential equations. The specific strength of (S)DCPN is their compositional specification power,
which makes available a hierarchical modelling approach that separates local modelling issues from global modelling issues. This is illustrated for a large distributed example in air
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traffic management (Everdij et al., 2006), which covers many distributed agents each of which
interacts in a dynamic way with the others. Through a series of studies (Strubbe & Van der
Schaft, 2005) developed a powerful compositional specification approach for automaton of
PDP type (i.e. without Brownian motion), but for the complex air traffic management example (S)DCPN was shown to be better at compositional specification (Strubbe & Van der Schaft,
2004, Section 5.2).
For the mappings developed in (Everdij & Blom, 2006) between SDCPN and GSHP we made
use of the general stochastic hybrid system (GSHS) theoretical setting developed by (Bujorianu
& Lygeros, 2006), where GSHP is defined as an execution of a GSHS. More specifically, this
means that SDCPN and GSHS are bisimilar in the sense that executions of SDCPN and GSHS
yield GSHPs which are probabilistically equivalent, see e.g. (Bujorianu et al., 2005; Van der
Schaft, 2004). Because of this bisimilarity, each formalism can take advantage of the strengths
of both of them (Everdij & Blom, 2008).
Although the progress in the development of GSHP as an execution of a GSHS has led to
significant increase of available stochastic analysis tools, there are some remaining issues to
be addressed:
• Jump linear systems are not well covered, which unfortunately excludes most existing
work on stochastic hybrid systems.
• Semi-martingale property of GSHS execution is unknown, which prohibits the use of Itô’s
differentiation rule for semi-martingales.
In the current chapter, these issues are further developed by considering GSHP not only as
GSHS executions, but also as solutions of hybrid stochastic differential equations (HSDE). The
HSDE approach towards studying GSHP has been developed in a series of complementary
studies (Blom, 2003; Blom et al., 2003; Krystul, 2006; Krystul et al., 2007). The aim of this chapter is to characterise the relations between SDCPN, GSHP, HSDE and GSHS and to show that
SDCPN, GSHS and HSDE are bisimilar. Fig. 2 shows the relations between the formalisms,
and the key tools available for each of them.
With these relations, the properties and advantages of the various approaches come within
reach of each other. The compositional specification power of SDCPN makes it relatively
easy to develop a model for a complex system with multiple interactions. Subsequently, in
the analysis stage three alternative approaches can be taken. The first is direct execution of
SDCPN and evaluation through e.g. Monte Carlo simulation. The second is mapping the
SDCPN into a GSHS and evaluating its execution, with the advantages of connection to formal
methods in automata theory and to optimal control theory (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2004). The
third is mapping the SDCPN into HSDE and evaluating its solution, with the advantages
of stochastic analysis for semi-martingales (Elliott, 1982; Elliott et al., 1995). With the GSHP
resulting from any of these three means, properties become available such as convergence of
discretisation, existence of limits, existence of event probabilities, strong Markov properties,
and reachability analysis (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2006; Davis, 1993; Ethier & Kurtz, 1986).
The organisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 defines SDCPN and the related SDCPN process. Section 3 defines GSHS and its GSHS execution. Section 4 defines HSDE and
its stochastic process solution. Section 5 shows that SDCPN, GSHS and HSDE are bisimilar.
Section 6 gives an example SDCPN. Section 7 presents this SDCPN example by an HSDE and
by a GSHS. Section 8 gives conclusions. The appendices provide proof for the theorems in
Section 5.
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Compositional
specification

[E]

SDCPN
[E]

GSHP
[B2]

Probabilistic
analysis

Automata
theory

GSHS
[C]
[C]

HSDE

[B1]
Stochastic
analysis

Fig. 2. Relationship between SDCPN, GSHS, GSHP and HSDE, and their key properties and
advantages. The [B1] arrow is established in (Blom, 2003). The [B2] arrow is established
in (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2006). The [E] arrows are established in (Everdij & Blom, 2006).
The [C] arrows are established in the current chapter, with bisimilarity relations having twodirectional arrows.

2. SDCPN
This section presents a definition of stochastically and dynamically coloured Petri net (SDCPN).
Definition 2.1 (Stochastically and dynamically coloured Petri net). An SDCPN is a collection
of elements (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ), together with an SDCPN execution prescription
which makes use of a sequence {Ui ; i = 0, 1, . . .} of independent uniform U [0, 1] random variables,
of independent sequences of mutually independent standard Brownian motions { Bti,P ; i = 1, 2, . . .}
of appropriate dimensions, one sequence for each place P, and of five rules R0–R4 that solve enabling
conflicts.
The formal SDCPN definition provided below is organised as follows: Section 2.1 defines
the SDCPN elements (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ). Section 2.2 explains the SDCPN
execution, which makes use of the rules R0–R4. Section 2.3 explains how the SDCPN execution
defines a unique stochastic process.
2.1 SDCPN elements

The SDCPN elements (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) are defined as follows:
• P is a finite set of places.
• T is a finite set of transitions which consists of 1) a set T G of guard transitions, 2) a set
T D of delay transitions and 3) a set T I of immediate transitions.
• A is a finite set of arcs which consists of 1) a set AO of ordinary arcs, 2) a set A E of
enabling arcs and 3) a set A I of inhibitor arcs.
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• N : A → P × T ∪ T × P is a node function which maps each arc A ∈ A to a pair
of ordered nodes N ( A), where a node is a place or a transition1 . The place of N ( A)
is denoted by P ( A), the transition of N ( A) is denoted by T ( A), such that for all A ∈
A E ∪ A I : N ( A) = ( P( A), T ( A)) and for all A ∈ AO : either N ( A) = ( P( A), T ( A)) or
N ( A) = ( T ( A), P( A)). Further notation:
– A( T ) = { A ∈ A | T ( A) = T } denotes the set of arcs connected to transition T,
Ain ( T ) = { A ∈ A( T ) | N ( A) = ( P ( A), T )} is the set of input arcs of T,
Aout ( T ) = { A ∈ A( T ) | N ( A) = ( T, P ( A))} is the set of output arcs of T,
Ain,O ( T ) = Ain ( T ) ∩ AO is the set of ordinary input arcs of T,
Ain,OE ( T ) = Ain ( T ) ∩ {A E ∪ AO } is the set of input arcs of T that are either ordinary or enabling, and
– P (A⊂ ) = { P ( A); A ∈ A⊂ } is the multi-set of places connected to the subset of
arcs A⊂ ⊂ A.
Finally, { Ai ∈ A I | ∃ A ∈ A, A = Ai : N ( A) = N ( Ai )} = ∅, i.e., if an inhibitor arc
points from a place P to a transition T, there is no other arc from P to T.
• S ⊂ {R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , . . .} is a finite set of colour types, with R 0  ∅.
• C : P → S is a colour type function which maps each place P ∈ P to a specific colour
type in S . Each token in P is to have a colour in C( P ). Since C( P ) ∈ {R 0 , R 1 , . . .},
there exists a function n : P → N such that C( P ) = R n( P ) . If C( P ) = R 0  ∅ then a
token in P has no colour. Further notation: if P (A⊂ ) contains more than one place, e.g.,
P (A⊂ ) = { Pi1 , . . . , Pik }, then C( P (A⊂ )) is defined by C( Pi1 ) × · · · × C( Pik ).
• I : N |P | × C(P)N → [0, 1] is a probability measure, which defines the initial marking
of the net: for each place it defines a number ≥ 0 of tokens initially in it and it defines
their initial colours. Here, N |P |  {(m1 , . . . , m|P | ); mi ∈ N, mi < ∞, i = 1, . . . , |P|}
and C(P)N  {C( P1 )m1 × · · · × C( P|P | )m|P | ; mi ∈ N, mi < ∞, i = 1, . . . , |P|}, where

C( Pi )mi  R mi n( Pi ) for all i = 1, . . . , |P|, where P is denoted P = { P1 , . . . P|P | }. It is
assumed that all tokens in a place are distinguishable by a unique identification tag
which translates to a unique ordering/listing of tokens per place.
• V = {V P ; P ∈ P , C( P ) = R 0 } is a set of token colour functions. For each place P ∈ P
for which C( P ) = R 0 , it contains a function V P : C( P ) → C( P ) that defines the drift
coefficient of a differential equation for the colour of a token in place P.
• W = {W P ; P ∈ P , C( P ) = R 0 } is a set of token colour matrix functions. For each
place P ∈ P for which C( P ) = R 0 , it contains a measurable mapping W P : C( P ) →
R n( P )×h( P) that defines the diffusion coefficient of a stochastic differential equation for
the colour of a token in place P, where h : P → N. It is assumed that W P and V P satisfy
conditions that ensure a probabilistically unique solution of each stochastic differential
equation.2
1

2

The SDCPN arcs have no arc weights, but this node function definition leaves the freedom to define
multiple arcs between the same pair of transition and place or place and transition (except if an inhibitor
arc is involved).
In the earlier definition by (Everdij & Blom, 2006) it was assumed that V P and W P satisfy local Lipschitz
condition. This condition has now been relaxed to probabilistic uniqueness of solution of the related
stochastic differential equation(s).
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• G = {G T ; T ∈ T G } is a set of transition guards. For each T ∈ T G , it contains a transition guard G T , which is an open subset in C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) with boundary ∂G T . If
C( P( Ain,OE ( T ))) = R0 then ∂G T = ∅.3 There is no requirement that G T be connected.
• D = {D T ; T ∈ T D } is a set of transition delay rates. For each T ∈ T D , it contains a locally
integrable transition delay rate D T : C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) → R + . If C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) = R 0
then D T is a constant function. 4
• F = {F T ; T ∈ T } is a set of firing measures. For each T ∈ T , it contains a firing
measure F T : ({0, 1}| Aout ( T )| × C( P ( Aout ( T )))) × C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) → [0, 1], which generates the number and colours of the tokens produced when transition T fires, given the
value of the vector ∈ C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) that collects all input tokens: For each output arc
(∈ Aout ( T )), zero or one token is produced, and if the colours of the tokens produced are
collected in a vector, this vector is ∈ C( P ( Aout ( T ))). For each fixed H ⊂ C( P ( Aout ( T ))),
F T ( H; ·) is measurable. For any c ∈ C( P( Ain,OE ( T ))), F T (·; c) is a probability measure.
Here, {0, 1}| Aout( T )|  {(e1 , . . . , e| Aout( T )| ); ei ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , | Aout ( T )|}.
For the places, transitions and arcs, the graphical notation is as in Figure 3.
Place

G

Guard transition

Ordinary arc

D

Delay transition

Enabling arc

I

Immediate transition

Inhibitor arc

Fig. 3. Graphical notation for places, transitions and arcs in an SDCPN

2.2 SDCPN execution

The execution of an SDCPN provides a series of increasing stopping times, 0 = τ0 < τ1 <
τ2 < · · · , with for t ∈ (τk , τk+1 ) a fixed number of tokens per place and per token a colour
which is the solution of a stochastic differential equation. It uses a sequence {Ui ; i = 0, 1, . . .}
of independent uniform U [0, 1] random variables, and independent sequences of mutually
independent standard Brownian motions { Bti,P ; i = 1, 2, . . . } of appropriate dimensions, one
sequence for each place P.
Initiation

The probability measure I characterises an initial marking at τ0 , i.e. it gives each place P ∈ P
zero or more tokens and gives each token in P a colour in C( P ), i.e. a Euclidean-valued vector.
Define the inverse of I by a measurable function I inv : [0, 1] → N |P | × C(P)N such that
µ L {u | I inv (u ) ∈ H } = I( H ), for H Borel measurable and µ L the Lebesgue measure. Then
the initial marking is a hybrid random vector characterised by ( M0 , C0 ) = I inv (U0 ). Here, M0
is a |P|-dimensional vector of non-negative integers, the ith component Mi,0 of which denotes
3

4

In earlier SDCPN definitions, the transition guard was defined as a Boolean function that evaluated to
True if the boundary of an open subset was hit by the input token colours. Without losing generality,
the transition guard is now defined to be the open subset itself.
In earlier SDCPN definitions, the transition delay was defined as a probability distribution function
that made use of an integrable transition delay rate. Without losing generality, the transition delay is
now defined to be the delay rate itself.
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the number of tokens initially in place Pi , i = 1, . . . |P|, and C0 is a ∑i=1 Mi,0 n ( Pi )-dimensional
Euclidean-valued random vector which provides the colours of the initial tokens. If M1,0 ≥ 1
then the first n ( P1 ) components of C0 are assigned to the first token in P1 . If M1,0 ≥ 2 then the
next n ( P1 ) components of C0 are assigned to the second token in P1 , etc., until all tokens in P1
have their assigned colour. The following components of C0 are assigned to tokens in places
P2 , . . . , P|P | in the same way. If C( P ) = R 0 then the tokens in P get no colour.
Token colour evolution

For each token in each place P for which C( P ) = R 0 : if the colour of this token is equal to
C0P at time t = τ0 , and if this token is still in this place at time t > τ0 , then the colour CtP of
this token equals the probabilistically unique solution of the stochastic differential equation
dCtP = V P (CtP )dt + W P (CtP )dBti,P with initial condition CτP0 = C0P , and with { Bti,P } an h( P )dimensional standard Brownian motion. The first token, if any, in place P uses Brownian
motion { Bt1,P }; the second token, if any, uses { Bt2,P }, etc. Each token in a place for which
C( P) = R0 remains without colour.
Transition enabling

A transition T is pre-enabled if it has at least one token per incoming ordinary and enabling arc
in each of its input places and has no token in places to which it is connected by an inhibitor
arc. For each transition T that is pre-enabled at τ0 , consider one token per ordinary and enabling arc in its input places and write CtT ∈ C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))), t ≥ τ0 , as the column vector
containing the colours of these tokens; CtT evolves through time according to its corresponding token colour functions of the places in P ( Ain,OE ( T )). If this vector is not unique (i.e., if one
input place contains several tokens per arc), all possible such vectors are executed in parallel.
Hence, a transition can be pre-enabled by multiple combinations of input tokens in parallel.
A transition T is enabled if it is pre-enabled and a second requirement holds true. For T ∈ T I ,
the second requirement automatically holds true at the time of pre-enabling. For T ∈ T G , the
second requirement holds true when CtT ∈ ∂G T . For T ∈ T D , the second requirement holds
true at t = τ0 + σ1T , where σ1T is generated from a probability distribution function DT (t −
t
τ0 ) = 1 − exp(− τ0 D T (CsT )ds), i.e. σ1T = DTinv (U ), where DTinv is the inverse of DT (t − τ0 )
t
defined by DTinv (u ) = inf{t − τ0 | exp(− τ0 D T (CsT )ds) ≤ u }, with inf{ } = + ∞. Each delay
transition uses one new uniform random variable U ∼ U [0, 1] (per vector of input tokens)
each time it becomes pre-enabled to determine its time of enabling.
In the case of competing enablings, the following rules apply:
R0 The firing of an immediate transition has priority over the firing of a guard or a delay
transition.
R1 If one transition becomes enabled by two or more sets of input tokens at exactly the
same time, and the firing of any one set will not disable one or more other sets, then it
will fire these sets of tokens independently, at the same time.
R2 If one transition becomes enabled by two or more sets of input tokens at exactly the
same time, and the firing of any one set disables one or more other sets, then the set that
is fired is selected randomly, with the same probability for each set.
R3 If two or more transitions become enabled at exactly the same time and the firing of any
one transition will not disable the other transitions, then they will fire at the same time.
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R4 If two or more transitions become enabled at exactly the same time and the firing of any
one transition disables some other transitions, then each combination of transitions that
can fire independently without leaving enabled transitions gets the same probability of
firing.
By these rules and their combinations, if a transition is enabled in a particular set of tokens,
then it is either fired or it is disabled (in this set of tokens) by the firing of another transition.
Transition ﬁring

If T is enabled, suppose this occurs at time τ1 and in a particular vector of token colours CτT1 ,
it removes one token per arc in Ain,O ( T ) corresponding with CτT1 from each of its input places
(i.e. tokens are not removed along enabling arcs). Next, T produces zero or one token along
each output arc: If (eτT1 , aτT1 ) is a random hybrid vector generated from probability measure
F T (·; CτT1 ), then vector eτT1 ∈ {0, 1}| Aout ( T )| is an | Aout ( T )|-dimensional vector of zeros and
ones, where the ith vector element corresponds with the ith outgoing arc of transition T. An
output place gets a token iff it is connected to an arc that corresponds with a vector element
1. Moreover, aτT1 ∈ C( P ( Aout ( T ))) specifies the colours of the produced tokens, i.e. if the first
1 in eτT1 corresponds with an arc from T to Pj , then the first n ( Pj ) elements in vector aτT1 are
assigned to the token produced in output place Pj . The remaining elements in aτT1 are assigned
to other tokens in the same way. The random hybrid vector from F T (·; CτT1 ) is characterised by
defining the inverse of F T (·; CτT1 ) as a measurable function F Tinv : [0, 1] × C( P ( Ain,OE ( T ))) →
{0, 1}| Aout( T )| × C( P( Aout ( T ))) such that µ L {u | F Tinv (u, c) ∈ H } = F T ( H; c) for H in the
Borel set of {0, 1}| Aout ( T )| × C( P ( Aout ( T ))) and µ L is the Lebesgue measure. Then (eτT1 , aτT1 ) =
F Tinv (U, CτT1 ). Each firing transition uses one new uniform random variable U ∼ U [0, 1] per
firing to determine its output tokens.
Execution from ﬁrst transition ﬁring onwards

At t = τ1 , zero or more transitions are pre-enabled (if this number is zero, no transitions will
fire anymore). If these include immediate transitions, then these are fired without delay, but
with use of rules R0–R4. If after this, still immediate transitions are enabled, then these are also
fired, and so forth, until no more immediate transitions are enabled. Each of the immediate
transitions that fire uses their firing measure and one uniform random variable (per firing) to
determine the number and colours of their output tokens. Next, the SDCPN is executed in the
same way as described above for the situation from τ0 onwards.
In order to keep track of the identity of individual tokens, the tokens in a place are ordered
according to the time at which they entered the place, or, if several tokens are produced for
one place at the same time, according to the order within the set of arcs A = { A1 , . . . , A|A| }
along which these tokens were produced (the firing measure produces zero or one token along
each output arc). If due to rule R1, a transition fires two or more tokens along one arc at the
same time, their assigned order is according to the colours they have (smallest colour first). If
under these conditions, two tokens have exactly the same colour, they are indistinguishable
and the marking will not be dependent on their order.
2.3 SDCPN stochastic process

The marking of the SDCPN is given by the numbers of tokens in the places and the associated
colour values of these tokens. Due to the uniquely defined order of the tokens, the marking is
unique except possibly when one or more transitions fire (particularly, immediate transitions
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fire without delay hence a sequence of immediate transitions firing will generate a sequence of
markings at the same time instant). The SDCPN marking at each time instant can be mapped
to a probabilistically unique SDCPN stochastic process { Mt , Ct } as follows: For any t ≥ τ0 , let
 , . . . , M

a token distribution be characterised by the vector Mt = ( M1,t
|P |,t ), where Mi,t ∈ N
denotes the number of tokens in place Pi at time t and 1, . . . , |P| refers to a unique ordering
of places adopted for SDCPN. At times t ∈ (τk−1 , τk ) when no transition fires, the token
distribution is unique and the SDCPN discrete process state Mt is defined to be equal to Mt .
The associated colours of these tokens are gathered in a column vector Ct which first contains
all colours of tokens in place P1 , next (i.e. below it) all colours of tokens in place P2 , etc, until
place P|P | , where 1, . . . , |P| refers to a unique ordering of places adopted for SDCPN. Within a
place the colours of the tokens are ordered according to the unique ordering of tokens within
their place defined for SDCPN (see under SDCPN execution above).
If at time t = τk one or more transitions fire, then the set of applicable token distributions is
 τ = { Mτ | Mτ is a token distribution at time τk }, and the SDCPN discrete
collected in M
k
k
k
 τ and no transitions are enabled
process state at time τk is defined by Mτk = { Mτ k | Mτ k ∈ M
k
in Mτ k }. In other words, Mτk is defined to be the token distribution that occurs after all transitions that fire at time τk have been fired. The associated colours of these tokens are gathered
in a column vector Cτk in the same way as described above. This construction ensures that
the process { Mt , Ct } has limits from the left and is continuous from the right, i.e., it satisfies
the càdlàg property. If at a time t when one or more transitions fire, the process { Mt } jumps
to the same value again, and only Ct makes a jump, then the càdlàg property for {Ct } (hence
for { Mt , Ct }) is still maintained due to the timing construction of { Mt } above and the direct
coupling of {Ct } with { Mt }.

3. GSHS
This section presents, following (Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2006), a definition of general stochastic
hybrid system (GSHS) and its execution.
Definition 3.1 (General stochastic hybrid system). A GSHS is an automaton (K, d, X , f , g, Init,
λ, Q), where
• K is a countable set.
• d : K → N maps each θ ∈ K to a natural number.
• X : K → { Eθ ; θ ∈ K} maps each θ ∈ K to an open subset Eθ of R d( θ ). With this, the hybrid
state space is given by E  {{θ } × Eθ ; θ ∈ K}.
• f : E → {R d( θ ); θ ∈ K} is a vector field.
• g : E → {R d( θ )×h; θ ∈ K} is a matrix field, with h ∈ N.
• Init: B( E ) → [0, 1] is an initial probability measure, with B( E ) the Borel σ-algebra on E.
• λ : E → R + is a jump rate function.
• Q : B( E ) × ( E ∪ ∂E ) → [0, 1] is a GSHS transition measure, where ∂E  {{θ } × ∂Eθ ; θ ∈ K}
is the boundary of E, in which ∂Eθ is the boundary of Eθ .
Definition 3.2 (GSHS execution). A stochastic process {θt , Xt } is called a GSHS execution if there
exists a sequence of stopping times 0 = τ0 < τ1 < τ2 · · · such that for each k ∈ N:
• (θ0 , X0 ) is an E-valued random variable extracted according to probability measure Init.
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• For t ∈ [ τk , τk+1 ), θt = θτk and Xt = Xtk , where for t ≥ τk , Xtk is a solution of the stochastic
θτ

differential equation dXtk = f (θτk , Xtk )dt + g(θτk , Xtk )dBt k with initial condition Xτkk = Xτk ,
and where { Btθ } is h-dimensional standard Brownian motion for each θ ∈ K.
• τk+1 = τk + σk , where σk is chosen according to a survivor function given by F (t) =
t
1( t<τ ∗ ) exp(− 0 λ(θ, Xsk )ds). Here, τ ∗ = inf{t > τk | Xtk ∈ ∂Eθτ } and 1 is indicator
k
function.

• The probability distribution of (θτk +1 , Xτk +1 ), i.e. the hybrid state right after the jump, is governed by the law Q(·; (θτk , Xτk +1− )).

(Bujorianu & Lygeros, 2006) show that under assumptions G1-G4 below, a GSHS execution is
a strong Markov Process and has the càdlàg property (right continuous with left hand limits).
G1 f (θ, ·) and g(θ, ·) are Lipschitz continuous and bounded. This yields that for each initial state (θ, x ) at initial time τ there exists a pathwise unique solution Xt to dXt =
f (θ, Xt )dt + g(θ, Xt )dBt , where { Bt } is h-dimensional standard Brownian motion.
G2 λ : E → R + is a measurable function such that for all ξ ∈ E, there is (ξ ) > 0 such that
t → λ(θt , Xt ) is integrable on [0, (ξ )).
G3 For each fixed A ∈ B( E ), the map ξ → Q( A; ξ ) is measurable and for any (θ, x ) ∈
E ∪ ∂E, Q(·; θ, x ) is a probability measure.
G4 If Nt = ∑k 1( t≥τk ) , then it is assumed that for every starting point (θ, x ) and for all
t ∈ R + , ENt < ∞. This means, there will be a finite number of jumps in finite time.

4. HSDE
This section presents, following (Blom, 2003) and (Blom et al., 2003), a definition of hybrid
stochastic differential equation (HSDE) and gives conditions under which the HSDE has a pathwise unique solution. This pathwise unique solution is referred to as HSDE solution process or
GSHP. The basic advantage of using HSDE in defining a GSHP over using GSHS is that with
the HSDE approach the spontaneous jump mechanism is explicitly built on an underlying
stochastic basis, whereas in GSHS the execution itself imposes an underlying stochastic basis.
The differences are further discussed in Section 4.3.
For the HSDE setting we start with a complete stochastic basis (Ω, , F, P, T ), in which a
complete probability space (Ω, , P ) is equipped with a right-continuous filtration F = {t }
on the positive time line T = R + . This stochastic basis is endowed with a probability measure
µ θ0 ,X0 for the initial state, an independent h-dimensional standard Wiener process {Wt } and
an independent homogeneous Poisson random measure p P (dt, dz) on T × R d+1.
Definition 4.1 (Hybrid stochastic differential equation). An HSDE on stochastic basis
(Ω, , F, P, T ), is defined as a set of equations (1)-(8) in which a collection of elements (M, E, f ,
g, µ θ0,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }) appear.
This section is organised as follows: Section 4.1 explains the elements and the equations (1)(8) that define HSDE. Section 4.2 shows that under a number of HSDE conditions H1-H8, the
HSDE has a pathwise unique solution which is a semi-martingale. Section 4.3 discusses the
differences between GSHP as solution of HSDE and GSHP as execution of GSHS.
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4.1 HSDE elements and equations

This section presents the elements and equations that define a HSDE on a hybrid state space.
The elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }) are defined as follows:
• M = {ϑ1 , . . . , ϑ N } is a finite set, N ∈ N, 1 ≤ N < ∞.
• E = {{θ } × Eθ ; θ ∈ M } is the hybrid state space, where for each θ ∈ M, Eθ is an open
subset of R n with boundary ∂Eθ . The boundary of E is ∂E = {{θ } × ∂Eθ ; θ ∈ M }.
• f : M × R n → R n is a measurable mapping.
• g : M × R n → R n×h is a measurable mapping.
• µ θ0 ,X0 : Ω × B( E ) → [0, 1] is a probability measure for the initial random variables θ0 ,
X0 , which are defined on the stochastic basis; µ θ0,X0 is assumed to be invertible.
• Λ : M × R n → [0, ∞ ) is a measurable mapping.
• ψ : M × M × R n × R d → R n is a measurable mapping such that x + ψ (ϑ, θ, x, z) ∈ Eϑ
for all x ∈ Eθ , z ∈ R d , and ϑ, θ ∈ M.
• ρ : M × M × R n → [0, ∞ ) is a measurable mapping such that ∑iN=1 ρ(ϑi , θ, x ) = 1 for all
θ ∈ M, x ∈ R n .
• µ : Ω × R d → [0, 1] is a probability measure which is assumed to be invertible.
• p P : Ω × T × R d+1 → {0, 1} is a homogeneous Poisson random measure on the
stochastic basis, independent of (θ0 , X0 ). The intensity measure of p P (dt, dz) equals
dt · µ L (dz1 ) · µ (dz), where z = Col{z1 , z} and µ L is the Lebesgue measure.
• W : Ω × T → R h such that {Wt } is an h-dimensional standard Wiener process on the
stochastic basis, and independent of (θ0 , X0 ) and p P .
Using these elements, the HSDE process {θt∗ , Xt∗ } is defined as follows:
θt∗ = θtk for all t ∈ [ τkb , τkb+1 ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(1)

Xt∗ = Xtk for all t ∈ [ τkb , τkb+1 ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(2)

Hence {θt∗ , Xt∗ } consists of a concatenation of processes {θtk , Xtk } which are defined by (3)-(8)
below. If the system (1)-(8) has a solution in probabilistic sense, then the process {θt∗ , Xt∗ } is
referred to as HSDE solution process or GSHP.
dθtk =

N

∑ (ϑi − θtk− ) pP (dt, (Σi−1 (θtk− , Xtk− ), Σi (θtk− , Xtk− )] × R d )

i =1

dXtk = f (θtk , Xtk )dt + g(θtk , Xtk )dWt +



Rd

ψ (θtk , θtk− , Xtk− , z) p P (dt, (0, Λ(θtk− , Xtk− )] × dz )

(3)
(4)

with θ00 = θ0 , X00 = X0 and with Σ0 through Σ N measurable mappings satisfying, for θ ∈ M,

ϑ j ∈ M, x ∈ R n :
Λ(θ, x ) ∑ij=1 ρ(ϑ j , θ, x ) if i > 0
Σi (θ, x ) =
(5)
0
if i = 0
In addition, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., with τ0b = 0:
τkb+1  inf{t > τkb | (θtk , Xtk ) ∈ ∂E }
1
1
= ϑ, Xτk+
∈ A | θτk b − = θ, Xτk b − = x } = Q({ϑ } × A; θ, x )
P {θτk+
b
b
k +1
k +1
k +1
k +1

for A ∈ B(R n ), where Q is given by
Q({ϑ } × A; θ, x ) = ρ(ϑ, θ, x )



Rd

1 A ( x + ψ (ϑ, θ, x, z))µ (dz)

(6)
(7)
(8)
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4.2 HSDE solution

This subsection shows that under a set of sufficient conditions H1-H8, the HSDE (1)-(8) has a
pathwise unique solution. Note that the existence of a pathwise unique solution guarantees
the existence of a unique solution in probabilistic sense.
Proposition 4.1. Let conditions H1-H8 below hold true. Let (θ0∗ (ω ), X0∗ (ω )) = (θ0 , X0 ) ∈ E for all
ω. Then for every initial condition (θ0 , X0 ), (1)-(8) has a pathwise unique solution {θt∗ , Xt∗ } which is
càdlàg and adapted and is a semi-martingale assuming values in the hybrid state space E.
H1 For all θ ∈ M there exists a constant K (θ ) such that for all x ∈ R n , | f (θ, x )|2 +
 g(θ, x ))2 ≤ K (θ )(1 + | x |2 ), where | a|2 = ∑i ( ai )2 and || b ||2 = ∑i,j (bij )2 .
H2 For all r ∈ N and for all θ ∈ M there exists a constant Lr (θ ) such that for all x and y
in the ball Br = {z ∈ R n | | z| ≤ r + 1}, | f (θ, x ) − f (θ, y)|2 +  g(θ, x ) − g(θ, y)2 ≤
Lr (θ )| x − y|2 .
H3 For each θ ∈ M, the mapping Λ(θ, ·) : R n → [0, ∞ ) is continuous and bounded, with
upper bound a constant CΛ .
H4 For all (θ, ϑ ) ∈ M2 , the mapping ρ(ϑ, θ, ·) : R n → [0, ∞ ) is continuous.
H5 For all r ∈ N there exists a constant Mr (θ ) such that
| ψ (ϑ, θ, x, z)| µ (dz) ≤ Mr (θ ), for all ϑ, θ ∈ M
sup
d
| x |≤r R

H6 | ψ (θ, θ, x, z)| = 0 or > 1 for all θ ∈ M, x ∈ R n , z ∈ R d
H7 {(θt∗ , Xt∗ )} hits the boundary ∂E a finite number of times on any finite time interval
H8 | ϑi − ϑ j | > 1 for i = j, with | · | a suitable metric well defined on M.
(Blom, 2003) has used (Lepeltier & Marchal, 1976) to prove a version of Proposition 4.1 where
E = M × R n , i.e. there are no boundaries with instantaneous jumps. Subsequently, (Blom
et al., 2003) have proven the proposition under H1-H8 and the additional condition that {τkb }
is a sequence of predictable stopping times. (Krystul, 2006; Krystul & Blom, 2005) have shown
that this additional condition can be removed. An overview of various HSDE versions is given
in (Krystul et al., 2007).
4.3 Discussion of HSDE versus GSHS

HSDE and GSHS have a lot of similarities. Both concatenate different solutions of SDEs with
hybrid jumps at each moment of switching to another SDE. Hence the differences are of a
rather technical nature. This section collects these technical differences between GSHS and its
GSHP execution, versus HSDE and its GSHP solution:
1. For GSHS, the discrete state space is a countable space of discrete variables. For HSDE,
the discrete state space is a finite set.
2. For GSHS, the continuous state is Euclidean with a dimension dependent on θ. For
HSDE, the continuous state is Euclidean with constant dimension n.
3. The times of spontaneous jump of the GSHS execution are driven by a survivor function
which imposes a stochastic basis. For HSDE, the times of spontaneous jumps are driven
by a Poisson random measure endowed upon a given stochastic basis.
4. For GSHS, the size of jump is driven by a transition measure Q. For HSDE, the jump
size is determined by probability measure µ and measurable mappings ψ and ρ.
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5. GSHS involves | K| Brownian motions. HSDE involves one Wiener process only.
6. For GSHS, the drift and diffusion coefficient are assumed (globally) Lipschitz and
bounded. For HSDE, the drift and dissusion coefficient are locally Lipschitz and are
allowed to grow with the continuous state.
For 1) and 2), GSHS has as advantage of being more general than HSDE. HSDE however
has significant advantages regarding issues 3)-6): Regarding 3)-5), HSDE has the advantage
that this allows to establish the semi-martingale property. Regarding 6), HSDE removes the
particular restriction of GSHS which excludes jump linear systems.

5. SDCPN, GSHS and HSDE are bisimilar
This section shows that for each SDCPN there exists a GSHS which is bisimular, and there
exists a HSDE which is bisimular. This is shown in the four theorems below.
Theorem 5.1. Consider an arbitrary GSHS (K, d, X , f , g, Init, λ, Q) with a finite domain K. If for
each θ and initial value X0 , the stochastic differential equation dXt = f (θ, Xt )dt + g(θ, Xt )dBt has a
unique solution in probabilistic sense, then this GSHS can be mapped into an SDCPN (P , T , A, N ,
S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) satisfying R0-R4. If the resulting SDCPN is executed on a probability space
endowed with standard Brownian motion (one for each place), then the resulting SDCPN process and
the GSHS execution are probabilistically equivalent.
Proof. See (Everdij & Blom, 2006).
Theorem 5.2. Consider an arbitrary SDCPN (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) satisfying R0R4. If in the initial marking no immediate transition is enabled, and if the number of tokens remains
finite for t → ∞, then this SDCPN can be mapped into a GSHS (K, d, X , f , g, Init, λ, Q). If the
original SDCPN is executed on a probability space endowed with Brownian motion (one for each place)
then the resulting GSHS execution and the SDCPN process are probabilistically equivalent.
Proof. See (Everdij & Blom, 2006).
Theorem 5.3 (HSDE into SDCPN). Consider an arbitrary HSDE (1)-(8) with elements (M, E, f ,
g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }). If for each θ the stochastic differential equation dXt = f (θ, Xt )dt +
g(θ, Xt )dWt has a unique solution in probabilistic sense and if Λ is bounded, then the elements of
this HSDE can be mapped into an SDCPN (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) satisfying R0–
R4. If the resulting SDCPN is executed on a probability space endowed with sequences of standard
Brownian motions (one sequence for each place), then the resulting SDCPN process and the HSDE
solution process are probabilistically equivalent.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 5.4 (SDCPN into HSDE). Consider an arbitrary SDCPN (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V ,
W , G , D , F ) satisfying R0–R4. If in the initial marking no immediate transition is enabled, if the
delay rates D T are bounded, and if the number of tokens remains finite for t → ∞, then this SDCPN
can be mapped into a HSDE (1)-(8) with elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }). If
the original SDCPN is executed on a probability space which is endowed with sequences of standard
Brownian motions (one sequence for each place), then the resulting HSDE solution process and the
SDCPN process are probabilistically equivalent.
Proof. See Appendix B.
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Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 imply that SDCPN and GSHS are bisimilar. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 imply
that SDCPN and HSDE are bisimilar. The implications are that GSHS and HSDE are also
bisimilar and that the strengths of all three formalisms come within reach of each other. The
use of this bisimilarity is illustrated by an example in the following two sections.

6. SDCPN example
To illustrate the advantages of SDCPN when modelling a complex system, consider a simplified model of the evolution of an aircraft in one sector of airspace. The deviation of this
aircraft from its intended path is affected by its engine system and its navigation system. Each
of these aircraft systems can be in either Working (functioning properly) or Not working (operating in some failure mode). Both systems switch between these modes independently and
with exponentially distributed sojourn times, with finite rates δ3 (engine repaired), δ4 (engine
fails), δ5 (navigation repaired) and δ6 (navigation fails), respectively. If both systems are Working, the aircraft evolves in Nominal mode and the position Yt and velocity St of the aircraft are
determined by dXt = V1 ( Xt )dt + W1 dWt , where Xt = (Yt , St ) . If either one, or both, of the
systems is Not working, the aircraft evolves in Non-nominal mode and the position and velocity of the aircraft are determined by dXt = V2 ( Xt )dt + W2 dWt . The factors W1 and W2 are
determined by wind fluctuations. Initially, the aircraft has position Y0 and velocity S0 , while
both its systems are Working. The evaluation of this process may be stopped when the aircraft
has Landed, i.e. its vertical position and velocity are equal to zero.
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Fig. 4. SDCPN graph for the aircraft evolution example
Fig. 4 shows the SDCPN graph for this example, where,
• P1 denotes aircraft evolution Nominal, i.e. evolution is according to V1 and W1 .
• P2 denotes aircraft evolution Non-nominal, i.e. evolution is according to V2 and W2 .
• P3 and P4 denote engine system Not working and Working, respectively.
• P5 and P6 denote navigation system Not working and Working, respectively.
• P7 denotes the aircraft has landed.
• T1a and T1b denote a transition of aircraft evolution from Nominal to Non-nominal, due
to engine system or navigation system Not working, respectively.
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• T2 denotes a transition of aircraft evolution from Non-nominal to Nominal, due to engine
system and navigation system both Working again.
• T3 through T6 denote transitions between Working and Not working of the engine and
navigation systems.
• T7 and T8 denote transitions of the aircraft landing.
The graph in Fig. 4 completely defines SDCPN elements P , T , A and N , where T G = { T7 , T8 },
T D = { T3 , T4 , T5 , T6 } and T I = { T1a , T1b , T2 }. The other SDCPN elements are specified below:

S : Two colour types are defined; S = {R0 , R6 }.
C : C( P1 ) = C( P2 ) = C( P7 ) = R6 , i.e. tokens in P1 , P2 and P7 have colours in R6 ; the
colour components model the 3-dimensional position and 3-dimensional velocity of the
aircraft. C( P3 ) = C( P4 ) = C( P5 ) = C( P6 ) = R 0  ∅.
I : Place P1 initially has a token with colour X0 = (Y0 , S0 ) , with Y0 ∈ R2 × (0, ∞) and
S0 ∈ R 3 \ Col{0, 0, 0}. Places P4 and P6 initially each have a token without colour.
V , W : The token colour functions for places P1 , P2 and P7 are determined by (V1 , W1 ),
(V2 , W2 ), and (V7 , W7 ), respectively, where (V7 , W7 ) = (0, 0). For places P3 – P6 there
is no token colour function.
G : Transitions T7 and T8 have a guard defined by G T7 = G T8 = R2 × (0, ∞) × R2 × (0, ∞).
D : The jump rates for transitions T3 , T4 , T5 and T6 are D T3 (·) = δ3 , D T4 (·) = δ4 , D T5 (·) = δ5
and D T6 (·) = δ6 .
F : Each transition has a unique output place, to which it fires a token with a colour (if
applicable) equal to the colour of the token removed.

7. Mapping of SDCPN example to HSDE and GSHS
Next we transform the SDCPN of Section 6 into an HSDE. The first step is to construct the
state space M for the HSDE discrete process {θt }. This is done by identifying the SDCPN
reachability graph. Nodes in the reachability graph provide the number of tokens in each of the
SDCPN places. Arrows connect these nodes as they represent transitions firing. The SDCPN
of Fig. 4 has seven places hence the reachability graph for this example has elements that are
vectors of length 7. These nodes, excluding the nodes that enable immediate transitions, form
the HSDE discrete state space.
The reachability graph is shown in Fig. 5, with nodes that form the HSDE discrete state space
in Bold typeface, i.e. M = {V1 , . . . , V8 }, with V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), V2 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0),
V3 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), V4 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), V5 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1), V6 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1),
V7 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), V8 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1). Since initially there is a token in places P1 , P4 and
P6 , the HSDE initial mode equals θ0 = V1 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0). The HSDE initial continuous
state value equals the vector containing the initial colours of all initial tokens. Since the initial
colour of the token in Place P1 equals X0 , and the tokens in places P4 and P6 have no colour, the
HSDE initial continuous state value equals Col{ X0 , ∅, ∅} = X0 . The HSDE drift coefficient f
is given by f (θ, ·) = V1 (·) for θ = V1 , f (θ, ·) = V2 (·) for θ ∈ {V2 , V3 , V4 }, and f (θ, ·) = 0 otherwise. For the diffusion coefficient, g(θ, ·) = W1 for θ = V1 , g(θ, ·) = W2 for θ ∈ {V2 , V3 , V4 },
and g(θ, ·) = 0 otherwise. The hybrid state space is given by E = {{θ } × Eθ ; θ ∈ M }, where
for θ ∈ {V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 }: Eθ = R 2 × (0, ∞ ) × R 2 × (0, ∞ ) and for θ ∈ {V5 , V6 , V7 , V8 }: Eθ = R 6 .
Always two delay transitions are pre-enabled: either T3 or T4 and either T5 or T6 . This yields
Λ(V1 , ·) = Λ(V5 , ·) = δ4 + δ6 , Λ(V2 , ·) = Λ(V6 , ·) = δ3 + δ6 , Λ(V3 , ·) = Λ(V7 , ·) = δ3 + δ5 ,
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Fig. 5. Reachability graph for the SDCPN of Fig. 4. The nodes in bold type face correspond
with the elements of the HSDE discrete state space M.
Λ(V4 , ·) = Λ(V8 , ·) = δ4 + δ5 . For the determination of elements ψ, ρ and µ, we first construct a probability measure PQ , by making use of the reachability graph, the sets D , G and
F and the rules R0–R4. In Table 1, PQ (θ  , x  ; θ, x ) = p denotes that if (θ, x ) is the value of
the HSDE state before the hybrid jump, then, with probability p, (θ  , x  ) is the value of the
HSDE state immediately after the jump. Since the continuous valued process jumps to the
same value with probability 1, we find that ψ (V i , V j , x, z) = 0 for all V i , V j , x, z. Moreover,
ρ(V i , V j , x ) = PQ (V i , x, V j , x ) and µ may be any given invertible probability measure.
Table 1. Example probability measure for size of jump
PQ (V2 , x; V1 , x ) = δ4 δ+4 δ6 ,
PQ (V5 , x; V1 , x ) = 1
PQ (V3 , x; V2 , x ) = δ3 δ+6 δ6 ,
PQ (V6 , x; V2 , x ) = 1
PQ (V4 , x; V3 , x ) = δ3 δ+3 δ5 ,
PQ (V7 , x; V3 , x ) = 1
PQ (V3 , x; V4 , x ) = δ4 δ+4 δ5 ,
PQ (V8 , x; V4 , x ) = 1
PQ (V6 , x; V5 , x ) = δ4 δ+4 δ6 ,

PQ (V4 , x; V1 , x ) =

δ6
δ4 + δ6

PQ (V1 , x; V2 , x ) =

δ3
δ3 + δ6

PQ (V2 , x; V3 , x ) =

δ5
δ3 + δ5

PQ (V1 , x; V4 , x ) =

δ5
δ4 + δ5

PQ (V8 , x; V5 , x ) =

For all x:

PQ (V8 , x; V7 , x ) =

PQ (V6 , x; V7 , x ) =

For all x:

PQ (V7 , x; V8 , x ) =

δ6
δ4 + δ6
δ3
δ3 + δ6
δ5
δ3 + δ5
δ5
δ4 + δ5

For x ∈
/ ∂EV1 :
For x ∈ ∂EV1 :
For x ∈
/ ∂EV2 :
For x ∈ ∂EV2 :
For x ∈
/ ∂EV3 :
For x ∈ ∂EV3 :
For x ∈
/ ∂EV4 :
For x ∈ ∂EV4 :
For all x:
For all x:

PQ (V7 , x; V6 , x ) =

δ6
δ3 + δ6 ,
δ3
δ3 + δ5 ,
δ4
δ4 + δ5 ,

PQ (V5 , x; V6 , x ) =
PQ (V5 , x; V8 , x ) =

With this, the SDCPN of the aircraft evolution example is uniquely mapped to an HSDE. If
in addition, we want to make use of the HSDE properties of Proposition 4.1, i.e. the resulting HSDE solution process being adapted and a semi-martingale, we need to make sure that
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HSDE conditions H1-H8 are satisfied. It is shown below that they are, under the following
sufficient condition D1 for the example SDCPN.
D1 For P ∈ { P1 , P2 }, there exist K Pv , L vP , K Pw and L w
P such that for all c, a ∈ C( P ),
2
v
2
|V P (c)| ≤ K P (1 + | c| ) and |V P (c) − V P ( a)|2 ≤ L vP | c − a|2 and
2
W P (c)2 ≤ K Pw (1 + | c|2 ) and W P (c) − W P ( a)2 ≤ L w
P | c − a| .
We verify that under condition D1, HSDE conditions H1-H8 hold true in this example.
H1: From the construction of f and g above we have for θ = V1 : | f (θ, x )|2 +  g(θ, x )2 =
|V1 ( x )|2 + W1 ( x )2 ≤ K Pv1 (1 + | x |2 ) + K Pw1 (1 + | x |2 ) = K (θ )(1 + | x |2 ), with K (θ ) =
(K Pv1 + K Pw1 ). For θ = V2 , V3 , V4 the verification is with replacing V1 , W1 by V2 , W2 .
H2: From the construction of f and g above we have for θ = V1 : | f (θ, x ) − f (θ, y)|2 +
 g(θ, x ) − g(θ, y)2 = |V1 ( x ) − V1 (y)|2 + W1 ( x ) − W1 (y)2 ≤ L vP1 | x − y|2 + L w
P1 | x −
y|2 = Lr (θ )| x − y|2 with Lr (θ ) = L vP1 + L w
.
For
θ
=
V
,
V
,
V
replace
V
,
W
by
V2 ,
2 3 4
1
1
P1
W2 .
H3: Since δ3 –δ6 are constant, for all θ, Λ(θ, ·) is bounded and continuous, with upper bound
CΛ = max{δ4 + δ6 , δ3 + δ6 , δ3 + δ5 , δ4 + δ5 }.
H4: Since for all θ, ϑ, PQ (ϑ, ·; θ, x ) is constant, we find ρ(ϑ, θ, x ) = PQ (ϑ, x, θ, x ) is continuous.
H5 and H6: These are satisfied due to ψ (V i , V j , x, z) = 0 for all V i , V j , x, z.
H7: This condition holds due to δ3 –δ6 being finite and the fact that in this SDCPN example,
there is no firing sequence of more than one guard transition.
H8: This condition holds for all V1 , . . . , V8 , with metric | a|2 = ∑i ( ai )2 .
Thanks to this bisimilarity mapping we can now use HSDE tools to analyse the GSHP that is
defined by the execution of the SDCPN model for the example.
In (Everdij & Blom, 2008) we showed how the SDCPN for the aircraft evolution example
above is mapped to a GSHS. The main difference is that the GSHS transition measure Q is
defined by the probability measure PQ in Table 1 and that GSHS does not use elements ψ, ρ
and µ, but apart of these details the differences with the mapping of SDCPN elements into
HSDE elements are small. Thanks to this bisimilarity mapping, we can also use the automata
framework to analyse the GSHS that is defined by the SDCPN model.

8. Conclusions
In order to combine the compositional specification power of Petri nets with the analysis
power of Markov processes, (Malhotra & Trivedi, 1994) and (Muppala et al., 2000) developed
a power hierarchy of dependability models. In (Everdij & Blom, 2003; 2005), the power hierarchy was extended with dynamically coloured Petri nets (DCPN) and piecewise deterministic
Markov processes (PDP). In (Everdij & Blom, 2006), this power hierarchy was further extended
by stochastically and dynamically coloured Petri nets (SDCPN) and general stochastic hybrid process
(GSHP).
In this chapter the power-hierarchy has been further deepened by studying various ways to
develop GSHP. We started in Section 2 by defining SDCPN and the resulting SDCPN process.
In Section 3 we studied GSHP as an execution of a general stochastic hybrid system (GSHS). In
Section 4 we defined GSHP as a solution of a hybrid stochastic differential equation (HSDE) and
explained the differences between GSHS and HSDE. Next, in Section 5 we showed that GSHS,
HSDE and SDCPN are bisimilar. In Sections 6-7, the results were illustrated with an aircraft
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evolution example. The bisimilarities between SDCPN, GSHS and HSDE mean that each of
them inherits the strengths of the other two formalisms. This has been depicted in Fig. 2 in the
introduction. Hence, analysis tools designed for GSHS, HSDE and GSHP and their properties
become available for SDCPN. Examples of GSHP properties are convergence in discretisation,
existence of limits, existence of event probabilities, strong Markov properties, reachability
analysis. Examples of GSHS features are their connection to formal methods in automata
theory and optimal control theory. Examples of HSDE features are stochastic analysis tools for
semi-martingales. At the same time, numerous SDCPN features such as natural expression of
causal dependencies, concurrency and synchronisation mechanism, hierarchical and modular
construction, and graphical representation become available when modelling GSHS, HSDE
and GSHP through SDCPN. And these complementary advantages of SDCPN, GSHS, HSDE
and GSHP perspectives tend to increase with the complexity of the system considered.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 5.3
Consider an arbitrary HSDE (1)-(8) with elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }).
We assume that the stochastic differential equations defined by f and g have probabilistically
unique solutions and that Λ is bounded. First, we characterise SDCPN elements (P , T , A,
N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) in terms of HSDE elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P ,
{Wt }). The thus constructed SDCPN is referred to as SDCPN HSDE . Subsequently, we show
that the SDCPN HSDE stochastic process is probabilistically equivalent to the stochastic process
defined by the original HSDE.
A.1 Construction of SDCPN HSDE elements

We provide an into-mapping that characterises SDCPN elements (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W ,
G , D , F ) in terms of HSDE elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }).

P = { Pθ ; θ ∈ M }. Hence, for each θ ∈ M, there is one place Pθ . The places are ordered
Pϑ1 , . . . , PϑN according to M = {ϑ1 , . . . , ϑ N }.
T = T G ∪ T D ∪ T I , with T I = ∅, T G = { TθG ; θ ∈ M }, T D = { TθD ; θ ∈ M }. Hence, for each
θ ∈ M there is one guard transition TθG and one delay transition TθD .
A = AO ∪ A E ∪ A I , with |A I | = 0, |A E | = 0, and |AO | = 2N + 2N 2 , where N = |M |. Hence,
there are no inhibitor arcs or enabling arcs in this SDCPN HSDE constructed, and the
number of ordinary arcs is 2N + 2N 2 .
N : The node function maps each arc in A = AO to a pair of nodes. These connected
pairs of nodes are: {( Pθ , TθG ); θ ∈ M } ∪ {( Pθ , TθD ); θ ∈ M } ∪ {( TθG , Pϑ ); θ, ϑ ∈ M } ∪
{( TθD , Pϑ ); θ, ϑ ∈ M }. Hence, each place Pθ (θ ∈ M ) has two outgoing arcs: one to
guard transition TθG and one to delay transition TθD . Each transition has N outgoing
arcs: one arc to each place in P .
S = {R n }.
C : For all θ ∈ M, C( Pθ ) = R n
I : For all θ0 ∈ M and X0 ∈ C( Pθ0 ) = R n , I( M θ0 , X0 ) = µ θ0 ,x0 (θ0 , X0 ), where M θ is the |P|dimensional vector that has a one at the element corresponding to place Pθ and zeros
elsewhere.
V : For all θ ∈ M, V Pθ (·) = f (θ, ·).
W : For all θ ∈ M, W Pθ (·) = g(θ, ·).
G : For all θ ∈ M, G T G = Eθ .
θ
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D : For all θ ∈ M, D T D (·) = Λ(θ, ·). Since we assumed that Λ is bounded, e.g. Λ(θ, ·) ≤ CΛ ,
θ
we find that D T D (·) is bounded as well, and its upperbound is Cδ = CΛ .
θ



F : Define for particular transition T, eϑ as the vector of length N containing a one at the
component corresponding with the arc from transition T to place Pϑ and zeros else
where. Then for all θ ∈ M, and for T ∈ { TθG , TθD }, F T (eϑ , x  ; x ) = FTQ (ϑ  , x  ; θ, x ), for all
x ∈ Eθ ∪ ∂Eθ , ϑ  ∈ M and x  ∈ Eϑ , where FTQ is defined through
FTQ ({ϑ  } × A ; θ, x ) = ρ(ϑ  , θ, x )



Rd

1 A ( x + ψ (ϑ  , θ, x, z))µ (dz)

(9)

A.2 Probabilistic equivalence

Next, we show that the SDCPN HSDE stochastic process is probabilistically equivalent to the
stochastic process defined by the original HSDE. This is done by showing: Equivalence of
initial states; Equivalence of continuous evolution until first jump; Equivalence of time of
jumps; Equivalence of size of jumps; Equivalence of processes after the first jump.
Equivalence of initial states:

The initial marking of the SDCPN HSDE is defined by I( M θ0 , X0 ) = µ θ0 ,X0 (θ0 , X0 ), where M θ
is the N-dimensional vector that has a one at the element corresponding to place Pθ and zeros
elsewhere. Therefore, with probability I( M θ0 , X0 ), at time t = τ0 there is one token in place Pθ0
which has colour X0 . The initial state of the HSDE is (θ0 , X0 ) with probability µ θ0,X0 (θ0 , X0 ).
Due to the mapping between the places Pθ ∈ P and the modes θ ∈ M, the initial states of
SDCPN HSDE and HSDE are probabilistically equivalent.
Equivalence of continuous evolution until ﬁrst jump:

The continuous part of the SDCPN HSDE stochastic process equals the vector that collects all
token colours. Since there is only one token in the constructed SDCPN HSDE at all times, this
vector equals the colour of this single token. Until the first jump, this colour follows the
Pθ0

stochastic differential equation dCt
Pθ
Ct 0 .

Pθ

Pθ

Pθ0

= V Pθ0 (Ct 0 )dt + W Pθ0 (Ct 0 )dWt

which has proba-

bilistically unique solution
In the original HSDE solution process, the continuous process until the
 first jump follows
stochastic differential equation dXt0 = f (θt0 , Xt0 )dt + g(θt0 , Xt0 )dWt + R d ψ (θt0 , θt0− , Xt0− , z)
p P (dt, (0, Λ(θt0− , Xt0− )] × dz ) where dθt0
=
∑iN=0 (ϑi − θt0− ) p P (dt, (Σi−1 (θt0− , Xt0− ),
Σi (θt0− , Xt0− )] × R d ). Until the first jump, the Poisson terms in the stochastic differential equations above are equal to zero. What remains is: dθt0 = 0 and dXt0 = f (θt0 , Xt0 )dt + g(θt0 , Xt0 )dWt ,
which are assumed to have a probabilistically unique solution θt0 and Xt0 .
Due to equivalence of initial states M θ0 ≡ θ0 and C0 = X0 , equivalence of drift coefficients
V Pθ (·) = f (θ0 , ·) and equivalence of diffusion coefficients W Pθ (·) = g(θ0 , ·), as long as no
0

0

Pθ

jumps occur, we derive that for t ≥ τ0 = 0, M θt = θt0 and Xt0 = Ct 0 .
Equivalence of time of jumps:

For the SDCPN HSDE , for each arbitrary place in which the initial token may reside, two transitions are pre-enabled: a guard transition and a delay transition. If either of them becomes
enabled and fires, then the other becomes disabled. The time until the guard transition is enPθ0

abled is t∗ ( M θ0 , C0 )  inf{t − τ0 > 0 | Ct

∈ ∂G T G }. The time until the delay transition is
θ0
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TθD

enabled is σ1

0

inv
= DTinv
D (U1 ), with D T D ( u ) = inf{ t − τ0 | exp(−
θ0

θ0

t

τ0

Pθ

D T D (Cs 0 )ds) ≤ u } and
θ0

U1 ∼ U [0, 1].
For HSDE, from Equation (6), using k = 0 and τ0b = τ0 , the time at which the continuous state
first hits the boundary of its state space is τ1b  inf{t > τ0 | (θt0 , Xt0 ) ∈ {{θ } × ∂Eθ ; θ ∈ M }}.
Pθ0

It is easily seen that as long as θt0 = θ0 , then due to Xt0 = Ct
we have that inf{t > τ0 |
Pθ0

Ct

(θt0 , Xt0 )

and the equality ∂G T G = ∂Eθ0 ,
θ0

∈ {{θ } × ∂Eθ ; θ ∈ M }} = τ0 + inf{t − τ0 > 0 |

∈ ∂G T G }, hence τ1b = τ0 + t∗ ( M θ0 , C0 ). However, there is a possibility that at some
θ0

p

time τ1 < τ1b , the HSDE solution process state makes a jump due to the Poisson random measure generating a point: Consider Equations (3) and (4), for k = 0. A jump
is generated when ∑iN=1 (ϑi − θt0− ) p P (dt, (Σi−1 (θt0− , Xt0− ), Σi (θt0− , Xt0− )] × R d ) = 0 or when

0 0
0
0
0
R d ψ ( θ t , θ t− , Xt− , z ) p P ( dt, (0, Λ ( θ t− , Xt− )] × dz )  = 0, or both. Consider the Poisson random
measure in Equation (4), i.e. p P (dt, (0, Λ(θt0− , Xt0− )] × dz ), which is equal to zero, except at sinp
gular times when it generates a multivariate point ({τ1 }, {z1 }, {z}). Due to the Poisson ranp
0
dom measure being homogeneous and due to Λ(θt− , Xt0− ) ≤ CΛ , the point ({τ1 }, {z1 }, {z})
is generated as follows: Generate a triple (ε 1 , ν1 , ν1 ), with ε 1 ∼ Exp(CΛ ), ν1 ∼ U [0, CΛ ] and
ν1 ∼ µ. Accept this triple if ν1 ≤ Λ(θτ00 +ε 1 − , Xτ00 +ε 1 − ), otherwise reject it. If it is accepted
p
then τ1 = τ0 + ε 1 , z1 = ν1 and z = ν1 . If it is not accepted then another triple (ε 2 , ν2 , ν2 )
is generated with ε 2 ∼ Exp(CΛ ), ν2 ∼ U [0, CΛ ] and ν2 ∼ µ, and this triple is accepted if
ν2 ≤ Λ(θτ00 +ε 1 +ε 2 − , Xτ00 +ε 1 +ε 2 − ). If it is accepted then τ10 = τ0 + ε 1 + ε 2 , z1 = ν2 and z = ν2 .
If it is not accepted then another triple (ε 3 , ν3 , ν3 ) is generated, and so on. Hence if (ε r , νr , νr )
p
is the first triple that is accepted then τ1 = τ0 + ∑rn=1 ε n and z1 = νr and z = νr . The interarrival times of the triples accepted through this mechanism are exponential with intensity
p
Λ. In addition, due to D T D (·) = Λ(θ, ·), we find that τ1 − τ0 is probabilistically equivalent to
θ

TθD
σ1 0 .

p

For HSDE, the time of the first jump is equal to the minimum of τ1b and τ1 . Due to the
reasoning above, this time of first jump is probabilistically equivalent to the time of first jump
of the SDCPN HSDE .
Equivalence of size of jumps

For the SDCPN HSDE , the jump size is determined by the firing measure F T of the enabled

transition T: for all θ ∈ M and T ∈ { TθG , TθD }, F T (eϑ , x  ; x ) = FTQ (ϑ  , x  ; θ, x ), for all x ∈
Q

Eθ ∪ ∂Eθ , ϑ  ∈ M and x  ∈ Eϑ , where FT is defined through
FTQ ({ϑ  } × A ; θ, x ) = ρ(ϑ  , θ, x )



Rd

1 A ( x + ψ (ϑ  , θ, x, z))µ (dz)

For HSDE, the size of jumps is generated as follows: In case of a jump generated by Poisson
p
random measure at time t = τ1 , the size of jump in {θt0 } is given by
θτ0 p − θτ0 p − =
1

1

N

∑ (ϑi − θτ0 − ) pP (dt, (Σi−1 (θτ0 − , Xτ0 − ), Σi (θτ0 − , Xτ0 − )] × R d )
p
1

i =1

p
1

p
1

p
1

p
1

and the size of jump in { Xt0 } is given by
Xτ0 p − Xτ0 p − =
1

1



Rd

ψ (θτ0 p , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − , z) p P (dt, (0, Λ(θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − )] × dz )
1

1

1

1

1
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p

Now use that the Poisson random measure has generated a point ({τ1 }, {z1 }, {z}), with z1 =
νr and z = νr as described above. Random variable z1 is used as follows: Notice that by Equation (5) and definition of ρ, for all θ ∈ M and all x ∈ R n , the interval (0, Λ(θ, x )] is divided into
subintervals (Σi−1 (θ, x ), Σi (θ, x )], i.e. (0, Λ(θ, x )] = (Σ0 (θ, x ), Σ1 (θ, x )] ∪ (Σ1 (θ, x ), Σ2 (θ, x )] ∪
· · · ∪ (Σ N −1 (θ, x ), Σ N (θ, x )], where Σ0 (θ, x ) = 0 and Σ N (θ, x ) = Λ(θ, x ). The ith interval, i.e. (Σi−1 (θ, x ), Σi (θ, x )] has a weight ρ(ϑi , θ, x ) = (Σi (θ, x ) − Σi−1 (θ, x ))/Λ(θ, x ), with
∑ iN=1 ρ(ϑi , θ, x ) = 1. Due to z1 ∈ (0, Λ(θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − )], there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that
1

1

z1 ∈ (Σ j−1 (θ 0 p , X0 p ), Σ j (θ 0 p , X0 p )]. This makes p P (dt, (Σi−1 (θ 0 p , X0 p ), Σi (θ 0 p , X0 p )] ×
τ −
τ −
τ
τ
τ −
τ −
τ −
τ −
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

R d ) = 1 if i = j and = 0 for i = j. Therefore, θτ0 p − θτ0 p − = ϑ j − θτ0 p − , i.e. at time
1

p

1

1

τ1 , θt jumps from θτ0 p − = θ0 to θτ0 p = ϑ j . Next, the random variable z is used to deter1
1
p
mine Xτ0 p − Xτ0 p − , i.e. in ({τ1 }, {z1 }, {z}), p P (dt, (0, Λ(θt0− , Xt0− )] × dz) = 1 and is zero else1

1

p

where. Therefore, Xτ0 p − Xτ0 p − = ψ (ϑ j , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − , z). This gives that at time τ1 , Xt jumps
1

1

1

1

from Xτ0 p − to Xτ0 p − + ψ (ϑ j , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − , z). From this, we find that the probability for (θt , Xt )
1
1
1
1
to jump into ({ϑ j }, A), given that the state right before the jump is (θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − ), is equal
1

1

to the probability that z1 is in (Σ j−1 (θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − ), Σ j (θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − )], times the probability that
1

1

1

1

Xτ0 p − + ψ (ϑ j , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − , z) is in A. This probability is equal to
1

1

1

ρ(ϑ j , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − )
1

1



Rd

1 A ( Xτ0 p − + ψ (ϑ j , θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − , z))µ (dz)
1

1

1

which is equal to Q({ϑ j } × A; θτ0 p − , Xτ0 p − ), according to Equation (8).
1

1

For boundary hitting type of jumps, the size of jump is given by Equation (7), i.e.
P {θτ1 b = ϑ, Xτ1 b ∈ A | θτ0 b − = θ, Xτ0 b − = x } = Q({ϑ } × A; θ, x )
1

1

1

1

This shows that the jump size mechanisms for Poisson random measure type of jumps and
boundary hitting type of jumps are the same. Also note that for all ϑ  , x  , θ and x, and T ∈
T D ∪ T G , FTQ (ϑ  , x  ; θ, x ) = Q(ϑ  , x  ; θ, x ). This means that the SDCPN HSDE state after the jump
and the HSDE solution process state after the jump are probabilistically equivalent.
Equivalence of processes after the ﬁrst jump:
p

From τ1 = min{τ1b , τ1 } onwards, the probabilistic equivalence of the HSDE and SDCPN HSDE
p
processes is shown in the same way. If τ1 = τ1 , then Equations (3) and (4) are used for k = 0;
if τ1 = τ1b then these equations are used for k = 1. From stopping time τn−1 to stopping time
τn the HSDE solution process and the associated SDCPN HSDE process have probabilistically
equivalent paths and probabilistically equivalent stopping times. Due to the unique definition
of the SDCPN HSDE stochastic process at times when transitions fire, the SDCPN HSDE state at
stopping times is also equivalent to the HSDE solution process state at the stopping times and
both processes are càdlàg.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3.

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 5.4
Consider an arbitrary SDCPN (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ) that satisfies rules R0–R4.
It is assumed that in the initial marking no immediate transitions are enabled, that the delay
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rates D T are bounded, and that for t → ∞, the number of tokens remains finite. First, we
characterise the HSDE elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0 ,X0 , Λ, ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }), in terms of SDCPN
elements, where it is assumed that µ is given. The thus constructed HSDE is referred to as
HSDESDCPN . Subsequently, we show that the HSDESDCPN solution process is probabilistically equivalent to the stochastic process defined by the original SDCPN.
B.1 Construction of HSDESDCPN elements

We provide an into-mapping that characterises HSDESDCPN elements (M, E, f , g, µ θ0,X0 , Λ,
ψ, ρ, µ, p P , {Wt }) in terms of SDCPN elements (P , T , A, N , S , C , I , V , W , G , D , F ).
M The characterisation of M in terms of SDCPN elements is by means of the reachability graph (RG). The nodes in the RG are token distributions, written as row vectors
(m1 , . . . , m|P | ), where mi is the number of tokens in place Pi . Arrows between nodes
are labelled by transitions, and indicate how the number of tokens in the places change
due to transition firings. Then M is composed of those nodes in the reachability graph
that do not enable an immediate transition, and N = |M |.
E For each θ ∈ M, corresponding with node m = (m1 , . . . , m|P | ) in the RG, define d(θ ) =
|P |

∑i=1 mi n ( Pi ). If under token distribution θ, no guard transitions are pre-enabled, then
Eθ = R d( θ ). If under token distribution θ, one or more guard transitions are pre-enabled,
then Eθ = R d( θ ) \ ∂Eθ , where ∂Eθ is constructed as follows: Without loss of generality,
suppose that under token distribution θ, the multi-set of pre-enabled guard transitions
is T1 , . . . , Tk . This set may contain one transition multiple times, if such transition evaluates multiple input token vectors in parallel. Suppose { Pi1 , . . . , Pir } = P ( Ain,OE ( Ti ))
i
are the input places of Ti that are connected to Ti by means of ordinary or enabling
arcs. This set may contain one place multiple times if such place is connected to Ti by
i
multiple arcs (input arcs of Ti ). Define di = ∑rj=
1 n ( Pi j ), then ∂Eθ = ∂G T1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∂G Tk ,
where G Ti = [G Ti × R d( θ )−di ] ∈ R d( θ ). Here [·] denotes a special ordering of all vector elements: Vector elements are ordered according to the unique ordering of places
and to the unique ordering of tokens within their place defined for SDCPN. Finally,
E = {{θ } × Eθ ; θ ∈ M }.


|P |
i
f For each θ ∈ M and x ∈ Eθ , f (θ, x ) = Coli=1 Colm
j =1 {V Pi ( cij )} , where x =


|P |
i
Coli=1 Colm
j =1 { cij } and θ corresponds to ( m1 , . . . , m |P | ).

g: For each θ ∈ M and x ∈ Eθ 
,

|P |
max
|P |
i
{W
(
c
)}
, OΣi=1 ( mi −mi ) h( Pi ) }, where
g(θ, x ) = Row{Diagi=1 Diagm
P
ij
i
j =1

|P |
max
|P |
− mi )h( Pi )) ×
• OΣi=1 ( mi −mi ) h( Pi ) is a square matrix of dimension (Σi=1 (mmax
i
|P |
max
(Σi=1 (mi − mi )h( Pi )) that contains only zeros. In the g(θ, ·) constructed above
it is put to the right of the block that contains the matrices W Pi .

= maxθ ∈M {mi | θ = (m1 , . . . , m|P | )} is the maximum number of tokens that
• mmax
i
exists due to the condition that for t → ∞
exists in place Pi . This maximum mmax
i
the number of tokens remains finite.
µ θ0 ,X0 : µ θ0,X0 ( M0 , C0 ) = I( M0 , C0 ) for all M0 and C0 , where M0 = ( M1,0 , . . . , M|P |,0 ), with
Mi,0 the initial number of tokens in place Pi , with the places ordered according to the
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unique ordering adopted for SDCPN, and C0 ∈ R d( θ0) containing the colours of these
tokens. Due to the condition that no immediate transitions are enabled in the initial
marking (which prevents vanishing token distributions to be current at the initial time),
the constructed M0 and C0 are uniquely defined.
Λ: For each θ ∈ M and x ∈ Eθ , Λ(θ, x ) = ∑ kn=1 D Tn (c Tn ), where T1 , . . . , Tk refers to the multiset of transitions in T D that, under token distribution θ, are pre-enabled, and c Tn are the
respective elements of x that are used to pre-enable these transitions. This set T1 , . . . , Tk
may contain one transition multiple times, if multiple input token vectors are evaluated
in parallel. If the set of pre-enabled delay transitions is empty in θ, then Λ(θ, ·) = 0.
ψ, ρ, µ: we make use of the assumption that µ is given. As part of the construction, define
a probability measure PQ (θ  , A; θ, x ), the value of which equals the probability that if
a jump occurs, and if the value of the HSDE solution process just prior to the jump
is (θ, x ), then the value of the HSDE solution process just after the jump is in (θ  , A).
Probability PQ (θ  , A; θ, x ) is characterised in terms of the SDCPN by the reachability
graph (RG), elements D , G and Rules R0–R4 and the set F . This is done in four steps,
precisely following the characterisation of the GSHS transition measure Q in terms of
SDCPN elements in the appendix of (Everdij & Blom, 2006). Next, we characterise ψ
and ρ in terms of this result: For HSDE, due to Equation (7), the probability that given a
jump from (θ, x ), the state after the jump is in (θ  , A) is given by Q({θ  } × A; θ, x ) hence
we find that PQ = Q. Here, Q is given by Equation (8). From this, we find
ρ(θ  , θ, x ) = Q({θ  } × R n ; θ, x )
Next write, for any x  ,
Q({θ  }, x  ; θ, x )

=

ρ(θ  , θ, x ) · P { x + ψ (θ  , θ, x, z) = x  }

=

ρ(θ  , θ, x ) · P {z = ψ inv ( x  − x )}

=

ρ(θ  , θ, x ) · µ (ψ inv ( x  − x ))

where ψ inv is such that µ L {u | ψ inv (u ) ∈ B } = ψ (θ  , θ, x, B ). Therefore,
µ (ψ inv ( x  − x )) =
and ψ is finally defined by
ψ inv ( x  − x )) = µ inv

Q({θ  }, x  ; θ, x )
ρ(θ  , θ, x )



Q({θ  }, x  ; θ, x )
ρ(θ  , θ, x )



{Wt }: This is generated according to the standard mechanism to generate Wiener processes. An h-dimensional Wiener process is constructed by collecting a number of
|P |
h( Pi ) independent one-dimensional Wiener processes in a vector.
h = ∑ i=1 mmax
i
Adding zeros and transforming discrete state vectors We add a sufficient number of zeros
to some of the elements in order to create a constant dimension for the HSDESDCPN
hybrid state space. Denote n = maxθ d(θ ), 0a as a column vector of zeros in R a and 0a×b
as a matrix of zeros in R a×b , then E is redefined as E = {{θ } × ( Eθ × R n−d( θ ) ); θ ∈ M };
max
f is redefined as Col{ f , 0n−d( θ ) }; g is redefined as Col{ g, 0( n−d( θ ))×Σimi ·h( Pi ) }; X0 is
redefined as Col{ X0 , 0n−d( θ ) } and ψ is redefined as Col{ψ, 0n−d( θ ) }.
This shows that all HSDESDCPN elements can be characterised uniquely in terms of SDCPN
elements.
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B.2 Probabilistic equivalence

Subsequently, we show that the solution of the constructed HSDESDCPN delivers a stochastic
process which is probabilistically equivalent to the process defined by the SDCPN. This is
done by showing: Equivalence of initial states; Equivalence of continuous evolution until first
jump; Equivalence of time of jumps; Equivalence of size of jumps; Equivalence of processes
after the first jump.
Equivalence of initial states:

The initial HSDESDCPN -process state (θ0 , X0 ) at t = τ0 is equivalent to the initial SDCPN state
through the mapping constructed above. If I inv denotes the inverse of I and µ inv
θ0 ,X0 denotes

the inverse of µ θ0 ,X0 , then the random variable ( M0 , C0 ) = I inv (U ) is equivalent to the random
variable (θ0 , X0 ) = µ inv
θ0 ,X0 (U ). Due to equivalence between I and µ θ0 ,X0 , the initial states are
probabilistically equivalent.
Equivalence of continuous evolution until ﬁrst jump:

At times t when no jump occurs, the HSDESDCPN -process evolves according to f and g, driven
by a Wiener process, and the SDCPN-process evolves according to V = {V P ; P ∈ P} and
W = {W P ; P ∈ P}, driven by Brownian motion. Through the mappings between f and V
and between g and W developed above, and through the probabilistic equivalence between
Brownian motions and Wiener processes, these evolutions provide probabilistically equivalent processes Xt and Ct for all t > τ0 , until the first jump.
Equivalence of time of jumps:

The times of jumps are generated by forced jumps and spontaneous jumps. In SDCPN, the
forced jumps are represented by guard transitions; in HSDE, the forced jumps are represented
by continuous state space boundary hits. Due to the mapping between the boundary of the
HSDESDCPN state space ∂Eθ and the boundaries of the transition guards of the guard transitions {∂G T ; T ∈ T G }, the HSDESDCPN forced jumps and the SDCPN forced jumps occur at the
same time. The HSDESDCPN spontaneous jumps are generated by a Poisson random measure
that uses a rate Λ. The SDCPN spontaneous jumps are generated by the delay transitions
that use rates {D T ; T ∈ T D }. Due to the mapping between Λ and {D T ; T ∈ T D }, the time of
spontaneous jump is according to the same rate for both HSDESDCPN and SDCPN.
Equivalence of size of jumps:

At times when a jump occurs, the HSDESDCPN -process makes a jump generated by ψ, ρ and
µ, while the SDCPN-process makes a jump generated by F . Through the mapping between
ψ, ρ, µ and F , these jumps provide probabilistically equivalent processes.
Equivalence of processes after the ﬁrst jump:

After the first jump, equivalence is shown in a similar way as above.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4.
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1. Introduction
The systems whose functionalities (i.e. semantics) are defined with respect to time and whose
correctness can only be assessed by taking time into consideration are called time - critical
systems. This class of systems includes embedded real - time systems such as process control
systems, digital signal processing systems, patient monitoring systems, flight control systems
and weapon systems. The definition of time - critical systems covers a broader class then that
of real - time systems. As an example can serve a typical computer system with a mouse input
device where making two clicks on the mouse (the first and the second click at the beginning
and at the end of the time interval duration 2 seconds respectively), has a quite different
meaning than a double clicking within the time interval duration an half of second.
There is much expectation from the application of formal description techniques (FDT) and
verification techniques to that field, since often time - critical systems have severe reliability
and safety requirements. The theory and techniques developed for designing and
understanding sequential and concurrent systems are not immediately suitable for time critical systems: new formalisms and new methods are needed to specify their properties
and prove correctness of implementations.
Several extensions to mathematical theories, such as logic, to cope with concurrent and realtime systems have been already proposed (Olderog, 1991; Ostroff, 1989), or algebra (Baeten
& Bergstra, 1991). Petri Nets (PN) have deserved great attention in the role of FDT for
concurrent, and in the last past as an FDT for time - critical systems. Two kinds of extensions
to PN formalism are relevant with respect to time-critical systems:

extensions that add time modelling capabilities (Time PNs),

extensions that add functional modelling capabilities.
Different PN formalisms have been introduced in the literature; for example see (Genrich,
1986; Ghezzi et al., 1991; Jensen & Kristensen, 2009). Stochastic PNs represent important
extension - that serves mainly to deal with performance evaluation and not in specification
and verification of time-critical issues. Function modelling capabilities have been added to
PNs at so-called high-level PNs. Among them we mention Colored Petri Nets (Jensen &
Kristensen, 2009), Predicate Transition Nets (Genrich, 1986; Genrich & Lautenbach, 1981),
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Numerical Petri Nets (Billington et al., 1988), PROT Nets (Bruno & Marchetto, 1986),
Evaluative Petri Nets (Hudák, 1980) and TER Nets (Ghezzi et al., 1991).

2. Reachability Problem in Petri Nets
Petri Nets are very well known FDT, and many sources in the literature treat the subject in
the depth (Peterson, 1981; Reisig, 1985; Murata, 1989; Hudák, 1999).
We define PN to be a 4-tuple N  ( P, T , pre, post ) , where:
 P is a finite set of places
 T is a finite set of transitions

pre : P T  {0,1} - preset function, post : P  T  {0,1} - postset function
The functions pre, post define a structure on the set PT. It is very common to represent the
PN by the bipartite oriented graph (Fig. 1a). The following useful notations can be defined:


t  { p | pre( p, t )  0} the set of preconditions of t





p   {t | pre( p, t )  0}

t  { p | post ( p, t )  0} the set of postconditions of t

p  {t | post ( p, t )  0}

By the marking of PN N  ( P, T , pre, post ) we mean a totally defined function
m: P→N

(1)

We use N for the set of natural numbers , i.e, N={0,1,2,…} and m to describe the situation or
configuration in PN N. Namely we say the condition represented by the place p in PN N
holds iff m(p)  0. Without loss of generality we assume that P and T have k and s elements
respectively, i.e. P  { p1, p2 ,..., pk } , T  {t1 , t 2 ,..., t s } and we fix some ordering of both, places

and transitions from now on. Using the ordering of places we can consider m to be the k
dimensional nonnegative integer vector, i.e. m �Nk. More formally

m  (m( p1 ), m( p2 ),..., m( pk ))

And m( pi ) is the value of m in pi , i = 1,2,..., k, according to (1). In our example (Fig. 1a)

m( pi )  1 iff i = 1, or alternatively m  (1,0,0,0,0) . For the simplicity we will use the

denotation m for both interpretations of the marking m. We say t is enabled in m, and denote

t

iff for every pt, m( p)  pre( p, t ) . In Fig. 1a t2 is enabled in m  (1,0,0,0,0) because
it m 



t2  { p1} and m(p1) = 1, and pre(p1, t2) = 1. Once the transition t is enabled it can fire. The

effect of the firing t in m is the creation of a new marking m’ that depends on m and t. We
use a denotation
t
m

m'

and m’ is defined in the following way:
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m( p)  pre( p, t )
if p t  p  t 

m( p)  post ( p, t )
if p  t   p t
m' ( p )  
m( p)  pre( p, t )  post ( p, t ) if p t  t 

m( p)
otherwise
t2
In PN N of Fig. 1a we can write m  (1,0,0,0,0) 
m'  (0,1,1,0,1) . Notice that transition t3 will
be enabled in m’. We say the sequence of transitions  =t1t2...tr is admissible firing sequence in
ti
PN N, provided a sequence of markings m0, m1,..., mr exists and such that mi 1 
mi , i = 1,



m or m0 

m , when  is immaterial. The marking m
2,..., r. In that case we write m0 

is to be called the reachable marking in N from m0 (via ). We fix the marking m0 to be the
initial marking of PN N  ( P, T , pre, post ) and we denote it N0 = (N, m0) or
N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) . Given PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) we define the set of reachable

markings



R ( N 0 )  {m | m0  m}

Reachability Problem (RP). Given PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) and a k-dimensional nonnegative integer vector q, the problem whether q  R ( N 0 ) is called (the instance of) the

reachability problem of PN N0 (for the state q).
The reachability problem can be treated in the terms of so called vector addition systems
(VAS).
Definition 1: A (k-dimensional) vector addition system (VAS) Wk is a couple Wk = (q0 ,W), where
q0 Nk is the initial state of Wk , W is a finite set of (k- dimensional) integer vectors, i.e
W  {wi | i (1  i  s ) : wi  (ai1 , ai2 ,..., aik ), ai j   for all j  1,2,..., k}

By a reachable state (vector) of Wk we call each q Nk such that
1. q = q0 + wi1 + ...+ win for some integer n  0, wijW, j = 1,..., n and
2. for j(1  j  n): qj = q0 + wi1 + ...+ wij k
We call the set of all such vectors the set of reachable state vectors, or simply the reachability set of
VAS Wk, and denote it as R(Wk ). More formally:
R(Wk )  {q | q   k , q  q0  wi1  wi2  ...  win , n   ,
j (1  j  n) : wi j  W , q j  q0  wi1  wi2  ...  wi j   k }

�
In what follows we use the words: reachable state vector, state vector, or state as synonyms. If it
is clear what dimensionality Wk has, we omit the index k, and also we say just a vector
addition system instead a k-dimensional VAS, and the vector w, rather than the kdimensional vector w.
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Definition 2: Given any VAS Wk = (q0,W), where q0Nk and W  k for some k > 0, and let
R(Wk) be its reachability set. For any qNk a problem whether q  R (Wk ) is called the reachability
problem of VAS (with respect to q). We will occasionally use the abbreviation RP(q,Wk ) ) for it.

�

With a vector addition system Wk  ( q0 ,W ) we can associate a tree structure, which we call
the vector state tree, and define it as follows:

Definition 3: Let Wk  ( q0 ,W ) be a vector addition system with q0 as its initial state vector, and W
the finite set of k-dimensional integer vectors. Then by the vector state tree of VAS Wk, denoted by
VSTw, we mean a double labelled oriented tree
VSTw  (Tw , lab1 , lab2 , q 0 ), Tw  (V , E , r0 )
is an oriented rooted tree, V - a set of vertices, E  V  V - a set of edges, r0V - the root of Tw and
the two labelling mappings
lab1 : V   k , lab2 : E  W
The VST is defined such that lab1 (r0 )  q0 and any vertex v of Tw , with lab1(v) = q has a son u V
with lab1(u) = q’ and lab2(v,u) = a iff q’ = q + a for some aW and q,q’ Nk.

�

Let N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) be a PN with the initial marking m0. Recall m0 can be represented as a k-dimensional nonnegative integer vector, i.e. m0 Nk and m0 = (m0 (p1),..., m0 (pk)).
The latter assumes an ordering of places in P and transitions in T, i.e. P = { p1,..., pk} and T = {
t1,..., ts }. From the analytical properties of PNs (Reisig, 1985) we have that
 
t
m0 
 m  m  m0  ( (t )  cT )T
and (t) is the Parikh mapping vector of the "string" t over the (ordered) alphabet T. Recall
again that any transition t T can be represented as a k-dimensional integer vector

t  post (t )  pre(t )
and

post (t )  ( post ( p1 , t ), post ( p2 , t ),..., post ( pk , t )), pre(t )  ( pre( p1, t ), pre( p2 , t ),..., pre( pk , t ))
It can be easily seen that


 
t
m0 
 m  m  m0  t

and we can construct for PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) the vector addition system Wk  ( q0 ,W )


and such that q0 = m0 ‚ W  {t i | t i  T , i  1,2,..., s} , and k = card P. The following result holds.
Theorem 1. For any PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) there is an vector addition system Wk  ( q0 ,W )
and such that R(Wk)= R(N0), and k = card P.
Proof: follows from the above construction.

�

In what follows we make use of the special symbol -  , which we add to N, creating by that
virtue the new set N. The  element has the following properties: for any a N: a  and
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 ± a = . Having a (k-dimensional) vector q  ( q1, q2 ,..., qk ) and a set A  {1,2,..., k}   we
denote by Aq a vector, that we will call  vector and will be defined such that
  if i  A
 Aq  (a1, a2 ,..., ak ) where ai  
qi otherwise
In (Hudák, 1999) a new RP algorithm was proposed, in which a core structure is a finite
state automaton (fsa) of the type Mw. Here we can only in a very short way summarize the
RP algorithm.
RP algorithm: Given: VAS Wk = (q0 ,W), q Nk - a state to be decided reachable or not;
Step 1 : Create fsa Mw=(Q, W0) ;
Step 2 : Construct MILPw (A, X0, B(q), r);
Step 3 : if MILPw (A, X0, B(q), r) = true then go to Step 4 else go to Step 5;
Step 4 : q R(Wk). Stop.
Step 5 : q  R(Wk). Stop.
Here, Q Nk is the set of states, : Q×W Q is the next-state function, 0 = Aq0, A K is the
initial  (macro) state. In many cases Mw’s state diagram contains strongly connected
components (scc), i.e it has the loop structure (see Fig. 8). MILPw (A, X0, B(q), r) stands for the
modified integer linear programming problem (Hudák, 1999), and denotes a predicate that is true
iff X0 is the solution to the problem, A is the matrix of -simple loops (Hudák, 1999) of fsa Mw
(taken as integer vectors), r is the number of strongly connected components of Mw’s state
diagram on the path leading from the macrostate Bq0 to a macrostate B’q, provided q is the
state whose reachability is solved by the instance of MILP, and B(q) is some linear
expression free of any -simple loops and depending on the state q.
The complexity of the RP algorithm was assessed (Hudák, 1999) and the worst-case upper
b2

k  2k 2

), provided k=card P, P to
bound of time complexity was settled. It turns out to be O( 2
be the set of places of PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) and b  0 is some constant. Fortunately, in

some cases the worst-case upper bound time complexity can be lowered (Hudák, 1999).
There the reader can find also the proof of lower bound on the space complexity of RP in
spirit of R.J.Lipton, which had been shown to be O(ck) for some constant c>0.
Fsa Mw is a finite state automaton with some interpretation of its states and input alphabet.
That means that fsa can be thought of as Mw = (M,I) where M = (K r0) we call the basic
fsa for Mw, and I = (f, g, r0) - be an interpretation:
f : K  k - is a state labelling mapping
g :    k - is an input labelling mapping
Properties of the interpretations were studied, that was inspired by V. N. Redko (Hudák, 1999).
Problem: Let M = (K r0) be a fsa; is there any interpretation I = (f,g,r0) for <M,I> to be the
finite state automaton of the type Mw for the PN N 0  ( P, T , pre, post , m0 ) ?
for <M,I> to be the finite state automaton of the type Mw for the PN N0 = (P,T, pre , post,m0)?
Here follow results of the study and solution to the problem settled and also some remarks,
that reflect some interesting issues connected with the problem (Hudák, 1999).
1. Assume we are given a fsa M =(K, , q0); for any such M and a constant k > 1
there is a tripple of mappings Ik = <f, g, r0>, and such that it is the interpretation for
the fsa M, and <M, Ik> is Mw-type fsa for the VAS Wk = <r0, {g(a)| a}>. Ik and VAS
Wk can be effectively constructed on the basis of M and of the constant k.
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2.

Assume we are given a fsa of the type Mw - M’ =(Q, W, w, r0), Q k, W k, r0
k; then on the basis of M’ the fsa M = (K, , q0) and the couple of mappings <f,
g> can be constructed effectively; the latter is the isomorphism of fsa’s M and M’,
and <f, g, r0> represents the interpretation for the fsa M.

Fig. 1. De/compositional reachability analysis
2.1 De/compositional reachability analysis of PNs
We have pointed out that the complexity of RP is tremendous and so RP is an intractable
problem. On the other hand there are some (quite practical and vital) problems for to be
dealt with and for that a solving the reachability problem is an inevitable task. An example
of such a problem can serve time analysis of time-critical systems (Ghezzi et al., 1994). An
outcome from that situation, and that seems to be the only way, is to apply the divide and
conquer approach to the RP. In (Hudák, 1994) we have proposed a new de/composition
method of PNs that is suitable for the reachability analysis of Petri Nets in general case. The
method is based on the RP algorithm by the first author (Hudák, 1999).
The de/composition can be accomplished in three ways: T-(P-, PT-) de/compositions, that
we call T-(P-, PT-) JUNCTION respectively (Hudák, 1994).
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Fig. 1 illustrates the method and results achieved. In Fig. 1a) and 1b) there are PN N and the
subnets N1 and N2, the product of PT decomposition. Fig. 1c) and e) show the fsa of type Mw
for the PNs N and N1, N2 respectively. They are fsa’s with  states that says the state space is
infinite. Fig. 1d) shows the result of composition based on M1 and M2. Comparison of the
state diagrams in Fig.1c) and d) shows the two automata are isomorphic.

3. Time-Critical Systems
A large class of systems can be represented and understood by abstracting away from the
time aspect. That is the case of sequential systems, i.e. systems whose provided
functionalities - their semantics - do not depend on the speed of execution. It is also the case
of properly designed concurrent systems, such as time - sharing operating systems, whose
overall correctness does not depend on the speed of execution of the component processes.
In these two classes of systems time affects performance, not functional correctness.
In other cases, however, time issue becomes essential. In real - time systems, correctness
depends not only on the results produced by computations, but also on the time at which
such results are produced. The systems may enter incorrect state if the right result is
produced too early or too late with respect to certain time bounds (Ghezzi et al., 1991). For
example, an aircraft should not only modify its course once a mountain appears to be on the
route, but it should also do it before crashing, i.e. within a given time.
The systems whose functionalities (i.e. semantics) are defined with respect to time and
whose correctness can only be assessed by taking time into consideration are called time critical systems. This class of systems includes embedded real - time systems such as process
control systems, digital signal processing systems, patient monitoring systems, flight control
systems and weapon systems. The definition of time - critical systems covers a broader class
then that of real - time systems. As an example can serve a typical computer system with a
mouse input device where making two clicks on the mouse (the first and the second click at
the beginning and at the end of the time interval duration 2 seconds respectively), has a
quite different meaning than a double clicking within the time interval duration an half of
second.
3.1 Environment Relationship Nets
Environment-Relationship Nets (ER nets) (Ghezzi et al., 1991) represent a very strong
extension to ordinary Petri Nets, that provides means to incorporate the notion of the time
into the concept. We start with some notions. ER net is a net which can be characterized as
follows:
1. tokens are environments on ID (the set of identifiers) and V (the set of all values
identifiers can take upon). The universal set of environments ENV = VID.
2. each transition is associated with an action. An action is a relationship

 (t )  ENV k (t )  ENV h (t ) , and k (t ) 
| t |, h(t ) 
| t  |
3.

By (t) we denote the projection of (t) on ENVk(t) only, and call it the predicate of t.
a marking is an assignment of multisets of environments (envs) to places.

4.

transition t is enabled in a marking m iff pi t there is at least one token envi and

such that the tuple <env1 ,..., envk(t)>  (t). The tuple <env1 ,..., envk(t)> is called the
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5.
6.

7.

enabling tuple for t. Notice there can be more than one enabling tuple for t in the
marking m. The same token can belong to several enabling tuples.
A firing (of t in m) is a triple x  enab, t , prod  such that  enab, prod   (t ) .
The occurrence of a firing x  enab, t , prod  in a marking m causes a producing a
new marking m’ for the net, obtained from the marking m by removing the
enabling tuple enab from the preset places of t.
in a natural way we define a firing sequence and the sequence of admissible markings.
x

 m' provided that x  enab, t , prod  is a firing
We may use the notation m 
that produces m’ from m. We may also define the set of reachable markings,
boundedness, liveness and other notions that can be defined for ordinary Petri
Nets.

p1 tok1

tok2 p
tok3 2

tok1 = {<a,0>,<b,1>}
tok2 = {<a,0>,<b,2>}
tok3 = {<a,0>,<b,1>}

t

act
p3

act = {<<p1,p2>,p3>| p1.a = p2.a, p1.b < p2.b,
p3.a = p1.a,
p3.b  {x| p1.b  x  p1.b + p2.b}}

Fig. 2. ER Net
3.2 Time ER Nets
When we assume that each environment contains a special variable called chronos, whose
values are of numerical type representing the timestamp of the environment (token), by that
the time can be incorporated into the net and we obtain Time ER net. All notions introduced
for ER nets remain valid, for TER net, except the firing rule; the latter has to be modified.
The timestamp of the token expresses the time of the environment’s creation. We denote by
envi.chronos the value of the chronos of the token envi. We assume the firing x to be used in
what follows. The firing x has the structure: x  enab, t , prod  , enab  env1, env2 ,..., envk (t ) 
prod  env'1 , env'2 ,..., env'h (t )  , k (t ) 
t
| t | , h(t ) 

| t  | . The following are the axioms that have

to be satisfied by any action (Ghezzi et al., 1991).
Axiom 1: (Local monotonicity) For any firing x env’j.chronos  envi.chronos, for all j,i, 1  j  h(t),
1  i  k(t).
Axiom 2: (Constraint on timestamps) For any firing x there is the value denoted time(x) and such
that env’j.chronos = time(x), for all 1 j  h(t). The value time(x) is called the time of the firing.
Axiom 3: (Firing sequence monotonicity) For any firing sequence s = x1 x2... x|s|, time(xi)  time(xj),
if i < j, 1 i,j  |s|.
For an ER net satisfying Axiom 2 we will write prod.chronos to denote the value time(x) the
all chronos have in prod. An ER net where all environments contain chronos and that
satisfies Axioms 1 and 2 is called Time ER (TER) net. Given ER net that satisfies Axiom 2, we
will call the firing sequence s = x1 x2... x|s|, to be the time ordered firing sequence iff for each i,j,
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i < j, time(xi)  time(xj). We will call two firing sequences s, s’ to be equivalent iff s is a
permutation of s’. The following result can be proven (Ghezzi et al., 1991)
Theorem 2. Let E be an ER net satisfying Axioms 1 and 2; for each firing sequence s with the initial
marking m0 there exists a firing sequence s’ equivalent to s that is time ordered.

Given a transition t and the enabling tuple enab of the TER net, we can define the set of
possible firing times, denoted f-time:
f  time(enab)  {t | enab, prod   (t ), t  prod . chronos}
Let s  x1 x2 ...x|s| , be a firing sequence of a TER net with the initial marking m0 , and
s

x x ...x

1 2
i  mi ; the firing sequence s is strong iff it is time ordered, and
m0 
 m and m0 

for each t ' T and for each mi , (1  i | s | 1) there exists no tuple enabi' for t’ in mi and such
that time( xi 1 )  sup( f  time(enabi' )) . Another axiom can be stated to hold in TER nets.
Axiom 3’: All firing sequences are strong.
TER net that satisfies Axioms 1,2 and 3’ is called the strong TER net (STER net).
Finally, when we assume that the only type of tokens is chronos then we obtain Time Basic
(TB) nets. In the class of TB nets we can distinguish two significant classes:
1. weak-time semantics WTS TB nets are those TB nets that satisfy Axiom 1,2, and 3,
2. strong-time semantics STS TB nets are those TB nets that satisfy Axiom 1,2 and 3’.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a TB net and a TER net. Another example of a TB net can be
found in Fig. 7, where the net specifies a time-critical system, called ’the voice station’,
whose operation is governed by a simple protocol. The latter is formally described
altogether by the tft predicates and by the structure of the TB net itself.
The modelling power of TER nets is such that it covers all known extensions of Petri Nets
including those which incorporate the concept of the time (e.g. MF nets)(Ghezzi et al., 1991).
The tradeoff between modelling power and the tractability of problems that of our concern
should be taken into account. The greater is the modelling power, less is a chance to solve
interesting problems: reachability, liveness, boundedness and others.

4. Time Reachability Analysis of TB Nets
There was pointed out that time-critical systems represent an important class of discrete
systems for which the reachability analysis with respect to time is an inevitable task to be
done during design and analysis of such the systems. We call the problem in that case time
reachability problem or time reachability analysis (TRA) problem. In practice (Ghezzi et al., 1994),
to cope with the problem mostly simulation techniques are used.
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Fig. 3. TER Nets
We have started the development of a new methodology of the reachability analysis, based
on the new algorithm to solve the reachability problem by the first author (Hudák, 1981;
Hudák, 1999), and the de/compositional approach to the problem (Hudák, 1994). Because of
the specification of time critical systems by TB nets and that the task of TRA is inevitable in
the design of such the systems, the new methodology presupposes an extension of the
original results on de/compositional reachability analysis to TB nets.
The new methodology of the time reachability analysis consists of following steps.
1. developing a new semantics of TB nets based on time intervals (TI) rather than on
time points (Ghezzi et al., 1994; Hudák, 1996),
2. extending new RP algorithm to TB (TER) nets in a way to be able to use the
properties of fsa’s of the type Mw,
3. exploring properties of Time Interval Profiles (TIP) as a suitable generalization of
enabling tuples in TI semantics,
4. creating a new methodology for TRA of time-critical systems specified by TB nets
that would have to be based on "the loop-spectral analysis" of TB nets (Hudák &
Teliopoulos, 1998b).
4.1 Time Interval Semantics of TB Nets
In this section we deal with the time interval semantics of TB nets. We want to extend the
solution of the reachability problem (RP) (for Petri Nets) to Time Environment Relationships
Nets (TER), particularly to TB nets. Basic property of TB nets is that their tokens
(timestamps) have the individuality (Ghezzi et al., 1991).
For the purpose to deal with the Time Reachability Problem (TRP) we will make use of
several interpretations of tokens (Fig. 4)
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the case a) is the usual interpretation of the token as being the chronos (Ghezzi et
al., 1991),
the cases b) and c) will be used when we deal with the reachability issue itself,
especially in a constructing of the finite state automaton (fsa) of type Mw (Hudák,
1996) for TRP, which we will denote as Mw.

Fig. 4. Token Interpretation
In (Hudák, 1996) we deal with TB’s semantics based on TIs. Any token (chronos)  in TI
semantics is considered to be a TI = [i, a] R+. Besides the set operations , , ()c a new
operations "+" and "·" have been defined (Hudák, 1996). Given

 [i,a ]  R  we define the
operations:
1. 0      0   where 0 stands for empty TI.
2. c   [i  c,a  c] , c    [i  c,a  c] for any suitable constant c R

3.

 ' ' '   df  {  R  |   ' ' ' , ' ' , ' ' ' '}

4.

following are true statements: ‘‘‘ ‘‘‘ ,(+ ) + ’ = + (+ ’ )

In TI semantics we introduce the concept of TI relations that can hold between TIs (Fig. 5).
Given any transition t  T of a TB net with the enabling predicate tft (Ghezzi et al., 1994), in
TI semantics we replace any enabling tuple en  ( m( p1 ), m( p2 ),..., m( p| t|)) with a corresponding collection of TIs that is called Time Interval Profile (TIP). In (Hudák, 1996) properties of
TI operations were studied. For a reason that will be clear soon, a crucial issue to be dealt
with was the property of TI expression
(1  A)  ( 2  B )

(2)

The study yielded several important results. Given en  TIP (1, 2 ,..., | t | ) and tft-enabling
predicate, we were able to prove the canonical representation exists for any en and tft (en).
Theorem 3. (canonical representation of tft) Given TB net N 0  ( P, T , , pre, post , tf , q0 ) and let tft
(en) be in the form (1 + A)  (2 + B), then tft (en) has for given en the unique representation
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tft(en) = en + tft(0)
where en is a TI that depends on en , and tft(0) is a TI that depends only on the structure of TB net
�
and does not depend on en.
To put it in another way, any t-generated TI t can be represented as a sum of two TIs: enthe determinate TI that depends on TIP en in question and on t (or tft) and a constant TI
tft(0), which depends only on the structure of the TB net in question.
The ‘anatomy’ of en was studied in (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b). There was discovered
that any en can be classified as belonging exclusively to one of the two possible classes:
mono-generated ens (i.e. en = [ti, ta] and ten) and non mono-generated ens (i.e.
en  [ t1 i, t 2 a ] and  t1 , t 2  en ).

Reli representation
i

Graphical

1

{ [

2

{

[

3

{ [

4

[
{
[
{

}
]

6

[ {

}

7

[

8

[ {

9

5

}
]

Formal characterization

Symbolic
]

sq'

(i < 'i)  ('i < a < 'a)

]
}

'a

(i < 'i)  (a = 'a)

}

'

(i < 'i)  ('a < a)

]



i

'

(i = 'i)  (a < 'a)

'i

(i = 'i)  ('a < a)

]

'

('i < i)  (a < 'a)

]
}

a'

('i < i)  (a = 'a)

}

'sq

('i < i)  ('a < a)



'

(a < 'i)

{

]

}

{ }  = {i, a} interval

[ ] ' = {'i, 'a} interval

Fig. 5. Relations defined on TI variables
Given TB net N 0  ( P, T ,  , pre, post , tf , q0 ) we call Petri net N0 = (P, T, pre, post, m0) basic PN
for TB net N 0 . In extending the RP algorithm to TB nets we have chosen an approach to
create the fsa Mw (in the case of TB nets we denote it Mw), in such a way that Mw will be
isomorphic with the corresponding fsa Mw for the basic PN in question. As we already
mentioned, fsa’s Mw and Mw will contain scc’s. That implies that TIP’s properties on -loops
are of very importance. The properties were studied in (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b) and
can be characterized as follows.
There are few assumptions taken for loops:
(a1) the initial marking  0  (  0 ,  0 ) to be such that 0 ( p )  1 ,
(a2) post ( p, t )  1 for any p, t of N 0 , i.e. upon t-firing exactly one TB token can be generated,
(a3) 0 is a live marking,
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(a4) the existence of ent(0) - t’s enabling tuple upon its first firing, as the first transition of  t ,
(a5) in the loop , the only generators of TI tokens in any p ti , where ti is from  t (i.e.
ti  T ( t ) ), are again the transitions of t.

Theorem 4. (characterization of tft(en))
Let t = t1 ··· tr be a

 - simple loop satisfying the assumptions a1-a5 For any i 0,   T ( t )

tf t (en (i 1) ) tf t (en (i ) )  tf t (0)

tf  (0) tf t1 (0)  ...  tf t r (0)

provided T ( t )  {ti |  t (ti )  1} and  t (ti ) is the number of occurrences of ti in  t .

TIP = {}







time

 dti()= [ei, ea]
e=i 5i, ea= 4a
i, a

Fig. 6. TIP and determinate time interval

Corollary 1. For any n>0, t  t =t t1 ··· tr
tf t (en ( n ) )  tf t (en ( 0 ) )  n  tf  ( 0 ) ,
(n)
( 0)
tf
 n  tf  (0) and
t (en ) en

tf t
(en( ) ) en( 0)    tf  (0)

Lemma 1. Let p1,p2,...,pn be a sequence of places of TB net N  ( P, T , , pre, post , m0 , tf ) , t1,t2,...,tn-1
be a sequence of transitions from T and such that pi  ti , pi 1  ti  , q, q’- be a firing sequence and
t
two markings respectively and such that   x1 x2 ...xn , q 
q' , xi  eni , ti , prod i , i 
1,2,..., n .

Let further  i be a chronos with the time interval (TI) interpretation (we propose to call it TI token,
TI chronos, or simply TI) in pi in the state q and such that  i  en( pi ) (  i is dwelling in pi in the
state q) and  t i be a ti - generated TI upon ti firing, i=1,...,n-1 and en j ( p j 1 )   t j , j=1,...,n-1.
Then it is true that  1   t1 ,  t j 1  
i 1,2,..., n  1   { sq , }
tj ,
Provided that



a nd  t j   q j ( p j 1 )

q j  [q j ],  j  x1x2 ...x j , and 
[ q j ] q  t ( x1 )  ...  t ( x
t j
 x j  en, t j , prod 
j )t ( x j )
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Corollary 2. Under conditions of Lemma 1 the following holds: for all i>0:  t

(i )

  tr

(i )

.

Lemma 2. Given a  0 -loop in M w for the TB net N 0  ( N 0 , tf , ) , t = t1 ··· tr, tiT, i=1,...,r, and
two TI tokens  1' , 2' belonging to ent( 0)  TIP ( 1 , 2 ,... t ) , and  'j is t’j-generated, TI chronos, i.e.

 'j   t ' t 'j  T ( t ) , j=1,2,…,r.
j

Suppose now that  1'   2' then  ('i 1)   ('i 1) for any i > 0 and  { sq , } .
t1

t2

What the results in the above assertions say is that:
 given the loop structure of particular scc in Mw we are able to compute and thus
predict the TIs which will be created upon passing the (stabile and selffeeded)
loops (Theorem 4 and Corollary 1).
 relation  {<sq,  } between TIs will be preserved on the (stabile and selffeeded)
loops of any scc of the fsa Mw (Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Corollary 2).
4.2 On the Way to Loop-Spectral Time Reachability Analysis
In the state diagram of fsa Mw  - simple loops play profound role in the reachability
analysis of the ordinary PN as the results of this work demonstrate. The role of  - simple
loops grows even more in the issue of TRA of TB nets.
We distinguish two subclasses of loops in Mw: selffeeded and stabile loops. The loop is
selffeeded one if in a t - firing (t belongs to the loop) t "consumes" only tokens that was
created solely by firings of loop’s transitions. A loop can be called stabile if at any t-firing (t
belongs to the loop) all tokens at precondition places are uniformly generated, i.e. at any tfiring at each repetition t consumes tokens from the same generators, i.e. transitions that
generated tokens consumed by t. There is a strong relation between the two types of loops
(Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b). Each loop becomes stabile after some initialization, after that
some TIP (we call it initial) is reached which starts stable part of computation.
After defining initial TIP for any loop on a path we can define the TIs of any chronos
(tokens) in which it can exist in the future. The structure of those TIs reminds very much
spectral image of time sequences (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b). Results achieved, however
show that once Mw has been constructed we can predict precisely future of any token and
discover perhaps a moment when it disappears because of the emptiness or dummy feature
of its TI. For any TI t (t - generated TI) we can construct a formula for the TI to be
calculated. The RP algorithm works almost in the same way in the case of TB nets as it does
in the case of ordinary Petri Nets.

5. TRA by example
We are now going to demonstrate TRA based on our approach. As an example we have
chosen the TB net for the voice station (Ghezzi et al., 1994) which is depicted in Fig. 7. An
interested reader can find a full description of the voice station in (Ghezzi et al., 1994).
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5.1 The voice station
The voice station consists of three parts: coder, decoder and medium to transmit voice
signals formatted into packets. Here we abstract from the structure of the packets, the nature
of the medium, and the decoder. We only concentrate on the signal transmission, i.e. the
voice coder and the part of the interface that transmits the packets.
The voice coder produces packets of constant length at a constant rate -one packet each 10
milliseconds. Once a new packet is produced and the station interface is ready to accept a
new packet, the packet becomes ready to be transmitted. The reaction time of the interface,
which takes ready packet and puts it in the transmission buffer, waiting to be transmitted on
the medium, is assumed to be 0.2 milliseconds. The station interface waits for a transmission
token (i.e. the interface is based on a token transmission protocol, e.g. a token ring) which is
available for transmitting the packet already prepared in the buffer, 0.1 milliseconds after its
arrival in the interface.
A packet is transmitted if it is in the buffer and the transmission token is available.
Otherwise, after waiting for ready packet for 0.15 milliseconds, the transmission token goes
to the next station of the ring. If a packet is not transmitted by the time a new packet is
produced 10 milliseconds after the not transmitted packet was produced, the latter is
discarded and the new packet is considered for transmission.
5.2 TB net of the voice station
In Fig. 7 the voice station is modelled by TB net and in that strong time semantics is
assumed. The voice coder is modelled by transition t1 and places p1, p2 and p3. The token
(chronos) in p1 records the time at which the last packet has been created by the coder. A
token in p3 represents the packet produced by the coder. A token in place p2 records the
packet creation time. Its timestamp is used by transition t2 to determine whether the packet
can still be processed or must be discarded. Transition t1 fires 10 milliseconds after the
production of a token in place p1, i.e. 10 milliseconds after the production of the last packet.
The station interface is modelled by transitions t2, t3 and t4 and places p4, p5 and p6. A token
in place p4 represents the interface ready to accept a new packet from the voice coder; a
token in place p6 represents the interface ready to transmit a packet on the transmission
medium. The firing of transition t3 represents the station interface accepting (place p4) a new
packet produced by the coder (place p3) and putting the newly produced packet in the
transmission buffer (place p6), ready to be transmitted. Transition t3 can fire 0.2 milliseconds
after both the packet has been produced and the interface is ready to accept a new packet.
This can occur only within 10 milliseconds after the packet has been produced (10
milliseconds after place the packet has been produced); otherwise the packet is no longer
considered for transmission and is discarded (transition t4). The tokens stored in place p5
represent all the messages that could not be transmitted. Transition t2 represents the station
interface becoming ready to accept a new packet from the coder if the current packet to be
transmitted cannot be transmitted because its validity time elapsed. The transition token
flowing through the station is modelled by transitions t5 and t6 and places p7 and p8. A token
in p7 represents the availability of a transmission token at the station interface. If a packet is
ready for transmission (p6 is marked) 0.1 millisecond after the arrival of the transmission
token in the interface, t5 fires, i.e. the packet is transmitted and the interface becomes ready
for accepting a new packet. If no packet is ready for transmission, transmission token exits
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the interface 0.15 milliseconds after its arrival, which is represented by t6 and its tft6 function.
Transition t7 models the return of the transmission token from the ring.

p1

p2

t1
p3

p4
t2

t4
t3

p6
p7

p5
t5
t6
t7

p8

Time-Functions:
tft1(p1) = ( = p1+10)
tft2(p2,p6) = ( = p2+10 and   p6)
tft3(p3,p4) = ( = max(p3,p4)+0.2 and <p3+10)
tft4(p2,p3) = ( = p3+10 and p2=p3)
tft5(p2,p6,p7) = ( = p7+0.1 and   p2 and   p6)
tft6(p7) = ( = p7+0.15)
tft7(p8) = (p8    p8+8)
Initial marking:
m0(p1) = {18}
m0(p4) = {10}
m0(p8) = {10}
m0(p2) = {18}
m0(p3) = {18}

Fig. 7. TB net of the voice station
The fsa of the type Mw for the basic PN of the TB net of the voice station is depicted in Fig. 8.
In (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1997) it was demonstrated how dti en can be created and that it
can be either mono-, or non mono-generated TI.

In the rest of this section we will use the notation x for an interval from 0 to x , T ( ) for a set
of transitions of a sequence  and P( ) for a set of places connected with  . More precisely
T ( ) {t | t  T   t1t 2  t| |  ti (ti 
t  i  1 |  |)} ,

P ( ) { p | p  P  t (t  T ( )  p t t  )} .
Let us consider now the situation in the voice station and look at how ens are generated. In
the Fig. 8 we can see selffeeded loops t there, e.g.  t  t7t1t3t5t7t1t3t5 .... Several remarks are in

the order now as far as - simple loops are concerned:
1.

t is selffeeded loop; that simply means that for any p  P ( t ) and such that p  t j
there exists a transition ti  T ( t ) and p ti , and also it holds that for any

p  P ( t ) and such that p ti , there exists a transition t j  T ( t ) such that p  t j .
2.

let ent(0)  TIP (...,1,..., 2 ,...) denotes that  1 , 2 belong to ent(0) and for any
  TIP(..., ,...) it is true that  is t’- generated for some t ' T ( t ) ;

3.

we say  t  tt1 ...t r forms a chain, if there exists a sequence of places p1,p2,...,pr such
that pi 1 ti  t i 1 ; in that case

 ( n ) en ( 0 )  tf t (0)


and


tf t (0) tf t (0)  tf t1 (0)  ...  tf t r (0)
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t6
t1,t4

t7




t1,t4

t3

t5

t2





t3


t2



t7

Fig. 8. FSA of the type Mw for the voice station

t1,t4





t1,t4

t6

We assume first, that  t is not a chain. However, according to the remark 1, we can create a
chain  t(1)  t ' t1' t2' ...tr' 1 to be a part of  t . Let further  1 , 2 be t1' - and t1'' -generated dtis

respectively. Then two different properties the dtis may have:
i. t1' , t1''  T ( t(1) ) or
ii. t1' ,t1'' belong to different chains.

In the i. case if t1' precedes t1'' then 1(1)   2(1) and also 1(i )   2(i ) for any i > 1. The latter

follows from Lemma 1, and Lemma 2 guarantees that TIP’s relations are preserved on loops.
So in any chain containing t’i


 ('n) en ('n 1)  tf (' 0)
ti

ti

ti

In Fig. 9 we demonstrate how the limits of dti en can be created. Any  generated in a
chain preserves the relation  { sq , } between  and the TIs generated in the chain in the
previous times. We can see that TI limits’ generation schema can be quite complicated (see
Fig. 9). As we go through the chain, the situation may get even more complicated (Fig. 10).
In spite of some irregularity of the situation from the start, the process of calculation of TIs
in the TB net of voice station, as Fig. 10 shows, ent ' changes after ti' 1 firing and what will
i

determine the  t ' TI to be generated upon next ti' firing. It seems reasonably to count
i

separately the changes of eni and ena. We have to realize that the case d) in Fig. 9 shows
the typical situation in evaluating en( n 1) for the n-th firing.
The same phenomenon can be discovered in ii) case either; for any TIP on the loop  t
(selffeedable) every TI  "arriving" at p will preserve  { sq , } with its predecessor. So

 (ji )   (ji 1) j  1,2
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a)

d)







b)



c)

a),b),c)


en2
10
tft2(0)




10

d)
[6i, 2a +10]

a),b),c)
d)

Fig. 9. TIP based calculation of dti en for t2
Now what we have to cope with is the problem what kind of relations we can expect
between  1(i ) and  2(i ) . We have to explore the following:
1. that chain approach to estimate interval limits is well founded, and
2. that selffeedable loop  t guaranties the stabile regime i.e. if  t  tt1...tr is selffeedable
loop, and


 t( n) [en i  n  eni(tf t (0)),en a  n  ena(tf t (0))]
where eni (tf t (0)) - expresses the contribution to the left limit of ent by  t -loop, and the
same meaning wrt the right limit of ent is attached to the ena(tf t (0)) (see below ) .
Let us compute TI  4 that can be t2 -or t5 -generated (Fig.7). We choose first for  4 to be

t5 -generated. According to Theorem 3 (Hudák, 1996), and Fig.7 we may write

 4  en( 2 , 6 , 7 )  tft5 (0)
so

 en( 2 , 6 , 7 )  [ 6i, 7 a] ,


tf t5 (0)  0.1

TI en will be determined (in the case of  4 as being t5 -generated) by  6 i and  7 a as far as
the lower and upper bound of en is concerned respectively. We are able to create a chain of
transitions leading to creation of  6 (and thus  6i ). Then chain will be {t1t3} . To generate  7
(and thus  7 a ) t7 has to be fired so the chain for  7 is {t7 } .
To make creation of  6 and  7 repeatedly the loop  t  t1t 3t 7 t5 has to be executed repeatedly
in the stable regime. From  t only the part t1t3t5 "works" to create the lower bound of en of,
and on the other hand the part t 7 t5 is the only chain of transitions participating to create the
upper bound of en of t5. We prefer to denote the parts of the loop t. We denote by iL(t5) =
t1t3t5 the part which determines the ent5i and by aL(t5) = t7t5 the part which determines the ent5a
. Let enti be the initial value of the determinate TI of the transition ti prior to its first firing as
the member of the stable loop , i.e.
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ti(1) = enti + tfti(0)
We denote be ti(1) ti - generated TI after j-th firing of ti in the stable loop  and


ti(j) = enti (j-1) + tfti(0)

According to Lemma 1, Lemma 2, i.e. due to properties of TB nets and the stabile selffeded
loops we have that
and also

ti(j)



ti(j+1)

eni (j)  eni (j+1)

 {<sq,  }

Assume ent =[t‘i,t‘‘a]. To calculate ent(j+1) in the case of the stabile loop, we have to
consider the contribution of  to the lower and upper bound of en. The contribution is
denoted by
tfiL(t) and tfaL(t)
to be the contribution to the lower and upper bound respectively. In our example for t5generated  we get
( n 1)
( n 1)


 ent( n 1)  tf t (0)
4
t
5

5

5

 ent( n 1)  [ 6( n )i, 7( n ) a]
5

To compute (n)i and (n)awe first compute (1), (1). Notice

 is t3 - generated i.e. = t
 is t7 - generated i.e. = t
We compute t(1) for all tT(); in this particular case. We start with the calculation of initial
values for ’= u... provided = t7t1t3t5 and u = t3t7t2t6t7t6:

 t   6  tf 3 (0)   en3  0.2  dti2 (10,18)  0.2  18  18.2
3



 tf 7 (0)   en7 8  10 [10,18]
'
t7

 t  tf 6 (0)   en2  0.5   t  0.15  [10,18]  [10.15,18.15]
6

7





 t'' tf 7 (0)   en7 8   t 8  [10.15,18.15]  [10.15, 26.15]
7

6

 t tf 5 (0)   en5 0.5  [max( 6i, 2i, 7i  0.1), 7 a ]
5


 0.1  [max(18.2,18,10.25), 26.15]  [18.2, 26.25]

We are going now to construct i- and a- determinate loops for the TB net of the voice station
(Fig. 7). We are choosing first  = t7t1t3t5. For the loop chosen we have T ( )  {t1 , t3 , t5 , t7 } and

P( )  { p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p6 , p7 , p8 } .
We can see (Fig. 7) that in P() there will be both:
 mono-generated TIs (, , , by t1, while  by t7) and also
 non mono-generated TIs ( either by t5 or t2, while  either by t5 or t6)
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In the following calculations based on the loop  we choose for  and  to be t5-generated.
In the table below you can see the values of tfti(0) for i = 1,2,3,5,6,7.
tft1(0) = 10
tft2(0) = 10

tft3(0) = 0.2

tft5(0) = 0.1
tft6(0) = 0.15

tft7(0) = 8

i
10
10
0

a
10
10
0.2

0

0.1

0.15

0.15

0

8

Table 1. Values of tfti(0)
Now we can calculate


tf iL (t 5 ) (0)  (tf t1 (0)) i  (tf t 3 (0)) i  (tf t 5 (0)) i  10  0  0  10
tf aL (t5 ) (0)  (tf t7 (0)) a  (tf t5 (0)) a  8  0.1  8.1
Now we write the formula to calculate the value of 


[18.2  n  tfiL ( t ) (0), 26.25  n  tf aL ( t ) (0)]
4
5

 4  18  [0.2  n  10,

5

8.25  n  8.1]

The expression for  has a peculiar feature. Notice that after each iteration of t= t1t3t7t5 the
lower bound of TI  will be increased by 10, while the upper bound by 8.1. So after some
number of iteration  become a dummy interval with lower bound greater then the upper
bound!!!
Fig. 10 illustrates the method used to predict TIs of TB net for the voice station. Notice the
tendency of TIs in places p4, p7 and p8. They tend to become shorter, when we go through the
loop chosen.
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6. mFDT Environment
6.1 Motivation and formal methods involved
One of the assertions widely accepted in formal methods community states, that no single
notation will ever address all aspects of a complex system (Bowen & Hinchey, 2006). This is
also the case of Petri nets, which provides means to express non-determinism and
concurrency, an easy-to-understand graphical notation and valuable analytical properties,
but lacks other features, such as a verified development process and a formally sound and
effective de/composition techniques. To cope with such an “incompleteness” of formal
methods there have been many attempts to their integration. One of them was a proposal
(Hudák & Grofčík, 2001) to develop a toolset called multi Formal Description Technique
Environment (mFDT Environment, mFDTE), which will integrate Petri nets (PN) with two
methods with complementary features – the B-Method and process algebras ACP and APC.
The B-Method (Abrial, 1996), with its B-Abstract Machine Notation (B-AMN) specification
language, is a state-based model-oriented formal method. It offers a well-defined development process, which allows to specify a software system as a collection of so-called B-machines and to refine such an abstract specification to a concrete one. A consistency of the
abstract specification and correctness of refinement are verified by means of proof obligations (PObs). There is an industrial tool, called Atelier B (Atelier B, 2009), which supports the
whole development process and includes prover for PObs. The B-Method can be used for an
additional analysis and implementation of PN models. On the other hand, we can confront
invariants, listed in B-AMN specification, with invariants derived from corresponding PN.
Process algebras view systems as processes, described in an algebraic way. In Process
algebras we can deal with de/composition of systems very elegantly, because they support
compositionality by definition. We picked out the Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP)
(Baeten & Weijland, 1990) and developed a new Algebra of Processes Components (APC)
(Šimoňák, 2003; Šimoňák et al., 2008). APC is a modification of ACP, which allows a
comfortable description of PN processes. Analytical apparatus of PN can be used for
verification of process algebraic specification of a system and process algebras can be used
for a de/composition of PN.
6.2 mFTDE structure and tools
The mFDTE will consist of tools for integrated formal methods and interfaces between
languages of these methods (Fig. 11). Tools will allow designer to gain from advantages of
individual methods and interfaces will provide correct and formally proved translation
from a specification in one method to the equivalent specification in another one.
The tools are in an implementation and testing phase now and can be obtained by request
from the authors. Current versions of the tools are described below and translation
processes of existing interfaces in the following subsections.
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PN - B-AMN
interface

PNtool

PN - PA
interface

Btool

B-AMN - PA
interface

PAtool

Fig. 11. mFDTE structure
The PNtool (Fig.12) is, quite naturally, a hearth of mFDTE and provides the richest
functionality. The tool supports Generalized PN (GPN, also known as Place/Transition
nets), TB nets, Evaluative PN (EvPN) and a limited subset of Coloured PN. EvPN (Hudák,
1980) is a Turing-powerful extension of GPN, which allows negative markings (m(p)<0) and
place capacities defined with respect to individual arcs. In EvPN it is also possible that a
change of a net marking, caused by a firing of some transition t, depends also on the
marking of places, which are not adjacent to t.
PNtool provides a graphical editor and simulator for all supported PN types. The Petri Net
Markup Language (PNML), an XML-based interchange file format for Petri-nets, is used to
store GPN models. This allows using GPN created in another software tools for Petri nets,
such as Petri Net Kernel, Renew, PEP and TINA. An extended version of PNML is used
also for EvPN and we plan another extension for TB nets.
Computation of S- and T-invariants and the reachability analysis is supported for GPN. The
current version of PNtool implements the first step of RP algorithm – creation of fsa Mw. For
educational purposes the tool includes a step-by-step visualization of Mw creation. The
automaton created can be saved in the form of Petri net, using another modification of
PNML. PNtool also contains a part of PN - B-AMN interface, allowing a translation of GPN
and EvPN to computationally equivalent B-machine.

Fig. 12. The PNtool in GPN/TBN mode with reachability analysis results window open
The Btool focuses on a translation from B-AMN to JAVA. The translation process is inspired
by that of jBTools (Voisinet, J.C. et al., 2002), but differs in various aspects, such as machines
import mechanism and handling of output parameters.
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Finally, the PAtool includes an editor for ACP and APC specifications and the PN – PA
interface to translate the specifications from and to PN. To store the specifications a newly
developed XML –based Process Algebra Markup Language is used.
6.3. Petri nets – B-AMN Interface
A theory of translations between B-AMN and PN, introduced in (Korečko, 2006), makes it
possible to transform any GPN or EvPN into the computationally equivalent B-machine and
almost any B-machine into the equivalent Coloured PN.
The B-machine is an abstract specification component of B-Method In general, a B-machine
consists of a set of state variables (clause VARIABLES), an invariant to restrict the variables
(clause INVARIANT), an initial operation to establish an initial state (INITIALISATION) and a set
of operations to modify the variables (OPERATIONS). There are also other clauses intended for
additional assertions and data components (parameters, sets and constants).
A basic idea of the translations is to link together similar behavioural concepts of both
methods. Therefore places of PN are transformed to state variables of B-machine, initial
marking to initialisation operation, transitions and adjacent arcs to operations and vice
versa.
By translation of some GPN or EvPN N we get a computationally equivalent B-machine
π(N) (π is a mapping from PN to B-AMN). The two specifications, N and π(N), are in fact
bisimilar.
mchPiN
sv_1, sv_2, sv_3, sv_4, sv_5
INVARIANT sv_1  sv_2  sv_3  sv_4  sv_5
INITIALISATION sv_1:=1 || sv_2:=0 || sv_5:=0 || sv_3:=0 || sv_4:=0
MACHINE

VARIABLES

OPERATIONS

op_t1= SELECT
op_t2= SELECT
1 END;
op_t3= SELECT
op_t4= SELECT

sv_4>=1 THEN sv_5:=sv_5 + 1 || sv_3:=sv_3 + 1 || sv_4:=sv_4 - 1 END;
sv_1>=1 THEN sv_2:=sv_2 + 1 || sv_1:=sv_1 - 1 || sv_5:=sv_5 + 1 || sv_3:=sv_3 +
sv_3>=1 THEN sv_5:=sv_5 + 1 || sv_3:=sv_3 - 1 || sv_4:=sv_4 + 1 END;
sv_2>=1 THEN sv_2:=sv_2 - 1 || sv_1:=sv_1 + 1 || sv_5:=sv_5 + 1 || sv_4:=sv_4 + 1

END
END

Fig. 13. B-machine obtained from the Petri net N from Fig.1
A B-machine mchPiN, obtained from the net N from Fig.1, can be seen in Fig.13. Values of
machine variables are naturals ( ) and correspond to markings of N (sv_i to m(pi)). Similarly, operations correspond to transitions of N. The operations consists of a guarded command
“SELECT P THEN S END”, which means “do S, if P holds”. If P doesn’t hold, then the command
is not feasible. Operator “||” stands for parallel composition, so “S1|| S2” means “do S1 and
S2 simultaneously”. As it was said, a B-machine obtained by the translation can be used for
an additional analysis of PN specification. For example, to check a deadlock freedom of N,
we add a predicate saying “there must be at least one feasible operation in each state of
π(N)” and prove PObs of π(N). The extended invariant for mchPiN has the form (3).
sv_1

 …  sv_5

 (sv_4>=1  sv_1>=1  sv_3>=1  sv_2>=1)

(3)
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To allow a refinement of B-machine obtained, we have to use a slightly modified always
feasible form of operations with “IF P THEN S ELSE SKIP END” instead of “SELECT P THEN S END”.
A theory of PN to B-AMN translation, including an example of EvPN translation can be
found in (Korečko, 2006; Korečko, 2009). The translation can be further extended to highlevel Petri nets, e.g. by adapting an approach used in (Kalinichenko et al., 2005).
In an opposite direction a translation is more complicated. For example, we can get more
that one PN transition for one operation because of a non-deterministic nature of B-machine
operations. Here we use Coloured PN, that match the modelling power of B-AMN while
retaining valuable analytical properties. A step-by-step demonstration of the translation
from B-AMN to Coloured PN can be found in (Korečko et al., 2008), where it is also shown
how a structural analysis of the Petri net obtained can be used to reveal some additional
invariant properties, not specified in the original B-machine.
6.4. Petri nets – Process Algebra Interface
Transformations of PN-PA interface, introduced in (Šimoňák, 2003), consist of two parts,
namely: linguistic semantics preserving transformation of process algebra ACP specification
into the corresponding Petri net and the operational semantics preserving transformation of
(Ordinary) Petri net into the process algebra APC.
The first of two transformations mentioned, is based on construction of elementary nets,
corresponding to atomic actions of the ACP specification, including the empty process (ε)
and the deadlock (δ). Additionally, net operations are introduced, corresponding to operators
of the ACP (alternative composition, sequential composition, parallel composition and
encapsulation), allowing composition of Petri nets in order to obtain the resulting net,
corresponding to the original specification. A description of the transformation, including
an example can be found in (Šimoňák, 2006).
The aim of the second transformation is to construct the APC specification from the source
Petri net. The approach is based on creating special variables (named E-variables) for every
place of given Petri net, expressing processes initiated in those places. Algebraic semantics is
given as a parallel composition of all such variables, whose corresponding places hold
token(s) within the initial marking. A description and a short example of the transformation
can be found in (Šimoňák et al., 2008).

7. Conclusion
In this work some results concerned the reachability analysis of time critical systems based
on Petri Nets have been presented. The issue is very important, as the nowadays experience
with computer based systems shows. The importance of the issue is not only from the
practical point of view, but also from the theoretical one. As we know, and also it was
demonstrated, the reachability analysis in the case the state space is large, or even infinite, is
an intractable problem. Things get even worse, when the time issue comes under
consideration. The results presented lay a foundation for coping with the problem. They are
based on the original RP algorithm, and the de/compositional method of reachability
analysis developed by the first author. The corner stone here are the properties of the finite
state automaton of the type Mw, that was revealed by a convex analysis approach to the fsa
(Hudák, 1999).
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In the state diagram of fsa Mw -simple loops play profound role in the reachability analysis
of the ordinary PN as the results of this work demonstrate and it has been gathered enough
arguments (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b) that the role of -simple loops remains in the
issue of TRA of TB nets.
We distinguish two subclasses of loops in Mw: selffeeded and stabile loops. The loop is
selffeeded one if in a t - firing (t belongs to the loop) t "consumes" only tokens that was
created solely by firings of loop’s transitions. A loop can be called stabile if at any t-firing (t
belongs to the loop) all tokens at precondition places are uniformly generated, i.e. at any tfiring at each repetition t consumes tokens from the same generators, i.e. transitions that
generated tokens consumed by t (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b) . There is a strong relation
between the two types of loops (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b). Each loop becomes stabile
after some initialization, after that some TIP (we call it initial) is reached which starts stable
part of computation.
The proposed algorithm for reachability problem has been partially implemented in the
mFDT Enviroment and, thanks to the mFDTE interfaces, can be used also for specifications
written in other formal specification languages.
After defining initial TIP for any loop on a path we can define the TIs of any chronos
(tokens) in which it can exist in the future. The structure of those TIs reminds very much
spectral image of time sequences (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998b). Great deal of work has
been done already on the study of properties of different kinds of loops from the point of
view of feeding transitions on the loop (Hudák & Teliopoulos, 1998a). There are some
problems left, specifically from the point of view of different semantics (MWTS,
STS) (Ghezzi et al., 1994).
Results of the theory presented show that once Mw has been constructed we can predict
precisely future of any token and discover perhaps a moment when it disappears because of
the emptiness or dummy feature of its TI. For any TI t(t - generated TI with the name ) we
can construct a formula for the TI to be calculated. There are still some problems to be
resolved, and we hope to deal with them in the future.
The RP algorithm works almost in the same way in the case of TB nets as it does in the case
of ordinary Petri Nets. We hope that the questions raised above will be tackled upon as the
subject of further research, and the results achieved will be published elsewhere.
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1. Introduction
The Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) (Ramadge & Wonham, 1989) was developed to provide
a formal methodology for the automatic synthesis of controllers for Discrete Event Systems
(DES). In this theory, a system, called a plant, is assumed to have uncontrollable behaviours
which may violate some desired specifications. Hence, these behaviours have to be controlled
by means of a feedback controller, called a controller (or a supervisor), so that the system
fulfils the specifications. Primarily, the SCT was studied in the context of automaton based
models. More recently, a special interest is given to the Petri net models for the studying of
the control problem (Ghaffari et al., 2003; Giua & DiCesare, 1994; Sreenivas & Sreenivas, 1997),
since they represent a good trade-off between modelling power and analysis capabilities. For
details about the supervisory control problem methods based on Petri nets, one can refer
to (Holloway et al., 1997; Su et al., 2005). In addition, high level nets, especially Coloured Petri
nets (CP-nets) (Jensen & Rozenberg, 1991), provide a great improvement over the ordinary
Petri nets. Notably, the high expressiveness of CP-nets allows to obtain compact models even
for large systems, while keeping the same formal analysis capabilities. However, not many
works have addressed the supervisory control problem by considering a CP-net as a plant
model. In this context, we can cite the method developed in (Makungu et al., 1999). This
method addresses the forbidden state problem for a class of CP-nets where the process to be
controlled is separated from the control logic.
In this chapter, we review our previous works (Abid & Zouari, 2008; Zouari & Ghedira, 2004;
Zouari & Zairi, 2005) for the supervisory control problem of DES modelled by CP-nets. The
control specifications herein considered are expressed in terms of forbidden states, i.e. states
which have to be avoided by the controlled model. In a first approach, we propose to derive
a controller for a plant CP-net model by using the theory of regions. According to the control
specifications, the desired behaviours are extracted from the rechability graph associated with
the plant model. Then, the theory of regions is used in order to design the controller. Thanks
to the expressiveness of CP-nets, as a main advantage, the obtained controller is reduced to
one single place. Secondly, we propose to optimise the first approach in order to deal efficiently with symmetric systems. Indeed, the reachability graph of a symmetric system can be
represented by an optimised version, called symbolic reachability graph (Chiola et al., 1991;
1997), which is quite smaller. Thereby, the use of symbolic graphs allows to alleviate one important drawback of the latter approach which is the well-known problem of the state space
explosion. Moreover and consequently, the use of a smaller graph allows to reduce the complexity of the synthesis process. Finally, we propose an approach which considers as plant
model a CP-net that is assumed to be structured on a set of generic processes sharing a set
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of resources. In addition to the avoiding of the use of the theory of regions, this approach
generates a controller as an active process, modelled by a CP-net, and having the advantage
to be implemented directly on existing tools such as CPN-Tools (Jensen et al., 2007).
The remainder of the paper is organised as follow. The second section introduces the notation
and definitions used in CP-nets. Section 3 provides the basic concepts of the theory of regions.
Section 4 deals with the synthesis of a CP-net controller for the forbidden state problem by
applying the theory of regions. Section 5 optimises the latter approach for symmetric systems
by applying the theory of regions on the basis of symbolic reachability graphs. Section 6 gives
how to design a generic CP-net controller for certain systems without using the theory of
regions. Finally, section 7 summarizes the main conclusions and perspectives of this chapter.

2. Well-Formed Coloured Petri nets (WF-nets)
High level nets (Jensen & Rozenberg, 1991) represent a natural extension of ordinary Petri
net formalism. They enhance both readability and expressivity of Petri nets. As a main
advantage, high level nets allow the generation of compact models even for large systems.
This extension is mainly done by the introduction of ’colour’ structures to identify tokens.
Coloured (or in general High-level) Petri nets are particularly well-adapted for the modelling
of parametric systems which behaviours depend on the basic structure of the model rather
than on the cardinalities of the colour sets. The CP-net model used in this chapter is the
Well-Formed coloured Petri nets (WF-nets) model (Jensen & Rozenberg, 1991). WF-nets
are equivalent in expressiveness to CP-nets, but are syntactically restricted by enforcing a
particular structuring on colour classes and functions.
In this section, we briefly present the different notions related to CP-nets, according to the
syntax defined in the WF-net model.
WF-nets have the same modelling power as CP-nets, although syntactically different. Before
presenting a formal definition of the model, let us present the related basic notions.
A multiset is a set in which given elements may appear several times. Given a set A. Bag( A)
denotes the set of finite multisets on A. A multiset ”a” can be represented as a sum: a =
∑ x∈ A a( x ).x in which a( x ) gives the number of occurrences of the element x in the multiset
”a”.
Object classes are finite non-empty sets of objects or basic colours. A class may be viewed as a
set made up of elements of the same type. We can distinguish particular type of classes, called
ordered classes, for which an order relation is defined on its elements.
Colour domains may be defined as a Cartesian product of object classes and is associated with
either a transition or a place. When associated with a transition, it defines the set of all its
firing instances (coloured firings). When associated with a place, it defines the set of all its
possible markings.
Colour functions are a pondered sum of tuples of basic colour functions. Colour functions are
associated with the labels of WF-net arcs. These functions allow to specify the number of
coloured tokens to be consumed and to be produced when firing a given transition. There are
three basic colour functions:
• the identity function, used for the choice of any object in a class, specified by a variable
X,
• the successor function, used to specify the circular successor of an object in an ordered
class, noted ⊕ X,
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• the diffusion function, used to specify all the objects of a class Ci , noted AllCi .
A guard is a Boolean function defined on a colour domain and which role is to restrict it to a
subdomain. When a guard is associated with the colour domain of a transition, it limits its
possible firings. But a guard can also be associated with a colour function labelling an arc in
order to indicate whether this arc is valid with respect to the guard value.
Let [ g] be a guard and f be a colour function. The guarded function [ g]. f is defined by:
∀c ∈ C (t), [ g] f (c) = (if g(c) then f (c) else 0).
We can note that a guard can lead to a cancelation between a place and a transition.
Definition 1. A coloured Petri net is a 6-tuple
N =< P, T, Cl , C, W − .W + , Φ, M0 > where:
P is a finite set of places,
T is a set of transitions verifying P ∩ T = ∅, P ∪ T = ∅,
Cl = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck } is a set of object classes such that ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., k}, i = j, Ci ∩ Cj = ∅,
C is the colour function, defined from P ∪ T into a set of colour domains. An element c of C (s) is a
tuple < c1 , ..., ck > and is called a colour of s,
W − , W + are the input and output functions (also called the incidence functions) defined on P × T, such
that W − ( p, t) and W + ( p, t) are guarded colour functions representing linear applications mapping
Bag(C (t)) onto Bag(C ( p)), for all ( p, t) ∈ P × T,
Φ is a function which associates a guard with any transition. By default Φ is true for any transition t,
M0 the initial marking is a function defined on P, such that M0 ( p) ∈ Bag(C ( p)), for all p ∈ P.
W = W + − W − indicates the incidence matrix, and W ( p, .) is a line vector of such a matrix.
For reasons of clarity, we assume in this paper that the object classes are not ordered.
The dynamic behaviour of a coloured Petri net is determined by the following firing rule:
A transition t is enabled for a colour c and a marking M, denoted by M[t, c, iff ∀ p ∈
P, M( p) ≥ W − ( p, t)(c).
The marking M obtained after the firing of (t, c) is computed as:

∀ p ∈ P, M ( p) = M( p) − W − ( p, t)(c) + W + ( p, t)(c)
The notation M[t, c M is used to indicate this reachability relation. Using the firing rule, it
is possible to construct a reachability graph R( N ), whose nodes are the markings reachable
from the initial marking, and whose arcs represent the reachability relation. Such an arc is
labeled by the transition name and the associated colour involved in the reachability relation
between two given nodes.

M1
n producers

M2

M’1
stock

...
Mn

Fig. 1. Problem of producer-consumer

M’2
...
M’m

m consumers
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Throughout this chapter, we consider the well-known producer-consumer problem. As it
is illustrated in Fig. 1, there are two kinds of machines, namely producers and consumers,
sharing a stock. We have n producers and m consumers. A producer can produce an object
and transfers it in the stock, while a consumer operates by using an object which have been
already produced and transferred in the stock by a producer. The WF-net modelling this
problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. For sake of simplicity, we have reduced the behaviour of a
consumer to one state and one action. The consumption of an object, deposited in the stock,
is traduced by the execution of transition t3. When a producer produces an object, it transfers
it in the stock by executing transition t2. When place p3 contains no tokens, it indicates that
the stock is full (producers can not transfer a new object in the stock). When place p4 contains
no tokens, then the stock is empty. C1 , C2 and C3 denote the object classes of this net. C1
represents the producers, C2 allows to indicate the state of the stock and C3 represents the
consumers. The set of places of this net is P = { p1, p2, p3, p4}. The colour domains of places
are: C ( p1) = C ( p2) = C1 , C ( p3) = C ( p4) = C2 and C ( p5) = C3 . The set of transitions
is T = {t1, t2, t3}. The colour domains of transitions are: C (t1) = C1 ,C (t2) = C1 × C2 and
C (t3) = C2 × C3 .

C1

p1

X
t1

p5

X

X

C3

p3

C2

p2
Y
X

t2

Y

Y
p4

Y

X

X

t3

Fig. 2. Well-formed net of producer-consumer problem

3. Theory of regions
The aim of the theory of regions (Badouel et al., 1995) is to decide wether a given automaton
is isomorphic to the reachability graph of a net, then constructing it. Ghaffari et al. (Ghaffari
et al., 2003) are the first who proposed an adaptation of this theory for the synthesis controller
problem using Petri nets. Their proposed method allows to add control places to an initial
Petri net in order to avoid reaching undesired states. Considering a plant model modelled
by a Petri net, this method starts by constructing its associated reachability graph. After that,
one has to provide markings which must be avoided by the system. These markings correspond to forbidden states. This step enables to identify the dangerous markings as the predeces-
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sors of markings that allow reaching forbidden states by uncontrollable events. An uncontrollable event corresponds to a transition beyond any control procedure. Forbidden and blocking
markings are removed in order to obtain a strongly connected modified reachability graph
that respects liveness property and implements the maximally permissive legal behaviour. A
marking is said blocking if it does not allow to reach a final state. Such a state represents a
proper termination of some task and corresponds to a stable state of the system. From the
obtained graph, the parameters of a pure control place, to be connected to a plant model, are
computed by resolving a linear system of equations. According to the theory of regions, three
classes of equations are defined. The work of Ghaffari et al. is based on the following theorem
which defines how to derive a controller for an ordinary Petri:
Theorem 1. Let N =< P, T, W, M0 > be a bounded Petri net such that P is a set of places, T is a
set of transitions, and M0 is its initial marking. Let R be the reachability graph of N. Let Rc be the
desired legal behaviour of N (Rc is a subgraph of R). The supervisory control problem can be optimally
solved by adding a set of control places Pc to N iff there exists a solution ( M0 ( pc ), W ( pc , .)), ∀ pc ∈ Pc
satisfying the following equations:
1. The reachability equation for every marking in Rc :

−
→
M( pc ) = M0 ( pc ) + W ( pc , .) Γ M ≥ 0

(1)

−
→
where Γ M is a non oriented path of G from M0 to M and Γ M is its associated vector, called
−
→
−
→
the vector counting of Γ M . Γ M is indexed by transitions of T. Each line Γ M [t] represents the
algebraic sum of occurrences number of t in Γ.
2. The cycle equation of Rc

→
W ( p c , .) −
γ = 0, ∀γ ∈ Sc
−
→
−
→
where Sc is the set of cycles of G, and γ is the vector counting defined similarly as Γ M .

(2)

3. For each pair ( M, t) such that t does not fire from M, it exists at least one control place pc which
satisfies the equation of state separation inequation:

−
→
M0 ( pc ) + W ( pc , .) Γ M + W ( pc , t) < 0

(3)

Equation of type (1), called reachability conditions, indicates that every reachable marking
within the legal behaviour must remain reachable under control. Similarly, the cycle equations (2) indicate that the cycles must remain reachable under control. Finally, an equation of
type (3), called an event separation condition, specifies for a pair ( M, t) that the control must
prevent the transition t from firing in marking M.

4. Synthesis of controllers for CP-nets
In this section, we present a controller synthesis approach for a DES modelled by a CP-net,
where the control specifications are expressed in terms of forbidden markings. According to
the provided control specifications, we determine the admissible behaviours from the reachability graph of the plant model, which are represented by an appropriate graph, called the
admissibility graph. An admissible behaviour represents a behaviour of the controlled system
under both safety specification and non-blocking requirement. Thanks to the expressiveness
of CP-nets, the controller to be determined is reduced to one single CP-net place. Its parameters are obtained by applying the theory of regions on the basis of the computed admissibility
graph.
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Fig. 3. Reachability graph of the producer-consumer problem

4.1 Computation of the admissibility graph

Let us assume that we have the reachability graph of a plant CP-net model. The control constraints considered herein are specified through a finite set of undesired markings. These
markings and blocking ones are qualified as forbidden markings. A forbidden marking must
not be reached by the controlled model. Thus, the key idea for the determination of the admissibility graph is to remove forbidden markings from the initial reachability graph of the
plant model, and also to identify markings which lead inevitably to forbidden ones.
The SCT classifies the transitions into two categories. First category consists of the controllable
transitions which may be disabled when it is necessary. In contrast, the transitions belonging to
the second category, called uncontrollable transitions, are beyond any control procedure. Hence,
we assume that the transition set T of the plant model is partitioned into two disjoint subsets:
the set Tc of controllable transitions, and the set Tu of uncontrollable ones.
The role of a controller is to restrict the behaviour of the plant model by disabling some controllable transitions in order to avoid reaching forbidden states. The disabling of a controllable
transition is performed in a dangerous marking from which the firing of the transition leads to
a forbidden marking. So that, we have to identify the set Ω of state-transitions to be disabled.
Every element of Ω is a couple ( M, (t, c)) where M is a dangerous marking, and t is a controllable transition such that the firing of t with colour c from M yields to a forbidden marking.
As we have previously mentioned, the admissibility graph is computed from the reachability
graph of the plant model by removing forbidden nodes. In addition, nodes becoming unreachable from the initial marking and the non coreachable markings must be removed from
the admissibility graph. The identification of dangerous and forbidden nodes is performed
according to the following rules:
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• a marking is qualified as dangerous if it has at least one output arc where its destination
is a forbidden marking,
• a marking is qualified as forbidden when it has no output arcs and it is not a final
marking, or it is a dangerous marking and it has at least one output arc labelled by an
uncontrollable transition,
• every forbidden marking must be removed with its input and output arcs.
The computation of the admissibility graph Rc and the set Ω is given by Algorithm 1. It is
worth noting that it is an enhanced version of the algorithm proposed in (Zouari & Ghedira,
2004). The algorithm considers the reachability graph R of the plant model, the set FM of
specified forbidden markings, the set MS of final markings and the set Tu of uncontrollable
transitions. In each iteration of the main loop, we identify forbidden markings. These markings and their input/output arcs are then removed from the graph. After that, we qualify as
forbidden the markings which are not reachable from the initial marking. Further, non coreachable nodes are qualified as forbidden. The loop terminates when all forbidden markings
are processed.
input : R a reachability graph
FM is the set of initially specified forbidden markings
MS is the set of final markings
Tu is the set of uncontrollable transitions
output: Rc the admissibility graph ; Ω the set of state-transitions
DM ← ∅; TE ← ∅; Ω ← ∅; Rc ← R
repeat
Take a non coloured element f from FM
Colour f in FM
for every input arc ( x, (t, c), f ) of f do
if t ∈ Tu then
FM ← FM ∪ { x }
else
DM ← DM ∪ { x } ; TE ← TE ∪ {( x, (t, c))}

Remove f , the input and output arcs of f from Rc
for every node M of Rc do
if M is not reachable from M0 or M is not coreachable or (M has no output arcs and
M ∈ MS) then FM ← FM ∪ { M}
if M0 ∈ FM then exit //there is no solution
until all elements of FM are coloured ;
DM = DM \ FM
for every element y of DM do
for any element ( x, (t, c)) of TE do
if y == x then Ω ← Ω ∪ {( x, (t, c))}
Algorithm 1: Computing the admissibility graph
Let us apply this algorithm to our problem of producer-consumer such that C1 = { pr1, pr2},
C2 = {o, o } and C3 = {co }. The reachability graph of this problem is given by Fig. 3.
Let M = ( p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) be the structure of the marking vector. Assuming that M8 =
( pr1, pr2, 0, o, co ) and M9 = ( pr2, pr1, 0, o, co ) are the specified forbidden markings. Applying Algorithm 1, we obtain as results the admissibility graph described in Fig. 4 and the set
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Fig. 4. Admissibility graph of the producer-consumer problem
of state-transitions Ω = {( M6, (t1, pr1)), ( M6, (t1, pr2)), ( M11, (t2, < pr1, o >)), ( M11, (t2, <
pr2, o >))}.
4.2 Synthesis of the controller

The controller synthesis consists in solving numerous systems similar to those of type (1), (2)
and (3) formulated from the admissibility graph. The solutions of obtained systems allow
to determine the necessary parameters of the controller which is expressed in term of CPnets. Thanks to the expressiveness power of CP-nets, the controller is reduced to one single
place. Therefore, the necessary parameters allowing to build the controller (a CP-net place) pc
and achieving its connection to the plant model are its colour domain C pc , its initial marking
M0 ( pc ) and its incidence vector W ( pc , .).
First, we propose to reformulate the equations/inequations of type (1), (2) and (3) in order
to deal with CP-nets instead of ordinary Petri nets. Finally, we give the algorithm allowing
the synthesis of a controller for a plant CP-net model.
Let us consider the admissibility graph Rc of a plant CP-net model, and the set Ω of statetransitions, and pc be the controller CP-net place to determine. We denote its colour domain
by C pc . Each object of C pc is related to one or several elements of Ω. As it is stated by the
theory of regions, the controller place pc must satisfy the reachability condition. This condition
guarantees that every marking in the admissible behaviours remains reachable under control.
Let M be a marking of the admissibility graph Rc . The reachability condition related to M is:

−
→
∀v ∈ C pc , M( pc )(v) = M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , .)(v) Γ M ≥ 0

(4)

−
→
where Γ M is the vector counting of any non oriented path Γ M in Rc from M0 to M.
For instance, we consider the marking M7 of the admissible graph in Fig. 4.
For every v ∈ C pc , the related reachability condition to M7 is: M7 ( pc )(v) =
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M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , t1)( pr1)(v) + W ( pc , t2)(< pr1, o >)(v).
Cycle equations ensure that the cycles of Rc must remain reachable under control. Hence, the
place pc has to satisfy the following equation:

→
∀v ∈ C pc , ∀γ ∈ Sc , W ( pc , .)(v)−
γ =0
(5)
−
→
where Sc denotes the set of cycles of Rc and γ is the vector counting of the cycle γ.
In the admissibility graph of Fig. 4, the cycle equation related to the oriented cycle
( M0 , M1 , M7 ) is expressed by the equation ∀v ∈ C pc , W ( pc , t1)( pr1)(v) + W ( pc , t2)(<
pr1, o >)(v) + W ( pc , t3)(< o, co >)(v) = 0.
Finally, a event separation equation associated with an element ( M, (t, c)) of Ω allows the
controller pc to prevent the firing of t in M with colour c:

−
→
∀v ∈ C pc , M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , .)(v) Γ M + W ( pc , t)(c)(v) < 0

(6)

As an example, the disabling of the event separation event ( M6, t1, pr1) is ensured through
the inequation ∀v ∈ Ccp , M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , t1)( pr1)(v) + W ( pc , t1)( pr2)(v) + W ( pc , t2)(<
pr2, o >)(v) + W ( pc , t2)(< pr1, o >)(v) + W ( pc , t1)( pr1)(v) < 0.
Our proposed Algorithm 2 builds, in an incremental manner, the controller components. In
each iteration of the algorithm, it solves one system where a new object of C pc is introduced
as an unknown factor, and a new element of Ω is considered in (6).
Then, we have to fold the partial solution W ( pc , ti )(c)(v j ) in order to determine W ( pc , .)(v j ).
Indeed, the colour domain C (ti ) is partitioned into k i sets Eis (s = 1..k i ) such that: c , c ∈ Eis , iff
W ( pc , ti )(c )(v j ) = W ( pc , ti )(c )(v j ) = αis . Hence, for every transition ti , the colour functions
associated with the same set Eis are grouped. Thus, the folding is achieved as follows:
W ( pc , ti )(v j ) =

ki

∑[

s =1



c ∈ Eis

[



X ∈var (ti )

( X = X (c ))].αis ]

(7)
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input : Rc is the admissibility graph
Ω the set of event separation instances
output: M0 ( pc ) and W ( pc , .)
j←0
Compute the basis cycles of Rc
Generate the reachability conditions (4)
Compute the independent cycle equations (5)
repeat
j ← j+1
Let v j be new object Let ( M, (t, c)) ∈ Ω
Ω = Ω \ {( M, (t, c))}
Generate the event separation condition (6) for ( M, (t, c))
Solve the system made up of (4), (5) and (6) after replacing v by v j .
if there is no solution then
the algorithm terminates as the legal behaviour can not be enforced
else
Remove from Ω the elements having the same solution
for every transition ti ∈ T do Fold the solution
until Ω = ∅ ;

Algorithm 2: Synthesis of the controller

Applying Algorithm 2 on the basis of admissibility graph of Fig. 4 and the set Ω =
{( M6, (t1, pr1)), ( M6, (t1, pr2)), ( M11, (t2, < pr1, o >)), ( M11, (t2, < pr2, o >))} of statetransitions, we obtain the controller place pc having as colour domain the set C pc = {v1}.
The controlled model is illustrated by Fig. 5. As an example showing the operation of folding,
we consider the partial solutions W ( pc , t1)(v1)( pr1) and W ( pc , t1)(v1)( pr1). Indeed, we have
W ( pc , t1)(v1)( pr1) = W ( pc , t1)(v1)( pr2) = 1. Consequently, the folding of these two partial
solutions according to (7) gives W ( pc , t1)(v1) = 1[ X = pr1 ∨ X = pr2].
C1

v1[ X = pr1 ∨ X = pr 2]

X
t1

v1[ X = pr1 ∨ X = pr 2]
p3

X

X

C1 = {pr1, pr 2}
C 2 = {o}
C 3 = {co}
C pc = {v}

p1

Y

X

Fig. 5. Controlled model

p5
v1[ X = o]

C3

C2

p2

t2

C pc

Y

X

Y
p4

Y

X

t3
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5. Optimised controller synthesis for symmetric systems
In practice, reachability graphs obtained from CP-nets are often huge, thereby it becomes
sometimes impossible to perform the synthesis process. As an attractive solution to alleviate this issue is the use of Symbolic reachability graphs (SRGs) instead of ordinary reachability graphs. Indeed, an SRG allows the construction of a reduced representation of the ordinary state space without unfolding of colour sets. Experiments (Daws & Tripakis, 1998) have
proven that the size of the symbolic reachability graph is quite small in practice. In addition, the building of an SRG is performed automatically from the structure of a WF-net by
exploiting its behaviour symmetries.
Following the same steps of the approach described in the previous section, we propose to
optimise the controller synthesis for symmetric DES. The optimisation is achieved mainly by
applying the theory of regions on the basis of symbolic reachability graphs instead of ordinary
reachability graphs. Given a CP-net as a plant model, we build its SRG. Then, a treatment
is required in order to produce a unique representation for the arcs of the SRG. From the
obtained SRG, we determine the graph modelling the desired behaviours according to the
control specifications. Finally, the theory of regions is applied on the basis of the latter graph
in order to derive the controller, which is represented by a single place expressed in terms of
CP-nets.
5.1 Symbolic reachability graphs

The symbolic reachability graph of WF-net is based on the idea of symmetry of objects of the
basic colour classes. Intuitively, a behaviour symmetry is the fact to do not distinguish the
identities of colours that potentially have the same evolving.
For instance, if we consider the CP-net modelling the dining philosophers problem (Chiola
et al., 1997), it is not necessary to distinguish the identities of philosophers. Indeed, for any
philosopher, the associated structural behaviour may be expressed in terms of synchronisation
with its right and left neighbours. In this case, philosophers have symmetrical behaviours. In
many other classical problems, behaviour symmetries may be obtained from colours representing processes (clients, servers,...) or resources.
A symbolic marking (SM), a node of a SRG, is a marking, the colours of which are gathered
into equivalence classes, forgetting the identity of colours but keeping the cardinality of each
represented equivalence class. The SMs are constructed using symmetries that are computed
without building the ordinary reachability graph.
In well-formed nets, due the restricted operators defined on object classes, it has been proved
that symmetrical colours in a given marking cause the same behaviour. The colours which
have structurally similar behaviour, i.e. that can be exchanged at any point in the evolution
of the system with no impact on the sequences of firable transitions, are grouped into static
subclasses, which are not modified during the construction.
Let us consider that any Ci class of objects is partitioned into ni static subclasses:

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, Ci =

ni


q =1

Di,q

For instance, in our considered problem of producer-consumer, all producers behave symmetrically, thus C1 corresponds to one static subclass denoted by D1,1 . Similarly, C2 corresponds
to one static class denoted by D2,1 , and C3 corresponds to a static subclass denoted by D3,1 .
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In contrast, a dynamic subclass is a subset of a static subclass. It groups colours having the same
distribution throughout the places of the WF-net. A dynamic subclass is characterised by its
cardinality and by the static subclass to which it belongs. Although the number and cardinality of these dynamic subclasses evolve during the SRG construction, dynamic subclasses
always constitute a partition of static subclasses (the producers that are working and those
that are waiting for instance). Thus dynamic subclasses concisely represent the permutations
that are permitted on an SM without modifying future sequences of firable transitions.
Now, we give the formal definition of an SM. Intuitively, an SM is expressed by a product of
dynamic subclasses.
Definition 2. Let I = {1, .., n} be the set of class indexes. A symbolic marking M is a 4-tuple
R =< m, card, d, marq > satisfying:
• m : I −→ N, such that m(i ) (denoted also mi ) is the number of dynamic subclasses of Ci in M.
j
The set of dynamic subclasses of Ci in M is Ci = { Zi |0 < j ≤ mi },

• card : ( i∈ I Ci ) −→ N,
• d:(



i∈ I

Ci ) −→ N such that:
j

1. d( Zi ) is the index q of a static subclass Di,q ,

j

2. ∀i ∈ I, ∀ j, k s.t. 0 < i ≤ n ∧ 0 < j < k ≤ mi , d( Zi ) ≤ d( Zik )

• ∀ p ∈ P, marq( p) : ⊗i∈ I (Ci )ei −→ N where ei represents the number of occurrences of Ci in
C ( p), and ⊗ denotes the Cartesian product.
Moreover, R must satisfy: ∀ M ∈ M, ∀i ∈ I, ∃ψi : Ci −→ Ci such that:
j

j

1. |ψi−1 ( Zi )| = card( Zi )

j

j

2. ∀i ∈ I, ∃ Di,q such that ψi−1 ( Zi ) ⊆ Di,q and q = d( Zi )
j

j

ei
i
3. ∀ p ∈ P, ∀c ∈ C ( p), M( p, ⊗i∈ I ⊗ej=
1 ci ) = M ( p )(⊗i ∈ I ⊗ j=1 ψi ( ci ))

In order to illustrate an example of an SM, we consider the SRG of the producer-consumer
given in Fig. 6. Let us consider the initial SM M0 = ( Z11 , 0, Z21 , 0, Z31 ) of this SRG. This SM is
expressed by the dynamic subclass Z11 in place p1, the dynamic subclass Z21 in place p3 and Z31
in place p5 . Since the cardinality of Z11 is | Z11 | = 2, and d( Z11 ) = 1 (Z11 is a subset of D1,1 ), then
Z11 represents all the elements of D1,1 , namely the two tokens pr1 and pr2. Following the same
reasoning for Z21 , we conclude that it represents all the elements of the second static subclass
D2,1 . Also, Z31 represents the elements of D3,1 .
In order to build directly a new SM from a current one, the classical notion of a transition
instance is replaced by the notion of symbolic instance. It corresponds to a splitting of the
dynamic subclasses of the current SM in order to isolate quantities of colours that can be used
for the symbolic firing. Indeed, in a symbolic firing, instance dynamic subclasses are assigned
to the transition parameters instead of objects. When an instance dynamic subclass is assigned
to a parameter, it means that any object in the subclass can be assigned to the parameter.
Let I = {1, ..., n} be the set of class indexes. Let t be a transition, the colour domain of which

i
is C (t) = in=1 ej=
1 Ci . Let M be a symbolic marking and R a symbolic representation of
M.

i
λi ( j),µi ( j)
We say that ( in=1 ej=
) is a symbolic instance for t wrt. R, if and only if:
1 Zi
∗
λ = {λi : {1, ..., ei } → N } and µ = {µi : {1, ..., ei } → N ∗ } such that ∀i ∈ I, ∀ x ∈ {1, ..., ei },
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Fig. 6. Symbolic reachability graph of the producer-consumer problem
• λi ( x ) ≤ R.m(i ) ,

λi ( x )

• µ(i ) ≤ R.card( Zi

• ∀k ∈

N∗

)

s.t. k < µi ( x ), ∃ x  < x s.t. λi ( x  ) = λi ( x ) ∧ µi ( x  ) = k

If ei = 0, we do not define λi and µi .

A symbolic instance for a transition is a product of dynamic subclasses. A dynamic subclass
may occur several times: if some µi values are equal, with respect to the same dynamic subclasses, then the same object is referred. In practice, one can note that λi and µi are specified
only if necessary.
As an example for a symbolic firing, we consider the SRG of fig 6. In SM M0 , two producers
are in place p1, namely pr1 and pr2. Since X may be bound to any producer, then two coloured
firings are possibles: the firing of transition t1 with colour pr1 or with colour pr2. All elements
j

within a dynamic subclass Zi are fully equivalent, then there is only one way to bind a variable
j

to any Zi , whatever its cardinality. Hence, a single symbolic binding is possible from the SM
M0 , X is bound to (a value in) Z11 . These possible firings are represented by one symbolic
firing inducing an arc labelled with (t1, Z11,1 ) such that Z11,1 represents any object of Z11 . The
new induced SM by the firing of t1 in M0 is M1 = p1( Z11 ) + p2( Z12 ) + p3( Z21 ) + p5( Z31 ) such
that | Z11 | = | Z12 | = | Z31 | = 1 and | Z21 | = 2. Z11 represents an object of D1,1 , while Z12 represents
another object of the same static subclass. Z21 represents the two objects of D2,1 .
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Fig. 7. Canonisation of SRG arcs

5.2 Canonisation of arcs

The parameters of the controller are determined by resolving linear system equations formulated from the admissibility graph. Most terms of the formulated equations are determined
from the arcs of the admissibility graph. When dealing with SRGs, the main issue is that the
same symbolic firing instances can be encoded differently in the graph.
A symbolic firing of a transition t in an SM M indicates the removed objects from the input
places of t in the corresponding arc of the SRG. The removed objects are represented by a
product of dynamic subclasses. These dynamic subclasses correspond to partial instances of
dynamic subclasses of M. Therefore, the same objects may not have the same representation
in arcs. As a consequence, the comparison of two symbolic firings related to the same transition becomes more complex, since it requires the computation of represented objects by the
dynamic subclasses labelling the arcs, and then one has to check whether the sets of objects
are the same, or not. In order to simplify this operation of comparison, we propose to define
a canonical representation of dynamic subclasses labelling arcs induced by symbolic firings.
By this way, we guarantee an unique representation for the labels of arcs. This unique representation allows to compare two arcs, induced by the symbolic firing of the same transition,
by an equality test between the dynamic subclasses labelling the arcs. Such comparison is
performed according to the following three criterions:
• they have the same labels,
• they belong to the same static subclass,
• they have the same cardinalities.
Similarly to the canonisation of SMs, we exploit two properties on dynamic subclasses, called
minimality and ordering in order to canonise the representations of arcs.
Given an arc labelled with (t, c). c is a tuple indexed by the input places of t, where each
component is a product of dynamic subclasses specifying the objects moved from the input
places of t. The same algorithms used for the canonisation of SMs can be applied for arcs.
Here, we will not present in detail these algorithms, since they can be found in (Chiola et al.,
1991). We just note that this computation is organized in two steps:
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Fig. 8. SRG of consumer-producer problem with canonised arcs
• the computation of a minimal representation. In this step, we compute the smallest
number of the dynamic subclasses. Thus, two dynamic subclasses having the same
distribution in c are grouped into one dynamic subclass.

• the search of an ordered representation. It consists of readjusting the dynamic subclasses indexes according to an ordering criterion. The ordering criterion has to be
defined in a such way that it will set a unique indexing scheme for dynamic subclasses,
i.e. it has to be a total order. Here, we choose the lexicographic order on the input places
associated with the considered transition.
Figure 7(a) gives a subgraph of an SRG illustrating the issue related to representation of arcs.
Here, the WF-net of the SRG consists of three places p1, p2 and p3. Its object class contains
two objects. Although the two symbolic firings of t in SMs M1 and M3 are identical, they
are represented differently. Indeed, a symbolic firing of transition t is performed by removing
two objects from its input place p1 and transferring them into place p3. In marking M1 the
two objects in place p1 are represented by the sum Z11 + Z12 . Consequently, the firing of t in
M1 induces an arc labelled with (t, Z11 + Z12 ). In marking M3 the two objects in place p1 are
represented by one dynamic subclass Z11 such that | Z11 | = 2. Firing of t in M3 induces an arc
labelled with (t, Z11 ). Performing the canonisation of arcs, we obtain the same label for the
two arcs as it is illustrated by Fig. 7(b). Now let us consider the SRG of Fig. 6. Canonising the
arcs of this graph gives the graph shown in Fig. 8. The latter graph will be used in order to
determine the controlled behaviour respecting the control specification.
5.3 Synthesis of controller based on SRGs

Given an SRG with canonised arcs of a plant model, the determination of a controller is
ensured through three steps. First, one has to provide the control specifications. According to
these specifications, we build, in a second step, a symbolic graph implementing the desired
behaviour from the SRG. Finally, in third step, we apply the theory of regions on the basis of
the latter graph in order to determine the controller which is represented by one CP-net place.
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Fig. 9. Admissibility symbolic graph
Step 1 - Control specifications
In a forbidden state problem, the control specifications are defined by providing a set of undesirable (forbidden) states. The provided states will be used to extract the desired behaviours
from the SRG of the plant model. Therefore, the undesired states have to be expressed in
terms of SMs corresponding to nodes of the considered SRG. Such specifications fit well with
the nature of symmetric systems made up of several components behaving similarly.
We consider the SRG of Fig. 6. As control specifications, we assume that one aims to restrict
the stock capacity to one object. Such specifications can be symbolically expressed by
providing the undesirable SMs M5 , M6 and M7 .
Step 2 - Computing the desired behaviours
Here, the desired behaviours are implemented by a subgraph of the SRG, called the admissibility symbolic graph. Algorithm 1 can be easily adapted to SRGs in order to compute the
admissibility symbolic graph from an SRG and the set ΩSM of SM-transitions. In a SRG,
the set ΩSM is used instead of the set Ω of state-transitions. Each element of ΩSM is couple
(M, (t, c)) where M is a dangereous SM in which the symbolic firing of transition (t, c) must
be forbidden, i.e. t must be prevented from firing in M with every colour c ∈ c. The main
change to be made for Algorithm 1 is to deal with SMs (resp. symbolic instances) instead of
ordinary markings (resp. coloured firings).
For example, let us consider the SRG of Fig. 6 and the control specifications corresponding to the restriction of the stock capacity to one object. Computing the admissibility
symbolic graph, we obtain the graph illustrated by Fig. 9 and the set of SM-transitions
ΩSM = {(M4 , (t1, c1)), (M8 , (t2, c2))}.

Step 3 - Construction of the controller
In this final step, we construct the controller by applying the theory of regions on the basis of
the admissibility symbolic graph. Using CP-nets allows to represent the obtained controller
by one CP-net place pc which will be connected to the plant model. For this, we have to determined its colour domain C pc , its initial marking M0 ( pc ) and its incidence vector Wc ( pc , .). Using a symbolic graph requires the reformulation of the three classes of equations/inequations
(4), (5) and (6) according to the structure of the symbolic graphs. Indeed, in an ordinary
reachability graph, these equations are deduced from the basic relation between two reachable markings.
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Let v ∈ C pc . Let M,M be two reachable markings. Let t be a transition enabled in M for
c ∈ C (t), such that M[t, c M , then:
∀ v ∈ C ( p c ),
Mc ( pc )(v) = Mc ( pc )(v) + Wc ( pc , t)(c)(v)
(8)
where Mc ( pc )(v) is the number of v in place pc at the marking M , Mc ( pc )(v) is the number
of v in place pc in M and Wc ( pc , t)(c)(v) is the incidence value associated with place pc and
transition t for the colour (c)(v).
Further, we have Wc ( pc , t)(c)(v)=Wc ( pc , t)(c )(v), ∀c ∈ C (t); c = c.
Thus, there exists two symbolic markings M and M such that M ∈ M, M ∈ M and
M[[t, cM . Thus, the equation (8) can be written as follows:
Mc ( pc )(v) = Mc ( pc )(v) + Wc ( pc , t)(c)(v)

(9)

Therefore, the three classes of equations depicted by the theory of regions can be reformulated
for an SRG as follows:
• The reachability conditions (4) indicate that every reachable SM must remain reachable
under control. ∀M ∈ Rc ,

−
→
M( pc )(v) = M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , .)(v) Γ M ≥ 0

(10)

where M is an ordinary marking represented by M, M( pc )(v) is the occurrence of a
given object v in the marking of pc , W ( pc , .)(v) is the incidence vector relatively to the
−
→
object v, ΓM is any non oriented path in Rc from M0 to M, and Γ M is its associated
−
→
vector. Γ M is indexed by transitions of T and is called the vector counting of ΓM . Each
−
→
line of Γ M represents the sum of occurrence number of (ti , c) such that c ∈ C (ti ) and
(ti , c) labels an arc in the considered path. Formally:



Γ1M
−
→

ΓM= :
Γm
M

c ∀i ∈ {1, ..., m} where αi (c) is the occurrence number of
where ΓiM = ∑(ti ,c)∈Γ αi (c).
(ti , c) in the path ΓM and which is determined from Rc .

• the cycle equations (5) indicate that the cycles of the admissibility graph Rc must remain
reachable under control. In other words, the place pc should satisfy (for every object v
of C pc ):
→
γ = 0, ∀γ ∈ Sc
(11)
W ( p c , .) −
−
→
where S is the set of cycles of the admissibility graph R . γ is a vector counting of a
c

c

cycle γ defined similarly as ΓM . It is worth to note that according to well known results
of graph theory, the cycle equations can be reduced to independent cycle equations of
basis cycles (Schrijver, 1986).

• an event separation condition (6) indicates that the control must prevent from firing a
state transition of Ω. In other words, the place pc and an occurrence object v of C pc ,
must solve at least one event separation instance (M, (t, c)) from Ω:

−
→
M0 ( pc )(v) + W ( pc , .)(v) Γ M + W ( pc , t)(v)(c) < 0

(12)
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In order to derive a controller, Algorithm 2 can be applied such that we replace respectively
the admissibility graph and set of state-transitions by the admissibility symbolic grah and
the SM-transitions. In addition, here the folding is performed differently, since each partial
solution, obtained for a new object v j in an iteration, consists of M pc (v j ) and ∀ti ∈ T, ∀c ∈
C(ti ); W ( pc , ti )(c)(v j ) . The aim is to determine for every transition ti the incidence vector
W ( pc , ti )(v j ). Hence, we propose to achieve the folding of a partial solution through the following two steps for every transition ti :
• We determine for every colour c represented by c ∈ C(ti ) the colour function
W ( pc , ti )(c)(v j ) which is equal to W ( pc , ti )(c)(v j ),

• We partition the colour domain C (ti ), of a transition ti , into k i sets Eis , (s = 1..k i ) such
that c, c ∈ Eis , iff W ( pc , ti )(c)(vj) = W ( pc , ti )(c )(v j ) = αis . Then, the incidence function
for the transition ti is



W ( pc , ti )(v j ) ←

ki

∑

s =1



c ∈ Eis





X ∈var (ti )

( X = X (c )) αis

where var (ti ) is the set of variables appearing on arcs that have ti as source or destination.
Let us consider the admissibility graph shown in Fig. 9 and the set ΩSM =
{(M4 , (t1, c1)), (M8 , (t2, c2))}. The obtained controller consists of one place pc as it is shown
in Fig. 10. One can easily check that the symbolic graph of the controlled model is exactly the
admissibility symbolic graph of the plant model.

C1

p1

Cp
c

X
t1

v1

X

X

C1 = {pr1, pr 2}
C 2 = {r1, r 2}
C 3 = {co1}
C pc = {v1}

pc
p5
v1

p3

C2

p2
Y
X

t2

C3

Y

X
p4

X

Y

Y

t3

Fig. 10. Controlled model

6. Active controller
Considering as a plant model a CP-net that is assumed to be structured on a set of generic
processes sharing a set of resources, i.e. a resource allocation system, we present the “Active
Controller” approach allowing to simplify the design of a generic CP-net controller for a such
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system. In previous sections, we have used the theory of regions in order to derive a controller
for a DES modelled by a CP-net. The use of the theory of regions requires the resolution of
numerous systems allowing the determination of the necessary parameters of the controller.
The ``Active Controller´´ approach was introduced to avoid solving such systems. The key
idea of this approach is that the controller must be able to handle enough information to
detect reaching a dangerous state, and from which, it removes appropriate authorisations in
order to disable the firing of some transitions.
The major difference, from previous approaches, lies in the synthesis of the controller. In the
``Active Controller´´ approach, the controller is characterised by a CP-net subnet (with a fixed
structure (4 places, 2 transitions)) representing its behaviour. The variable part (basic colour
sets, initial marking and some arc expressions connecting the controller CP-net to the original
CP-net) of this controller CP-net depends on the specificity of the studied system and it is
generated from the control specification. More precisely, it is defined based on the set Ω of
state-transitions. So, the same model can be used in several applications. Thus, the controller
synthesis may be considered as parametrable.
The active controller acts as priority process having two states. It is either in a ``Monitor´´ state
in which it observes the evolution of the original network, or in an ``Alert´´ state from which
it inhibits the firing of some transitions. The controller permanently maintain, in a dedicated
place, the current marking of the original system. The controller enters the ``Alarm´´ state, if it
detects, based on an appropriate marking of an additional place, that the original system has
reached a dangerous state. When entering the ``Alarm´´ state, the controller removes specific
marking from an appropriate additional place to disable the firing of the forbidden transitions
associated with this global state. The controller lets the original system to evolve towards an
admissible state. Once the overall current state is changed, the controller leaves the ``Alarm´´
state.
The functioning of the controller is based on the higher priority associated with its transitions.
Such a priority enables it to preempt the transitions of the original system.
The ``Active Controller´´ approach is based on two steps:
• the admissibility computation: This computation is done as explained in section 4.1.
• the construction of the controller: this step allows the generation of the controller CPnet and its connection to the plant CP-net model.
Fig. 11 describes the inputs and the outputs of each step. The following section introduces the
controller construction method. The determination of the admissible behaviour has already
been presented in section 4.1.
6.1 Controller construction method

At the beginning of this step, we assume that we have already generated the set Ω of statetransitions by Algorithm 1. Based on this information, we generate the controller, modelled
by a CP-net, and we define its connection to the plant CP-net model. The synthesis of a such
controller may be automatised. It is worth noting that the generated CP-net is autonomous
and does not require external devices to ensure the control.
At this level, we handle two kinds of specifications:
• the control specification. More precisely:
– the set of dangerous markings (denoted DM),
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Fig. 11. ``Active Controller´´ steps

– the set of forbidden state-transitions associated with each dangerous marking d ∈
DM (denoted FT(d)). FT(d) may be viewed as an application from DM to the set
of subsets of T.
• the uncontrolled system specification represented by a CP-net N such that: N =<
P, T, Cl , C, W − , W + , Φ, M0 >.
The output of this step is a new CP-net such that its functioning automatically satisfies the
control specifications. As previously explained, the key idea of the ``Active Controller´´ is
that the controller must handle enough information to detect the reaching of a dangerous
state. Further, in a dangerous marking, we remove appropriate authorisations by disabling
the firing of some coloured transitions, called forbidden coloured transitions. This method relies
on the following points:
• The information related to dangerous states and their associated forbidden transitions
are defined by the initial marking of a specific place. This marking is computed on the
basis of the set Ω.
• The current state (marking) of the plant model is handled in a special added place. This
information is modelled by a composed token (tuple of colours) in accordance with the
CP-nets semantics.
• An authorisation is associated with each coloured forbidden transition to enable its
firing. All authorisations are managed in a third added place.
• The generated controller CP-net has two supplementary transitions. The first one is
fired when a dangerous state is detected, while the second is fired when the dangerous
state is quitted. These two controller transitions must be immediately fired when enabled to remove or replace the appropriate authorisations. Thus, they must have the
highest priority over all the other transitions.
• The necessary additional CP-net components (colour functions, synchronisation arcs,
markings, etc.) must be also defined to ensure the desired management of the controller.
In the following, we formally detail the generation of the controlled CP-net model.
The model representing the system under control is a CP-net N ∗ obtained from N so that
N ∗ =< P∗ , T ∗ , Cl ∗ , C ∗ , W ∗− , W ∗+ , Φ∗ , M∗ 0 > where:
P∗ = P ∪ {CM, DaM, AT, AS}, with:
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CM representing the Current Marking,
DaM representing the Dangerous Markings,
AT representing the Authorisations for forbidden Transitions, and
AS representing the Alert State of the controller.
T ∗ = T ∪ {A-In, A-Out}, with:
A-In representing entering the alert state,
A-Out representing quitting the alert state,
A-In and A-Out have the highest priority.
Cl ∗ = Cl ∪ {Cnum , CFT }, with:
Cnum = {0, 1, 2, , MaxInt} is a class representing a set of finite positive
integers. Its elements will model the occurrence of some given tokens.
We assume MaxInt large enough to be greater than the bound of the
maximum occurrences of any token in a reachable marking. As, we deal
with bounded CP-nets, this property holds,
CFT is a class representing all coloured forbidden transitions. The different element of this class will be defined based on the application FT.
Each of the added controller place is characterised by a specific colour and by an initial marking. Those parameters are generated as follows:
Place CM has a complex colour domain that is a Cartesian product of
Cnum performed on the basis of the number of process classes, the number of places per process and the resource class. The role of CM is to
handle information about the current state of the controlled system.
The token marking of CM is a long tuple made up of counters where
each one holds the information about the occurrence of tokens in a given
place (according to the lexical order) among process places and the occurrence of tokens in the resource place. The colour domain of CM will
be defined as follows:
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C ∗ (CM)=

|
CR |
i =1

Cnum

|
CP | | NbP
( Pj )|
j =1

k =1

Cnum

Where:
* CR represents the resource class,
* CP represents the different types of processes,
* NbP( Pj ) defines the number of places associated with the process type
Pj . CM is always mono-marked and its initial marking M0∗ (CM) is performed on the basis of the initial marking of the CP-net associated with
the studied plant. M0∗ (CM) may be algorithmically determined.
The colour domain of the place DaM is:
C ∗ (DaM) = C ∗ (CM) × CFT
The initial marking of DaM is not updated, since this place is only read
accessed. The number of tokens in DaM is equal to ∑ | FT (d)|
d∈ DM

The colour domain and the initial marking of the place AT are: C ∗ (AT)=
CFT , and M0∗ (AT) = CFT . Indeed, initially, all forbidden transitions are
authorised.
The colour domain of the place AS is: C ∗ (AS)= C ∗ (CM). Initially this
place is empty M0∗ (AS) = ∅.
Finally, the colour functions of the arcs connecting the controller places to a subset of T and to
the transitions A-In and A-Out must be defined.
As the role of CM is to hold the current marking of N, it is connected to
every transition of T using an input arc (reading marking) and an output
arc (updating marking).
∀t ∈ T, W ∗− (CM,t)=< X1,1 , ..., Xk,xk , Y1 , ..., Yu >=< X >
where Xi,j is a variable defined on Cnum computing the number of tokens
in the place i of the process type j and Yu is a variable defined on Cnum
reading the occurrence of colour u in the resource places;
∀t ∈ T, W ∗+ (CM,t)= < X  1,1 , ..., X  k,xk , Y  1 , ..., Y  u >=< X  >
where X  i,j and Y  u are variables defined on Cnum and determined as
follows :
X  i,j =Xi,j − χ, with χ= W + ( pij , t) − W − ( pij , t),
and
Y  u = Y  u − ξ, where ξ is computed as follows:
W − (r, t)= ∑ αi .ri
i

W + (r, t)= ∑ α i .ri
i

⇒ ξ= α u − αu
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Fig. 12. The ``Active Controller´´ subnet

The place AT is connected to every forbidden transition by one input/output arc in order to check the presence of the associated firing
authorisation:
∀t ∈ CFT , W ∗+ (AT, t)= W ∗− (AT, t)= < Xt > ,
where Xt is defined on CFT and represent the identity of the coloured
forbidden transition.
The colour functions of the arcs connecting the controller places to the
transition A-In and A-Out are defined as follows:
W ∗− (DaM, A-In)=W ∗+ (DaM, A-In)=< D, FT-D >;
W ∗− (CM, A-In)=W ∗+ (CM, A-In)=< D >;
W ∗− (AT, A-In)=< FT-D >; W ∗+ (AS, A-In)=< D, FT-D >;
W ∗+ (AS, A-Out)=< D, FT-D >; W ∗− (CM, A-Out) =< C >;
W ∗+ (AT, A-Out)=< FT-D >;
D and C ∈ C(CM) (i.e. they are a tuple of variables) , FT-D ∈ CFT

Transition A-Out is associated with the predicate: [C = D]

Fig. 12 represents the CP-net modelling the controller behaviour. It is worth to note that the
controller CP-net is connected to the plant CP-net model through the places AT and CM as it
was previously defined.
In the next section, we apply the generation of the controller to our problem of producerconsumer.
6.2 Example

We consider the previously introduced producer-consumer problem modelled by the WF-net
of Fig. 2. We assume that C1 = {2pr }, C2 = {o1, o2} and C3 = {co }. The reachability graph
of this problem is given by Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. The reachability graph

Assuming that the stock must contain at most one object, such a specification induces that
M8, M10 and M11 are the forbidden markings. Applying Algorithm 1, we obtain the admissibility graph described in Fig. 14 and the set of state-transitions Ω = {( M5, (t2, < pr, o1 >
)), ( M6, (t2, < pr, o2 >)),
( M7, (t2, < pr, o1 >)), ( M9, (t2, < pr, o2 >))}
Let us illustrate the different variable elements of the Active Controller associated with the
considered producer-consumer system.
C ∗ (CM)= Cnum × Cnum × Cnum × Cnum × Cnum
The first and the second elements respectively define the number of producers in places p1 and
p2. The third element computes the number of consumers in place p5. The fourth (respectively
the fifth element) handles the number of objects of type o1 (respectively o2) in place p4.
CFT ={t2PrO1 , t2PrO2 }
t2PrO1 (respectively t2PrO2 ) represents the authorisation to fire transition t2 with colour <
pr, o1 > (respectively < pr, o2 >).
M0∗ (CM)=<2,0,1,0,0>
M0∗ (DaM)=<<1,1,1,0,1>,t2PrO1 > + <<1,1,1,1,0>,t2PrO2 > + <<0,2,1,0,1>,t2PrO1 >
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Fig. 14. The admissibility graph

+ <<0,2,1,1,0>,t2PrO2 >
M0∗ (AT)= t2PrO1 + t2PrO2
∀t ∈ T, W ∗− (CM,t)=< X1,1 , X1,2 , X2,1 , Y1 , Y2 >
W∗+ (CM,t1{ pr })=< X1,1 − 1, X1,2 + 1, X2,1 , Y1 , Y2 >
W∗+ (CM,t2{< pr, o1 >})=< X1,1 + 1, X1,2 − 1, X2,1 , Y1 + 1, Y2 >
W∗+ (CM,t2{< pr, o2 >})=< X1,1 + 1, X1,2 − 1, X2,1 , Y1 , Y2 + 1 >
W∗+ (CM,t3{< o1, co >})=< X1,1 , X1,2 , X2,1 , Y1 − 1, Y2 >
W∗+ (CM,t3{< o2, co >})=< X1,1 , X1,2 , X2,1 , Y1 , Y2 − 1 >

7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have dealt with the control of DES, modelled by CP-nets, for the problem
of forbidden states. The use of CP-nets allows compact models even for large and complex
systems. The first approach, based on the theory of regions, can be addressed to any kind
of DES modelled by CP-nets. Considering a CP-net as plant model, in a first step of this approach, the graph implementing the desired behaviours is determined from the reachability
graph of the considered DES according to the control specifications. Then, the theory of regions is applied in order to design the controller. Thanks to the expressiveness of CP-nets, the
obtained controller is represented by one single place. In a second approach, we propose to
cope with the combinatorial explosion of state space for symmetric systems. Indeed, the state
space of a symmetric system can be represented by a condensed version, the symbolic reachability graph, which is quite smaller. Following similar steps as the first approach, the second
approach allows to deal efficiently with symmetric systems. Indeed, the theory of region is
applied on the basis of a symbolic reachability graph instead of the ordinary one. Finally,
third approach avoids the use of the theory of regions which requires the resolution of numerous linear systems in order to determine the controller. Indeed, the generated controller is an
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active process, modelled by a generic CP-net, that permanently observes the plant model to
detect the reaching of dangerous states, and then it removes appropriate authorisations.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the wireless sensor networks (WSN) are increasingly being required for applications where the data reliability needs to be duly guaranteed. Due to this, many research works
have been directed in this sense. However, WSN security is not an entirely solved issue.
The aim on this chapter is to use Petri Nets (PN) to model and analyze the validity of an
encryption scheme applied to WSN. Usually the modeling of communication systems can become quite complex, most of the time is necessary to consider a large number of variables and
mathematical models to describe them. Nevertheless, structural properties of a system and
dynamic characteristics of its behavior can not be properly derived from those models. On the
other hand, PN can model dynamic characteristics such as synchronization and concurrency.
PN were developed by Carl A. Petri in 1962 as a mathematical tool for the study of communication with automata. Its further development was facilitated by the fact that PN can be
used to model properties such as process synchronization, concurrent operations, conflicts
or resource sharing and deadlock freedom among others (Reisig, 1986), (Reisig & Rozenberg,
1998). In literature we found works where PN have been used in order to model and analyze several related aspects of a WSN. In (Chen et al., 2008) the authors use PN to determine
the minimal necessary number of devices in a coal mine, in order to establish the location of
miners in case of accident. There are many works related to power constrains, most recently
work (Liu, Ren, Lin & Jiang, 2008) deals with the power saving problem, where the authors
have proposed four sleeps scheduling schemes for different sorts of and analyze each of them
by Stochastic Petri Net (SPN). By using the steady state probability matrix of the SPN models
is obtained the average power consumptions and events delays. Also, there are many references devoted to communication protocols and recently in reference (Haines et al., 2007),
PN are used as a formal verification technique of a MAC protocol. Where a case study is
presented applying this technique to IEEE 802.11 centralised control mechanisms to support
delay sensitive streams and fading data traffic. In reference (Pengand et al., 2007) author have
used the PN to model the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and accomplished its verification.
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Another interesting work is presented in (Liu, Ye, Zhang & Li, 2008) where the 802.11i 4-way
handshake protocol is analyzed utilizing High-level Petri Nets, confirming that the protocol
is vulnerable to Denial-of-Service attack during handshake, then the authors propose an improved key management scheme.
The goal of the chapter is to present the most important part of the PN theory and to describe
the possibilities of practical applications on WSN.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the WSN are introduced, theirs principal characteristics and basic architectures, a brief introduction about to EC and LDPC codes and the
basic concepts of PN are explained as well. In Section 3, we focus on the description of a communication model considered in order to a WSN. In Section 4, deal with the modeling phase
by means of PN for our system. A PN model for the communication system and cryptography
protocol are developed. Finally, we dedicated both a section to the conclusions and another to
the references.-

2. Basic Concepts
In this section we developed briefly the topics that we are needed to better understand this
work. For a deeper understanding look up the cited bibliography in each case.
2.1 The WSNs

The WSNs are defined as compound networks of a large number of tiny devices called sensor
nodes, which have limited processing power, storage, bandwidth, and energy. In addition, a
WSN might be often deployment on a large scale throughout a geographic region in hostile
environments.
According to how sensors are grouped and how the information of sensors is routed through
the network, there are two basic architectures to WSN, flat and hierarchical. In a flat architecture all nodes have almost the same communication capabilities and resource constraints and
the information is routed by each sensor. In a hierarchical architecture, the sensor nodes are
grouped in clusters where one of the member nodes is the "cluster head". This node is responsible for management and routing tasks. Fig. 1(a) shows a flat WSN model and a hierarchical
WSN configuration is showed in Fig. 1(b).

(a) Flat WSN Model

(b) Hierarchical WSN Model

Fig. 1. Architectures of Wireless Sensor Network
Further regarding the properties of the sensing interfaces of their nodes the WSNs can be
classified in homogeneous (HoWSN) or heterogeneous (HeWSN). The HoWSN are character-
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ized by the fact that all network nodes have the same properties unlike the heterogeneous
(HeWSN) where nodes of different nature like temperature and movement sensors coexist.
Fig. 1(b) shows a HeWSN. Including the base station there are three types of nodes: base
nodes, header nodes and sensors nodes. The base station is the interface between an application and a sensor network. The application network implements all the programs which
manage the sensor network. The header nodes are devices with capability to route information that comes from other nodes. The sensor nodes are those that perceive changes produced
in the environment such as temperature, humidity, light, movement among others.
Fig. 1(b) also shows the clustered sensor network. The sensor network is divided into several
clusters. The headlines represent connection between the header nodes and the base station.
Then header nodes manage the sensor nodes and route messages from others nodes; the sensor nodes are scattered in the monitoring field and it implements data process such as reading,
encrypting, encoding and transmission.
As shown in the Fig. 2, a sensor node is composed of four basic components: sensing unit,
processing unit, transceiver unit and a power unit.

Fig. 2. Components of a Sensor
The sensing units are usually composed of two sub-units: Sensors and analogy-to-digital converters (ADCs). The analogy signals perceived by the sensor which are based in the observed
phenomenon are converted to digital signals by the ADC, and then they are nourished to the
unit of processing. The process unit, that is generally associated to a little storage device, manages / handles the procedures which make the sensor node collaborates with the others nodes
in order to carry out the assigned sensor task.
2.2 Elliptic Curves

In our scheme we are using an elliptic curve defined over a finite field of characteristic two. In
this case we only considered a representation of field elements and exist efficient way to effect
arithmetic operations. The option we choose is to use optimal normal base (ONB). In which
the add operation can accomplish by means of the operation XOR, without cost; squaring can
be performed simply by a cycle shift of the coordinates of an element, hence, in hardware, it is
almost cost free. A normal basis multiplication is not so simple but always more efficient than
in other base. Reference over multiplication in ONB can be found in (Reyhani, 2003; 2006).
According to (Hankerson et al., 2004), an elliptic curve over a finite field F2m is defined as the
set of points that satisfies the following equation:
E : y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b

(1)

where a, b ∈ F2m and b = 0 in F2m . The set of solutions ( x, y) joined with a point at infinity,
and special addition operation define an abelian group, are called the elliptic curve group.
An Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) bases its security in the Elliptic Discrete Logarithm
Problem (EDLP), that is, in the Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) defined on the group of
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rational points of an elliptic curve.
Given an elliptic curve E over a finite field F, a point G ∈ E( F ) and another known point Q
which is multiple of that point G. the problem is to find the integer n such that nG = Q. This
problem is computationally difficult to solve.
2.3 LDPC codes

The Low-density parity check (LDPC) codes were introduced by Robert Gallager in 1962 (Gallager, 1962), but with computational capabilities available then were dismissed. In the mid 90
were rediscovered by MacKay (MacKay, 1990) reaching great popularity by his performance
closely to Shannon limit.
LDPC codes are a class of linear block codes characterized to have its sparse parity-check matrix which contains only a few 1’s in comparison to the amount of 0’s. In other words, the
degree of all nodes is low. These codes can be represented by a Tanner bipartite graph consisting of two sets of nodes {ci } and { f i }, respectively called variable nodes and check nodes.
See example in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Tanner Bipartite Graph
There are two kinds of LDPC codes: regular and irregular. For regular LDPC codes, all nodes
of the same type have the same degree. For irregular LDPC codes, the degree of each set of
nodes is chosen according to some distributions. A code vector c is obtained multiplying a
message vector m by a generate matrix G
c = m∗G

(2)

H∗c = 0

(3)

The corresponding check matrix H has the property to be constructed with independent lineally rows vectors has which form a subspace of the subspace generated by the rows vectors
of G. This signifies than each vector code satisfies the condition:

property that enables the decoding.
In (Castiñeira & Guy, 2006) we found a chapter dedicated to the binary LDPC codes. Description, construction and decoding algorithms can be studied here. Other reference about
to construction of codes is (Carrasco & Johnston, 2008).
The decoding of LDPC codes is based on sum product algorithm (SPA), also called belief propagation algorithm (BPA), or message passing algorithm (MPA) which iteratively updates the
posterior probabilities of bit nodes.
If we defined qi,j (b), b ∈ {0, 1}, as the probability computed based both on the received signal
yi and the message r j ,i (b) passed from the neighbors check nodes ci excluding the check node
j. Also, we defined ri,j (b) as the probability computed based on the message q j ,i (b) passed
from the neighbors variable nodes v j excluding the variable node i .
The MPA in the probability domain then proceeds as follows.
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1. Estimate the noise power σ2 . Then for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, initialize Pi (b) = prob(ci = b/yi ).
2. Set qij (b) = Pj (b) if the variable node i and the check node j are connected.
3. Update rij (b) using


r ji (0) = 12 + 12 ∏i ∈v j\i (1 − 2qi j (1)),
r ji (1) = 1 − r ji (0)

4. Update qij (b) using
qij (b) = Kij P(b)

∏

j  ∈ ci \ j

(r j i (b)); b = 0, 1

where Kij is chosen to meet qij (0) + qij (1) = 1.
5. Compute the posterior probability of the code bit ci using
Qi (b) = Ki Pi (b) ∏ (rij (b)); b = 0, 1
j ∈ ci

where Ki is chosen to ensure that Qi (0) + Qi (1) = 1.
6. For i = 1, 2, ..., n set up:


(1)

c = 1 i f Qi

(1)

c = 0 i f Qi

(0)

> Qi ,
(0)
< Qi

If cH T = 0 or the number of iterations equals the maximum limit, stop; else, go to Step 2.
Here, H is the parity check matrix of the LDPC codes.
2.4 Petri nets

A PN is identified as a particular kind of bipartite directed graph populated by three types
of objects. They are places, transitions, and directed arcs connecting places and transitions.
Formally, a PN can be defined by:

N = P , T , F , W 
where:
a. T is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, P ∩ T = ∅

b. F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is flow relationship

c. W : F → N assigns a weight or multiplicity to each arc.

Usually, actions are associated to transitions and conditions are associated to places. A transition is enabled if each input place of contains at least a number of tokens equal to the weight
of the arc connecting to. When an enabled transition fires, it removes tokens from its input
places and deposits them on its output places. PN models are suitable for representing systems that exhibit concurrence, conflict, and synchronization.
Some important PN properties include a boundness (no capacity overflow), liveness (freedom
from deadlock), conservativeness (conservation of non consumable resources), and reversibility (cyclic behavior). The concept of liveness is closely related to the complete absence of
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deadlocks. A PN is said to be live if, no matter what marking has been reached from the initial marking, it is possible to ultimately fire any transition of the net by progressing through
further firing sequences. This means that a live PN guarantees deadlock-free operation regardless of the firing sequence. Validation methods of these properties include reachability
analysis, invariant analysis, reduction method, siphons/traps-based approach, and simulation (Reisig, 1986), (Reisig & Rozenberg, 1998).

3. System Description
Fig. 4 shows a block communication model we propose to communicate a header node and
the base station in a hierarchical WSN. This model should use an elliptic curve encryption
scheme and LDPC code in the process of messages transmission. On the left side we have the
header node, transmitter of the message, and on the right side we have the base node, receiver
of the message.

Fig. 4. Communication Model
In this model m represents the transmitted binary message sequence. This sequence gets into
the system to an Elliptic Curve Encrypter/LDPC Encoder block, where a transformation function converts them to an output code c, called usually a codeword. This codeword is the input
sequence to a modulator block which converts them in a modulated signal x, which goes
through the communication channel. Here the signal is disturbed by the noise coming from
transmission medium and suffers the fading effects own of the wireless channels. From this
process derives a corrupted signal x̂, estimated from the signal x. Then the signal x̂ enters to
a demodulator block to be converted over again to a binary sequence. This sequence is called
ĉ and is an estimate of the codeword c. The LDPC Decoder / Elliptic Curves Decrypter block
receives the binary sequence and transforms them by means of an inverse function in a message sequence m̂ which is an estimate of the original message m. The base station receives m̂
as a valid message and the process finishes.

4. Modeling and Analysis
In this section we develop some derived PN models since the communication system we have
presented in the section 3. Firstly we analyze the system from the perspective of the communication among process. Then, we model a cryptography scheme which would be based on
an elliptic curve, which at the same time is defined on a finite field.
4.1 Communication System

Fig. 5, shows the PN diagram of the communication system consistent with the model we
presented on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Petri Diagram of the Communication System
We have made some assumptions regarding to the system in order to simplify the model.
1. Both transmitter and receiver are idle before begin the communication;
2. The channel is always available, there is not fight in access to the channel;
3. The public and private keys associated with the EC, are considered resources always
available during a communication instance;
4. Both LDPC encoder and decoder are considered resources always available for the system.
The meaning of each place and transition is described in the Table 1 and 2 respectively. The
initial marked which defines the system behavior denotes the following: The places P0 and P1
marked with one token tells us there is a new message and the transmitter is idle in order to
transmit it. The places P4, P5 denotes resource availability to achieve the encryption process
on the sender side. One mark in the place P4 will tell us that we count on a suitable EC and
the another one in the place P5 will tell us as well that we dispose a valid public key to work
on. In the same way the marks on the places P6 and P7 mean resource availability in order to
achieve the decryption process on receiver side. In this case, one mark in the place P6 tells us
that we dispose of the EC and anther one in the place P7 tells us that we count on a valid key
to work on, here, the private key of the receiver.
On the other hand we have the coding resources, in the graphic represented by the places P13
and P14. A token allocated on the place P13 denotes LDPC encoder availability whereas the
another one allocated on the place P14 shows the LDPC decoder is available. The places P22
and P23 represent noisy and fading processes into the channel. The tokens on these places
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denote presence of those processes. The last place marked from the initial marked of the net is
P21 which means that the channel is idle and free to transmit a signal.
Place Description
P0
New message
P1
Transmitter idle
P2
Received message
P3
Incoming message
P4
EC on the sender side (resource)
P5
Valid key (receiver public key)
P6
EC on the receiver side (resource)
P7
Valid key (receiver private key)
P8
Decrypted message
P9
LDPC decoder and EC Restoring (receiver)
P10
LDPC decoder and EC Restoring (sender)
P11
Encrypted message
P12
Decoded message
Table 1. Places Description of PN in Fig. 5

Place
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24

Description
LDPC encoder (sender side)
LDPC decoder (receiver side)
Encoded message (codeword)
Demodulated message
Receiver idle
Modulated message
Channel input
Channel output
Channel Idle
Fading process
Noise process
Channel parameters restoring

Basically the PN shows different status that a message has to go through the communication
process. The transitions represent functions that transform the message into different phases
of process. Thus we have as follows:
1. Initially, the transition T0 is triggered, since the initial marked on the places P1 and P2
enable to do it. Then the message passes to incoming message status (place P3 is loaded
with a token);
2. The transitions T4 triggers, because of the tokens in its incoming places P3, P4, P5 enables it. Then these ones are removed, new tokens are generated and allocated on the
single output place P11 passing to the encrypted message status.
3. In the same way the transition T7 triggers removing the tokens from the places P11
and P23 and loading another two into places P10 and P15. The token in P10 makes
conditional the resources restoring and the one in P15 turns the message into an encode
message status. On the other one the transition T5 triggers tokens which restore both the
curve and encode parameters.
4. A token on P15 enable the transition T9 which accomplishes his trigging passing to
modulated message status, (place P18 is marked with a token).
5. Enabled now, the transition T11 trigger removing the token from P18 and allocating one
into the place P0 and another one into the place P19 (message in the channel input).
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Transition Description
Transition
Transmit message
T7
T0
T1
Wait for message
T8
T2
Deliver message
T9
T3
Decrypt message
T10
T4
Encrypt message
T11
T5
Restore parameters
T12
T6
Restore parameters
T13
Table 2. Transitions Description of PN in Fig. 5
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Description
Encode message
Decode message
Modulate message
Demodulate message
Send message to channel
Perturb message
Reset channel parameters

All these processes above encrypting-encoding-modulating belong to sender side, and in
inverse proportion to this we have the receiver side; demodulating-decoding-decrypting.
Nevertheless, we must as well to describe the channel process. Simply to say that if both
places P9 and P21 are loaded each with a token, besides the places P22 and P23 then the
transition T12 trigger. In other words, if there is a message in the channel input and this is
idle, on the other hand there are both the noisy and fading processes, then the disturbance
process is enabled which generate distortion in the message.
We perform two types of analysis over the PN model: a structural and a graph based analysis.
The aim of the first is to show that the amount of states is finite (boundedness) and that all the
represented activities can be done (liveness). The aim of graph based analysis is to determine
the absence of dead states. The analysis was performed with the Petri net analyzer tool INA
Roch & Starke. (1999).
Table 3 shows the structural analysis of the model of Fig. 5 where we can see there are eleven
P/Invariants including all places, so we can conclude that the net is bounded. There are
one T/Invariant (Table 7) covering all transitions, so the model is live. Finally the resulting
reachability graph has 80 states large enough to draw it here.
Place Invariants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

P4 + P5
P6 + P7
P6 + P9
P4 + P10 + P11
P10 + P13
P6 + P12 + P14
P2 + P8 + P22 + P16 + P17
P0 + P3 + P4 + P10 + P15 + P8
P20 + P21
P22 + P23
P22 + P24

Transition Invariants
1

T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6 + T7 + T8 + T9 + T10 + T11 + T12 + T13

Table 3. Place and Transition Invariants of the Net in Fig. 7.
4.2 Cryptographic Protocol

We have used a sequence diagram (Fig. 6) to describe part of a secure communication protocol.
It is based in the public key encryption scheme proposed by Menezes-Vanstone in (Menezes
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et al., 1993) but also we have considered (Ontiveros et al., 2006). Specifically is considered the
communication between a sensor and header node.

Fig. 6. Sequence Diagram of the Encryption and Decryption Process
It is important to consider the moments which operations are accomplished, with the aim of
minimizing communication times. The sensor and header node should have same elliptic
curve cryptoprocessor embedded in their architecture and both should know also a rational
point G which is a curve points generator.
The sequence diagram of Fig. 6 describes the behaviour of the protocol, as follows: when the
sensor node wishes to send a message m to their header node, sends a security communication
request. The header node reply with a acknowledgment of receipt (ack) leaving the communication established. Both nodes performs concurrent tasks, the sensor node generates a random
number r and computes C1 = r ∗ G, meanwhile the header node generates a random number
d and computes Q = d ∗ G. After, when the sensor node has completed its task it sends the
point computed C1 to the header node that receive it and sends the point Q to the sensor node.
Again, both nodes accomplish concurrent task with the received components as showed in the
Fig. 6.
The sensor node computes C2 = r ∗ Q and it get the coordinate x from C2 to compute it with
the message m which compress and send it to the header node. Meanwhile, the header node
B computes the point d ∗ C1 received and it gets its coordinate x which it will use next to the
decryption process. The next step consist in that collector node decompress and decrypts the
message m computing m = C2/x. Finally, in order to reduce the complexity, we assume that
the sensor node close the communication.
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Fig. 7. Petri Diagram of the Cryptography Scheme
The Fig. 7 represents the PN model of the communication protocol discussed previously. Fig. 4
shows the meaning of each place and Table 5 shows the meaning of each transition.
We perform two types of analysis over the PN model: a structural and a graph based analysis.
The aim of the first is to show that the amount of states is finite (boundedness) and that all the
represented activities can be done (liveness). The aim of graph based analysis is to determine
the absence of dead states. The analysis was perfomed with the Petri net analyzer tool INA
Roch & Starke. (1999).
Place Description
P0
Idle
P1
Waiting for communication request
P2
Ready to transmits
P3
Security communication request received
P4
Communication request reply received
P5
Communication request sent
P6
Random Number r generated
P7
Random Number d generated
P8
C1 computed
P9
Q computed and waiting C1
Table 4. Meaning of Places in Fig. 7

Place
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

Description
Waiting Q
Q sent
C2 computed
d ∗ C1 computed
x obtained
Waiting c2
c2 computed
c2 decompressed
c2 sent
Communication closed

Table 3 shows the structural analysis of the model of Fig. 7 where we can see there are eleven
P/Invariants, including all places, so we can conclude that the net is bounded. There are
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one T/Invariant (Table 6 covering all transitions, so the model is live. Finally the resulting
reachability graph represented by the set shown in Table 7 has 42 states.
Place Description
t1
Start communication request
t2
Processing communication request
t3
Generate random number r
t4
Sending ack
t5
Compute C1 = r ∗ G
t6
generate random number d
t7
Sending C1
t8
Compute Q = d ∗ G
t9
Compute C2 = r ∗ Q
t10
Sending Q
Table 5. Transitions Description of PN Fig. 7

Place
t11
t12
t13
t14
t15
t16
t17
t18
t19

Description
Get coordinate x from C2
Compute d ∗ C1
Compute c2m ∗ x
Get x from d ∗ C1
Compress and Send c2
Decompress c2
Close communication
Compute m = c2/x
Return to wait communication request

Place Invariants
1
2

P0 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 + P6 + P7 + P8 + P9 + P10 + P12 + P14 + P16 + P18
P0 + P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 + P6 + P7 + P8 + P9 + P10 + P11 + P12 + P13 + P14 + P15 + P16 + P17
+ P19

1

t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6 + t7 + t8 + t9 + t10 + t11 + t12 + t13 + t14 + t15 + t16 + t17 + t18 + t19

Transition Invariants
Table 6. Place and Transition Invariants of the Net in Fig. 7
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M0
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19
M20

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

PO + P1
P1 + P2
P3
P4 + P5
P5 + P6
P5 + P8
P7 + P8
P7 + P9 + P10
2P9 + P10
2P10 + P11
P11 + P12
P11 + P14
P13 + P14
P13 + P16
P15 + P16
2P15 + P18
P17 + P18
P0 + P17 + P19
P2 + P17 + P19
P2 + 2P19
P0 + 2P19

M21
M22
M23
M24
M25
M26
M27
M28
M29
M30
M31
M32
M33
M34
M35
M36
M37
M38
M39
M40
M41
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

P18 + P19
P0 + 2P15 + P19
P2 + 2P15 + P19
P13 + P15 + P18
P0 + P13 + P15 + P19
P2 + P13 + P15 + P19
P14 + P15
P11 + P16
P11 + P15 + P18
P0 + P11 + P15 + P19
P2 + P11 + P15 + P19
P12 + P13
P12 + P15
2P10 + P13
2P10 + P15
P8 + P9
P5 + P9 + P10
P6 + P7
P6 + P9
P4 + P7
P4 + P9

Table 7. Reachability Set of PN in Fig. 7

5. Conclusion
We have used PN to model and formally analyze a communication system which holds a
elliptic curve encryption scheme and it could works on a WSN. The results obtained shows
formally that our approach are correct. However, we plan increase the complexity of models.
We should consider critical factors related to constrained capacities of sensors nodes. We have
analyze a more elaborate encryption scheme keep in mind adding a intermediate entity for
the keys management.
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1. Introduction
This work is concerned with fault detection of Switched Linear Systems (SLS) and the
design of asymptotic diagnosers for this class of systems. In the approach herein addressed
a system can evolve from a normal behavior to a faulty behavior selected from an a priori
known set of possible faulty behaviors. The faulty or normal behaviors are represented by a
family of Linear Systems (LS) and an Interpreted Petri Net (IPN) is used to represent the
way in which the normal and faulty behaviors are visited. Moreover, there could exist
several LS representing the system normal behavior in some operation points. Notice that
several real systems can be represented with this model, for instance power systems can be
represented by a family of LS, one for each operation point and one for each fault.
In LS there are works dealing with continuous fault diagnosis. In (Massoumnia et al., 1989) a
residue is used to show when a fault fi can be detected in the system. Fault fi can be seen on
the output of a residual model for fault fi. However the number of faults that may be
detected is restricted to the range of the output matrix. In (Gertler et al., 2002) the design of
residual diagnosers is proposed.
The diagnosability in Discrete Event Systems (DES) has been addressed using Finite
Automata (FA) (Sampath et al 1995), where a DES is diagnosable if there is no
indeterminate cycles. Some extensions have been made to previous work, as (Hashtrudi-Zad
et al., 2003), where the diagnoser and the system are allowed to start in different initial
conditions. Diagnosability in DES has been also addressed using Petri Nets (PN)
(Hadjicostis et al., 1999), (Hadjicostis et al., 2000) where a fault is detected if a conservative
marking law is not fulfilled. In (Ramirez et al., 2007) a fault is detected when a siphon is
unmarked, leading to a deadlock in the whole PN.
In (Fourlas et al., 2005) and (Fourlas 2009) the problem of fault diagnosability in hybrid
system was addressed. That approach detects and isolates faults using the event sequences
and associating to each faulty event a guard that can be taken from the continuous variables
or discrete labels. The way in which continuous variables are chosen, however, is not
mentioned.
This work is focused in fault diagnosis of systems where the set of potential faults can be a
priori known. However the occurrence of them in real time needs to be detected and
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isolated. A normal assumption followed in this work is that the faults are fired from certain
system states, i.e. they cannot occur everywhere. For instance, a motor can be broken if it is
working.
In the present work the diagnosability is addressed combining the residue generation,
distinguishability and indeterminate cycles. Fault rises are represented by the firing of some
PN transitions, herein named faulty transitions. Thus the SLS jump from one LS
representing a normal behavior to another LS representing a faulty behavior by the firing of
faulty transitions. Thus the fault detection and isolation could be carried out by detecting or
computing the firing of such faulty transitions. In order to do such task, the knowledge of
both, continuous and discrete parts of the input-output SLS information, are used.
In particular, the firing of a faulty transition can be detected if it is event detectable. This
concept was derived for IPN (Ramirez et al., 2007), now this concept is extended to SLS in
the three following ways.
If the faults are detectable in the sense introduced in (Massoumnia et al., 1989) then a set of
residue generators, one generator per fault, can be built. Thus, when the output of generator
representing fault is different from zero, then that transition
(representing fault ) was
fired for sure, i.e. the fault and the firing of a faulty transition was detected and isolated.
If the LS
evolving before the firing of a faulty transition
is distinguishable from the LS
evolving after the firing of
then the firing of
can be detected and isolated by
computing which LS systems is evolving, either
or .
If the firing of a faulty transition cannot be detected because it is not event detectable, the
faults are not detectable as in (Massoumnia et al., 1989) and distinguishability does not hold,
then the not firing of a faulty transition can be detected if the firing of transitions
representing the SLS normal behavior is detected.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the background of LS, and IPN are
presented, as well as the SLS definition and diagnosability in SLS. In Section 3 the
characterization of diagnosability using the concepts of distinguishability and event
detectable is presented. The diagnoser design is presented in Section 4, and an illustrative
example is reported in Section 5. The last section presents the conclusions and future work.

2. Preliminaries
Through this work, SLS are represented by the tuple
where
is a family of
continuous LS and
is an IPN. Next two subsections are devoted to briefly present
these dynamical systems. An interested reader can consult (Chen, 1970; Wonham, 1979) for
LS, and (Desel and Esparza, 1995; Rivera-Rangel, 2005) for Petri nets and interpreted Petri
nets. Afterwards, the formal definition of SLS is presented.
2.1 Linear systems
Definition 2.1 A Linear System (LS) is described by for all t≥0
(2.1)
where
is the system input vector,
is the state vector,
is the system
and are, respectively,
and
constant matrices.
output vector, and
The state space of the dynamical equation (2.1) is .
Through this work, equation (2.1) will be referred as the LS
or simply system .
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Definition 2.2 A LS,
is said to be observable at
if there exists a finite
such that for any state
at time
the knowledge of the input
and the output
over the time interval
suffices to determine the state . Otherwise, the
dynamic equation
is said to be unobservable at .
Theorem 2.3 Let
be a LS. Then
is observable if and only if the
unobservable subspace
of
is the trivial subspace i.e. for all t≥0
(2.2)
or equivalently, if and only if it does not exist a nontrivial subspace
, such that
and is -invariant (i.e.
).
Proof. The proof is presented in (Wonham, 1979). ■
2.2 Petri nets and Interpreted Petri nets
Definition 2.4 A Petri net system or Petri net
and:

is a bipartite digraph where

•
is a finite set of vertices called places,
is a finite set of vertices called transitions,
•
such that
.
• is a relation on
•
is the initial token distribution or initial marking, where a marking
is the number of tokens associated to each place, this is usually expressed as a
vector of dimension equal to .
The incidence matrix of

In a PN system, a marking
; if is enabled at
(written as
In a PN,

is

such that

enables a transition
then the transition

if it marks every place
such that
can be fired reaching a new marking

).
is a firing transition sequence leading from

to

(written as

) if
is said to be reachable from if
for
. A marking
some firing transition sequence . The reachability set of a PN is the set of all possible
markings reached from , this set is denoted by
.
A Petri net
is live if, for every
and every
there exists a marking
which enables ; it is cyclic if
is reachable from every
and it is
binary if for every marking
and every place
.
As mentioned before, IPN are used to capture the discrete nature of SLS, this extension
allows to associate input and output signals to PN models. These nets are defined as follows.
Definition 2.5 An interpreted Petri net (IPN) is the pair
with
where:
•
•

is a PN system.
is a finite set of input symbols.
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•
•

is a finite set of output symbols.
is a labeling function of transitions with the following constraint:
if there exists
such that
and
, where
represents a silent transition and is an internal system

then
event.
There exists an output relation
associating to each place a set of output symbols,
is generated as an output when the place
is
where
if the output symbol
if
marked. The relation can be represented in a matricial form, where
otherwise.
and
and the symbol
is present as an input when is enabled, then must
If
fire. If
and
is enabled then
can be fired. The transition
is said to be
manipulated if
. Otherwise it is non manipulated.
is denoted as
and is defined in a similar way as
The reachability set of
. Notice that
since the labeling function
may force two
transitions equally labeled to fired simultaneously in the IPN.
Definition 2.6 Let
be a marking sequence. The input-output
generated by
is defined inductively as follows:
sequence
and
.
•
• If
and
then
and
if
occurring after
and before
such that
and
.
and there is no
Note that, if
then the input-output sequence generated by
is the same
or
, say
.
as the one generated by
The marking sequences set corresponding to is defined as for all t≥0
(2.3)
2.3 Switched linear system
Definition 2.7 A Switched Linear System (SLS) is the tupla
, where is a family
of Linear Systems (LS)
and
is an Interpreted Petri Net (IPN), where the
following considerations are fulfilled:
•

The interpreted Petri net

is a function associating to each place a

•
indicates that
•

is live, binary and cyclic.

has not associated

such that

,
state at time

is defined
, where

and
when

has the same dimension than

has the same dimension then
is fired,

,

, where the following constraint is fulfilled:
and

with

or

,

is the initial condition of

. The final
.
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appears more than one time, then it

must be associated to places of the same P-component.
• The dwell time in a state
is finite and different from zero.
be a SLS. The SLS is named a Complete SLS if the system faults are
Definition 2.8 Let
included in the model in the following way. A faulty transition
and a faulty place
are
added to the IPN in order to represent each fault that the SLS model must capture. The
place
of the SLS where the system can evolve from a normal behavior into a faulty
and also
behavior, where fault is present, must be connected through an arc from to
an arc from to
must be added. The set is recomputed as
.
are decomposed as
,
and
Remark 2.9 Through this work,
in a Complete SLS
, where
are elements of the SLS and
are the faulty elements added to the Complete SLS to include the faulty
behavior in the SLS.
Definition 2.10 Let
be a Complete SLS and
the set of faulty transitions.
is named a risk place and a transition
where
is named
A place
a post-risk transition.
2.4 Example
Example 2.11 Consider the SLS where the discrete part is represented by the IPN depicted
below

Fig. 1. Normal behavior of the SLS.
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The LS associated to each place are presented in the next table:

Table 1. Linear Systems associated to IPN places.
is marked is of dimension four with two
Notice that the LS evolving when the place
inputs and two outputs, when the transition is fired the LS associated to the places and
evolves independently from each other, each one of dimension two with a single input
and a single output, this situation may be interpreted as a decoupled of two machines
cooperating with each other, in a similar way the firing of transition represents that two
machines are cooperating in such a way that their dynamics couple together.
is added according to the proposed model. The
Then the faulty behavior
resulting Complete SLS model with both behaviors is represented in next figure.

Fig. 2. Normal and faulty behavior of the SLS
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The post-risk transitions are and , while
the following information associated:
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. The faults

and

have

Table 2. Linear Systems associated to IPN places.

3. Characterization of diagnosable Complete SLS
The characterization of diagnosability in SLS is based on the observation of the firing
transition sequence containing a faulty transition. However, since the marking of some
places cannot be observed from the output information, then an output information
sequence could be generated by several possible firing transition sequences, some of them
containing the faulty transition.
The diagnosability characterization is then reduced to compute the actual fired transition
sequence in a finite number of fired transitions when a faulty transition is fired. Notice that
the firing of a faulty transition is equivalent to that post risk transitions cannot be fired. Thus
the idea behind this work is to detect if post risk transitions can be fired (the SLS is normaly
evolving) or not (the SLS is in a fault behavior).
In order to ensure that the detection of the firing of post risk transitions is computed in a
finite number of transition fires, the concept of relative distance between transitions is
presented. Although the computation of this distance seems to be an NP complete problem,
the finiteness of this distance can be computed efficently for the IPN used in the SLS.
3.1 Relative Distance Concepts
Definition 3.1 The relative distance between any pair of transitions
,
, in the
IPN, is the maximum number that can be fired when a token is held in the place
. The
maximum relative distance between any pair of transitions
is
.
Notice that in live, cyclic and binary IPN the finiteness of this distance can be computed
easily. For instance, the IPN of the SLS in Example 2.12 is covered by P-components, and
these P-components become siphons when faulty transitions are added. Thus the firing of a
faulty transition unmarks a P-component, thus all transitions of the P-component cannot fire
anymore, thus the maximum relative distance between any pair of transitions of the Pcomponent is finite. The next proposition states that when all T-Components share
transitions with a P-component, if the P-component becomes unmarked, then the IPN is no
longer live.
be a SLS and
be a Complete SLS, where all T-Components
Proposition 3.2 Let
. If the
of the IPN in the SLS share transitions with a P-component containing a risk place
faulty transition connected to the risk place is fired, then after a finite number of transition
firing the IPN is no longer live (or blocked).
Proof. Since the IPN of the SLS is live and binary, then it is covered by P-Components
(Dessel et al., 1995). When the faulty transition is added, the places of the P-Component
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become a siphon, thus the firing of the faulty transition unmarks the siphon. Since siphons
cannot be marked again, then all transition in the P-Component cannot be fired. Moreover,
since all T-Component share transitions with the P-Component, and every T-Component
needs to fire all its transitions to be live, then eventually the transitions of the T-Component
cannot be fired, since they need the firing of the transitions in the P-component. ■
Corollary 3.3 Let
be a SLS and
be a Complete SLS, where all TComponents of the IPN in the SLS share transitions with any P-component containing a risk
place
. Then
is
, where is the post risk transition
.
Since the firing of any sequence contains transition
then the idea is to add a
“marker” to transition
in such a way that the firing (or not firing) of this transition
can be observed from the SLS output. The firing of such transition can be detected using the
LS input output information based on distinguishability property or the IPN input output
information, based en event detectability property. Next subsection formalizes these ideas.
3.2 Distinguishability Concepts
Definition 3.4 The linear systems
are said to be distinguishable
from each other if the knowledge of the input
and the output
over the finite
time interval
suffices to determine which LS is evolving.
and
be two
Notation 3.5 Let
linear systems then the linear
system
denotes the extended LS form with the matrices for all t≥0
(3.1)

be two
LS where
and
.
Lemma 3.6 Let
Then the linear systems
and
are distinguishable from each other
if and only if the only solution to the equation for all t≥0
(3.2)
is
and
Proof. If the linear systems
and
are indistinguishable from each
other then there exists an input
such that the same output
is produced by both
systems when
is applied, i.e. for two different initial conditions ,
it holds that for
all t≥0:
(3.3)
and
(3.4)
then combining equations (3.3) and (3.4):
(3.5)
this equation can be written as
(3.6)
Now, since (3.6) is equivalent to:
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(3.7)
Equation (3.7) can be written in terms of the matrices (3.1), with

, then
(3.8)

Since
is indistinguishable from
, thus there exist solutions
to Equation (3.8). The converse is also true, then
and
and
are indistinguishable from each other if and only if the only solution to Equation (3.8) is
and
.■
be two SISO linear systems, where the matrices
Theorem 3.7 Let
and
. Then the linear systems
are
has no
distinguishable from each other if and only if the extended LS
system zeros.
The proof follows from Lemma 3.6 ■
3.3 Distinguisher Design
The distinguisher proposed in this work is presented in Figure 3. It is capable of compute
which LS is evolving from a set of possible evolving and distinguishable from each other set
of LS. This figure shows that the diagnoser is composed of an observer, a set of simulation
models of all possible evolving LS and a decision block.

Fig. 3. Distinguishability architecture.
The distinguisher works as follows. The input and output of the current evolving LS are
introduced to all Luenberger observers of the set of possible evolving LS. Notice that one of
the Luenberger observers is the observer of the current evolving LS, thus at least this
observer will compute the current LS state. The state estimated by each observer is given
as initial condition to the corresponding LS model and a simulation starts. Since all the LS
are distinguishable from each others, then the output of just one system will be equal to the
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current LS output. Thus the decision block isolates the model corresponding to the current
LS evolving.
3.3 Event Detectability
Definition 3.8 An IPN given by
is event-detectable if any transition firing can be
uniquely determined by the knowledge of the input given to
and output signals that
it produces.
The following Lemma provides a structural characterization of the
detectability.
Lemma 3.9 A live IPN given by
and

exhibiting event-

is event-detectable if

1.

such that

2.

it holds that

or

it holds that

.

The proof is presented in (Rivera et al., 2005). ■
Lemma 3.10 A transition

in the

of the

is event-detectable if:

1.

and

2.

Proof: In order to uniquely determine the firing of any transition, their firing must be
detected (part 1), i.e. if
then the firing of
is detected using the discrete
inputs-outputs information change
, otherwise if the

then by using continuous information it can be determined the firing of .
The change that every firing produces in the output is unique (part 2). Since two transitions
producing the same discrete input-output information,
belongs to the
same P-Component (because the places of P-components can have the same output symbol),
then the property of distinguishability between the LS associated with
and the LS
associated with can be tested.
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Since part 2 states that both systems are distinguishable from each other, then it can be
determined if the places of
or the places of
are marked and consequently conclude
which transition has been fired.
3.4 Diagnosability characterization
Detecting and isolating a fault in LS and IPN has been widely addressed in the literature.
The results are identical in both cases for additive faults. A residue generator can be built in
such a way that the subspace generated by the input can be twisted and placed into the
kernel of the output map while the fault resides out of the kernel of the output map. These
residue generators (Massoumnia et al., 1989; Hadjicostis et al., 1999; Ramirez et al. 2007)
must be built and can be used to detect faults when it is possible. However, there could be
cases when the faults cannot be isolated by the residue generators, but still can be isolated,
as the following theorem states.
Theorem 3.11 Let
be a SLS and
be its Complete SLS where every fault all TComponents of the IPN in the SLS share transitions with the P-component containing the
risk place
. If the pre risk , post risk , and faulty
transitions of every fault
fulfill that:
1.
2.

is
and

,

are event detectable or

is event detectable

then the SLS is diagnosable.
Proof. Since
, then the firing of appears in all finite transition firing
is
must be marked. At this marking the fault
sequences. In order to fire , the risk place
(represented by the firing of ) could occur.
Notice that the moment when place
is marked is detected since
is event detectable.
Eventually either, the transition will be fired and detected (since
and is
event detectable) and there is no fault in the SLS, or the IPN will be blocked. Since
then the symbol
could be given to the IPN, if the firing of is detected, then there is no
fault in the SLS, otherwise, the SLS is in a fault state, moreover, the fault occurred into the
SLS.

4. Diagnoser design
The scheme used to detect and isolate faults when the system is working on-line is
presented in Figure 4. Its funcionality is as follows, when the inputs manipulable and not
manipulable are applied to the system, the event-detectability implies that generate an
output change in the IPN model which contains the normal and faulty behavior, the
diagnoser model is binary too and only contains the event detectability normal behavior.
, where
is a risk place in the SLS, is event detectable. When no
The transition
fault is presented in the SLS the error between the IPN model and the diagnoser model will
be zero. Now, if a fault occurs and the IPN is event-detectable then the error between the
diagnoser and the Complete SLS will be different from zero. If a transition is confused and it
is necessary to verify which LS is evolving, i.e. which place is marked, then the
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distinguishable diagnoser is used. The later diagnoser gives the requiered event
detectability; when the difference is not zero, it implies that a fault occurs in the Complete
SLS.

Fig. 4. Diagnoser scheme

5. Illustrative example
Example 5.1 Consider the SLS of Example 2.11 where the normal and faulty behavior is
depicted. Notice that the IPN is not input-output diagnosable using only the discrete
information because when the system turns on and A appears, it is not possible to know
which one is and in consequence if a fault occurs. The relative distance between the post-risk
transition and the others in the IPN is finite. The IPN system has two places with the same
and
are distinguishable, if in the IPN A is
symbol A. As both LS associated to
detected, the distinguishable design immediately starts its operation and the currently
is marked cannot occurs a fault. If the risk
evolving system will be detected. If the place
place
is marked and as the relative distance is finite, must be fired, when no change in
occurs in the system.
the IPN is detected implies that the fault
To diagnose the fault
the IPN gives enough information to know that the system
arrives to a risk place, as the LS marked with the same symbol C in the IPN are
is distinguishable from
, i. e. the extended
distinguishable, this means that
system:

is observable, controllable and does not have transmission zeros. It is easy to see if a fault
occurs using the distinguishable design.

6. Conclusions
This chapter addresses the diagnosability problem in SLS represented by a family of linear
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systems and an interpreted Petri net. It shows that although the results of diagnosability in
IPN and LS can be used, the class of SLS that can be analyzed include those where neither
the SLS nor the IPN are diagnosable.
The main idea behind of diagnosability is that the occurrence of a fault can be detected in
the output because if the use of residue generator, distinguishability or the expected normal
behavior is not carried out. These three ideas are introduced into the IPN as the solely
concept of event detectability, thus when faulty, pre and post risk transitions are event
detectable and the relative distance of post risk transition and other transitions is finite then
the SLS is diagnosable.
The advantages of the proposed method are that the diagnosability characterization is
structural and polynomial, the diagnoser converges to the fault in finite time and the SLS
model captures the fact that several systems can work coupled or uncoupled, depending on
the operation circumstances.
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L. Rodríguez, E. García, F. Morant, A. Correcher and E. Quiles
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia
Spain

1. Introduction
At present the research areas deeply studied because of security, reliability, viability and
economy issues is the fault diagnosis area, which warrants some behavior states of a system,
a machine or a process for detection, isolation and recovery faults, or even prevents these.
Currently one of the processes extensively studied in the area of fault diagnosis are the
plants and chemical processes as well as systems for the study of renewable energy
generation where both control and diagnostic systems for large number of variables become
too complex and need new and robust techniques for the diagnosis of complex systems.
These methods among others are the techniques for modeling discrete event (SED's) with
Petri Nets (RDP's).
The study of these techniques has increased significantly over time due to the large number
of applications that have been found. The formalism contributed by the PN’s in concepts
such as concurrency, mutual exclusion and resource sharing are of special interest and have
provided greater capacity and power of representation in the resulting models as those
carried out by Finite State Machines (FSM’s), (Sampath et al., 1996).
Additionally, the PN’s provide the ability of apply techniques of merging places that allow
reducing size of the resulting models. This synthesis capacity in the resulting models is
more accented with the Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) (Jensen, 1992), designing these ones with
the general purpose of being a graphical structure based on PN’s useful for specify, design
and analyze concurrent systems that contribute to the possibility of applying merging
techniques for representation of different concurrent subprocesses that coexist in the same
PN graphical structure. The CPN’s allow assigning functions in their arcs with lineal
transformations capacity, which allows great functional variability to the final model. All
these characteristics of synchronism and concurrency of the PN’s, additionally to the
merging techniques of the CPN’s will give the necessary robustness to be applied to fault
diagnosis in any complex system.
In this chapter it will be shown the functionality and advantage of the use of Latent Nestling
Method of faults using Coloured Petri Nets (García et al., 2008), (Rodríguez et al., 2008) for
the isolate and diagnosis faults in complex systems comparing it against other diagnostic
techniques. Also, their mathematical formalization in discrete, continuous and hybrid
systems and some application example. In the same way it will be presented the possible
future research of this diagnostic tool in subjects as intermittent fault diagnosis (Correcher et
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al., 2004), condition monitoring (Caselitz et al., 1996) and techniques of structuring as:
folding and clustering (Keller, 2000).

2. Latent Nestling Method (LNM)
LNM was proposed according to the procedure used by (García et al., 2008) with the
purposed of nestling faults into every place of the initial PN using a folding technique.
These Petri Nets for the diagnostic methodology were called, Coloured Petri Net for Fault
Diagnosis (DCPNs).
This methodology is defined as:
D = (P, T, Pre, Post, M0, C, PLNf, Tf, PV f)
where,












(1)

P is a finite set of places.
T is a finite set of transitions.
Pre and Post are input and output arc functions, with an additional argument Ck
that is the color of the transition firing Tj, thus:
Pre(Pi,Tj/Ck),
Post(Pi,Tj/Ck)
Nevertheless these functions are divided in two subsets, it depending of the
transition type, behaviour normal transition or fault transition.
TF= Tf  Tr
where Tf and Tr are the fault and recovery transitions corresponding. As well
Pre= PreT  PreTF
Post=PostT  PostTF
where the arc function are the following:
PreT: PLNf × T →�,
PostT: PLNf × T → �,
PreTF: PLNf × Tf  PVf × Tr → �,
PostTF: PVf × Tf  PLNf × Tr →�
M0 is the initial marking.
C is the colour set assigned to different identifiers. C=N f. N is the subset of
coloured tokens representing the normal system behaviour.
f = {f1, f2, …, fi} is the subset of coloured tokens representing fault set.
PLNf  P is the subset of fault latent nestling places.
PVf  P is the subset of fault verification places.
TF  T is the transition subset including coloured functions.

Definition 1 A normal transition in a DCPN is enabled if each place PLNfk in 0Tj meets the
condition:
(2)
m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,Tj)
The main idea to start is design of PNs for the correct dynamical behaviour of the system,
applying the same modeling techniques that are used for generalized PNs. However for
complex systems the synthesis capabilities of CPNs can be used in these first modeling
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steps. The next procedure is use the knowledge expert for nestling the respective faults in
each place latent nestling fault PLNfi. These faults can be of simple or multiple nature, fault
type fi or fifk. In Fig. 1. is shown the place of latent nestling fault PLNfi, where the notation
means the fault type i, j and p that belong to the subnets q and n, with the next marking:
M(PLNfk) =<•n> + <•q> + <fiq> + <fin> + <fjn>+<fpn>

Fig. 1. Latent nestling place
After of the nestling process is necessary realized the trajectories of fault verification as well
as fault recovery trajectories. This process is done by building a table, where for each
reached marked of the system, exist a fault verification trajectorie by sensors installed.
Definition 2 A fault or recovery transition in a DCPN is enabled if each place PLNfk in 0TFj
meets the condition:
for Tf:
(3)
m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,Tfj)
for Tr:

m(PVf) ≥ Pre(PVfk,Trj)

(4)

In Fig. 2. Is shown these trajectories, where if exist a faulty token in the nestling latent place
PLNfk, and verify the activation of a non expected reading SROVnev drives to the marking of
the fault verification place M(PVf(<fiq>)) by a token of colour fiq that evidences the
occurrence of this fault type. Consequently, if the fault fiq is found in the PVf, is possible
recovery path to initial PLNfk while the expected values SROVev are verified. The same way
for the fin fault type.
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Fig. 2. Verification and recovery faults
The validation of these trajectories would be expressed as:
Verification of a fiq fault type:
M(PLNfk(<•q>,<fiq>))
[Tfk=SROVnev(M(PLNfk(<•q>,<fiq>)))
>M(PVf(fiq))

(5)

And fiq fault recovery:

M(PVf(fiq))
[Tfk=SROVnev(M’(PLNfk(<•q>)) � M(PVf(fiq)))
>M(PLNfk(<•q>,<fiq>))

(6)

The diagnosability of this methodology is given by following expression:

� fiq � f � (M(PLNfk(<•q>,<fiq>)))
[Tfk=SROVnev(M(PLNfk(<•q>,<fiq>)))
> M(PVf(<fiq>))

(7)

One question that needs to be asked, however, is that the processes and control systems
nowadays are identified by their hybrid and complex nature, allowing the modeling of
many methods in different areas of knowledge for process control and fault diagnosis. In
this case numerous studies have worked to explain hybrid process in fault diagnosis using
differents methodologies, for example (Gertler et al., 1998), (Chen & Patton, 1999), (Patton et
al., 1999). As well, authors such as (David & Alla, 2005), analized fault models in Hybrid
Petri Nets, other approximation use differential places for represented continuous places
with negative markings in a methodology called Differential Petri Nets (Demongodin &
Koussoulas, 1998).
For the methology proposal of Latent Nestling, is necessary include places of continuous or
differential character, allowing the analysis of continuous dynamical variable. Following,
the formal definition and the approaches of this new methodology integrating the use of
continuous places. Likewise, an example that clarifies the concepts seen.
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3. Latent Nestling Method in Hybrid Systems
3.1 Normal definition
A Hybrid Coloured Petri Net for fault diagnosis (DHCPN) is defined as:
DH = (P; T; Pre; Post; M0; Co; C; PLNf; TF; PVf; OS; tempo)

(8)

Where P; T; M0; TF; PVf; have the same definition as DCPN.
Pre = PreT  PreTF;
Post = PostT  PostTF
then,
PreT : (P x T) → � ó �,

PostT : (P x T) → � ó �,
PreTF : (P x Tf  PV f x Tr) → � ó �,
PostTF : (P x Tr  PV f x Tf) → � ó �
For every places set can be defined that:
P = PD PC(9)
As well as, PLNf � P y PVf � PD.

Therefore � corresponds to the case for all PLNfi � PD, and � corresponds to the case where
PLNfi � PC. C, remains the coloured tokens set divided into normal behaviours marks "N"
and representing faults marks "f". Being at the same time the normal behaviour marks can be
of the discrete or continuous subset, as follows:
N = ND  NC

(10)

C₀: PT→{D,C}, is a composite function, that indicate for every place of the net if is a latent
nestling place of discrete type (set PD y TD) or continuous type (set PC y TC).
OS: Is a set of operating states, and fault signatures.
This set is defined in the paragraph: trajectories of fault verification and fault recovery.
Tempo: is a delay function that associates a rational number to each transition that can evolve
in time, where:
 if f(Tj)=D, tempo(Tj)=di= is a delay associate at the transition Tj, expressed in time
units. As in the method defined in the previous chapter.
 if f(Tj)=C, tempo(Tj)={V(Tj), di}={Vj, h}, Vj represent the maximum firing speed
associated with the transition Tj (David & Alla, 2005), and h the firing frecuency
represent the sampling time.
This delay function “tempo“, is implemented for continuous places according to the model
characteristics. If the markings and weights of the arcs are not of negative values, only be
use the function Vj, represented the maximum maximum firing speed as a constant value
according to the degree of D-enable. For this case, the function is implemented with a single
discrete place associated to the continuous transition that represent the maximum firing
speed. In the opposite, if the model has markings or negative arcs, be use the function {Vj, h}
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with a discrete transition associated to a discrete place that is linked to the continuous
transition that represents the maximum firing speed. In the last case the behavior of these
places and continuous transitions are represented as (Demongodin & Koussoulas, 1998)
with the names of differentials places and transitions.
Definition 1. A normal discrete transition in a DHCPN is enable if each place PLNfk �� PD
in⁰TjD meets the condition:
(11)
m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,TjD)
Definition 2. A normal continuous transition in a DHCPN is enable if each place Pi �� PC
in⁰TjC meets the condition:
m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,TjC), if PLNfk ��PD
or
m(PLNfk) > 0, if PLNfk ��PC
or
m(PLNfk)��������if PLNfk ��PC of differential type

(12)

(13)
(14)

3.2 Initial Model
The initial model is the same as in the classic method, unlike that represent differential or
continuous places where be model the continuous behavior of the system variables. The first
step is to model the behavior of the process, both as discrete and continuous variables
involved in the process, it uses the techniques of modeling temporary hybrid systems
(David & Alla, 2005). Usually, the discrete processes represent the orders or actions to
control the system, while the technological processes are continuous, discrete or mixed. As a
second step must be a process of folding into subsystems according to the concurrent of
these, this is the the coloured net process, that permit implement normal type marks by each
subsystem concurrent global model. This folding process is done using the CPNs
techniques. If the model allows it can be implemented directly in CPNs.
3.3 Fault Set Definition
This is done as in conventional nestling, identifying all the faults sets to diagnose in the
system and making an allocation of these faults respect to some colored markings of the
type f={f₁,f₂,…,fi}.
Furthermore, this set should define continuous type faults to be determined according to the
behavior of the residue and thresholds assigned by either the process or expertise.
If a fault fi occurs from an abnormal behavior of a continuously variable h, being the
continuous place is influenced by a normal behavior mark q contain in a PLNfk. The fault is
designated as a pair < fiq, Si>, where fi is the fault occurred in the subnet q, and Si is the
continuous operating state in which the fault ocurred.
3.4 Places of Latent Nestling
Latent nesting place are defined by the method of discrete type, confirming that all the faults
in the system must be assigned exclusively to the set places PLNf. However, in a hybrid
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system, if there is a continuous place Pic which represents during a certain time t an
operating, according to the state or states as a discrete place, the faults are assigned to this
continuous place where PLNfi �� PC. This means that the generated faults by the anomalous
behavior of the continuous variable somewhere PiC are nestling in the same continuous
place now called PLNfiC, because this hybrid character.
The representation of the continuous behaviour normal marks are the numeric text type,
while the faulty marks and discrete behaviour normal marks are the same according to the
method proposed in the previous chapter
3.5 Trajectorys of fault verification and fault recovery
These trajectories are defined only by the fault and recovery transitions, adding some
restrictions to include the status of the places of normal behavior, and the marks of normal
behavior. These restrictions are presented in the status and degree of transitions validation
and complexity as for the construction of the fault transitions in continuous places.
Definition 3. A fault or recovery transition in a DHCPN is enable for discrete places if each
place PLNfkD or PVf in⁰TFj meets the condition:
For Tf:
For Tr:

m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,Tfj)
[m(PVf) ≥ Pr e(PVf,Trj)] � [m(PLNfk) ≥ Pre(PLNfk,Trj)]

(15)
(16)

The possibility of exist continuous variables within the hybrid model, implies the possibility
of perform an analysis to obtain new diagnoses on these same variables. The main idea is to
use classical techniques of fault diagnosis based on models or based on heuristics,
(Isermann, 1997). For example, if be use the technique based on quantitative models that is
the residue generation and the subsequent evaluation.
Some techniques used in this area of residue generation are the parity equations, (Gertler,
1998), and observers (Chen & Patton, 1999).
To find the residues its neccesary obtain the dynamic model of operation of the continuous
variables (typically in differential equations), and isolate the variables according to obtain a
residue. Depending on the complexity can be represented in state variables, as in the hybrid
PN analysis, (Demongodin & Koussoulas, 1998).
The idea in this new approach to diagnosis in hybrid systems, consists in obtain in every


continuous place a series of residues of the form r ( t )  y ( t )  y ( t ) , being y (t ) the variable
represented by the continuous place, and y(t) the measured variable by the system or
process in a real time. The residue is obtained directly in the continuous place, while the
residual evaluation is realized in each fault and recovery transition using knowledge expert
for defined a signatures fault and isolate the fault occurrence in the place PVf. Every one of
possibility theseresidues (ri(k)) will be evaluate respect to the τi, set according to previous or
heuristic knowledge.
To define a systematic approach of this Latent Nestling Method for Hybrid Systems, is
necessary raise some new conditions to the continuous analysis called as operating states OS
and fault signatures. This new approach will depend on the analized system as for the
continuous places influence into themselves.
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3.6 States of hybrid operation
Due to the continuous nature present in the hybrid models, its important to analyze the
continuous places influence into themselves according of the system to treat. This influence
in continuous places sites is an important factor in an effect known as coupling faults, which
involves erroneous readings of faults by propagation of these faults, (García & Correcher,
2006). This factor is used to analyze the residues of continuous places in a more systematic
way, and achieve a more effective fault isolation.
For every hybrid system exist three influence types according to the continuous places
behaviour. Fig 3. a) Continuous isolated places b) Continuous places cascade influenced c)
Continuous places cyclic influence.

Fig. 3. Types of continuous influence according to the hybrid model
Also, exist an operating states for each continuous place, indicating the behavior of the
continuous variable modeled. These operating states depend on the operation of the discrete
places that control the continuous place and to include some signatures for the residual
faults analysis.
A hybrid model has a set of operating states for the failure and recovery as well:
OS=OSf � OSr

(17)

Where OSf are the fault operating states, and OSr the recovery operating states.
(a) Continuous isolated places
These models usually have only one place continuous in the hybrid model with a
single vector of operating states, but depending on the model, may be exist several
continuous places not be influence into themselves, which would mean a vector of
operating states for each continuous place. Where OSf=(osl,...,osk) being that l and k
subscript correspond to the places Plc and Pkc, being |OSf|in this case the number of
Pc isolates in the model. Every osi is a vector that contain many operating states as
signature faults for every contiuous place Pic, thus, osi=(Sf₁(k),..., Sfm(k)).
The OSr set has the same definition that OSf, being the vector osi contains in this
case recovery signature faults.
(b) Continuous places mutually influenced
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Cascade influence
In these models of continuous places are influenced one to one, however the
information flow is transferred in an open loop, meaning that the behavior of a
continuous place Pic directly influences the behavior of the continuous place P c i+1,
successively, but not influence in the immediately preceding, P c i-1.
Cyclic influence
These model are characterized by has flow behavior in closed or feedback, meaning
that exist a mutually influence in every continuous places according to control of
the discrete places.
Both, continuous places cascade influenced as a continuous places cyclic influence
exist in the same manner as for every continuous isolated places a single fault
transicion Tfi, which defines a number of Pre arcs for this Tfi as:





n

(18)

Pr eTf i   ( Pjc  Tf i )
jx

Where, x is the initial continuous place influenced, and n is the last continuous
place influenced
 Mixed influence
This models may have mixed operation structures, as isolates , cascades or cyclic.
To find the operating states of the continuous places mutually influenced greater ease, it is
necessary to make a table called "table of continuous places influenced." This table will have
the number of operating states of the model. Also, obtain the fault signatures according to
the discrete places that influencing each continuous place. This table shows the main
influence of a continuous place over the other continuous place according to the discrete
places that interact with the continuos places, allowing obtain the fault and recovery
transitions.
In every continuous places exist five operating states that depend to the transition enable
degree, according to the discrete influence, these are: increase, decrease, mixed or resting.
In table 1 is shown the influenced for the models in figure 3. The X state means that this
combination of discrete events its not possible by the control.

PB
0
0
1
1

PA
0
1
0
1

P1c
Sf1
Sf2
Sf3
X

os1
os2
os3

PA
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

PB
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

PC
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

P1c
X
Sf1
Sf3
X
Sf5
X
X
X

P2c
X
Sf2
Sf4
X
Sf6
X
X
X

a)
b)
Table 1. Continuous places mutually influenced

os1
os2, os3
os4, os5

PA
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

PB
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

PC
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

P1c
X
Sf1
Sf3
X
Sf5
X
X
X

P2c
X
Sf2
Sf4
X
Sf6
X
X
X

os1
os2
os3, os4

c)

The table 1 a) shown the fault signatures by the behaviour of the continuous place P1c,
where:
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os1=(Sf1(k),Sf2(k),Sf3(k))
Sf1= Fault signature for resting state
Sf2= Fault signature for increase state (filling)
Sf3= Fault signature for decrease state (emptying)
Determining a fault type <fi, Si>, where each Si correspond to a fault signature. Analyzing
b), is interesting to note that the operating state os1 is mixed, being that P1c influence the
behaviour of P2c, this influence indicate that the residue must be analized together for a
better isolation faults. Likewise, tha fault signatures Sf₃ and Sf₄ are part of different
operating states, one place in resting and the other place in decrease. Analyzing c) be shown
that the fault signatures Sf₃ and Sf₄ are part of the same operating state, and is necessary
analizing its residues together for isolate the faults.
Figure 4 shows the same figure 3 but with fault transitions implemented according to
previous analysis.

Fig. 4. Fault transitions of continuous places influenced
3.7 Fault signatures
These fault signatures represent the faults in the place PVf isolate of recurrent manner
according to the residual behavior like using the threshold for every operating state. For
example:

 f i , s n  if  ri (k )   i
 f f , s  if  r (k )  
 i k n
i
j
Sf n (k )  

 f m , s n  


(19)

For this case the detection and isolation of individual faults fi, or simultaneous faults fifk, is
determinated by the dynamic conditions in the discrete or continuous marking and
consequently in each state reached by the system. Likewise, by the set of not expected
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readings from discrete sensors and the signatures faults, according to the current operating
state in the continuous state.
As seen in the LNM section, exist a set of not expected values of sensor readings SROVnev(M
(k)), and a set of expected values of sensor readings SROVev(M(k)) for a given discrete
marking, that permit associate the fault verification from latent nestling place PLNf to the
verification place PVf, or otherwise to recovery faults.
Due to the possibility of include faults from the continuous dynamics, the set SROVnev(M(k))
will include a fault signature Sfn(k) in a case of single continuous place, or a osi fault
signatures vector in a mutually influenced places, according to the faults obtained by
residues, by the dynamic behavior of the continuous place Pic and the place of latent nestling
faults PLNf that influence this continuous dynamic.
Also, include a recovery signature Srn(k) to the normal behavior of the residue, according to
the dynamic behavior of the continuous place Pic and the latent nestling places PLNfn that
influence this continuous dynamic. The recovery signatures are defined in the same manner
as the fault signatures described above, changing the label "f" of fault by "r" for recovery.
For a more compact notation in terms of fault and recovery transitions, the enable "E" for
any transitions is given as:
For Tf:
(20)
Ef=SROVnev(Mk), Sfn(k)
For Tr:
(21)
Er=SROVnev(Mk), Srn(k)
Finally, to define the fault trajectory traced from a continuous place Pic, which contains a
faulty mark of this type <fi,Sn>, a continuous mark of normal behaviour <h>, verified the
discrete state with a behavior normal mark <•q>, and is influenced by a residue outside of a
designated threshold, would be expressed the form:
(M(PLNfk(<•q>)) � M(Pic(<h>,�fi,Sn�)))
[Tfj / Sfn(k)(M(PLNfk(<•q>)) � M(Pic(<h>,�fi,Sn�)))
> M(PVf(�fi,Sn�))
The figure 5 represents this behaviour

(22)

Fig. 5. Trajectory for fault verification (abnormal behavior of the residue in a continuous
variable)
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Eventually, the same fault �fi,Sn�, can experiment a recovery process to the origin place Pic. In
this way the model can be receptive to the treatment of intermittent faults. This recovery is
expressed as:
M(PVf(�fi,Sn�))
[Trj / Srn(k) (M′(PLNfk(<•q>)) � M′(Pic(<h>) � M(PVf(�fi,Sn�)))
> M(Pic(<h>,�fi,Sn�))

(22)

The figure 6 represents this behaviour.

Fig. 6. Trajectory for fault recovery (normal behavior of the residue in a continuous variable)
3.8 Diagnosability of model
The diagnosability concept is maintained according to the previous paragraph, but be must
include the fault signatures for each operating state of the continuous places analyzed Pic.

� fi � f �(M(PLNfic(<h>,<fi,Sn>)))

[Tfj / Sfn(k)(M(PLNfic(<h>,<fi,Sn>)))
>M(PVf(<fi,Sn>))

(23)

Likewise, its necessary satisfy the condition that at least one fault signature Sfn(k) � osi must
exist for each continuous place Pic.

� PLNfic � Pc � Sfn(k) � osi

(24)
3.9 Methodology example
The example system consists of a liquid storage tank, where it has: A storage system or tank,
3 actuators (2 pass valves, 1 mixer), 3 sensors (2 flow binary, 1 level type ultrasound). In
Figure 7 shows the physical structure of the system.
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Fig. 7. Example of hybrid system
The process starts giving orders to open valve V₁ for filling tank with a flow ratio 2v.u/t.u
(volume units per time unit) until the position Lim = 30 indicated in the figure (this position
is a level indicator for the discrete measured by ultrasonic sensor). Then, the mixer M is
activated during t1 = 20 seconds and close valve V₁ for not deposit more product. Finally,
its necessary opening valve V₂ to empty the tank with a flow ratio 3v.u/t.u, and deactivate
the mixer. Both input and output flow is a fixed ratio, which indicates that the function of
filling and emptying is linear. In the real model is used K h(t ) , as an outflow, but in the
previous simulation, the flow ratio is indicated above. The process runs on a cyclical mode.
In figure 8 can be observed the hybrid model using the Sirphyco software (David & Alla,
2005).

Fig. 8. Hybrid model using Sirphyco tool
To analyze the behavior of discrete dynamic system, will be to obtain four reachable
markings o the normal behavior thus:
M0= initial condition, close valve V1
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M1= the valve V1 is ordered to open
M2= the valve V1 is ordered to close, and the mixer is activated
M3= the valve V2 is ordered to open, and the mixer is deactivated
Getting the initial vector of reachable markings for the system. *M0= (M0, M1, M2, M3.)
The dynamic analysis of the continuous system is governed by a simple differential
equation.
dh(t ) 1
(25)
 (q1 (t )  q2 (t ))
dt
A
Where A is the area of the tank, dh(t ) the height variation respect to the time, q1 and q2 the
dt

input and output flow for the valves V1 and V2 respectively.
To define the faults is used to knowledge of the proposed system.
Where the faults can be: stuck valves fault, leakage in the tank fault, sensors fault.
Classifieds these faults in identifiers using coloured marks, we have:
f1= stuck open valve V1 fault
f2= stuck close valve V1 fault
f3= stuck open valve V2 fault
f4= stuck close valve V2 fault
f5= leakage in the tank fault
f6= level sensor fault
The readings of discrete behavior sensor are:
srov₁₁(Mk)={F₁,NF₁}
srov₁₂(Mk)={F₂,NF₂}
Using the level sensor as a measured discrete
srov₂(Mk)={L,NL}
Where L= Exist a level and NL= the tank is empty.
In table 2 shown the faults according the sensors readings and discrete marking
F1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

F2
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

L
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

M0
SROVev
f6
f3f6
f3
f1f6
f1
f1f3f6
f1f3

M1
f2
f 6f 2
f2f3f6
f 2f 3
f6
SROVev
f 3f 6
f3

M2
f6
SROVev
f3f6
f3
f1f6
f1
f1f3f6
f1f3

M3
f 4f 6
f4
f6
SROVev
f1f4f6
f 1f 4
f 1f 6
f1

Table 2. Fault behaviour according the discrete sensor readings
For continuous analysis must be examine continuous variables that influence the process (in
this case one variable) and discrete sensors that influence this continuous place. For this case
there is a single continuous place of isolated type, implying that exist a single operating state
and a series of fault signatures for each discrete place that influence the behavior of the
continuous place.
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OSf=osf5. The operating state osf5 corresponds to the vector that contain the number of
operating states of the continuous place P5c identified with a fault signature for each fault as
follows:
mf₅=(Sf₂(k),Sf₃(k),Sf₄(k)), known that PLNf2, PLNf3, PLNf4 are the places that influence the
behavior of the continuous place.
Due to the presence of the continuous type sensor for the height measured, is possible a
comparison between the measured height h and the estimated height h’.
Using the equation 25:
Case 1: first operating state, increase “filling”

h' 

1
q1 (t )  dt
A

(26)

Where the residue r1 is obtained:
r1=h-h′
 f 5 , S 2 if  r1   11  0.3
Sf 2 (k )  

 f 6 , S 2 if  r1   12  1 
 f 5 , S 2 if  r1   41  0.15 
Sr2 (k )  

 f 6 , S 2 if  r1   42  0.5
Case 2: second operating state “resting”
Where the height is a constant and the residue r2 is obtained:
r2=h-h′


Sf 3 (k )  


Sr3 (k )  


f 5 , S 3 if  r2   21  0.1 

f 6 , S 3 if  r2   22  0.5
f 5 , S 3 if  r2   51  0.08 

f 6 , S 3 if  r2   52  0.4

Case 3: third operating state, decrease “emptying”

h' 
Where the residue r3 is obtained:
r3=h-h′


Sf 4 (k )  


Sr4 (k )  


f 5 , S 4 if  r3   31  1



f 6 , S 4 if  r3   32  0.4
f 5 , S 4 if  r3   61  0.8 

f 6 , S 4 if  r3   62  0.3

1
q2 (t )  dt
A

(27)
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The thresholds set   ( 11 ,...,  32 ) are given by knowledge expert and it analyze is according
to different factors as: hysteresis, disturbances, noise, as well as the sensor sensitivity and
sensor resolution.
Just as there are a fault operating states for each continuous place, too there are a recovery
operating states. In these recovery states the τ values changes because the sensor hysteresis.
For example, if r1=0.4 when the process is filling, the isolate and recovery fault f5 are given
by the expression:
The fault isolation f5 in this condition occurs if:
(M(PLNf2(<•n>)) � M(P5c(<h>,�f5,S2�)))
[Tf3 / r1>0.3 (M(PLNf2(<•n>)) � M(P5c(<h>,�f5,S2�)))
> M(PVf(�f5,S2�))

The fault recovery f5 in this condition occurs if:

M(PVf(�f5,S2�))
[Tr3 / r1<0.15 (M′(PLNf2(<•n>)) � M′(P5c(<h>) � M(PVf(�f5,S2�)))
> M(P5c(<h>,�f5,S2�))

At it is observed , the diagnosis system is able to detect the isolate fault of individual type
f₁, f₂, f₃, f₄, f₆, and simultaneous type f₁f₆, f₁f₃, f₁f₄, f₁f₃f₆, f₁f₄f₆, f₂f₃, f₂f₃f₆, f₄f₆, f₆f₂, as well as
process fault of type �f�,�₂�, �f₆,�₂�, �f�,�₃�, �f₆,�₃�, �f�,�₄�, �f₆,�₄�.
In figure 9 be shown the final model for the tank example
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Fig. 9. DHCPN model (example of filling tank)

4. Conclusions
The method shows the reduction and simplicity of the system models are discrete,
continuous or hybrid, giving them characteristics of readability, implementability
treatability and no matter how many sensors to treat or how many faults to diagnose;
imposible features to obtain with other methodologies such as MEFs.
The hybrid nestling technique shows the need to analyze the residues with the information
of the discrete state in normal behavior for characterize the type of fault, its location and
subsequent isolation.
Operating states, and the influence tables of continuous places, offer an overview of the
system's behavior as sharing your information, being this information a continuous variable
to treat in the model. This overview provides the possibility of locating the fault transitions
thus analyze the fault coupling, to avoid false warnings in the verification place.
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The Latent Nestling Methodology focused in continuous and hybrid systems presents an
excellent and clear solution to fulfill the objectives of diagnosis and isolation for any faults
type that may arise in the system.
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1. Introduction
The safe and reliable operation of technical systems is very important not only for the
protection of humans but also for the protection of environment and economic investments.
The proper functioning of these systems has profound impact on production costs and
product quality. Early fault1 detection is critical in preventing a deterioration of behavior,
damage to equipment or human life. The diagnosis must then help to make correct decisions
in emergency actions and repairs.
This necessity has motivated the Robotics and Cybernetics group of Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid to develop a methodology for developing embedded FD systems.
Techniques of Fault Diagnosis (FD) have been usually developed within a large area of
research at the intersection of control and systems engineering, Artificial Intelligence,
Mathematics and Statistics applied to fields such as Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering.
Due to FD methodology was initially developed for discrete event systems (DES’s), an
adaptation to the hybrids (composed of discrete and continuous processes) has been
required.
Petri Nets (PN) have been the tool used to build the model and diagnoser, due to it is an
excellent platform, which solves the limitations of combinational explosion presented in
previous work of FD using to model finite state machines (FSM).
The FD algorithm presented here, begins with the definition of the PN model of each one of
the system components, which must integrate the normal and failure operation modes.
Next step consist of building the general integration model of the system, it will support the
construction of the diagnoser, who is responsible for overseeing the system in an online way
Often, the term failure is used to denote a complete operational breakdown, whereas the
term fault is used to denote any abnormal change in behavior; in this chapter we will use the
two terms synonymously.
1
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and informing the operator of the presence of a fault. The construction is a simple and
robust process; its main advantages are the simultaneous detection of failures and the
flexibility to expand its application to another components.
This tool has been implemented in several industrial applications, such as a ventilation
system, heating and air conditioning systems (Trigos & Garcia, 2008 (A)), and liquids
packaging processes (Trigos & Garcia, 2008 (B)) among others, but in this chapter, it is
applied to a novel application: “Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)”.
The proposed FD method is suitable for this application due to the hybrid nature of the
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and their high complexity, which requires a fault detection
system.
The new legislative trends in the use of UAS (Unmanned Aerial System) will probably
require having security systems where FD techniques are applicable. Furthermore, based on
the report about reliability of UAVs in the military field of United States (Office of the
Secretary of Defense USA, 2003), can be summarized that the UAVs are highly vulnerable
not only to unexpected mishaps on the devices that make up the system (aircraft and
control station) but also to the test environment.
Usually, the causes of these problems are unknown, but in addition to this, there is a lack of
methods to prevent these failures. This problem is intrinsic to the UAV due to they have
strong mechanical requirements and the consequences of a small failure can be enormous in
comparison to ground vehicles.
In section 2 of this chapter, a state of the art about fault diagnosis is presented, starting with
the work developed in the context of discrete event systems, connecting to continuous and
finally hybrid systems. Section 3 summarizes the theory of Petri nets, due to they are
intensely used in the work. Section 4 describes the methodology for building the model and
the diagnoser by using PN applied to FD hybrid systems.
The application used to deploy the FD method is an unmanned aerial vehicle which is
described in Section 5; it highlights important concepts in the operation of UAVs and data
reliability in the military. After that, a model and diagnoser are constructed. Finally, section
6 sets out the conclusions of this investigation of FD in the field of UAVs, which is an
excellent platform for implementing the tool.

2. State of the Art of Fault Diagnosis
The fault diagnosis is one of the major areas of research in Automatic and Control
Engineering. Automatic processes are more demanding and complex, by this reason, fault
diagnosis is analyzed from different fields. Algorithms for detection and isolation of faults
can be classified in two major groups: related to the dynamics involved in the process and
algorithms applied to processes of continuous and discrete dynamics. Real processes are
composed of elements of the two dynamics, continuous and discrete, known as systems or
processes hybrid. To expand the state of the art of researches in continuous systems,
consulting (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003).
In fault diagnosis of DES`s exist developments implemented by means of Regular
Languages, State Graphs, Finite State Machines (FSM's) (Sampath et al., 1995) and the most
used, Petri Nets (PN) (Ramirez et al., 2007). Also, there are researches where the benefits of
FSM's and PN are mixed (Giua & Seatzu, 2005) (Chung & Jeng, 2003) (Ushio et al., 1998).
The basis of the works mentioned below is made of FSM's (Sampath et al., 1995). This model
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has one major limitation is that the number of states of the composition model, is given by
the multiplication of the events of the system components, leading to if the components of
systems increases, this construction is impossible of realize. In general, this methodology
has several drawbacks: it is rigid (the failures have to happen in a certain way), only allows
the diagnosis of one fault, for multiple failures, simultaneous and dependents can not be
applied, and finally the biggest disadvantage is combinational explosion, this means that
only can be applied to small processes, when the complexity of the process increases, it is
impossible to apply this methodology.
Other contributions in line with DES’s are developed by (Giua & Seatzu, 2005) (Chung &
Jeng, 2003) (Ushio et al., 1998). These researchers have in their development a combination
of tools, the model built with PN and diagnosis made with FSM's. To work (Chung & Jeng,
2003) (Ushio et al., 1998), the disadvantages given by (Sampath et al., 1995) are held almost
entirely. (Giua & Seatzu, 2005) In the construction of the diagnoser have a better harnessing
the mathematics power of PN, but ultimately the problem of combinatorial explosion is
presented yet. It also presents the work of (Ramirez et al., 2007), the model is made with PN
Interpreted, gives a better use to mathematic power of PN; Presents a systematic algorithm
for constructing the model and diagnoser, its diagnosis is difficult because only identify a
fault and its model of PN enters a sink state (deadlock). Finally, there is research (Genc &
Lafortune, 2006), it makes fault diagnosis using PN with limited places, this technique is
complex to implement and less possible to apply to industrial processes with medium level
of complexity.
In Fault Diagnosis of Hybrid Systems, investigations can be classified according to the
techniques used in its implementation, there are tools where already have made high
progress, such as: Hybrid Automata, Hybrid Petri nets, among others, and other have not
defined a specific technique and on the contrary, do FD by mean of combining different
techniques.
The work cited by (Krogh, 2002) is a document that diagnosis dynamic complex systems,
which continuous systems are examining with Supervisory Controller, experimenting
partial or final failures on the devices of the system. (Zhao et al., 2005) conducted one of the
most interesting applications developed to date in FD of hybrid systems; all work is carried
out in the paper feeder of a Xerox printer. His contributions are great because it makes a
hybrid integration of discrete and continuous FD techniques: Hybrid automata, Timed Petri
Nets, Fault Trees and signal processing techniques that together solve a problem of
diagnosis. (Narasimhan et al., 2000) works FD on hybrid systems combining model-based
diagnosis with signal processing. (Fourlas et al., 2005) discusses the notion of diagnosis of
hybrid systems in the workspace of Hybrid Automata, other works that guide its
development from DES’s to Hybrid Systems are the (Cassandra, 2002) and (Krogh, 2002).
They base their work on (Henzinger, 1996) and discrete analyze and hybrid system control.
In the area of fault diagnosis of UAS (Unmanned Aerial Systems), according to (Hayhurst et
al., 2006), the dangers that may represent an unmanned aircraft, is related to three key
domains: design domain, flight crew domain and operational domain. In these domains can
reveal hazards such as: impacts on ground with collateral damage to persons and property,
and midair collision with manned aircraft or another UAS. Although at first instance it
seems that the problems are the same as a manned aircraft, it must need great attention to
the risks involved in the separation of the cabin of the aircraft.
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From the viewpoint of fault diagnosis, the majority of investigations (Mancini et al., 2007)
(Elgersma & GlavaSki, 2001) (GlavaSki & Elgersma 2001) are focused on assessing the faults
in the hardware located on the aircraft ( Bonfa et al., 2006) (Heredia et al., 2005) (Zhang et
al., 2006) (Bateman et al., 2007) (sensors and actuators), but must take into account failures
regarding to links communication and the control station. On the other hand, (GlavaSki &
Elgersma, 2001) (Cork et al., 2005) (Bateman et al., 2007) (Drozeski et al., 2005) focus your
efforts on identifying failures and find a reconfiguration of the control system to bring the
aircraft a normal operating state or in the worst case abort the mission. Most of the
techniques used are based on parameter estimation (Samar et al., 2006), neural networks (Qi
et al., 2007) and in some cases apply redundancy (Bateman et al., 2008). Practically in this
work, the implementation of Petri nets is a pioneer in its application in the field of UAVs;
there are no references which cite the work of Petri nets applied to the UAS.

3. Petri Nets
Petri Nets (PN) are a graphical and mathematical modeling tool applied to many systems. It
is a tool with great projection in the field of automatic, which you can study and describe
information-processing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, parallel,
asynchronous, distributed, and not deterministic or stochastic. PN as graphical tool can be
used as an aid of visual communication, similar to flow charts, block diagrams and
networks. In addition, the marks are used in these nets to simulate the dynamics and
activities of multiple systems. As a mathematical tool it is possible do state equations,
algebraic equations and other models that govern the behavior of systems.
This section of the document is to provide basic concepts of PN that are required to cover
the following topics. Below are the issues of Petri nets with their most important features, in
addition, presents the concept of Hybrid Petri Nets, which is the basis for developing the
diagnoser of the item later. To search for a better understanding of the subject of PN you can
read (Silva 1985) (David & Alla, 1992) (Murata, 1989).
3.1 Petri Nets
A Petri Net (PN) has two types of nodes, called places and transitions. A place is
represented by a circle and a transition by a bar. The places and transitions are connected by
arcs. The number of places and transitions are finite and not zero. An arc is connected
directly from one place to a transition or a transition to a place. In other words a PN is a
bipartite graph, i.e. places and transitions alternate on a path made up of consecutive arcs.
Definition 1. A ordinary PN or a structure of PN is a bipartite graph represented by the 4tuple G  P, T , I , O  such that:
P  p1 , p 2 ,..., p n  is a finite, not empty, set of places;

T  t1 , t 2 ,..., t m  is a finite, not empty, set of transitions;
P  T   , i. e. the sets P and T are disjointed;
I : P  T  0,1 is the input incidence function;
O : T  P  0,1 is the output incidence function;

I ( p i , t j ) is the weight of the arc. p i  t j . This weight is 1 if the arc exists and 0 if not.

O( p i , t j ) is the weight of the arc t j  p i . I and O thus relate to transition t j of the
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pair ( p i , t j ) . The symbol t ( t  ) denotes the set of all points pi of entry/exit, t j such that

I ( p i , t j )  0 ( O( p i , t j )  0 ). Similarly,  p ( p  ) denote the set of all transitions t j
input/output pi such that O( p i , t j )  0 ( I ( p i , t j )  0 ).
3.1.1 Marked PN
Each place contains an integer (positive or zero) marks. The number of tokens in one place
pi is called M ( pi ) . The marked net M is defined by the marked vector of this marked, i.e.

M  (m1 , m 2 ,...,m n ) . The marking at a certain moment defines the state of the PN, or more

precisely the state of the system described by the PN. The evolution of the state therefore
corresponds to an evolution of the marking, caused by the firing of transitions.
A transition can be fired only if each of the input places of this transition contains at least
one token. The transition is then said to be fireable or enabled. The firing of a transition t j is
to remove a token from each of the input places of transition t j and adding a token to each
of the output places of transition t j . When a transition is enabled, this does not imply that it
will be immediately fired, this only remains a possibility. The firing of a transition is
indivisible; it is useful to consider that the firing of a transition has duration of zero.
Definition 2. A marked Petri Net is a par N  (G , M 0 ) in which G is unmarked PN and

M0

is

an

initial

marking.

The

matrix

of

pre-incidence

G

is

C  `[cij ]

where cij  I ( p i , t j ) ; the post-incidence matrix G is C  `[cij ] where cij  O( pi , t j ) ,
then the matrix of incidence G is C  C   C  .
In a system of PN, a transition t j

is

enabled

to

the

marking

Mk

if pi  P, M k ( pi )  I ( pi , t j ) ; an enabled transition t j can be fired reaching a new
marking M k 1 which can be computed as M k 1  M k  C , where C is the incidence
matrix of the PN, this equation is called state equation of PN. R (G, M 0 ) is the set of all
markings reachable from M 0 firing only enabled transitions.

Let  a firing sequence of transitions which can be performed from a marking M i , which



can be written as M i  . The characteristic vector of sequence  , written as  is the mcomponent vector whose component number j correspond to the number of firings of



transition t j in the sequence  . If the firing sequence  is such that M i  M k , then the
state equation is obtained by

M k  M i  W .
(1)
A sequence of transitions firing of a PN (G , M 0 ) is a sequence of transition   t i , t j ,...t k ...
such that M 0 t i M 1 t j M x t k ... . The set of all firing sequences is called the language:
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L(G, M 0 ) 



t i , t j ,...t k ...  M 0 t i M 1 t j M x t k ...

(2)

3.2 Hybrid Petri Nets
The concepts of Hybrid Petri nets presented here are a synergy of the work carried out by
(Silva 1985) (David & Alla, 1992). The places continuous of the PN represent the equation of
the continuous dynamic of the process, or a real number that represents a number of tokens
of place continuous. Therefore, for hybrid PN used in this chapter, symbolizes the
continuous places and transitions with the letter (C) and discrete places and transitions with
the letter (D).
As shown in Figure 1, the representation of places and transitions of the discrete and
continuous is different; moreover, the marking of a continuous place is represented by an
equation or a real number as opposed to a discreet place to stay tokens.

Fig. 1. Places and Transitions PN Hybrid
Definition 3. An Unmarked Hybrid PN is a pair H   Q, h

fulfilling the following

conditions:

Q is an unmarked PN, G  P, T , I , O  where
P  p1 , p 2 ,..., p n  is a finite, not empty, set of places;

T  t1 , t 2 ,..., t m  is a finite, not empty, set of transitions;
P T 
  , i. e. the sets P and T are disjointed;




I : P  T  0,1 is the input incidence function;
O : T  P  0,1 is the output incidence function;
h : P  T  D, C , called hybrid function, indicates for every node if it is a discrete
node or continuous one.
I and O function must meet the following criterion: If pi and t j are a place and a

 







transition such that h p i   D and h t j  C , then I pi , t j  O pi , t j



must be verified.

This last condition states that an arc must join a C transition to a D place as soon as a
reciprocal arc exists. This ensures marking of D place to be an integer whatever evolution
occurs.
Definition 4. A Marked Hybrid PN is a par H  H  , M 0

where H  is an Unmarked

Hybrid PN and M 0 is the initial marking. The initial marking of a D place is a positive or
null integer while the initial marking of a place-C is an equation or a real number.
Definition 5. A Generalized Hybrid PN is defined as a Marked Hybrid PN, except that:

If pi is a D place, I p i , t j and O p i , t j are positive integers.


If pi

 
 
is a C place, I  p , t  and O  p , t  are positive real numbers.
i

j

i

j

An incidence matrix C is associated with each network:
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(3)



Definition 6. A D transition is enabled if each place pi in t j verifies the M  pi   I pi , t j .
You can see that this definition does not separate the case where pi is a D place of a case
where pi is a C place.
Definition 7. A C transition is enabled if the two following conditions are met:

For each D place, pi in t j , M  pi   I pi , t j





For each C-place, pi en t j , M  pi   0



For a C transition, the kind of place preceding the transition must be specified because the
enabling conditions are different according to whether it is a place between C place or D
place.
Let  a sequence of firing and  be characteristic vector of  . The dimension of vector 
is equal to the number m of transitions. The j-th component of  represents the number of
firings of transitions t j and will be denoted by N j . If t j is a D transition, then N
integer and if t j is a C transition, then N

j

j

is an

is a real number.

A marked M can be deduced from a marking M 0 due to a sequence  , using the
fundamental relation:


M  M 0  C.

(4)

The fundamental relation of a Hybrid PN is identical with the fundamental relation of a
Discrete PN. We can so deduce that every property PN discrete resulting from this relation
can be transposed to Hybrid PN.

4. Algorithm of Construction of Model and Diagnoser with PN.
In other investigations the model of the system is building with FSM's, presenting great
difficulties in construction that grows as we increase the system's components, becoming the
be unfeasible due to the problem of combinational explosion, which improves with the
implementation of the model using Petri nets.
4.1 Building the Model
The model represents the real dynamics of the process, including the faults. The model of
the DES's of the system is represented by PN Hybrid. The fundamental theory of the PN is
based on identifying individual components of the system (DES's) and the relation between
them; it must include the normal behavior of the process together with the failure behavior.
G  P, T , I , O  be the PN that represents the discrete event model of the system to diagnose.
Transitions T are classified as unobservable TUO and observable TO . Observable means that
these transitions are given by the control events (command supervisor) or the
instrumentation deployed in the process, not observable concerns to transitions that happen
and the system can not normally detect. Within the unobservable transitions can include
fault transitions Tf , in other words, fault transitions is a subset of the unobservable
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transitions Tf  TUO , the objective set out by any system of FD is identify Tf , because the
TO can be easily identified by the system.

The Tf are classified into disjoint sets corresponding to different types of failure that may
occur in the system, being important distribute failures in groups to facilitate their
identification to diagnosis system, therefore, all fault transitions Tf is composed of different
subsets of faults given in the process, Tf  Tf 1  ...  Tf m .  f is the faults distribution.
Classification in Subsystems. We must classify the system H into subsystems depending
on their performance H  H 1  H 2  ...  H n , and although there is close relationship
between them, this classification allows us to make better use of the FD algorithm.
Petri Nets Model Building of the Components. When the system is divided into
subsystems, the first step is building the discrete event model of each of the components of
the process, assuming that the system has N individual components, be the expression:
Qi  Pi , Ti , I , O, M 0 

(5)

i  1,...., N , Qi represents the PN of the i-component, it is important to note that should have
a large knowledge of the process, since the model should include the normal and failure
behavior of each component, and keep the synchrony of operation of the process whole.
Integration Operation. Refers to seek representation through a PN model the system
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
behavior, which include different models of PN components, Q  P , T , I , O is the
denotation of the integrating operation of the PN models of N components. This model
integrates the normal and fault behavior of the system. From every place of the model
transitions can occur normal function TO and failures transitions, that are TUO , in every





place of the PN will be give the integration of places of system components as follows:
~
P   Pi
i

and

~
T   Ti

(6)

i

~
~
P is composed of the union of the places of each individual Pi , and T by normal
transitions S ( TO ), transitions are given by the supervisor or the process control system, and
the transitions observable TUO .

~
Refined General Model. It becomes necessary to consider only the observable part of Q ,
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
therefore, Q  P , T , I , O must be transformed to Q  P, T , I , O  , it should rule out reaching
transitions and unobservable transitions must be replaced by observable transitions. A place
P is not achievable, when by the operating conditions of the system will never be present,
this for say, marking the PN is not achievable.





pi : pi  P  M  pi   RQ, M 0 

(7)

R Q, M 0  is the set of all markings reachable system. The refinement is based on the

construction of the integration table of M sensors of the system. Given the set of M sensors
of the system of interest, we next identify the integrating sensors table
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~
~
th
h j  P  Y j , j  1,..., M , where Y j denote the discrete set of outputs possible of the j

sensor, it define:
M

Y  Yj

(8)

j 1

~

And h  P  Y denote the integrating sensors table, defined as follow.
h p   h1  p , h2  p ,..., hM  p 

Finally,

(9)

model is compound by normal and fault places, P  PN  PF . Transitions are

compound by controller events S and resulting event of the integrating sensors table  ,
T  S   . Of this way, general model is compound of only observable transitions.

4.2 Diagnoser and Diagnosability
To build the diagnoser and to establish conditions necessary to diagnosability, system
model should account with only observable transitions TO and observable places PO ,
making the diagnoser simply and robust, we assume:

There is a transition defined at each place p  P , so the RdP will not reach
anywhere sink place, avoiding that the net reach in a state of deadlock..


It does not exist in Q unobservable transitions TUO

tf be the final transition from a sequence s , define:

  

 T f  st f  L : t f  Tf i

  denote the set of all sequences of

 Tf



(10)

L (languages representing system behavior), just in

a transition belonging to the ruling class Tf i , consider t  T and s  T * , we will use the
notation to denote that t is a transition of the sequence s , also writing Tf  T to any
tf  Tf i .
Diagnosability. A system is diagnosable when identifying not only normal faults but also
can define when a critical failure can occur, a critical or superior failure fs is which belongs
to the faults distribution of the system, such that, when the PN that represents the system
reaches fault marking superior, the system enters a critical state or total failure.

 

f i   f  M p f

(11)

s

A PN is diagnosable in relation to the distribution of faults if it satisfies:

 

 

 

(  Q, M 0 ,,   To ), (i, k   f ),   : M p f  M p f  M p f
i

k

s

(12)
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Where  is the sequence of observable transitions, therefore, a PN that represents the
system is diagnosable if in a finite number of observable transitions, it reaching a fault
marking M p f alone or joined with other fault marking M p f k can identify a superior or

 

 

critical fault.
Diagnoser. The diagnoser is a PN implemented taking as a starting point the refined model
of the system, conducting an on-line observation of the model, in order to perform a
diagnostic on the system behavior. we will first have to define fault labels.
f  F1 , F2 ,..., Fm,  f  m , the set of failure labels  is compound for normal labels

N and fault labels F ,   N   F  . Diagnoser for Q is a PN of the form
G d  ( Pd , Td , I , O, PO , t O , t end ) , the sets of places, transitions, input arcs and output arcs keep
the same definitions of the PN, adding a starting place PO , a starting transition t O and a end
transition of supervision t end . All will be operated by the supervisor of the system to
diagnose. The starting place p O always start with the normal label, followed in this is the
starting transition t O which do the task of start the PN diagnoser, also is adding the end
transition t end for receiving the command from the operator to end the operation of the
diagnoser.
The set of places Pd of the diagnoser is a extension of the set of places of general model, a

place p of G d it is of the form  pi , li  where a place belong to observables places, Pi  PO

and the label belong to labels set, l i   , then places are of the form l i  N   F  , a place
Pd take the label of normal or fault operation.

An observer of Q provides an estimate of current location of the system after the onset of
each transition observed, the diagnosis G d can be understood conceptually as an extended
observer, which is added to each estimate place a label instead of the kind mentioned above,
the labels attached indicate the status of the component, if it is in fault mode or normal
mode, faults are diagnosed validation labels.
We define functions essential for the construction of diagnosis:
Label Assigned Function: LA : PO    T *   , given P  PO , l   and s  LQ, p  , LA
assigns the label l over s starting from p and following the dynamics of Q , according to:





N  si i Tf i  s
LA p, l , s 
F  si iTf i  s 

(13)

In the Q model was integrated the operation of the system, which are derived the faults in
sink places, this makes PN model is blocked, to correct this problem, we leverages the
capabilities concurrence of the PN and provides the fault expanding function of (FE).
Fault Expanding Function, EF  R N  Fi  R F where R N is the normal operating branch
and R F is the fault operating branch. For each set of failure Fi of the distribution of failure
 f i will create a new branch of failures in the PN to fulfill the role of overseeing the

failures individually. The diagnosis G d will have as many branches as the system possesses
faults, RG is the total number of branches of the diagnoser.
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PN diagnoser in each branch is evaluated possible changes in event unexpected or expected
faults. Thanks to the function LA , diagnoser evolves in normal or failure operation. The
diagnoser evaluates each fault separately and takes into account in their transitions to the
failures that are caused by other failures, while failures can be detected simultaneously and
regardless of the order in which failures occur.
In summary, the algorithm must perform the following steps:

Classification of the system into subsystems to diagnose

Building of the PN model of each component subsystem, identifying the faults that
may occur in each component.

Construction of the PN general model, integrating the components of each
subsystem.

Building of the integration sensors table, combining state of the general model and
combinations of the outputs of the sensors.

Refinement of the general model based on the integration sensor table.

Construction of the diagnoser. Once all the models of each subsystem PN are
refined, the diagnoser is constructed, which integrates monitoring system.

5. Application: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles - UAVs
Several terms are frequently used in order to define aircrafts that are able to perform a
mission without necessity to have a crew onboard. Thus, UAV (Unmanned Aerial vehicle),
UAS (Unmanned Aerial system) or UAVs (Unmanned Vehicle Aerial System) are the most
commonly used.
It should be understood that this condition does not preclude the existence of pilot, controller
of the mission or other operators due to they can perform their work from the ground. The
term UAVs reflects not only of the aircraft properly instrumented, but also a ground station,
which complements the instrumentation and capabilities on board, see Figure 2.
Unmanned aircraft have been a field of interest for these past two decades particularly in
the military, which started from testing equipments and currently to suitable professional
application. There is an evident opportunity for growth in the application of UAV in nonmilitary fields. Nowadays, a big number of companies have their R&D efforts focused on
this area. Alongside the interest in military applications, extending their use to civilian
missions led to the rise in the number of research groups and small businesses dedicated to
developing of subsystems by integrating them or implementing applications and services
based on unmanned aircraft.
Civilian applications for UAVs are available in various areas such as: border and coast
patrol, obtaining data for mapping, fire fighting, monitoring of energy infrastructure,
supporting law enforcement, search and rescue, maritime traffic control, monitoring of
hazardous materials and crisis management, among others.
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Fig. 2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
At present there is no regulation about the use of UAVs. Considering the increase in their
application and operations, guidelines that define their use and classification have to be
implemented in order to regulate their use. This action aims to avoid endangering persons,
by defining flying areas and respecting the norms of aviation.
There is a source of information about reliability of the UAVs and it is in the military field
(Office of the Secretary of Defense USA, 2003). Although there is currently some research on
UAVSs in FD (Bateman et al., 2008)(Qi et al., 2007)(Drozexki aet al., 2005). This aims to make
efforts in the FD of UAVs, which are complex systems and therefore vulnerable to failures
without a posterior diagnosis.
According to data taken from The Office of the Secretary of Defense USA, 2003, reported
failures in the UVS can be classified by deficiencies in: Power / Propulsion, Flight Control,
Communication, Ground Control / Human Factors, Miscellaneous (Other), see Figure 3.
As shown in the figure 3, the highest number of failures given in UAVs is in the field of
Power/Propulsion, followed by the flight control area. The FD algorithm presented in this
chapter has been focused on this study in order to reduce the failure rate to the minimum.
5.1 Description of the UAV Used
A Vario Benzin Trainer model shown in figure 4 has been designed to test the FD algorithm,
which has been used as a tool for a large number of applications in research on Automatic
control at Cybernetics and Robotics group of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
(Barrientos et al., 2009).
The helicopter is made up of three fundamental systems: the engine, the main rotor (plate)
and the tail, see figure 5. If one of any these three systems fail, the mission has to be aborted
immediately since the aircraft will definitely crash.
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Fig. 3. Average sources of System Failures for U. S. Military UAV

Fig. 4. Vario Benzin Trainer Helicopter.

Fig. 5. Helicopter Components.
The motor is responsible for generating the movement of the rotors of the helicopter, see
Figure 6. The combustion motor is powered by gasoline and fuel injection for the operation
is done through a servo. This system has a controller that is responsible for maintaining the
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rotor speed constant during the flight . It is then important to monitor the level of fuel in
order to react in time. It is also vital to check that the servo is working properly.

Fig. 6. Motor of the Helicopter Varior Benzin Trainer.
The main rotor system, see Figure 7, is controlled by four servos that are in charge of
driving the blades so as to direct the helicopter according such as desired trajectory. The
main rotor and its respective servos are connected to the motor through a mechanical
transmission. Although there is a redundancy in the use of four servos for controlling the
main swash plate (only three servos are required), in case of any failure in any of them, the
pilot will probably lose the control. Therefore, it is important to monitor these servos.
The Tail Rotor is made up of two small blades and a servo that controls their tilt angle. The
Yaw angle of the helicopter can be modified by changing this tilt angle in the tail rotor
blades. If the tail rotor servo is damaged, the aircraft will lose the control.

Fig. 7. Main Rotor System.
The Helicopter relies on additional devices that are also relevant in order to maintain flight
plan, such as: The voltage of the Power Supply, sensors (IMU, gyroscopes, GPS, etc.),
controllers, communications, ground control station and so on. The payload can also be
considered as a relevant part of the aircraft.
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Fig. 8. Tail Rotor System.
5.2 Application of the Fault Diagnosis Algorithm.
After analyzing the importance of the three systems that make up the helicopter and finding
a simple way to implement the FD tool, next step in based on the implementation of the
algorithm to the helicopter.
Some assumptions must be done during the development of the FD algorithm:
 The helicopter has to be started manually.
 No failure on the controller happens.
 No failure on the power supply.
The algorithm starts with the implementation of the methodology in each subsystem
individually and after that, all of them are integrated into the diagnoser.
5.2.1 Classification of Subsystems in Helicopter.
The helicopter can be classified into three subsystems H  H 1  H 2  H 3 , see Figure 9, the
motor subsystem, main rotor subsystem and tail rotor subsystem.

5.2.2 Construction of the PN Model for each of the Components of the Subsystem.
The subsystem motor is made up of controllers, servos, fuel storage tank and sensors.
The measure variables are: The level of fuel in the tank (L), the motor temperature (T) and
the motor revolutions per minute (RPM). The faults to diagnose are: Fault Warming Motor
(FWM), that is the maximum temperature allowed in the motor for the helicopter to fly.
Lack of gasoline in the fuel tank (FLF). The level of fuel in the tank should not move below a
minimum threshold. Stuck failure in Servo (FSS1). It could appear when the controller gives
a command for opening or closing the passage of the fuel servo, and does not respond
accordingly, i.e. the RPM falls below a minimum threshold, it may be due to a blockage of
the servo. Faults can occur in any place of the devices.
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Main Rotor Subsystem

Tail Rotor Subsystem

Powerplant Subsystem
Fig. 9. Classification of Subsystems of the helicopter.
Figure 10 defines the PN model of the servo and controller. The integration of normal
functioning and the three kind of failures listed above have been taken into account in each
PN. The fault transitions are unobservable (Tuo) and are represented by bars and shaded
circles. The PN model of the controller is an abstraction of its operation. Considering C1 as a
idle state of the controller where it is waiting for a command of the pilot through the servo
(AS1), when it happens, the controller changes to another state (C2). When the controller is
located at C2 and receives a new command AS2 it returns to place C1. In the same way as
the controller, the PN model of servo takes into account the normal and the failure behavior.
Starting from the idle place SNA1, when an order of the controller is received (AS1), it has to
move to required action place (SRA1).

Fig. 10. Components PN Model of the Motor Subsystem
The Main Rotor subsystem is made of four servos and a controller (in autonomous
systems) that sends information to them in order to control the attitude of the plate and
therefore the attitude of the helicopter that is the way to control the velocity, see Figure 11.
The controller model moves from a state of an idle position (C3) to an expected position
(C4). A single model of servo PN has been defined, which represents the four servos that
control the plate. In addition to this, the model considers that when the servos are in a idle
position (SNA2) and a change is required (AS3) the position (SRA2) is reached. The fault to
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diagnose in this subsystem is the servo stuck fail (FSS2), which is perceived when the
helicopter should go to an expected position and the sensors showed wrong reaction.

Fig. 11. Components PN Model of the Main Rotor Subsystems
The Tail Rotor subsystem consists of the servo which controls the pitch angle of the tail
blades, the transmission system to the blades of the tail rotor and the controller, see Figure
12. The abstract model of the controller is defined by an idle state (C5). When it receives the
turning forward to a new reference, a new pitch angle in the tail blades are required (AS5)
and them it moves to C6. The tail rotor servo is defined by an idle state (SNA3) and the
order of the controller (AS5, AS6) changes it to SRA3 state. The failure to diagnose in this
subsystem is the fault of servo stuck (FSS3).

Fig. 12. Components PN Model of the Tail Rotor Subsystem.
5.2.2 Building of the General PN Model.
The general PN model integrates the models of each individual components, it allows seeing
in a single PN model the normal and failure operation of each subsystem. In this new model
the places and transitions failure remain as in individual models, but the union of the
normal places has been performed. In the general PN model of the motor subsystem two
new places have been considered (P1, P2). The normal places of the controller C1 and the
current action of the servo SNA1 are synchronously integrated in P1. By other hand, P2
integrates the places of the controller C2 and required action of servo SRA2, see Figure 13.
In the general PN model of the main rotor subsystem, two new places are added (P3, P4). In
P3 the normal operation of the controller C3 and current position of all servos (SNA2) are
integrated, and P4 integrates the normal operation of the controller C4 and position of all
servos expected (SRA2) , as figure 14 shows.
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Fig. 13. General PN Model of Motor Subsystem.

Fig. 14. General PN Model of the Main Rotor Subsystem
There are two new places in the general PN model of the tail rotor subsystem, (P5, P6). In
P5 the normal operation of the controller C5 and the current position of the servo (SNA3)
are integrated. P6 integrates the normal operation of the controller C6 and the servo
required position (SRA3), as Figure 15 shows.

Fig. 15. General PN Model of the Tail Rotor Subsystem.
5.2.3 Building of the Sensors Integration Table.
The subsequent step in the implementation of the FD algorithm, is to refine the PN general
model, due to the fault transition (Tuo) have to be replaced with observables transitions
(To). This process was made based on measures variables (sensors) with which system relies
on. For this reason, the sensors integration table has to be define, it summarizes the possible
outputs of the sensors. When this subsystem is in anywhere place of the normal operation,
sensors can provide with different measures to those expected, indicating the presence of
failure. These sensorial readings replace the failure transition and, in this way, the general
PN model can be refined. The sensor integration table is developed for each subsystem.
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The following concepts have been considered in the fault diagnosis system. Fuel Level tank
(FLF), motor warming (FWM) and servo Fault (FSS1), as Table 1 shows. The measures from
the sensors are defined as follows: Tank Level L=0, if the tank level is below the threshold
and else L=1. This means that when the level L is equal to 0, the helicopter indicates a fault.
The nominal temperature T of the motor must be under a threshold, thus when T=0
indicates that the motor temperature is in the normal range of operation, and T=1 means an
overheated motor. The revolutions of the motor RPM are also evaluated by using a
threshold. Thus RPM=0 means that motor revolutions is over this value (normal behavior),
and if the RPM=1 means that the motor is not responding to controller orders and possibly
there is a fault of servo or FLF, i.e. fuel injection failure. Table 1 shows all the possible
combinations of the outputs from the sensors that define if the PN that represents the
system falls into a fault or not. As general model defines, the subsystem of the motor has
two places P1 and P2. In a normal operation of the motor, sensor readings should be at L=1, T=0
and RPM=0, therefore, if the system is in either P1 or P2 and the state of the sensor changes, a
fault have been detected, indicating that the fault is no longer an unobservable transition, and it is
moved a transition observable, defined by the corresponding sensors Outputs.
Applying the same concepts, the integrating sensor table for main rotor subsystem has been
defined, see Table 2. We assess the fault of the servos FSS2, which is represented by the
signals taken from the position sensors P and a time on the expected response t1. P=0 if the
position given by the sensors is normal (no difference greater than 5% of the expected
position), and P=1 if the difference exceeds this position. The time t1=0 if the response time
of the expected position is less than 5 ms. and t1=1 if the response time is above the
threshold of 5 ms. For places P3 and P4 readings measures should be P=0 and t1=0. If there
is an unexpected change in the readings taken, the PN indicates a fault of stuck of any of the
servos.

L

T

RPM

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
1

1
1

1
1

0
1

P1(1,0,0)
FLF
FLF
FLF
FLF
N
N
N
N

N
N
FWM
FWM
N
N
FWM
FWM

P 2(1,0,0)
N
FSS1
N
FSS1
N
FSS1
N
FSS1

FLF
FLF
FLF
FLF
N
N
N
N

N
N
FWM
FWM
N
N
FWM
FWM

N
FSS1
N
FSS1
N
FSS1
N
FSS1

Table 1. Integrating Sensor Table of the Motor Subsystem.
The integrating sensors table for Tail Rotor Subsystem is shown in Table 3. The fault to
diagnose is the servo stuck FSS3. It is evaluated by reading the yaw angle (Yaw) and the
expected response time t2. The yaw angle y=0 if and angle of the expected movement of the
helicopter is less than 5 degrees and y=1 if the yaw angle exceeds the threshold. Time t2=0 if
the response time of the expected position is less than 5 ms. and t2=1 if the response time is
above the threshold of 5 ms. In places P5 and P6 for the normal operation the readings must
be y=0 and t2=0. When the PN reach from any place a variation of normal measures, the PN
indicates a fault of tail rotor servo stuck.
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P

t1

P3(,0,0)

P 4(,0,0)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

N
FSS 2
FSS 2
FSS 2

N
FSS 2
FSS 2
FSS 2

Table 2. Integration Sensors Table of the Main Rotor Subsystem.

y

t2

P5(,0,0)

P5(,0,0)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

N
FSS 3
FSS 3
FSS 3

N
FSS 3
FSS 3
FSS 3

Table 3. Integration Sensor Table of the Subsystem tail rotor.

5.2.4 Construction of the Refined PN Model.
The general PN model is composed of observable To and unobservable Tuo transitions,
equivalent to faults transitions. These transitions unobservable have to be replaced by
observable transitions; this is known as a refinement of the general model. After building
the integration sensors table for each subsystem, is simply replace the transitions
unobserved by the measure reading that indicates that PN falls within fault corresponding.
For the motor subsystem, the transition of fault level fuel FLF have been replaced with
reading the fuel level L. transition fault motor warm FWM is replaced by a reading of
temperature T and the transition of fault servo stuck FSS1 have been replaced with reading
the RPM and fuel level L, see Figure 16.

Fig. 16. Refined PN Model of the Motor Subsystem
The refined PN model of main rotor subsystem is shown in Figure 17. The transition fault
servos stuck FSS2 has been replaced by the reading position P and the response time t1. The
refined PN model of tail rotor subsystem is shown in Figure 18. The transition fault servo
stuck of the tail rotor FSS3 has been replaced by the readings of the yaw angle and response
time t2.
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Fig. 17. Refined PN Model of the Main Rotor Subsystem

Fig. 18. Refined PN Model of the Tail Rotor Subsystem5.2.5 Building of the Diagnoser
The PN that represents the diagnoser is mainly composed of three branches, corresponding
to each subsystem: motor branch, main and tail rotor branch, see Figure 19. the final goal of
algorithm is integrated in one single PN the FD helicopter. The construction of each branch
is based on the functions of Fault Expansion EF and Label Assigned AL. In PN diagnoser
there are not sink places that can block the operation of the PN. The diagnoser makes an
online assessment of whole system and serves as the supervisor, indicating where any of the
branches fell into failure. If a branch falls on failure, the other branches continue assessing
the system, although due to vulnerability of the helicopter must be taken to a place safe or
landing for their repair.
Diagnoser has a normal place of start START and start transition START, the transition
START is activated by the pilot of the ground control station to start the PN diagnoser and
move a token for each of the branches of the helicopter subsystems. Likewise, the PN
diagnoser has a transition end END, which allows the pilot to finish the diagnoser. The
diagnoser is showed in the display of the ground control station. As in any system may
occur intermittent fault, in the diagnoser have been added recovery transitions necessary to
that if a fault is returned to its normal place can be observed by the pilot and take the
necessary precautions.
The diagnoser is a tool that is added to display of the ground control station and is
monitored by the pilot. Although the diagnoser has direct relation with the flight control,
where it receives signals to assess faults, does not send any signal to the flight control, which
could alter the functioning of the planned mission.

Fig. 19. Helicopter Diagnoser
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6. Conclusion
This chapter has addressed the issue of fault diagnosis of hybrid systems using PN. An
algorithm for construction of the model and a Diagnoser has been presented. The process
has been classified into subsystems, which assesses the failure of independent way.
The proposed methodology turns out to be easy to implement and its construction
incorporates devices that handle both continuous and discrete variables. They main
advantages are the reduction of the combinational explosion, a systematic construction, the
ability to be implemented in complex processes and the flexibility to make changes or add
additional devices to be diagnosed.
As a demonstration, an application of a real hybrid system has been presented. The
implementation on a radio control helicopter, which is a quite vulnerable and requires a
robust fault diagnosis method.
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1. Introduction
To realize control systems for flexible manufacturing systems, it is necessary to provide
effective tools for describing process specifications and developing control algorithm in a
clear and consistent manner. Conventionally, process modeling at the conceptual level is
based on flowcharts, time diagrams, state machine diagrams, etc., and the control
algorithms at the execution level are generally developed with relay ladder diagrams or
procedural languages for programmable logic controllers. However, in the area of real-time
control of discrete event manufacturing systems the main problems that the system designer
has to deal with are concurrency, synchronization, and resource sharing problems. For this
class of problems, Petri nets have intrinsic favorable qualities and it is very easy to model
sequences, choices between alternatives, rendezvous and concurrent activities by means of
Petri nets. The network model can describe the execution order of sequential and parallel
tasks directly without ambiguity. Moreover, the formalism allowing a validation of the main
properties of the Petri net control structure (liveness, boundedness, etc.) guarantee that the
control system will not fall immediately in a deadlocked situation. In the field of flexible
manufacturing systems, the last aspect is essential because the sequences of control are
complex and change very often. Furthermore, a real-time implementation of the Petri net
specification by software called a token player can avoid implementation errors, because the
specification is directly executed by the token player and the implementation of these
control sequences preserves the properties of the model. In this approach, the Petri net
model is stored in a database and the token player updates the state of the database
according to the operation rules of the model. For control purposes, this solution is very well
suited to the need of flexibility. When the control sequences change only the database must
be changed.
Motivated by the potential that Petri nets have for modeling parallel and concurrent
processes, some techniques derived from Petri nets have been successfully introduced as an
effective tool for describing control specifications and realizing the control in a uniform
manner (Komoda, et al. 1984), (Murata, et al. 1986). However, in the field of flexible
manufacturing systems, the network model becomes complicated and it lacks for the
readability and comprehensibility. Therefore, the flexibility and expandability are not
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satisfactory in order to deal with the specification change of the manufacturing system.
Depending on the size and complexity of the system, these models can become very difficult
to understand and treat. Despite the advantages offered by Petri nets, the synthesis,
correction, updating, etc. of the system model and programming of the controllers are not
simple tasks. Furthermore, the increasing use of robots and other automated machines has
generated control software written in different levels and it is impossible for one person to
understand all the control specifications in a large and complex manufacturing system.
The overall structure of the working area in a large and complex manufacturing system
consists of one or more lines, each line consists of one or more stations, and each station
(shop or cell) consists of one or more machines such as robots and intelligent machine tools.
Inside of a cell, machines execute cooperation tasks such as machining, assembling and
storing. Inside of a shop, cells cooperate mutually and execute more complicated tasks.
Furthermore each machine consists of several motion elements. A task executed by a robot
or an intelligent machine tool can be seen as some connection of more detailed subtasks. For
example, transferring an object from a start position to a goal position is a sequence of the
following subtasks; moving the hand to the start position, grasping the object, moving to the
goal position, and putting it on the specified place. Thus the manufacturing system handles
complicated tasks by dividing a task hierarchically in this structure, which is expected to be
effective in managing cooperation tasks executed by great many machines or robots
(Hatvany, 1985). Since in the large and complex systems, the controllers are geographically
distributed according to their physical (hardware) structure, it is desirable to realize the
hierarchical and distributed control. Distributed implementation can bring about the
simplicity, easy modification, and relatively efficient execution of the Petri net based control
scheme because the size of each Petri net model is not so large. Conventional Petri net based
control systems were implemented based on an overall system model. The hierarchical and
distributed control for large and complex manufacturing systems has not been implemented
so far. If it can be realized by Petri nets, the modeling, simulation and control of large and
complex discrete event manufacturing systems can be consistently realized by Petri nets
(Lee, 2006), (Queiroz, 2000).
In a manufacturing system such as workstation, robots often must interact with automated
machines, other robots or operators (Hoermann, 1989), (Merabet, 1986), (Jones, et al. 1989).
These external processes are executing in parallel and asynchronously. It is not possible to
predict exactly when events of interest to the robot program may occur. The signal lines are
supported by most robot systems to coordinate multiple robots and machines, but this is a
very limited form of communication between processes. Sophisticated tasks require efficient
means for coordination and for sharing the state of the system between processes. The
programming system should provide a mechanism for specifying the behavior of systems
more complex than a single robot. Existing robot programming systems are based on the
view of a robot system as a single robot weakly linked to other machines. Many machines
may be cooperating during a task. The interactions between them may be highly dynamic.
No existing robot programming system adequately deals with all of these interactions. No
existing computer language is adequate to deal with this kind of parallelism and real-time
constraints (Silva, 1990).
In this chapter, the author presents a methodology by extended Petri nets for hierarchical
and distributed control of large and complex robotic manufacturing systems, to construct
the control system where the cooperation of each controller is implemented within a
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coordinator mechanism so that the behavior of the overall system is not deteriorated and the
task specification is completely satisfied. Based on the hierarchical and distributed structure
of the system, the Petri net based specification procedure is a top-down approach from the
conceptual level to the detailed level of the discrete event manufacturing systems. The
macro representation of the system is broken down to generate the detailed Petri nets at the
machine control level. Then the Petri nets are decomposed and assigned to the machine
controllers. The proposed procedure is demonstrated through an example of robotic
manufacturing cell.

2. Modeling of Robotic Manufacturing Systems using Petri Nets
A manufacturing process is characterized by the flow of workpieces or parts, which pass in
ordered form through subsystems and receive appropriate operations. From the viewpoint
of discrete event process control, an overall manufacturing process can be decomposed into
a set of distinct activities (or events) and conditions mutually interrelated in a complex form.
An activity is a single operation of a manufacturing process executed by a subsystem. A
condition is a state in the process such as machine operation mode. To represent discrete
event manufacturing systems a modeling technique was derived from Petri nets.
Considering not only the modeling of the systems but also the actual manufacturing system
control, the guarantee of safeness and the additional capability of input/output signals
from/to the machines are required (Masuda, et al. 1981). From the viewpoint of real-time
control, controlling a process consists in driving its devices from a state to another one. In
discrete event system control domain, three steps are necessary for each evolution of the
process: first, the control system sends a request to the process actuators, second, the process
evolves according to the request and, at the end of the evolution, returns an execution report
to the control system, third, the control system updates the states of the control models
according to the report; then it is ready to send another request. This outline points out that,
each time the control system sends a request to the process, it must wait for the associated
report. Thus the function of the description method based on common Petri net technique is
enhanced it may not move the tokens until the operation, shown by each place, is finished,
even if the marking satisfies the ignition condition.
The extended Petri net consists of the following six elements: (1)Place (2)Transition
(3)Directed arc (4)Token (5)Gate arc (6)Output signal arc. A transition is enabled if and only
if it satisfies all the following conditions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

It does not have any output place filled with a token.
It does not have any empty input place.
It does not have any internal permissive arc signaling 0.
It does not have any internal inhibitive arc signaling 1.

An enabled transition may fire when it does not have any external permissive arc signaling
0 nor any external inhibitive arc signaling 1. The firing of a transition removes tokens from
all its input places and put a token in each output place connected to it. The assignment of
tokens into the places of a Petri net is called marking and it represents the system state. In
any initial marking, there must not exist more than one token in a place. According to these
rules, the number of tokens in a place never exceeds one, thus, the Petri net is essentially a
safe graph.
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If a place has two or more input transitions or output transitions, these transitions may be in
conflict for firing. When two or more transitions are firable only one transition should fire
using some arbitration rule. By the representation of the activity contents and control
strategies in detail, features of discrete event manufacturing systems such as ordering,
parallelism, asynchronism, concurrency and conflict can be concretely described through the
extended Petri net.

3. Design of Hierarchical and Distributed Control
The overall procedure for the design and implementation of hierarchical and distributed
control is summarized as shown in Fig. 1. A global, conceptual Petri net model is first
chosen which describes the aggregate manufacturing process. At the conceptual level each
task specification is represented as a place of the Petri net, where the activity of each
equipment is also represented as a place. Based on the hierarchical approach, the Petri net is
translated into detailed subnets by stepwise refinements from the highest system control
level to the lowest machine control level (Suzuki, 1983). At each step of detailed
specification, some parts of the Petri net, places, are substituted by a subnet in a manner,
which maintains the structural properties. Then, the detailed Petri net is decomposed into
subnets, which are executed by each machine controller.
Start

Petri net modeling at the conceptual level
based on the task specification
Detailed Petri net representation of
the manufacturing processes
Decomposition of the Petri net and its
assignment to the machine controllers
Transformation of the Petri net in each controller
to the loadable data structure
Simulation experiment of the hierarchical and
distributed control system
NO

Is the task specification satisfied?
YES

End

Fig. 1. Flow chart of Petri net based implementation of hierarchical and distributed control
In the decomposition procedure, a transition may be divided and distributed into different
machine controllers as shown in Fig.2. The machine controllers should be coordinated so
that these transitions fire in union.
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t2

t1

Station
controller

decomposition
t21

Machine t11
controller

t12

t11,t21,t12,t22: global transition
t3,t4: local transition

t3

t22

t4

Fig. 2. Decomposition of transition
Decomposed transitions must function in union, that is, the aggregate behavior of
decomposed subnets should be the same as that of the original Petri net. Decomposed
transitions are called global transitions, and other transitions are called local transitions. By
the Petri net model, the state of the discrete event system is represented as the marking of
tokens, and firing of any transition brings about change to the next state. So the firing
condition and marking before decomposition should be the same as those after
decomposition. The firability condition and external gate condition of a transition before
decomposition are described as follows:
M

N

Q

R

m 1

n 1

q 1

r 1

II
t j (k )   p Ij ,m (k )   p Oj ,n (k )   g IP
j ,q (k )   g j ,r (k )
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g (k )   g ( k )   g EIj ,v ( k )
E
j

u 1
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where,
: input place set of transition j

M
I

p j ,m ( k ) : state of input place m of transition j at time sequence k
: output place set of transition j

N
O

p j ,n ( k ) : state of output place n of transition j at time sequence k
: internal permissive gate signal set of transition j

Q
IP

g j ,q ( k ) : internal permissive gate signal variable q of transition j at time sequence k
: internal inhibitive gate signal set of transition j

R
II

g j ,r ( k ) : internal inhibitive gate signal variable r of transition j at time sequence k
U

(1)

: external permissive gate signal set of transition j

(2)
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EP

g j ,u ( k ) : external permissive gate signal variable u of transition j at time sequence k
: external inhibitive gate signal set of transition j

V
EI

g j ,v ( k ) : external inhibitive gate signal variable v of transition j at time sequence k
The addition or removal of a token of a place is described as follows:

p Ij ,m (k  1)  p Ij ,m (k )  (t j (k )  g Ej (k ))

(3)

p Oj ,n ( k  1)  p Oj ,n ( k )  (t j ( k )  g Ej ( k ))

(4)

The firability condition of a transition after decomposition is described as follows:
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From eq.(2) and eq.(6),
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: input place set of transition jsub of subnet sub
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p jsub , m ( k ) : state of input place m of transition jsub of subnet sub at time sequence k
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From eq.(1) and eq.(5),
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: output place set of transition jsub of subnet sub

p jsub , n ( k ) : state of output place n of transition jsub of subnet sub at time sequence k

(7)

(8)
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The addition or removal of a token of a place connected to a decomposed transition is
described as follows:

p Ijsub ,m (k  1)  p Ijsub ,m (k )  (t j (k )  g Ej (k ))
p Ojsub,n ( k  1)  p Ojsub,n ( k )  (t j ( k )  g Ej ( k ))

(9)
(10)

Consequently it is proved that the firability condition of the original transition is equal to
AND operation of firability conditions of decomposed transitions. If and only if all of the
decomposed transitions are firable, then the global transitions are firable. The coordinator
program has been introduced to coordinate the decomposed subnets so that the aggregate
behavior of decomposed subnets is the same as that of the original Petri net.
In case that a transition in conflict with other transitions is decomposed, these transitions
should be coordinated by the station controller (Fig. 3).
t1

t2

t3

decomposition
t1

t22

t21

t3

t21,t22: global transition
t1,t3: local transition

Fig. 3. Decomposition of transition in conflict
The Petri net based control structure with introduction of coordinator is shown in Fig. 4. The
control software is distributed into the station controller and machine controllers. The
station controller is composed of the Petri net based controller and the coordinator. The
conceptual Petri net model is allocated to the Petri net based controller for management of
the overall system. The detailed Petri net models are allocated to the Petri net based
controllers in the machine controllers. Each machine controller directly monitors and
controls the sensors and actuators of its machine.
The control of the overall system is achieved by coordinating these Petri net based
controllers. System coordination is performed through communication between the
coordinator in the station controller and the Petri net based controllers in the machine
controllers as the following steps.
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(1) When each machine controller receives the start signal from the coordinator, it tests the
firability of all transitions in its own Petri net, and sends the information on the global
transitions and the end signal to the coordinator.
(2) The coordinator tests the firability of the global transitions, arbitrates conflicts among
global and local transitions, and sends the names of firing global transitions and the end
signal to the machine controllers.
(3) Each machine controller arbitrates conflicts among local transitions using the
information from the coordinator, generates a new marking, and sends the end signal to
the coordinator.
(4) When the coordinator receives the end signal from all the machine controllers, it sends
the output command to the machine controllers.
(5) Each machine controller outputs the control signals to its actuators.
Multilevel hierarchical and distributed control for large and complex manufacturing
systems can be constructed such that the control system structure corresponds to the
hierarchical and distributed structure of the general manufacturing system. The overall
system is consistently controlled, such that a coordinator in a layer coordinates one-level
lower Petri net based controllers and is coordinated by the one-level upper coordinator.
Petri net engine
Global model

Station
controller

Coordinator
Determination of firing
global transitions
Firability test result of
global transitions in
machine N model

Firability test result of
global transitions in
machine 1 model
Petri net engine
Machine 1 model

Machine 1

Petri net engine
Machine N model

Machine
controller

Machine N

Fig. 4. Petri net based control structure with coordinator

4. Implementation of Example Control System
The basic procedures of modeling and decomposition of robotic manufacturing systems are
shown through a simple example. The manufacturing system has two robots, a machining
center, and two conveyors, where one is for carrying in and the other is for carrying out. The
example manufacturing system is shown in Fig. 5. The main execution of the system is
indicated as the following task specifications:
(1) A workpiece is carried in by the conveyor CV1.
(2) The robot R1 loads the workpiece to the machining center MC.
(3) The machining center MC processes the workpiece.
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(4) The robot R2 unloads the workpiece from the machining center and places it on the
conveyor CV2.
(5) The workpiece is carried out by the conveyor CV2.

Conveyor CV1
Robot R1

Machining
center MC

Conveyor CV2
Robot R2

Fig. 5. Example of robotic manufacturing system
A global, conceptual Petri net model is first chosen which describes the aggregate
manufacturing process. The places which represent the subtasks indicated as task
specifications are connected by arcs via transitions in the specified order corresponding to
the flow of subtasks and a workpiece. The places representing the existence of machines are
also added to connect transitions which correspond to the beginning and ending of their
subtasks. Thus at the conceptual level the manufacturing process is represented as shown in
Fig. 6. In this step, if necessary, control conditions such as the capacity of the system
between the respective subtasks must be connected to regulate the execution of the Petri net.
Next, each place representing a subtask at the conceptual level is translated into a detailed
subnet. Fig. 7 shows the detailed Petri net representation of loading, processing and
unloading in Fig. 6.
For the manufacturing system, various control structures can be considered as shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. In the centralized control system, the station controller directly controls all the
machines using detailed Petri net (Fig. 8). For an example structure of hierarchical and
distributed control composed of one station controller and three machine controllers (Fig.
9(b)), the Petri net executed in each machine controller is shown in Fig. 10.
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Conveyor CV1

t1

Conveyor CV2

t4

t3
MC

t2 Robot R1

t6

Robot R2 t5

Carrying in Loading Processing Unloading Carrying out

Fig. 6. Petri net representation of the example system at the conceptual level
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Waiting
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(a) Loading

t3 Backward Positioning Machining Forward

Unfixing t4

(b) Processing

t4

(MC)
Waiting

t9

(Robot R2)
Moving

Grasp

Moving

Put on

(Conveyor CV2)
Waiting

(c) Unloading
Fig. 7. Detailed Petri net representation of subtask operations
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Station controller
R1 R2 MC CV1 CV2
Fig. 8. Example structure of centralized control system

Station controller
Machine
controller
R1 R2 MC CV1 CV2
(a)

Station controller
Robot
controller
R1

MC
controller
R2

MC

Conveyor
controller
CV1

CV2

(b)

Station controller
R1
controller

R2
controller

MC
controller

CV1
controller

CV2
controller

R1

R2

MC

CV1

CV2

(c)
Fig. 9. Example structures of hierarchical and distributed control system
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(Robot R1)

t21 Moving t100 Grasp t71 Moving t101Put on t81 Waiting t31
(Robot R2)
t41 Moving t102 Grasp

t91 Moving

t103 Put on

t51

(a) Robot controller

(Loading)

t22 Forwardt200Waiting t82 Fixing

t32

t32

(Processing)
Unfixing
Backward Positioning Machining Forward
t201
t202
t203
t204

t42

t42

(Unloading)

Waiting t92

(b) MC controller

(Conveyor CV1)

(Conveyor CV2)

t13 Carring in t23 Waiting t73 t43 Waiting t53Carring out t63

(c) Conveyor controller
Fig. 10. Petri net representation of machine controllers
( : global transition, : local transition)
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For the example system, the hierarchical and distributed control system has been realized
using a set of PCs. Each machine controller is implemented on a dedicated PC. The robot
controller executes robot motion control through the transmission of command. The station
controller is implemented on another PC. Communications among the controllers are
performed using serial communication interfaces. The machine controllers control two
conveyors or robots, so control software on each PC is written using multithreaded
programming.
The names of global transitions and their conflict relations are loaded into the coordinator in
the station controller. The connection structure of a decomposed Petri net model and conflict
relations among local transitions are loaded into the Petri net based controller in a machine
controller. In the connection structure, a transition of a Petri net model is defined using the
names of its input places and output places; for example, t1-1=b1-1, -b1-11, where the
transition no.1 (t1-1) of Robot controller (subsystem no.1) is connected to the input place
no.1 and the output place no.11. For the distributed control system shown in Fig. 9(b),
information inputted to the loader is as follows.
(Robot controller)
t1-21=-b1-3 t1-100=b1-3,-b1-4 t1-71=b1-4, -b1-5 t1-101=b1-5, -b1-6
t1-81=b1-6, -b1-7 t1-31=b1-7 t1-41=-b1-13 t1-102=b1-13,-b1-14
t1-91=b1-14, -b1-15 t1-103=b1-15, -b1-16 t1-51=b1-16
(MC controller)
t2-22=-b2-8 t2-200=b2-8, -b2-9 t2-82=b2-9, -b2-10
t2-42=b2-11, -b2-17 t2-92=b2-17
(Conveyor controller)
t3-13=-b3-1 t3-23=b3-1, -b3-2 t3-73=b3-2
t3-53=b3-12, -b3-19 t3-63=b3-19

t2-32=b2-10, -b2-12

t3-43=-b3-12

Using the names of transitions in the subsystems, global transitions are defined; for
example, G2: t0-2, t1-21, t2-22, t3-23 indicates that the global transition G2 is composed of
the transition no.2 of Station controller (subsystem no.0) , the transition no.21 of Robot
controller, the transition no.22 of MC controller (subsystem no.2), and the transition no.23 of
Conveyor controller (subsystem no.3). Then, the coordinator information for the example
distributed control system is as follows.
G1: t0-1, t3-13 G2: t0-2, t1-21, t2-22, t3-23 G3: t1-71, t3-73
G4: t1-81, t2-82 G5: t0-3, t1-31, t2-32 G6: t0-4, t1-41, t2-42, t3-43
G7: t1-91, t2-92 G8: t0-5, t1-51, t3-53 G9: t0-6, t3-63

By executing the coordinator and Petri net based controllers algorithms based on
loaded information, simulation experiments have been performed. Experimental
results show that the decomposed transitions fire at the same time as the original
transition of the detailed Petri net of the whole system task. Firing transitions and
marking of tokens can be directly observed on the display at each time sequence
using the Petri net simulator.
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5. Conclusions
A methodology to construct hierarchical and distributed control systems, which correspond
to the hardware structure of manufacturing systems, has been presented. The overall control
structure composed of one station controller and several machine controllers has been
implemented using a communication network of PCs for the example robotic
manufacturing system. The conceptual Petri net model of task specification is allocated to
the Petri net based controller in the station controller for management of the overall system.
The detailed Petri net models are allocated to the Petri net based controllers in the machine
controllers. By introduction of the coordinator, the Petri net based controllers are arranged
according to the hierarchical and distributed nature of the manufacturing system.
Experimental results show that the decomposed transitions fire at the same time as the
original transition of the detailed Petri net of the whole system task. The Petri net model in
each Petri net based machine controller is not so large and easily manageable. Thus,
modeling, simulation and control of large and complex manufacturing systems can be
performed consistently using Petri nets.
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1. Introduction
Distributed systems (Tanenbaum, 1995) (Coulouris et al., 2001) are increasing with the
development of networks. The development of computer networks has enabled the
emergence of new applications benefiting from the power and flexibility offered by the
distribution of their functions on different computers. We are interested more particularly in
this work on the networked control of manufacturing systems. Manufacturing systems are a
class of discrete event systems whose elements are interacting together to build products or
to perform services. The concept of flexible manufacturing systems FMS has been
introduced to develop new manufacturing systems able to produce small or average series
of products.
Modeling such systems is very important to verify some properties especially performance
issues. In the literature, many models have been proposed to model manufacturing systems
(Toguyeni, 2006) (Sarjoughian et al., 2005) (Berruet, 2005). However, the classical modeling
paradigm is generally based on a centralized point of view. Indeed, this kind of modeling
does not take into account the fact that the system will be distributed when implemented
over different machines, sensors, actors, etc. So, the properties obtained at the design stage
are not necessarily guaranteed at the implementation stage.
In addition, the proposed models do not take into account the underlying network and
protocols in terms of performance and information exchange. The behavior and design of
manufacturing systems are affected by the underlying network features: performance,
mobility, availability and quality of service characteristics.
A way to overcome such problems is to model these systems in a distributed way. A
distributed system-model offers means to describe precisely all interesting forms of
unpredictability as they occur. It takes into account each part of the system, available
resources, and system changes together with the underlying network. Once this model is
made, its implementation is easier since it has the same characteristic as the desired system.
Nevertheless, these systems are complex: they show massive distribution, high dynamics,
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and high heterogeneity. Therefore, it is necessary to model these systems in a way that
provides higher degree of confidence and rigorous solutions.
To cope with this challenge, we propose the use of a component-based methodology which
is consistent with the principle of distributed systems in which elements are reusable and
composable units of code. The component-based approach uses generic, hierarchical and
modular means to design and analyze systems. It shows that the system model can be
assembled from components working together and the designer needs only to identify the
good components that offer suitable services with regard to applications requirements. This
methodology allows the reusability and genericity of the components which reduces the
cost of the systems development.
In this chapter, we propose to model these systems with High-Level Petri Nets which is a
powerful tool particularly dedicated to concurrent and distributed formalism, allowing to
model both protocol and service components. The work presented in this paper is part of a
larger approach on the design of distributed systems by the evaluation, in the design phase,
of the impact of network protocols on the distribution of the functions of a distributed
system on different computers (Masri et al., 2008-a) (Masri et al., 2008-b) (Masri et al., 2009).

2. Modeling with Petri nets
Petri nets have been proposed by C. A. Petri in 1962 in his PhD thesis “Communications
with Automata” (Petri, 1966). Petri nets are a mathematical and graphical tool used for
modeling, formal analysis, and design of different systems like computer networks, process
control plants, communication protocols, production systems, asynchronous, distributed,
parallel, and stochastic systems; mainly discrete event systems.
As a graphical tool, Petri nets provide a powerful communication medium between the user
and the designer. Instead of using ambiguous textual description, mathematical notation
difficult to understand or complex requirements, Petri nets can be represented graphically.
The graphical representation makes also Petri nets intuitively very appealing.
A Petri net graph contains two types of nodes: Places “p” and Transitions “t”. Graphically,
places are represented by circles, while transitions are represented by rectangles, Fig. 1.
Places and transitions are directly connected by arcs from places to transitions and from
transitions to places. A place P0 is considered as an input place of a transition t if there is an
arc from P0 to t. A place P1 is considered an output place of a transition t if there is an arc
from t to P1.
Places can contain tokens represented by dots. These tokens are the marking of places. The
initial marking of places is represented in the initial marking vector m0. The graphical
presentation of Petri nets shows the static properties of the systems, but they also have
dynamic properties resulting from the marking of a Petri net.
As a mathematical tool, a Petri net model can be described by a set of linear algebraic
equations, linear matrix algebra, or other mathematical models reflecting the behavior of the
system. This allows performing a formal analysis of the model and a formal check of the
properties related to the behavior of the system: deadlock, concurrent operations, repetitive
activities…
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Fig. 1. Simple Petri Net
2.1 Communication Systems Architecture
Communication systems are designed to send messages or information from a source to one
or more destinations. In general, a communication system can be represented by the
functional block diagram shown in Fig. 2. The original telecommunication system was
developed for voice communications.

Fig. 2. Functional Diagram of Communication System
Today communication networks include all types of voice, video and data communication
over copper wire, optical fibers or wireless medium. Networks (Mir, 2007) (Stallings, 2007)
are organized into a hierarchy of layers where each layer has a well defined function and
operates under specific protocols. The number of layers can vary from one network
reference model to another but the goal of a layered structure remains common to all
models. OSI model (Zimmermann, 1980) is structured in a series of 7 layers, while the
TCP/IP model includes only four layers, Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. OSI and TCP/IP Reference Models
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Each layer consists of hardware or software elements and provides a service to the layer
immediately above it. With Internet, an increasing numbers of computer networks are now
connected. The concept of telecommunication system has increased the complexity
significantly.
3.2 Proporties of our High-Level Petri Nets
In this subsection we will give a brief definition on the desired high-level Petri nets. This
definition is not far from the definition of colored Petri nets (Jensen,1991). However, we add
to this definition a time notation.
Definition: A High-Level Petri Net is a tuple N= (P, T, A, m0, Σ, Λ, G, E, D) where:

Σ is a finite set of non-empty color sets.

Λ is a color function, Λ: P → Σ

G is a guard function, G: T → Boolean expression, where:
t  T: [Type (G(t)) = Bexpr  Type (Var (G(t)))  Σ], where:
Type is the color type of the guard function,
Bexpr is a Boolean function
Var is the variables of the guard function.

E is an arc expression function, E: A→E(a), where:
a A: [Type(E(a)) = Λ(p(a))  Type (Var (E(a)))  Σ], p(a) is the place of arc a.

D is a delay function, D: E → TS, where TS is a delay associated to the arc inscription
with the annotation symbol “@”.
The arc expression function can contain any sign and/or mathematical or logical functions,
such as programming language expressions. The delay function can be associated to both
output arcs (from places to transitions) and input arcs (from transitions to places). The
implementation of this definition will be given by different examples.
1- Inscriptions, Guards and Tuples
Arcs are the connectors between places and transitions. Arcs can have arc inscriptions.
When a transition fires, its arc expressions are evaluated and tokens are moved according to
the result. Arc inscriptions can be simple, tuples or even mathematical operators. They can
be also variables or constants. However, inscriptions do not have the same meaning on both
input arc and output arc.
Fig. 5 shows different arc inscriptions. In Fig. 4 (a), the arc inscription contains
mathematical operation. The resulting of firing T1 is a token with value 8. While in (b) T2
can fire only if place P4 contains a token with value 5. Also tokens can be numbers or strings
as in place P5. The resulting of firing T2 is a token with value “hello” in place P6. However
in (c), T3 can fire with any value in place P7, but the resulting of this firing is a token with
the value 5 put in place P9. Other Java signs can be also used like the “!” sign which means
the not-equality, while “|” is an “or” sign.
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Fig. 4. Arc Inscriptions
Not like the arc inscriptions, guard inscriptions are expressions that are prefixed with the
reserved word guard associated to the transitions. A transition may only fire if all of its
guard inscriptions evaluate to true. Guards are the conditions that must be satisfied to fire
transitions. They can be used as if statements.

Fig. 5. Guard inscription
Fig. 5 shows an example of the guard inscription. To fire T1 both conditions must be true: y
greater than 10 and x greater than y. The tokens with value 42 and 100 in place P1 satisfy the
second condition. However, the value of token x is 50. So, only the token with value 42 can
be used to satisfy the first condition. The resulting of firing T1 is a token with value 50 + 42 =
92 put in place P3. Guards are also useful to identify the tokens.
A tuple is denoted by a comma-separated list of expressions that is enclosed in square
brackets. [1,“abc”,1.4] denotes a 3-tuple which has as its components the integer 1, the string
“abc”, and the double precision float 1.4. Tuples are useful for storing a whole group of
related values inside a single token and hence in a single place. A tuple, [[1,2],[3,4,5]], is a 2tuple that has a 2-tuple as its first component and a 3-tuple as its second component. This
might be useful if the components are hierarchically structured.
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Fig. 6. Tuples
Arc inscription can modify tokens and the structure of a tuple. Fig. 6 shows an example of
tuples. Tuples can be used to represent Protocol Data Unit PDU in communication protocols.
2- Stochastic and Probability Function
A stochastic process or random process is a collection of random variables. In Stochastic
Petri nets, the function Г is a set of firing rates that maps the set transitions T into a
probability density function f. The entry δiГ is an exponential distributed random variable,
whose f is a negative exponential, associated with transition ti.
F is a function that represents a probability distribution in terms of integrals such as:
, for any two numbers a and b

(1)

The probabilistic measure P is a function transforming the random variables to the interval
[0, 1] such that:
 P(x) is non-negative for all real x.
 The sum of P(x) over all the possible values that x can have is 1:
(2)
Where i represents all the possible values of x and Pi is the probability at xi, consequence
P(x)  [0, 1].
Fig. 7 shows a possible probabilistic process with the Random() function. The function
represents the generating of a random variable that can be easily implanted in Java to create
any type of random variable (class RandomVariable() in the package java.lang.object or any
Java random function). In the figure, the firing of transition T generates a 2-tuple token [x, i]
in place S. In this token, x models the type of the object and i is, for example, the type of the
measure of a characteristic of this object. Let us assume that i is a random variable in the
interval [0, 1]. Because of the guards on the transitions, the token in place S can only enable
one of the three transitions T1, T2 and T3. The value of i equals to randomly generated value
of this function. The firing of the enabled transition depends on the value of i:
 If the value of i is less than 0.2, T1 can be fired and hence a token of value x is put in
place D1.
 If the value of i is greater than or equals to 0.2 and less than 0.55, then T2 is the
enabled and the fired transition.
 However, if the value of i is greater than or equal to 0.55 then T3 can be fired and
hence the token x is put in place D3.
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Fig. 7. Probabilistic Process with the Random() Function
3- Token Identification
Workstations exchanging messages put the source and destination addresses in the header
of the message. The workstation which has the destination address can pick up the message.
Token identification is very important to model this process. High-level Petri nets allow the
identification of tokens.
The guard inscription on the transitions can be used to identity a token depending on its
fields (in the input places). Consider the example in fig. 8, a workstation, sensing the
channel for reception, can only pick up the packet if its destination address is “1” (assumed
to be its address). Other verifications can be done such as the identification of the contents of
the packet if it is an acknowledgement packet or data packet.

Fig. 8. Token Identification
4- Timing
Time notation is added to PN formalism to model time dependencies. A time stamp is
attached to each token. Delays are associated to arc inscriptions in order to control the time
stamps of token and the firing times of transitions. To add a delay to an arc, the symbol “@”
and an expression representing the number of time units are added to the arc inscription.
For example, the inscription x@5 indicates that the token must stay or will be available after
5 units of time.
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Delays at the input arcs (from places to transitions) mean that a token must remain available
for given time before firing the transition (timed transition). However, delays at the output
arcs specify that a token is only available after some time (immediate transitions). Delays
can be created by a random number generator or depend on the result of an action. Delays
may depend also on the token values to delay the input token itself, which means that [x,
t]@t is legal.
Timing adds another firing rule. Immediate transitions have more priority over timed
transitions. To construct the vector of enabled transitions V(t) in the net, local remaining time
of the tokens LRT in the input places with respect to the arrival time of token in the place is
used. The time inscription at the output arcs of a place (input arc for a transition) only
indicates the time a token must stay in that place before firing the transition. The time for
each place is computed locally for each arc-transition delay, but to compute the effective
remaining time t for each enabled transition, the maximum local remaining time for each input
place of that transition is used:
(3)
Where °t is the set of input places of transition t, with LRT = 0 for the input arcs with no
time inscription.
Once V(t) is constructed, the transition with the minimum remaining time is first fired:
(4)
Where ti  V(t) is an enabled transition in the vector V(t).
In Fig. 9, transitions T1 and T2 are immediate. The inscription on the output arc between T1
and P2 indicates that the token is put (available) in place P2 after 10 units of time, but it is
immediately removed from place P1. So, the arrival of a token to place P3 during the 10
units of time would not have any effect on the net since the token in place P1 has been
already removed by the fire of T1. This case is similar to the firing rules found in Timed
Petri nets.

Fig. 9. Time Inscription on the Output Arcs
In Fig. 10, transition T1 is enabled but cannot fire before 10 units of time, (tokens in place P1
must stay available for 10 units of time before firing T1). After firing T1, a token with value 5
is put in place P2. However, T2 is an immediate transition since time delays are not added to
any of its input arcs. So, if a token is put in place P3 during the 10 units of time, it is fired
immediately and transition T1 is no longer enabled. In this special case, the firing of
transition T1 is as the firing rule of a T-time Petri net with interval [10, 10].
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Fig. 10. Time Inscription on the Input Arcs
Fig. 11 shows the general case to find the fired transition. In the figure, the firing of T1 or T2
depends on the token arrival time in each input place (for T1: places P1 and P3; for T2:
places P3 and P5). If we assume that one token is put in each place at the same time, both T1
and T2 are enabled. To compute the effective firing time, we get:
T1 = max {2, 7} = 7, T2 = max {3, 5} = 5
FFired(t) = min {T1 = 7, T2 = 5} = T2
So, T2 is the fired transition.
However, if we assume that a token is put in place P1 3 units of time before the arrival of the
other tokens, we get:
T1 = max {2, 4} = 4, T2 = max {3, 5} = 5
FFired(t) = min {T1 = 4, T2 = 5} = T1
Here, we used the local remaining time for place P1 (7 – 3 = 4 units of time). Thus, the fired
transition is T1 since the token in place P1 has already resided part of its staying time (time
inscription on the arc).

Fig. 11. Computing the Effective Firing Time

4. Componenet-Based Modeling
Component-based engineering (Brereton & Budgen, 2000) has a huge importance for
rigorous system design methodologies. It is based on the statement which is common to all
engineering disciplines: complex systems can be obtained by assembling components,
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ideally commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) (Carney and F. Long, 2000). Reusability and
genericity are key factors that contribute to this success and importance. Component-based
development aims at decreasing development time and costs by creating applications from
reusable, easily connectible and exchangeable building blocks.
In component-based engineering research literature, several approaches (Gössler et al., 2007)
(Bastide & Barboni, 2004) have focused on the aspects of the development of components.
However, reusing available, ready-to-use components decreases time-to-market for new
systems and applications. This may be done by selecting the appropriate components from
the available components based on the needs and then assembling them to build a new
component system-model.
Different methods of component specification software exist; from the Interface Description
Language IDL (Object Management Groups’ CORBA, java based components such as
JavaBeans and Microsoft’s .Net) to formal methods, by design-by-contract methods. Despite
their widely difference in the details, they have a common concept: a component is a black
box that is accessed through exposed interfaces.
4.1 Components interfaces
Components abstraction is useful for reducing the design complexity by decomposing a
problem into connected components. Abstraction (or specification) describes the functional
behavior of the components, i.e. components are considered to be specific to an application.
Abstraction focuses on the important characteristics of component upon the designer point
of view. This definition supports the abstraction of data, hiding internal function, reusability
and self-contained component behaviour descriptions. Thus, during the design of
components we must focus on well-defining the service offered by the component at its
interfaces and the parameters that can be adapted to the application requirements, rather
than spending the time on describing its internal behaviour. This can be achieved by giving
appropriate names to the interfaces and parameters and documenting these interfaces and
parameters.
Components can be built according to the needs of the user and different requirements and
points of view. However, these components are characterized by:

The service they offer: each component has its own functionality and service. The
resulting of this service depends on the parameters and value given to the
component.

The hidden implementation: the service and functionality are hidden. However, the
designer has the access to the internal code but there is no need to modify the code.

The interfaces: to access the component service or to connect the components,
interfaces are used. Several modes of connection between the different components
in the model can be defined.
The component interfaces declare the services that a component offers. They are used as an
access point to the component functionality by other components. Since we use Petri nets to
model the different component behaviors, we used places to be the input interfaces of
components and the output interfaces are transitions. The input interfaces (places) receive as
many tokens as the producer components. The output interfaces (transitions) generate as
many tokens as the consuming components, Fig.12.
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(b) output interfaces

This choice is coherent with the traditional way to model asynchronous communication
between processes modeled by Petri Nets. Moreover it guarantees the genericity of the
components and facilitates the connection between the different components.
The connection between interfaces of two blocks can be 1-to-many, many-to-1 or 1-to-1. As
an example, Fig. 13 shows a many-to-1 and a 1-to-many connections. To illustrate the
interest of this choice of interfaces, let us consider the modeling of workstations connected
to a communications bus. A many-to-1 connection is used to connect workstations output
transitions to a medium input place since workstations put their data on the medium only.
A 1-to-many connection is used to connect the medium output transitions to workstations
input places, since all the workstations can see the signals propagating on the medium.

Fig. 13.

(a) input interfaces

(b) output interfaces

This approach is very useful to deal with the complexity due to the size of a system. Indeed,
if one has already a model of some workstations connected on a bus and one wants to
increase the size of its model, the connection of new workstations can be done easily just by
adding an arc between the output transition of the bus model and the input place of the
station model. So this does not require any modification of the bus or the workstation
component. Conversely, if the transitions are used as input interfaces and places as output
interfaces, the addition of a new workstation would need to add a new token in the output
place, and hence modify the internal code, so we loss the genericity.

5. Modeling Communication Protocols
In our approach, we want to model reusable components. In this section, we will build the
components that will be used to model the communication protocols. The modeling will be
hierarchical since we build first the basic components. Then, with these components, we
construct composite-components.
Before starting the construction of modeling components, we will analyze the data link layer
protocols that we are interested in this work. These analyses will help to identify the basic
common behaviors of the different protocols that lead to define basic components. These
basic components are the initial brick of the library that will serve to model all the complete
behavior of the different protocols.
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5.1 A top-down analysis methodology
To build the basic components one must identify these components to be reused in different
models. Since we are interested in manufacturing systems, the analyses will be made at the
Data Link Layer protocols. The Data Link Layer DLL is the second layer in the OSI model. The
data link layer is often split in two sub-layers: the logical link control LLC and the Media
Access Control MAC, Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. IEEE MAC Sublayer
The next step is to define the protocols that have the same functionality. Here, one can find
two protocols Ethernet IEEE 802.3 (IEEE, 2009) and wireless IEEE 802.11 Distributed
Coordination Function DCF (IEEE, 2007) protocols that share the carrier sense multiple access
CSMA procedure (IEEE, 2002) to send the data over the shared medium. Finally, one must
find the common behaviors to associate basic components to it. The resulting of these
analyses is three basic common elements:
1) Channel check:
A workstation attempting to send data must at first check if the channel is free or not.
Ethernet uses the CSMA/CD Protocol. Here CD means collision detection. The workstation
must check if the channel is free for a period of 9.6µs before it starts its transmission.
The IEEE 802.11 DCF uses the CSMA/CA protocol. Here CA means collision avoidance. To
use the network, a workstation must before check if the channel is free for more than a
period of time called Distributed Inter-Frame Space DIFS, Fig. 15. If so, the workstation
starts a random backoff before starting its transmission. If the channel status is changed in
both Ethernet and IEEE 802.11 deferring and backoff times, the workstation must restart the
process of sensing the channel.

Fig. 15. Channel Access in IEEE 802.11 DCF
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2) Sending and Receiving: Data, Acknowledgments and JAM:
Workstations send and receive packets. These packets can be data packets, acknowledgment
packets or JAM frame (a 32-bit frame, put in place of the correct MAC CRC). In Ethernet
networks, workstations receive either a data packet or a JAM after a collision. The
destination workstation does not need to send an acknowledgment to the transmitter at the
MAC layer.

Fig. 16. Backoff mechanism in IEEE 802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS
However, in wireless LANs, the destination workstation must send an acknowledgment to
the transmitter after a successful reception of a packet, Fig. 16. Otherwise, the transmitter
will consider that its packet is lost or a collision has occurred, so it will retransmit this
packet causing an extra load on network worthlessly. On the other hand, to send data,
workstations need only to put the destination address in the packet. Since the medium is
shared in most LAN technologies, all the workstations will see the packet. However, only
the workstation that has the destination address reads the packet and the others will either
forward it, or drop it.
3) Random and Binary Exponential Backoffs
In communication networks errors can occur. This is due to many factors like the
surrounding environment, noise and interference, or because of collisions. Ethernet and
IEEE 802.11 networks use the channel check and the inter-frame space to decide the medium
access. Thus, collisions may occur when more than one workstation transmit on the shared
medium at the same time. In Ethernet, the maximum time needed to send the first bit from
one end to the other end of a 10BaseT medium is 25.6 µs. During this time, (an)other
workstation(s) may attempt to send its data, as that the channel is considered as free.
As a result, a JAM signal is propagated over the shared medium informing the occurrence of
a collision. Each workstation concerned by a collision starts a binary expositional backoff
procedure, called BEB, to decide when it can do a new attempt to access the medium. The
BEB algorithm computes randomly a waiting delay that increases with the number of the
attempts Tn of the workstation.
At the beginning Tn equals zero. Each time a collision occurs, the workstation increments Tn
counter until it reaches 15. Before trying to transmit its data again, the workstation starts a
BEB by taking a random value between 0 and 2X and multiplies it by 51.2 µs, where:
����, if � � ���� � ��
�������������������������������
�� �
��, if �� � ���� � ��
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This helps in decreasing the possibility for a collision occurrence. In case of no collision, the
workstation continues transmitting and when it is done it leaves the channel. However, If
Tn reaches 15, (the load on the channel is very high), then the workstation aborts its
transmission and tries it again later.
In wireless LANs, after a collision, no JAM signal is sent. However, if the workstation does
not receive an acknowledgment after a period of time equals to Short IFS SIFS (Fig. 15), it
considers that a collision has occurred and starts a backoff procedure. For each
retransmission attempt, the backoff grows exponentially according to the following
equation:
(6)
STbackoff = R(0,CW) * Slot-time
Where:

ST is the backoff time.

CW is the Contention Window.

R is a random function.
In general, the initial value of CW (CWmin) is 16. After each unsuccessful transmission
attempt, CW is doubled until a predefined maximum CWmax is reached (often 1024).
There are two major differences between Ethernet and IEEE 802.11 backoff processes:
1- The wireless LAN starts a backoff procedure even at the first attempt to send its
data (Fig. 10), while Ethernet does not. This is one of the mechanisms used to
implement the Collision Avoidance feature of CSMA/CA.
2- Ethernet starts its BEB algorithm after a collision (without conceding the status of
the channel) and then restarts checking the channel to send its data.
While in IEEE 802.11, the workstation checks first the channel status and then it
decrements its backoff by:

R � �,
R �� �
R,

if the channel is f�ee �u�in� � time slot
if the channel becoms busy

�����������������������

The design of CSMA protocol offers fair access in a shared medium. This means that all the
workstations have a chance to use the network and workstations cannot capture the channel
for ever. The remaining value of R is reused after the channel status becomes free for more
than a DIFS period. The workstation starts sending its data when R equals zero.
5.2 A bottom-up construction methodology
As one can see in the last subsection, three elements are in common. These elements can now
be used to model the basic components.
1- The channel-check component
Fig. 17 shows a channel check component. Elements in light gray represent the places
and transitions used to build the component. Elements in dark gray represent the interfaces
of the component. Initially, the channel is idle for all workstations. This is represented by a
token in place “Idle”. A workstation that wants to send data (a token in place “Data send”)
must first check the channel.
In wireless LANs, the channel must be free for a period more than DIFS, while in Ethernet, it
is 9.6 μs. This is represented by the ‘@t’ at the arc between place “Idle” and transition “TF”
(t’ equals 9.6 μs in Ethernet and 50 μs in 802.11b). The workstation must wait before it starts
transmitting, represented by a token put in place “sdata”. In Ethernet the wait “@t” equals
to 9.6 μs, while in 802.11 it is equal to random value between CWmin and CWmax slots time.
Place “Backoff/Deferring Time” and transition “FC” is used to decrement the backoff in
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wireless LAN, while for Ethernet, it can be left as it is in the figure (no dependence to that
transition in the model).

Fig. 17. Channel Check Component
Consequently, if the channel status is changed (a token is put in place “Busy”), the
workstation can be in one of the following states:
 It is the transmitter (there is no more tokens in place “sdata”), then nothing is
changed and the token in place “Busy” is consumed by transition T1;
 It attempt to send or it has no data to send, then T2 is fired;
 It is in the backoff/deferring phase, then T3 is fired (the workstation rechecks the
channel again) and a token is put in place “BusyC” to stop decrementing the
backoff. Hence, in wireless LAN, the workstation stops decrementing the backoff,
but it keeps its remaining value.
In the three cases the channel status is changed from idle to busy.
Initially, this component has one token with value 1 (representing the free channel) in place
Idle. The use of this component is possible in any protocol that demands the sensing the
channel before transmitting data. It represents also the status of the channel free or idle. Let
us notice here that, for genericity, we use two parameters t’ and t to define the delay on the
arc Idle-FT and arc Backoff/Deferring Time-Transmit.
2- Receiving and sending ACK component
Workstations receive two types of packets: data packet and ACK/JAM frames. In
Ethernet network, no acknowledgment is sent after the reception of packet. Therefore, the
received packet can be either a data packet or a Jam frame. While in wireless LAN, the
received packet is either a data packet or an acknowledgment frame.
Fig. 18 shows the receiving and sending acknowledgment component. One assumes that a
token is put in place “Receive”. The fields of the token represents: the source address “Sr”,
the destination address “Dr”, the received data “rdara” and the last field represents the
lengths of the packet. The workstation checks at first the destination address “Dr” of the
packet. The guard condition on transition “Address” checks if the received packet belongs
to this workstation, a token is put in place “Data?”. Otherwise, the token in place “Receive”
is eliminated by transition “Drop”. Hence, for simplicity, “Dr==1” is considered as the own
address of the workstation, while “Dr==0” is used to represent the multicast or JAM frame
reception.
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Next, the guard condition of transition “ACK/JAM” is used to check if the received frame is
an ACK frame or a JAM frame (for Ethernet only). The “abc” in the guard can be modified
according to the needs of the designer and the type of network. However, if the received
packet is a data packet, transition “DA” is enabled. This transition is fired after a time equals
to the time needed to receive the packet modeled by the “@time(Lr)” at the outgoing arc.
This “@time(Lr)” is a function that returns the time corresponding to the length “Lr” of the
packet.

Fig. 18. Receiving and Sending ACK Component
Let us notice here, the functions dynamicity can be used to model mobility of a wireless
networks nodes. This can be done since the bit rate is a function of the signal strength and
that the signal strength is a function of distance. This means if the source knows the location
of the destination, then the distance can be computed, and hence the time needed to send a
packet is determined.
The last step is to represent the bit rate or receiving errors. The random function Random() is
used to generate a random variable i. Assuming that the bit rate error is less than or equal to
10% of the transmitted/received packets. So, if the value of i is less than 0.1, then the packet
is discarded (the token in place RD is consumed by transition “BE”). Else, the packet is
received correctly and then an acknowledgment is sent, by firing transition “SA”. This
interface can be left unconnected in Ethernet. As we can see in Fig. 14, the modification of
tuples can be done easily, just by modifying the arc inscriptions according to our needs.
As one can see, this component has an important functionality since it is used to identify the
received data (own or not), the type of the received data (JAM, ACK, data frame) and the
process of sending an acknowledgment after a successful reception. Thus the use of this
component is possible for the protocols demanding the identification of data and the
send/receive process.
3- Backoff / BEB component
The third component is the backoff / BEB component shown in Fig. 19. As we can see in
the figure, retransmitting the packet depends on the value of n, (transitions T6 and T7). If
the packet is correctly sent/received (a token is put in place “Done”), then n is reset to z (0
for Ethernet and 1 for wireless), for the next attempt to transmit, place N. However, the
component inscriptions depend on the type of the network. As an example, Table II shows
the differences between Ethernet and IEEE 802.11b networks.
In addition to Table 1, in Ethernet, places “FreeC” and “BusyCh” are not used (they can be
left as it is), since the backoff decrement in Ethernet does not depend on the status of the
channel. While in 802.11b, this interface is very important in decrementing the backoff each
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time the channel is free for a slot time or the backoff is conserved if the channel status is
changed to busy.

Fig. 19. Backoff / BEB Component
The firing of transition TS represents the (re)transmission allowance of a packet (backoff
equals to 0). The backoff component is useful for the protocols that may need a specific
timing procedure since it can be related to another components (which the case of wireless:
by checking channel always) or just for standalone use.
Variable
Ethernet
IEEE 802.11b
Value
fun1(n)

n<15

n<33

fun2(n)

n=n+1

n=n*2

y

16

64

z

0

1
2X),

X

R(0, Q)

random(0,
depends on n

Fun(R)

R*51.2µs

0

ST(t)

0

Time slot (20μs)

random(0, CW)

Table 1. Differences between Ethernet and IEEE 802.11b networks
5.3 Application protocols
In this subsection, we will illustrate our modeling approach through two examples: IEEE
802.3 Ethernet MAC protocol and IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol because both protocols are
based on CSMA. One of the objectives is to illustrate the advantage of having generic
components and the hierarchical composition that allows building composite-components.
1) Modeling an Ethernet workstation
Ethernet is the most widely used LAN technology in the world. Ethernet was designed at its
beginning at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center PARC, in 1973. The used protocol differs
from the classical protocols like token control, where a station cannot send before it receives
an authorization signal, the token. With Ethernet, before transmitting, a workstation must
check the channel to ensure that there is no communication in progress, which is known as
the CSMA/CD Protocol.
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Fig. 20 shows the detailed and complete module for the Ethernet workstation. As one can
see in the figure, the three components: Backoff component, Channel Check component and
Receive/Send component are reused to build the workstation. To complete the model and
to bind the used components together, some additional places and transitions (in white) are
used to answer the specification of an Ethernet workstation.

Fig. 20. Composite design of an Ethernet Workstation Component based on Generic Basic
Components
In the figure, one can see that five interfaces were not connected:
An important notice is that the whole component can be reused as one component for the
Ethernet workstation to build a complete Ethernet network. In other words, this new
component is seen as a composite-component with the black places and transitions as the
interfaces of this new component.
2) Modeling a 802.11b DCF workstation
Fig. 21 shows the detailed and complete module for the DCF IEEE 802.11b workstation
model by the reuse of ready-to-use components designed from the previous sections. The
workstation sets the value of N to 1 (place “N”), sense the channel (transition “TF”), sends
its data (place and transition “Send”) and waits for an acknowledgment (place “Wait”). If no
acknowledgment is received during the SIFS period or 10μs, Transition T11 will fire putting
a token in place “Retransmit?” to check if the packet can be retransmitted (transition T6) or
not (transition T7).
As one can see in this figure, all the components are reused to compose the workstation
module. All the interfaces were also used in this module.
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Fig. 21. Hierarchical Design of a DCF IEEE 802.11b Workstation Component based on
Generic Basic Components

6. Experimental Validation
In the previous sections, we have modeled several components (basic and composite
components). In this section, we will validate and evaluate the quality and accuracy of our
model by means of simulation. The obtained results will be compared with the data given
by other studies about IEEE 802.11b network and also the results of NS-2 simulations
performed in the same conditions.
6.1 Simulations and Results
To perform the simulations, many tools and extensions of Petri nets exist such as PROD,
Renew, ALPHA/Sim, CPN Tools, Artifex and other tools (Petri Nets World, 20090.
However, the development of most of these tools has been stopped for a long time, they do
not support our needs or they are commercial. Two main, free of charge tools were possible
to cover the previous features “CPN Tools” (CPN, 2007) and “Renew 2.1.1” (Renew, 2008).
However, during simulation, “CPN Tools” has shown an important problem that does not
apply to our timing needs. We have chosen “Renew” since it is a Java-based high-level Petri
nets discrete-event simulator. This combination has permitted modeling all the selection
criteria defined previously and more, since it allows the use of nearly all the functions
offered by Java.
Our simulations are based on full-mesh dense networks with different numbers of
workstations:
1- The simulations were performed for different number of workstations sharing the
medium.
2- For each case, the simulations were repeated 100 times to get average measures.
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Each simulation assumes that all nodes transmit at 11Mbps.
All nodes attempt to send data as soon as possible.
Each node has 1000 packets (to get the average possible measures) with average
packet length of 1150 bytes (packet length varied from 800 byte to 1500byte).
6- All simulations were accomplished on Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor T2300, 2G of
RAM.
1- Average bandwidth per node
The first result is the average bandwidth per workstation. Fig. 22 shows the throughput of
802.11b nodes sharing a bandwidth of 11Mbps. As illustrated by the figure, the bandwidth
per node decreases logically with the increase of nodes number. When the number of nodes
is small each workstation has more bandwidth from the shared effective bandwidth.
However, when the number of the nodes on the network increases, the bandwidth is
decreasing exponentially. This is due to the increased number of collisions on the network,
and so more bandwidth will be lost.
The other factor is that CSMA gives fair timing to the machines to access the channel. Thus,
workstations must wait longer time to have access to the channel. Another factor is after a
collision, the workstations must double their contention window which means longer
backoff time. So, more time is spent to decrement the backoff or less total bandwidth.

Fig. 22. Bandwidth Variation with Number of Nodes
2- Collisions rate percentage
The next step is to compute the collision rate percentage or errors versus the network
utilization. Fig. 23 shows how the collision rate increases when the number of workstations
increases. As we can see in the figure, when three workstations are sharing the medium, the
collision rate is nearly 8%. However, when there are 12 workstations sharing the medium,
the collision rate reaches 23.2%. These results confirm the results obtained in the previous
section and our explanation.
As one can see, the collision rate is increasing linearly until certain point (8 workstations).
The reason is when more workstations attempt to send, more packets are on the shared
channel and hence the probability that a collision occurs increases. However, when the
number increases more, the collision rate increase becomes slower. The explanation for this
evolution is the backoff procedure. With more workstations, the number of collisions increases,
and the value of CW also increases (backoff time). On the other hand, this increment of
backoff time decreases the probability of a collision, since workstations in collision must
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wait for longer time before attempting to send again. So, the collision rate increment
becomes slower.

Fig. 23. Collisions Rate Percentage
3- Transmission Time per Packet
The next test is to measure the overall time needed to send a packet over Ethernet or DCF
protocols (from sender side to receiver side). Fig. 24 shows the time required to transmit one
packet versus the number of nodes on the network. The transmission time increases linearly
due to the increased number of sent packets on the network and collision rate.

Fig. 24. Transmission Time per Packet
However, sending a packet over Ethernet requires less time than sending it over DCF. The
figure shows that with three nodes on the network, DCF seems to be the same as Ethernet.
However, with the increase of nodes the difference becomes obvious. This is due to:
1- A workstation attempting to use the channel in wireless networks needs to ensure
that the channel is idle during a DIFS period or 50µs, while in Ethernet it only
needs 9.6 µs.
2- From the first attempt to transmit, wireless nodes starts a backoff procedure (Bavg
= 8 * 20 µs) decremented only if the channel is idle, while in Ethernet, workstations
defers only for 9.6 µs.
3- After a collision, in wireless networks, the channel status becomes idle only when
all the workstations finish their transmissions (no collision detection process),
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while in Ethernet the channel becomes idle after 51.2 µs (channel acquisition slot
time).
The backoff procedure used after each collision in wireless networks doubles the
contention window value which is already 8 times greater than the one used in
Ethernet. This makes the backoff in wireless greater than Ethernet BEB even with
slot time (20µs) less than the 51.2 µs used in Ethernet.

6.3 Comparison with NS-2 simulator and other studies
To evaluate the quality and accuracy of our model, we have used the network simulator NS2 (NS2, 2008) as a comparative tool since it is widely used to model communication
protocols. The NS-2 simulator is a discrete-event network simulator that allows simulating
many scenarios defined by the user. It is commonly used in the research due to its
extensibility, since it is an open source model. NS2 is widely used in the simulation of
routing, multicast protocols and ad-hoc network.

Fig. 25. Comparison between our model and NS-2

Fig. 26. Effective Simulation Time versus number of nodes
Fig. 25 shows the results obtained from NS-2 and those from our model, (Fig. 22). As we can
see the results of both simulations Renew and NS-2, are nearly identical which confirms the
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correctness of our model. Moreover, if we compare our obtained results with those in
(Anastasi, 2005) and (Heusse, 2003), we can get also the same results from both the
simulation technique and the equation we obtained from the results.
The other comparison is the effective simulation time. As we can see in Fig. 26, the
simulation time increases in a linear way when the number of nodes increases. The figure
shows that NS2 needs less time to perform the same simulation. However, NS2 does not
support the step-by-step simulation to verify the system event by event. The second
important issue is that it is not possible to model distributed services with NS2 (no
supporting package). However, with “Renew” as Petri nets editor and simulator, it is
possible to combine both services and protocols in one global model.

7. Case Study: Evaluating Performance of ADistributed Manufacturing
System
In the last sections, we have shown the modeling part of the communication protocols. In
this section we will show the modeling part that concerns the services. An illustrative
example, Fig. 27, will be used to model the services offered by a production system. The
used modeling technique will be the same as the communication protocols, i.e. componentbased methodology, where each part of the system is modeled in hierarchical composition:
“service-workstation”, i.e. each service is modeled over a workstation.

Fig. 27. Manufacturing Plant with Flexibilities
Fig. 28 shows the complete messages exchanged to transfer a product from S to D areas.
Each process plays a different role with regard to the client/server mechanism. S is always a
client and D is always a server. The role of SD varies depending on the message. At first,
the source area S (workstation) sends a request message to the transfer workstation, SD (Ti
or Ri), containing the destination workstation D. Ti (or Ri) sends a request to D, requesting a
free place (Cons-D). If there is a free place, D will send a positive acknowledgment to Ti (or
Ri), otherwise S and Ti (or Ri) will stay in a waiting period. Once Ti (or Ri) receives the
acknowledgment, it sends two messages to S containing a positive acknowledgment and a
request to release the product. When the product is released S sends an acknowledgment to
Ti (or Ri) to start the transfer. When Ti (or Ri) takes the product, it sends an end message to S
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to free one its places (Cons-S). Finally, it sends a message to D asking the arrival of the
product to its side. Once the product arrives to D, it sends an acknowledgement to Ti (or Ri)
informing the end of the transfer.

Fig. 28. Exchanged Messages over the Network for the Transfer
7.1 Simulqting the complete system
The simulation was performed on the same PCs used in the above sections. The system is
assumed to perform 100 different products. The simulation aims to see the impact of using
different type of products and different protocols over the system. The transfer time is
supposed to be 50 msec and the machining time to be 100 msec. These values have been
chosen in milliseconds to really verify the impact of the underlying network on the system.
Otherwise, if we use the real values in minutes, the impact of the underlying network would
not be obvious with the example we have used. The number of simultaneous products per
type is varied from 2 to 5 products.
The type of services on the system affects the number of exchanged messages and
transactions on the network. For example, to perform the service f2, the number of
transactions is 72 exchanged messages per product. However, to complete service f1 or f2,
the number of exchanged messages is 90 messages per product. This is in the case of one
product only on the system. However, when there are several products on the system, this
number increases due to collisions. So, this number may reach 90~100 messages per product
for service f2, and 110~120 messages per product for service f1 or f3.
1- One Product
The first simulation is performed to get an idea about the time needed to machine one
product over the system. Table 2 shows the impact of changing the communication protocol
in the system over the time needed to finish one product. An important difference appears
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between Ethernet at 10Mbps and 100Mbps. However, the 1Gbps does not create a big
difference, since the machining and transfer times are the dominant in this case.
The other interesting result is the time difference when the required service is f2, or f1 or f3.
Since the path to finish the product is longer, the time needed to make the product is clearly
longer. In this part, 11M 802.11b seems to be better than 10Mbps Ethernet.
Service

802.11b

E-10Mbps

E-100Mbps

E-1Gbps

f2

564.5 ms

567.6 ms

506.7 ms

500.7 ms

f1 or f3

680.2 ms

684.5 ms

608.5

ms

600.9

ms

Table 2. Time to Machine a Product
2- Same Products; Different Protocols
The second results are the most important, since they show the impact of changing the
communication protocol over the system.

Fig. 29. Impact of changing the communication protocol in the system
Different remarks can be done from the Fig. 29:
1- 802.11b protocol does not present a good choice. This result is conforming with the
results of Fig. 20. This becomes clear when the number of simultaneous products
increases (the number of exchanged messages increase also).
2- A big time difference is noticed when using 100Mbps Ethernet (compared to
10Mbps Ethernet and 802.11b). The number of messages is important. With 2
simultaneous products of each type, the number of exchanged messages reaches
500 to 600 exchanged messages. With 3 simultaneous products of each type, the
number of exchanged messages reaches 900 to 1000 exchanged messages. While
with 5 simultaneous products of each type, there are nearly 1400 to 1500 exchanged
messages on the network.
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The type and speed of protocols is very important since to exchange this huge
number of messages on the network, the bit rate is very important and decreases
obviously the time needed to exchange these messages between the different
resource/workstation on the system.
The use of 1Gbps Ethernet did not show a big difference with respect to 100Mbps
Ethernet. However, this conclusion is not really correct. The impact of using Giga
Ethernet can appear if the modeled system is larger (more machines, stock areas,
resources, etc.).
In that case, the number of exchanged messages over the network will be greater.
Thus, the impact of using Giga Ethernet will become obvious since the time needed
to send these messages will be shorter (for example, as the time difference between
10 and 100Mbps).
However, in our model the number of modeled components is still medium (3
machines, 4 resource areas and 6 stock areas). So, the machining and transfer times
are dominant here when using Giga Ethernet compared to 100Mbps Ethernet.

8. Conclusion
Distributed systems are more and more present in our daily life. These systems are complex
and can be distributed in one place or even everywhere in the world. The use of distributed
systems allows sharing different and expensive resources by a several clients. Thus, the need
to control the distributed systems is very important. Manufacturing systems are one kind of
these systems.
The need to model these systems before their implementation is important. The design stage
allows verifying some of their properties. A well-designed model that takes into accounts all
the requirements and constraints of a system can save cost and time.
In this work, we have presented the problem of modeling manufacturing systems and the
underlying communication protocols. However, modeling a huge and complex system
implies to have also a big and complex model. So, we have proposed in this work a
component-based modeling approach based on High-Level Petri Nets.
This approach can meet the challenges of modeling the distributed systems and the
communication networks. Genericity, modularity and reusability are the main and
important characteristics of this approach since it allows reusing ready-to-use components
and easily fitting them to new system-models depending on the requirements of clients and
applications. These advantages and more allow building complex system-models in an
easier way.
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1. Introduction
Research presented in this chapter was performed in a marine diesel engines factory. The
production process characterizes very long production cycle of at least 6 to 9 months. The
products and production processes are unique, and based on specific customer orders. One
of the main issues in the production process is occurrence of various disturbances, such as,
for example, machine breakdowns, parts inconsistent with specifications, changes of
customers requirements, etc. The manufacturer has identified the need to reengineer the
production process of a marine diesel engine crankcase in order to increase responsiveness
and final product quality. Using simulation in the reengineering process planning was
extremely beneficial, as any changes in the actual production process induce considerable
costs, primarily due to physical product size and use of the highly specialized processing
tools. The aim of the simulation was to provide the guarantee that the solution chosen
would be suitable for the company. The Petri Net methodology was applied in simulation
development. Due to the fact that the outputs obtained from simulation process were not
sufficient to make final decision, additional information was collected with Rapid Re
methodology. In the paper conclusions from these approaches concerning modeling and
simulation are presented in context of reengineering methodologies.
The chapter is organized as follows: in section 2 production process of a marine diesel
engine crankcase is identified and theoretical research framework regarding modeling
methods is discussed. The methodology based on Petri Net with discussion about other
methods is described in section 3. Section 4 presents comparison of approaches to
reengineering using a cycle of organized actions defined by Le Chatelier as the point for
analysis. In section 5 additional research based on methodology Rapid Re is presented and
hybrid solution based on Petri Net and Rapid Re including activities classification applied in
ASME (American Society for Mechanical Engineers) methodology is proposed in section 6.
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2. Manufacturing process identification
HCP is a factory established in 1857 in Poznań (Poland), and named by its founder Hipolit
Cegielski. Nowadays it is the biggest ship engines producer in Europe. HCP produces slow
speed-rotation engines for transport ships. The ship engines are built to special orders of
customers. Even two engines of same type may have some differences depending on a
customer’s wishes. HCP builds about 25 – 35 engines per year.
The engines are built under the license of Sulzer Brothers (Wartsila) and Burmeister & Wain.
These two license-providing companies are the largest and most significant ship engine
constructors. In the late 80’s, power plants using combustion engines produced by HCP
were built in several Greek islands. Since its establishment till 2008, HCP company
produced approximately 1600 diesel ships and stationary engines. The dimensions of such
engines are impressive: over 4 meters wide, over 20 meter long, almost 16 meters high. HCP
company is the only in Poland and the largest in Europe manufacturer of engines of this
kind.
In HCP company, the ship engines are produced to specific orders of customers. Most
orders are from the Polish shipyards in Gdynia, Gdansk and Szczecin. The engines are also
produced for export, mainly to Germany. A ship engine is a product of a very high capital
intensity, and that is why financing its production must be supported by guarantees and
bank loans. Therefore, in the company there are two sale schedules: customer sales schedule
and optional sales schedule. The customer sales schedule takes into account those engines
which are secured by bank guarantees. The optional sales schedule includes the engines
which do not have the guarantees yet. Due to the length of the engine production cycle, the
customer sales schedule is prepared two years before it is introduced, and the optional sales
schedules even three years before the introduction. Obviously, in the meantime the
schedules are modified, since owing to the instability of the shipyard industry frequent
modifications are necessary.
At the moment, HCP company produces approximately 10 types of engines. An average
length of the production process runs at the level of nine months. The manufacturing process
in the enterprise takes place in four divisions: welding shop, processing, assembly and packing
department. A particular stage of production is assigned to each of the divisions.
In the welding shop the most important and the largest parts of an engine, i.e. motor base
and crankcase, are welded. Each of these parts weighs even up to 120 tones. The welding
cycle for each of the parts lasts about three months, and therefore, at the same time a few
motor bases and crankcases are being welded.
The next stage of a ship engine production is processing. This stage of production lasts
about 2 to 3 months. At this stage uncomplicated parts such as e.g. head screws are
produced, and crankcases, motor bases, sleeves and cylinder blocks are processed. The
processing division is equipped with simple, commonly-used turning lathes as well as
planer mills rarely found in industry, due to their size. The planer mills are used for the
processing of motor bases, crankcase and cylinder blocks.
The assembly stage can be divided into two smaller stages, i.e. assembling of particular
components and final assembly. At the first stage the components of an engine are
assembled, and at the final assembly stage the ready-made engine is assembled. The
primary assembly stage finishes with an acceptance test. Assembling of components lasts for
a month and the primary assembly takes a month and a half.
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GRAI, GRAPPLE, Hakoniwa, HFSP, IDEF, IEM, ITM, JIL, LATIN, LOTOS, LSPL, MARVEL,
Melmac, Merlin, MVP-L, OIKOS, OORAM, PADM, PEACE+, Petri Net, PMDB+, Process
Weaver, Promenade, PSL, RAD, REA, Rosetta Net, SDL, SLANG, Socca, SPADE, SPELL,
SPM, STATEMENT, System Dynamics, TEMPO, UEML, UML, UML2, UPM,Woflan, WPDL,
XPDL, YAWL . Eighteen criteria were defined in the Project – table 1.
Code General
requirements
L01 Formality
L02 ExpressivenessInformation
L03 ExpressivenessActors
L04 ExpressivenessDynamics
L05 ExpressivenessProcess
L06 ExpressivenessReal Time
L07 Graphical
L08 Textual
L09 Abstraction and
modularization
L10 Extendibility
L11
L12
L13
L14

L15
L16
L17

Executability
Analyzability
Evolution ability
Multiple
conceptual
perspectives/vie
ws
Computer
support
Availability
Maintainability

Inclusion/exclusion criteria – Rule
Semi-formal
Attributes and structure
Actors as external entities (environment) and entities
implied in the process
Representation of behavior of entities
Representation of process features
Do not needed: exclude
Visual views of models. Visual interface
Textual descriptions of model elements. Semantics
Different levels of abstraction. Modules containing logical
set of model elements
Modeling elements to change function or semantics of the
model basic elements obtaining new representation
elements
Do not needed: exclude
Do not needed: exclude
Do not needed: exclude
Different kinds of views of the same process under the
corresponding modeling interests
At least one computer tool to support the language

Free specifications and tools
At least a permanent nonprofit organization (Open Source).
Commercial corporations would be the second choice
L18 Standardization
The language is a standard de facto or is a OMG, ISO
standard
Table 1. Inclusion/exclusion criteria for modeling language comparison (Lucas et al., 2005)
The languages were compared on the basis of these criteria. The language which met the
criteria best was IDEF0. As a result of the reviewers’ suggestion, another comparison was
made (with the UML language) and the results of this work were presented in a report
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rpm. The engine has 6 cylinders, diameter 620 mm. The horsepower of the engine is 15 550.
Its size is 10.63 m of height, 5.25 m of width and 7.5 of length. The manufacturing cycle is
about 7-8 months. Figure 3 presents the crankcase element of a ship engine.

Ships
engine
crankcase

Fig. 3. Crankcase element of ships engine. (source: HCP)
At the stage of identification a process card is designed. It is a fundamental template for
data collection, as it includes activities carried out within the ship engine crankcase
manufacturing process. Based on the information presented in the form of process cards, a
process map can be developed. IDEF0 methodology is a tool for map drawing up, using
software tool AIOWin from KBSI Company – www.kbsi.com.
Figure 4 presents the main sub-processes of ship crankcase construction process: burning,
execution of prow part, execution of stern part, joining prow and stern parts, treatment.
The whole process is composed of 58 operations - figure 5 shows the part of the process
structure in a form of a tree graph.
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Fig. 4. Graph (IDEF0) of five main sub-processes in ship crankcase manufacturing process
(source HCP).
.
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A5
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A321 A322 A323

A311 A312 A313 A314

Fig. 5. The part of tree graph of ship crankcase manufacturing activities (source HCP).

3. Methodology based on Petri Net
Based on the paper (Jansen-Vullers & Netjes, 2006) standard modeling and simulation
procedure is described as follows: “Regarding the simulation of business processes a
number of steps can be distinguished. First the business process is mapped onto a process
model, possibly supplemented with process documentation facilities. Then the sub
processes and activities are identified. The control flow definition is created by identifying
the entities that flow through the system and describing the connectors that link the
different parts of the process. Lastly, the resources are identified and assigned to the
activities where they are necessary. The process model should be verified to ensure that the
model does not contain errors. Before simulation of a business process, the performance
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characteristics, such as throughput time and resource utilization, need to be included. For
statistically valid simulation results a simulation run should consists of multiple sub runs
and each of these sub runs should have a sufficient run length. During the simulation, the
simulation clock advances. The simulation tool may show an animated picture of the
process flow or real-time fluctuations in the key performance measures. When the
simulation has been finished, the simulation results can be analyzed. To draw useful and
correct conclusions from these results, statistical input and output data analysis is
performed.”
In case when the simulation is used to confirm the choice of improvements for process
reengineering, modeling and simulation procedure presented is insufficient. Applying
simulation to reengineering process was beneficial as all the changes in real production
process are connected with high costs, due to big size of product and application of the
highly specialized processing tools. Based on performed researches definition of following
requirements for simulation is possible:
precise process definition ,
multi process simulation where use of many processes is possible,
observation of the situation where the processes “chase one another”,
interactions between processes,
simulation of disturbances.
formal verification of simulation model – reduced role of heuristic methods.
Based on literature review (Jansen-Vullers & Netjes, 2006) first decision – choice of Petri Net
methods was correct. These methods provide formal semantics which enable precise and
unambiguous description of the behavior of the modeled process and verification.
Conclusion that many modeling techniques lack for formal semantics and thus powerful
analysis methods and tools is in (Aalst & Hee, 1996). Conclusion that there are three good
reasons for using Petri Net based methods which appear to be critical in large Business
Process Management projects is in (Aalst, 1996). These reasons are:
the existence of formal semantics despite the graphical nature,
the state based diagrams instead of event based diagrams (as can be encountered in
many workflow products)
the abundance of analysis techniques.
Discussion and evaluation of tools for process simulation is presented in (Jansen-Vullers &
Netjes, 2006). From many tools like ARIS, Arena, CPN Tools etc. based on results of
evaluation, the tool CPN Tools was selected. Authors of this papers benefit a lot from the
formal verification techniques.
One of presented requirements for simulation is simulation of disturbances. It is problem
hard to solve using Petri Net especially with respect to problem of dynamic changes in
process structure. It is reason why research in area of reconfigurable manufacturing systems
was performed. In detail the logic control design methodologies were reviewed. Today a
vast of industrial logic controllers are performed under computer named Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs). The PLCs are specially designed to respond to use as controllers
on industrial processes. A recent research work (Johnson, 2002) published on Control
Engineering Journal shows that 96% of those polled programs are using leader diagrams.
Ones of principal inconvenient of leader diagrams is shown in the complexity of
manufacturing systems. Several alternatives have been developed to lead diagrams to PLCs
programming. In particular the standard IEC61131-3 publication and IEC61499 is directed to
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resolve some above problems (Lewis, 2001). The two formalisms more used for control
manufacturing system are the Finite States Machine (FSM) and the Petri Net (Genc &
Lafortune, 2003), (Park et al., 1999). However the real complex controller cases design
though Petri Net are few (Gollapudi & Tillbury, 2001).
The state charts are an alternative framework that allows to describe the behavioral of a
complex system in a compact form (Harel & Naamad, 1996), (Harel et al., 1987). Similarly to
a Petri Nets they have a good concurrence. The complexity of semantic of execution does
that the verification of control systems modeled with state charts be a hard task (Gruer et al.,
1998). On the other hand the supervisory control theory (Ramadge & Wonham, 1987),
(Ramadge & Wonham, 1989) resolves problem in specific cases, when a supervisor creates
exactly the desire behavior in a close loop, even when the controller cannot control or
observe all events (Cassandras & Lafortune, 1999), (Kumar & Garg, 1995). Supervisor
control theory could be not adequate to be used in developing of complex manufacturing
control systems reading (Charbonnier et al., 1999). The principal reason is that the
controllers of supervisor control theory are designed to prevent the effects by already
events despite of to try controlling the reasons that they create. The work (Trujillo, 2004)
proposes solution for studying system by behavioral description. A principal reason has
been the behavioral description of logic control in complex manufacturing plants. The FSM
framework is unavailable to represent adequately complex systems, since its required
representation millions of states (Endsley & Tilbury, 2004). Proposed solution (Trujillo, 2004)
has properties that allow developing a method thought Virtual Supervisor tree, which
identify all possible sequences in a control process. These sequences rapidly can be verified
outline, and composed in a safe and fast form obtaining feasible pattern sequences (Trujillo,
2004). Pattern sequences are capable to compose for a new control reconfiguration.
A Petri Net (Aalst et al,. 2000), (Chen, 1990), (Peterson, 1981) is one of the several
mathematical representations of discrete distributed systems. As a modeling language, it
graphically depicts the structure of a distributed system as a directed bipartite graph with
annotations. As such, a Petri Net has place nodes, transition nodes, and directed arcs
connecting places with transitions. Petri Nets were presented in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri in
his Ph.D. thesis.
Nets enable a survey of system features and they are applied for a description and study of
information processing systems. Their theory is becoming one of the basic research
directions. They are mostly applied in data analysis, software engineering, work
organization, parallel programming. Lately, a large number of research and theoretical
works concerning the application of a Petri Net in the business process modeling has been
published (Aalst et al., 2000). These publications provided a strong impetus for the project
presented.
For the purpose of modeling the ships crankcase manufacturing process with a Petri Net,
the following procedure has been drawn up:
STEP I - Choice of the process that is to be modeled
STEP II - Definition of the initial stage – In this case, initial stages are technological processes
and process maps
STEP III - Definition of the place - places represent such factors as: communication methods,
conditions or states. In the analyzed process, the following places are distinguished: finished
sheets, burning process
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STEP IV - Definition of transitions – Transitions define such variables as shifts, events,
transformations e. g. burning process, control
STEP V - Definition of tokens - Tokens represent such objects as: human resources,
machines, goods, states of objects, conditions, information, state indicators (e.g. indicator of
the state in which a process or object is)
STEP VI - Modeling of relations between places, transitions and tokens with tree graphs. It
consists of a division of crankcase manufacturing process into successive production stages,
which are parts of the ship crankcase manufacturing process. They are connected by means
of arrows
STEP VII - Definition of attainable states – an attainable state is a state which can be
achieved from the current state, arising because of starting the sequence of possible shifts, i.
e. shifts between tokens and transitions. In the analyzed case, the attainable states are:
burning process, manufacturing process of the crankcase stern part, manufacturing process
of the crankcase prow part, process of joining prow and stern parts
STEP VIII - Definition of dead states – a dead state is a state in which no shift is possible.
Such states are not distinguished in the conducted research
STEP IX - The model is transferred to Visual Object Net software
STEP X - Conclusions and evaluations

Fig. 6. Crankcase manufacturing process (source: HCP).
Figure 6 and figure 7 present models for main crankcase manufacturing and burning
processes.
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Fig. 7. Burning process (source: HCP).
The application of Petri Nets made it possible to collect valuable information about the
structure of production process and provided suitable basis for the simulation. However,
the obtained output was not sufficient to make a final decision about real process
reengineering. Therefore, an additional analysis with the help of another reengineering
methodology was required.

4. Discussion of approaches to reengineering
On the basis of literature study five different approaches to reengineering can be identified
(Cempel, 2005), (Pacholski et al., 2009):
M. Hammer and J. Champy approach (Hammer & Champy, 1993)
R.L. Manganelli and M.M. Klein approach (Manganelli & Klein, 1998)
N.M. Tichy and S. Sherman approach (Tichy & Sherman, 1993)
T.H. Davenport approach (Davenport, 1993)
J. Durlik approach (Durlik, 1998)
The first two approaches can be classified as of a consulting type, the third approach is
purely managerial. The remaining two approaches can be classified as mainly academic
(Cempel, 2005).
Hammer and Champy (Hammer & Champy, 1993). present an approach, according to
which reengineering is rejecting procedures used before and looping at work needed to
manufacture a product or perform a service customers require from a different point of
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view. In this approach information technology is crucial, as it is a factor enabling changes.
According to Hammer and Champy their approach cannot be applied in reference to
business processes that have already been performed. Therefore, instead of looking for an
answer “how can we use technology to perform our processes faster or better?”, it is more
reasonable to answer the question “what can we do with new technology – what we never
tried before?”. The most difficult in this method is finding new possibilities and
opportunities technology gives. Such approach requires changing deductive way of thinking
into induction. In practice, it is simply finding a very good solution and then searching for
problems that can be solved with methodology or tool already developed. Though the
authors have never defined such methodology, analyzing their work, the following steps of
reengineering project can be distinct (table 2).
Stage

Description

Introduction

Generate reasons for changes; define vision and goals and define
and appoint a project team

Process
identification

Map basic processes

Process selection for
reengineering

Chose processes to be reengineered at first and define work
teams to describe sub processes

Understanding of
selected processes

At his stage, it is more important to understand how processes
work than to analyze them in great detail, comparing processes
actually are performed with their description in procedures

Clean state design
of selected process

His stage requires creativeness, lateral thinking is used,
imagination is employed, theoretical optimal processes are
defined and then adjusted to fit reality

Implementation
Implementation of new solutions
Table 2. Stages of radical approach – Hammer/Champy (Pacholski et al., 2009).
R.L. Manganelli i M.M. Klein in Reengineering (Manganelli & Klein, 1998). introduced step
by step organization improvement procedure. Their work presents unique systematic
detailed approach to reengineering idea. The authors wanted to provide a practical tool that
can be used in organization.
Rapid Re methodology consists of 54 tasks integrated into five stages (table 3). Finishing
each stage is a milestone of a project. Each of the stages in the methodology is illustrated
with an example of unreal company ABC Toy Company Ltd. The first results usually appear
after six months, up to one year after implementation. It is a consequence of demotivative
influence of time-consuming projects on employees, especially those lower levels, what is
more managers generally want the results to come as soon as possible. The authors called
their method Rapid Re. It is to improve processes of operational level, it is not supposed to
be used for tactical or strategically processes such as market choice or New product
development. To make the method complete software Rapid-Re: Reengineering Software for
Microsoft Windows was developed.
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Preparation

Identification

Developing a
vision

Solution design –
technical aspect
Solution design –
social aspect
Transformation
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Description
At his stage goals to be achieved in reengineering process are
generated by managers, scope of project is defined, schedule, risk
and costs acceptable, members of reengineering team are appointed
and trained
Customer-focused organization model is developed, strategic and
value-adding processes are identified, models of processes are
developed, organization and resources are mapped, processes to be
reengineered (providing best results) are chosen
Process vision is developed, developed vision is to provide radical
change of effectiveness by identification of organization, systems,
information flows, current problems, ratios to assess and compare
effectiveness are developer, goals and improvement opportunities
are identified, as well as changes necessary to achieve them
During his stage technical aspects of changes are planned,
preliminary plans are defined: procedures and systems developing,
hardware, software and services purchases, technical changes,
testing and modules allocation
Organization, personnel, workplaces, career and motivation system
of reengineered process are described, preliminary plans of
recruitment process, training, reorganization and personnel
movement in organization are also defined
His stage is simply pilot program and full implementation

Table 3. Stages of Rapid Re method - Manganelli/Klein (Pacholski et al., 2009)
GE based on leadership methodology was described by N.M. Tichy
i S. Sherman in: Control Your Destiny or Someone Else Will (Tichy & Sherman, 1993). The
stages of the methodology are presented in the table 4. The book mentioned describes the
story of Jack Welch trying (successfully) to save General Electric from falling. The results of
his ideas implementation was doubling income and tripling profits, while productivity
zoom by 400%. The main idea of GE methodology is revolutionary changes implementation
in a continuous way. N. Tichy gives five principles, which should be used when
implementing changes in organization:
Understanding business mechanisms,
Understanding interpersonal relations,
Rejecting compromises when striving for golas established,
being open to changes,
having a hard head and a kind heart.
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Stage

Description

Awakening

At this stage awareness of changes necessity is defined, the next stage is
creating urgent need for changes, technical, political and cultural
barriers are diagnosed
Developing a
During this stage motivating vision of future is created and employees
Vision
are encouraged to be involved in a project
Design and
At this stage creative destruction and redesign is performed, and then a
reconstruction new organization is built, it important to motivate people to create, after
this stage changes are defined
Table 4. Stages of metod Tichy/Sherman (Pacholski et al., 2009)
Changing an organization requires defining an idea and vision. The authors suggest three
aspects of ideas definition:
technical – it describes how the company is going to earn money in market
competition conditions with resources used,
political – it describes how power, influence and prizes can be used to stimulate
organization,
cultural – it describes how commonly respected standards and values can keep
people together.
The most important technical idea of this methodology is that each company being a part of
GE was „the first or the second in the world”. Cultural idea was mostly on destroying
limitations, political on integrating.
T.H. Davenport (Davenport, 1993) suggests that reengineering teams should focus on
several (no more than fifteen) most important processes. In contradiction to radical
approach Davenport suggests studying chosen processes to avoid finding old solutions as
new ones. The most important is implementation of innovation because it is very important
for project success. This stage generally takes longer (minimum a year) than all the other
stages. The stages of Davenport methodology are presented in the table 5. It seems that not
only information technology is important but employees who are making the change. New
work organization should motivate them and make them focused on value adding activities
and continuous search for innovation. Innovation should be not a project but continuous
process.
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Developing a
Vision and
objectives
Process
Identification
Understanding
analysing processes
Use of information
Technologies
Creating process
prototypes
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Description
Definition of vision and goals
Identification of processes to be redesigned
Testing processes functioning and benchmarking
Analyzing opportunities of IT usage in redesigned processes
Creating detailed process prototypes, personnel analyses the
prototypes, develops further improvements and creates adaptation
projects

Implementation

Implementation of prototypes tested
Table 5. Stages of Davenport method (Pacholski et al., 2009)
Davenport also suggests combining reengineering with less revolutionary process
approaches f.ex. management through quality (Total Quality Management).
In dynamic business reengineering methodology, a controlling is stressed and (Durlik,
1998) proper steps in reengineering methodology can be performed only after a strategic
and economic analysis of the company. After that some decisions concerning product
positioning and company’s structure are made. The steps of reengineering methodology
proposed by Durlik (Durlik, 1998) are presented in the table 6. For each mega process and
process goals accepted by managers and executors are defined. Company’s departments to
be changed are chosen and process to be improved are defined. The range of changes to be
made is assessed and potential effects are analyzed. The criteria of projects selection should
be profit by it does not have to be defined in traditional way. The profit can be preserving
costs or increasing sales potential.
Stage
Setting a Project
task
Preparing a
process map and
setting the scope
of further works
Radical re design
of selected
processes

Description
At this stage goals for each process are defined, as well as criteria
used to assess them.
At this stage, except from creating a process map, the order of process
solving, project range, executive team and budget are defined.

At this stage general model of each subprocess, process and
subprocess is defined. New solutions variants are developed and
changes are designed. Organizational and management structure are
adjusted to fit new processes.
Simulation and
At this stage detailed analysis of costs and benefits coming from
option assessment implementation and use of each new process scenario is performed.
The result is recommendation of a process to be implemented.
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By selecting a Best Reengineering team chooses optimal variant by selecting options and
option
presenting them to top managers.
Implementation
Based on project management methodology, includes: planning of
project financing, organization of executive teams, negotiations,
relations with partners, infrastructure, recruitment, training,
mechanical and technological launching, controlling, implementation.
Controlling
Implementation of controlling to control execution and supervision
on budget defined
Continuous
Reengineering team and change manager are obliged to meet in a
improvement
continous manner
Table 6. Stages of Durlik method (Durlik, 1998)
To describe processes in organizations process maps and relation diagrams are used. They
are developed for each products and for the company as a whole as well. To model
processes two types are used:
technical – including physical parameters of a process (shop floor, machines,
energy, resources)
economic – including two most important parameters – time and money.
Durlik (Durlik, 1998) describes controlling as a tool used to control execution and
supervision of a budget plan. Disregarding controlling, according to the author, used to be
the reason of overfilling the plans in terms of cost or organizational issues. Changes in
project, based on conclusions coming from controlling, are implemented only by
reengineering team. The author introduces a term ‘dynamic business reengineering’ (DRB),
which means continuous changes with respect to reengineering principles.
The analysis of these methodologies indicates a number of elements they have in common.
A cycle of organized actions defined by Le Chatelier (Cempel, 2005) (Pacholski et al., 2009)
was used as the base point for the analysis. This cycle is composed of the following phases:
Goal choice
Research of resources and conditions for goal realization
Resources and conditions preparation
Goal realization
Inspection of results
Based on this reasoning, four phases can be distinguished:
Qualification phase
Research and optimal solution selection phase
Realization phase
Inspection and evaluation chase
Table 7 presents reengineering methods according to the defined phases. The presented
order indicates a concentration of activities at the initial stages of the methods. It confirms
that the initial stages are the sources of success in 80% of all cases (Vilfredo Pareto principle).
However, this order reveals one more problem, i.e. in most methods, the inspection and
evaluation phases are not clearly distinguished – only in Durlik’s methodology this phase is
defined, yet without determining tools or instructions.
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Qualification
phase
Introduction
Process
identification
M. Hammer / J. Process selection
Champy
for reengineering
Understanding of
selected
processes
Preparation
R.L. Manganelli Identification
/ M.M. Klein
Developing
a
vision

Research
and
Realization
optimal solution
phase
selection phase
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Inspection
and
evaluation
phase

Clean
slate
design of selected Implementatio
process
n

Solution design:
technical aspect
social aspect

Transformation

(
Design
and Implementatio
a
reconstruction
n is part of
phase 3)
Developing
a
vision
and
objectives
Use
of
Process
information
Implementatio
identification
technologies
n
Understanding
Creating process
and
analyzing prototypes
processes

Awakening
N.M. Tichy / S.
Developing
Sherman
vision

T.H. Davenport

Radical redesign
of
selected
processes
Implementatio Controlling
Simulation and
n
Continuous
I. Durlik
option
improvement
assessment
By selecting best
option
Table 7. Reengineering methods per individual as phases of an organized activity
(Pawlewski et al., 2008b)
Setting a project
task
Preparing
a
process map and
setting the scope
of further work

Only Durlik’s method (Durlik, 1998) shows a need to use simulation to assess individual
options; however, on closer analysis, the need for simulation is only indicated, without any
hints given on how to proceed with it. There is no description of simulation tools or
methodology. On the basis of this analysis, conclusion is that there is a gap in reengineering
methodologies since they do not account for industry-based requirements for simulation.
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5. Additional research based on methodology Rapid Re
In the case study presented, Rapid Re method was applied due to the fact that it has been
described precisely and the literature on the subject provides many examples of detailed
problem-solving solutions.
Rapid Re is the methodology which was developed by R.L. Manganelli and M.M. Klein in
the beginning of the 90’s, as a procedure which was described in „The Reengineering
Handbook” (Manganelli & Klein, 1998).
The main arguments for this selection are:
suitability for the improvement of the operation processes, yet not for the tactical or
strategic ones
the most methodological approach - described precisely
the literature on the subject provides many examples of detailed problem-solving
solutions.
This methodology consists of five stages:
Arrangements – this stage concerns such matters as making the board accept the
project, defining purposes of the project, composing the project team, determining
skills of the team members, team training, changing the plan of development
Identification - concerns mostly processes in an organization, their connections to
supplier and customer processes, process modeling, preparation of the map of the
organization and sources
Creating a vision - the stage which is an estimation of the existing processes, their
influence on general effectiveness, the strategy of the change implementation and
the estimation method with the use of benchmarking
Solution project – technical aspect – the use of technical sources and technology in
modifications and – social aspect – the method of human resources transformations
Transformation – methods of work progress inspection, success estimation, pilot
tests
Investigations show that according to Rapid Re methodology, the correcting procedure of a
crankcase manufacturing process was elaborated.
Stage 3 – creating a vision – this stage (Manganelli & Klein, 1998) identifies the actions
which create added value; these are actions owing to which something is created or
appreciated by customers, actions of inspection and others. These actions were compiled in
tables for each main sub-process.
Example of a Burning process is presented in Table 8. Based on the tables with classified
activities, the actions ratio which generates the added value was enumerated in relation to a
general number of actions.
No Activity

1
2
3
4
5

Burning
Acceptance to production
Technical documentation analysis
Charge preparation
Order of materials
Preparation of detailed operation

Type of activity
Value-adding
Inspection

X

X

Other
X
X
X
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sheets of details
6
Developing the burning programme
X
7
Burning process + transport
X
8
Inspection
X
....................
Table 8. Classification of the activities in a burning process- an excerpt (Pawlewski &
Fertsch, 2008)
In the following steps, the factors which influence the effectiveness of the process and
potential sources of errors and problems were described. Based on the information collected
before, the possibility of process modification was estimated. The modification was
evaluated considering the range of modification and difficulties in execution. The expected
costs of the modification were assessed as well as profits generated by them. The range of
advancement was evaluated as well as the risk which arises from introducing the
modification. The estimation of the possibility of reengineering is presented in Table 9.
Possibility
reengineering

of Modification

Faults elimination
which
occurs
during
order
reception
and
technical
documentation
analysis
Fines sentencing
for
unpunctual
orders completing
Optimization
COBURG
utilization

Difficulty

Advantages

Moderate
Electronic
order reception
current
bringing up to
date

Accuracy,
work

Modification in Moderate
agreements
signed
with
subcontractor

No delays

of Adequate time High
III scale
production
preparation
Faults elimination Making
a High
which
appear proper
timewhen appointing scale
a date of executing production
actions included in
the whole process

Risk
less Low

May not succeed
which
results
subcontractor
change

Cost reduction Well
qualified
of
equipment production
operation
planners
Time reduction Well
qualified
of
crankcase production
production
planners
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Quality inspection Quality
Low
No possibility of Low
receipt
the
carried
out inspector
adequately early checks up the
wrong annealed
after
delivery delivered
crankcase
annealed
crankcase
crankcase
to
subcontractor
Table 9. List of the possibilities of the ship crankcase production process rationalization – an
excerpt (Pawlewski & Fertsch, 2008)
Accomplishment of the up-to-the-present works let to specifying the vision of the “ideal”
process, i.e. describing performance of the process when all the parameters are optimal. The
execution of basic actions which the process is composed of was defined in order to make
them ideal.
Rapid Re methodology is appropriate mainly for business processes, that is why quite a few
problems occurred when it was adjusted to reengineering of the production process of the
ship crankcase. The method is very responsive to errors connected with compiling data. It is
seen particularly in counting the ratio of the actions which bring added value to all actions.
In the analyzed case, its high value is caused by time limitations. They resulted in compiled
data based mainly on technological documentation instead of being based on direct
observation. However, a compact and specified vision of the process was successfully
suggested and enabled reengineering definition. It seems that further works should be
directed to defining stricter requirements connected with the quality of the compiled data
in order to have no doubt when calculating the factor which is the measure of the potential
of redesigning the process. On the other hand, it seems to be impossible to build a formal
model of the process so that it could be simulated and the results of the redesigning would
be observed.

6. Hybrid solution based on Petri Net and Rapid Re
Investigations based on Petri Nets and Rapid Re methods presented in the previous sections
has shown that none of them entirely fulfills the company requirements for the production
process reengineering. The method based on Petri Nets is a suitable tool for identifying the
process structure as well as an adequate framework for simulating the analyzed process
before and after reengineering. Rapid Re method is not appropriate for simulation; it also
lacks the possibility for time analyses of the operations and the classification of activities is
not sufficient for a complex production process. The biggest advantage of Rapid Re
methodology is the fact that it provides a framework for a reengineering process design and
organization. Its procedure is very precisely described in the literature and many examples
of detailed problem-solving solutions are given. Rapid Re provides tools and methods for
making an assessment of the processes appropriateness, as well as a comparison of the
activities in the process.
The research conducted in the analyzed company has shown that a hybrid solution is
needed for reengineering a complex production process. The hybrid solution should
combine the advantages of both methods. The Rapid Re methodology should be extended
by the following elements:
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transition of a process map into a process model based on Petri Nets in order to
gain the possibility of analyses and synchronization of parallel activities.
supplementation of activity-based indicators used in Rapid Re, by the introduction
of time-based indicators
extension of Rapid Re activities classification (value adding, inspection, other) by
the classification applied in ASME methodology developed by the American
Society for Mechanical Engineers (Cempel 2005) :
o value adding operations,
o operations which do not add any value,
o quality and / or quantity control,
o transport, flows of people, materials, information, documents, etc.,
o downtime, temporary storing, delay or –– idle time between operations,
o storing which is not downtime.
Table 10 presents symbols used in ASME methodology completed by symbol of useless
work an table 11 shows the scheme of typical chart of process flow.
Symbol

Description
Value adding operation

V

Operation which do not add any value
Quality and / or quantity control
Transport, flows of people, materials, information, documents
Down time, temporary storing, delay or – idle time between
operations
Storing which is not down time
Useless work (meetings, double operations, useless review, useless
evaluatiuon)
Table 10. Symbols used in modified ASME methodology (Pacholski et al., 2009)
Index

Stages

1.

Stage A

2.

Stage B

3.

Stage C

4.

Stage D

5.

Stage E

6.

Stage F

V

Time Person comments
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7.

Stage G

8.

Stage H

9.

Stage I

10.

Stage J

Table 11. Scheme of chart process flow according to ASME methodology (Pacholski et al.,
2009)
Simulation phase should be introduce into existing phase of Rapid Re methodology –
“Solution design” according to fig.8.

Fig. 8. Rapid Re methodology supplemented with „Simulations” phase.
The presented idea of a hybrid solution establishes the base of a new methodology which
will be investigated and described. There are plans to continue this work in the collaboration
with the ship engines factory where research was started.
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1. Introduction
Workflow diagnosis is a crucial and challenging task in the automatic control of complex
discrete event systems, e.g. in flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) as a representative class
of discrete event systems (DESs). Our work is focused on controlling the workflows modelled
with stochastic Petri nets (SPNs). This goal is achieved by building a new model for Artificial
Social Systems (ASSs), and by introducing equivalent transfer functions for SPNs.
ASSs exist in practically every multi-agent system, and play a major role in the performance
and effectiveness of the agents. This is the reason why we introduce a more suggestive
model for ASSs. To model these systems, a class of Petri nets is adopted, and briefly
introduced in the paper. This class allows representing the flow of physical resources and
provides analytical approach for the availability evaluation of cellular manufacturing
systems, as basic components of flexible manufacturing systems.
An Artificial Social System (ASS) is a set of restrictions on agents’ behaviour in a multi-agent
environment (Murata, 1989). ASS allows agents to coexist in a shared environment and
pursue their respective goals in the presence of other agents. A multi-agent system consists
of several agents, where at given point, each agent is in one of several states. In each of its
states, an agent can perform several actions. The actions an agent performs at a given point
may affect the way that the state of this agent and the state of other agents will change. A
system of dependent automata consists of two or more agents, each of which may be in one
of a finite number of different local states. We denote the set of local states of an agent i by
Pi. The set (P1, P2, ..., Pn) of states of the different agents is called system’s configuration. The
set of possible actions an agent i can perform is a function of the local state. For every state
p  Pi there is a set Ai(p) of actions that i can perform when in local state p. The row actions
(a1, ..., an) denote the actions the different agents perform at a given point and is called their
joint action there. An agent’s next state is a function of the system’s current configuration
and the joint action performed by the agents. A goal for an agent is identified with one of its
states. That is the reason why an agent has plans how to attain its goal.
A plan for agent i in a dependent automata is a function U(p) that associates with every state
p of agent i a particular action a  Ai(p). A plan (Baccelli & Liu, 1992) is said to guarantee
the attainment of a particular goal starting from an initial state, in a given dependent
automata system, if by following this plan the agent will attain the goal, regardless of what
the other agent will do, and what are the initial states of the other agents. A dependent
automata system is said to be social if, for every initial state po and goal state pg, it is
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computationally feasible for an agent to devise, on-line, an efficient plan that guarantees to
attain the goal pg state when starting in the initial state p0. For a proper behavior, a
dependent automata system is modeled with a social law. Formally, a social law Q for a
given dependent automata system consists of functions (A`1, A`2, ..., A`N), satisfying A`1(p) 
A`i(p) for every agent i and state p  Pi. Intuitively, a social law will restrict the set of
actions an agent is “allowed” to perform at any given state. Given a dependent automata
system S and a social law Q for S, if we replace the functions Ai of S by the restricted
functions A`i, we obtain new dependent automata system. We denote this new system by SQ.
In SQ the agents can behave only in a manner compatible with the social law S (Haas &
Shendler, 1991). In controlling the actions, or strategies, available to an agent, the social law
plays a dual role. By reducing the set of strategies available to a given agent, the social
system may limit the number of goals the agent is able to attain. By restricting the behaviors
of the other agents, however, the social system may make it possible for the agent to attain
more goals and in some cases these goals will be attainable using more efficient plans than
in the absence of the social system. A semantic definition of artificial social systems gives us
the ability to reason about such systems. For example, the manufacturer of the agents (e.g.,
robots) that are to function in the social system will need to reason about whether its
creation will indeed be equipped with the hardware and the software necessary to follow
the rules. In order to be able to reason properly, we need a mathematical model and a
description language (Lee et al., 1999). We chose the stochastic Petri nets model in order to
model and simulate real conditions encountered in constructions workflow planning. We
shall name on further accounts this model as Stochastic Artificial Social System. Petri nets
have been recognized as a powerful tool for modeling discrete event systems. State
explosion, a typical problem for SPNs, is solved here by introducing the equivalent transfer
functions for transitions of SPNs. Data networks, viewed as discrete systems, are analyzed
with such models. In the Petri nets theory, mathematical tools are available for analysis of
the qualitative properties including deadlock-freeness, boundedness, reversibility, s.a. (Haas
& Shendler, 1991). However, simulation remains the effective for performance evaluation.
Perturbation (e.g., delays in supply with raw materials, derangements of equipments, etc.)
analysis has been developed for evaluating sensitivity measures by using simulations (Fu &
Hu, 1992). A generalized semi-Markov process (GSMP) is the usual model for the stochastic
processes of discrete-event simulations, and most existing perturbation analysis methods are
based on the GSMP framework. Since GSMPs and stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) have been
proven to have the same modeling power (Archetti et al., 1993), existing perturbation
analysis methods are expected to apply to SPNs. Petri nets models considered here are SPNs
with random transition firing times and the sensitivity estimators can be obtained from a
simulation run. Our perturbation analysis is based on work of [5] and [6] which provides
unbiased gradient estimators for a broad class of GSMPs. In this study, unbiased estimators
are applied by using an appropriate SPN representation. Under correct conditioning, the
unbiased estimators are easily confirmed by the simulation run of the SPN representation.
This confirms the importance of underlying stochastic process. Practical solutions are shown
in the paper, in order to give a concrete utilization of the theoretical model realized with
SPN. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presets SPNs under
consideration, section 3 gives an approach for diagnosis performed with SPN, and section 4
introduces the analytic support for this diagnosis, respectively the Markov chain diagnose,
section 5 presents some basic equivalent transfer function used for simplifying the
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complexity of SPNs, section 6 presents unbiased estimators for general stochastic Petri nets,
section 7 applies the theoretical approach to a queuing network, respectively to a
construction system perturbation analysis, and explicates some practical correlations
between theory and practical implementation, and conclusions underline the approaches
presented in this paper and establish future work.

2. Stochastic Petri Nets
In an ordinary Petri net PN = (P, T, F, M0), where P and T are two disjointed sets of nodes
named, respectively, places and transitions. F  (PXT) U (TXP) is a set of directed arcs. M0: P
→ N is the initial marking. Two transitions ti and tj are said to be in conflict if they have at
least one common input place. A transition t is said to be conflict free if it is not in conflict
with any other transition. A transition may fire if it is enabled. A transition t  T is said to be
enable at marking M if for all p *t, M(p)  1. The SPNs considered here are ordinary Petri
nets with timed transitions. Timed transitions can be in conflict therefore we say that a
marking is stable if no conflict transitions are enabled. In the following we assume that the
initial marking is a stable marking. We note by (M, T) a stable marking reachable from M by
firing t. The new stable marking M* is obtained from M according to some routing
probability. The basic idea is that in order to guarantee that a stable marking can be reached;
we must ensure that the respective circuit contains at least one timed transition. A SPN can
be defined by the following elements (Lee et al., 1999):
Set of timed transitions
Tt
Set of stable markings reachable from M by firing transition t
Ms(M,t)
p(M*, M,t)
Probability of reaching a stable marking M* from M when t fires.
Obviously, we have: p(M*, M, t) = 0 if M*  Ms(M, t).
Ft(.)
Distribution function of the firing time of t
The GSMP representation of the SPN can be characterized by the following parameters:
X(t,k) Independent random variables, where t  Tt , and k  N. Each X(t, k) has
distribution Ft and corresponds to the time of the kth firing of transition t.
U(t,k) Random variables on [0, 1]. Each U(t, k) corresponds to the routing indicator at the
kth completion of t.
Remaining firing time of transition t at Sn
rn(t)
S(t,k)
Independent uniform random variables in [0, 1] range, where t  Tt, k  N. Each
U(t, k) corresponds to the routing indicator at the kth completion of t.
tn
nth completed timed transition
Stable marking reached at the firing of tn
Mn
Completion time of tn
Sn
Holding time of marking Mn-1
τn
V(t,n) Number of instances of t among t1 , …, tn.
The dynamic behaviour of an SPN can be explained in the following way: at the initial
marking M0, set rn(t) = X(t, 1),  t  Tt(M0) and set V(t,0) = 0,  t  Tt. All other parameters
tn+1, τn+1, sn+1, V(t, n+1), Mn+1, rn+1 can be determined recursively as usually done in discrete
event simulation. Recursive equations are given in (Chiang et al., 2000). The following
routing mechanism is used in GSMP:
Mn+1 = (Mn, tn+1, U(tn+1, V(tn+1, n+1)))

(1)
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Where  is a mapping such that P((M, t, U) = M*) = P(M*, M, t).
The flexible manufacturing system to be diagnosed is modelled as a finite state machine of
DES’s formalism:
(2)
W = (s, e, T, m0)
Where S is the state space, E is the set of events, t is the partial transition function and m0 is
the initial state of system. The model W accounts for the normal and failed behaviour of the
system. Let Ef ≤ E denote the set of failure events which are to be diagnosed. Our objective is
to identify the occurrence of the failure events. Therefore we partition the set of failure
events into disjoint sets corresponding to different failure types:
(3)
Ef = Ef1  Ef2  …  Efn
This partition is motivated by the following considerations (Xie, 1998):
Inadequate instrumentation may render it impossible to diagnose uniquely every possible
fault;
It may not be required to identify uniquely the occurrence of every failure event. We may
simply be interested in knowing whether failure event has happened as the effect of the
same failures in the system.
So, when we say that “a failure of type Fi has occurred”, we mean that some event from the
set Efi has occurred.
In (Lane & Bradley, 1992) the diagnosability is defined as follows: A prefix-closed and live
language L is said to be I-diagnosable with respect to the projection P, the partition Ef, and
the indicator I if the following holds:
i  E f   n  N  s  E f i   t  L : st  I E f i , t ≥n; D 
(4)
s





 





Where the diagnosability condition D is:

ω ∈PL Pst  E f i ∈ω

(5)

Note that I (Efi) denotes the set of all traces of L that end in an event from the set Efi. The
behaviour of the system is described by the prefix-closed live language L (A) generated by A
(see relation (1)). L is a subset of E*, where E* denotes the keen closure of the set E (Lee et al.,
1999). ||s|| denotes the length of trace sE. L/s denote the post language of L after s, i.e.
L
= {t ∈E * / st ∈L }
s

(6)

We define the projection P: E*→ E in the usual manner (Carmen et al., 1991):
P(ε )  ε, and P(s1 , s 2 )  P(s1 )  P(s 2 ),

s1  E* and s 2  E

(7)

Where  denotes the empty trace.
The above definition, e.g. relations (4) and (5), means the following: Let s be any trace
generated by the system that ends in a failure event from the set Efi, and let t be any
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sufficiently long continuation of s. Condition D then requires that every trace belonging to
the language that produces the same record of observable events, and in which the failure
event is followed by certain indicator, should contain a failure event from the set Efi. This
implies that on some continuation of s one can detect the occurrence of a failure of the type
Fi with a finite delay, specifically in at most ni transitions of the system after s. To
summarize, here diagnosability requires detection of failures only after the occurrence of an
indicator event corresponding to the failure. In this paper we improve this approach by
according a gradual importance of failure indicators, in correspondence with the availability
of the system. In our assumption the diagnoser is a SCPN where the places are marked with
the availability of the correspondent production cell. The availability of a production cell is
calculated with a Markov chain, where the transitions reflect the gradual importance of the
failures in the cell. We may say that the diagnoser is an extended observer where we append
to every state estimate a label. The labels attached to the state estimates carry failure
information and failures are diagnosed by checking these labels. We also assume the system
W is normal at start.

3. The Petri Net Diagnoser of a FMS
In our work we assumed that when a device, sensor, transducer or any other hardware
component of the FMS fails, the system reconfiguration (after repairing it) is often less than
perfect. The notion of imperfection is called imperfect coverage, and it is defined as
probability c that the system successfully reconfigures given that component fault occurs.
The imperfect repair of a component implies that when the repair of the failed component is
completed it is not “as good as new”. A dependability model for diagnosability of flexible
manufacturing systems is presented. The meaning of dependability here is twofold:
- System diagnosability and availability
- Dependence of the performance of the FMS on the performance of its individual physical
subsystems and components.
The model considers the task-based availability of a FMS, where the system is considered
operational as long as its task requirements are satisfied; respectively the system throughput
exceeds a given lower bound. We model the FMS with SCPN. We decompose the FMS in
productions cells.
In our assumption the availability of a cell j (j = 1, 2, ..., n, where n is the total number of part
type cells in the FMS) is calculated with a Markov chain which includes the failure rates,
repair rates, and coverability of the respective devices in the production cell i. The colour
domains of transitions that load cell i include colours that result in a value between 0 and 1,
and the biggest value designates the cell (respectively the place in the SCPN model) which
ensures the liveness of the net, respectively which will validate and burn its output
transition. We assume that the reader is familiar with Petri nets theory and their
applications to manufacturing systems or we refer the reader to (Murata, 1989). Each part
entering the system is represented by a token. The colour of the token associated with a part
has two components (Xie, 1998). The first component is the part identification number and
the second component represents the set of possible next operations determined by the
process plan of the part. It is the second component that is recognized by the stochastic
colours Petri net model, and the first component is used for part tracking and reference
purposes. Let Bi be a (1 x m) binary vector representing all the operations needed for the
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complete processing of part type i. Let Ei be a (m x m) matrix representing the precedence
relations among the operations of part type i, where m is the number of operations that are
performed in the respective cell j (j=1.2…., n). For a part to be processed in the cell j it
requires at least one operation that can be performed in the cell, that implies Bj > 0. Also, for
a part type, where there is no precedent relationship between required operations, Ei is a
matrix of zeros. For a part with identification x and part type y, the initial colour of the
corresponding token is:





Vyx  yx, B y - B y  E y





(8)



Where B y  E y is a matrix of multiplication.
For example consider the process plan of part type L1 and L2 shown in Fig.1
Op 3
Finite
product I

Op 4
Op 1

Raw
materials

Op 5

Op 2

Finite
product II

Fig. 1. Process plan of part type L1 and L2
Our process plan first requires operation op 1 and then operation op 2 for complete
processing. We assume that our FMS can complete 5 different types of operations (e.g., for
simplicity we consider only 5 different types of operations). For part type L1, we have: BL1 =
[00011].

E L1

op 5
op 4

op 3

op 5
0
0
0

op 4
0
0
0

op 3
0
0
0

op 2
0
0
0

op 1
0
0
0

op 2
0
0
0
0
A2
op 1
0
0
0
A1
0
Where A1 is the availability of production cell 1 (which performs operation 1), and A2
represents the availability of production cell 2 at time t. The availability Ai of cell i is
calculated, as shown below, with Markov chains (Brehends, 2000). We notice that Ai is reevaluated at each major change in the process plan of FMS (such as occurrence of events:
damages of hardware equipments, changes of process plan, etc).
Assuming that A1>A2, then we assign to A1 value 1 and to A2 value 0, so that applying
relation (7), the initial color of the token corresponding to a part that belongs to part type L1
with identification mark 1, would be VL1.1 = (L1.1, 00001). Note that the information carried
by the color of the tokens in the SCPN indicates the next operation to be performed by the
FMS. Generally, we may say that V is the set of colors that represent all the possible
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combinations of operations that can be performed in the FMS. Each member of the set V is a
vector with m components, where m is the maximum number of operations to be performed
in the cells of the FMS. For example, in a FMS with 5 operations to be performed, we may
have V = {00000, 00001, …, 11111}. For simplicity, we assume that operations in FMS are
maped to places in the SCPN model, places which are labeled with the operation
identification number. The requirement for a production cell j (j = 1, …, n) which have Ni
(i = 1, …, m) devices of type i, is that at least ki of these devices must be operational for the
FMS to be operational. To determine the system availability which includes imperfect
coverage and repair, a failure state due to imperfect coverage and repair was introduced
(Ciufudean & Popescu, 2004). To explain the impact of imperfect coverage, we consider the
system given in Fig.2 which includes two identical manufacturing devices M1 and M2.
Op 1

M1
M2

Fig. 2. Example of operation performed by two identical devices
If the coverage of the system is perfect, i.e. c = 1, then operation op 1 is performed as long as
one of the devices is operational. If the coverage is imperfect, then operation op 1 fails with
probability 1-c, if one of the devices M1 or M2 fails.
We may say that, if operation op 1 has been scheduled on device M1 that has failed, then the
system in Fig.2 fails with probability 1 - c. The Markov chain for manufacturing cell i is
shown in Fig.3. In Fig.3 the parameters , , c, r denote respectively the failure rate, repair
rate, coverage factor and the successful failure repair rate of devices in the cell.
The first part of the horizontal transition rate with the term 1 - c represents the failure due to
imperfect coverage of an alternative equipment.
The second part, with the term 1 - r represents imprecise repair of the devices.
The vertical transitions reflect the failure and repair of the equipments. We assume that
only one device fails at a time, in a certain operation cell.
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Ni(1-c)

Ni
Nic

r

(Ni-1)(1-c)+(1-r)

Ni-1

r

(Ni-1)c

FNi

r
FNi-1

r

(ki+2)c

r
(ki+1)(1-c)+(1-r)

ki+1
(ki+1)c

r

r

ki+(1-r)

ki

r

Fki -1

Fki

Fig. 3. Markov model for cell i
At state Ni cell i is functioning with all Ni devices operational. At state ki there are only ki
devices oparational. The state of cell i changes from working state wi, for ki ≤ wi Ni, where
wi is the number of operational devices at a certain moment, to failed state Fi, either due to
imperfect coverage (1 - c) or due to imperfect repair (1 - r). If the fault coverage of the system
and repair of the components are perfect, the Markov chain in Fig.3 reduces to onedimension model. The solution of the Markov chain model given in Fig.3 is a probability
that at least ki devices are working at time t.
The availability of cell i is given by the next relation (Ciufudean & Larionescu, 2002):
A i t  

Ni

∑

Pkj t , for i  1, 2, ..., n

(9)

j k i

Where Ai(t) = the availability of cell i at moment t;
Pki(t) = probability of ki devices being operational in cell i at time t;
Ni = total number of devices of type j in cell i;
Ki = required minimum number of operational devices in cell i.
After a Markov chain for each cell of the measuring system is constructed and desired
probabilities Ai(t), i = 1,2,…,n corresponding to each manufacturing cell are determined, the
stochastic colored Petri net (SCPN) can be initialized and the simulation process of the
flexible manufacturing system (FMS) begins. The status of this graph (e.g., the SCPN) at
different moments tk, gives us the diagnosis of the FMS.
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4. Constructing the Markov Chain Diagnoser of a FMS
Starting from the PN modular structure described in the previous section we shall build a
Markov chain diagnoser structure. Let A denote the set of alphabets. A trace over A is a
finite sequence of alphabets and is synonymously for Petri net complete sequence of firing
transitions (Yee & Ventura, 2000). Given a trace α є A, |α| denotes the length of the trace.
Given a trace α and a positive integer i ≤ |α|, αi and α[i] denotes the prefix consisting of the
first i alphabets, and the i-th symbol respectively. The concatenation of two traces α1 and α2 is
denoted by α1 . α 2. B={0,1} is the binary alphabet. A diagnoser over the alphabet set A is a
function f: A → B. One may read 0 as “good” and 1 as “bad” (Recalde & Silva, 1998). In the
context of diagnosis, a 1 placed after reading a trace should be interpreted as an alarm
(something anomalous is happening); on the other hand, 0 indicates normal behavior.
Diagnosis is a real-time activity, due to Petri nets simulation, where alarms have to be
available also in real time. We assume that the set of traces, denoted by T, is defined as a
finite table of patterns. We also assume that each state of a trace has an associated identifier;
then the set T maps an identifier of a final state to 1 and the rest of the identifiers are
mapped to 0. We will use the set T to construct a Markov chain. A transition in the Markov
chain is a pair of states, and a state is associated with a trace of length Λ over the alphabet A.
The operation shift (α, x) shifts the trace α left and appends the alphabet x at the end, e.g.
shift (aba, c) is equal to bac. The initial state of the Markov chain, which corresponds to the
initial marking in the modular Petri net controller, is associated with a trace of length |α|
consisting of all null symbols {0}, e.g. if |α|=3, the initial state is associated with the trace [0,
0, 0]. The operation next (α) returns the first symbol of the trace α and left shifts α by one
position, e.g. next (abc) returns a and updates the trace to bc. For each trace α Є T, we execute
the following steps until all the alphabets of α are scanned:
1. Let c = next(α);
2. Set next-state to shift (current-state, c);
3. Increment the counter for the state current-state and transition (current-state, next-state);
4. Update current-state to be next-state;
5. Go to Step 1 if c ≠ 0, else Stop.
After all the traces in the set T have been processed, each state and transition has a positive
integer associated. The probability of transition (Si, Sj) is N(Si, Sj)/N(Si), where the N(Si, Sj)
and N(Si) are the counters associated with transition (Si, Sj) and state S, respectively. We may
say that probability of a transition is the ratio of the frequency of the transition and the
frequency of its source (Zuo et al., 2000).
We build a connected graph, where each edge is labeled with the probability of transition
between two adjacent vertices that correspond to the states of the associated Markov chain.
The Markov chain has a uniform equilibrium distribution; the rate of convergence to this
distribution is determined by the largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix (Hopkins, 2002),
e.g. we deal with the problem of finding the fastest mixing Markov chain on the graph.
We consider a connected graph G  (V, E ) with vertex set V  [1, ..., n ] and the set of
edges E V x V , with (i, j) ∈E

( j, i) ∈E . We assume that there are self-loops that connect

an edge with itself: (i, i) ∈E . We define a discrete-event Markov chain on the vertices of the
graph as follows. The state at a certain amount of time t will be denoted X(t) € V, for t = 0, 1,
…, n, where n Є N. Each edge in the graph is associated with a transition in the Petri net
model given in the section 1. Firing a transition it evolves a probability assessment so that it
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makes a transition between the two adjacent vertices. These edges probabilities must be
nonnegative, and the sum of the probabilities of edges connected to each vertex, including
the self logs, must be equal to 1. The probability associated with self-logs (i, i) is the
probability that X(t) stays at vertex i. We describe the Markov chain through its transition
probability matrix P ∈R nxn , where:
pij  prob( x ( t  1)  j / x ( t )  1) i, j  1, ..., n

(10)

This matrix must satisfy the following condition:
P ≥ 0, P· 1 = 1, P = PT

(11)

Where the inequality P ≥0 means element-wise, i.e. Pij ≥0 for i, j=1,..,n, and 1 denotes the

vector of all ones.
We note that condition (2) means that P must be symmetric and doubly stochastic, and:
pij =
=0 , (i, j) ≠ E

(12)

Relation (3) states that transitions are allowed only between vertices that are linked by an
edge. Let  ( t ) T  R n be the probability distribution of the state at time
πi (t) =
=
prob( X( t ) =
=
i ) . The state distribution satisfies the following recursion relation:
(t)T 
 (0) T  P T

t:

(13)

If P is symmetric and P·1 = 1, then 1T·P = 1T, so the uniform distribution (1/n)· 1 is an
equilibrium distribution for the Markov chain. If the chain is irreducible and non-periodic,
then the distribution  ( t ) converges to the unique equilibrium distribution (1/n)· 1 as t
increases (Karlin & McGregor, 1959). A discrete-time Markov chain is said to be skip-free if
the one-tep transition probabilities satisfy pij = 0 for j ≤ i-2 and j ≥ i+2. One may call a
discrete-time, skip-free Markov chain a random walk (Schrijner, 1995). We denote by:
0 0 . . . 
 p 00 p 01 0


 p 01 p11 p12 0 0 . . . 
0
p 21 p 22 p 23 0 . . . 



P
pij 
.
.
.
.
. . . . . 


.
.
.
. . . . . 
.
.
.
.
.
. . . . . 

 

(14)

The matrix of one-step transition probabilities that is stochastic and the random walk X is
said to have a reflecting boundary 0 if pii+1 = 0 and P is sub-stochastic and the random walk
has an absorbing state which can be reached though state 0 only if pii+1 > 0. In relation (5) we
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have: pii-1 + pii + pii+1 = 1. The state space S constitutes an irreducible class which is nonperiodic if pii > 0 for some i and periodic with period 2 if pii =0 for all i. Accordingly, X will
be called periodic if pii > 0 for some i and periodic if pii = 0 for all i. One may define:
(15)

p 01 .p 12 ...p i -1i
π0 

1; π i 

, i≥1
p 10 .p 21 ...p ii -1

[

And noting ∑π i + (pii +1 . π i )
i

-1

] = ∞, the following theorem is true (Schrijner, 1995):
∞

Theorem: If p00 = 0 then the random walk X is recurrent if ∑pi .π i = ∞, and nonnegative
i=
=0

∞

recurrent if

∑pi .πi  ∞.
i 0

4.1 Illustrative example
Consider a product manufactured in two steps, in the FMS given in Fig.1, respectively the
part type L1 (Ciufudean et al., 2005). We assume that in matrix EL1, we have A1 > A2, and
therefore operation op 1 is performed the first. Two types of machines, Mi, i=1, 2, …, 5 are
used to perform the first operation, and Ui, i = 1, 2, 3 are used to perform the second
operation. The structures of the production cells op 1 and op 2 are given in Fig.4.a and 4.b,
respectively. It is required for cell op 1 that at least three machines are operational and for
cell op 2 at least two machines must be operational, in order to achieve the desired
throughput of port type L1 of FMS.

M1
Op 1

U1

M2
M3

Op 2

U2

M4

U3

M5
a)

b)

Fig. 4. Structures of production cells of part type L1 FMS from Fig.1
The SCPN model of the part type L1 of the FMS given in Fig.1 is represented in Fig.5.
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Pi (raw materials)
t1 (op1 begins)
op1
M1

M2

M3

t11

t12

t13

M5

M4
t14

t15

Pm (op1 completed)
t2 (op2 begins)
op2
U2

U1
t21

t22

U3

t23

P0 (Finite product II)
Fig. 5. The SCPN model for part type L1 of the FMS from Fig.1
Six and four state Markov chains and transitions rate matrices (Fig.6 and Fig.7) were
constructed for each production cell op1 and op2, respectively. Table 1 presents
failure/repair data of the system components. The availabilities of cell 1 and cell 2 at time t
are represented in Fig.8.

0,8μ
0 3λ  0,2μ
0
 3λ  μ

4λ  μ 0,8μ
0
0,8λ  0,2μ
 3,2λ
 0
4λ
5λ
0
0

0
0
0,8μ
0
 0,8μ
 0
0
0,8μ
0
0

Fig. 6. Transition rate matrix for production cell op1







2λ  μ 
2,4λ
0,8μ
0

0,8μ 2λ  02μ
3λ
0
0,8μ

0
0,8μ
0

Fig. 7. Transition rate matrix for production cell op2

0 

0,6λ 
0 

0,8μ 

0 

0 
λ 

0 
0,8μ
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5. Basic Equivalent Transfer Functions for SPNs
In a timed PN let F: T  R is a vector whose component is a firing time delay with an
extended distribution function. By extended distribution functions, we mean that
exponential distribution functions are allowed for concurrent transitions. Two transitions
are said to be concurrent at marking m if and only if firing either does not disable the other.
The firing rule for an SPN provides that when two or more transitions are enabled, the
transitions whose associated time delays is statistically the minimum fires. According to the
transition-firing rule in PN, when a transition tk has only one input place pi, and pi is
marked with at least one token, tk is enabled. The enabled transition can fire. The firing of tk
removes one token from the pi and then deposits one token into each output place pj. Let P(i,
k) be a probability that transition tk can fire. The process from the enabling to the firing of tk
requires a time delay, k. This delay k of a transition can be either a constant or an extended
random variable in SPN. P(i, k) and M(s) depend on k as well as the current marking and
the time delays of other enabled transitions at that marking. M(s) denote the moment
generating function, and is defined as follows:
)
M( s=

+∞

e st Ft (.) dt
∫

(16)

∞

Where s is an extended parameter, and Ft(·) is a probability density function of random
variable-transition t (i.e. distribution function of the firing time of transition t Є Tt). A
transfer function of a stochastic Petri net (Fu & Hu 1992) is defined as the product P(i,
k)M(s), and is:

Wk s   Pi, k  M s 

(17)

Transition tk characterized by P(i, k) and k is expressed by a transition characterized by
Wk(s). Four fundamental structures can be reduced into a single transition. The reduction
rules can be used to simplify some classes of SPN. With these reduction rules we transform
PN into finite state machines (in a finite state machine each transition has only one input
and output place, and there is one token in such a net). Fig.8, a, b, c, d depict these reduction
rules.
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t1

P1

P2

t2

P3

W2(s)

W1(s)

a)

t1
P1
t2

Wk(s)

P2



Wk(s)

W2(s)

t1

P1


Wk s   W1 s   W2 s 
P1

P2

W1(s)

P2

P1



b)

t3

P2

Wk ( s) = W1 ( s) + W2 ( s)

P3

P1

P3


W1(s)

W3(s)

t2
W2(s)

t1

c)

W s .W3 s 
Wk s   1
1  W2 s 

t2

P1



P2

d)

P2

P1

W2(s)

W1(s)

Wk(s)

W s.W2 s
Wk s  1
W1s  W2 s

Wk(s)

Fig. 8. Equivalent transfer functions for basic structures of SPN
The moment generating functions for the state machine SPN which models the construction
systems represent the availability of the cells (subsystems) which form the SPN.

6. Perturbation Parameters Modelled with SPNs
Following the approach given in (Chiang et al., 2000), we suppose that the distributions of
firing times depend on a parameter Ө. Parameters defined in section 2 are, in the above
assumption, functions of Ө. In perturbation analysis the following results hold, where
performance measures under consideration are of the form g(M1, t1, τ1, …, Mn, tn, τn) and a
shorthand notation g(Ө) is used:
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a) For each Ө, g(Ө) is a.s. continuously differentiable at Ө and the infinitesimal perturbation
indicator is:
dg θ 

dθ

n

∑
i 1

g dτ i

τ i dθ

(18)

b) If d  [g(Ө)]/dӨ exists, the following perturbation estimator is unbiased:
n

∑
i 1

fk 

g dτ i


τ i dθ

n

∑f k h k  G k

k 1

f tk 1 L k t k 1 
Ftk 1 Lk t k 1   y k - Ftk 1 L k t k 1 

yk = min {rk(t) : t  T(Mk) - {tk+1}}
τk 

(19)

dL k t k 1  dXt k 1 
dθ
dθ

(20)

(21)
(22)

Lk(t) is the age of time transition t at Sk; Gk = gpp,k - gDNP,k. The sample path (M1(Ө), t1(Ө), τ1(Ө),
…,Mn(Ө), tn(Ө), τn(Ө)) is the nominal path denoted by NP. The gDNP,k is the performance
measure of the kth degenerated nominal path, denoted by DNPk. It is identical to NP except for
the sojourn time of the (k+1)th stable marking in DNPk. gpp,k is the performance measure of a
so-called kth perturbed path, denoted by PPk. It is identical to DNPk up to time sk. At this
instant the order of transition tk and tk+1 is reversed, i.e., the firing of tk+1 completes just before
that of tk in PPk. We notice that by definition, DNPk and PPk are identical up to sk. At sk, the
events tk and tk+1 occur almost simultaneously, but tk occurs first in DNP and tk+1 occurs first in
PPk. The commuting condition given in (Baccelli & Liu, 1992) guarantees that the two samples
paths became identical after the firing of both tk and tk+1. Our goal is to introduce a correction
mechanism in the structure of the SPN so that the transition tk and tk+1 fire in the desired order,
and the routing mechanism given in relation (1) is re-established. We will exemplify this
approach on an example, and we will correlate the theoretical assumption with some practical
mechanisms in order to verify the approach.
6.1 Application to a Queuing Network
In Fig.9, we represented a workflow queuing network. The servers are s1, s2, and for any of
them, if the downstream buffer is full, the customer is blocked until the downstream buffer has
one hole. For simplicity of the Petri net model, we consider the perturbation analysis of only
one way in the workflow (Ciufudean et al., 2008). In the corresponding SPN of the system in
Fig.10, the transitions t1 and t4 model the arrivals. Transitions t3, t6, t7, t9 are used to model the
materials departure between constructors.
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P1
S2

S1
P2
Fig. 9. A data queuing network with finite line capacity
P7
t1

P1 t2

t3

P2

P9

P3

P13
P11

t4

P4

t5

t6

P5

P6

P8

t7

P12
t8

t9

P10

Fig. 10. The SPN model of the queuing network given in Fig. 9
The transitions t2, t5, t8 model the service periods in the network. The holding times of the
transitions t2, t5, t8 in the SPN are identical to the service times of computers in the
workflow. The information transmitted to p11 by firing t7 is determined by u’ (routing
indicator defined in section 2, see relation (1)) when t2 fires first and it is determined by u”
when t5 fires first. Since u’ and u” are independent random variables, the commuting
condition given in (Xie, 1998) does not hold (i.e., ((M, t2, u’), t5, u”) can be different from
((M, t5, u”), t2, u’). In order to make true the commuting condition we added in Fig.10 the
locations p7, p8, p9, p10, and p13 and corresponding arcs ensure a kanban mechanism in the
SPN, in order to achieve the desired order in firing transitions t3 and t6, and, for p13, a delay
in materials transmission to the output. Locations p7 and p8 ensure the priorities in servicing
of the materials flow arrivals (the arrival of the external raw materials).
For the average delay of demands ( g 

4
n

(18) is unbiased.
4
n

n

∑
i 1

n

∑Mi p τi ) the perturbation estimator given in
i 1

n

∑

dτ
g dτ i 4

M i -1 p   i
dθ
τ i dθ n

g

(23)

i 1

4
n

n

∑
i 1



L M i -1  τ i

Where L(Mi) = Mi(p1) + Mi(p2) + Mi(p3) + Mi(p4) + Mi(p5) + Mi(p6) + Mi(p8).

(24)
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The perturbation estimator is equal to:
4
n

n

∑
i 1

(25)

 ddτθi

L M i -1 

Assuming that firing times are exponentially distributed with mean equal to: Ө for t1, t2, t4,
and t6; 1 for t3; 0,86 for t5; 0,75 for t8, 0,9 for t9, we consider the average customer delay (Ө).
The mean value of the gradient evaluated at Ө = 1.22 and at Ө = 1.24 is close to the central
finite difference: (E[g(1.24) – E[g(1.20)]) / 0,04 = -10.27. This result is acceptable, and we
notice that additional values can be obtained by modifying the net structure as discussed
before, and as it is drawn in Fig.10, by modifying the marking in the places p7 and p8. We
notice that we can simplify the structure of the SPN in Fig.10 using the approach presented
in chapter 5 (see Fig.8). This approach is useful when we deal with complex Petri nets, and
we want to simplify these structures by reducing them to finite state machine, in order to
analyze them properly. For the Petri net in Fig.10, we may have the following equivalent
schemes, and correspondingly, the equivalent transfer functions. We notice that depending
to the specificity of each modelling processes, or to the operator skills the reduction
procedure can be stopped at a desired level of simplicity.
P7
t1

P1

t2

P2

t3

P3

P9

P13
P11

t4

t5

P4

P5

t6

P8


t1

P1 t2

P6

P12

t7

t8

P10

P2 WA P7 t3 P3 WB P9
P11

t4

P4

t9

t5 P5

WC P6 t6 P8

WD

t7

P13

P12
t8

t9

WE

P10

a) Where:
WA ( s)=

WD ( s)=

Wt 2 ( s) . Wt 3 ( s)

Wt 2 ( s) + Wt 3 ( s)

Wt 6 ( s) . Wt 7 ( s)

Wt 6 ( s) + Wt 7 ( s)

, WB ( s) =

, WE ( s) =

Wt 3 ( s) . Wt 7 ( s)

Wt 3 ( s ) + Wt 7 ( s)

Wt 8 ( s) . Wt 9 ( s)

Wt 8 ( s) + Wt 9 ( s )

, WC ( s )=

Wt 5 ( s ) . Wt 6 ( s)
,
Wt ( s) + Wt ( s)
5

6
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P1

t1

P 2 t3 P 3

WF

WG
P9

t4

P4

P5

WH

t6 P 6

P11

WJ

t7

P12
WK

P10

t9

b) Where:
WF ( s)= Wt 2 ( s) . WA ( s) , WG ( s)= Wt 3 ( s ) . WB (s) , WH ( s)= Wt 5 ( s ) . WC ( s) ,
WJ ( s=) Wt 6 ( s) WD ( s) , WK ( s )= Wt 8 ( s) . WE ( s)


t1

P1

P4

t4

P2

WL

WM

P5

WG

P9

WJ
P10

P12

P11
t7

t9

WK

c) Where: WL ( s )= Wt 3 ( s) . WF ( s) , WM ( s)= Wt 6 ( s ) . WH ( s)
t1

P1

WR

P2
P11


t4

P4

WV
P5

t7

P12
WK

t9

d) Where : WR ( s)= WL ( s) . WG ( s) , WV ( s)= WM ( s) . WJ ( s)
Fig. 11. An example of aplying the equivalent transfer function for minimizing the size of a
SPN

7. Application to a Flexible Manufacturing System
7.1 The system description
The manufacturing system considered in this paper consists of two cells linked together by a
material system composed of two buffers A and B and a conveyor. Each cell consists of a
machine to handle within cell part movement. Pieces enter the system at the load/unload
station, where they are released from those two buffers, A and B, and then are sorted in cells
(pieces of type “a“ in one cell, and pieces of type “b” in the other cell).
We notice that in the buffer A are pieces of types “a”, “b”, where the number of pieces “a” is
greater than the number of pieces “b”. In the buffer B there are pieces of types “a”, “b”,
where the number of pieces “b” is greater than the number of pieces “a”. The conveyor
moves pieces between the load/unload station ad the various cells. The sorted piece leaves
the system, and an unsorted piece enters in the system, respectively in one of those two
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buffers A or B. The conveyor along with the central storage incorporates a sufficiently large
buffer space, so that it can be thought of as possessing infinite storage capacity. Thus, if a
piece routed to a particular cell finds that the cell is full, it is refused entry and is routed
back to the centralized storage area. If a piece routed by conveyor is of a different type of the
required types to be sorted, respectively “a”, and “b”, then that piece is rejected out of the
system. We notice that once a piece is blocked from entry in a cell, the conveyor does not
stop service; instead it proceed with its operation on the other pieces waiting for transport.
At the system level, we assume that the cells are functionally equivalent, so that each cell
can provide the necessary processing for a piece. Hence, one cell is sufficient to maintain
production throughput.
We say that the manufacturing system is available (or, operational) if the conveyor and at
least one of the cells are available.
A cell is available if its machine is available. Over a specified period of operation, owing to
the randomly occurring subsystem failures and subsequent repairs, the cellular construction
system (CCS) will function in different configurations and exhibit varying levels of
performance over the random residence times in these configurations. The logical model of
our manufacturing system is showed in Fig.12.

Cell 1
Load station
and
conveyor

Rejected
pieces
Cell 2

Fig. 12. Logical model for a flexible manufacturing system
7.2 A Markov model for evaluating the availability of the FMSs
For the flexible manufacturing system depicted in Fig.12, we assume that the machines are
failure-prone, while the load/unload station and the conveyor are extremely reliable.
Assuming the failure times and the repair times to be exponentially distributed, we can
formulate the state process as a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC). The state process is
given by {X(u), u  0} with state space S = {(i j), i {0, 1, 2}, j  {0, 1}}, where i denotes the
number of machine working, and j denotes the status of the material handling system (load
station and conveyor): up (1), and down (0). We consider the state independent, or time
dependent failure case and the case of time independent, or operation dependent failure
case separately. Time dependent failures: In this case, the component fails irrespective of
whether the system is operational or not. All failure states are recoverable. Let ra and rm
denote the repair rates of the material handling system, and a machine respectively. The
state process is shown in Fig.13.a. Because the failure/repair behavior of the system
components are independent, the state process can be decomposed into two CTMCs as
shown in Fig.13.b. Analytically, the state process is expressed by relations: S0 = {(21), (11)}
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and SF = {(20), (10), (00)}. For each failure state in Sf no production is possible since the
Material Handling System (MHS) or both the machines are down.
11

2fm

21

fm
rm

rm
fa

ra

for machines:

for MHS:

fa

fm

10

rm

ra

00

rm
11

2fm
21

fa

ra

2fm

20

01

rm

fm
a)

01

rm

fa
1

ra

0

b)
Fig. 13. State process of a CCS with time-dependent failures, (a) State process for a stateindependent failure model, (b) Decomposed failure/repair process
In Fig.13.b the failure/repair behaviour of each resource type (machines or MHS) is
described by a unique Markov chain. Thus, the transient state probabilities, pij(t) can be
obtained from relation (Benson &Zang, 2000):
pij(t) = pi(t)· pj(t)

(26)

Where pi(t) is the probability that i machines are working at time t for i = 0, 1, 2. The
probability pi(t) is obtained by solving (separately) the failure/repair model of the machines.
Pj(t) is the probability that j MHS (load/unload station and conveyor) are working at instant
t , for j = 0, 1. Let fa and fm denote the failure rates of the MHS and of a machine respectively.
Operation-dependent failures: Assume that when the system is functional, the resources are all
fully utilized. Since failures occur only when the system is operational, the state space is: S =
{(21), (11), (20), (10), (01)}, with S0 = {(21), (11)}, Sf = {(20), (10), (01)}. The Markov chain model
is shown in Fig.14. Transitions representing failure will be allowed only when the resource
is busy. Transitions rates can however be computed as the product of the failure rates and
percentage utilization of the resource, and Tkij represents the average utilization of the kth
resource in the state (i j).
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11

fmTm11

rm
Ta21fa

ra

01

rm
ra

Ta11 fa

10

20

Fig. 14. State process of a CCS with state-dependent failures
7.3 Numerical study
For the CCS presented in this paper, in the table 1 are given the failure/repair data of the
system components We notice that Tkij = 1 since the utilization in each operational state is
100% for all i, j, k, where i = {0,1,2}, j = {0,1}, k = 4.
The other notations used in table 1 are: f is the exponential failure rate of resources, r is the
exponential repair rate of resources, Np is the required minimum number of operational
machines in cell p, p = {1,2}, and np is the total number of machines in cell p.

r
Machines
1
MHS
0,2
Table 1. Data for the numerical study

f
0,05
0,001

Np
1
1

np
2
1

Tkij
1
1

From Fig.13 and Fig.14 we calculate the corresponding infinitesimal generators and after
that, the probability vector of CTMC. With (11) we calculate the availability of CCS.
The computational results are summarized in Table 2 for the state process given in Fig.13
(CCS with time-dependent failures), and respectively in Table 3 for the state process given
in Fig.14 (CCS with state-dependent failures). We consider the system operation over an
interval of 24 hours (three consecutive shifts).
Time hour
Machines
MHS
0
1.0000
1.0000
1
0.9800
0.9548
4
0.9470
0.8645
8
0.9335
0.8061
12
0.9330
0.7810
16
0.9331
0.7701
20
0.9330
0.7654
24
0.9328
0.7648
Table 2. Computational results for the CCS in Fig. 13

System Availability
1.0000
0.9217
0.7789
0.7025
0.6758
0.6655
0.6623
0.6617
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Time hour
Machines
0
1.0000
1
0.9780
4
0.9450
8
0.9315
12
0.9310
16
0.9320
20
0.9318
24
0.9320
Table 3. Computational results for the CCS in Fig. 14

MHS
1.0000
0.9528
0.8628
0.8039
0.7798
0.7688
0.7639
0.7636

System Availability
1.0000
0.9201
0.7762
0.7008
0.6739
0.6632
0.6598
0.6583

The results of the availability analysis of the construction system are illustrated in Fig.15,
which depicts the availability of the system as a function of the time. The numbers x = 1, 2
indicate the system in Fig.13, respectively Fig.14. One can see from Fig.15 that the layout
with CCS with time-dependent failures is superior to that with CCS with state-dependent
failure.
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

A
x=1
x=2

t (hours)
0 1

4

8

12

16

20

24

Fig. 15. Availability analysis of the CCS

8. Conclusion
In this paper we analysed the control charts estimators in discrete event systems modelled
with stochastic Petri nets (SPNs). The approach presented in this paper (e.g. Stochastic
Artificial Social Systems) can be used to analyze SPNs that model complex dynamic system
interactions. Unbiased gradient estimators proposed in (Haas & Shendler, 1991) were used for
the sensitivity analysis of the GSMP representation and some practical solutions for
attenuating the perturbations influences were indicated. The proposed procedure was
imagined for a data network perturbation analysis. We estimate that this methodology can be
applied to modelling and analysis of manufacturing systems, job scheduling in a chain
management system, such as flexible manufacturing systems. Future research will focus on
differential and fluid Petri nets in order to estimate throughput of complex systems.
An analytical technique for the availability evaluation of the flexible manufacturing systems
was presented. The novelty of the approach is that the construction of large Markov chains
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is not required. Using a structural decomposition, the construction system is divided into
cells. We can simplify the structure of the SPN using the approach presented in chapter 5
(see Fig.8). This approach is useful when we deal with complex Petri nets, and we need to
simplify these structures (e.g. graphs) in order to analyze them properly. For each cell a
Markov model was derived and the probability was determined of at least Ni working
machines in cell i, for i = 1, 2, .., n and j working material handling system (MHS) at time t,
where Ni and j satisfy the system production capacity requirements.
We also presented a throughput diagnoser controller for flexible manufacturing system. Our
approach Is based on Petri nets and Markov chains formalism. We presented a general
framework for constructing controllers using Petri nets and for constructing diagnosers
using Markov chains. Performance metrics for the diagnosers were also defined. These
diagnosers can be easily incorporated into an controller built with Petri nets as every Petri
net has a back-up Markov chain.
The model presented in this paper can be extended to include other components, e.g., tools,
control systems, etc. The results reported here can form the basis of several enhancements,
such as conducting performance studies of complex systems with multiple part types.
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1. Introduction
Electrical power systems provide electricity supply to a considerable amount of people
around the world. There are three main processes in order to deliver that electricity to end
users, those are: generation, transmission, and distribution, they work as a chain process,
where each one requires to bring a reliable, secure, and stable service. Therefore, there is an
increased interest for developing tools that allow the security evaluation of power systems,
and also to ensure high levels of quality, reliability, and availability. However, these levels
are affected by some factors that have been recognized as contributing elements in order to
lead to catastrophic and cascading events, such as: uselessness and hidden failures of
protections in Power Systems. Nevertheless, those can be modelled as probabilistic events,
which can be calculated taking into account the operating sequences, considering the
following operating states: normal, alert, emergency, extreme emergency and restorative
(Lester & Carlsen, 1978).
According to the NERC 2008 annual report (NERC, 2009), equipment failures are involved
in about the 23% of major disturbances, and protection misoperations are involved in about
42% of major disturbances. Thus, the protective system plays an important role in power
system operation, and a very important role in causing cascading events. However, there
are still major blackouts in spite of technological advances and huge investments in system
reliability, adequacy, and security.
For that reason, it is important, besides to reinforce the protection systems, to develop new
tools to analyze, study, and measure the impact of determined protection system failures in
terms of adequacy, security, and reliability. Thus, researchers have proposed several models
for reliability and security evaluation of substations (Dong et al, 2003) and (Dobson &
McCalley, 2008). However, the main weakness is to forget the impact of a substation fault
over neighbors substations, as well as, the uncertainty in the appropriate response of the
protective systems.
In the set of protection devices, circuit breakers are very critical components because they
are the last barrier to protect other devices of a Power System against faults. Thus, a detailed
study of these devices allows to find the root causes and dynamics of cascade events in
Power Systems. As well, it is important to quantify the probability of failure of the whole
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system to assess the risk to lead a voltage collapse, taking into account the performance and,
furthermore, the unreadiness of the breakers (Anderson, 1999).
Petri Nets theory allows the evaluation of the Power Systems Security considering the
system response to sudden disturbances produced by short circuits and component outages,
and the computation of operating state probabilities considering the probability of the
appropriate operation of each protection device.
This Chapter provides a comprehensive review of the application of Petri nets in security
and reliability analysis of Power Systems, such as, electrical industrial systems, meshed
power systems and substations. Additionally, special emphasis is done about modelling and
interpretation related to the conventional definition of operating states in power systems, i.e.
normal state, alert state, emergency, extreme emergency state, and restorative state.
Some applications of Petri Nets are:
 Modelling of cascade phenomenon after operation of protection devices.
 Computing of possible electrical failures in power system protections.
 Risk evaluation of power system unavailability.
Some particular properties that will be covered include:
 Coverability trees, which help to select the operating state of the system.
 All states can be reached in protection schemes of power systems, which represent
the liveness of the system. Additionally, in power systems there are no deadlocks,
which allow using Petri Networks in order to simulate the behaviour of the system.
 Because there is a restoration state in the system, the property of reversibility is
applied.
The proposed analysis looks at the events: how, when, and in what order they occur. Each
answer provides detailed information in order to analyse the substation behaviour and the
security of the system. Such analysis is summarized in tables, which show the different
sequences after a failure of a protective system, and how a single failure leads to a cascade
event. All these outcomes allow planning and designing better, more reliable, and more
secure systems.

2. General Overview of Power System Security
Security is defined as the ability of the power system to respond to sudden disturbances
without supply interruption. Therefore, security analysis must evaluate non-appropriate
response of the system, unnecessary operation of any device (such as protection devices)
and/or bad operation of some subsystems when a sudden disturbance occurs. Any of these
events affect the power quality and/or the reliability of the electrical system and,
consequently, the electrical infrastructure and the associated productive industrial processes
lead to a risky scenario.
Operating states of power systems were proposed in (Lester & Carlsen, 1978). They divided
the operating states of the power systems into five stages, those are: Normal, Alert,
Emergency, In Extremis and Restorative, their interactions are showed in Fig. 1. These states
were defined as follows:
 Normal: The system operates satisfying all the constraints of the system, so that all
substations can supply the load demand that is required to ensure the proper functioning
of the system. None of the protective equipment or lines is being overloaded.
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 Alert: The system is still operating, but some operating constraints are not met within the
system as a result of the overloading of some protective system. In this state corrective
actions should be carried out to avoid a blackout in the system and thus return to normal
state. For non-controlled transitions, there is a reduction in the security level. Therefore,
the system is susceptible and vulnerable to subsequent interruptions. Possibly due to
either unexpected increases in loads, not boot-generating machines, loss of generating
units, loss of transmission lines, or increased levels of risk due to storm or natural
disasters.
 Emergency: System constraints have been exceeded; these constraints are related to some
of the following variables: voltage levels, system frequency, and angles of machines or
buses. The security level is low, therefore control measures should be undertaken to bring
the system into the alert state. However, the system is still intact.
 In Extremis: In this state the constraints of the system have been violated, and the system
has lost significant loads. Thus, the system is not still intact. Actions must be undertaken
to restore the supply to all loads making reconnections.
 Restorative: After taking control action in the system. It is reconnected, and the loads are
returned.
Normal

Restorative

Alert

In-Extremis

Emergency

Fig. 1. Operating States of Power Systems
Normal

Restorative

Alert

Extreme Emergency

Emergency

Fig. 2. Improved Operating States of Power Systems
However, the analysis shown above was improved (EPRI, 1987) and (Kundur, 1994).
Basically, they added new transitions between the different states. Thus, one of the most
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complete diagrams is found in (Billinton et al., 1997), which associates the different states as
shown in Fig. 2.
This diagram has transitions from normal state to the state of emergency, and from normal
state to extreme emergency state. Likewise, it adds a transition between alert state and
extreme emergency state. It is important to mention that the fourth state changed its name,
from In-Extremis State to Extreme Emergency State.

3. Petri Net Modelling
A Petri Network is a graphical and mathematical tool to model synchronization process,
asynchronous events, sequential operations, concurrent operations, conflicts and resources
management (Wang, 1998). PN models can be readily used to describe the system behavior
by means of causal relationships between conditions and events in a sequential way. For
that reason, PN’s are very useful for the analysis of various industrial processes such as
production facilities, modeling of electrical systems, and computational systems.
The main components to define the operating states of the Power Systems according Fig. 2,
which are taken into account for the formulation of the PN, are the protective devices, such
as breakers. So the main events used in the PN formulation are: short circuits, interruption
of energy supply, and power quality problems.
Thus, taking into account the sequence operation of protective devices when a sudden
disturbance occurs, the unreadiness probability, or the probability of non response of the
protections when they are needed, is equivalent to the conditional probability of nonoperation when the disturbance is present (Jenkins & Khincha, 2006).
As in power systems, the non-secure probability is computed from the probabilities that the
system reaches an emergency or extreme emergency state, when a sudden disturbance
occurs (such as a short circuit) as function of the operation of main and back-up protections.
Therefore Petri Networks allows to study power systems, considering unreadiness
probabilities and operating states of protections.
Then, the security assessment consists in the computation of the probability of those
operating states when a fault occurs in the Power System. Hence, the security assessment
methodology using PN is as follow, according to Fig. 3:
1. Definition of the event to be analyzed. It consists in selecting the initiating event.
Such event could be short circuits and component outages.
2. System definition: Identification of protective devices such as circuit breakers and
relays, including protection zones.
3. Study of possible failures: Main failures are selected in order to simulate their effects
on the system. All possible operative states for each device and event are
established.
4. Create Petri Net structure. For instance, for each fault in a Power System the PN
model is built according to Fig. 4.
5. Assign an operating state for each place in the Petri Net. Fig. 4 shows that a place
corresponds to alert state, another place to emergency state and the last one
corresponds to extreme emergency state. This step might be done for each place of
the PN.
6. Simulation and validation of the Petri Net model, in the Petri Net toolbox V 2.3.
(Matcovschi, 2005). This software allows also to study certain properties of the Petri
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Net that gives important information about the PN, some of the properties are:
liveness, reachability, among others.
7. Generation of the Coverability graph and identification of the operating state of the
system.
8. Security index assessment. After simulating the PN, we know how many times the
tokens passed through each place, which allows to compute the occurrence
probability of each operating state.
START

Definition of the
Initiating Event

Choose possible failures

Built Petri Net structure

Assign an operating states

Simulation and
validation

Generation of the
Coverability graph

Security index
assessment

END

Fig. 3. Security assessment methodology
In order to apply the new methodology for modeling protection sequences with Petri Nets,
Fig. 5 presents a power system with 2 buses. Considering two possible failures with the
same probability of occurrence, the first one is located close to bus L, and the second one
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close to bus M. The Petri Net for this system is presented in Fig. 6. As well, places and
transitions descriptions are in Table 1 and Table 2.
Main
protection
works

Initial
state

Failure

Alert

Back-up
protection
works

Manual

Main
Back-up
Emergency
Extreme
protection
protection
emergency
does not work
doest not work

Fig. 4. Proposed Methodology for PN Models of Protection Systems (Sánchez et al. 2008)

Fig. 5. Two Buses System
Place
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
p10
p11
p12
p13
p14

Description
Initial state
Fault close to bus L state
Availability of main protection
Isolation of fault by main protection
Emergency state
Availability of back-up protection
Isolation of fault by back-up protection
Extreme emergency state
Isolation of fault by manual operation on main protection
Isolation of fault by manual operation on back-up protection
Fault close to bus M state
Isolation of fault by main protection
Emergency state
Isolation of fault by back-up protection

Table 1. Petri Net Places for 2 Buses System
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For the 2 buses system, the Petri Net was simulated with PetriNet Toolbox, and the results using a failure probability of 5%. Because all protections are taken with the same
configuration and failure probabilities, it is expected that almost 5% of cases correspond to
emergency state.

Fig. 6. Petri Net for 2 buses System
Transition
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14
t15
t16
t17
t18

Description
Fault close to bus L
Fault close to bus M
Main protection fired
System restoration
Main protection failed
Back-up protection fired
System restoration
Back-up protection failed
Manual operation
Manual operation
System restoration
System restoration
Main protection fired
System restoration
Main protection failed
Back-up protection fired
System restoration
Back-up protection failed

Table 2. Petri net Transitions for 2 Buses System
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4. Applications
4.1 Electrical Industrial Systems (EIS)
4.1.1 Small Radial Systems
The PN modeling is applied to evaluate the sequence operation of a typical protection
scheme, as Fig. 7 shows. The system is composed by a local primary protection (B2) and for
a remote (backup) protection (B1). The PN model of Fig. 8 shows the transitions scheme
between states and specifies the alert, emergency and extreme emergency states. This PN
can be used to evaluate the security of the EIS when a fault F1 take place downstream B2.
R1

1

R2

2

B1

3

B2
F1

Fig. 7. Typical protection System
t8

t11
P1
t2

P11
t1

P12
P4

t12

P2

P3

P10

t13
t4

t3
P9

t10

P5

t9

t5

P7

t7

t6
P8

P6

Fig. 8. Petri Net for the EIS basic protection System
The normal state is represented by P1 and the system could reach the P2 state (faulted
system) when the transition t1 occurs (short circuit at F). From P2, the system could reach P4
or p5 states by action of conflicting transitions t3 (action of the main protection B1 happens)
and t4 (non-action of the main protection B1 happens), respectively. So, in P2 a logical
decision is taken between action and non-action of the main protection modeled as a
probability (Anderson & Agarwal, 1992) of appropriate operation when it is required.
If the system has reached the p4 state, the transition t2 that represents the restoration of the
system, it moves to the P1 state, i.e. to the normal operation state. By contrast, if the system
reaches the p5 state (non-operation of the main protection); the same analysis is made for
the operation of the backup protection device.
Table 3 lists the places or system states that can be reached by the system when a
disturbance occurs; while Table 4 presents the states’ transitions. So, from Table 3 and Table
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4 a direct relationship is established to the operational states of Fig. 2. Hence, the normal
operational state is P1 in the Petri model, alert state is P4, emergency state is P5, extreme
emergency state is P6 and restorative state is the addition of P9 and P10.
Place
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12

Description
Normal State
Faulted System between nodes 2 and 3
Main protection available
Alert State - Fault isolated by main protection
Emergency State by non-operation of main relay
Emergency State – Fault isolated by backup protection
Backup protection available
Extreme Emergency State by non-operation of backup
relay
Restorative State – system in reparation mainbackup
Restorative State – system in reparation backupmain
Restorative State – system repaired
Restorative State – system repaired

Table 3. Places for the Petri Net representation of Basic Protection System
Transition
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13

Description
Fault F1 occurs
Main protection (R2) closes breaker B2
Fault clearance by main protection (R2) (B2 opens)
Main protection (R2) doesn’t operate B2 is closed
Backup protection (R1) doesn’t operate B1 is closed
Fault clearance by backup protection (R1)(B1 opens)
Backup protection (R1) closes breaker B1
Manual operation main protection (B2 closes)
Manual operation main protection (B2 opens)
Manual operation main protection (B1 opens)
Manual operation main protection (B1 closes)
Fault in line 2-3 is eliminated
Fault in line 2-3 is eliminated

Table 4. Transitions for the Petri Net Representation of a Basic Protection System
The security indicators are computed by simulations on the Petri Net. Thus, a 10000
probabilistic trials simulation has been made on the PN of Fig. 5 assuming a probability of
95% of appropriate operation of the main and backup protection devices. Thus, for each trial
the token is moved through the system states by activation of transitions. The activation of
transitions takes into account when a decision between conflicting transitions must be taken.
As final result, Fig. 9 shows the conditional probabilities to reach the normal, emergency
and extreme emergency states when a fault at F1 happens.
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Normal
95.07%

Restorative

Alert
4.69%

Extreme Emergency

0.24%

Emergency

Fig. 9. Probabilities of Operational States Transitions
4.1.2 System IEEE 493
Test System: The electric supply of the IEEE 493 system (Koval et al., 2003) is employed as
test system, developed to test methodologies of reliability evaluation in EIS. The IEEE 493
system is a dual utility source system with standby generation in configuration to many
mission-critical electric systems, serving both military and commercial facilities. Service
transformers are supplied by two independent 15-kV primary distribution feeders. There
are four diesel engine generators in the facility, where two of four generators are required to
meet the network load demand at all time (Koval et al., 2002).
The complete PN for the supply analysis of the IEEE 493 system is built in two phases: PN
for the automatic operation of the main switchgear (generation and utility supply) and the
PN for the alimentation of loads from the main switchgear.

Fig. 10. Automatic Transfer System Scheme IEEE 493 Trest System
Automatic Transfer System: Automatic transfer switches are an integral part of the power
generation process, shown in Fig. 10. If the power supply from the utility is interrupted, the
transfer switch sends a start signal to the generator and then transfers the load. When the
utility power returns, the transfer switch stops the generator and transfers the load. Fig. 11
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shows a PN model for automatic transfer system with power utility and generator systems
(Ramos et al., 2009).
Table 5 lists the places or system states that can be reached by the system when an outage
occurs and Table 6 presents the transitions of the states. So, from Table 5 and Table 6 a direct
relationship is established to the operating states of Fig. 12. Hence, the normal operating
states are P1 and P8 in the Petri Model, alert state is P3, emergency states are P5 and P11,
extreme emergency states are P6, P7, P9 and P10, and restorative states are equivalent to
extreme emergency states.
Conflicting transitions are present when: a supply outage is present (T2-T3), the generator is
starting (T6-T7), and the generator fails after starting (T8-T10).

Fig. 11. Petri Net for Transfer System
Fig. 12 shows the conditional probabilities to reach the normal, emergency, and extreme
emergency status when an outage happens assuming a probability of 95% of appropriate
operation of the generator and transfer switch.
Load System: The load system is composed by a main distribution circuit and two branch
circuits, Bus A and Mech Bus A. The main distribution circuit is protected for Main Bus A
protection (4000A), the branch circuits are protected for Bus A protection (1600A) and Mech
Bus A protection (800A), shown in Fig. 13. Each circuit has primary and secondary
protections; e.g. Bus A protection is the primary protection and Main Bus A protection is the
back-up protection for the Bus A circuit. Fig. 14 shows the PN for the load system which is
similar to the typical protections system with two branch circuits. The conditional
probabilities to reach state when a supply outage happens, assuming a probability of 95% of
appropriate operation of the protection system of loads are: from alert to normal state
62.17%, from emergency to normal state 35.96%, and from emergency to extreme emergency
1.87%.
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Place
P1-R1
P2-G1S
P3-SR1
P4-TR
P5-G1S1
P6-STR1
P7-STR2
P8-G1
P9-SG1
P10-SG2
P11-R1S

Description
Normal State. System on R1
Generator standby available
Alert State - Outage R1
Transfer system available
Emergency State. G1starting
Extreme Emergency. Transfer system
unavailable
Extreme Emergency. Transfer system don’t
work
Normal State. System on G1
Extreme Emergency. G1 don’t start
Extreme emergency. Fault on G1
Emergency State. R1 starting

Table 5. Places for the PN Representation of the Transfer System
Transition
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5, T13
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11, T12

Description
Power in R1 is interrupted
Transfer works on demand
Transfer don’t work on demand
Transfer out of service. Maintenance
Transfer repaired
G1 starts
G1 don’t start
R1 returns
Transfer returns on Normal state
G1 don’t work by fault
G1 repaired

Table 6. Transitions for the PN Representation of the Transfer System
Normal
71.69%

Restorative

Alert
23.29%

Extreme Emergency

5.02%

Fig. 12. Probabilities of Operatin States for Transfer System

Emergency
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Fig. 13. Load System Scheme IEEE 493 Test Systen
Table 7 lists the places or system states that can be reached by the system when an outage
occurs and Table 8 presents the states' transitions. Table 7 and Table 8show the operating
states transitions. Hence, the normal operating states are P1 and P8 in the Petri model, alert
state is P3, emergency states are P5 and P11, extreme emergency states are P6, P7, P9 and
P10, and restorative states are equivalent to extreme emergency states.
Place
P1
P2
P3
P4-Emerg

P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10extreme
P11
P12
P13
P14

Description
Normal State
Faulted System between Main Bus A and Bus A
Faulted System between Main Bus A and Mech Bus A
Faulted System between Utility system and Main bus A
Emergency state by non-operation of Bus A or mesh
bus relay
Bus A protection available
Alert State - Fault isolated by Bus A protection
Mech Bus A protection available
Alert State - Fault isolated by Mech Bus A protection
Main protection available
Extreme emergency State by non-operation of main relay
Emergency State–Fault isolated by main protection
Restorative State–system in reparation for Bus A
Restorative State–system in reparation for Main Bus A
Restorative State–system in reparation for Mech Bus A

Table 7. Places for the PN Representation of the Load System
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Fig. 14. Petri Net for Load System
Transition
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16
T17
T18

Description
Fault in Bus A occurs
Fault in Mech Bus A occurs
Fault clearance by Bus A protection
Fault clearance by Mech Bus A protection
Bus A protection closes breaker
Mech Bus A protection closes breaker
Bus A protection doesn’t operate
Mech Bus A protection doesn’t operate
Fault in Main Bus A occurs
Fault clearance by Main protection
Main Bus A protection doesn’t operate
Fault clearance by Main Bus A protection
Manual operation Mech Bus A protection
Manual operation Main Bus A protection
Manual operation Bus A protection
Fault between Main Bus A and Bus A is eliminated
Fault between Utility and Main Bus A is eliminated
Fault between Main Bus A and Mech Bus A is eliminated

Table 8. Trasitions for the PN Representation of the Load System

Fig. 15 shows the complete PN for the supply analysis of the IEEE 493 system, which is
elaborated from Fig. 11 and Fig. 14 with an appropriate renumbering of these states.
The connection between these PN’s is established by means of modeling and analysis of
contingencies and the protection coordination among two subsystems, and the transfer
system response. Then, each place is classified as one operating state: normal, alert,
emergency, extreme emergency, and restorative. In this way, the simulation computes the
probability of occurrence of each place when a fault in the power system occurs, and in
consequence, the security indicators are computed. A 10000 probabilistic trials simulation
has been made on the PN assuming a probability of 95% of appropriate operation of the
main and backup protection devices, and for the automatic transfer between generators.
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That number of trials satisfies an error lower than 5% with a 95% of confidence level. Then,
for each trial, the token is moved through the system states after transitions fire. The
activation of transitions is taken into account when a decision between conflicting
transitions must take place. The conditional probabilities to reach the normal, emergency
and extreme emergency status are: from alert to normal state 62.17%, from emergency to
normal state 35.96%, and from emergency to extreme emergency 1.87%. The system will be
in secure states in 87.43% when a fault (short circuit) occurs in the system.

Fig. 15. Petri Net for Total System
4.2 Looped Power Systems
A looped power system with 4 buses, with 8 possible faults, each one at the begin and end
of each line. Also, this system has 8 sets of protection. The system is shown in Fig. 16 and the
Sub-Petri Net modeled is presented in Fig. 17, which represents a fault in line 1. This model
is similar to the other line faults, and all Sub-PN are connected.
After simulating the complete Petri Net, 95.2% of failures were cleared by the main
protections and 4.56% of failures were isolated by back-up protections. It was expected that
almost 5% of cases correspond to the emergency state, because all protections are taken with
the same configuration and failure probabilities.

Fig. 16. Four Buses-system
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Fig. 17. Sub-Petri net for 4 Buses System
4.3 Substations
Substations have always been modeled as a single bus bar (Caro & Rios, 2008) and (Ramos
et al., 2009). Furthermore, all the circuits connected to the substation trigger when a system
fault is simulated. Nevertheless, there are many different configurations in substations, e.g.
single bus, ring bus and breaker-and-a-half bus (Mc Donald, 2007). So, when a fault occurs
in the system, not all the protections trigger. Therefore, cascade events studies are
incomplete without considering different configurations of substations. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop a tool that can be able to evaluate and analyze in detail the effect of
protections in substations with different configurations, and also able to measure the impact
of the protections over the Power System.
4.3.1 Single Bus
The first configuration studied corresponds to the Single Bus Substation, shown in Fig. 18. In
this configuration, the circuits are connected to the Bus through a single switch. The main
disadvantage of this configuration is the lack of reliability, security, and flexibility (Mc
Donald, 2007). The faults evaluated are: Fault on Bus and Fault on Line 4, and the Line 1
was selected to evaluate the probability of occurrence of a Cascade Event.

Fig. 18. Single Bus Substation Configuration
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Fig. 19 presents the Petri Net for the Fault on Bus in the Single Bus Substation configuration.
Table 9 and Table 10 show the places and transitions of the PN, respectively.

Fig. 19. Petri Net Representation for a Bus Fault on Single Bus Configuration
Place
P1
P2
P3

Description
Normal operation
Fault on Bus
Fault on Line 1

Table 9. Places for a Bus Fault on Single Bus Configuration
Transition
t1
t2
t3

Description
Fault on Bus
R1 triggers correctly
R1 failure

Table 10. Transitions for a Bus Fault on Single Bus Configuration
After simulate the PN presented in Fig. 19, the fault leads a cascade event on Line 1 the 5%
of the cases. It can be seen that because there is only one bus, the fault has only one way in
order to lead an outage in line 1. This confirms the lack of flexibility, and reliability of the
single-bus configuration.
4.3.2 Breaker-and-a-half Bus
The breaker-and-a-half bus configuration offers a flexible operation, and high reliability.
Also, this configuration allows to isolate any breaker for maintenance without service
disruption (Mc Donald, 2007). However, it presents a more complicate relaying, because the
center breaker has to act on faults for either of the two circuits . Fig. 20 shows a diagram of
this configuration.
The PN for a Line 4 fault in the Breaker-and-a-half bus configuration is shown in Fig. 21.
Table 11 and Table 12 show the places and transitions of the PN, respectively.
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Fig. 20. Breaker-and-a-half Configuration

Fig. 21. Petri net Representation for Line 4 Fault on Breaker-and-a-half Configuration
After simulate the PN presented in Fig. 21, the fault leads a cascade event on Line 1 the
0.04% of the cases. According to this result, it is clear that this configuration has a high
reliability, as well as high security and adequacy.
4.4 Large Power Systems
For large power Systems, it is proposed the use of building blocks theory, which is basically
to break up large systems into smaller units that are easier to handle (Dale et al., 2004) . For
instance, if the main goal is to model a system composed by two subsystems, the problem
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solution should be to model each subsystem separately. Then, combine the solutions
together and model the complete system.
Place
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Description
Normal operation
Fault on Line 4
Fault on Bus B
Fault on Line 1
Fault on Line 4
Fault on Line 2
Fault on Line 3
Fault on Bus A

Table 11. Places for Line 4 Fault on Breaker-and-a-half Bus Configuration
Transition
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14

Description
Fault on Line 4
R4 failure
R4 triggers correctly
R2 failure
R2 triggers correctly
R6 failure
R6 triggers correctly
R5 failure
R5 triggers correctly
R3 failure
R3 triggers correctly
R1 failure
R1 triggers correctly
Restorative

Table 12. Transitions for Line 4 Fault on Breaker-and-a-haf Bus Configuration
So, in order to model the connection of substations with different configurations. (Ramos et
al., 2009) and (Sánchez et al., 2008) suggest the use of High-level Petri Nets in order to model
larger Power Systems. However, the software that simulates High-Level Petri Nets with
uncertainties does not exist. Thus, we proposes the use of building blocks, which is basically
to break up large systems into smaller units that are easier to handle. For instance, if the
main goal is to model a system composed by two substations, the problem solution should
be to model each substation separately. Then, combine the solutions together and model the
complete system.
4.4.1 Modelling two interconnected substations
Fig. 22 shows a Petri Net to model the effects of a substation on another substation.
Transition 1 (t1) fires when there is a fault in the substation 1, e.g. fault on main bus.
Transitions 2 and 3 (t2 and t3) are related to the security index for the substation 1, assessed
in the first step, that is, the probability of occurrence of a cascade event through the line that
connects both substations. Likewise, transitions 4 and 5 (t4 and t5) are related to the security
index for the substation 2 assessed in the first step.
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A similar diagram can be obtained for multiple connections and/or multiple substations,
according to the size of the system to model.
Table 13 shows the results for two connected substations, according to Fig. 22, taking into
account that the first event is a fault on the main bus of the substation. On the other hand,
Table 14 shows the probabilities of operating states of two connected substations, with fault
on a Line as the initiating event.
NORMAL

P1

t1

Fault on
substation 1

Fault isolated

P2

t2
t3
P3

ALERT
Fault on
substation 2
Fault isolated

EMERGENCY

t4
t5 Substations
outage

t6

P4
EXTREME EMERGENCY

Fig. 22. Petri Net for modeling two connected substations
Configuration
Alert Emergency Extreme Emergency
Single Bus with Tie-Breaker
0.9500
0.0498
0.0002
Main and Transfer Buses
0.9970
0.0025
0.0002
Single Breaker - Double Bus
0.9500
0.0498
0.0002
Ring Bus
Breaker-and-a-Half bus
0.9974
0.0025
0.0001
Double Breaker - Double Bus
0.9496
0.0478
0.0026
Table 13. Operating State Probabilities of Two Connected Substations Fault on Main Bus
Configuration
Alert Emergency Extreme Emergency
Single Bus with Tie-Breaker
0.9974
0.0024
0.00020
Main and Transfer Buses
0.9974
0.0024
0.00020
Single Breaker - Double Bus
0.9974
0.0024
0.00020
Ring Bus
0.9498
0.0477
0.00025
Breaker-and-a-Half bus
0.9996
0.0003
0.00010
Double Breaker - Double Bus
0.9490
0.0484
0.00026
Table 14. Operating State Probabilities of Two Connected Substations - Fault on Line
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5. Conclusions
This chapter has proposed a methodology of security assessment of Power Systems based
on Petri Nets Theory. The methodology not only proposes to model the operating sequence
of protection devices, but also proposes the modeling of uncertainty in the operation of
protection devices using GSPN, and it proposes to measure its impact on the security
assessment. Thus, it is proposed the establishment of a relationship between the operating
states of Power Systems and the Petri Net models’ places, in order to determine the Petri
Net Places that model the non-secure operating states.
This chapter has shown that Petri Networks theory is useful tool for assessing security
indexes for Substations. So, the proposed technique allows the security analysis of
substations in Power Systems, taking into account hidden failures, unreadiness, and the
sequence of operation in protective systems.
The proposed method of building blocks is very effective when it is required to study large
Power Systems. Furthermore, the combination of Petri Networks, building blocks, and
operating states develop a strong tool to analyze and study the impact of protective systems
on the Power System, in terms of adequacy, security, and reliability.
It was demonstrated that the cascade events studies are incomplete without considering
different configurations of substations. Additionally, it was demonstrated the importance of
selecting the fault to be analyzed, because each fault brings out different failures
probabilities.
The Generalized Stochastic Petri Networks (GSPN) is a rigorous mathematical technique for
the electrical systems security analysis that allows the modeling and simulations of system
with a large number of states. On the other hand, the modeling capabilities of GSPN allow
the inclusion of models of time transitions between states, different to the exponential
distributions.
Simulation results on the GSPN of power systems give an easy and intuitive interpretation
of the probability of keeping each operating state of the system. Therefore, these state
probabilities complement traditional reliability system indicators, assisting to understand
the effect of a fault element on system operation.
The numerical results are consistent with expectations, since for all protections it is assumed
equal failure probabilities. For this reason, the results would change if there are used
different failure probabilities for each protection.
The future application of Petri Nets for assessment of larger Power Systems requires the use
of High-level Petri Nets, e.g. Colored Petri Nets. It is proposed as further work, to develop a
graphical software to model High-level Petri Nets with uncertainties. Likewise, it is
proposed to apply this methodology to larger Power Systems, e.g. IEEE 118 nodes.
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1. Introduction
Fault diagnosis is a process that identifies and locates faults occurrence in systems using
their inputs, outputs, and their structures. In the context of electric power systems fault
diagnosis is realized using the voltages and currents measurements at each node and the
physical connections. In this process, there are two conventional important problems that
must be solved: 1) how to determine whether a system is diagnosable and 2) how to design
a diagnoser. The problem of fault diagnosis has been addressed through various approaches
and application methods, for example based on artificial intelligence techniques, and based
on Discrete Event Systems. In the last approach, Finite Automata and Petri nets have been
mainly used as modelling formalism.
Although the Finite Automata are suitable for Discrete Event Systems, its application is
limited to small systems, since the models should explicitly taken in account all the possible
states of the system, resulting in very large models which are very difficult to work with
them. In order to cope with the state explosion problem, the structural models, represented
as vector Discrete Event Systems or Petri nets allow a compact representation of a Discrete
Event Systems, avoiding a large set of states as Finite Automata does. Also, with this
formalism, the discrete event systems analysis can be realized using linear algebra methods.
Using the advantage of these features, fault diagnosis has been addressed using Petri nets.
Several methods have been proposed recently, for example in (Sheng-Luen et al., 2003) and
(Genc & Lafortune, 2003) the Petri nets approach is used, but the diagnosability test has
been based on the reachability graph; thus the method is limited to small size systems
(Sampath et al., 1995) and (Sampath et al., 1996). In (Lefebvre & Delherm, 2007) a diagnoser
based on the Petri nets paths and causality relationships is proposed to determine the
presence of faults in a system. In (Hadjicostis & Verghese, 1999a), (Hadjicostis & Verghese,
1999b) and (Hadjicostis & Verghese, 2000) Petri nets model is used in order to introduce
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redundancy into the system that allow to detect and isolate faults. Unfortunately, all those
solutions have the state explosion problem.
In order to cope with the state explosion problem, in (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2004),
(Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007) and (Ruiz-Beltrán et al., 2007) techniques based on structural
characterizations for determining the diagnosability property are proposed; in (Ruiz-Beltrán
et al., 2007) is extended the characterizations and the diagnoser structures of (RamírezTreviño et al., 2004) and (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007), but that result is limited for binary
Interpreted Petri nets. In these approaches, the diagnosability property is tested as a linear
programming problem with polynomial complexity. In (Sheng-Luen et al., 2003), (Ulerich &
Prowers, 1998), and (Yang et al., 2004) some applications of fault diagnosis using Petri nets
are proposed, but they do not consider the diagnosability analysis of the system, which do
not guarantee that a fault can be detected in a finite number of events when this fault occur.
However, this condition is fulfilled in (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2004), (Ramírez-Treviño et al.,
2007), and (Ruiz-Beltrán et al., 2007).
Recently, the model-based approach for fault diagnosis in Discrete Event Systems is widely
been worked by the research community of Discrete Event Systems. Several works on the
matter use Petri nets for performing the fault diagnosis in electric power systems
(Hadjicostis & Verghese, 1999a), (Hadjicostis & Verghese, 2000), (Ren et al., 2004), and (Ren
& Zengqiang, 2006). In (Hadjicostis & Verghese, 1999a) and (Hadjicostis & Verghese, 2000)
the authors propose coding theory techniques for detecting and locating failures in Discrete
Event Systems in the field of electric power systems, they build a monitoring Petri net,
which operates concurrently with the power network. However, for some failures, their
techniques can not give a right explanation, and they do not determine how to construct the
monitoring matrix. In (Ren et al., 2004), (Ren & Zengqiang, 2006) and (Proth et al., 1993) the
same method is further studied. All possible failures are analyzed and remapped to the
embedded Petri net models and a method of how to construct the monitoring matrix to
encode the former Petri net model is proposed. However, the previous works do not
determine the diagnosability of the electrical systems, i.e., it can not be determined off-line if
a fault can be detected and located in a finite number of steps.
Based on the voltages and currents measurements and its digital processing with a relay to
maintain the operation of the power electric system; in this chapter we will address: 1) how
the operational behaviour of power electrical system with Interpreted Petri Net is
represented, where the Interpreted Petri Net captures the normal and fault condition of the
power electrical system. 2) How it is determined whether the model of the power electric
system with Interpreted Petri Net is diagnosable and 3) how it is designed a diagnoser that
has the same operative characteristics (security and velocity) that a relay in a real case. Thus,
the results in (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2004), (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007), (Ruiz-Beltrán et
al., 2007) and (Santoyo-Sanchez et al., 2008) will be extended.
This chapter will be as follows. Section 2 will introduce fault features in electric power
systems, how the electric power systems are modelled, and how the fault diagnosis is
executed into the context of electric power systems. In the next section will be introduced a
review Petri net notation and concepts used in the chapter. Section 4 will introduce the
diagnostic from the Petri net point of view; in this case it is proposed a necessary condition
to determine if a power electrical system is diagnosable. Moreover, it will be presented a
method for designing a diagnoser, and how the diagnostic can be done. Next, in section 5
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the results will be illustrated with a case study. Finally, in section 6 conclusions and future
research will be given.

2. Fault modeling conditions in electric power systems
The analysis of the power electrical systems involve three stages namely, pre-fault condition
(steady-state operation), fault condition (transient condition) and post-fault condition (how
the network arrives to a new steady-state operation condition). If the relay is the equipment
to protect the entire system, so it is necessary to know the exact relay behaviour under each
stage. The tests of the relay performance are doing by off-line simulations; this reason
renders necessary the modelling of the network components, the digital processing of the
electrical signals and the procedure to take a logical decision: order a trip in a fault
condition, do nothing in a safe condition. This decision is processed sample by sample. The
relay behaviour, the used models to simulate the power electrical system network and the
signal processing are described in order to clarify why and how Petri Nets are used to
increment or to give redundancy to the protection schemes.
2.1 Relay behavior
The distance elements are the most widely used to protect transmission lines. Usually, they
shared a communication channel to implement pilot schemes which increases the overall
performance of the line protection. Each distance element has a boundary of the zone of
protection in the locations of the currents transformers. The other boundary is extended in
the forward direction and is determined by measurements of the system quantities that may
vary with generation and configuration schemes. One of the most important design
considerations of relaying is security. It is a measure of the relay’s ability to avoid operation
for all other conditions for which tripping is not desired. It is hard to achieve, and almost
infinite variety of tests would be needed to simulate all possible conditions to which a relay
may be exposed. Another important design consideration is protection velocity. The fault
clearance must be as fast as possible for conditions within the transmission line. For distance
elements is not a problem in their primary zone, but it is used to be a delay within an
extended backup zone. This is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Relay protection zones
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Figure 2a shows the functional diagram of the distance relay. The process begins when the
voltages and currents flow to the relay through the potential transformers and currents
transformer installed in the power electric system network. These signals are passed
through the relay's internal transducers, and then the signals are filtered before the
analogical-digital conversion. The analogical filtering has the function of limit the
bandwidth, so it is possible to use a low-frequency rate sampling without introduce a big
error due to the aliasing phenomenon. The next step is the use of a digital filter to eliminate
the superior harmonics and the no-periodic exponential component still remaining; the
useful filters are the finite impulse response ones like the Fourier or cosine types.
Phasors of fundamental frequency (60 Hz) are computed by the discrete convolution
between the digitalized, voltages (V) and currents (I), measured samples and the coefficients
of the digital filter. It is demonstrated that independently of the frequency used rate in the
analogical-digital conversion, the most convenient window length of the digital filter is
equal to one period of fundamental frequency which means a delay of the trip, to fulfill the
window with the fault signal, of one cycle the normal rate of relays is of 32 samples by cycle.
The adjust parameters, to model short-circuits, are based in phasors which are used to
represent the steady-state operation. Under ideal conditions, the estimate impedance is
equal to the line section from the relay to the fault location. Faults provoke transient
operation state in the network, so the impedance estimation is affected by the transient state
components (fault resistance), this affects the relay response related with the fault detection
in the limit zone operation (zone discrimination); for this reason the first zone of the relay is
adjust to 80-90% of the protected line. Figure 2b shows the stages of the distance relay
procedure and the normal consuming time each stage. Times are normalized with the
fundamental frequency. In this figure, it could be notice that the execution of the digital
filtering to compute the phasors of fundamental frequency is the most demanding time in
the process of the trip signal. For typical filters the delay is one cycle of 60 Hz, the
corresponding time is around 16.66 milliseconds. The delay of the digital filter is then a
limitation that could not be avoided.





V I

Fig. 2.a) Relay signal processing, b) Relay consuming times
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The algorithms of the relay use both, phasors and the modal transformation described in
section 2.2 of this document, here called symmetrical components; with this information the
relay elaborate its response, the instantaneous one and the off-line one. The first involves the
fault detection and the fault zone discrimination. The second is referred to the fault
classification and localization.
 The relay detect a fault in its zone protection by comparing an adjust parameter with a
function related with the voltages and currents phasors.
 The capacity to discriminate faults in front or behind near to the fault zone, is difficult
because the estimate voltage phasor is almost zero; so, the effective and useful method is
the polarization of the relay with the positive sequence network of the symmetrical
components.
 The fault classification is performing by the symmetrical components as it is shown in
table 1 described in section 2.2 of this document.
 The fault localization is computed by comparing the voltage-current relation with the total
impedance of the line, so it is expressed in % of the line length.
National Electrical System is characterized by the large distance between the generation
plants and the consuming points (charge). For that reason, the National Electrical System is
divided into eight strategic located regional centers for operating and coordinating the
production and distribution of the electric energy. Figure 3 shows the limits of each control
area, also it is showed in this figure the electrical connectivity of the western control area
which will be taken like an example, in this work, to implement the develop methodology.
The fundamental criteria of reliability and operative security must be satisfied, so it is
essential that must exists a good coordination among the operative entities in all operative
stages. In this context these systems of energy generation have diverse exploration braches
of study, among them, the maintenance area that as important factor as for costs, where
innovating techniques of fault diagnosis for a later plan of reliable maintenance are
required.

Fig. 3. Hierarchical level of control areas from Mexico and western area
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2.2 Modeling the electrical system
The electrical systems are composed by generators that are interconnected through
transmission lines to loads, sensors, capacitors, switches, substations, and transformers with
the objective to produce and to distribute electrical energy. In order to simulate and analyze
the electrical system behavior, the minimum models of elements of the system are: A) lines,
B) sources and C) charges; which are brief described below. Figure 4 shows a piece of three
phase line connected with a three phase source and a single charge each phase.

Fig. 4. Three phase line configuration
A) LINES
A rigorous analysis of the transmission line with losses is obtained by the Maxwell
equations after some simplifications concerning to the electromagnetic field distribution.
These simplifications conduced to the quasi-transversal electromagnetic fields. So, the line
electromagnetic response of a transmission line is modeled by the Transmission Line
Telegrapher’s Equations as:
(1)
V( x , t )
I( x , t )

 R( x )I( x , t )  L( x )
x
t
(2)
I( x , t )
V( x , t )

 G( x )V( x , t )  C( x )
x
t
where L(x) , R(x ) , C(x) and G(x ) are the line per unit-length inductance, resistance,
capacitance and conductance matrices, respectively.
The solution of these equations in frequency domain proceeds as follows; one has firstly the
solution of the voltage and current like function of time and space as:
(3)
V( x , t )  V'( x , t )e j  t 
I(x , t )  I' ( x , t )e j  t  
If one has, V( x )  V'( x )e j and I( x )  I' ( x )e j then;

V( x , t )  ReV( x )e j t 
I(x , t )  ReI( x)e j t 
Substituting equation (4) into equation (1) and (2) yields to:
 Re V( x )e j t 
 ReI( x )e j t 
 L( x )
 R( x )ReI( x )e j t   0
x
t
 Re I( x )e j t 
 Re V( x )e j t 
 C( x )
 G ( x )Re V( x )e j t   0
x
t
Solving these equations, one has:

(4)
(5)
(6)
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V( x ) 
 e j t  

  ReR( x )I( x )e j t   0
Re e j t
  Re L( x )I( x )

x

t






I( x ) 
 e j t  

  ReG( x )V( x )e j t   0
Re e j t
  Re C( x )V( x )

x

t




Re-arranging equation (7) and (8) one obtains:

  V( x )

Re 
 LI( x ) j  RI( x )  e j t   0


  x


  I( x )

Re 
 CV( x ) j  GV( x )  e j t   0

x



So, the real part is:

V( x )
  j L  R I( x )
x
I( x )

  j C  G V( x )
x
If Z   j L  R  and Y   j C  G  , finally one obtains:
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(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)
V( x )
 ZI( x )
x
(14)
I( x )

 YV( x )
x
where Z represents the impedance series matrix, Y represents the admittance in
derivation, both in per unit length and calculated like a linear function of the frequency (jω).



Treating the line like a simple circuit means neglecting the traveling time by taking into
account the line length in the phase angle of each node (phase representation), one obtains
the following equation (from equation (13)):
(15)
V  ZI
For a geometric configuration of a common three phase horizontal line, if the line is
constructed with the same material and has equal radius; additionally if it is positioned at a
same height respect to ground and by assuming some simplifications like: equal coupling
between conductors and homogeneous earth resistivity, it will conduces to the special case
which has the following symmetry:
(16)
 Zs Zm Zm 


Z   Zm Zs Zm 
Zm Zm Zs 
This work makes special emphasis on the uses of the diagonalization methodology
proposed in (Naredo et. al.,1987) to handle three phase systems like single ones. Using a
modal transformation, for both voltage and current, one has:
(17)
V  MVm
I  MI m
where Vm and I m are called modal voltages and currents respectively and M is the modal
transformation matrix.
By substituting equation (17) into equation (15), one obtains:
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MVm  ZMIm

(18)

This process yields to:

(19)
Vm  M -1ZMIm
It is demonstrated (Naredo 1992) (Strang 1998) (Greenspan D. & Casulli V., 1988 ) that the
product M-1ZM   lead to a diagonal matrix when it is used the self modes (eigenvectors
of Z ), which is the required condition to treat the coupled three phase system like an
uncoupled one. By using symmetrical components to diagonalizable this equation, which
means by using
(20)
1 a 2 a 
 1 1 1
1


-1
2
2
M   a a 1 and M  1 a a 
3
1 1 1 
 a 2 a 1


then equation (19) is as follows:

(21)
Vm  Z  0
0   I m 
  
  

0  I m 
Vm    0 Z
0  0 
Vm0   0
0
Z
  
 I m 

'
0
Z8  Zm , Z
Z8  Zm and Z
Z8  2Zm . Like these, the line coupled model
where Z
could be solved like an uncoupled one, as:
Vm  Z  I m , Vm  Z  I m and Vm0  Z 0 I m0

(22)

B) SOURCES
The steady state solution yields to the following case, for example, if it is placed an ideal
voltage source of 60 Hz, 115 kV line to line, in one end; modal voltages are (by definition
Vab  3 Van 30º ), so one has:



115 kV0 º
66.4   30 º


→
VLL  115 kV120 º
VLN  66.4 90 º
115 kV240 º
66.4 210 º



The relation Vm  M -1 Vinitial



(23)

gives the modal components, so by using Symmetrical

Components one obtains:

(24)
Vm   Voltage   30 º 
  

Vm   0

Vm0  0

  
So, using equation (24), the complete representation for a three phase network in steady
state is solved with the positive sequence network as:
(25)
Vm  Zm I m

C) CHARGES
The charges are represented like single impedances connected to the network, which means;
by definition the charge is uncoupled so it does not need to be treated by applying the
modal transformation.
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FINAL MODEL FOR DIAGNOSE PROCEDURE
Using the line and the source modal transformations, the three phase coupled network is
represented like three single uncoupled lines like it is shown in figure 5. By simple analysis
one could note that in a steady state condition the three phase coupled system could be fully
represented by the positive sequence network, so, by applying the inverse modal
transformation to the solution of this network one obtains the solution of the three phase
coupled one. In a fault condition the voltages and currents in the nearby node will have
values not only for the positive sequence one, so this procedure could give enough
information to diagnose the fault condition on the system and the kind of the fault. This is
the normal procedure to diagnose and characterize a fault in a power electric system. So,
based on the information of the symmetrical components the faults are detected and
classified.
In figure 5, the dashed lines of the sources means that for negative and zero sequences the
value is zero in steady state operation. In case of unsymmetrical charge; if the asymmetry is
due a natural over charge, the voltage-current relationship (denoted as V and I respectively)
in phase domain is healthy, so the relay does not process the asymmetry like a fault
condition.

By example, in a three phase faults one does not has negative sequence current, nether zero
sequence current. For single faults there are equal currents in the sequence networks, etc.
Table 1 presents these and other features of the relay input signal when these are processed
with symmetrical components.
Kind of Fault
Characteristics of V
Characteristics of I
Three phase
V(p) ≠0, V(n) = V(0) = 0 I(p) ≠ 0, I(n) = I(0) = 0
Two phase
V(p) ≠ V(n) ≠ 0, V(0)=0 I(p) = I(n), I(0) = 0
Two phase-ground V(p) ≠ V(n) ≠ V(0) ≠ 0
I(p) ≠ I(n) ≠ I(0)
Single phase
V(p) ≠ V(n) ≠ V(0) ≠ 0
I(p) = I(n) = I(0)
Table 1. Features of the relay input signals in symmetrical components.
2.3 Fault electrical features
Under the point of view of the relay, the power electrical system have three stages called;
pre-fault condition, fault
condition (transient condition) and post-fault condition. In the next paragraphs each one
will be briefly described.

Fig. 5. Model of the three phase line configuration like three single lines.
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Pre-fault condition.- Each energy control center takes information from the power electrical
network (sub-stations) in real time, so it is possible to know and to supervise the operation
limits. The operator engineer takes actions to maintain the steady state condition; that
means, frequency, voltage limits, maximum power flows in each line, etc. Under this steadystate condition, the entire power electric system works close to their nominal frequency (60
Hz). This value is achievable by automatic action of the automatic generation control, which
creates a balance between generated and consumed active power (Fink et. al. 1985), (IEEE
Std C37.1 – 1994).
The relation between the voltage phasor and the current phasor is linear, so if the voltage is
constant (operative condition) and the current grow up from its minimum value to its
maximum depending of the demanding energy, the voltage-current relation each phase is
out of the fault characteristic zone, which is defined with the relation resistance-inductance
of the line. Figure 6 shows the characteristic zones of relay and the trajectory of a typical
fault. This trajectory is out of the fault zones in the steady state operation, and it is maintain
out of the fault zones for this operative condition.
Fault condition.- This is a transient condition phenomena because the protection devices acts
as fast as possible to disconnect the faulted element. This is the main purpose of a relay and
it is also part of the topic of the present work. This stage involves a number of actions
beginning with topological changes, automatically produced by action of local protections.
The fault clearing requires the use of substation measurements, relay coordination, and
communication systems. This stage ends when protections stop disconnecting those
elements that were affected by the fault or situated inside the protection zone. Nowadays
during a transient state is common the use of load shedding, blocking schemes, and
dedicated controls. Most of these schemes can take action in milliseconds, so these schemes
become the first automatic corrective action (Madani et. al. 2004), (Guzman et. al. 2006). After
that, like an off line procedure means after the logical decision of the relay (tripping
decision), the relay classifies, locate, typifies and disconnect the fault. In a fault condition,
the voltage-current relation in not linear because the inclusion of the fault resistance in the
path of the energy, so it is beginning a trajectory to the fault zone. The inclusion into the
fault zone is not instantaneously because the computation of the phasor is due with a cycle
and all the samples but one are healthy. Sample by sample the data window to compute the
phasor is fully with fault data, this defines a fault trajectory (L-R-t trajectory). Figure 6
shows the behavior of this trajectory for a typical fault.
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X
Characteristic
zones

3th zone

Z(t)

2nd zone
1st zone

R-L-t trajectory
for a typical fault
R

Fig.6. Characteristic zones of a relay
A fault classify algorithm identifies the kind of fault being based in the information of the
modal transformation. By example, in a three phase faults one does not has negative
sequence current, nether zero sequence current. For single faults there are equal currents in
the sequence networks, etc. Note that table 1 presents these and other features of the relay
input signal.
Physically, the line could present very complex faults, although protection is develop only
to four groups of faults: a) three phase faults, b) two phase faults, c) two phase faults to
ground and d) single faults. Figure 7 represents the faults statistical of one year in the
Mexican Western Transmission Network. The RELIEVE was consulted to extract the events
of the period with a confirmed fault. This system confirms that 69% were single faults, 19%
two phase faults and 3% three phase faults.
Fault register in México
3%

9%
16.91%

19%

2.09%

69%

Single fault

Two

Three phase fault

Two phase
ground fault

Undetermined faults
Fig. 7. Percent of faults in the MWTN in 2006

phase
to
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Post-fault condition.- Once the faulted elements are disconnected, the entire network arrives
to a different steady state operation condition. The operator engineer takes corrective
actions to reach the normal operation condition. Normally, he leads the network to the new
steady state without losing more electrical elements, which means, he maintains the
network as healthy as possible. This state can remain for several seconds or minutes until to
reach another steady state normal condition, in which, there exist a balance between charge
and generation.
2.4 Diagnosis Example
For illustrate the diagnoser behavior in power electrical systems consider the power

electrical network of the figure 8. In a steady state operation, I abc measurements in each
relay don’t overpass the adjust pick up. In this specific point of operation the entire network
is healthy, that mean, the electrical system is working normally. Figure 8 shows a simple
network in a steady state condition, this figure shows how the power flows from generator 1
and 2 to the charge.

Fig. 8. Steady state operation
While the information of energy control center from the power electrical network (substations) is into the operation limits, the operation of the electrical network is mantanied.
When a fault occurs, it is established a trajectory from the generators to the fault point, this
is shown in figure 9. In this case, the fault is in the closer line to the generator 2. Analyzing
the fault from the point of view of the generator 1, there are four relays that detect the fault
in from of them. All relays process the signal as it is shown in figure 2 (figure with the
operative times), then each determine is fault zone (figure 6 has the relay circles). Like a
resulting of this process, each relay determines its tripping time. The closer relay to the fault
detects the fault at the first zone so acts instantaneously, the next in the second one so acts
with a delay and the next in the third one so act with an additional delay, the last one (and
so on in case of more relay) see the fault out of the protection zone for which they were
programmed. There are some relays that detects the fault on behind, so these relays don’t
act. From generator 2, there is only one relay which determines the fault location at the first
zone, so this relay acts instantaneously.
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Fig. 9. Fault in the electrical system
Each relay into the protection zone 1, 2, 3 and 4 makes the digital process as illustrated in
the figure 9 So, each relay into the protection zone 1 see the fault instantaneously, while that
the others relays has a delay. In the case of the protection zone 2 the additional delay is one,
into the protection zone 3 the additional delay is two, and in the protection zone 4 is
considered as out of operation zone. Then all relays from the figure 1 see the fault, and the
power electrical network is in pre-fault state.
The next step is analyzing the voltages and currents signals of the relay into the protection
zone 1. These signals are passed through the relay internal transducers, and then the signals
are filtered before the analogical-digital conversion. Later a digital filter is used to eliminate
the superior harmonics and the no-periodic exponential component still remaining; the
useful filters are the finite impulse response ones like the Fourier or cosine types. Remember
that to fulfill the window with the fault signal, of one cycle the normal rate of relays is of 32
samples by cycle.
If the fault signal is complete, i.e. it is detected 32 samples in a cycle, and then power
electrical network change of the pre-fault to fault state. In other case, when the fault signal is
not complete, i.e. it is not detected 32 samples in a cycle, power electrical network change
from the pre-fault to normal state.
For this example is considered that the fault signal is complete, then as next step the fault
classify algorithm based in the information of the modal transformation identifies the kind
of fault. Finally, the electrical components conected to the relay in protection zone 1 are
desconnected.
Based on the voltages and currents measurements and its digital processing with a relay to
maintain the operation of the power electric system; in the next section we will propos
represent with an Interpreted Petri Net the operational behaviour each component for he
network in steady state (normal condition), this Interpreted Petri Net will represent the
diagnoser. Under the point of view of the relay, the power electrical system have three
stages called; pre-fault condition, fault condition (transient condition) and post-fault
condition, the Interpreted Petri Net model for the power electrical system includes some
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transitions that captures these three stages. Also other real condition of the electrical systems
is that a fault is detected with a delay of one cycle due to digital filter (32 samples), thus the
pre – faulty transition is fired when a faulty condition appear. On the other hand the reset
transition fires when is detected that the system operates in normal conditions and it is
necessary reset the pre – faulty condition, so the system change from pre- fault state to
normal state.

3. Petri nets and Interpreted Petri nets
This section presents a review the main concepts of the Petri net (PN) and Interpreted Petri
Net (IPN) formalism used in this chapter. An interested reader can consult (RamírezTreviño et al., 2004), (Desel et al., 2005), (Santoyo et al., 2001) and (Ramírez-Treviño et al.,
2003) for more details.
3.1 Petri Nets
Definition 1: A PN system is a pair ( N , M 0 ) where N  ( P , T , I , O ) is a bipartite digraph

which specifies the net structure and M 0 : P  Z  is the initial marking. Each element of N
is defined as follows P  { p1 , p2 , , pn } is a finite set of places; T  {t1 , t2 , , tm } is a finite set

of transitions; I : P  T  Z  and O : P  T  Z  are functions representing the weighted
arcs going form places to transitions and from transitions to places, respectively. The initial
marking of PN M 0 is a function that assigns to each place of N a non-negative number of
tokens, depicted as black dots inside the places.
A PN structure N can be represented by its incidence matrix C  [ci , j ]nm ,
where ci , j  O( pi , t j )  I ( pi , t j ) . The sets t j = { pi | I ( pi , t j )  0 } and t j  = { pi | O( pi , t j )  0 }
are the set of input and output places of a transition t j respectively, which are denominated
predecessors and successors of t j respectively. Analogously, the sets of input and output
transitions of a place pi are  pi = { t j | I ( pi , t j )  0 } and pi  = { O( pi , t j )  0 } respectively.
In a PN system, a self-loop is a relation where ci , j  O( pi , t j )  I ( pi , t j )  0

and

O( pi , t j )  0 , I ( pi , t j )  0 .
The

marking

at

the

k-th

instant
T

M k  [ M k ( p1 ) M k ( p2 )  M k ( pn )]

list M = [1

M ( p1 )

,2

M ( p2 )

, , i

M ( pi )

, , n

is

often

represented

by

a

vector

. Hereafter, a marking M can be represented by a
M ( pn )

] where i-th item is omitted if M ( pi )  0 and

exponents M ( pi )  1 are also omitted. For example, a marking M  [ 2 0 1 1]T can be
represented by the list M = [ 12 ,3 ,4 ].
A transition t j is enabled at marking M k if pi  P , M k ( pi )  I ( pi , t j ) ; when an enabled
transition t j is fired, then a new marking M k  1 is reached. This new marking is computed
as M

k  1  M k  Cv k , where v k is an m-entry firing vector whit v k ( j )  1 when t j is fired
once and v k (i )  0 if i  j and t j is not fired, v k is called Parikh vector; the equation
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M

k  1  M k  Cv k is called the PN state equation. The set of enabled transitions at marking
M k is E ( M k )  {t | p  P , M k ( p )  I ( p , t )} .


tit j tk such as
A firing sequence of an PN system ( N , M 0 ) is a transition sequence  
t

t

t

j
i
k
M0 

 M1 
 
 M k .. The firing language of

N , M 0 

is the set L N , M 0  =


{  t i t j  t k  M0 M1   M k , while the Parikh vector  : T  ( Z  )m of 
ti

tj

tk

maps every t  T to the number of occurrences of t in  . The fact of reaching M k from


M 0 by firing an enabled sequence  is denoted by M0 
 M k . The set of all reachable
markings from M 0 is R( N , M 0 ) = { M k | M0 
 M k and   L N , M 0  } and it is called
reachability set.
Example 1: Consider the PN of Figure 10.a. The net consists of 8 places
P  { p1 , p2 , , p8 } and 5 transitions T  {t1 , t2 , , t5 } . The incidence matrix is illustrated in
the figure 10.b.


0
0
1
 1 0
 2


0
2
0
0


 1 1
0
0
0


0
1 -1
0
0

C
0
1
0 -1
0


0
1
0  1
 0
 0
0
1  1 0 

 0
0
0
1 - 1 

(a)
(b)
Fig. 10. a) Petri Net System A, b) Incidence matrix of Petri Net System A.
The sets of input and output places of t1 are t1 = { p1 } and t1  = { p2 , p3 } respectively. The
initial marking is M 0  [0 2 0 1 1 0 1 1]T or M 0 = [ 2 2 ,4 ,5,7 ,8 ]. The set of enabled
transitions at M 0 is E ( M 0 )  {t3 , t4 } . When transition t3 fires the net reaches the marking
M 1 = [ 5,6 ,7 2 ,8 ].
3.2 Interpreted Petri Nets
This chapter uses Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN), an extension to PN (Meda M. E., et al., 1998).
This extension consists in assigning input and output signals to PN models. Formally IPN
are defined as follows.

Definition 2: An Interpreted Petri Net (IPN) system is a 6-tuple

Q  ( N ' ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) where
N '  ( N , M 0 ) is a PN system;
  { 1 ,  2 ,  ,  r } is the input alphabet, where i is an input
symbol; 
  {1 ,  2 , ,  s } is the output alphabet of the net, where i is an output symbol;
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 : T    { } is a function that assigns an input symbol to each transition of the net, with
the following constraint: t j , tk  T , j  k , if pi
I ( pi , t j )  I ( pi , tk )  0} and both (t j )   ,
(tk )   , then

(t j )  (tk ) . In this case,  represents an internal system event.
 : P    {} is a labelling function of places that assigns an output symbol or the null
event  to each place of the net as follows: ( pi ) 
k if pi represents a output signal, in

otherwise ( pi ) 
 . In this case

Pm  { pi |( pi )  } , pi  Pm is called measurable place and
 q
q |Pm | is the number of measured places. Finally,  : R( N , M 0 )  ( Z ) is a function that

associates an output vector to every reachable marking of the net as follows:
( M k ) 

M k |Pm , where M k |Pm is the projection of M k over Pm i.e. if M k =
[ M k ( p1 ) M k ( p2 )  M k ( pn )]T

and

Pm

= { pi , p j , , ph }

then

M k |Pm

=

[ M k ( pi ) M k ( p j )  M k ( ph )]T :
 [ ij ]qn , where each
Notice that function  is linear and can be represented as a matrix  

row ( k ,) of this matrix is an elementary vector where ( k , i )  1 if place pi is the k-th
measured place and otherwise ( k , i )  0 and it is called non- measured.
The transition input alphabet  of an IPN can be thought as actuator signals attached to the
transitions of the net. Similarly, the output alphabet can be thought as sensor signals
attached to places. In this context, it is possible to distinguish between controllable and
uncontrollable transitions, and between measured and non-measured places of the net as
established in the following definitions.
Definition 3. If (ti )   then transition ti is said to be controlled, otherwise uncontrolled. Tc
and Tu are the sets of controlled and uncontrolled transitions, respectively.
Definition 4. A place pi  P is said to be measured if the i-th column vector of  is not null,
i.e. ( , i )  0 ; otherwise pi is non-measured. Thus, the set Pm ={ p | j  1,2 , , r such that
(, j )  0 } is the set of measured places and Pnm = P \ Pm is the set of non-measured

places.
In this chapter, a measured place is depicted as a unfilled circle, while a non-measured place
is depicted as a filled circle. Similarly, non-manipulated transitions are depicted by filled
bars and manipulated transitions are depicted by unfilled bars. Also, (Q , M 0 ) will be used
instead 
of Q  ( N ' ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) to emphasize the fact that there is an initial marking in an
IPN.
Example 2: Consider the IPN shown in Figure 11a. The input and output alphabets are


{ a , b} and   {1 , 2 , 3 } respectively. Functions  and  are given by:
i
5
3
5
6
8
k
3
1
2
4
7
1
2
4





a



( pi )
(tk )
1
2
3
b
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0
1 0
 2
0
2


 1 1
0

0
1 -1
C  
0
1
0 
0
1
 0
 0
0
1 

 0
0
0

(a)
(b)
Fig. 11. a) Interpreted Petri Net System B, b) Incidence matrix of Interpreted Petri Net System
B.
Thus, the controlled transitions are Tc  {t1 , t5 } and the uncontrolled ones are Tu  {t2 , t3 , t4 } .
Pm  { p1 , p5 , p6 }
and the non-measured are
The measured places are
Pnm  { p2 , p3 , p4 , p7 , p8 } . In this case, the output function is the matrix:
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

(26)

The initial output is y0 

( M 0 ) 

[0 1 0 ]T . 
Similarly to a PN, in an IPN system, a transition t j is enabled at marking M k if pi  P ,
M k ( pi )  I ( pi , t j ) ; however t j has fire conditions. When t j is enabled and t j is

controllable for that t j fire, it is neccesary that the input signal (t j )   must be given as
input. Otherwise when enabled transition t j is uncontrollable, then it can be fired. In both

cases, when a transition t j is fired a new marking M
k  1  M k  C ( , t j ) is reached and the

output symbol yk 
1  ( M k  1 ) is observed.
The following definitions relate the input an output symbol sequences with the firing
sequences and the corresponding generated marking sequences. These concepts are useful
in the study of the diagnosability property since they are relating to the observed input and
output information as the system evolves.
Definition 5. A firing sequence of an IPN (Q , M 0 ) is a transition sequence   tit j tk  such as
t

t

t

The firing language of

j
i
k
M0 

 M1 
 Mw 


ti

tj

Q , M 0 

is the set LQ , M 0  =

tk


{  ti t j tk  M0 M1  M w  } .
Definition 6. A sequence of input–output symbols of an IPN (Q , M 0 ) is a sequence

w  (  0 , y0 )( 1 , y1 )(  k , yk ) , where i   {} is the current input of (Q , M 0 ) when the


 , y
ouput changes from y i to yi  1 . It is assumed that  0 
0  ( M 0 ) and (  i  1 , y i  1 )
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belongs to w if the pair ( i , yi ) belongs to the sequence and y i 1  y i and y j different
from yi , yi  1 occuring after yi and before yi  1 . i  1 are the current input of the IPN
when the output changes from the sequence when is the first output change since the

{ w w is an
occurrence of y i . The set of all input–output sequences is denoted by (Q , M 0 ) 
input-output sequence}, the set of input-output sequences of length greater or equal than to k is
k (Q , M 0 )  { w w  (Q , M 0 ) and w  k } .

Definition 7. Let (Q , M 0 ) be an IPN and w  ( 0 , y0 )( 1 , y1 )( k , yk ) be an input-output

sequence. The set of all possible firing transitions sequences that could generate w is defined as
( w) 

{ 

ti t j tk |   L(Q , M 0 ) and (ti )(t j ) (tk ) =  0 1  k } . However, the
transition sequence whose firing actually generates w is denoted by  w . Notice that
 w  ( w) .
Definition 8. The set of all input-output sequences leading to an ending marking in the IPN is


 B (Q , M 0 )  { w  (Q , M 0 )|   ( w) such that M 0  M j and if t j  E ( M j ) then

C ( , j ) 

0} . An ending marking is a reachable marking that has no enabled transitions or

enables only self-loop transitions.
Definition 9. Let (Q , M 0 ) be an IPN and w  ( 0 , y0 )( 1 , y1 )( k , yk ) be an input-output
sequence.

The

set

of

all

tx

possible
ty

marking

sequences

corresponding

to

w

is

tz

S w  { M i M j  M k | M k  M j   M k and   t xt y t z  ( w) and y
0  ( M i ) ,
y
1  ( M j ) ,  , yk  ( M k )} .

Example 3: Consider the IPN shown in Figure 11.a where Pm  { p1 , p5 , p6 } and Tc  {t1 , t5 } ,
its reachability graph and its oupts is showed in the figure 12. The following languages can
L(Q , M 0 )  {t 4 , t 4t3 , t 4t3t5 , t 4t3t5t1 ,} ,
be
obtained:
( Q , M 0 ) 

{( ,[0 1 0 ]T ), (  , [0 1 0 ]T )( ,[0 0 0 ]T ), ( ,[ 0 1 0 ]T )

( ,[0 0 0 ]T )( ,[ 0 0 1]T ),} ,
T
T
T
T
T
2 (Q , M
0 )  {( , [ 0 1 0 ] )( , [ 0 0 0 ] ), (  , [ 0 1 0 ] )( , [ 0 0 0 ] )( , [ 0 0 1] ),}

If 
w  (  , [0 1 0 ]T )( ,[ 0 0 0 ]T ) then ( w) 

{t 4 } and S w  { M 0 M 2 , M 6 M 7 } . 

4. Diagnosability and Diagnosable IPN systems
Diagnosability is the property of detecting and locating the fault occurrence in the system
trough the available information of the system inputs, outputs and structure. This section
reviews the diagnosability definition and a characterization of diagnosable IPN. The reader
can consult (Aguirre-Salas & Santoyo-Sanchez, 2009), (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007), (RuizBeltrán et al., 2007) and (Santoyo-Sanchez et al., 2008) for more details.
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Fig. 12. Reachability graph of the Interpreted Petri Net System B and its outputs.
4.1 Concepts
Definition 10: An IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) is input–output diagnosable if there exist an integer

k   such that w  k (Q , M f )   B (Q , M f ) it holds that the information provides by w

and (Q , M 0 ) suffices to distinguishable any marking M f  F

from any other M k 

R(Q , M 0 ) , by the firing of the transition sequence  w where F is the set of fault markings.

A fault marking is a reachable marking that indicates that the system has reached fault
conditions.
This definition implies that, for any fault marking of the Interpreted Petri net, its marking
becomes distinguish after a finite number of k events. From this definition in order to
achieve diagnosability in an IPN, it is necessary to detect the occurrence of each system
event, i.e. the firing of each transition from M 0 to M f . This leads to the following concepts:
sequence-detectability (the possibility of determinate the ocurrence of each firing sequence),
event-detectability (the possibility of determine the firing of each transition after its
ocurrence and before another transition ocurrence) and marking detectability (the
possibility of determinate the system state after the observation of a finite sequence of inputoutput symbols). The reader can consult (Aguirre-Salas & Santoyo-Sanchez 2009) for more
details.
Definition 11. An IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) is sequence-detectable if there is an integer k  
such that w  k (Q , M 0 )   B (Q , M 0 ) it holds that the information provided by w and
(Q , M 0 ) suffices to uniquely determine  w .
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Sequence-detectability implies the knowledge of all firing sequences of an IPN. In others
words, there is a function

 s : k (Q , M 0 )   B (Q , M 0 )  (Q , M 0 )  L(Q , M 0 )

where

 s ( w, (Q , M 0 ))
  w . The problem of determining whether or not a system is sequence-

detectable has a high computational complexity. However, the following definition provides
conditions that reduce the computational complexity.
Definition 12. An IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) is event detectable if the firing of any transition t k  T
at a marking M k  R(Q ,

M0)

can be uniquely determined through the information

provided by the input symbol   (t k ) and the output signals ( M k ) , where C (, k ) is
the column of C corresponding to transition tk .
Note that this definition implies that, all events can be detected and distinguisable, i.e. their
firing can be detected and distinguisable from each other after its occurrence and before
another event occurs. Thus, an event-detectable IPN system is also sequence-detectable.
Event detectable has a structural characterization captured in the next lemma that can be
tested in a polynomial time.

Lemma 1: An IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) is event detectable if only if i  [ 1,2 ,3,  , m] , C (, i )  0
and j  k  [1,2 ,3, , m ]
such C (, j ) C (, k ) , then (t j )  (t k ) .
Proof. You can find the proof in (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2003). 
Observe that an IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) where it has transitions tk , t j  T with (tk ) 
( t j )
and C (, k ) 
C (, j )  0 the firing of tk , t j cannot be distinguisable, in this case tk , t j are
called indistinguishable.
Definition 13. An IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) is marking-detectable if there is an integer k   such
that w  k (Q , M 0 ) it holds that the information provided by w and (Q , M 0 ) suffices to
uniquely determine the marking M i reached by firing  w .
In other works, there is a function  M : k (Q , M 0 )   B (Q , M 0 )  (Q , M 0 )  R(Q , M 0 ) where


w
 M ( w, (Q , M 0 ))  M i ,  s ( w, (Q , M 0 ))
  w and M 0 
Mi .

Example 4: Consider the IPN shown in figure 11.a where Pm  { p1 , p5 , p6 } and Tc  {t1 , t5 } .
Its incidence matrix shown in the figure 11.b and its ouput function is the matrix of the
equation (26). In this case, C is the matrix:
0
1
 1 0 0


C 
0
(27)
 0 1 0 1
 0 0 1
0  1
Note that the IPN system in the figure 11.a is event detectable by the lemma 1. Then the fire
of all events in this IPN can be detected and distinguisable after its occurrence and before
another event occurs. To illustrate as the fire of any event in IPN system is detected consider
that the information provide by the IPN system is:
 y0  [ 0 1 0 ]T
input u1  ; output 
(28)
 y1  [0 0 0 ]T
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In this case,   y1  y0  [0  1 0 ]T and C (, 4 ) is the column of C corresponding to
transition t 4 . Then the fire of the transition t4 is detected trough the information of the
(t4 ) where 
w (  , [0 1 0 ]T )( , [ 0 0 0 ]T ) , and
input, outputs and structure. Also  w 

the IPN system in the figure 11.a is sequence-detectable. Note that also it IPN system is
marking-detectable in 2-steps. Finally, consider that set of fault marking is
F  { M 2 , M 7 } (see the figure 12) in this case the information provided by w and (Q , M 0 )
suffices to uniquely determine the marking M i  F reached by firing  w , then the IPN
system shown in the figure 11.a is input-output diagnosable in 2-steps. 
4.2 Characterization
Sequence-detectability and marking-detectability are both necessary and sufficient
conditions for input-output diagnosability, for provide a sufficient condition of input-output
diagnosable with a reduced computational complexity is considered a class of IPN defined
as follows.

Q ( N ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) and
Definition 14. A subnet of an IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) with
~
~
~
~
~
~   and functions
N  ( P , T , I , O ) is a net (Q , M 0 ) such that P  P , T  T ,    , 
~ {} , 
~ are restrictions of I and O over P
~  T~ respectively, ~
~
~ :P
~
~  { }
I ,O
 : T~  
~, M
~ )  ( Z  )q .
 : R( Q
and ~
0


Q ( N ,  ,  ,  ,  , )
Definition 15. The set of fault transitions of an IPN given by (Q , M 0 ) with

} .
and N  ( P , T , I , O ) is the set T f  {tk |O(, tk )  0 and (tk ) 

Definition 16. Let (Q , M 0 ) with

Q  ( N ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) , N  ( P , T , I , O ) an IPN where T f  {} .

The subnet induced by T f is (QTf , M 0Tf ) with N[Tf ]  ( PTf , TTf , ITf , OTf ) where TTf  T f ,

PTf

k

  ti   T f and ITf , OTf are restrictions of I and O over PTf  TTf respectively,

i 1

Tf 
{} ,
Tf  

~
:

R(QTf , M 0Tf

and

functions

Tf : TTf   ,

Tf : PTf  Tf  {}

and

 q

)  ( Z ) . This subnet is named fault model.

Definition 17. Let (Q , M 0 ) with

Q  ( N ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) , N  ( P , T , I , O ) an IPN where T f  {} .

The subnet of normal behavior is

(Q N , M 0N )

with

QN  Q

where 
TN T  T f ,

k


PN P  {  ti   T f } ,  N 
 ,  N   and function I N , ON are restrictions of I and O

over

i 1

PN  TN

 N : R(Q

N

respectively. In this case  N : TN   {} , N : PN   N  {} and

, M 0N )  ( Z  )q

. This subnet is named diagnoser model.

Example 5: Consider the IPN shown in Figure 13a. The input and output alphabets are
{ a , b} and   {1 , 2 , 3 } respectively. Functions  ,  , C and  are given by:


(29)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 13. a) Interpreted Petri Net System C, b) A subnet of Interpreted Petri Net System C, c)
Subnet induced by T f .
Thus, the controlled transitions are Tc  {t1 , t2 } and the uncontrolled ones are Tu  {t3 } . The
measured places are Pm  { p1 , p2 , p3 } and the non-measured are Pnm  {} . In this case, the
figure 13.b is a subnet of normal behavior Interpreted Petri Net system of the figure 13.a
with functions N ,  N , C N and  N are given by:
i
N ( pi )

 1 1
1 0 
N 

CN  
(30)

0 1 
  1 1


The subnet induced by T f  {t3 } is showed in the figure 13.c where functions Tf , Tf ,

1
1

2
2

k
 N (t k )

1
a

2
b

CTf and Tf are given by:
i

Tf ( pi )

1
1

3
3

k
Tf (tk )

3


1 0
Sf(31)



0 1

In this chapter to emphasize the fact that the IPN system captures the normal and fault
behaviour (illustrated as the IPN systems of the figures 13.b and 13.c respectively) the next
definition is proposed.
Definition 18. An IPN system to diagnose given by (Q D , M 0D ) is a net where T f  {} and the

funtions I , O and C are:
I N

ON

C N

(32)
I  
I Tf  ; O   
OTf  and C   
C Tf 
0
0
0






where I N , ON , C N are restrictions of I and O over PN  TN , i.e. over the subnet indiced

by normal behavior (Q N , M 0N ) ; and ITf , OTf , CTf are restrictions of I and O over
PTf  TTf , i.e. over the subnet induced by fault behavior T f ( (QTf , M 0Tf ) ).

Note that the incidence matrix PN system 13.a is:
 1  1  1


C   1
1 0
 0
0 1

 1
 1 1
 

C
with C N  
and
Tf

 0
1
1



 1

(33)
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The characterization of input-output diagnosable is based on the idea from the IPN system
captures the normal and fault behaviour (illustrated as the IPN systems of the figures 13.b
and 13.c respectively. Note that in the figure 13.c non-manipulated transition marking a
faulty place. Then it is possible to known when a faulty place is marked and to determinate
which is the marked place. This idea is formalized in the next theorem.
Theorem 1: Let (Q D , M 0D ) be an IPN, live, strongly connected and event detectable with

Q  ( N ,  ,  ,  ,  , ) and N  ( P , T , I , O ) . Let { X 1 ,..., X r } be the set of all T-invariants of

(Q D , M 0D ) . Let (Q N , M 0N ) be subnet induced by T f . If pi  PTf , where pi  t j and
t j  TTf (i.e. pi are predecessors of any fault transition) the following conditions hold:

1. r , j X r ( j )  1 , where t j  ( pi )  TTf ;
 {( pi )} and (tk )   .
2. tk  ( pi )  TTf , (tk ) 

Then the IPN (Q D , M 0D ) is input–output diagnosable.

Proof. You can find the proof in (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007). 
4.3 Diagnoser Design
The issue with detection and localization of faults consist in identify the abnormal behavior
in the systems and locate the root cause or resources that are working in a wrong way.
Diagnoser design proposed in (Santoyo-Sanchez et al., 2008) is shows in the figure 14, this
scheme consist of six components

1.

Diagnoser model, which is an IPN, denoted by (Q N , M 0N ) that represents the normal

2.

System model, it is an IPN denoted by (Q D , M 0D ) which contains the normal and

behavior of the system.

3.
4.
5.
6.

abnormal behavior from the system, where the diagnoser IPN is embedded into the
IPN system.
Firing events detector block, which detect and determine which transitions was fired
into the system.
Error block, it is an Error IPN defined between (Q D , M 0D ) and (Q N , M 0N ) , which

compares the behavior between both IPN systems.
Detecting Fault Marking algorithm, it detects and locates fault through the Error IPN,
also indicating faulty state.
Diagnoser Fault algorithm, it indicate the component fault and specify the kind of
fault that occur.
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Fig. 14. Scheme for proposed diagnoser.
The diagnose process is based on the idea of that the system behavior is modeled as IPN,
which contains the normal and fault behavior. When a transition fires, due to system IPN is
event-detectable then it is possible to determine its fires (with the firing events detect block).
Moreover, when the system does not fire fault transitions the output of both models (system
and diagnoser) is equal, i.e. the system behavior only includes the fire of normal transitions.
In the oher case, when a fault transition fires in the system, its fire is detected but this
transition is not include into the diagnoser model, then the output of both models (system
and diagnoser) is not equal. In this case a fault is detected, and the next steps are to locate
the fault, indicate the component fault and specify the kind of fault. To illustrate the general
diagnose process consider the next example.
Example 6: Consider the IPN shown in figure 13a. as the system model, and the IPN shown
in figure 13.b as the diagnoser model. Both system the input and output alphabets are
  { a , b} and   {1 , 2 , 3 } respectively. And its functions  ,  , C and  are given by
the equations (29) and (30) respectively. In this case, C and  N C N are the matrix:
 1  1  1
 1 1


C   1
1
0 ;
N CN  
(34)

  1 1
 0
0
1
Note that the IPN system in the figure 13.a is event detectable by the lemma 1. Assume that

from M 0 and M 0N the information provide by the IPN system is:
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input u1  b ; output

 y0  [1 0 ]T
and input N u1  b ; output N

 y1  [0 1]T
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 y N  [1 0 ]T
0
 N
T
 y1  [0 1]

(35)

In this c ase,   y1  y0  [1  1]T and C (,2 ) is the column of C corresponding to
transition t2 . Also its output
error between both systems is y  y1N  y1  [0 0 ]T . In this case the system does not fire

fault transitions. Assume that

from M 0 and M 0N the information provide by the IPN system is:
 y0  [1 0 ]T
input u1   ; output 
and input N u1   ; output N
 y1  [0 0 ]T

 y N  [1 0 ]T
0
 N
T
 y1  [1 0 ]

(36)

In this case,   y1  y0  [  1 0 ]T and C (,3) is the column of C corresponding to
transition t3 . And its output error between both systems is y  y1N  y1  [1 0 ]T . In this case

a fault transition fires in the system, and a fault is detected, i.e. an error different to zero.
In general, the error concept among systems is computed as differences among theirs
outputs. In the observer and controller design when the error is zero then the system reach a
required behavior (De Jesús & Ramírez-Treviño, 2001). In the context of diagnoser design to
localize the fault transition and the place of fault is used an error structure introduced in (De
Jesús & Ramírez-Treviño, 2001) and (Santoyo-Sanchez et. al, 2008), which is presented in the
next definition.

Definition 19 Let (Q D , M 0D ) and IPN where (Q N , M 0N ) and (QTf , M 0Tf ) are its subnets IPN

diagnoser model and IPN fault model respectively. Structure Error between (Q N , M 0N ) and
(Q D , M 0D ) is defined as ( N E , M 0E ) where N E  ( P E , T E , I E , OE ) with P E  P D , T E  T D ,

I E : P E  T E  Z  , OE : P E  T E  Z 
I N I N

OE

 ITf  ; OE   
I E  
0
0


0

and CE : P E  T E  Z  defined as:
OE

C N C N



 OTf  and CE   
 CTf 
0
0
0




(37)

The initial marking of IPN M 0E : P E  Z defined as:
M N 
M 0E    0  0 

M N 
 0 
 M 0Tf 



(38)

M N 
 k 
 M Tf 
 k 

(39)

The marking at the k-th instant is:
M N 
M kE    k  0 

A transition t j  T N is enabled at marking M kE if pi  P N , M kE ( pi )  I N ( pi , t j ) ; while that
a transition t j  T D is enabled at marking M kE if pi  P D , M kE ( pi )  I D ( pi , t j ) . When a
transition t j is fired, then a new marking M k  1 is reached. This new marking is computed

as:
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C N

M kE 1 M kE   
0

 CN

0

 N 

 k
 C F    kD 
   F 
 k 

(40)

where kN is an m-entry firing vector of structure (Q N , M 0N ) ,  kN is an m-entry firing vector
of structure (Q D , M 0D ) and kF is an m-entry firing vector of structure (QTf , M 0Tf ) .
Example 7: Consider the IPNs shown in Figure 13.a, 13.b and 13.c note that this IPN are
(Q D , M 0D ) , (Q N , M 0N ) and (QTf , M 0Tf ) respectively. Structure Error between (Q N , M 0N )

and (Q D , M 0D ) is:
M 0E

M N 
  0  0 

 M N   1   1  0 
 0    0  -  0   0  ;
 M Tf       
 0  0  0  0 

1 1  1 1
 1


1 0
C   1 1 1
1 0

0 1 
 0
0 0
0  1



(41)
which is showed in the figure 15. In this error marking there not are enabled transitions.
Assume that from M 0 and M 0N the information provide by the IPN system is:
 y0  [1 0 ]T
input u1  ; output 
and input N u1  ; output N
 y1  [0 0 ]T

 y N  [1 0]T
0
 N
T
 y1  [1 0]

(42)

In this case,   y1  y0  [  1 0 ]T and C (,3) is the column of C corresponding to
transition t3 . And its output
error between both systems is y  y1N  y1  [1 0 ]T . In this case an error is detected and

the error marking is:

M 1E

M N 
  1  0 

 M N   1   0   1
 1   0  - 0    0 
 M Tf       
 1  0  1 - 1

(43)

Fig. 15. Representation of the structure error model.
In this marking, the enabled transitions are t2  T N and t3  TTf , if t2 fires into the
structure error the new marking M k  1 is reached. This new marking is computed as:
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 1
 0
 
 
T
  0   C 0 1 0 0 0    1
- 1
 1
In the case of that t3 fires into the structure error the marking:
M 2E

0   1
   
T
0    0   C 0 0 0 0 1
0  - 1
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(44)

(45)

Then from M 1E to reach the error zero, it is necessary fires the fault transition t3 and

p3 t3 is the fault place. 
The following theorem characterizes the diagnosis based on structure error models.
4.4 Diagnose Fault

Theorem 2: Let (Q D , Q N ) be a pair system-diagnoser with the state equations (46) and (47)

respectively. Where the diagnoser is based on the idea that the diagnoser IPN (Q N , M 0N ) is
embedded into the IPN system (Q D , M 0D ) and each faulty transition is non-manipulable

(see the figure 13.a).


M D
 M kD  C D  kD
Q D   kD 1
  N ( M kD )
 yk

M N
 M kN  C N kN
Q N   kN 1
  N ( M kN )
 yk

(46)
(47)

If (Q D , M 0D ) is input–output diagnosable (Ramírez-Treviño et al., 2007) and the structure
Error between (Q N , M 0N ) and (Q D , M 0D ) is defined as ( N E , M 0E ) then it is possible to
detect and isolate a fault into the system (Q D , M 0D ) .

Proof. You can find the proof in (Santoyo-Sanchez et al., 2008). 
Based on the theorem 2 the following algorithm is presented to detect and isolate error
marking.
Algorithm 1: Detecting and isolate error marking.
Inputs: The IPN model of the pair system-diagnoser.
Outputs: The error marking M kE , faulty place p F i and faulty transition .
Procedure:
1. Define the structure error.

2. When M kE  0 then:
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E
2.1 Faulty places are p
) 1}
F {pi M k ( pi

2.2 pi  p F faulty transitions are t
F  {t k | ( p F )} .
3. Return M kE , pF and t F .
According with the scheme of the figure 14 the diagnose algorithm has two parts; in the first
one the algorithm 1 detects and locates fault through the structure error, also indicating
faulty state. In the second one, it is necessary to define a diagnostic fault algorithm, which
indicate the component fault and specify the kind of fault. In this case, it is necessary to
consider the characteristics of power electrical network.
4.5 Diagnostic fault in power electrical networks
Under the point of view of the analogical-digital conversion, the minimal elements of the
power electrical network are: A) lines, B) sources and C) charges; using the methodology
proposed in (Santoyo et. al, 2001) each minimal element is represented as Interpreted Petri
Net. Additionally in (Santoyo-Sanchez et. al, 2008) the power flow from the generator to
charge is considered as an element of the power electrical network. For illustrate the IPN
modeling of power electrical systems consider the IPN model of the figure 16, which
represent the IPN model of the power electrical network of the figure 8 only of power flow
from the generator 1. Note that in the figure 16 for each line with a relay the fault behavior
is modeled in two parts. The first one represents the fault window, i.e. the normal rate of
relay; the second one represents when the fault condition is reached.
To capture the protection zone by each relay (see the figure 6) in the context of IPN, in this
chapter is proposed to define a new function Z given by a matrix, where each row Z ( k ,)

represents the protection zone, which is defined considering the trajectory of energy
distribution (because a relay can detect the fault in from of them) and its fault zone (first,
second and third).
Definition 20. Let  : Z   { Z  } a relation that indicates which lines is front other in second
and third zone . The protection zone by each relay is defined as:
1 if place pi is the fault place of k  th relay.

z (k , i) 
(48)
1 if place pi is the fault place of ( k ).
0 in other case.

Example 8. For illustrated the protection zone consider the IPN system of the figure
{ 3 ,4 ,5} , ( 3) 
{ 4 ,5} , ( 4 ) 
{ 5} and ( 5) 
{} . Then the protection
16.b. . In this case ( 2 ) 

zone induced by  is:
0 0
0 0

z 
0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(49)

For the relay 1, note that p32 is its fault place, p33 and p34 are the faulty places of line 3
and
4
respectively.
Assume
that
the
marking
is
M k  [1,3,5,10,15,20,22,25,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34] the
compute
of
potection
is
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3 2 1 0T then relay 1(into the line 2) is in the third protection zone, relay 2
z (M k ) 
(into the line 3) is in the second protection zone, and finlay the relay 3 (into the line 4) is in
the first protection zone. 
When a fault occurs, the marking is analized to determine each fault zone (figure 6). Like a
resulting of this process, each relay determines its tripping time. The relays acts
instantaneously when the fault location at the first zone. Then the protection devices acts as
fast as possible to disconnect the faulted element, the element into the first zone. The next
algorithm captures this idea.
Algorithm 2. Diagnosis Fault.
Inputs: The IPN model of system, the structure error, error marking M kE , faulty place pF

and faulty transition .
Outputs: Faulty component Comp F , the sets Fault, Pr oteccDCompF and Pr oteccI CompF .
Procedure:

When M kE  0 do:
1.

Compute the protection zone using  z .

2.

Define 
Comp F {ci p i  (t F )  and p i is the place used to represent the

3.

system element ci and ci into the protection zone 1}.
Define the Protection behavior.
3.1 Pr oteccDCompF {c i p i  M ( p i ) 1 , where p i is the place used to
represent the disconnection of the system element ci by the fault in
Comp F }.
3.2 ProteccI

{ci p
CompF
i  M ( pi )  1 , where p i is the place use to describe

4.

how the electrical system distribute power electrical and ci indicates the
electrical element that is stressed due to fault into Comp F }.
Diagnostic. Return the sets Fault, Pr oteccDCompF and Pr oteccI CompF .

The algorithm 2 indicates fault and disconnection of elements by the protections occurrence
in the electrical system; thus it is possible to distinguish between fault elements and
consequences of the faults. In this case the IPN model and the algorithms (1 and 2) are
desingned for a line, due to the line has three phases the model is generated for each phase
(sequence positive, negative and zero). Finally using the information of the table 1 is specify
the kind of fault.
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Fig. 16. a) IPN system for power electrical network of the figure 8. b)IPN diagnoser from the
power electrical network of the figure 8.

5. Application Example
For illustrate the diagnoser behavior consider the figure 16.a and 16.b which are the pair
system (Q D , M 0D ) -diagnoser (Q N , M 0N ) for the power electrical network of the figure 8 and
the power flow from the generator 1, Z defined in the equation (49),  N is a identity
matrix of 31 x 31 and  D  [ N D ] where D is matrix of 31 x 4 with zero. Consider that a
fault ocurrs in LU 5 (see the figure 9), when the window fault is completed all the realy front
the marking in the system is M kD  [1,3,5,10,15,20,25,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35] while that in
the diagnoser is M kN  [1,3,5,932 ,10,1432 ,15,1932 ,20,24 32 ,25,27,28,29,30,31] , then its output
error
y 

ykN

between


ykD

both

systems

is

 [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T
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in this case all fault transitions fire in the system, and faults are detected, i.e. an error
different to zero.Marking error of structure error between (Q N , M 0N ) and (Q D , M 0D ) in the
k-th instant is: M kE  [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 ]T .

Using the algorithm 1, it is obtained pF  { p32 , p33 , p34 , p35 } , t F  {t157 , t158 , t159 , t160 } . The

diagnosis algorithm (algorithm 2) computes the protection zone as  z ( M kD )  4 3 2 1T

(illustrated in the figure 9), CompF  { LU 5 } , i.e. the faulty component is the transmission
line 5 because p35 is used to represent a part of behavior of LU 5 into the first protection
zone. Pr oteccDCompF  {} ; i.e. all others electrical elements are connected without fault.
Moreover no one other component of the electrical system is disconnecting as consequence
of the fault. Pr oteccIComp F  { BU 4 } , i.e. the bus (BU) is stressed due to the fault in LU 5 .
Note that electrical element stressed is easy to computed, because the faulty in
CompF  { LU 5 } produces that transition t155 cannot be fired, and the predecessor and
successors of  t155   { p20 , p22 , p30 , p31 } , where p20 and p22 represent the normal
operation of Bus ( BU 4 ) and line LU 5 respectively; p30 is the place into DU 1 such that the
tokens will be accumulated into it, and p31 is the place into DU 1 such that the tokens are
decreased. Thus using the structure of the IPN it is possible to anticipate a future fault in the
electrical component stressed. Thus the kind fault depends of the characteristical of V and I
for each phase (sequence positive, negative and zero). If the fault is maintain then eventually
the algorithm 2 compute:
Pr oteccDComp F  { BU 4 , LU 5 , LU 4 , BU 3 } ; i.e. electrical elements disconnected by protection,
in this case by the previous relay. And Pr oteccIComp F  { LU 3 , BU 2 } ; i.e. the next protections
operations will activate. 

6. Conclusions
If the most important design consideration of relaying is security then is really important
and reasonable to have a support methodology to assure the relay operation. Security
involves the ability to avoid operations for which tripping is not desired because in core the
electrical system is designed to maintain the electric service. In this sense IPN is an adequate
methodology to watch over the correct operation of the entire power system network, IPN
diagnoses sample by sample is the electric system is working in a steady state condition,
therefore IPN adds redundancy to the relay. IPN do not substitute the relay, IPN increases
security in the system operation which is the main goal of relaying.
We have been proposed a diagnosis scheme allowing detecting and locating faults of
electrical systems modeled as IPN. Since the electrical elements can fault simultaneously, the
system IPN contain relations denoted as DU representing the electrical flow. The method
that is proposed for diagnosis consists in two algorithms. In the first algorithm is detected
and located the error marking through of the structure error. While the second algorithm
classified the set of faulty systems in power systems in order to estimate the origin of the
fault and consequences of the fault. The diagnoser function was illustrated with a study
case. The proposed is based on the voltages and currents measurements and its digital
processing with a relay to maintain the operation of the power electric system.
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1. Introduction
Petri net is being widely accepted by the research community for modeling and simulation
of discrete event-driven systems, mainly due to Petri net’s rigorous modeling techniques.
There are a number of Petri net tools available for free academic use; see PNWorld (2009) for
a list of tools. These tools are advanced tools flexible enough to model complex and large
systems. This paper talks about developing a new Petri net simulator. The reasons for
building a new simulator are:

Flexible: the simulator should enable easy integration with other libraries and tools, so
that developing hybrid models (e.g. Fuzzy Petri nets, by integrating Petri net with
Fuzzy Logic) becomes easy

Extensible: the simulator should enable users writing their own extensions, either
extending or rewriting the existing functions or developing new functions.

Easy of use: for those who doesn’t want to use mathematics when developing a model,
the tool should provide a natural language user interface, so that the mathematical
details are abstracted away from the user.
General-purpose Petri net simulator (GPenSIM, 2009) is developed by the first author of this
paper, in order to satisfy the three criteria stated above (flexible, extensible, and ease of use).
GPenSIM is realized as toolbox for the MATLAB platform, so that diverse toolboxes that
available in the MATLAB environment (e.g. Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Control Systems Toolbox)
can be used in the models that are developed with GPenSIM.

2. Existing Tools for Discrete Event Simulation
Many tools satisfy some of the three criteria mentioned above. Automata, Stateflow, and
Petri nets are the well-known tools used for simulation of discrete event systems. Though
automata have a strong footing in computer science, the serious shortcoming with it is the
lack of structure – the ability to modularize a system (decompose a system into modules) [2].
Stateflow is commercial software that runs in MATLAB environment [8]. Stateflow is similar
to Petri net; converting a Petri net model of a discrete event system into a Stateflow model
and vice versa is easy. However, learning Stateflow, with its syntactic, semantic, and
graphical details, is much more difficult than learning Petri net. In addition, Stateflow also
demands some knowledge of Simulink, in addition to MATLAB.
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Petri net is being widely accepted for modeling and simulation of discrete event systems
and there is a number of Petri net tools available free-of-charge for academic usage
(PNWorld, 2009). These tools are sophisticated tools flexible enough to model complex and
large systems. However, these tools are stand-alone systems, and for integrating the
functions of these tools with other tools or libraries, one need to program in either high-level
languages like Java or C++, or use XML as an intermediary. Thus seamless integration of
these Petri net tools with other types of tools (e.g. Control Systems) is not possible.
GPenSIM, written in MATLAB language, allows seamless integration with the other
toolboxes that also available in the MATLAB environment. Programming in MATLAB
Language is also extremely easy as the language resembles the BASIC language.

3. Architecture of GPenSIM
GPenSIM is designed using the well-proven paradigms in software engineering such as:
layered architecture, modular components, and natural language interface.
3.1 Layered architecture

Application Layer

Model building, simulation runs,
printing results

Presentation Layer

Stochastic timing, coloring of
tokens, user-defined conditions

Linear Algebraic Layer

Matrix computations

Fig. 1. 3-layer architecture
GPenSIM is built following 3-layer architecture; see figure 1. The bottom layer deals with
Petri net run-time dynamics; this layer computes newer states with the help of linear
algebraic equations and matrix manipulations. The middle layer adds more high-level
functionality such as stochastic timing, coloring of tokens, user-defined conditions (‘guardconditions’ in some literature), etc. The top layer offers applications such building a Petri net
based model, running simulations, determining coverability tree, printing the simulation
results, etc.
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3.2 Modular components
A model of a discrete event system developed with GPenSIM consists of a number of files.
The main simulation file (MSF) is the file that will be run directly by the MATLAB platform.
In addition to the main simulation file, there will be one or more Petri net definition files
(PDFs); definition of a Petri net graph (static details) is given in the Petri net Definition File.
There may be a number of PDFs, if the Petri net model is divided into many modules, and
each module is defined in a separate PDF. While the Petri net definition file has the static
details, the main simulation file contains the dynamic information (such as initial tokens in
places, firing times of transitions) of the Petri net. In addition to these files (main simulation
file and Petri net definition files), there can be a number of transition definition files (TDFs)
too.

(Optional)
MATLAB Toolboxes such as
Fuzzy, Control Systems, Optimization, Statistics, etc

Main
Simulation
File
(MSF)

Petri Net
Definition
Files
(PDFs)

Transition
Definition
Files
(TDFs)

GPenSIM
Modules: Net Utilities, Timer, Simulator, Analysis, Display

MATLAB Engine

Fig. 2. The architecture of GPenSIM
A transition definition file consists of additional conditions that determine whether an
enabled transition can fire or not. The additional conditions are called ‘user defined
condition’ in GPenSIM terminology, whereas in some other literature (e.g. Colored Petri Net
(CPN)) it is referred to as ‘guard-functions’). There can be a separate transition definition file
for each transition in a Petri net model.
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3.3 Natural language interface
Users need not know Petri net mathematics when creating a Petri net model of a discrete
event system. GPenSIM offers a natural language interface with which model building
mainly deals with identifying the basic elements of a system and establishing the
connections between these elements. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of GPenSIM.

Output: Offline graphical display of simulation results

External Java
program

Input:
Simulation results

Fig. 3. Offline graphical display of simulation results
3.4 Offline graphical display
After simulation runs, the simulation results can be used for printing results both in ASCII
and in graphic format. The results can be also used for off-line (non-interactive) graphical
display of step-by-step simulation run; to do the offline display, we need an external
program, written in high level language like Java or C#. At present, an external Java based
program is under construction. However, step-by-step online (interactive) monitoring of
simulation run in progress is neither available at present nor planned for construction in the
near future.
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3.5 The main loop
START

Simulations
Complete?
Increases global timer value
by a fixed percentage of the
minimal firing time of any
transition

YES
Pack simulation
results

NO
get currently
enabled
transitions

global_
timer_
advancement

END

Any Enabled
Transition?
YES
start_firing

was Empty
EIP?

stochastic_
timer_
advancement

record firing
transitions

NO

start_firing pushes a firing
transition into EIP queue,
sorted in increasing
compltion time

YES
NO

Stochastic
system?

Empty EIP?

YES
NO

complete_firing pops a firing
transition from EIP queue
(the firing transition with least
completion time – top of EIP)

complete_firing

Increases global timer value
by ”gillespi’s algorithm”, etc.

Fig. 4. The main loop of the simulation runs
Figure 4 shows the main loop of the simulator. As in any Petri net simulator, the main loop
consists of a simple cycle that first checks whether any transitions are enabled and then it
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puts the enabled transitions into the firing queue, provided that the transitions satisfy
additional user defined conditions, if any; inputs tokens are also taken away (consumed) by
the corresponding transitions. Then, the loop checks whether any firing transitions are
completing or have completed. In this case, the firing transitions are popped out of the firing
queue and output tokens are deposited into the respective output places.
Figure 4 also shows that there are two kinds of timers are in use. The first timer – called
global timer is the one that is normally used. The second timer called stochastic timer is used
only for ‘stochastic systems’. Stochastic systems can be leisurely defined as continuous
systems (as opposed discrete systems) that are to be discretized first into discrete systems so
that a Petri net model can be created for them. A case study on stochastic system is done in
section 5.
Finally, the main loop shown in figure 4 hints an extension to GPenSIM: by using a RealTimer (computer’s real-time clock) instead of stochastic or global timer, a Real-Time
GPenSIM version can be developed. This Real-Time GPenSIM is basically a soft
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), which will use a Digital & Analogue Input Output
Card (DAC) to read sensor inputs from the outside world and will also output digital
signals to triggers via the card. In this real.-time version, the main loop should read the
sensor data at the start of each cycle, and the state of the firing transitions should be mapped
to the output triggers.

4. Methodology for Modelling and Simulation with GPenSIM
Creating a Petri net model consists of two steps:
1) Defining the static Petri net graph, and
2) Assigning initial dynamics in the main simulation file
Step-1) Defining the Petri net graph in one or more Petri net Definition Files (PDF): this is
the static part. This step consist of three sub-steps:
a. Identifying the basic elements of a Petri net graph: the places,
b. Identifying the basic elements of a Petri net graph: the transitions, and
c. Connecting the elements with arcs
Step-2) Assigning the dynamics of a Petri net in the Main Simulation File (MSF):
a. The initial markings on the places, and possibly
b. The firing times of the transitions
After creating a Petri net model, simulations can be done.
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5. Application Example
GPenSIM has been used for modeling different types of discrete event system; e.g.
Davidrajuh (2007) presents model of an adaptive supply chain; Davidrajuh (2009) presents a
simulation study of a Bluetooth Wireless technology based classroom tool.
This application example deals with discretizing of continuous systems. Generally, Petri net
is for discrete event simulations only. However, if a continuous system can be discretized,
then this system could also be modeled with Petri nets. However, discretizing of a
continuous system is not easy and needs some understanding of Petri net formalism and
matrix representation; interest reader is referred to Wilkinson (2006).
The application example is a prey-predator (e.g. rabbit-fox) ecological equilibrium. The
equilibrium is stated by 2 simple differential equations (known as Lotka & Volterra
equation):

The specimen prey (e.g. rabbit - r) mutates by itself and depleted by predators (e.g.
foxes - f):

dr
 (  r )  (   r  f )
dt


The specimen predator (e.g. fox) grows due to rabbits (access to food) and depleted
by its own population (competition for food):

df
  (  f )  (  r  f )
dt


(1)

 ,  , ,

and



(2)

are parameters representing the interaction of the two species.

The equilibrium is determined by partial differential equations; equivalent Petri net model
for the interaction is given in figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Petri net model of Pre-Predator interaction
5.1 Creating the model
Petri net definition file (PDF) that defines the static Petri net graph of figure 5 is given
below:
% function: Petri Net Definition File (PDF)
% filename: predator_prey_def.m
function [PN_name, set_of_places, set_of_trans, set_of_arcs]...
= predator_prey_def(global_info)
PN_name='predator-prey p/151';
set_of_places = {'Prey', 'Predator', 'DUMP'};
set_of_trans = {'t1','t2','t3'};
set_of_arcs = {'Prey','t1',1, 't1','Prey',2,...
'Prey','t2',1, 'Predator','t2',1, 't2','Predator',2,...
'Predator','t3',1, 't3','DUMP',1};
The main simulation file (MSF) is give below. MSF first identifies the PDF and then assigns
the initial dynamics. Then, it runs the simulations using the function ‘gpensim’. Finally, the
simulation results are printed.
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% function: MAIN SIMULATION FILE (MSF)
% filename: predator_prey.m
global_info.MAX_LOOP = 10000; % many simulation runs
global_info.c = [1 .005 .6];
global_info.STOCHASTIC = 1; % stochastic timer
pn = petrinetgraph('predator_prey_def');
dynamicpart.initial_markings = {'Prey',50, 'Predator', 100};
sim = gpensim(pn, dynamicpart, global_info);
M = plotp(pn, sim, {'Prey','Predator'}); %figure 6a
plot(M(:,1), [M(:,2), M(:,3)]); % figure 6b
Stochastic timer: Due to discretization, the simulations should use stochastic clock,
rather than the inbuilt global timer Wilkinson (2006). The realization of Gilespi algorithm
(Gilespi, 1977) for advancing stochastic timer is given below.
% function: realization of Gilespi’s algorithm
% filename: time_advancement.m
function [pn, global_info] = time_advancement(pn, global_info)
c1=global_info.c(1); c2=global_info.c(2); c3=global_info.c(3);
Prey = get_place(pn, 'Prey');
PRED = get_place(pn, 'Predator');
h1 = c1 * Prey.tokens;
h2 = c2 * Prey.tokens * PRED.tokens;
h3 = c3 * PRED.tokens;
H = h1 + h2 + h3;
%%%% probabilities
global_info.pro1 = (h1/H);
global_info.pro2 = (h2/H);
global_info.pro3 = (h3/H);
delta_T = 1-exp(-1/H);
pn.current_time = pn.current_time + delta_T ;
Finally, Transition Definition File (TDF) for the transition t1 is given below. TDFs for the
transitions t2 and t3 are similar.
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% function: Transition Definition File (TDF) for transition t1
% filename: t1_def.m
function [fire, new_color, override, selected_tokens,global_info] = ...
t1_def (pn, new_color, override, selected_tokens,global_info)
c1=global_info.c(1); c2=global_info.c(2); c3=global_info.c(3);
Prey = get_place(pn, 'Prey');
PRED = get_place(pn, 'Predator');
h1 = c1 * Prey.tokens;
h2 = c2 * Prey.tokens * PRED.tokens;
h3 = c3 * PRED.tokens; H = h1 + h2 + h3;
%%%% probabilities
pro1=(h1/H); pro2=(h2/H); pro3=(h3/H);
R = rand*(1);
fire = (R <= pro1);
5.2 Simulation results
Figure 6a shows variation of prey and predator population with time. Figure 6b shows
how the prey population varies against the predator population (prey-predator
equilibrium).
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6. Conclusion
This chapter presents a new Petri net simulator, called General Purpose Petri Net
simulator (GPenSIM), for modeling and simulation of discrete event systems. The tool is
devised to achieve the following:

Flexibility: ability to cooperate with diverse tools and libraries

Extensibility: ability to offer support for rewriting or extending existing functions or
new functions

Ease of use: Tool may be based on rigorous mathematics, but the user need not know
it
At present, GPenSIM has the following limitations:

It is based on a commercial platform (MATLAB), which is not free for academic (or
commercial) use.

GPenSIM does not incorporate online (interactive) simulator. Thus, monitoring the
system during the simulation run is not possible. A Java based program for offline
graphical display of the simulation results is under construction.

Though GPenSIM offer extensibility, it comes with a cost: one need to program in
MATLAB language. Though programming in MATLAB is easy as this language
resembles a simpler BASIC language, still one need to spend some time to learn the
language.
Further Work:
There are numerous possibilities for extending GPenSIM. We give blow just two:


Adaptive GPenSIM: a version of GPenSIM in which the arc weights are not fixed and
can vary during the simulation run.
o Self adaptive: In each TDF, the arc weight of the transition can be changed.
o Forced adaptive: in a specific TDF, arc weights of any transition can be varied



Real-time (“soft PLC”) simulator: Instead of global timer, the real-time clock of the
computer can be used. In this case, the GPenSIM is no longer just a simulator, but it
becomes a soft Programmable Logic Controller.
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1. Introduction
The advent of ubiquitous distributed computing, communication and sensing systems has
created an environment in which one can access, process and communicate huge amounts of
data. This environment could be mentioned as the major enabler for new applications of
control for large-scale, complex systems (Murray et al., 2003). Currently, energy and water
distribution, transportation and manufacturing processes are some application areas that
use the integration of distributed computing and communication in supervision and control
systems to optimize their processes performance and to increase their service capacity. In
order to reduce time and cost of development, increase flexibility for systems expansions or
modifications, promote greater reuse of proven components and, consequently, reduce the
system lifecycle costs and enable a higher number of applications (Hammett, 2003), some
systems are being implemented with distributed computing architectures controlled over
open (standard-oriented) communication networks (mostly commercial communication
networks) and with “Commercial Off The Shelf” (COTS) hardware and software
components (Ahlström & Torim, 2002; Knight, 2002b).
If, on the one hand, the characteristics of distributed computing systems with supervision
and control loop closed over networks make some applications feasible, on the other hand
they pose new challenges and problems to be solved. One of the main challenges for
applying this new system paradigm over real applications is its complexity. The huge
number of functional elements distributed and interacting over open communication
networks makes the system behavior unpredictable, both in operational condictions and in
presence of failures. Another challenge comes from the interdisciplinary characteristic of the
new paradigm. Particular concepts of control, computer sciences and communication
disciplines must be considered together. As a consequence, new points-of-view to be
considered are introduced into the systems lifecycle. As an example, concepts of time
delays, data transfer rates and packet length (from communication discipline); stability
(from control discipline), security and real-time computing (from computing discipline)
must be systemically considered in all system lifecycle stages. A last challenge mentioned
here is the lack of well-established methods to assess systems based on this new paradigm,
which is a need considering all the new paradigm characteristics relationship between
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supervision and control system and the application process. In this case, one of the current
problems here is modeling and analyzing hybrid systems, in which continuous and discrete
variables must be modeled and analyzed together.
Challenges increase when this new supervision and control paradigm is applied to
dependable critical applications, mainly regarding safety, where failures could result in loss
of lives, significant damage to property or to the environment (Knight, 2002a). Due to the
unacceptable consequences that could impact the environment when critical systems are
working out of their specifications, any (dependable) critical system must be submitted to a
rigorous process of assessment to guarantee that all the risks contained in its lifecycle is
acceptable to the society. Hence, due to the characteristics of complexity (defined by the
strong interdependence between multidisciplinary variables) in the current critical systems,
the challenge is to deal with all of these relevant characteristics during the system
assessment process in a complete and efficient way. Therefore, the mission of this chapter is
presenting an assessment framework based on the Fluid Stochastic Petri Net (FSPN), the
Reward Structures and Variables and the Discrete Event Simulation (DES), which could deal
with the characteristics and properties found in the current (dependable) critical systems.
The Fluid Stochastic Petri Net (FSPN) is a formalism commonly applied to model and
analysis systems with the same characteristics identified in the current dependable critical
systems (concerning safety domain, security domain, time-related domain and hybrid
systems domain). In FSPN formalism, the primitive elements of a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN)
– such as places (P), transitions (T) and arcs (A) – can represent continuous and discrete
variables in hybrid systems, besides representing the (stochastic) dynamic behavior between
those interdependent parts (a desirable property when complex systems are modelled).
Using FSPN, it is possible to perform a stochastic analysis obtaining performance, reliability,
availability and safety measures (dependability measures) based on the uncertainty
parameter of the systems. Finally, the FSPN has the capacity to model continuous state
spaces, interdependent concerning the discrete process, resulting in a useful modeling
formalism to the real systems.
The FSPN, in its pure formalism, allows representing a limited number of system metrics.
Improving the representativeness of metrics in the proposed framework, the concept of
Reward Structures and Variables was incorporated. The existence of the reward structures in
the FSPN formalism allows assessing complex and hybrid systems using a variety of
measures, defined during the modeling phase. Obtaining the measures of interest in a
quantitative way requires calculating the state probability of the modeled system. Thus, in
this framework we propose the use of Discrete Event Simulation (DES) to obtain the
expected values of reward functions. Simulation is a better choice to solve non-Markovian
Petri nets, as well as complex and non-limited nets in which state spaces are analytically
unsolvable. Since the Stochastic Petri Net is a formalism applied to describe the dynamics of
discrete systems, where the state evolution (mark changing) occurs in discrete and well
defined events, the solution of nets by Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is an extension of the
formalism itself. However, the simulation technique only allows statistically estimating the
values of interest. Therefore, the quantitative analysis using simulation techniques, mainly
DES, must incorporate statistical inference concepts as a way to analyze values with
acceptable confidence levels, and this approach was incorporated in the proposed
framework.
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In short, this chapter will address the key topics related to the proposed assessment
framework. Both the formal concepts of FSPN and its ability to represent hybrid systems
will be presented. Also, the formalisms of reward nets and their use in quantitative
assessment process will be discussed. A topic about resolution methods in FSPN and the
ways to apply the DES to estimate measures of interest in FSPN models will be included.
Finally, the application of the proposed framework (presented in this chapter) to a real
dependable critical system – the Air Traffic Control (ATC) system - will be shown.

2. A Framework to assess risks in dependable critical systems
2.1 The current system paradigm and the proposed assessment framework
An accident can be defined as a consequence of a hazardous (or unsafe) state that promotes
unacceptable losses of lives, injuries and material and environmental losses (Kirner, 1997).
Therefore, an accident is an event (or a sequence of events) that violates system safety
requirements and, consequently, the main objective of a safety-critical system is to
minimize, to acceptable levels, conditions that can contribute to the occurrence of an
accident. In this way, a safety assessment process needs to identify what hazard (or unsafe)
states can be reached in a system, assess their risks and, finally, to establish countermeasures
to minimize and protect a system against the occurrence of hazard states that can lead it to
an accident (Leveson, 1995). Hence, it is mandatory to have a complete and efficient way to
consider all the current safety-critical system characteristics during the assessment process,
allowing the complete identification and the assessment of emergent risks in systems.
As mentioned before, dependable critical systems are being implemented with distributed
computing architectures over open-standard communication networks, and the introduction
of this paradigm promotes a huge number of interdependent, multidisciplinary
characteristics in systems. Two of the most important characteristics that need to be
considered in the safety assessment process are regarded to time-related domain and hybrid
domain:
Time-related domain: implementation of distributed architectures controlled over networks
introduces time-related characteristics in systems, reflected by strong timing constraints. In
the case of control being closed-loop over networks, stochastic variations of time delay in
networks and in control processing must be considered. Delays in control system may
promote effects such as performance degradation and destabilization (Tipsuwan & Chow,
2003) that are dangerous in safety critical applications. Another temporal constraint aspect is
related with task sequences. In safety critical systems, tasks must be rigorously triggered.
Currently, time-triggered protocols are recommended in safety-critical applications
controlled over networks since they guarantee, with some level of confidence, a correct task
sequence, despite its lower performance compared to event-triggered protocols (Philippi,
2002; Heck et al., 2003). Concluding, network characteristics such as delays and latency must
be considered over safety critical systems requirements.
Hybrid domain: as reported by Heck et al. (2003), a hybrid system is an abstract system with
both continuous and discrete components. Current safety critical systems have computerbased systems controlling safety critical applications. Computer-based systems have their
behavior performed by discrete-state machines, modeled by discrete states, and safetycritical applications have their behavior modeled by continuous variables (e.g. aircraft
velocity, wind speed, temperature, etc). A hybrid model is necessary to modeling and
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analyzing the affectation of disturbances/failures in control system over safety related
applications and vice-versa.
Based on the new paradigm characteristics listed before, it was verified in the literature
(Tuffin et al., 2001; Wolter, 2000; Gribaudo, 2003) that Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPN) are
a formalism applied to modeling and assessing systems with the same characteristics
identified for the current safety critical system paradigm. In FSPN formalism, primitive
elements of a Stochastic Petri net (SPN) such as places (P), transitions (T) and arcs (A) can
represent both continuous (Pc, Tc, Ac) and discrete (Pd, Td, Ad) variables in a hybrid system,
besides the dynamic behavior between those parts. FSPNs are fully applied to modeling and
verify functional and safety properties in hybrid systems (Gribaudo et al., 2002). A formal
definition of FSPN can be made by (adapted from Computer Science Department (2000) and
Ciardo et al. (1999)):
FSPN = (P, T, A, f, , g, Dist, r, Afet, w, b, 0, χ0)

(1)

where some import arguments of (1) are defined as (the other will be defined further on):
P = Pd  Pc = (p1, p2, ..., p#Pd)  (q1, q2, ..., q#Pc), PdPc=  .
(t)(pi)N, piPd is a marking (state) in discrete net at time t, tR+,
χ(t)(qi)R+, qiPc is a marking (state) in continuous net at time tR+,

T = TT  TI = (t1, t2, ..., t#Tt)  (u1, u2, ..., u#Ti), TT  TI =  .
A = Ad  Ac = ( ((Pd x T)  (T xPd)) x Ŝ → N )  ( ((Pc x TI)  (TI xPc)) x Ŝ → R+ ).
f = ((Pc x TT)  (TT xPc)) x Ŝ → R+): marking-dependent fluid rate.
Graphical representation of FSPN elements are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of FSPN elements
According to Gribaudo et al. (2003), it is possible to unify stochastic and formal methods
using FSPN to modeling and analyzing systems with discrete and continuous parts.
Considering the evolution of FSPN from elementary Petri nets, FSPN can be used for
modeling system functional properties related to their discrete states, such as conformity
and reachability states. Considering the evolution of FSPN from stochastic Petri nets (SPN),
it is possible to use FSPN to perform stochastic analysis obtaining performance, reliability,
availability and safety measures (dependability measures) based on the systems uncertainty
parameter. Finally, FSPN is capable of modeling continuous state spaces interdependent of
discrete process, resulting in a useful modeling formalism for real systems.
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A systematic way to define measures of interest in a net, including models in FSPN, is using
reward functions, where reward structures can be represented, at a high abstraction level, with
conditional expressions (German, 2000). Union of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) and Reward
Structures formalism are named Stochastic Reward Nets (SRN) (Muppala et al., 1994). In
SRN, measures are obtained by reward variables, as instantaneous reward (Equation 2),
accumulated reward (equation 3) and average reward (equation 4) variables.

Rinst (t )   rrn .1{ N (t )n}  
nS

gT

 ri
nS

g
n

.1{ g

. ,

fires at t in state n}

t

(2)

Racum (t )   Rinst ( )d

(3)

1
Raver (t )  .Racum (t )
t

(4)

0

Rinst(t), Racum(t) and Raver(t) present stochastic behavior if their impulsive reward vector (ri) is
not considered. They can thus be characterized by their probability distributions. According
to Muppala et al. (1994), output measures from a Stochastic Reward Net (SRN) can be
represented by expected values of reward variables. Therefore, considering E[Racum(t)] the
expected value for reward variable Racum(t) (German, 2000):
t

E[ Racum (t )]   rrn .  n ( x) dx , where πn(t) = Pr(N(t) = n), nS.
nS

(5)

0

E[Rinst(t)] is calculated as a consequence of (5), where:
E [ R inst (t )] 

d
E [ R acum (t )] 
rrn . n (t )
dt
nS



(6)

Getting quantitative measures from Stochastic Petri nets (and their evolutions) using reward
structures demands the calculation of state probabilities πn(t) = Pr(N(t) = n). Vector π(t) =
(1(t), 2(t), ..., m(t)), S = {1, 2, ..., m} can be calculated using 2 possible ways: Analytical
Techniques and Simulation (Computer Science Department, 2000). Applying analytical
techniques to solve stochastic Petri nets (and their evolutions) requires nets with Markovian
(memoryless) characteristics. This fact narrows modeling capabilities, restricting net
transitions to exponential and geometric fire time probability distribution only. Besides
constraints related to transition types, complex and non-limited nets can be unsolvable by
analytical techniques because of the large number of states they produce.
Simulation is a better choice for solving non-Markovian Petri nets; solving complex and nonlimited nets that state space size is analytically unsolvable. Once stochastic Petri nets are a
formalism applied to describe dynamics of discrete systems, where state evolution (mark
changing) occurs in discrete and well defined events, nets solution by Discrete Event
Simulation (DES) is an extension of the Petri nets formalism. However, the simulation
technique allows only doing an inference of values of interest. In this way, quantitative
analysis using simulation techniques, mainly DES, must incorporate statistical inference
concepts as a way of evaluating values with acceptable confidence levels. Therefore, it is
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necessary to have good statistical estimators to calculate values (5) and (6) to use the
simulation technique.
Fig. 2 summarizes the process of obtaining measures of interest in the Assessment
Framework, where FSPN, DES, SRN and Statistical Inference are put together as the way to
assess the characteristics and properties found in the current dependable critical systems.
The main concepts of FSPN, SRN and DES used in the framework are detailed in the
following items.

Fig. 2. Obtaining measures of interest using the Assessment Framework
2.2 The Fluid and Stochastic Petri nets and its ability to represent Hybrid Systems
2.2.1 Petri nets and their evolution in the assessment of systems
Petri nets (PN) are a graphical and mathematical formalism used in the specification,
modeling, verification and analysis of systems properties. Particularly, PN are used to
model complex systems that have concurrent, parallel, asynchronous, distributed and/or
non-deterministic processes (Murata, 1989), and to assess availability, performance and
other systems characteristics (Computer Science Department, 2000; Bobbio, 1988). For
example, the Petri nets have a wide application in modeling computer systems (Peterson,
1989 apud Labeau et al., 2000), considering the relationship between Hardware, Software
and Human-Machine Interface in a systemic context (Leveson & Stolzy, 1987).
However, the elementary structure of a Petri Net is restricted to deal with real systems. For
example, an elementary PN can not assess whether a place has no tokens (test of zero). Nor
is it possible to relate the cardinality of the arcs with the markings of the net (markingdependent arcs). Another elementary PN limitation is not solving the firing of two or more
transitions in conflict. Thus, as a way of increasing the power of modeling, some structural
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extensions have been created in the basic concept of PN, such as guards, priority, arc
multiplicity and marking-dependent arc cardinality.
An important extension to Petri nets is considering, beyond immediate firing transitions,
firing time to the transitions, allowing the use of PN in the assessment of important aspects
of systems, such as availability, performance, reliability, safety and other measures based on
time. At first, 2 extensions were adopted in the timed Petri nets concept (Murata, 1989): the
deterministic-timed Petri nets and the Stochastic Petri nets (SPN). In both cases, time delays
(τ) were associated with transitions (T) so that, if tT is timed with τtR+, and (k,tk) =
(k+1) (where  : Nn x T  Nn is the next state function and :PN is the marking function that
maps the set of places P in a Petri net to non-negative integers), the transition from state k to
state k+1 (k → (k+1)) will consume a time τt,k between enabling the transition t (tH(k)),
where H()T is the set of enabled transitions in the marking  of the Petri net), and its
effective firing event (t). The difference between these extensions is the category of delay
(variable) used. In the deterministic-timed Petri nets, τt is deterministic (not a random
variable). In the case of Stochastic Petri nets (SPN), the set of time delays is created by
random variables τt : Ω  R defined in a space of probability (Ω, P) with probability density
function Fτt(x) = P(τt < x).
When time delays are introduced in Petri net transitions, marking (states) are represented by
sk = (k , τt,k)  N#Px(R+)#T. Thus, a timed Petri net has a firing sequence T = (t0, t1, ... , tn)
that produces a marking sequence (s0 , s1 , ..., sn ) associated to the events of time (e0 , e1 , ...,
en), where (ek+1 - ek) = τt,k. Hence, the reachability set S to a timed Petri net is the set of
markings defined by skS.
Due to the dynamic execution of SPN having stochastic characteristic related to the time
(stochastic transitions), the firing dynamics can be represented by a stochastic process
(German, 2000). A stochastic process is formally defined as a family of random variables
{N(t), t}, where N(t) is defined on a space of probability S=(Ω, P) and indexed by the
parameter t, t varying on a set index . For an SPN, we have N(t)S, where S is the set of
tangible states of an SPN and t is the parameter of time, which can be both discrete (t = ek =
e0 +



t ,n
t , n [ 0 , k ]

) and continuous (tR+), describing the relationship between the states of a

stochastic process at different time instants.
Stochastic Petri nets with all their transitions associated with exponential distribution
functions are called Generalized Stochastic Petri nets (GSPN), and due to their memoryless
property they can be represented by a Markovian process. In this case, the dynamic
behavior of markings are mapped into a time-continuos homogeneous Markov chain with an
isomorphic state space to the reachability tree of the GSPN (Bobbio, 1988). Thus, when a net
is memoryless (a Markovian net), one can ignore the time delay (τt) of enabled transitions at
(k) that were not fired in this marking (state) and, after any transition firing, became
disabled at marking (k+1). Moreover, if a net has transitions with distribution functions
different from an exponential, the SPN can not be represented by a Markovian process.
Besides, it is not possible to use the properties of a Markov chain; the execution dynamics of
a SPN must establish what policy of time resampling to tq must be used when {tj,tq}H(k),
(k,tjk) = (k,tqk) = (k+1) and tqH((k+1)), but tqH((m > k+1)). 3 resampling policies are
defined: PRD (preemptive repeat different), PRI (preemptive repeat identical) and PRR
(preemptive repeat resume). PRD is the policy used in a Markovian model (memoryless),
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where a new time delay to tq is resampled when it is enabled again. PRI uses the same
sampled time delay at the last tq enabling event. PRR uses the remaining time delay at the
last tq disabling event with no tq firing.
2.2.2 The FSPN and the Hybrid Systems (HS)
The Stochastic Petri nets (SPN) can model and assess dynamic systems with both discrete
state spaces and stochastic properties by incorporating characteristics of elementary Petri
nets and stochastic temporal characteristics. However, a large segment of real world systems
is hybrid, where continuous processes (which contain real values) are controlled by discrete
logic processes (such as computers). The control system of an aircraft, the manufacturing
processes, the communication networks and intelligent systems are examples of real-world
hybrid systems (Tuffin et al., 2001).
According to Varaiya (1999) apud Tuffin et al., (2001), a Hybrid System (HS) consists of 2
interdependent components: a continuous component, qRn, and an event-driven finite
state space pQ. Given a state (qk, pk), only the continuous state evolves according to the set
of differential equations dq(t ) / dt  F (q(t ), p0 )  R n , during the time interval [tk, tk+1). At
time tk+1, there is q(tk+1)G(pk,pk+1), where G is an "enabling zone" that checks the
permission of migration for the discrete state pk to pk+1. If the migration is allowed, there is
an instantaneous state migration in the discrete model (pk para pk+1) and the continuous
state is brought to qk+1 according to the relation (q(tk+1) , qk+1)R(pk,pk+1) RnxRn, where R()
is defined for each pair (pk , pk+1) in the discrete model. The dynamics of the model evolves
in the same way for all the horizon time.
Thus, the continuous part of a hybrid system is modeled by differential equations, while the
discrete events evolves in temporal events (Computer Science Department, 2000), and both
are related through the mechanism explained above. The formalism of the Fluid and
Stochastic Petri nets (FSPN) embodies the representation of continuous (fluid) places and
arcs to the characteristics of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN), where the evolution of continuous
values is represented by fluid rate functions (related to fluid arcs), and the variation of
discrete states follows the same rules of Stochastic Petri Nets. Primarily, the concept of FSPN
introduced by Trivedi & Kulkarni (1993) intended to solve problems of state explosion in the
reachability trees of nets, avoiding the accumulation of marks (tokens) in discrete places.
Therefore, a FSPN was not defined for modeling hybrid systems.
Still relating the differences between formalisms (FSPN and HS), and due to the legacy of
SPN, the FSPNs are focused on the evaluation of measures in stochastic processes involved
in the modelled system. The formalism of hybrid systems (HS) focuses on system
reachability and decision analyses (model of control). The influence of uncertainties in the
HS modeling is represented by the boundaries of the states in model. Even with these
differences in formalism and application, Tuffin et al., (2001) proved that hybrid systems can
be represented by the Fluid Stochastic Petri nets.
As shown by equation (1), a FSPN can be formally defined by a 13-upla as FSPN = (P, T, A,
f, , g, Dist, r, Afet, w, b, 0, χ0), where:
P = Pd  Pc = (p1, p2, ..., p#Pd)  (q1, q2, ..., q#Pc), PdPc=  .
(t)(pi)N, piPd is a marking (state) in discrete net at time t, tR+,
χ(t)(qi)R+, qiPc is a marking (state) in continuous net at time tR+,

T = TT  TI = (t1, t2, ..., t#Tt)  (u1, u2, ..., u#Ti), TT  TI =  .
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A = Ad  Ac = ( ((Pd x T)  (T xPd)) x Ŝ→N )  ( ((Pc x TI)  (TI xPc)) x Ŝ→R+ ), where:
Ad = IdOd  (N#PdN)(#Pd x #T)  (N#PdN)(#T x #Pd): marking-dependent cardinality
of input and output arcs (I e O) between discrete places Pd and transitions T.
Ac = IcOc  (N#PcN)(#Pc x #Ti)  (N#PcN)(#Ti x #Pc): marking-dependent fluid
impulse of input and output arcs (I e O) between fluid (continuous) places Pc and
the immediate transitions TI.
f = ((Pc x TT)  (TT xPc)) x Ŝ → R+): marking-dependent fluid rate.
N#Ti is the priority vector of immediate transitions TI.
Dist  TT x Ŝ  F are the marking-dependent firing time distributions of transitions
TT (where F is the set of positive distribution functions [0, ∞[).
r  ( {PRD , PRS , PRR} )#Tt are the resampling policies to the transitions TT.
Afet : TTT  ({PRD , PRS , PRR} x {PRD , PRS , PRR})m is the resampling policy that
a transition tiTT must adopt on marking (k+1) where {ti,tjuj}H(k), (k,tik) = (k,
tjuj) = (k+1) e tiH((k+1)). This property is named afectation.
w  N#TR+ are the marking dependent weigths of transitions T.
b: Pc x N#Pd R0 are the fluid limits to each fluid (continuous) place Pc.
g : (Ŝ  {True = 1, False = 0})#T is a guard vector of T.
0 = (t=0)(pi), piPd: marking from discrete net at t = 0 (discrete initial marking).
χ0 = χ(t=0)(qi), qiPc e χ(qi) ≤ bq: marking from discrete net at t = 0 (continuous initial
marking).
S = (, χ)(t)  Ŝ = N#Pd x (R+)#Pc x R+,where Ŝ is the potential state space and S is the
effective state space of FSPN. In the same way as SPN, FSPN can be represented
by a stochastic process {N(t)  Ŝ, t  R+}.
Regarding the FSPN execution dynamics, a transition tT is enabled in a marking (, χ)(t)Ŝ
at time tR+, tH((, χ)(t)), for the same conditions of a Stochastic Petri net, i.e.:
and

Api,t((, χ)(t)) ≤ (t)(pi)  fqi,t((, χ)(t)) ≤ χ(t)(qi) , piPd, qiPc.
gt((, χ)(t)) = 1.

(7)
(8)

Similarly, for tH((, χ)(t)), a marking (, χ)(t) is considered immediate when tTI, and a
marking (, χ)(t) is considered tangible when tTT.
Given tH((, χ)(t = k)), tT, marking (, χ)(t = k) is changed to the state (, χ)(t=k+) in 2 ways
(Computer Science Department, 2000) (where  is the time between the event tH((, χ)(t=k))
and t, i.e. the timing of t at t = k  R+:




1st way: with respect to discrete arcs (Ad) and fluid impulses (Ac), (,χ)(t = k) changes in
form:
(9)
(t = k+)(p) = (t = k)(p) + At,p((, χ)(t = k)) - Ap,t((, χ)(t = k)), pPd
χ(t = k+)(qi) = min( bq((t = k+)) ;
max( 0 ; χ(t = k)(q) + At,q((, χ)(t = k)) – Aq,t((, χ)(t = k)))) ), qPc (10)
2nd way: with respect to fluid arcs f, if the marking (, χ)(t = k) is tangible, the fluid level
flow continuously through arcs f enabled by transitions tiTT until tiH((, χ)(t = k)).
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Considering qpot((,χ)(t=k)) =

 f
t

t,q

μ, χ t k  fq,t μ, χ t k  , where = H((,χ)(t=k)), as the

potential rate of change of fluid level on state (, χ)(t = k). The fluid level of qPc, during the
state (,χ)(t = k), changes continuously as:

dχ q
dt

dχ q
dt

 0, if ( bq((, χ)(t = k)) = 0 ) 
( ( χ(t = k)(q) = bq((, χ)(t = k)) )  ( qpot((,χ)(t = k)) > 0) ) 
( χ(t = k)(q) = 0  qpot((,χ)(t=k)) < 0 ).

 qpot((, χ)(t= k)), to the other cases.

(11)
(12)

The stochastic evolution of the FSPN markings follows the same dynamic execution rules of
a SPN, unless a transition tiH((, χ)(t = k)) was disabled because χ(t = k)(qi) achieved a value
before ti fires. Moreover, the evolution of the discrete markings of the net occurs in an
atomic way, in the same way as the SPN.
2.3 Improving the quantitative assessment with Reward nets
The Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) and their extensions, such as FSPN, allow obtaining relevant
system measures, such as availability, performance, reliability, safety and other measures
based on time. The stochastic measures of a SPN is obtained by calculating the probability of
occurrence of the system states (Bobbio, 1988), where (t) = (1(t), ..., m(t)), S = {1, ..., m} ,
and n(t) = P(N(t) = n), nS (probability of transient state, which represents the probability
of the net being in the marking n at time t, N(t)  Ŝ, t  R+). Other measures are obtained by
the stochastic analysis of the model elements, such as the frequency of transition firing or
the number of tokens in one place at time t. However, only these sets of measures are
available to achieve with Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) and their extensions.
A systematic way to define other measures of interest in a net other than those listed above
is through the reward function, where the reward structures can be expressed, at a high
abstraction level, by conditional marking-dependent expressions (German, 2000). The net
formalism which allows specifying output measures with reward-based functions are
defined as "Reward Nets". The fusion between the Stochastic Petri Nets and the reward
formalism is defined as Stochastic Reward Nets (SRN) (Muppala et al., 1994). In the
stochastic process level, a reward structure is defined by a reward rate vector “rr” (where
rrnrr, state nS and S is the net state space), and an impulsive reward vector “ri” (where
rignri, transition gT (transition set of net) in state nS) (German, 2000). As was presented
before, 3 reward variables could be defined in a given reward structure: instantaneous
reward (equation 2), accumulated reward (equation 3) and average reward (equation 4)
variables. Considering Equations (2)(3)(4):
Rinst (t )  rrn .1{ N (t )n} 
ring .1{ g fires at t in state n}. is an instantaneous reward


nS


gT

nS

variable at time t, where 1{predicate} returns 1 if “{predicate} = TRUE”, and returns 0 in the
other cases; N(t)  S is the stochastic process defined to the net in assessment;  is a Dirac
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impulsive function, where (t - τ) = 0 to  t ≠ τ e (t-τ) = ∞ to t = τ, where 

  ( x)dx  1

, the area



of which is given by rign at firing of g.
t

R acum (t )   Rinst ( ) d is an accumulated reward variable at t.
0

1
Raver (t )  .Racum (t ) is an average reward variable at t.
t

The variable Rinst(t) has no stochastic behavior due to the presence of impulses () (German,
2000). However, variables Racum(t) and Raver(t) have stochastic behavior and can be
characterized by their probability distributions. As mentioned by Muppala et al., (1994), the
SRN output measures are expressed in terms of expectation (E[]) of the reward variables,
defined as the amount of interest in the analysis.
Therefore, considering E[Racum(t)] as the expectation of accumulated reward variable Racum(t)
(German, 2000):
t

E[ Racum (t )]   rrn .  n ( x ) dx  
nS

gT

0

t

 ring .  ng ( x)dx
nS

(13)

0

Where n(t)=P(N(t)=n), nS, is the probability of transient state, which represents the

probability of the net being in the marking n at time t, given that E[ 1{ N ( t )  n} ] = n(t); and
t


0

g
n

( x)dx = E [number of fires of gT at marking nS and during the period [0 a t)].

Considering E[Raver(t)] as the expectation of the average reward variable Raver(t):

1
1
E [ Rmed (t )]  E [ .Racum (t )]  .E [ Racum (t )]
t
t

(14)

For the instantaneous reward variable Rinst(t), it is possible to calculate its expectation if Rinst(t)
does not contain impulses (). Therefore, obtaining E[Rinst(t)] through Racum(t), we have:
d
(15)
E [ Rinst (t )]  E [ Racum (t )]   rrn . n (t )    ri g . ng (t )
dt
nS
gTI nS
So as to simplify the equating, the definition of the rign (impulsive reward vector) can be
supressed from a net under consideration. Thus, making rign = 0, gT,  nS, we have:
t

Rinst (t )   rrn .1{ N ( t ) n}  E[ Racum (t )]   rrn .  n ( x)dx
nS

nS

(16)

0

And the other variables are calculated as a consequence of the definition above.
The analysis of a net using reward equations requires the calculation of its probability of
state n(t) = P(N(t) = n), nS. Redefining it as the vector (t) = (1(t), 2(t), ..., m(t)), S = {1, 2,
..., m}, if = lim π(t ) exists, where  is considered the limit state probability. If this probability
t 

does not exist, the definition n = lim 1
t 

t

π
t
0

n

( x)dx can be used, where n is the time-

averaged limit probability to a state nS. However, if both  and n exist, both probabilities
have the same value, and both can be interpreted as the fraction of time in which a process
remains in a state when it is observed for a long period of time (German, 2000).
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Based on the presented reward structure and on the possible calculations over the state
probabilities, both the transient analysis as the stationary analysis can be performed on nets.
In the transient analysis, the state of the system can be observed at specific instants of time.
In stationary analysis, the behavior of the system can be obtained when it is in stable
operation (steady-state behavior).
2.4 Resolving FSPN models with Discrete Event Simulation
2.4.1 Analytical Techniques versus Discrete Event Simulation
As could be noticed before, obtaining quantitative measurements for Stochastic Petri Nets
(and their evolutions) involves calculating the probability of the state vector
n(t)=P(N(t)=n). There are 2 different techniques for solving these nets: Analytical
Techniques and Simulation (Computer Science Department, 2000).
Using analytical techniques for the solution of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) assumes that the
nets have Markovian characteristics (memoryless systems), which restricts the use of
transitions with exponential and geometric distribution functions to the nets. To these
memoryless nets, it is possible to transform them into a Continuous Time Markov Chain
(CTMC) or into a Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC), and solving them using the
properties of the Markov theory, e.g., calculating the probability of the state equations using
its transition probability matrix P, where (k) = (0).Pk (considering a DTMC) or (t) =
(0).ePt (considering a CTMC) (German, 2000).
In addition to the restrictions of the types of transition used in SPN, the modeling of
complex and non limited nets may result in an excessive number of states, making the
computational resolution of their state equations unfeasible and forcing the application of
numerical approaches and simplifications to the Analythical Technique. Related to this
states space problem is the resolution of the Fluid and Stochastic Petri nets (FSPN) by
analytical techniques. The proposed techniques in Trivedi & Kulkarni (1993) and Horton et
al (1998) are feasible only to certain strict conditions of FSPN. Because their reachability and
characteristics of their decision processes, FSPN of up to 2 dimensions can be calculated
(Asarin, Maler & Pnueli (1995) apud Ciardo, Nicol & Trivedi (1999)).
The simulation technique is a feasible solution to the resolution of non-Markovian Petri nets,
as well the solution of nets the complexity of which makes its state space unsolvable by
analytical methods. Since Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) is a method used to describe the
dynamics of discrete event systems, the evolution of states (markings) of which occurs in
well defined and discrete events, its resolution by simulation, mainly discrete event
simulation, becomes an extension of this method.
According to Gordon (1978), the analysis of a system by Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is
modeled by a set of elements called State Descriptors (De) - which represents the system
states (diN, iDe) - and by an element that represents the simulation time (t), so that tTS
and TS[0,TMAX]), the goal of which is representing the time evolution of the simulation and
identifying the moment in which changes in the system state occur.
The state descriptors values (di, iDe) are changed in discrete events (en), so that enE and
n = {1, 2, ...}, where E is the set of conditions that promote immediate change in one or more
values of the state descriptors (di). The simulation dynamics occurs by changes in the values
of state descriptors (di) for each event (en) runned until the time specified for simulation
(TMAX) is fully covered or until there are no more conditions for the occurrence of events.
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The system events occur in chronological order, generating a sequence of executions (e0, e1,
..., en) at instants (t = t0, t1, ..., tn), where (t0 ≤ t1 , t1 ≤ t2 , ... , tn-1 ≤ tn ≤ TMAX).
Table I shows the equivalence between the Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and Stochastic
Petri nets (SPN) concepts, considering the characteristics of time and state for a modeled
system.
Discrete Event Simulation (DES)

Stochastic Petri nets (SPN)

State

State Descriptor values
(diN, iDe)

Marking on nets
((k)N, kP)

Time

Simulation Time (tTS)
(instants t0, t1, ..., tn)

Firing time (e0 , e1 , ..., em) to the transitions
(t0, t1, ... , tn)

Table I – Equivalence between DES and SPN models
As an example, given a SPN with initial marking 0, which occurs in the firing sequence (t0,
t1 , ... , tn)  , promoting the sequence of markings (0 , 1 , ... , n)   and the spent time in
each marking is (τt0,0 , τt1,1 , ... , τtn,n), corresponding to the notation (s0, s1, ... , sn) = ((0 , τt 0,0)
, (1 , τt1,1) , ... , (n , τtn,n)), the SPN for a DES could be written as:

Given that the system state at instant t, modeled for Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
assessment, is represented by the set of values of state descriptors (d = (d0, d1, ..., dn)) in an
instant tTS, resulting in the 2-upla (d,t), the sequence of markings k obtained by the SPN
running in the instants of time ek is equivalent to the evolution of the values of d occurred in
the instants tk, where ((0, 0), (1, e1 = 0 + τt,0), ... , (n, en = en-1+τt , n-1)) = ((d, t0), (d, t1), ..., (d,
tn)).
For a Petri net, the set of conditions (E) to the Discrete Event Simulation model is obtained
by means of the execution rules related to that Petri net. As an example, the discrete event
simulation process to a DTMC (Discrete Time Markov chain) {N(k) = s | sS = {s1, s2, ..., sn},
kN} with a transition matrix P can be executed, according to Ripley (1987):
If N(n)= s, choose N(n+1) = i using the discrete distribution {ps,iP | iS}.
In the case of a Stochastic Petri net modeled by transitions with any probability distribution,
it can be simulated by means of the following algorithm:
1. Given (k, ek), get tiH(k), tiT.
2. Sample τti to tiH(k) by means of their probability distribution functions.
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3. Respecting the net execution rules, make (k,tik) = k+1 and ek+1 = ek + τti.
4. Return to step "1" and repeat the procedure to the next reached state (k+1) and while
tiH(k+1), tiT  ek+1 ≤ TMAX.
The temporal representation of a Discrete Event Simulation (DES) process (the value of the
simulation time element) may change according to 2 different methods (Gordon, 1978):
Event-oriented: the value of the simulation time advances to the instant in which the next
detected event happens. This process is known as the next event simulation, due to both the
next state and its time of occurrence are simulated from the current state of the model.
Interval-oriented: the value of simulation time advance at time intervals (usually uniform
and short intervals), and where the existence of a condition is verified for a migration of
state.
According to Gordon (1978), each method of temporal evolution in DES is appropriate for a
particular type of system to be simulated. The event-oriented method is recommended for
the simulation of purely discrete systems, such as the systems modeled by Stochastic Petri
nets. On the other hand, the event-oriented method is recommended for the simulation of
purely continuous systems, due to the evolution of states in the time being modeled by
differential equations.
2.4.2. Simulation of Continuous-Discrete (hybrid) models
In addition to the purely discrete systems and the purely continuous systems, there are
systems in which the mechanism of change of states regarding time occurs in a discretecontinuous way. The Fluid and Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPN), as defined above, are a method
for modeling and evaluating continuous-discrete systems. In these systems, the states can
change either in a continuous way, in a discrete way or in a continuous way added by
discrete jumps.
The process of simulating continuous-discrete systems depends on the modes of interaction
between the continuous and the discrete model variables. According to Computer Science
Department (2000), there are 3 possible modes of interaction between (p) and χ(q), where
pPd and qPc in a FSPN:
1. Discrete variations in χ(q) dependent on (p): continuous variables (χ(q)) can receive
discrete changes in their values. In the FSPN, this is equivalent to modelling fluid
impulses, represented by arcs Ac.
2. Variations in χ(q) and/or (p) dependents of χ(q): an event that changes both discrete
variables ((p)) and continuous (χ(q)) may be executed if the value of continuous
variables reach pre-defined levels. In FSPN, this is equivalent to modelling (fluid)
marking-dependent guards for immediate transitions (g:((qPC)  {1, 0})#Ti ).
3. Continuous variation rate in χ(q) dependent on (p): a discrete event in time can
promote the change in the functional description of continuous variables. In FSPN, this
is equivalent to modelling marking-dependent fluid rates (f=((Pc x TT)(TT xPc))xŜ→R+).
2 types of events can promote those possible interactions between continuous and discrete
variables in a continuous-discrete system:
a. Time events: events that occurs in specific instants of time.
b. State events: events that occur when a determined state condition is satisfied.
As can be noticed, the Discrete Event Simulation process for Fluid and Stochastic Petri nets
requires an approach that considers both their time events and their state events. The time
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events are related to the event-oriented method of temporal representation, and its
execution dynamics makes use of simulation queues, where events are scheduled for future
executions. On the other hand, the state events are related to the interval-oriented method of
temporal representation, in which the time events are monitored during the simulation,
without being queued (Computer Science Department, 2000).
A FSPN can be solved using DES since its execution rules be respected. For example, given a
marking (,χ)Ŝ, the content of fluid places χ(t)(qi), qiPc, can change while tH((, χ)(t)),
tT. If tTT and (t,qi)  f, the value of χ(t)(qi) changes during the interval [t, t+) in which
tH((, χ)(t + t)) through the system of differential equations:

q  PC ,

dχ q ( )
dt

=

 f
t

t,q

μ, χ t k  f q,t μ, χ t k 

, where = H((,χ)(t)).

(17)

The initial condition (, χ)(t) is unchanged during the interval [t, t+), and the system
perceives that the continuous part of the state has changed only at the end of this time
range, where tH((,χ). Due to this fact, the events of state, especially those dependent on
χ(q) are related to the interval-oriented method of temporal representation. By moving up
the time in small steps, it is possible to maintain a significantly high update rate to χ(q)
values (inversely proportional to the time step), reducing the latency between the
occurrence of a “real condition” of state change and its detection by the process of state
monitoring of the simulation, or even the loss of the desired conditions.
Therefore, during the simulation execution, the resolution process of the systems differential
equations requires to know the evolution of H((,χ)(t)) (transitions enabled at time t) in
function of time. Thus, H((,χ)(t)) can have the following interdependencies to the model
states (Ciardo, Nicol & Trivedi, 1999): H((,χ)(t)) can be independent of χ(q) and H((,χ)(t)) can
be dependent on χ(q) values, qPc.
The simplest case to handle in a DES of FSPN is when H((,χ)(t)) is independent of χ(q),
where the cardinality of the arcs and conditions of guards do not depend on χ(q). Thus, the
discrete part of the model evolves through the execution of discrete events, and the
continuous part can evolve independently, updating the values of χ(q) only in the discrete
instants en and based on the time difference between the current event and the previous
event (). This is equivalent to using only the event-oriented method of temporal
representation on the system simulation. The simulation process becomes complex in case
H((,χ)(t)) depends on χ(q), the arcs cardinality and the conditions of guards of which are in
function of χ(q). In this case, it is mandatory to know the future instant of time e at which a
change in H((,χ)(t+e)) occurs. At first, obtaining e demands to know χ(q) during [t, t + )
by solving the differential equations of the model, in which  is a future time step used to
obtain the behavior of H((,χ) in that period. If there is no change in H((,χ)( t + )) during [t, t
+ ), the values of χ(q) are updated to t + , and the simulation continues with the search.
This is equivalent to using the interval-oriented method of temporal representation in the
system simulation.
2.5. Estimation of the Assessment Measures by Simulation
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to obtain multiple measures of interest in nets using
reward functions; their formalization is done by means of the Reward Stochastic nets (SRN).
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A reward structure is characterized by a reward rate vector “rr” and an impulsive reward vector
“ri”, which produces 3 different reward variables, Rinst(t), Racum(t) e Raver(t), where it is
possible to obtain their expectations (E[]) used for analysis.
Using analytical methods, it is possible to calculate the expectations E[Rinst(t)], E[Racum(t)]
and E[Raver(t)] by means of their literal expressions, but this could be not feasible in some
cases and, therefore, the simulation technique is required. However, the use of the
simulation technique can only infer (or estimate) the values of these statistical parameters.
This limitation to obtain the desired measures of interest do not invalidate the assessment
framework proposed here, but the framework must incorporate concepts of statistical
inference to the assessment process as a means to calculate the desired measures with
significant confidence, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Therefore, it is necessary to have good statistical estimators to calculate values of Equations
N

X  1 . xi
N i 1

s 2X 

1 N
. (x i  X)2 )
N-1 i  1
are

and
good
(5) and (6) by Discrete Event Simulation (DES).
estimators for expectation and variance of statistical variable “X” (E[X] and VAR[X],
respectively), where xi is the i-upla sample obtained from the Discrete Event Simulation
process and “N” is the size of the sample. Confidence Interval (CI) for statistical variable
; Xt
“X” at confidence level “”, [0,1], is given by [
.s
N ], where
X-t

t

N 1,



N 1,



.s X

N

2

N 1,



X

2

is a t-Student distribution (to a large sample size “N”, respecting the well-known

2

Central Limit Theorem).
Therefore, the expectation of variables Rinst(t), Racum(t) e Raver(t) could be estimated by
means of estimators R inst (t ) , R acum (t ) e R aver (t ) , where:
N

R inst (t)  1 . R inst (t) i , estimator to E[Rinst(t)].
N i 1

(s R inst (t) ) 2 

(18)

1 N
. (R inst (t) i  R inst (t)) 2 , estimator to VAR[Rinst(t)].
N - 1 i 1

CI(Rinst(t), ) = [ R inst (t) - t N 1,/2 . s R

inst

(t)

N ; R inst (t)  t N 1,/2 . s R inst (t)

(19)

N]

(20)

Estimators R acum (t ) and R aver (t ) follow the same structure of Equations (18), (19) and (20).
R inst (t) i is the i-th sample obtained from variable Rinst(t) to constitute the estimator of

parameter E[Rinst(t)]. Please note that Rinst(t) is considered a random variable when its
impulsive reward vector “ri” is null.
As previously mentioned, these properties are valid only if R inst (t ) is a random variable
with normal distribution, where:
(21)
R inst (t ) ~ N( E[R inst (t )] , VAR[ R inst (t )])  N( E[R inst (t )] , VAR[R inst (t )] N )
If not, the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be applied, which involves using a sample N as
large as enough:
(22)
R inst (t) - E[R inst (t)]

lim (
n 

VAR[R inst (t)]
n

)  Z  N(0,1)
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2.6. Runs versus Simulation length
A system assessment process by simulation is related to the trade-off between the simulation
length (Tlength) and the number of runs (Runs) to be used, because, besides the total processing
time (time of computational resources required) is given by the product Tlength x Runs, the
Tlength and Runs characteristics influence the values of the estimates obtained. For example,
each of the N samples R inst (t) i used to estimate E[Rinst(t)] by means of estimator R inst (t ) are
obtained by means of N independent Runs of length t = Tlength each. The process where
samples are obtained through the execution of N simulation runs of length Tlength, is named
Replication. In this case, the following considerations can be made regarding the possible
configurations of the simulation used to obtain an estimate of E[Rinst(t)]:
 Using a large simulation length (Tlength) and a small number of Runs, the influence of
initial condition ((,χ)(0)) over the estimative is eliminated. This is useful in the
stationary (steady-state) analysis of systems. However, the small number of samples
(Runs = N) undertakes the calculation of the estimation confidence interval (CI), as
shown before.
 The CI of the estimate is improved, without burdening the total simulation time,
increasing the number of Runs and reducing the length of the simulation (Tlength).
However, this fact makes the initial condition ((,χ)(0)) have strong influence over the
estimative, and it is useful in the transient analysis of the systems.
The process of estimation of parameters is only useful when it is possible to get an estimate
with a satisfactory confidence interval, which requires a large number of samples (Runs).
However, as it could be seen, a large number of Runs increases the processing time of the
simulation. Since a stationary analysis requires a large simulation length (Tlength), performing
stationary (steady-state) analysis on systems can be computationally unfeasible. Hence,
when replication is applied in stationary analysis, in which it is not possible to increase
Tlength or Runs indefinitely, it is recommended to initiate the model ((,χ)(0)) in a state closer
to the stationary state so as to minimize the affectation of the initial condition over the
estimatives obtained (Computer Science Department, 2000).

3. Case study: assessing risks in critical systems using FSPN
This chapter proposed an assessment framework that could deal with the characteristics
found in the current paradigm of safety critical systems. After presenting the fundamental
concepts of the framework proposed, this item presents, as a case study, its implementation
in a real world safety critical system that has the characteristics of the paradigm presented:
the Air Traffic Control system (ATC) under the CNS/ATM concept (Communication,
Navigation, Surveillance / Air Traffic Management), especially using ADS-B (Automatic
Dependent Surveillance by Broadcast) and GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
elements such as navigation and surveillance, respectively. This case study presents the
main steps for the implementation of the framework, as the modeling of the system by
FSPN and the definition of metrics of interest by reward nets, illustrating and validating the
proposed framework. The details of this case study, as well as the definition of CNS/ATM
and other system details were previously presented in detail in Vismari & Camargo Junior
(2008).
As defined in ICAO (2007), CNS/ATM is “… employing digital technologies, including
satellite systems together with various levels of automation, applied in support of a
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seamless global air traffic management system”. Applying this new paradigm will
transform the current air traffic system, based on voice communications (Radio) and
independent surveillance (Radar), into a large-scale distributed digital network. The
CNS/ATM provides significant technological advances to communication, navigation and
surveillance air traffic system elements to support a seamless global air traffic management
system. Its key-elements are based on a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) – that will
support navigation functionalities to aircrafts as well as surveillance information to air
traffic control – and, mainly, based on an Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN)
– that will support efficient and safe digital communications among all the system users.
One of the ATN air-ground applications is the Automatic Dependent Surveillance by
Broadcast (ADS-B), which provides “ADS reports”( aircraft containing aircraft position and
other information reports required for aircraft flight management ) to networks end users
(e.g. controllers, pilots) (ICAO, 1999). ADS-B is to be applied as a surveillance system to air
traffic control (ATC) service in areas where installing Radar equipments is unfeasible (e.g.
ocean), and, besides that, ADS-B will complement surveillance capabilities is areas where
Radar service is available.
The ADS-B is a fusion of communication (ATN) and navigation (GNSS) system elements
(and their functionalities), being responsible for the surveillance system communication
process. It is composed of a transmission element (responsible for generating and sending
ADS reports), a data link (communication path) and a reception element (responsible for
receiving, processing and displaying surveillance information to the end application). The
data contained in the ADS-B report come from the navigation system (that will be at most
represented by the GNSS in the CNS/ATM paradigm) obtained from the onboard aircraft
navigation equipment.
Since ADS-B has caused such radical changes in the surveillance concept, it is necessary to
verify if ADS-B could be used in air traffic control systems (ATC) – the most critical level of
the air traffic management system. The ATC main responsibility is to apply and maintain
the safe separation between aircrafts within its delegated space sector. Therefore, follow the
application of the proposed framework to assess the ADS-B based ATC system.
3.1 Modelling the ATC system with FSPN
In this case study, the functional elements considered (modelled) to assess risks in Air
Traffic Control systems (ATC) were: Airspace (route configuration, flight plans and so on),
Aircrafts (flight dynamic), Navigation (including Pilot characteristics), Communication,
Surveillance and Air Traffic Controller (ATCo). Navigation was based on GNSS and
surveillance was based on ADS-B. Fig. 3 shows, at a high abstraction level, the architecture
of the ATC systems considered in this work (not including Airspace).
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Fig. 3. The ATC system architecture
The parameters considered for each ATC system element are:


Regarding Airspace, it is illustrated in Fig. 4. The route structure was considered in a
Cartesian (non-spherical) plan ((X,Y)(R+)2) containing unidirectional routes, A and B, at
the same flight level (altitude) and converging at a  angle (=45º) to the notification
point Oz (with well-known coordinates Oz=(XNOT(z),YNOT(z))). Pairs of aircrafts, A1 and A2,
were planned to conduct flights adhering to routes A and B, respectively, at the same
flight level and at the same velocity (280kts). In those flights, the minima separation
planned between aircrafts A1 and A2 (Dmin) occurs when A1 aircraft reaches the
notification point Oz (A2 following A1).

Fig. 4. The Airspace element


Regarding Aircraft, three main flight parameters were considered for each one (i=1,2):
position (Pi(t)), Velocity (VTAS,i(t)) and Heading (ψi(t)). Then, the state of each aircraft at
time t is defined as Ai(t)={Pi(t),VTAS,i(t),ψi(t)}. The aircrafts were responsible for following
their own flight plans, controlling their ψi(t) using onboard navigation systems (Autopilot
and Flight Management Computer (FMC)) and obeying the ATCo instructions (reconfiguring
autopilot with instructed resolution heading (ATCoi), in case of resolution manoeuvres.
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Regarding Air Traffic Controller (ATCo), its availability to detect conflicts (AATCo) and the
time spent to make a decision (Tdecision), as well as the resolution communication (Tcomm) to
aircrafts involved in the conflict, were taken into consideration. A conflict resolution
process (detection-resolution-communication) begins after ATCo observes, at least,
“NConfATCo” successive aircraft target pairs on the surveillance screen with separation
lower than DATCo_min (minima separation standard). A conflict resolution process is
concluded when heading the resolution communication to each aircraft pilot (ATCo1 and
ATCo2). All times involved were represented by statistical variables with Normal
distribution (N(μ,σ2)).
 Regarding Pilots, the time spent by pilots to receive and acknowledge the resolution
heading (ATCoi) communicated by the ATCo and to re-configure its value at the aircraft
autopilot were considered. This time was represented by the statistical variable Tcomm at
the ATCo model.
 Regarding Navigation, the aircraft position was obtained by its own GNNS equipment
onboard. The considered parameter was the GNSS accuracy (GNSS()~N(0.0;44.1m) per
dimension.
 Regarding Surveillance, the aircraft positions applied to ATCo was obtained by the
onboard GNSS receiver (of navigation system) and transmitted/received by the ADS-B
system. The considered statistical parameters were scan rate (scan,i~14s@95%) and screen
presentation latency (lat,i~1.2s@95%), both with exponential distributions.
The model in FSPN of each ATC system element is:
Aircraft Model: Fig. 5 illustrates the FSPN model representing aircraft parameters Pi(t) and
ψi(t) (one model to each aircraft). VTAS,i(t) is constant (VTAS,i). Marking in place K (μ(K))
represents the heading in a i=i+(μ(K)-M).∆ form, where M is the number of heading
steps (Δψ). Firing time distribution of transitions τψ_I and τψ_D are given by
=(∆.||VTAS||)/(g.tan()). Their firing events are enabled by guards g(τψ_I) and g(τψ_D),
which are controlled by the aircraft navigation system. The aircraft position is given by
continuous variables Pi(t)=(Xi(t),Yi(t)). The position dynamics were implemented by fluid
arcs fxi, gxi, fyi and gyi, and their cardinalities were given by BXi(μ)=VTAS,i.sen(i+(μ(Ki)Mi).∆ i) and BYi(μ)=VTAS,i.cos(i+(μ(Ki)-Mi).∆i).


Fig. 5. Aircraft Model in FSPN
ATCo Model: Fig. 6 illustrates the FSPN model representing the Air Traffic Controller
(ATCo) parameters. Immediate transition “t_Conflict_occured” is enabled to fire by guard
g(t_Conflict_occured) when ||PSUR,1(t)-PSUR,2(t)||<DATCo_min (guard dependent of
Surveillance model). The guard g(t_NRes_conflict) enables “t_NRes_conflict” (transition
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with higher priority than t_detected) to fire when NConfATCo successive conflicts does not
occur.

Fig. 6. ATCo Model in FSPN
Airspace Model: Airspace was modelled by variables used as input to other model elements.
In this way, the airspace model was represented by {XNOT(z),YNOT(z),Dmin,,VTAS,i}[Airspace].
Navigation Model: the navigation system was modelled with 3 functionalities: i. Obtaining
aircraft position (represented by GNSS navigation position (PNAV(t))); ii. Managing flight plan
(represented by FMC, indicating to the autopilot the desired flight parameters
((VTAS,ψ)desired) based on the flight plan parameters and on the Pi(t)); iii. Aircraft monitoring
and control (represented by the autopilot, which receives ψdesired from the FMC and controls
ψi(t) according to the aircraft roll angle ()). Their models, presented in Fig. 7, represent 3
states in dynamic aircrafts heading: “Maintaining Heading”, “Decreasing Heading” and
“Increasing Heading”. Heading correction algorithm applies over the aircraft a roll angle
value () based on ||ψi(t)-ψdesired||. Heading correction behaviour is represented by logical
conditions at transition guards in navigation model, which defines its duration, when the
number of marking in navigation places is not zero (μ(navigation places)≠0) and,
consequently, it defines the duration to be enabled by guards g(τψ_I) and g(τψ_D) for each
aircraft heading models. Algorithms modelling this navigation functionality were
implemented at g(T_Inc_Head_i) and g(T_Dec_Head_i), both calculated only when
μ(Mant_Head_i)>0.
GNSS
algorithm
obtains
PNAV(tn)=(X(t)+xGNSS,Y(t)+yGNSS)=(XNAV(t),YNAV(t)), where GNSS is the position accuracy of
the GNSS system.
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Fig. 7. Navigation in FSPN
Surveillance Model: the FSPN model, illustrated in Fig. 8, represents the surveillance
parameters mentioned before. TSCAN and tsampling firing events (↑TSCAN,↑tsampling) represent the
process of sampling targets, where PSUR,i(↑TSCAN,↑tsampling)=(XSUR,i,YSUR,1), i=1,2. PSUR,i(.) are
presented to ATCo when ↑tshows_ATCo, Tlat times occur after ↑TSCAN and ↑tsampling events. The
firing time distributions are stochastic, and there is one model embedded for each aircraft. The
source of information (PSUR,i(tn)=PNAV,i(tn)) provides the same position data obtained by the
navigation system).

Fig. 8. Surveillance Model in FSPN
3.2 Defining metrics of interest by Reward Nets
In this risk assessment study, it was evaluated the ATC system ability to detect and solve
the events of loss of minima separation between aircrafts that could affect air traffic safety
(defined as “AIRPROX”) based on its own elements. Toward it, two environment processes
were observed: the real process (the real aircrafts states) and the monitored process (aircraft
states observed by surveillance elements). The AIRPROX events were evaluated over the
real process, verifying in which situations those events could occur due to the inefficiency of
ATC elements and functionalities. In the original study (Vismari & Camargo Junior, 2008), a
set of 6 metrics concerning AIRPROX were adopted. Some of them – related to the reward
net concept – are presented next:
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TLMIN,i: exposure time to real separation losses lower than a value LMIN.

TLmin_i  1{|| P1 (t) - P2 (t)||  (Lmin  "i"0,5NM) } , where i = 0, 1, 2 ... .

(23)

TPS_INT: exposure time to real separation losses lower than DATCo_min per ATCo intervention.

TPS_INT 

1{||P1 (t) - P2 (t)||  Dmin_ATCo}
# ( t_detected)

(24)

NPS_Interv: number of conflicts presented in the surveillance screen per ATCo intervention.

N PS_Interv 

# (" t_Conflict_occured")
# ( t_detected)

(25)

An estimation to each adopted metrics was obtained by Discrete Event Simulation
considering both the functional conditions, using sensitivity analysis at DATCo_min[4.4;
5.8]NM and the degraded conditions of GNSS position accuracy (GNSS()) as well as the ADS-B
scan rate (scan,i). In the simulation process, and for each parameter configuration, 10,000
aircraft approach scenarios, with 3105 seconds length each, were run. The results obtained in
this case study, as well as the risk analysis performed on them, are illustrated in Vismari &
Camargo Junior (2008).

4. Conclusions
This chapter demonstrated that the Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPN) is a good graphicmathematical formalism for modeling and assessing the current paradigm of safety critical
systems. In addition to its ability to formally represent systems both by its mathematical
expressions and by its graphical formalism, the FSPN allows the modeling of complex
hybrid systems - the continuous and discrete elements of which have high interdependence
- and with stochastic temporal characteristics. Furthermore, the existence of the Reward
Structures in the FSPN formalism allows assessing complex hybrid systems based on a
variety of metrics, defined during the modeling process, allowing its use in various fields of
application. The use of Discrete Event Simulation enables the analyst modeling transitions
on FSPN with the widest range of probability distributions, not limited to the Markovian
paradigm.
The problem found in the assessment framework proposed in this chapter, in particular in
the solving method using discrete event simulation, is related to the conflict between "cost in
processing time" and "confidence intervals of results”. For example, in the case study, we
modeled the system using 40 discrete places, approximately 5 fluid places, 80 discrete arcs,
10 fluid arcs, 50 discrete transitions and a huge number of guard functions. To obtain each
metric in a specific system configuration, approximately 2.8 hours of computer processing
were necessary in a 2.4GHz Intel Dual Xeon with 2.5 GB RAM, using a time interval of 0.5
seconds for the discretization of the continuous net, and using the SPNP - Stochastic Petri
Net Package (Trivedi, 1999) as the FSPN computational tool. Even with the high processing
cost , the use of the FSPN formalism is highly recommended for the proposed Assessment
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Framework, especially when used togheter with Reward Nets, Discrete Event Simulation
and Statistical Inference. Moreover, this high processing cost can motivate new researches
focused on improving the performance of the simulation methods.
At last, the Assessment Framework proposed in this chapter was intended to be applied in
safety assessment works. However, it could be applied to other kinds of systems to evaluate
characteristics such as cost-benefit analysis, availability, reliability and others, depending on
the the metrics adopted. To validate these new applications, however, it is necessary to
continue this research study.
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Abstract
An urban traffic network of signalized intersections can be suitably modeled as a discrete
event system, in which the traffic light alternations are described by means of Timed
Coloured Petri nets (TCPN). In this chapter, a module of basic traffic TCPN model with a
signal timing plan for a day is successfully constructed. The traffic operations are ruled by
the control logic of TCPN and an analysis method of place invariant is verified. Based on
the basic TCPN model, some of complicated traffic signal models will be easily obtained.
Moreover, a real-world supervisor of the urban traffic light system is implemented by the
new methodology. Finally, an urban traffic light control systems with five intersections has
been realized. Additionally, the performance of the supervisor of the urban traffic light
system can be confirmed by the simulation results.
Keywords: Petri nets, traffic control, intelligent transportation systems.

1. Introduction
With the growing number of vehicles, the traffic congestion and transportation delay on
urban arterials are increasingly worldwide. Therefore it is a practical importance to develop,
verify and validate simple, yet powerful models that help in design and improve the safety
and efficiency of transportation. It is a significant issue to control traffic lights in roadvehicle systems. The main reasons to the traffic signals are used to manage conflicting
requirements for the use of road space – often at road junctions – by allocating right of way
to different sets of mutually compatible traffic movements during distinct time intervals.
The traffic light control systems regulate, warn and guide transportation for the purpose of
improving the safety and efficiency of pedestrians and vehicles. There are a lot of literatures
to develop various strategies [1-10] and they are classified into two categories [11]: 1) Fixedtime strategies and 2) Traffic-response strategies. An urban traffic control in most of
industrialized countries has been used fixed-time strategies to nowadays. In addition, the
topic of traffic signal control can be separated into two categories [12]:
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1) determine what signal-indication sequence in following order optimizes the system
performance and 2) ascertaining how to implement the signal control logic. This chapter
centralizes on the second category with a traffic signal timing plan that is a predetermined
time.
Petri nets (PN) have been proven to be a powerful modeling tool for various kinds of
discrete event systems [13-14], and its formalism provides a clear means for presenting
simulation and control logic. Hence, the PN is applied in traffic control. In fact, traffic
control has been accomplished by using Petri nets [15-18]. In [19] chooses Deterministic and
Stochastic Petri Nets (DSPNs) as the modeling tools. The behavior of the pre-timed twophase signal is depicted. The green periods, and the cycle lengths are predetermined and of
fixed duration. The approach via programmable logic control (PLC) and Petri nets
synthesis is proposed in [20]. Its traffic lights contain three-color lights, and each lane has a
series light whose signal will be changed by the regular time intervals. And the model of
traffic light is used by Petri nets. In [21] a signal timing plan is proposed by timed Petri net
(TPN). The streams allowed us to proceed with the eight-phase of the signal timing plan.
Recently, an urban traffic light controller using statecharts is proposed [22] which includes
eight-phase, six-phase and two-phase.
As mentioned above, the models of traffic light systems only have one set of phase duration.
Obviously, the timing plan of traffic light to be a leading role in urban traffic light systems.
And it can determine the optimal splits and the optimal cycle time. It hints that there are
many sets of phase duration varied with traffic flow in a day. As a result, the authors
propose a new modeling methodology to tackle this difficult problem in this chapter. To
sum up, a traffic light control system with multi-set of phase duration has been designed
based on TCPN.
This chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces basic definitions of TCPN
that are related to this chapter. Section 3 depicts how to model the traffic lights by using
TCPN. Additionally, the analysis of the TCPN models is presented in section 4. Finally,
some conclusions are given in section 5.

2. The basic definitions of TCPN
We first introduce the new methodology which is based on a global clock. The global clock
values represent the system model time where they may either be discrete or continuous.
More precisely, each token has a time stamp on it. The time stamp describes the earliest
model time at which the token can be moved by a binding element. Note here that one can
define the time stamp unit as seconds, microseconds, or millennia and so on. It depends
completely on the designer. Please note that the authors assume one time unit is equal to
one second in this chapter and the definitions of TCPN are going to be presented here in a
compact way and follow the original definitions of TCPN by [23-24].
Definition 1: A timed non-hierarchical CP-nets is a tuple TCPN = (CPN, R, r0) such that:
1. CPN = (Σ, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I) satisfying the requirements below:
(1) Σ is a finite set of non empty types, called colour sets.
(2) P is a finite set of places.
(3) T is a finite set of transitions.
(4) A is a finite set of arcs such that: P ∩ T = P ∩ A = T ∩ A = Ø.
(5) N is a node function. It is defined from A into P×T ∪ T×P.
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(6) C is a colour function. It is defined from P into Σ.
(7) G is a guard function. It is defined from T into expressions.
(8) E is an arc expression function. It is defined from A into expressions.
(9) I is an initialization function. It is defined from P into closed expressions that an
expression is without variables.
2. R is a set of time values, also called time stamps. It is closed under＋and containing 0.
3. r0 is an element of R called the start time.
Definition 2: A binding of transition t is a function b defined on Var(t) which is called the set
of variables of t. B(t) is denoted the set of all binding for t.
Definition 3: A binding element is a pair (t, b) where t  T and b  B(t). The set of all binding
elements is denoted by BE.
Definition 4: A step Y is enabled in a marking M iff the following properties are satisfied:

p  P :

 E ( p, t )  b 

 M ( p)

( t ,b )Y

The expression evaluation E(p, t) <b> yields the multi-set of token colours, which are
removed from p when t occurs with the binding b. For a time concept, the enabled
definition is modified as follows:
A step Y is enabled in a state (M1, r1) at time r2 iff the following properties are satisfied:
1. p  P :
E ( p, t )  b   M ( p )



2. r1

 r2 .

r2

( t ,b )Y

1

3. r2 is the smallest element of R for which there exists a step satisfying above two
restrictions.
Next, the definition is relation with place invariant.
Definition 5: For a non-hierarchical CP-net, a set of place weights with range A   is a set
of functions W  {W p } p such that W P  [C ( p ) WS  AWS ] L for all p  P .
1. W is a place flow iff

P

(t , b)  BE : WP ( E ( p, t )  b )  WP ( E ( p, t )  b ).
pP

pP

2. W determines a place invariant iff:

M  [ M 0 :  WP ( M ( p))   WP ( M 0 ( p)) .
pP

pP

Note that the invariant property in 2 is a dynamic property, while the flow property in 1 is a
static property. It hints that the static property which can be checked without considering
the set of all reachable markings.

3. Modelling of traffic light systems by using TCPN
One can see frequently the vehicle goes straight and turns right in an intersection with twoway roads. In this chapter, a traffic system with the two phases (i.e. shown in table I), called
a basic traffic system, will be introduced in this section. The two phases consist of
phase_NS and phase_EW. And the operations are described as follows. In phase_NS, the
northbound and southbound vehicles are allowed to go straight and turn right. In
phase_EW, the westbound and eastbound vehicles are allowed to go straight and turn right.
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Phase_NS

Phase_EW

Table 1. The two phase transitions.
A schedule of the traffic signals is given in table II for this intersection. At first, the
definitions of “period cycle” that represents one cycle of a period and “day cycle” that
represents one cycle of a day are introduced. There are several periods in a day cycle and
they represent the intervals which are continuous execution times. The duration of the
phase_NS represents the time of the vehicles can go and pass the intersection in NS
direction. Similarly, the duration of the phase_EW is the vehicle can pass through the
intersection in EW direction. The duration of the two phases include both the duration of
green and the duration of yellow. A cycle time is defined as the summation of the two
durations. It is worthy to notice that there are with many repetition cycles in a period. For
example, the numbers of repetition cycles are 30 in one hour if its cycle time is 120 seconds.
Period

t1

t2

0-h1

h1-h2

τ11

τ12

τ21

τ22

ct1
Table 2. A schedule of traffic light signals.

ct2

Execution time
Phase_NS duration
Phase_EW duration
Cycle time

…
…
…
…
…

ti
hi-1-hi
τ1i
τ2i
ctj

Here, the chapter focuses on how to model the traffic lights using TCPN. It is an interesting
work for the traffic light system model. It is worthy to notice that three TCPN models are
constructed in Figure 1 by three type lines.
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One is the basic traffic system model whose is modeled by normal lines. The other one is an
extended model which is added with dash lines. Another one is also an extended model
which is added with heavy lines. The two type extended models will be explained later.
The basic traffic system model consists of two main parts: the left part which is called the
NS traffic lights describes the states of both the northern and southern traffic lights; the right
part which is called the EW traffic lights depicts the states of both the eastern and western
traffic lights. More precisely, each part can be divided into two sub-models. One submodel is for the signal indication and the other is for the signals’ timing whose model is
shared between the signal indication models. The duration of the yellow is assumed as 3
seconds and the lost time [11] are neglected in this chapter. The more detailed information
is described as follows.
3.1. Signal indication models
Usually, the green light means the vehicles can go straight and turn right. And the vehicles
do not permit turning left. In the pioneer works [17-20], this situation is hardly presented in
detail. However, this case is easily modeled by the new methodology. A signal indication
model can show the traffic light in red, yellow or green. The traffic lights are modeled as
places EW_G, EW_Y, EW_R, NS_G, NS_Y, and NS_R (i.e. Figure 1). The places of the traffic
lights are triggered by tokens in the TCPN model. Based on the rules of TCPN, the tokens
are defined as 4-tuple (d, n, t, ct) with time stamp. The first element d represents the traffic
lights in NS/EW. Thus it can be written as d  {ns, ew}. The second one n (i.e. n  I+)
represents the numbers of the repetition cycles. The element t stands for the period time,
where t  I+. The final element ct represents the cycle time, where ct  I+. Here, I+ is nonnegative integer.
Places NS_G, NS_Y, NS_R, EW_G, EW_Y, EW_R, CP1 and CP2 belong to this sub-model. A
token in place NS_G means the green lights turn on in NS traffic lights. And then place
NS_Y (NS_R) with a token represents the yellow (red) lights turn on in NS traffic lights.
Similarly, the places EW_G, EW_Y and EW_R with tokens means the green lights, yellow
lights and red lights turn on in EW traffic lights, respectively. Places CP1 and CP2 play the
guard roles, which guarantee only one direction is allowed to proceed for the vehicle
streams. For example, when the green light turns on in NS, the red light turns on in EW.
More specifically, the two places ensure the safety of the traffic. The transitions of the
system model will be introduced in the following paragraph.
The transitions T5 and T9 stand for the green durations. Because the duration of the phase
involves green duration and yellow duration (i.e. 3 seconds), the time inscription τ-3 that
deducts yellow duration from phase duration is a green duration. The transitions T6 and
T10 represent the yellow duration (i.e. 3 seconds). The transition T7 stands for the red
durations in NS. And then the red duration in EW is controlled by the token of place CP1.
The physical means the red light of the traffic lights in EW is going on till the enabled
binding element (T8, e) is taken. Obviously, the red duration of traffic lights in EW is the τ1i
seconds. It reveals that the vehicle streams only proceed in either NS or EW.
Based on the basic sub-model, two types of extended signal indication models which
involve a left turn arrow on green are obtained. The first one is added with the dashed lines
in Figure 1 which describes the left turn arrow on green to be triggered with the right turn
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arrow on green and go straight arrow on green at the same time. In other words, the three
green lights are turned on concurrently. In this extended signal indication model, the
authors add a place NS_GL to the basic traffic model. And it represents the left turn green
light. The second one is added with heavy lines in Figure 1 which indicates only one of the
three green lights (left turn green light, go straight green light, and right turn green light)
goes on. It means that the left turn green light (NS_GL) is going on after the other two green
lights (NS_G) turn off. For this purpose, the authors add a place NS_GL to the basic model.
It also represents the left turn green light. It is worthy to notice that the two types of
extended signal indication models in Figures 1 just only describe one part of NS traffic
lights. The attached places and transitions can also be constructed the part of EW traffic
lights. The extended signal indication model is useful in the multi-phase transitions.
3.2. Signal timing plan models
The sub-model of the signal timing plan model is the kernel of the TCPN model (i.e. Figure
1). It is the model’s duty to assign the cycle times to the different periods. Especially, there
are no durations and delay times in the sub-model. Indeed, it is used to estimate what is the
cycle time of a period. In the sub-model, one has to count the numbers (i.e. ni) of the
repetition cycle. Once the number of repetition cycles meets the number ni, the current
period ti will enter next period ti+1. And then a new cycle time will be given in terms of
period ti+1.
The definitions of the elements of tokens in the sub-model are the same as the signal
indication model. It is worthy to notice that the component elements of token in this submodel consists of two (i.e. (t, ct)), three (i.e. (d, n, t)), or four (i.e. (d, n, t, ct)) elements. And
the signal indication model consists of four elements (i.e. (d, n, t, ct)). The more explicit
expression describing as follows.
There are several arc expressions between transition T2 and place P2. The arc expressions
determine when the current period goes to next period. The repetition cycle time in a
“period cycle” is represented by ri. And a values ni is determined from the formula, where


ni

n

r , nI
i 1

i



. For example, n2 = r1 + r2. Once the number of repetition cycles is equal

to ni. The current period (ti) will go to the next period (ti+1). And then the current token (d,
n, ti) will change to (d, n, ti+1). In addition, a maximum number of repetition cycles nmax for
the “day cycle” is required. Because the system model needs a mechanic to judge what is
the day off. At the new day, the number nmax is enforced to reset. It means the state is
coming back to the initial state.
In summary, when a token is removed from P1 to P2, the token is with a ti. Once the token
is removed from P2 to P3, the token is now with a cti. Note that the cti is offered by the Place
Database. The function of Place Database is that the model can show both of the cycle time
and the current period together. Therefore, we have to create a database of (ti, ctj) by tokens
in Database. Meanwhile, the output token is changed and it is with four elements like as (d,
n, ti, cti).
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4. Analysis of the urban traffic net model
A traffic light control system model must have correct and readable features. For example,
the controller should not lock up (deadlock) due to some unexpected combination of actions,
should not allow conflicting movements to have right of way simultaneously, should be
able to serve all signal phases and return to some initial state. A major strength of TCPN is
the availability of methods for analyzing the properties of the model. Those properties of
TCPN model reveal weather the model is reliable or not.
There are three methods to analyze a TCPN model: 1) invariant method; 2) occurrence
graphs method; and 3) simulation method [23]. In this section the basic traffic light control
system model is analyzed by the occurrence graphs method and invariant method. In
addition, a real-world urban traffic net which consists of three intersections is used to verify
the model by simulation.
4.1. Invariant method
The basic ideal behind place invariants creates equations that are satisfied in all reachable
marking [24]. In TCPN nets, the sets of removed tokens are not fully determined by the
binding elements. Based on the rules of TCPN, a transition can be fired if the global time is
great than or equal to the time stamp. It hints that the system acts according to the time
stamps of the binding elements. In fact, the system models require only the time stamps to
be small enough, instead of requiring them to have some exact time values. This means that
linearity of weight functions is insufficient to guarantee that each flow determines an
invariant. However, our traffic light TCPN model is predetermining time. Therefore, it is
certainly to use invariants in analysis of TCPN models. The basic model (i.e. Figure 1) is
used to analyze the place invariance. Based on the definition 5, we can obtain several
equations from Figure 1. And the performance of the system should be verified by the
equations. The detailed information is given as follows.
NS_G + NS_Y + NS_R + P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 = 1

(1)

This invariant states that they can be only one token in any one of the places involved in (1).
And it indicates that the firing sequence of the binding elements should be in order at NS
traffic light. For example, the variations of traffic lights are red, green and yellow in turn.
Note that places P1, P2, P3, and P4 are necessary control places. Similarly, the other
invariant can be obtained, i.e., EW_G+EW_Y+EW_R+P1+P2+P3+P5 =1. This invariant
asserts that, at any given time, there are only one token in the right-hand side of the display
indication modules.
NS_G+NS_Y+NS_R+P1+P2+P3+P4 = EW_R, where EW_R = 1

(2)

This invariant depicts that if there is one token in place EW_R, then there must be a token in
either place NS_G, NS_Y, NS_R, P1, P2, P3 or P4. It means that once a red signal goes on in
the EW traffic lights, then a green, a yellow or a red signal turns on in the NS traffic lights.
In the other way, the invariant EW_G+EW_Y+EW_R+P1+P2+P3+P5=NS_R asserts that if
there is one token in place NS_R, then there must be a token in either place EW_G, EW_Y,
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EW_R, P1, P2, P3 or P5. It shows that once a red signal is going on in the EW traffic lights,
then a green, a yellow or a red turns on in the NS traffic lights.
NS_G+NS_Y+ EW_G+EW_Y+ P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+CP1+CP2 =1

(3)

As mentioned above, this invariant means that the direction of the vehicles movement is
either in NS or EW. This invariant hints that the system model guarantees the safety of
traffic.
The three equations (1), (2), and (3) show the key invariants in the TCPN model. And the
three key invariants show the system model is with invariant.
4.2. Occurrence Graphs method
The basic idea behind occurrence graphs (OG) is to construct a graph, which is shown in
Figure 2), containing a node for each reachable marking and an arc for each occurring
binding element. And also it is intuitive in this approach to see that there is no possibility of
deadlock in the system model.
NINITIAL
NS_R
EW_R
CP2

N0
T1

EW_R
P1

N1
T2

EW_R
P2

N2
T3

EW_R
P3

N3
T4

N12 T11

N4

NS_R
EW_Y

N5

NS_R
EW_G

NS_R
P5

T5

EW_R
NS_G

N11 T10

N10

EW_R
P4

T6

EW_R
NS_Y
N9

T9

T4

NS_R
P3

N8
T3

NS_R
P2

N7
T2

NS_R
P1

N6
T8

T7

EW_R
NS_R
CP1

Fig. 2. The OG of the basic TCPN model.
It is worthy to notice that each node represents a marking, and the content of the marking is
described by the text inscription of the node. And each arc represents the occurrence of a
binding element, and the content of this binding element is described by the text attached to
the arc. For example, the text EW_R and NS_G are used to describe the node N5. This
means that the red lights turn on in the EW traffic light. And the green lights turn on in the
NS traffic lights. After a binding element T6 firing, the marking will be changed to node N6.
It is worthy to notice that the initial marking (i.e., node NINITIAL) shows all the red lights
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turn on in a set of traffic lights. For the sake of simplicity, the place Database is not shown in
the OG.
Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that: 1) there are no dead-end nodes in the OG,
therefore the net is live; 2) the net is reversible because we can always find an occurring
sequence that bring the system back to the initial marking.
4.3. The simulation results
Considering the simulation, a real-world urban traffic net is used to verify the model. The
real traffic net consists of five intersections which are shown in Figure 3. Some notations are
employed to represent the five intersections. For example, 1NS_G means the green light
goes on in the NS traffic light which is placed at intersection I1. Table 3 shows the
information of the phase transitions in this real case. And also table 4 shows the signal time
plan of traffic light model. The urban traffic net model will be constructed based on the
basic traffic model. For convenience, the five intersections are divided into three types. One
consists of intersection I1, I4 and I5 whose models are the same as the basic model. The
other one is with intersection I2 whose model is obtained from the first extending model.
Another one is with intersection I3 whose model is also from the second extending model.
The detailed information of the urban net model is described as follows.

Fig. 3. A real-world urban traffic net.
I1

Phase1

Phase2

I2
I3
I4

I5

Table 3. The phase transitions of the traffic net.

Phase3

Phase4
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Period

t1
t2
t3
t4
00:00
01:00
05:00 07:00
Executio
-05:00 -07:00 -09:00
n time
01:00
Phase 1
60
46
60
110
Phase 2
60
44
60
90
I1
Cycle
90
120
200
120
time
Phase 1
80
60
80
140
Phase 2
40
30
40
60
I2
Cycle
90
120
200
120
time
Phase 1
55
30
55
85
Phase 2
10
10
10
15
Phase 3
45
40
45
85
I3
Phase 4
10
10
10
15
Cycle
90
120
200
120
time
Phase 1
60
45
60
100
I4
Phase 2
60
45
60
100
Cycle
120
90
120
200
time
Phase 1
90
60
90
160
Phase 2
30
30
30
40
I5
Cycle
120
90
120
200
time
Table 4. The schedule of the signal timing plan.
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t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

09:00
-13:00

13:0016:30

16:30
-19:00

19:00
-23:00

23:00
-24:00

110
90

110
90

110
90

95
85

60
60

200

200

200

180

120

140
60

140
60

140
60

120
60

80
40

200

200

200

180

120

85
15
85
15

85
15
85
15

85
15
85
15

80
15
70
15

55
10
45
10

200

200

200

180

120

100
100

100
100

100
100

90
90

60
60

200

200

200

180

120

160
40

160
40

160
40

140
40

90
30

200

200

200

180

120

(1) Modeling of intersection I1, I4, and I5 (type I)
The model of the type I is the same as basic traffic system’s model. Hence, the module of
basic traffic system could be applied directly to the type I. Form the schedule of the signal
timing plan, there are four kinds of cycle time are given. For fitting the basic models, the
notations ct1 = 90, ct2 = 120, ct3 = 180 and ct4 = 200 are assigned. And then the values of ri
and ni have to be determined. The intersection I1 is used to illustrate how to obtain the
values ri and ni. Table 4 shows the execution time and the cycle time for every period of the
intersection I1. From the table, the numbers of the repetition (i.e. ri) is easily to count. For
example, the numbers of the repetition of r1 is 30 for the period t1 in the intersection I1. As a
result, all the numbers of the repetition (i.e. ri) are obtained and are shown in table 5. Based
on table 5, the values ni which is shown in table 6 is determined from the formula,


where ni

n

r , n  9.
i 1

i

For example, n2 = r1 + r2 = 30 +160 =190. It is worthy to notice
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that the values of ri and ni in table 5 can be applied to intersections I2 and I3 since the three
intersections have the same cycle time in a period.
Finally, three TCPN models of type I will be derived if the values ni, 1i, 2i, and ctj are put
into the original model (i.e. Figure 1). And then the three models (i.e. I1, I4 and I5) are given
in Figure 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

ri

r1

r2

r3

r4

r5

r6

r7

r8

r9

30

160

60

36

72

63

45

80

30

n2
190

n3
250

n4
286

n5
358

n6
421

n7
466

n8
546

n9
576

Table 5. The values of ri..

ni

n1
30

Table 6. The values of ni.
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Fig. 4. The TCPN model of the intersection I1.
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Fig. 5. The TCPN model of the intersection I4.
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Fig. 6. The TCPN model of the intersection I5.
Based on the Place-invariant method, the three models should be verified by the following
equations.
Intersection I1：
1NS_G+1NS_Y+1NS_R+1P1+1P2+1P3+1P4 = 1
1EW_G+1EW_Y+1EW_R+1P1+1P2+1P3+1P4 = 1

(4)
(5)
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1NS_G+1NS_Y+1NS_R+1P1+1P2+1P3+1P4 = 1EW_R, where 1EW_R = 1
1EW_G+1EW_Y+1EW_R+1P1+1P2+1P3+1P4 = 1NS_R, where 1NS_R = 1
1NS_G+1NS_Y+1EW_G+1EW_Y+1P1+1P2+1P3+1P4+1P5+1CP1+1CP2 =1

(6)
(7)
(8)

Intersection I4：
4NS_G+4NS_Y+4NS_R+4P1+4P2+4P3+4P4 = 1
4EW_G+4EW_Y+4EW_R+4P1+4P2+4P3+4P4 = 1
4NS_G+4NS_Y+4NS_R+4P1+4P2+4P3+4P4 = 4EW_R, where 4EW_R = 1
4EW_G+4EW_Y+4EW_R+4P1+4P2+4P3+4P4 = 4NS_R, where 4NS_R = 1
4NS_G+4NS_Y+4EW_G+4EW_Y+4P1+4P2+4P3+4P4+4P5+4CP1+4CP2 =1

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Intersection I5：
5NS_G+5NS_Y+5NS_R+5P1+5P2+5P3+5P4 = 1
5EW_G+5EW_Y+5EW_R+5P1+5P2+5P3+5P4 = 1
5NS_G+5NS_Y+5NS_R+5P1+5P2+5P3+5P4 = 5EW_R, where 5EW_R = 1
5EW_G+5EW_Y+5EW_R+5P1+5P2+5P3+5P4 = 5NS_R, where 5NS_R = 1
5NS_G+5NS_Y+5EW_G+5EW_Y+5P1+5P2+5P3+5P4+5P5+5CP1+5CP2 =1

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

(2) Modeling of intersection I2 (type II)
A T-type intersection is usually presented in a real-world urban traffic system. A feature of
the T-type intersection is that one way of the vehicle stream can not be allowed to go
straight. For this reason, a left turn arrow on green is needed to present in the traffic light
system. As a result, the function of the left turn green light can be presented when a place
NS_GL is added on the original model. It is interesting that the completed TCPN model of
the T-type intersection (i.e. Figure 7) can be derived after a minor revision of the first
extended traffic system model.
Form the definition of the phases (i.e. table 3), a right turn movement is absent in northern
traffic light (i.e. phase 1 of I2). For convenience, i.e., in the extended model (i.e. Figure 7),
the place NS_G is used to represent the vehicle stream can be allowed to go straight in the
northbound traffic light and the other way can be allowed to go straight and turn right. In
addition, the vehicle stream can not be allowed to go straight in the eastbound (i.e. phase 2
of I2). This situation is different form the phase of the basic model (i.e. phase 2 of I1). By the
same reason, the place E_G is used to represent the vehicle stream can be allowed to turn
right and turn left in the eastern traffic light. Notice that the place EW_G/ EW_GL is instead
by place E_G/E_GL in the new extended TCPN model.
Finally, the TCPN model of the T-type will be derived if the values ni, 1i, 2i, and ctj are put
into the original model. And then the model is constructed and is shown in Figure 7.
Based on the Place-invariant method, the model of intersection I2 should be verified by the
following equations：
2NS_G+2NS_Y+2NS_R+2P1+2P2+2P3+2P4 = 1
2W_G (2W_GL) +2W_Y+2W_R+2P1+2P2+2P3+2P4 = 1

(19)
(20)
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2NS_G+2NS_Y+2NS_R+2P1+2P2+2P3+2P4 = 2W_R, where 2W_R = 1 (21)
2W_G (2W_GL) +2W_Y+2W_R+2P1+2P2+2P3+2P4 = 2NS_R, where 2NS_R = 1 (22)
2NS_G+2NS_Y+2W_G (2W_GL) +2W_Y+2P1+2P2+2P3+2P4+2P5+2CP1+2CP2=1 (23)
(3) Modeling of intersection I3 ( type III)
From the table 3, the phases of intersection I3 is with four phases. Obviously, one of the
phases is with a left turn movement of intersection I3. The TCPN model of the intersection
I3 can be easily obtained due to the phase is already included in the second extended model.
As a result, the TCPN model of the intersection I3 can be constructed if the relations values
are put into the original model. And the model is constructed and is shown in Figure 8.
Based on the Place-invariant method, the model of intersection I3 should be verified by the
following equations：
3NS_G+3NS_Y+3NS_R+3P1+3P2+3P3+3P4 = 1
(24)
3EW_G+3EW_Y+3EWS_R +3P1+3P2+3P3+3P4 = 1
(25)
(26)
3NS_G+3NS_Y+3NS_R+3P1+3P2+3P3+3P4 = 3EW_R, where 3EW_R = 1
3EW_G+3EW_Y+3EW_R+3P1+3P2+3P3+3P4 = 3NS_R, where 3NS_R = 1 (27)
3NS_G+3NS_Y+3NS_GL+3EW_G+3EW_Y+3EW_GL +3P1+3P2+3P3+3P4+3P5 +3CP1
+3CP2 = 1
(28)
The TCPN models are implemented and simulated by the CPN tools [25]. Aim of the
simulation is to observe the relation between cycle time and execution time in each period.
Based on the schedule of the signal timing plan (i.e. table 4), the global time of the
supervisor is set 86400 time units (i.e. one time unit is equal to one second) for the nine
periods (i.e. t1, t2, …, and t9) in the CPN tools. In summary, the simulation results are the
same as the predetermining time (i.e. table 4) and the cycle time of each period is consistent
with table 4. Moreover, the traffic performance can be confirmed by the simulation results.
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Fig. 7. The TCPN model of the intersection I2.
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3T5

3P4

(d,n,t,ct)@+case ct
of ct1=>27
|ct2=>52
|ct3=>77
|ct4=>82
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if d=ns then (d,n,t,ct)
else empty

3P5

D*N*T*CT
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3T9
(d,n,t,ct)@+case ct
of ct1=>37
|ct2=>42
|ct3=>67
|ct4=>82

if d=ew then (d,n,t,ct)
else empty
3T4

1`(t1,ct2)+1`(t2,ct1)+
1`(t3,ct2)+1`(t4,ct4)+
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then (d,n,t9) else empty
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else empty
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3EW_Y
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then (d,n,t3) else empty
D*N*T*CT
if n>=251 andalso <=286
then (d,n,t4) else empty
if n>=287 andalso <=358
3T11
then (d,n,t5) else empty
(d,n,t,ct)@+
case ct
of ct1=>10
D*N*T
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|ct3=>15
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D*N*T*CT
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3CP1

e

1`e@+0
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E

NS traffic lights

e

E

EW traffic lights

Fig. 8. The TCPN model of the intersection I3.

6. Conclusion
This chapter presents the modeling, analysis and implementation of an urban traffic lights
system using TCPN models. Especially, this chapter also proposed the module of basic
traffic light system model which can assist in designing the extended models. Based on the
operational flow of the traffic lights systems, the authors derive the associated TCPN model
by looking into the schedule of the signal timing plan of the traffic systems. The advantage
of the proposed approach is the clear presentation of the system behavior and readiness for
implementation. To summarize, this chapter has the following contributions.
This chapter has demonstrated how to use TCPN to model the traffic lights of the urban
network. And then the applications of TCPN to urban traffic lights have been realized.
Structural analysis of TCPN models was performed.
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The traffic systems with signal timing plan for a day is successful to convert TCPN models.
These examples are helpful to us to obtain a TCPN model for a complex urban traffic lights
system.
The authors believe that using TCPN to model traffic light systems will become more
important in this field due to the increasing demands in many features of the traffic light
systems.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing number of automobiles and complication of traffic network, the traffic
flow control becomes one of significant economic and social issues in urban life. Many researchers have been involved in related researches in order to alleviate traffic congestion.
From viewpoint of modeling, the existing scenarios can be categorized into the following two
approaches:
(A1) Microscopic approach; and
(A2) Macroscopic approach.
The basic idea of Microscopic approach (A1) (2)is that the behavior of each vehicle is affected
by neighboring vehicles, and the entire traffic flow is represented as statistical occurrences.
The Cellular Automaton (CA) based model (3) (4) and (11) is widely known idea to represent
the behavior of each vehicle. In the CA model, the road is discretized into many small cells.
Each cell can be either empty or occupied by only one vehicle. The behavior of each vehicle in
each cell is specified by the geometrical relationship with other vehicles together with some
stochastic parameters. Although many simulation results based on these microscopic models
showed high similarity to the measured real data, these approaches are not suitable for the
large-scale traffic network modeling and its traffic light controller design. This is because
they require enormous computational efforts to find all vehicles’ behavior. Furthermore, the
precise information on initial positions and speeds of all vehicles are usually not available in
advance.
On the other hand, it has been a common strategy in the macroscopic approach (A2) (9) that
the designer uses a fluid approximation model where the behavior of traffic flow is regarded
as a continuous fluid with density k( x, t) and volume q( x, t) at location x and time t. In this
case, k( x, t) and q( x, t) must satisfy the following law of mass conservation;
∂k( x, t) ∂q( x, t)
+
= 0.
∂t
∂x
Also, some relationship among q, k and v, which are usually described by
q( x, t) = k( x, t)v( x, t),

(1)

(2)

is introduced together with the appropriate model of the v( x, t), where v( x, t) denotes the velocity of the traffic flow. By incorporating these two equations, the macroscopic behavior of
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the traffic flow is uniquely decided. This model, however, is applicable only when the density
of the traffic flow k( x, t) is continuous. Although this model expresses well the behavior of the
flow on the freeway, it is unlikely that this model can be applied to the urban traffic network
which involves many discontinuities of the density coming from the existence of intersections
controlled by traffic signals. In order to treat the discontinuity of the density in the macroscopic model, the idea of ‘shock wave’, which represents the progress of the boundary of two
neighboring different density area, has been introduced in literature (6) (5) (7) (8). Although
these approaches included judicious use of theoretical ideas for the flow dynamics, it is not
straightforward to exploit them for the design of real-time traffic signal control since the flow
model results in complicated nonlinear dynamics.
This paper presents a new method for the real-time traffic network control based on an integrated Hybrid Dynamical System (HDS) framework. The proposed method characterizes its
synthetic modeling description. The information on geometrical traffic network is modeled
by using Hybrid Petri Net (HPN), whereas the information on the behavior of traffic flow
is modeled by means of Mixed Logical Dynamical Systems (MLDS) description. The former
allows us to easily apply our method to complicated and wide range of traffic network due
to its graphical understanding and algebraic manipulability. The latter allows us to represent
physical features governing the dynamics of traffic flow and control mechanism for traffic
congestion control employing the model predictive control policy (13).
Note that current traffic flow away from the signaler affects future traffic flow behavior.
Through the model predictive control policy, we can construct the decentralized controller
in a manner that each traffic outflow from the intersection or crosswalk is controlled and the
information is shared with neighboring traffic controllers. A large-scale centralized traffic
network controller is not appropriate because of the increased computational effort, synchronization in information processes and so on. In this case, the decentralized controller with
model predictive control policy could be a realistic method.
In order to control large-scale traffic network with nonlinear dynamics, we formulate the traffic network control system based on the Mixed Integer NonLinear Programming (MINLP)
problem. Generally, it is difficult to find the global optimal solution to the nonlinear programming problem. However, if the problem can be recast to the convex programming problem,
the global optimal solution is easily found by applying an efficient method such as Steepest
Descent Method (SDM). We use in this paper general performance criteria for traffic network
control and show that although the problem contains non-convex constraint functions as a
whole, the generated sub-problems are always included in the class of convex programming
problem. In order to achieve high control performance of the traffic network with dynamically changing traffic flow, we adopt Model Predictive Control (MPC) policy. Note that MLDS
formulation often encounters multiplication of two decision variables, and that without modification, it cannot be directly applied to MPC scheme. One way to avoid the multiplication
is to introduce a new auxiliary variable to represent it. And then it becomes a linear system
formally. However, as we described before, the introduction of discrete variables causes substantial computational amounts. A new method for this type of control problem is proposed.
Although the system representation is nonlinear, MPC policy is successfully applied by means
of the proposed Branch and Bound strategy.
After verification of the solution optimality, PWARX classifier is applied which describes a
nonlinear feedback control law of the traffic control system. This implies we don’t need a
time-consuming searching process of a solver such as a Branch-and-Bound algorithm to solve
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Fig. 1. Example of Hybrid Petri Net model

a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem, and furthermore the exactly same
solutions are obtained in a very short time.
The problem we address in this paper is a special classification problem where the output y is a
0-1 binary variable, and very good classification performance is desirable even with very large
number of the introduced clusters. If we plot the observational data in a same cluster in the x-y
space, it will show always zero inclination, since we have a binary output, i.e., all components
of θ, a and b except for f will be zeros. This implies we need consideration for a binary output.
A new performance criterion is presented in this paper to consider not only a covariance of
θ, but also a covariance of y. The proposed method is a hierarchical classification procedure,
where the cluster splitting process is introduced to the cluster with the worst classification
performance (which includes 0-1 mixed values of y). The cluster splitting process is follows
by the piecewise fitting process to compute the cluster guard and dynamics, and the cluster
updating process to find new center points of the clusters. The usefulness of the proposed
method is verified through some numerical experiments.

2. Modeling of Traffic Flow Control System (TFCS) based on HPN
The Traffic Flow Control System (TFCS) is the collective entity of traffic network, traffic flow
and traffic signals. Although some of them have been fully considered by the previous studies,
most of the previous studies did not simultaneously consider all of them. In this section, the
HPN model is developed, which provides both graphical and algebraic descriptions for the
TFCS.
2.1 Representation of TFCS as HPN

HPN is one of the useful tools to model and visualize the system behavior with both continuous and discrete variables. HPN is a structure of N = ( P, T, I+ , I− , C, D ). The set of places
P is partitioned into a subset of discrete places Pd and a subset of continuous places Pc . The
set of transition T is partitioned into a subset of discrete transitions Td and a subset of continuous transitions Tc . The incidence matrix of the net is defined as I ( p, t) = I− ( p, t) − I+ ( p, t),
where I+ ( p, t) and I− ( p, t) are the forward and backward incidence relationships between the
transition t and the place p which follows and precedes the transition. We denote the preset
(postset) of transition t as • t (t • ) and its restriction to continuous or discrete places as (d) t =
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Discrete part

Continuous part

m0d = [1,0,1,0]

m c (τ 0 ) = c0
v0 = [V1 , V2 ]

p1 is 0
m1d = [1,0,1,0]

m c (τ 1 ) = 0
v1 = [V1 , V1 (a / b)]

t6 fires
m2d = [1,0,0,1]

m c (τ 2 ) = 0
v2 = [V1 ,0]

Fig. 2. Phase diagram of Hybrid Petri Net model

V1
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c0
V2 v2
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τ
τ

τ
∆ 0τ 1 ∆1 τ 2 ∆ 2

Fig. 3. Behavior of Hybrid Petri Net model

t ∩ Pd or (c) t = • t ∩ Pc . Similar notation may be used for presets and postsets of places. The
function C and D specify the firing speeds associated to the continuous transitions and the
timing associated to the (timed) discrete transitions. For any continuous transition ti , we let
C (ti ) = (vi , Vi ), where vi and Vi represent the minimum and maximum firing speed of transition ti . We associate to the timed discrete transition its firing delay, where the firing delay is
short enough and the state is preserved until next sampling instant. The acquisition of firing
sequence of the discrete transition at every sampling instant is applied to a variety of scheduling and control problems. The marking M = [ MC | MD ] has both continuous (m dimension)
and discrete (n dimension) parts.
Consider a simple example of First-Order Hybrid Petri Net model, Fig.1, where the control
switch is represented with two discrete transitions and two discrete places connected to the
continuous transition. In Fig.1, p1 is the continuous place with the initial marking mc (τ0 ) =
m p1 = c0 , and p2 , p3 , p4 and p5 are the discrete places with the initial marking md (τ0 ) = [m p2 ,
m p3 , m p4 , m p5 ] = [1, 0, 1, 0]. We assume V1 a < V2 b, where V1 and V2 are firing speed of t1 and
•
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Fig. 4. Traffic network
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Fig. 5. Hybrid Petri Net model of traffic network

t2 respectively, a and b are the arc weights given by the incidence relationship. The behavior
is illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3.
Figure 5 shows the HPN model for the road of Fig.4. In Fig.5, each section i of li -meters
long constitutes the straight road, and two traffic lights are installed at the point of crosswalk.
pc ∈ Pc represents each section of the road, and has maximum capacity (maximum number
of vehicles). Also, pd ∈ Pd represents the traffic signal where green signal is indicated by an
existence of a token. Note that each signal is supposed to have only two states ‘go (green)’ or
‘stop (red)’ for simplicity.T is the set of continuous transitions which represent the boundary
of two successive sections. q j (τ ) is the firing speeds assigned to transition t j ∈ T at time τ.
q j (τ ) represents the number of vehicles passing through the boundary per time unit of two
successive sections(measuring position) at time τ. The sensors to capture the number of the
vehicles are supposed to be installed at every boundary of the section as show in Fig.4. The
element of I ( p, t) is always 0 or αij . αij is the number of traffic lanes in each section. Finally, M0
is specified as the initial marking of the place p ∈ P. The net dynamics of HPN is represented
by a simple first order differential equation for each continuous place pci ∈ Pc as follows:
if pd,k = • t j is not null,

dmC,i (τ )
=
∑ I ( pci , t j ) · q j (τ ) · mD,k (τ ),
dt
t j ∈ p ci • ∪ • p ci

(3)

dmC,i (τ )
=
∑ I ( p ci , t j ) · q j ( τ ),
dt
t j ∈ p ci • ∪ • p ci

(4)

otherwise,

where mC,i (τ ) is the marking for the place pci (∈ Pc ) at time τ, and m D,k (τ ) is the marking for
the place pdk (∈ Pd ). The equation (3) is transformed to its discrete-time version supposing
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that q j (τ ) is constant during two successive sampling instants as follows:
mC,i ((κ + 1) Ts ) = mC,i (κTs )

∑

+

t j ∈ p ci • ∪ • p ci

I ( pci , t j ) · q j (κTs ) · m D,j (κTs ) · Ts .

(5)

where κ is sampling index, and Ts is sampling period.
Note that the transition t is enabled at the sampling instant κTs if the marking of its preceding discrete place pd j ∈ Pd satisfies m D,j (κ ) ≥ I+ ( pd j , t). Also if t does not have any input
(discrete) place, t is always enabled.
2.2 Definition of flow qi

In order to derive the flow behavior, the relationship among qi (τ ), k i (τ ) and vi (τ ) must be
specified. One of the simple ideas is to use the well-known model
qi ( τ )

(ki (τ ) + ki+1 (τ )) vi (τ ) + vi+1 (τ )
2
2

=

(6)

supposing that the density k i (τ ) and k i+1 (τ ), and average velocity vi (τ ) and vi+1 (τ ) of the
flow in i and (i + 1)th sections are almost identical. Then, by incorporating the velocity model


ki (τ )
,
(7)
vi ( τ ) = v f i · 1 −
k jam
with (6), the flow dynamics can be uniquely defined. Here, k jam is the density in which the
vehicles on the roadway are spaced at minimum intervals (traffic-jammed), and v f i is the
maximum speed, that is, the velocity of the vehicle when no other vehicle exists in the same
section.
If there exists no abrupt change in the density on the road, this model is expected to work
well. However, in the urban traffic network, this is not the case due to the existence of the
intersections controlled by the traffic signals. In order to treat the discontinuities of the density
among neighboring sections (i.e. neighboring continuous places), the idea of ‘shock wave’(10)
is introduced as follows. We consider the case as shown in Fig.6 where the traffic density of
ith section is lower than that of (i + 1)th section in which the boundary of density difference
designated by the dotted line is moving forward. Here, the movement of this boundary is
called shock wave and the moving velocity of the shock wave ci (τ ) depends on the densities
and average velocities of ith and (i + 1)th sections as follows:
ci ( τ )

=

v i ( τ ) k i ( τ ) − v i +1 ( τ ) k i +1 ( τ )
.
k i ( τ ) − k i +1 ( τ )

(8)

The traffic situation can be categorized into the following four types taking into account the
density and shock wave.
(C1) k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ), and ci (τ ) > 0,
(C2) k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ), and ci (τ ) ≤ 0,
(C3) k i (τ ) > k i+1 (τ ),
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Fig. 6. Movement of shock wave in the case of k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ) and ci (τ ) > 0

(C4) k i (τ ) = k i+1 (τ ) (no shock wave).
Firstly, in both cases of (C1) and (C2) where k i (τ ) is smaller than k i+1 (τ ), the vehicles passing
through the density boundary (dotted line) reduce their speeds. The movement of the shock
wave is illustrated in Fig.6 (ci (τ ) > 0) and Fig.7 (ci (τ ) ≤ 0). In Fig.6 and Fig.7, the ‘measuring position’ implies the position where transition ti is assigned. Since the traffic flow qi (τ )
represents the numbers of vehicles passing through the measuring position per unit time, in
the case of (C1), it can be represented by n + m in Fig.6, where n and m represent the area of
the corresponding rectangular, i.e. the product of the vi (τ ) and k i (τ ). Similarly, in the case of
(C2), qi (τ ) can be represented by m in Fig.7.
These considerations lead to the following models:
in the case of (C1)
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qi ( τ )

(9)

vi ( τ ) k i ( τ )


ki (τ )
k i ( τ ),
v fi 1 −
k jam

=
=

(10)

in the case of (C2)

v i +1 ( τ ) k i +1 ( τ )
(11)


k (τ )
k i +1 ( τ ).
= v f i +1 1 − i + 1
(12)
k jam
In the cases of (C3) and (C4) where k i (τ ) is greater than k i+1 (τ ), the vehicles passing through
the density boundary come to accelerate. In this case, the flow can be well approximated
by taking into account the average density of neighboring two sections. This is intuitively
because the difference of the traffic density is going down. Then in the cases of (C3) and (C4),
the traffic flow can be formulated as follows:
qi ( τ )

=

in the cases of (C3) and (C4),

qi ( τ ) =



k i ( τ ) + k i +1 ( τ )
2





k ( τ ) + k i +1 ( τ )
v f (τ ) 1 − i
2k jam



.

(13)

As the results, the flow model (9) ∼ (13) taking into account the discontinuity of the density
can be summarized as follows:

  k (τ )+k (τ )  
k (τ )+k (τ )
i
i +1
v f 1 − i 2k i+1


2
jam




i f k i ( τ ) ≥ k i +1 ( τ )









k (τ )
ki (τ )
v f i 1 − ki
jam
qi ( τ ) =
.
(14)

i f k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ) and c(τ ) > 0









k i +1 ( τ )


k i +1 ( τ )
 v f i+1 1 − k jam


i f k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ) and c(τ ) ≤ 0
Figure 8 shows the HPN model of the ith intersection, where the notation for other than southwardly entrance lane is omitted. In Fig.8, l j,E , l j,W , l j,S and l j,N are the length of the corresponding districts, and the numbers of the vehicles in the districts are obtained as for example
pc,jIS (τ ) = k jIS (τ ) · l j,S . The vehicles in pc,jIS are assumed to have the probability ζ j,SW , ζ j,SN ,
and ζ j,SE to proceed into the district corresponding to pc,jOW , pc,jON , and pc,jOE as follows,
k jSW (τ ) =

k jIS (τ )ζ j,SW (τ ),

(15)

k jSN (τ ) =

k jIS (τ )ζ j,SN (τ ),

(16)

k jSE (τ ) =

k jIS (τ )ζ j,SE (τ ).

(17)
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Fig. 7. Movement of shock wave in the case of k i (τ ) < k i+1 (τ ) and ci (τ ) ≤ 0

Note that these probabilities are determined by the traffic network structure, and satisfy at τ,
0 ≤ ζ j,SW (τ ) ≤ 1,
0 ≤ ζ j,SN (τ ) ≤ 1,
0 ≤ ζ j,SE (τ ) ≤ 1,
ζ j,SW (τ ) + ζ j,SN (τ ) + ζ j,SE (τ ) = 1.
Therefore, the traffic flows of the three directions are represented with


q  k jSN (τ ), k jON (τ )  ,
q k jSW (τ ), k jOW (τ ) ,
q k jSE (τ ), k jOS (τ ) .

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

(22)
(23)
(24)

Note that the mutual exclusion of the same traffic light with the intersecting road is represented in the Fig.8.
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Fig. 8. Hybrid Petri Net model of intersection

2.3 Derived flow model

In this subsection, we confirm the effectiveness of the proposed traffic flow model developed
in the previous subsection by comparing it with the microscopic model. The usefulness of
Cellular Automaton (CA) in representing the traffic flow behavior was investigated in (3).
Some of well-known traffic flow simulators such as TRANSIMS and MICROSIM are based on
CA model.
The essential property of CA is characterized by its lattice structure where each cell represents
a small section on the road. Each cell may include one vehicle or not. The evolution of CA is
described by some rules which describe the evolution of the state of each cell depending on
the states of its adjacent cells.
The evolution of the state of each cell in CA model can be expressed by
out
n j (τ + 1) = nin
j ( τ )(1 − n j ( τ )) − n j ( τ ),

(25)

where n j (τ ) is the state of cell j which represents the occupation by the vehicle (n j (τ ) = 0
implies that the jth cell is empty, and n j (τ ) = 1 implies that a vehicle is present in the jth
cell at τ). nin
j ( τ ) represents the state of the cell from which the vehicle moves to the jth cell,

and nout
j ( τ ) indicates the state of the destination cell leaving from the jth cell. In order to find
out
nin
j ( τ ) and n j ( τ ), some rules are adopted as follows:

Step 1, Acceleration rule: All vehicles, that have not reached at the speed of maximum speed
v f , accelerate its speed v j (τ ) by one unit velocity vunit as follows:
v j (τ + ∆τ ) ≡ v j (τ ) + vunit .

(26)
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Step 2, Safety distance rule: If a vehicle has e empty cells in front of it, then the velocity at the
next time instant v j (τ + ∆τ ) is restricted as follows:
v j (τ + ∆τ ) ≡ min{e, v j (τ + ∆τ )}.

(27)

Step 3, Randomization rule: With probability p, the velocity is reduced by one unit velocity
as follows:
v j (τ + ∆τ ) ≡ v j (τ + ∆τ ) − p · vunit .

(28)

Figure 9 shows the behavior of traffic flow obtained by applying the CA model to the two successive sections which is 450[m] long. The parameters used in the simulation are as follows:
computational interval ∆τ is 1 [sec], each cell in the CA is assigned to 4.5 [m]-long interval on
the road, maximum speed v f is 5 (cells/∆τ), which is equivalent to 81 [Km/h] (=4.5[m/cell] ·
5 [cells/∆τ] · 3600[sec]/1000). The left figure of Fig.9 shows the obtained relationship among
normalized flow qi (τ ) and densities k i (τ ) and k i+1 (τ ). The right small figure is the abstracted
illustration of the real behavior.
First of all, we look at the behavior along the edge a in the right figure which implies the case
that the traffic signal is changed from red to green. At the point of k i (τ ) = 0 and k i+1 (τ ) = 0,
the traffic flow qi (τ ) becomes zero since there is no vehicle in both ith and (i + 1)th section.
Then, qi (τ ) is proportionally increased as k i (τ ) increases, and reaches the saturation point
(k i (τ ) = 0.9). Next, we look at the behavior along the edge b which implies that the ith section
is fully occupied. In this case, the maximum flow is measured until the density of the (i + 1)th
section is reduced by 50% (i.e. k i+1 (τ ) = 0.5), and after that the flow goes down according to
the increase of k i+1 (τ ). Although CA model consists of quite simple procedures, it can show
quite natural traffic flow behavior.
On the other hand, Fig.10 shows the behavior in case of using HPN where the proposed flow
model given by (14) is embedded. We can see that Fig.10 shows the similar characteristics to
Fig.9, especially, the saturation characteristic is well represented despite of the use of macroscopic model. As another simple modeling strategy, we consider the case that the average of
two k i (τ ) and k i+1 (τ ) are used to decide the flow qi (τ ) (i.e. use (13) ) for all cases. Figure 11
shows the behavior in case of using HPN where the flow model is supposed to be given by (13)
for all cases. Although the qi (τ ) shows similar characteristics in the region of k i (τ ) ≥ k i+1 (τ ),
at the point of k i (τ ) = 0 and k i+1 (τ ) = k jam , qi (τ ) takes its maximum value. This obviously
contradicts to the natural flow behavior.
Before concluding this subsection, it is worthwhile to compare the computational amount. In
case of using CA, it took 140 seconds to construct the traffic flow dynamics using Athlon XP
2400 and Windows 2000, while only 0.06 seconds in case of using HPN and (14).

3. Model Predictive Control of Traffic Network Control based on MLDS description
The Receding Horizon Control (RHC) or Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of well known paradigms for optimizing the systems with constraints and uncertainties. In RHC
paradigms, the solutions are elements of finite dimensional vector spaces, and finite-horizon
optimization is carried out in order to provide stability or performance analysis. However, the
application of RHC has been mainly restricted to the system with sufficiently long sampling
interval, since finite-horizon optimization is computationally demanding.
This chapter firstly formulate the traffic flow model developed in chapter 2 in the form of
MLDS description coupled with RHC strategy, where wide range of traffic flow is considered.
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Fig. 9. Traffic flow behavior obtained from CA model
i+
1

This formulation is recast to the canonical form of 0-1 Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) problem to optimize its behavior and a new Branch and Bound (B&B) based algorithm
is presented in order to abate computational cost of MILP problem.
3.1 MLDS representation of TCCS based on Piece-Wise Affine (PWA) linearization of traffic
flow

Since TCCS is the hybrid dynamical system including both continuous traffic flow dynamics
and discrete aspects for traffic light signal control, some algebraic formulation, which handles
both continuous and discrete behaviors, must be introduced. The MLDS description has been
developed to describe such class of systems considering some constraints shown in the form
of inequalities and can be combined with powerful search engine such as Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP).
The MLDS (12) description can be formalized as following.
x ( τ + 1)

=

Aτ x(τ ) + B1τ u(τ )

y(τ )

=

Cτ x(τ ) + D1τ u(τ )

+

+ D2τ δ(t) + D3τ (τ )
E3τ z(τ ) ≤
E1τ u(τ ) + E4τ x(τ ) + E5τ

+ B2τ δ(τ ) + B3τ z(τ )

E2τ δ(τ )

(29)
(30)
(31)

In MLDS formulation, (29), (30) and (31) are state equation, output equation and constraint
inequality, respectively, where x, y and u are the state, output and input variable, whose components are constituted by continuous and/or 0-1 binary variables, δ(τ ) ∈ {0, 1} and z(τ ) ∈ 
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Fig. 10. Traffic flow behavior obtained from the proposed traffic flow model

represent auxiliary logical and continuous variables. By introducing the constraint inequality of (31), non-linear constraints as (14) can be transformed to the computationally tractable
Piece-Wise Affine (PWA) forms.
The traffic flow of Fig. 9 can be approximated as the right figure of Fig. 9 which consists of
three planes as follows,
Plane A: The traffic flow qi is saturated (k i (τ ) ≤ a and k i+1 (τ ) < (k jam − a))

Plane B: The traffic flow qi is mainly affected by the quantity of traffic density k i (τ ) (k i (τ ) <
a and k i (τ ) + k i+1 < k jam )
Plane C: The traffic flow qi is mainly affected by the quantity of traffic density k i+1 (τ )
(k i+1 (τ ) ≤ k jam − a and k i (τ ) + k i+1 ≤ k jam )

where a is the threshold value to describe saturation characteristic of traffic flow that if k i (τ ) >
a and/or k i+1 (τ ) < k jam − a, the value of qi (τ ) hovers at its maximum value qmax .
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Fig.12 shows three planes partitioned by introducing three auxiliary variables δP,i,1 (τ ),
δP,i,2 (τ ) and δP,i,3 (τ ) which are defined as follows,

[δP,i,1 (τ ) = 1]

ki (τ )
↔
k i +1 ( τ )

≥
≤

a
k jam − a

[δP,i,2 (τ ) = 1]

ki (τ )
↔
k i ( τ ) + k i +1 ( τ )
[δP,i,3 (τ ) = 1]

k i +1 ( τ )
↔
k i ( τ ) + k i +1 ( τ )

(32)

≤
≤

a−ε
k jam

(33)

≥
≥

k jam − a + ε
k jam + ε

(34)

δP,i,1 (τ ) + δP,i,2 (τ ) + δP,i,3 (τ ) = 1

(35)

where ε is small tolerance to consider equality sign.
Therefore, the traffic flow qi (τ ) can be rewritten in a compact form as follows
qi ( τ )

3

∑

i =1

=

qmax k i (τ )
δP,i,2 (τ )
a
qmax (1 − k i+1 (τ ))
+
δP,i,3 (τ )
a
qmax δP,i,1 (τ ) +

δP,i,j (τ ) = 1

(36)
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Fig. 12. Assignation of planes by introducing auxiliary variables
where 0 ≤ k i (τ ) ≤ k jam , 0 ≤ k i+1 ≤ k jam (= 1), qmax is the maximum value of traffic flow.
Figure xxx shows the piece-wise affine (PWA) dynamics of the traffic flow model developed
in the previous chapter where a = 0.3 and qmax = 1.
The equations (32) to (34) can be generalized as (37) and (38), and transformed to inequality
as (39) The equations (32) and (34) can be generalized as (37) and (38), and transformed to
inequality as (39)



ki
(37)
[δP,i,j (τ ) = 1] ↔
∈ j
k i +1



ki
: S j ki (τ ) ≤ Tj
(38)
j =
k i +1
where ki (τ) = [k i (τ )k i+1 (τ )] T and S j and Tj are the matrices with suitable dimensions which
satisfy
S j ki ( τ )

−

Tj ≤ Mj ∗ [1 − δP,i,j (τ )],

(39)

Mj∗

=



max S j ki (τ ) − Tj .
ki ∈ j

(40)

The traffic flow qi (τ ) of (37) is the relationship between ki (τ) and δP,i (τ) =
[δP,i,1 (τ ) δP,i,2 (τ ) δP,i,3 (τ )] which can be rewritten as follows,
qi ( τ )

=

f (δP,i (τ ), ki+1 (τ ))
3

=

j

(41)
j

∑ ( Fi (τ )ki (τ ) + Hi )δP,i,j (τ )

j =1

(42)
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j



j

where δP,i = [δP,i,1 , δP,i,2 , δP,i,3 ] . In these equations, each pair of Fi and Hi represents the
corresponding domain of Fig. 12 as follows,
Fi1

=

[ 0

Hi1
Fi2
Hi2
Fi3

=

qmax

Hi3

=

[

=

0

0 ]

=

(44)

qmax
a

(45)

0 ]

(46)

[ 0
qmax
a

=

(43)

q
− max
a

(47)

]

(48)

The traffic flow zi (τ) = [zi,1 (τ ) zi,2 (τ ) zi,3 (τ )] in consideration of the binary input ui (τ ) ∈
{0, 1} for traffic light control can be represented by
zi,j (τ )

≤
≥

zi,j (τ )
zi,j (τ )

(49)

mi ui (τ )δP,i,j (τ ),

(50)

j
Fi ki (τ ) +

≤

zi,j (τ )

Mi ui (τ )δP,i,j (τ ),
j
Hi

−mi (1 − ui (τ )δP,i,j (τ )),
j

(51)

j

Fi ki (τ ) + Hi

≥

− Mi (1 − ui (τ )δP,i,j (τ )).

(52)

where Mi and mi are respectively
Mi

=

mi

=

max

ki (τ )∈ j
min

ki (τ )∈ j





j
Fi ki (τ ) + H j ,

j
Fi ki (τ ) + H j .

(53)
(54)

The product ui (τ ) δP,i,j (τ ) can be replaced by an auxiliary logical variable δM,i,j (τ ) = ui (τ )
δP,i,j (τ ) in order to make it tractable to deal with MILP problem. Then this relationship can be
equivalently represented as follows,

− ui (τ ) + δM,i,j (τ )
−δP,i,j (τ ) + δM,i,j (τ )
ui (τ ) + δP,i,j (τ ) + δM,i,j (τ )

≤
≤
≤

0,

(55)

0,

(56)

1.

(57)

Therefore, the MLDS description for the proposed system can be formalized as follows,
x (κ + 1)
z (κ )
E2 δ (κ )

=
=
+
≤

Ax(κ ) + Bz(κ ),

(58)

C1 diag(u(κ ))C2 δ(κ ),

(59)

E3 z (κ )
E1 u (κ ) + E4 x (κ ) + E5

(60)

where the element xi (κ ) of x(κ ) ∈ | P| , is marking of the place pci at the sampling instance κ,
the element ui (κ )(∈ {0, 1}) of u(κ ) ∈ Z |T | , is the signal of traffic light installed at ith district
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and δ(κ)=[δP (κ), δM (κ)] . Note that if there is no traffic light installed at ith district, ui (κ ) is
always set to 1. And A, B, C1 , C2 , E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 and E5 are the matrices with appropriate
dimensions.
3.2 Model predictive control policy for traffic network control

The traffic system is large-scale dynamical system with uncertainty in the behavior of each car.
In order to develop efficient traffic light control system, a wide range of traffic flow should be
fully considered. In this subchapter, model predictive control policy for traffic light control is
applied to the traffic flow model developed in the previous chapter. In RHC scheme, an input
for next sampling period is decided based on the prediction for next several periods called
the prediction horizon. This allows for the fact that the spatially changing dynamics of traffic
flow are represented by temporal behavior over prediction horizon, since traffic flow can be
considered as probabilistic time-series behavior.
The equation (58) can be modified, enumerating the state and input variables for the future
periods as follows,
x (κ + λ |κ )

+

Aκ x (κ )

=

λ −1

∑ { Aη ( BC1 (diag(u(κ + λ − 1 − η |κ )))

η =0

·C2 δ(κ + λ − 1 − η |κ ))}

(61)

where x (κ + λ|κ ) denotes the predicted state vector at time κ + λ, obtained by applying the
input sequence u(λ|κ ) = u(κ ), · · · , u(κ + λ) to (58) starting from the state x (λ|κ ) = x (κ ).
Now we consider following requirements that usually appear in the traffic light control problems.
(R1) Maximizes traffic flow over entire traffic network.
(R2) Avoid frequent change of traffic signal.
(R3) Avoid concentration of traffic flow in a certain district.
These requirements can be realized by minimizing the following objective function.
J ( u ( λ | κ ), · · · , u ( λ + NI | κ )

, x ( λ | κ ), · · · , x ( λ + NI | κ )

, δ(λ|κ ), · · · , δ(λ + NI |κ ))

 
N

=

∑

− ∑ w1,i

λ =1

+Φ

Θi

i



δM,i (λ|κ )



xi (λ|κ )/li
xi+1 (λ|κ )/li+1





− ∑ w2,i 1 − ui (λ|κ ) − ui (λ + 1|κ )



i

 

 x i ( λ | κ ) x i +1 ( λ | κ ) 


+ ∑ w3,i 
−

l
l
i
i
+
1
i

(62)
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where

=

Θi

=

Φi






0

0
0

qmax
a

0

qmax
0

−

qmax
a






(63)



qmax k i (τ )
a

(64)

and w1,i , w2,i and w3,i are positive weight values for ith district which satisfy w1,i + w2,i +
w3,i = 1, and 0 ≤ w1,i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ w2,i ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ w3,i ≤ 1. In (62), the three terms correspond
to the requirement (R1), (R2) and (R3) in order.
Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
f ind δ(λ|κ) = [ δP (λ|κ), δM (λ|κ) ]



which minimizes (62)

subject to (32) to (61)
The objective function (62) contains absolute functions, which are not directly trac table for
MILP formulation. Therefore, these absolute functions are equivalently represented as follows:
J ( u ( λ | κ ), · · · , u ( λ + NI | κ )

, x ( λ | κ ), · · · , x ( λ + NI | κ )

, δ(λ|κ ), · · · , δ(λ + NI |κ ))

 
N

=

− ∑ w1,i

∑

λ =1

+Φ

i



δM,i (λ|κ )

− ∑ w2,i
i

+ ∑ w3,i
i

Θi






xi (λ|κ )/li
xi+1 (λ|κ )/li+1

 +

−
1 − eu,i
(λ|κ ) + eu,i
( λ |κ )
 +

ex,i (λ|κ ) + e−
x,i ( λ |κ )






(65)

where
u i ( λ |κ ) − u i ( λ + 1|κ )

x i ( λ | κ ) x i +1 ( λ | κ )
−
li
li +1
+
( λ |κ ) ≥ 0
eu,i
e+
x,i ( λ |κ ) ≥ 0

=

+
−
eu,i
(λ|κ ) − eu,i
( λ |κ ),

(66)

=

−
e+
x,i ( λ |κ ) − e x,i ( λ |κ ),

(67)

−
eu,i
(λ|κ ) ≥ 0,

(68)

,
,

e−
x,i ( λ |κ ) ≥ 0.

(69)
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The MLDS formulation coupled with RHC scheme can be transformed to the canonical form
of 0-1 Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem to find optimal solution for the
objective function (65).
Note that the requirements (R1), (R2) and (R3) also can be realized by solving Mixed Integer
Quadratic Programming (MIQP) problem instead of solving Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem as in this paper. However, since RHC scheme is by nature computationally demanding as is witnessed by many applications, the computational effort is one of
the key performance criteria. In this regard, this paper firstly handles MILP problem with
the objective function of (65) that has faster procedure in solution method than conventional
MIQP problems have. And next subchapter, this paper presents a new algorithm designed to
reduce computational amount in 0-1 MILP problems.

4. Convexity Analysis
The problem we formulated in the previous section is recast to the convex programming problem in this subsection. The convex programming problem, where the constraint and objective
functions are convex, has become quite popular recently for a number of reasons. Some of
them are summarized as follows : (1) The global optimality is guaranteed for the obtained
solution, (2) The attractive algorithm is easily applied, obtaining the solution with high speed
due to the simple structure of the problem, and (3) The bounding process can be efficiently
applied for the MINLP problem.
4.1 Convexity Analysis

In this subsection we first introduce the well-known performance criteria of traffic network
control system and show they can be realized with convex functions. The following performance criteria are introduced in this paper: (1) maximization of traffic flow and (2) minimization of traffic density difference between neighboring districts. These criteria are numerically
represented as follows,

f

=

H −1 N −1

∑ ∑

z i (κ + η ),

(70)

| xi (κ + η |κ ) − xi+1 (κ + η |κ )|,

(71)

η =0 i =0

and
f

=

H M −1

∑ ∑

η =1 i =0

where H is the predictive horizon and N and M are the dimension of x(κ) and z(κ), respectively.
In order to verify the convexity of (70), we first show the traffic flow dynamics with three
modes are convex functions at each mode, and show that these dynamics at each mode are
continuous to the neighboring ones. By using this continuity, the overall dynamics of the
traffic flow is proven to be convex.
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k2
Traffic density of
2 th section ( k 2 )

k jam

q3
q2
q1
0
Traffic density of
1 th section( k1 )

k1

k jam

Fig. 13. Assignation of traffic flow mode

Consider Fig.(13), where each mode of traffic flow is assigned. Since the Hessian matrices of
q1 ( xl11 , xl22 ), q2 ( xl11 , xl22 ), and q3 ( xl11 , xl22 ) are nonsingular as follows,

∇2 q1 ( x )



=



=

∂2 q1 ( x )
∂x1 ∂x2
vf
2x jam
vf
2x jam



 
∂2 q2 ( x )
∇ q2 ( x ) =
=
∂x1 ∂x2
2



vf
2x jam
vf
2x jam



vf
2x jam

≥ 0,
0
0

0



(72)

≥ 0,

(73)

and

∇2 q3 ( x )

=
=





∂2 q3 ( x )
∂x1 ∂x2
0
0

0



vf
2x jam



≥ 0,

(74)

they are convex at each mode.
In order to show the convexity of the overall dynamics of the traffic flow, we use following
lemma :
Lemma 1
The neighboring two closed convex dynamics D1 (Ψ=(ψ1 , ψ2 , · · · , ψn )) and
D2 (Ψ) are convex if they are continuous at the boundary point (ψˆ1 , ψˆ2 , · · · , ψˆn ) ∈ Θ

(Θ = D1 (Ψ) D2 (Ψ)\ D1 (Ψ)) and satisfy that
if for ∀ i, γ and µ



∇γ D1 (Ψ)

ψi =ψ̂i



≤ (≥)∇γ D2 (Ψ)

ψi =ψ̂i

(75)
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∇2µ,µ D1 (Ψ)

ψi =ψ̂i
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≤ (≥)∇2µ,µ D2 (Ψ)

ψi =ψ̂i

(76)

where overline denote the closure of the set, 1 ≤ i, γ, µ ≤ n, ∇γ D is the γth element of
∇ D, and ∇2µ,µ D is the (µ, µ)th element of the matrix ∇2 D.

The continuity at the boundary is easily confirmed by letting k1 (τ ) = k2 (τ ) = k(τ ) as follows,
q1 (k1 (τ ), k2 (τ ))

=
=
=

q2 (k1 (τ ), k2 (τ ))

(77)

q3 (k1 (τ ), k2 (τ ))

k(τ ) 
.
k(τ )v f 1 −
k jam

(78)
(79)

Lastly, with following eqs. (80) to (83),


∇ q1 ( x ) 



∇2 q1 ( x ) 


∇ q2 ( x ) 



∇2 q2 ( x ) 

x1 = xˆ1

x1 = xˆ1

x1 = xˆ1

x1 = xˆ1

=
=
=
=



vf

vf vf
vf
k− , k−
kj
2 kj
2
 vf

vf


2x jam
vf
2x jam

2v f



k
k jam

vf
2x jam

0

2x jam
vf
2x jam

− vf , 0
0
0







,

(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)

the convexity condition of lemma 1 was satisfied, since

∇1 q1 ( x )

≤

∇1 q2 ( x )

(84)

∇21 q1 ( x )

≤

∇21 q2 ( x ).

(85)

,

∇1 q1 ( x ) ≤ ∇1 q3 ( x )

(86)

,

∇21 q1 ( x ) ≤ ∇21 q3 ( x ).

(87)

in pair with

In the same way,

∇1 q2 ( x ) ≤ ∇1 q3 ( x )
are satisfied , paired together with

∇21 q2 ( x ) ≤ ∇21 q3 ( x )

Therefore, the convexity of overall dynamics are confirmed.
Note that although z is the multiplication of q and u, the performance criteria (70) is a convex
function. This is because u is the vector whose elements ui ∈ {0, 1} are binary variables, if
ui = 1, zi remains as it stands now, otherwise the term zi is dropped off from the performance
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−
criterion. And (71) is also a convex function, since | x1 − x2 | can be transformed to (e+
x + e x ),
− with the conditions of
minimizing e+
+
e
x
x

e+
x
e−
x
e+
x

− e−
x

≥
≥
=

0

(88)

0

(89)

x1 − x2

(90)

−
where e+
x and e x are equivalently

e+
x

=

e−
x

=

( x1 − x2 ) + | x1 − x2 |
2
−( x1 − x2 ) + | x1 − x2 |
.
2

(91)
(92)

Since all the constraints are described in the form of Eq.(30), the problems (70) and (71) are
included in the class of the convex programming problem.
4.2 Convex Programming

The efficient method such as Penalty Method (PM) can be easily applied to the convex programming problem with performance scheme as follows,
minimize

F ( x, r ) = f ( x) + rP ( x)

= 0, x ∈ X
> 0, x ∈ X

P( x)

(93)
(94)

where f ( x) is the convex performance criterion of the original problem, r (> 0) is the cost
coefficient which increases as iteration l increases, X is the convex set, and P is the continuous
penalty function satisfying Eq.(94).
This function can be constructed as follows.
Step 1 Describe the solution space in the following form: Gx ≤ W.

Step 2 Define active constraints as the set of constraints which fulfill Gi x = Wi , and inactive
constraints as the set which fulfills Gi x < Wi . Here, Gi and Wi are the ith raw of the
matrix G and W, respectively. The active set Σ( x) is the set of indices of the active
constraints, that is, Σ( x) = {i ∈ {1, · · · , q}| Gi x = Wi }.

Step 3 Define pi as follows :

pi ( x) = Ni x + e

(95)

where x ∈ n , N ∈ n , | N | = 1 is the unit normal vector to the line Gi x − Wi = 0, and
e ∈ n is the vector which describes parallel translation from the origin. Note that N
takes outward direction from the convex sets defined by the active constraints, that is
Nx + e ≤ 0 for the feasible solution x.

Step 4 Obtain the distance di as follows,

if Gi x − Wi ≤ 0, then di ( x) = 0

otherwise di ( x) = | pi ( x)|
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Therefore the condition (94) can be translated as follows,

if (Υ = φ) P = 0
P( x) =
otherwise
P = min[Υ]
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(96)

where Υ is the set of di ( x ), (i ∈ Σ) which is not equal to 0.
The penalty algorithm is implemented as follows,
Step 1 Select initial point xlO (= xl I ) and r1 , and set l I ≡ 1 and lO ≡ 1.

Step 2 If r lO P( xlO ) < , terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, set r lO +1 ≡ cr lO , lO ≡ lO + 1 and
xl I ≡ xlO .

Step 3 If ||∇ f ( x)|| < , set x lO ≡ x l I and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4 Find the steepest descent direction, d (= −∇ T f ( xl I )).

Step 5 Find the step width αl I , do xl I +1 = xl I + αl I dl I , and set l I ≡ l I + 1. And go to Step 3.

Here,  is small tolerance, and c and αl I are heuristically obtained.
If we can select the feasible initial solution, the optimal solution would be found in a short
time. In this paper, the existence of solution is verified as follows.
Lemma 2 The range of xi (κ ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ m is 0 ≤ xi (κ ) ≤ li k jam . If xi (κ + 1) always exists
within the range for all i in the case of 0 ≤ xi (κ ) ≤ li k jam for all i, the feasible solution
x(κ + 1) can be found.
Proof : Consider the following equation :
li k i (κ + 1) − li k i ( τ )

=

−q(ki−1 (κ ), ki (κ )) Ts
+q(ki (κ ), ki+1 (κ )) Ts .

(97)

It is obvious that xi is within the range if and only if
li k i ( τ )
li k jam − li k i (τ )

≥
≤

−q(ki (τ ), ki+1 (τ )) Ts
q(k i−1 (τ ), k i (τ )) Ts .

(98)
(99)

By substituting q of (98) to (14), following inequality is obtained from the both k i (κ ) ≥
k i+1 (κ ) and k i (κ ) < k i+1 (κ ).


vf
ki
1−
Ts .
1 ≥
(100)
li
k jam
v T

Since fl s  1, (98) can be easily confirmed. In the similar way, the condition (99) can
i
be easily confirmed.
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5. 0-1 Classification based on PWARX System
The MINLP based traffic network controller introduced in the previous chapter is generally
known to require large computational effort. In this chapter, we propose a new controller
design method for hybrid systems with a binary output. The proposed method develops a
classification map of the modified PWARX system, which relates a binary output and all observational variables including past inputs and outputs. The output y(κ ) (which corresponds
to the plant input u p (κ )) is obtained by finding the corresponding cluster among the classification map, while in the conventional methods, the MINLP problems were solved at every
sampling instant.
Figure describes a block diagram of the proposed controller design method, where the MINLP
controller is constructed to control the traffic flow in each traffic intersection in a decentralized
manner. The traffic inflows from the outside and outflow to the outside are closely affected
by the traffic flows at the adjoining traffic intersections. In order to construct the classification
map, we need history of inputs and output of the MINLP controller obtained by applying it
to various situations of the network.
5.1 Classification problem of hybrid dynamics

The PWARX (Piece-Wise Auto Regressive eXogeneous) system is a well-formulated classification technique for a hybrid and nonlinear dynamics. The PWARX system contains the state
vector x which consists of past inputs and past outputs of the system as follows
x (κ ) = [ y  (κ − 1), y  (κ − 2), · · · , y  (κ − n a ),

(101)

u (κ − 1), u (κ − 2), · · · , u (κ − nb )]
and this vector is involved in one of the polyhedral convex regions defined by
χ i = { x |V i x (κ ) ≤ W i }.

(102)

The entire behavior of the state vector is represented in a piece-wise manner. The dynamics of
each region is defined as follows
f i ( x(κ )) = θi ρ(κ )
(103)
where ρ(κ) is [ x(κ), 1] , and θ is the coefficient vector as follows.


, · · · , bi,n
, f i ]
θi = [ ai,1 , · · · , ai,na , bi,1
b

(104)

The problem we address in this paper is a special classification problem where the output
y is a 0-1 binary variable, and very good classification performance is desirable even with
very large number of the introduced clusters. If we plot the observational data in a pure (not
mixed) cluster in the x-y(k) space, it will show always zero inclination, since we have a binary
output, i.e., all the components of θ, a and b expect for f will be zeros.
For this type of clustering problem, the conventional PWARX system does not well reproduce
the 0-1 output. Since it simultaneously obtains clusters and its (linear) dynamics applying
the least squared method to each of the fixed number of clusters, the overall accuracy of their
reproduced model is not so high. Furthermore they are very sensitive to the initialization
concerning the number of clusters, center of initial clusters, and so on.
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5.2 Classification based on PWARX system

The identification procedure of the hybrid dynamics using the PWARX system is described as
follows.
Step 1 Set the number of clusters, s, centers of s clusters, µ, and the threshold value  > 0.
Step 2 Obtain the cluster Di of ξ points which minimize the following performance criterion
s

J=

∑ ∑

i = 1 ξ j ∈ Di

||ξ j − µi ||2R−1

(105)

j

Step 3 Update the centers µ according to the following formula.
µ̃i =

∑ j:ξ j ∈ Di ξ j w j

(106)

µ = µ̃i

(107)

∑ j:ξ j ∈ Di w j

If max (||µ̃i − µi ||) < , exit, else set
and go to Step 2.
In Step 2, R j is defined as
Rj =
where



Vj
0

0
Qj



Sj

(108)

(Φj Φ j )−1

(109)

Vj

=

Qj

=

Φj

=

Sj

=

mj

=

1
x, j = 1, · · · , N
c ( x,y∑
)∈Cj

(113)

ξj

=

[(θ j ) , mj ]

(114)

wj

=



c − (n a + nb ) + 1

∑

( x − m j )( x − m j )

x1
1

x2
1

( x,y)∈Cj



···
···

xc
1

(110)



(111)

yc j ( I − Φ j (Φj Φ j )−1 Φj )yc j

1

(2π )(2na +2nb +1) det( R

(112)

.

(115)

i)

Vj is the empirical covariance matrix which measures the relevance criterion, Q j is the scatter
matrix which measures the sparsity of data in the cluster j, S j is the sum of squared residuals,
Cj is the cluster in the x space, x j is the regressor vector belonging to Cj , yc j is the output vector
included in Cj .
The main difference of this method from the conventional K-means method is that based on
the confidence level w j , the proposed method assigns the vectors ξ to the cluster Di in the
parameter vector θ-x space, while K-means assigns the data to the cluster Ci in the state vector
x space. This property serves for identification of y that mixed clusters are suppressed being
referred to the dynamics of y.
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5.3 0-1 classification based on modified PWARX system

The desired outputs are continued by the same values, 0 or 1 in the x-y space. All values
except for the offset variable f among parameters of θ will be zeros, i.e., the dynamics in θ-x
space will be almost same. Therefore in the conventional PWARX system, the regions with
same dynamics were often considered to be included in the same cluster.
The proposed method described below is a hierarchical PWARX system for a 0-1 classification
as follows.
Step 1 (Initialization Process) Set the number of clusters, s, the number of the splitting clusters, sr , the cluster centers, µi (i ∈ [1, s]), the initial data group number N, the renew data
group number N  and the threshold values  > 0 and γ > 0. Using K-means, obtain
small N data groups so that neighboring data may be belonged to the same groups.
Step 2 (Piecewise Fitting Process) Obtain the cluster Di of ξ points which minimizes the
following performance criterion.
Jχ =

s

∑ ∑

i = 1 ξ j ∈ Di

||ξ j − µi ||2R−1
j

(116)

Obtain the guard V i and W i by solving a quadratic problem for all i and i which satisfy
1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ i ≤ s (i = i ) as follows.
find
minimize
subject to

V i,i and W i,i

(117)

T
V i,i V i,i

T
ζ l (V i,i xl

(118)

+ W i,i ) ≥ 1

where l is the data number and ζ is defined as follows.

1
i f ξ ( x l ) ∈ Di
ζl =
− 1 i f ξ ( x l ) ∈ Di 

(119)

(120)

Here ξ ( x) is the function which obtains the corresponding value of ξ from x, i.e., ξ is a
translation of x in the θ-x space. Then V i and W i are obtained as follows.
T , · · · , VT
T
T T
Vi
=
[V i,1
and
Wi
=
i,i −1 , V i,i +1 , · · · , V i,s ]
T
[W i,1 , · · · , W i,i−1 , W i,i+1 , · · · , W i,s ] .

Step 3 (Cluster Updating Process) Update the centers µ according to the following formula.
µ̃i =

∑ j:ξ j ∈ Di ξ j w j
∑ j:ξ j ∈ Di w j

(121)

If max ||µ̃i − µi ||) < , go to Step 4, otherwise set
µ = µ̃i

(122)

and go to Step 2.
Step 4 (Cluster Splitting Process) Obtain Ji for all i ∈ [1, s] which is defined by
Ji = σ2 (y(κ )).

(123)
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Step 4-1 For all i ∈ [1, s], do the following. If Ji ≤ γ, do the following
χ = χ − χi

(124)

χi = { x |V i x ≤ W i }

(125)

s = s + sr

(126)

otherwise set new centers of the sr clusters, µr in Di randomly, and do the following.

Here, σ2 (y(κ )) is the covariance of y(κ ) in the cluster Di .
Step 4-2 Set im as follows.

im = arg min σ2 (y(κ ))
i ∈[1,s]

(127)

Step 4-3 If Jim ≤ γ, terminate with success, otherwise, obtain N  data group of the
corresponding region of Dim and go to Step 2.
Note that in Step 2, the maximum margin of the data point x from the hyper-plane V i,i x +
T V  )−1 since letting the hyperplane which maximize the
W i,i ≤ 0 is proportional to (V i,i

i,i
margin α from the data points x+ and x− as follows

and

V x+ + W = α

(128)

V x− + W = −α,

(129)

the maximal margin α MAX is defined as follows
α MAX

=
=
=


1 V
V
x+ −
x−
||V ||2
2 ||V ||2
1
(V x + − V x − )
2||V ||2
α
||V ||2

(130)
(131)
(132)

T V  ), the margin can be maximized.
Therefore by minimizing (V i,i

i,i

6. Numerical Experiments
6.1 Numerical Environments

In order to show the usefulness of our proposed method, we show, in this section, some results
of the numerical experiments. We considered the traffic network of Fig. 14, where the square
network with 1000 × 1000 [m2 ] consists of 16 intersections and 112 districts, all with 2 lanes bidirectionally. Four controllers are applied to find optimal traffic light for the overall network.
Each controller is assigned to the network with 500 × 500 [m2 ]. We assume that from the
outside of the network traffic flows of vehicles move into the network with random speeds,
whereas the traffic flows inside the network, move from the network with the speed of infinity
(no congestion arises and affects the traffic flow inside the network). The variables used in this
paper are as follows; x ∈ 56 , q ∈ 80 , δ ∈ {0, 1}4 . We used (70) as a performance criterion.
All results are obtained from simulations over 30 minutes, where the sampling interval Ts is
10 [sec].
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CB1

CB2
:Sensor

:Signal

:Control Block

Fig. 14. Traffic network
No Control

H=1

A
2724
2884
B
3.1
C
1.2
Table 1. Numerical experimental result WRT H

H=2
2913
370.4
14.6

6.2 Traffic Flow Control System for Traffic Network

We show the results obtained by applying our proposed methods in Table 1, where H denotes
the length of the prediction horizon, ‘No Control’ implies that the traffic light is changed at
every 30 second, and
A: Number of cars passing through the boundary of every two consecutive districts,
B: Average computation time,
C: Average number of the generated sub-problems.
From the results in Table 1, we find that although the MPC with longer prediction horizon
enables more vehicles to pass through the traffic network, the difference between the cases
of H = 1 and H = 2 is not so remarkable. This implies that the proposed method can be
applied to find semi-optimal solution for the real traffic control system with a proper selection
of prediction horizon length.

Traffic Network Control Based on Hybrid System Modeling

Length
of H

Proposed Method
A
B
C

1
616
0.02
4
2
724
1.34
8
3
869 129.20 12
Table 2. Comparison of the computational efforts
No Control

617

A

Method of (1)
B
C

616
718
870

H=1

5249
5660
A
B
3.1
C
1.2
Table 3. Experimental result in case of no arterial road

14.98
265.18
2688.6

244
488
732

H=2
5717
370.4
14.6

6.3 Comparison of computational amount

In order to evaluate the computational amount of the presented method, we compare in Table
2 computational times obtained by applying our method and conventional method (1). We
used Athlon XP 2400 and Windows 2000 for this experiments. Note that our method finds
better solution with a shorter time. This is because the presented method does not approximate nonlinear dynamics(1) and solves non-linear programming problem, reformulating it
to the convex programming problem. Furthermore, the presented refining process enables to
avoid introduction of an enormous number of auxiliary variables.
6.4 TFCS for large-scale traffic network

In this subsection, the effectiveness of our method for large-scale traffic network control with
the arterial roads is shown. If the traffic light controller is applied to the large-scale traffic
network in a centralized manner, the computational amount would be fairly enormous. The
presented method, as in Fig.14, designates the control block which groups some traffic lights
in order that the feasible solutions may be obtained during the sampling interval. Fig. 14
illustrates that four control blocks (CB) constitute the entire traffic network where the sensory
information at each boundary of CBs is shared for the control of both blocks. Note that two
arterial roads are running north-south (second road from the left) and east-west (second road
from the top), respectively. Table 3 and Table 4 show the obtained solutions by applying the
presented method both in the case that there is no arterial roads and in the case that there are 2
arterial roads. In both numerical experiments, traffic densities at each road were set to exactly
same value. The results in both cases show that the presented method has good solution in
both cases. Note that our method has always better or equal solutions, compared with the
cases of ‘No Control’.

7. Classification Results
7.1 MINLP controller coupled with Model Predictive Control

The 5000 data sets obtained in the previous chapter are classified based on the 0-1 classification
method. For this simulation, we set the number of initial clusters, s, to be 100 and whenever
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No Control

H=1

6060
6980
A
B
3.6
C
1.3
Table 4. Experimental result in case of 2 arterial roads
Step
Red
1
7
2
27
3
48
4
64
5
72
6
87
7
95
8
102
9
110
10
114
11
116
Table 5. Stepwise Cluster Number (H=1)

Blue
5
29
46
63
75
81
92
98
103
107
109

Mixed
38
32
26
19
18
15
11
9
5
2
0

H=2
7185
250.4
10.4

Total
50
88
120
146
165
183
198
209
218
223
225

we split the polyhedron defined by the guard V and W in the cluster splitting process, we
split into two (sr =2).
We show the classification results in TABLE 5 - 8. In TABLE 5 and 7, "Red" and "Blue" imply
the traffic signals of the clusters that if a data set is included in this cluster, the control input
u will represent this colors, while "Mixed" implies the clusters are not fully classified that Red
and Blue signals are mixed in the cluster. The numbers of data in "Red", "Blue" and "Mixed"
are shown in TABLE 6 and 8.
While the data shown in TABLE 5 and 6 are obtained by applying the MPC horizon H = 1, the
data shown in TABLE 7 and 8 are obtained by applying the MPC horizon H = 3, respectively.
7.2 Comparison with conventional PWARX system

The conventional PWARX system is compared with our presented method. TABLE 9 and
10 compare the cluster number and the data number in the clusters. In TABLE 9 and 10,
the conventional method is applied with the initial cluster number of 100, 200, 300, 400 and
500 respectively. Although most of data were well classified introducing a large number of
clusters, 2.8 and 1.6 percents of the total data were not correctly classified. In contrast the
presented method perfectly classified introducing relatively a small number of clusters.

8. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have presented a new design method for a traffic network hybrid feedback
controller. Since the output of the traffic network controller is 0-1 binary signals, the output
of the developed controller has been reproduced through 0-1 classifications of the PWARX
systems. The developed PWARX classifier describes nonlinear feedback control laws of traffic
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Step
Red Blue
1
188
238
2
447
646
3
670
801
4
862
1013
5
952
1066
6
1063 1132
7
1110 1238
8
1131 1273
9
1149 1304
10
1169 1317
11
1171 1327
Table 6. Stepwise Data Number in the cluster(H=1)

Red
Step
1
5
2
23
3
45
4
66
5
81
6
92
7
105
8
112
9
116
Table 7. Stepwise Cluster Number (H=3)

Blue
8
27
46
66
82
93
105
108
112

619

Mixed
2072
1405
1027
623
480
303
150
94
45
12
0

Mixed
37
37
33
25
19
16
7
4
0

Red Blue
Step
1
90
266
2
356
570
3
614
803
4
794
999
5
953
1105
6
1010 1212
7
1058 1276
8
1138 1299
9
1175 1323
Table 8. Stepwise Data Number in the cluster(H=3)

Total
50
87
124
157
182
201
217
224
228

Mixed
2142
1572
1081
705
440
276
164
61
0
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Total

Red

Blue

Mixed

225
100
200
300
400
500
Table 9. Comparison of cluster number (H=1)

116
30
67
127
185
228

109
32
96
135
183
255

0
38
37
38
32
17

Data Number
of Red Clusters

Blue

Mixed

1327
853
1113
1180
1250
1263

0
1031
459
334
234
140

Proposed
Conventional

Cluster
Number
Proposed
Conventional

225
1171
100
614
200
926
300
984
400
1014
500
1095
Table 10. Comparison of data number in the cluster (H=1)

Total
Proposed
Conventional

Red

Blue

Mixed

116
32
78
136
186
240

112
29
83
136
184
246

0
39
39
28
30
14

Data Number
of Red Clusters

Blue

Mixed

1323
715
1089
1245
1227
1266

0
1174
579
213
224
84

228
100
200
300
400
500
Table 11. Comparison of cluster number (H=3)

Cluster
Number
Proposed
Conventional

228
1175
100
609
200
830
300
1040
400
1047
500
1148
Table 12. Comparison of data number in the cluster (H=3)
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kE

kmax

0
0

10000

20000
30000
Time[Sec]

40000

50000

10000

20000
30000
Time[Sec]

40000

50000

10000

20000
30000
Time[Sec]

40000

50000

10000

20000
30000
Time[Sec]

40000

50000

kW

kmax

0
0

kS

kmax

0
0

kN

kmax

0
0
Fig. 15. Density of traffic flow

control systems. As we checked in chapter VII, very good solutions are obtained in a very
short time, compared with the one obtained with the conventional MINLP controller.
In a classification problem considered in this paper, very good classification performance is
required even with very large number of the introduced clusters. In our PWARX system formulation, we have adopted a new performance criterion related with the covariance of the
control output. If a well-classified cluster is found, the cluster is separated from the classification map. If a bad-classified mixed cluster is found, the cluster is split into smaller sr pieces,
and at the next iteration, this cluster is reclassified. The developed classification method has
been applied to a traffic network control system, successfully reproducing the output of the
conventional MINLP controller.
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[Matrices in MLDS]
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Dan Ungureanu-Anghel

Dep. of Automation and Applied Informatics,
“Politehnica” University of Timisoara
Faculty of Automation and Computers
1. Introduction
The development of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) led implicitly to the revaluation
of place and significance of the transport systems. A FMS cannot be considered efficient if
the afferent transport system is not itself an efficient one. In these circumstances, the
importance of the transport system had risen, from the classical phase, in which this had a
role preponderant to transport the pieces from one machine to another, to a phase in which
the tasks of the transport system were extended (automatic sorting, the automatic selection
of the destination for a piece, computing and choosing the optimal route, etc.), talking now
about intelligent transport systems.
Transport systems with accumulation area (TSAA) belongs to the class of intelligent
transport systems, being capable, based on some algorithms or on some functioning
specifications (static – determined during design, or dynamic – which can be modified
during the operation depending on the operator demands) to execute transfers of pieces or
other transport elements (trolleys), according to the requirements. TSAA founds
applicability in the most diverse places: automated warehouses, flexible fabrication lines,
sorting systems, etc.
In specialized literature the field of industrial transport systems was not neglected.
However, the majority of the authors approach these fields from the prospect of the analysis
of the materials flux and of the allocated transport time (Chiang et.al 2008)(Ge et. al.
2008)(Polic&Jezernik 2008).
Other approaches related to transport systems can be found in the papers that deals with
either the road or rail system (Li et al 2008) (Giua & Seatzu 2008).
The approach of industrial transport systems, within this chapter, it is done different from
the way of approach existing in literature, once by direct concentration on a certain type of
transport system (TSAA), and the second is done not by the analysis of the materials flux,
but by the analysis the mode of administration at the lowest level of materials transport.
Starting from the base structure of the TSAA it was identified a basic mechanical structure,
called node, for which it was elaborated the adequate model of automatic type. After the
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validation of this model, following the structural and behaviour analysis, it passed to the
obtaining of generic models.
The higher complexity of these systems, make almost impossible the modelling based on
differential equations, which led to the TSAA approach as a discrete event systems (DES).
For the modelling of the constitutive elements of TSAA, and of TSAA on the whole,
considered as DES, there will be used models of untimed deterministic automatic type.
Because of the fact that the structural and behaviour analysis of the larger models of
automatic type is difficult, as well as the lack of dedicated tools, it led to the use of one
methodology less common, but which has a very high efficiency. The used method of
approach is based on the conversion of the models of automatic type in models of untimed
labelled Petri Net type, the structural and behaviour analysis being made using the
PetriNets Toolbox from Matlab.
In order that the obtained results from the analysis of the model of Petri Net type to be
applicable (in fact to validate) to the model of automatic type it is necessary to fulfil the
following condition: a model of Petri Net type obtained from a model of automatic type
need to have the topology of state machine type. Only if this condition is complete satisfied
the results can validate entirely the model of automatic type. This compulsoriness is
imposed especially by the construction manner of the models of automatic type,
respectively Petri Nets. Models of automatic type are based on the propagation of the model
topology, while the models of Petri Net type are based on the propagation of the markings.
Within this chapter, is pursued the creation of a unified procedural and methodological
background, for the conjunction between the models of untimed deterministic automatic
type and the untimed label Petri Nets type with direct applications on the transport systems
with the accumulation areas.
For the beginning, within the chapter is done a presentation of the theoretical aspects of the
connections between the models of automatic type and the models of Petri Nets type
connected to: theoretical notions concerning the relation between the models of automatic
type and the models of Petri Nets type; the algorithm used for the conversion of the models
of automatic type in models of Petri Net type; the validation conditions of the obtained
results through the analysis of the models of Petri Net type equivalent to the basic models of
automatic type.
Having as a base the theoretical considerations, the approach of the TSAA field is done in
the first phase through a general presentation of TSAA and of their basic structures,
continuing with the modelling of the constitutive elements of TSAA with the help of the
models of automatic type, starting from the basic structure and ending with generic models.
The structural and behaviour analysis of the established models of automatic type is
realized by their conversion in models of untimed Petri Net type, on these models is being
made the structural and behaviour analysis.
Some conclusions are presented at the end of the chapter.

2. Theoretical considerations connected to the models of automatic type,
respectively Petri Nets
Both modelling methods, automata respectively Petri Nets, have at the base the using of
states and transitions for the description of a system, it results that between them are
similarities and differences (Cassandras & Lafortune 2001).
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Modelling with automata respectively Petri Nets, as well as the model type choosing it is left
to the modeller latitude (Murata 1989).
In this way, if it is desired the modelling of a DES only based on its external events, without
having an interest in an explicit way on the hidden activities, and then a model of automatic
type is satisfactory. If instead is desired a refinement of the internal operations then a model
of Petri Net type is more favourable (Cassandras & Lafortune 2001) (Pastravanu 1997).
For the model of automatic type it was considered that these are of deterministic type. A
deterministic automata is defined as follows:
Definition 1. Untimed deterministic automata (Cassandras & Lafortune 2001)
A deterministic automata, marked by G, is a sextuple
G  ( X , E,  ,  , x0 )
where:







(1)

X is the set of states;
 is a finite set of events associated with the transitions from G;
 : X    X is the transition function:  ( x , e )  y , means the appearance of a
transition labelled through the event e in the state x, which has as a result the
transition in the state y; in general,  is a partial function on his domain of
definition.
Γ : X → 2E is the active event function; Γ(x) is the set of all events e for which
 ( x , e ) is defined and is called by the active event from G accordingly to the

active state x.

x0 is the initial state of the system.
For the model of Petri Net type it was considered that these are of labelled type and
untimed. An untimed labelled Petri Net is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Labelled Petri Net (Cassandras & Lafortune 2001)
A labelled Petri Net is a weighted graph
PN  ( P , T , F , W ,  , l , M 0 )

(2)

(net topology), where:
 P represents the finite multitude of positions, with P = {p1, p2, p3,…, pn};
 T represents the finite multitude of transitions, with T = { t1, t2, t3,…, tm};
 F  ( P  T )  (T  P ) represents the multitude of arcs from the positions to
transitions and from transitions to positions, each arc being represented by (pi, tj),
respectively (tj, pi), where i,j  N;
 W : A  {1,2 ,3...} represents the balanced function of arcs;
  represents the set of events for the transitions labels;
 l : T   represents the labelled transition function;

 M 0  N n represents the initial marking of the net .

As it was mentioned earlier, the automatons and the Petri Nets operate with states and
transitions. In this way are possible transformations of the models of automatic type in
models of Petri Net type and vice versa. The subject of synthesis of the models from one
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way of representation in the other one is presented in detail in literature.(Pastravanu
1997)(Cortadella et al 1995)(Cortadella et al 1998)(Hellgren et al 2001)(Cassez & Roux 2004)..
The algorithm used for the conversion of untimed deterministic automata
G  ( X ,  ,  ,  , x0 , Xm ) , into an untimed Petri Net PN  ( P , T , F , W , M0 ) is:
Step 1. The determination of the multitude of positions P
Each state from X is transformed into an equivalent position in P.
xi  X : xi  pi , pi  P

(3)

which means that the multitude P has exactly so much elements that are in the multitude X.
Step 2. The determination of the transitions multitude T
For each pair of states from X, designated by (x,x’), with
x'   ( x , e ),

e  ( x )

(4)

it has associated a transition labelled ti  T , in the Petri Net.

In the end result the multitude:
T

{t : (x, x' ), x , x' X , x'   (x , e), e  (x)}

(5)

Step 3. The determination of the arc multitude F
It is attached the arcs ( p , t ), (t , p' )  F all having the weight 1,w(p,t)=1, w(t,p’)=1 if exists the
correspondence ( x , x' )  ( p , p' )
With other words:
if ( x , x' )  ( p , p' ) : x'   ( x , e ) , e  ( x ) then ( p , t ) and (t , p' ) p , p' P , t  T

(6)

In the end, result the multitude:
F  {( p , t ) : p  P , t  T }  {(t , p' ) : p' P , t  T }

(7)

and
W : F  {1}
Step 4. The determination of the event multitude
The set of events is obtained as being:
E

(8)


(9)

Step 5. The determination of transition functions l. The label attached to the transition is the
event e which led to change of the state x in x’.
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the event and function l and associated label are
(10)

l(t)  e, e   and x'   ( x , e )

Step 6. The determination of initial marking M0
The initial marking M0 is assigned accordingly to the initial state x0.
The way of using the conversion algorithm from the model of untimed deterministic
automatic type in the model of untimed labelled Petri Net type is exemplified through the
next example.
Example . It is considered the untimed deterministic automata from figure 1.
e
a

S0

d

a

S2

b

S3

c

S1

Fig. 1. The structure of the considered untimed deterministic automata
The considered automata formalized mathematical by: AS  ( X , E ,  ,  , x 0 ) where:


The multitude of states: X  {S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 }




The multitude of events: E  { a , b , c , d , e}
The multitude of possible events and the transition functions of the states:



(S0 )  { a , d}

 (S0 , a )  S1
 ( S0 , d )  S 3

(S1 )  {b , c }

 (S 1 , b )  S 2
 (S 1 , c )  S 3

(S2 )  { a}

 (S 2 , a )  S0

(S3 )  { e}

 ( S 3 , e )  S0

The initial state: x 0  S0 .

For obtaining the equivalent untimed labelled Petri Net is applied the presented algorithm:
Step 1. The determination of multitude of positions P:

Si  p i ; i  0 , 3
from where results that P  { p0 , p1 , p 2 , p 3 }
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Step 2. The determination of multitude of transitions T:
State
States
The transition
connection
function
S0
(S 0 , S 1 )
 (S0 , a )  S1

The associated
transition
t1

(S 0 , S 3 )

 (S0 , d )  S 3

t2

(S1 , S 2 )

 ( S1 , b )  S 2

t3

(S1 , S 3 )

 ( S1 , c )  S 3

t4

S2

( S 2 , S0 )

 (S 2 , a )  S0

t5

S3

(S 3 , S0 )

 (S 3 , e )  S0

t6

S1

From where results that T  {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 }
Step 3. The determination of multitude of arcs F and of their shares
Transition
States
The connection of
Arcs
connection
equivalent positions
t1
(S 0 , S 1 )
( p0 , p1 )
( p0 , t 1 ), (t 1 , p1 )
t2

(S 0 , S 3 )

( p0 , p 3 )

( p0 , t 2 ), (t 2 , p 3 )

t3

(S1 , S 2 )

( p2 , p3 )

( p1 , t 3 ), (t 3 , p 2 )

t4

(S1 , S 3 )

( p2 , p4 )

( p1 , t 4 ), (t 4 , p3 )

t5

( S 2 , S0 )

( p 3 , p1 )

( p 2 , t 5 ), (t 5 , p0 )

t6

(S 3 , S0 )

( p 4 , p0 )

( p 3 , t 6 ), (t 6 , p0 )

From where results that



F  {(p1 , t 1 ), ( p1 , t 2 ), ( p 2 , t 3 ), ( p 2 , t 4 ), ( p 3 , t 5 ), ( p 4 , t 6 )}
{(t 1 , p 2 ), (t 2 , p 4 ), (t 3 , p 3 ), (t 4 , p 4 ), (t 5 , p1 ), (t 6 , p 1 )

The multitude of arcs shares:
W  {w( p1 , t1 )  1, w( p1 , t2 )  1, w( p2 , t3 )  1, w( p2 , t4 )  1, w( p3 , t5 )  1, w( p4 , t6 )  1,
w(t1 , p2 )  1, w(t2 , p4 )  1, w(t3 , p3 )  1, w(t4 , p4 )  1, w(t5 , p1 )  1, w(t6 , p1 )  1}

Step 4. The determination of multitude of events 
  { a , b , c , d , e}
Step 5. The determination of transition functions l
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Transition

Connected arcs

t1

( p1 , t 1 ), (t 1 , p 2 )

Associated
events
a

t2

( p1 , t 2 ), (t 2 , p 4 )

d

t3

( p2 , t 3 ), (t 3 , p3 )

b

t4

( p2 , t 4 ), (t 4 , p 4 )

t5

( p 3 , t 5 ), (t 5 , p1 )

t6

( p 4 , t6 ), (t 6 , p0 )
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c
a
e

Step 6. The determination of initial marking M0
The initial state is x 0  {S0 } results the initial marking M 0T  [1,0 ,0 ,0 ]

The graphical representation of the equivalent Petri Net, obtained after the application of
the conversion algorithm, is presented in figure 2.
e

a

t5

p1

t6
d

p3

a

t1

t2

c

b

t3

p4

p2

t4

Fig. 2. The equivalent Petri Net

3. The principles of realization and functioning of the transport systems with
accumulation areas
The industrial transport systems are of different types, depending on the effective mode in
which is realized the transport. In this way exists horizontal transport systems or suspended
transport systems. Each type of system has its own constructive and functional features,
both of them belonging to the TSAA field. In figure 3 is presented a general view of TSAA.
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Fig. 4. Suspended transport system
Within the chapter it will be taken into consideration only the suspended transport systems,
but the obtained results can be applied also to the horizontal transport systems.
Constructive, these are based of the using of brush conveyors as a transport support and
have as a main property the assurance of accumulation areas (jams) of the transported
elements without being necessary the stopping of conveyor moving motors. The conveyor is
moved by an electric motor connected through a mechanical reducer, situated at one of the
conveyor extremities. This motor assures the moving of the conveyor with constant speed.
The transport element used in the case of these transport systems is the trolley. Each trolley
is identified in the system by a unique code bar. This code is used for the determination of
the point in which is situated the trolley and for the computing of the route on which this
has to follow.
In figure 4 is presented a general picture of the way in which the transport is performed
inside a complete automated warehouse of exchange pieces.

Fig. 5. General picture of a transport system
The main element which assures the stopping of a trolley depending on the used controlling
algorithm is the stopper. In figure 5 is presented a stopper used in the case of these systems.
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Fig. 6. Stopper and long-flap type sensor
In figure 5 is observed also the sensor which signalize the fact that in the front of the stopper
there is a trolley.

4. Modelling the systems with accumulation areas
The basic idea in the modelling of such systems is that of assuring the modularization of the
elements which makes the transfer of trolleys from one accumulation area into another
(Ungureanu-Anghel 2006a)(Ungureanu-Anghel 2006b).
For the modelling of such systems it was established a basic structure (node of type 1 – an
input an output), with the help of which can be obtained a general model regardless of its
complexity. The observation which has to be made is connected to the fact that further will
be no more references connected to the administration of the trolley flux and of their routes
in the system, approaching only the issues connected to the modelling of nodes
(Ungureanu-Anghel 2006a).
4.1 Node of type 1 – an input an output
The basic structure of such a node is presented in figure 6.
OUT_Sensor

IN_Sensor
Jam_IN

FULL_Sensor
Jam_OUT

Stopper
Move direction

Fig. 7. Node of type 1. An input an output
As can be observed in the mentioned figure, such a node contains a single stopper, having
an input and a single output. The sensors used have the following functions:
IN_Sensor
OUT_Sensor
FULL_Sensor

The sensor from stopper. With the help of this sensor it is signalized the
fact that a trolley is in the front of the stopper.
The output sensor. With the help of this sensor is followed the moment
in which a trolley has left the stopper area (of the node).
Full sensor. With the help of this sensor it is checked the available space
in the next jam.
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Jam_IN represents the input jam and Jam_OUT the output jam of the node. The moving
motors were not presented because, as it was mentioned, they function continuous.
Before to present the functioning mode of the node of type 1, it is necessary to clearing up
the mode of testing of FULL_Sensor.
Since the trolleys are in motion, the signal taken from FULL_Sensor is processed as it is
presented in figure 7.
FULL_Sensor
Timer FULL
FULL

a)
FULL_Sensor
Timer FULL
FULL

b)
Fig. 8. The mode of processing the signal from FULL_Sensor. a) situation without detection
FULL; b) situation of detection FULL
The FULL timer is used for verification with a certain delay of the signal from FULL_Sensor.
If at the expiration of the timer the FULL_Sensor is inactive then the event FULL is inactive
(figure 7.a), situation in which in Jam_OUT there is still space for at least a trolley. If at the
expiration of the FULL timer the FULL_Sensor is active then the event FULL is set as being
active, which corresponds to the situation Jam_OUT full. Deactivation of the FULL event is
done in the moment in which FULL_Sensor becomes inactive (figure 7.b).
The functioning mode of the node of type 1 starts from the premise that the stopper is
closed. A trolley situated in Jam_IN is transported by TEF and at one moment activates the
IN_Sensor. The condition for moving the trolley in Jam_OUT area is given by: OUT_Sensor
not to be active and FULL not to be active. In other words: in the area after the stopper
doesn’t have to be a trolley and in the Jam_OUT area has to be at least one free place. The
mechanical structure of the node is thus realized so at the activation of OUT_Sensor the
trolley has passed entirely by the stopper. The activation of OUT_Sensor has as an effect the
closing of the stopper, realizing in this way the separation of two trolleys. A new trolley can
be transferred from Jam_IN area in Jam_OUT area only after the OUT_Sensor is inactive, the
previous trolley has left the area covered by the OUT_Sensor. For avoiding the
uncontrollable situations, for example the stopper is opened and the trolley is jammed and it
not touched the OUT_Sensor, are introduced two additional control timers named T1,
respectively T2. T1 is used for verification of touching the sensor OUT_Sensor, while T2 for
leaving of OUT_Sensor. If one of these timers expires before the touching, respectively the
leaving of OUT_Sensor, it means that had appeared an abnormal state of functioning.
The functioning of the node of type 1 without error, described on the base of chronograms is
presented in figure 8.
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IN_Sensor
OUT_Sensor
FULL
Cmd_Stopper

Stopper Open
Stopper Close
Stop T1

Stop T2

Timer T1
Timer T2
RESET
Normal cycle

Next cycle

Fig. 9. The functioning chronograms of the node of type 1
The RESET event was introduced for giving the possibility of return in the WAIT state from
the error states caused by the expiration of the timers T1 and T2.
The segments with doted line for the timers T1, respectively T2, represents the normal
duration of functioning of the timers.
4.2 The modelling of the node of type 1 with the help of automata
The structure of the sequential automata taken into consideration for the modelling of the
node of type 1 is presented in figure 9.
The meanings of the sequential automata states AS_N1 are presented in the table 1.
j
S6

S1

i

a

c

S2
b

S3

f

h

d

S4
e

g

S5

Fig. 10. The structure of the sequential automata corresponding to the node of type 1
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State
S1

Comment
WAIT – The initial state of the system. In this state is waited that a trolley to
reach the stopper (IN_Sensor = 1). Also in this state it is assured the transport of
a trolley from the input sensor from the nod until the IN_Sensor.
S2
OPEN – the state in which the stopper is open, assuring in this way the transfer
of the trolley in the next jam.
S3
CLOSE – state corresponding for closed stopper, but the trolley is still in node
area, not being completely passed to the next jam.
S4
ERROR 1 – error state which is installed if during the moving time of the trolley
it has appeared a critical situation. T1 has expired
S5
ERROR 2 – error state which is installed if during the moving time of the trolley
it has appeared a critical situation. T2 has expired
S6
ERROR 3 – error state which is installed if there is no trolley in IN_Sensor but
OUT_ Sensor = 1
Table 1. The meanings of automata states AS_N1
The events under which take place the transitions between states are presented in table 2.
The net topology (result obtained with the help of PNT) is shown in figure 10.

Fig. 12. The Petri Net topology validated by PNT
As can be seen, following the transformation of the model of automatic type in the Petri Net
model, the net topology obtained is also of type automatic (“state machine”), which allows
the analysis of the model of automatic type using the methods from the Petri Nets.
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Event

Comment

a

Event which assures the passing from state S1 in state S2.
Validated (active) based on the condition: IN_Sensor * !OUT_Sensor * !FULL.
b
Event which assures the passing from state S2 in state S3.
Validated (active) based on the condition: OUT_Sensor = 1.
c
Event which assures the passing from state S3 in state S1.
Validated (active) based on the condition: OUT_Sensor = 0.
d
Event which assures the passing from state S2 in state S4.
Validated (active) based on the condition: Timer T1 expirat .
e
Event which assures the passing from state S4 in state S3.
Validated (active) based on the condition: OUT_Sensor = 1.
f
Event which assures the passing from state S4 in state S1.
Validated (active) based on the condition: RESET = 1.
g
Event which assures the passing from state S3 in state S5.
Validated (active) based on the condition: Timer T2 expirat.
h
Event which assures the passing from state S5 in state S1.
Validated (active) based on the condition: OUT_Sensor + RESET = 1.
i
Event which assures the passing from state S1 in state S6.
Validated (active) based on the condition: !IN_Sensor * OUT_Sensor.
Table 2. The meanings of the events corresponding to the automata AS_N1
The corresponding incidence matrices are:
The input incidence matrix:
1

0
0

0

0
AI  
0

0
0

1

0

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

Incidence matrix:

The output incidence matrix:
0

0
1

0

0
AO  
1

0
1

0

1
0
0
0

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0

0

 1 1


0
0
0 
 0 1 1
 1
0 1 0
0
0 


 0 1 0
1
0
0 


0
0
1 1 0
0 
A  AO  AI  
 1
0
0 1 0
0 


0 1 0
1
0 
 0
 1
0
0
0 1 0 


0
0
0
1 
 1 0


0
0
0
0  1
 1

The corresponding cover tree is presented in figure 11.
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M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]
t9

t1
M1=[0,1,0,0,0,0]

M3=[0,0,1,0,0,0]

M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]

t10
M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]

M4=[0,0,0,1,0,0]

t7

t3

M2=[0,0,0,0,0,1]
t4

t2

t5

M5=[0,0,0,0,1,0]

t6

M3=[0,0,1,0,0,0]

M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]

t8
M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]

Fig. 13. The cover tree of Petri Net PN_AS_N1
Studying the behaviour properties of the Petri Net PN_AS_N1, based on the cover tree
results:

the net is limited (the symbol  does not appear in the cover tree);
the net is safe (the markings from all the cover tree nodes contains only „0” and

„1”);

the net is non-blocking (all transitions have associated arcs in the cover tree);

the net is accessible (any marking can be reached starting from M0).
The corresponding cover graph is presented in figure 12.
The resulted structure for the cover graph confirms the fact that the model of Petri Net
derived from the model of automatic type corresponding to the node of type 1 is accessible.
Concluding, it can be stated that the chosen model is viable from the behaviour point of
view.
The analysis of the Petri Net PN_AS_N1 from structural point of view it is done based on
the analysis of the existence of the invariants of type P respectively T. To find out the
number of invariants P, respectively T, it was applied the theorem for the determination of
the invariants (Pastravanu 1997), which states that if the incidence matrix A (of dimension
nxm) of a Petri Net, has the rank r, then: the net posses m-r base invariants P, and each
invariant P of the net PN can be written as a linear combination of these; the net posses n-r
base invariants T, and each invariant T of the net PN can be written as a combination of
these.
In the considered case, the rank of the matrix A is: rank A  5 .
t10

M2=[0,0,0,0,0,1]

t9

t8
M0=[1,0,0,0,0,0]
t6

t1
M1=[0,1,0,0,0,0]
t3

t2
M3=[0,0,1,0,0,0]

t4

M4=[0,0,0,1,0,0]

t5
t7

M5=[0,0,0,0,1,0]

Fig. 14. The cover graph of Petri Net PN_AS_N1
Results that the Petri Net PN_AS_N1 is covered by 1 invariant of type P. In a similar way, in
the case of the invariants of type T results a number of 5 such invariants. The existence of
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the invariants of type P, respectively T leads to the conclusion that the Petri Net PN_AS_N1 is
conservative and structural limited, respectively is consistent and repetitive (Pastravanu 1997).
In the end can be stated that the chosen structure for a classic sequential automata
corresponding to the node of type 1 is viable, the structure can be implemented, being sure
that don’t exists conditions of appearance of the blocking or appearance of uncontrollable
situations.
4.3 The modelling of the node „one” input and „m” outputs with the help of automata
The base structure for such a node is presented in figure 13 (Ungureanu&Prostean 2007)
(Ungureanu et al 2008).
OUT_Sensor_1

FULL_Sensor_1

Scanner
Direction 1

IN_Sensor

Switch with m positions
Stopper

OUT_Sensor_m

FULL_Sensor_m

Direction m

Move direction

Fig. 15. The base structure of a node with one input and m outputs
Additional to the aspect of the node of type 1, is observed the appearance of a scanner and
of a switch with m positions. With the help of the scanner, by reading the barcode from a
trolley and following the list of destinations attached to the trolley, can be determined the
direction on which has to be transferred the trolley and is commanded the corresponding
switch positioning.
After the switch positioning everything is reduced to a node of type 1.
The position of the switch is not verified through some sensors, because if the switch is not
accurate positioned it will appear an abnormal situation of functioning of no touching the
corresponding output sensor.
The structure of the sequential automata considered for the modelling of such a node is
presented in figure 14.
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Sm*6+1

k11

km1
k21
j21

j11
S16

i11

h11

S11

S26

i21

jm1
S21

Sm6

f11
a11

S12

a21

d11

b11

S13

im1

Sm1

f21

S14

S22

d21

b21

e11
g11

S15

S23

h21

Sm2

S24

S25

fm1

dm1

bm1

e21
g21

am1

hm1

Sm4

em1
g

Sm3

Sm5

cm1
c11

c21

Fig. 16. The structure of the sequential automata corresponding to the node with „one”
input and „m” outputs
The sequential automata of the node is realized by the synchronization of m sequential
automata AS_N1, one for each input line (stopper).
Mathematically, the automata AS_Nm corresponding to the node with one input and m
outputs is described as follows:
m



the multitude of states: X 

{Si1, Si 2 , Si 3, Si 4, Si5, Si6}  {S(m  6  1)}
i 1
m

{ai1, bi1, ci1, di1, ei1, fi1, gi1, hi1, ii1, ji1, ki1}



the multitude of events:  



the multitude of possible events and the transition functions of the states:

i 1

m

(S ) 

(Si) where:
i 1

 (Si1, ai)  Si2
 (Si2, bi)  Si3,
 (Si2, di)  Si4
 (Si3, ci)  S(4  m  1),  (Si3, fi)  Si4
 (Si4, ei)  Si3
 (Si4, gi)  S(4  m  1)

(Si 1)  { ai}
(Si 2 )  {bi , di}
(Si 3)  {ci , fi}
(Si 4 )  { ei , gi}
m

(S( 4  n  1) 



{ hi}

 (S( 4  m  1), hi )  Si 1

i 1



initial state: x 0  S( 4  m  1) .
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The reasons linked to the transformation of the model of automatic type in the model of
Petri Net type, presented in section 2, are valid also in the case of the node with one input
and m outputs.
In figure 15 is presented the structure of the Petri Net associated to the sequential automata
considered in the case of the node with one input and m outputs.

Fig. 17. The structure of the Petri Net associated to the sequential automata corresponding
to the node with one input and m outputs
The net topology validated by PNT is presented in figure 16.

Fig. 18. The equivalent Petri Net topology validated by PNT
The obtained results confirms that after the effectuation of the conversion from the model of
automatic type in the model of Petri Net type, the obtained Petri Net topology is also of
automatic type („State machine”).
The considered Petri Net is formalized by the quintuple:
PN _ AS _ Nm  ( P , T , F , W , M 0 )
where:


m

P

{p
i 1

i 1 , p i 2 , p i 3 , p i 4 }  { p 4 m 1 }
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m



T

 {t

i 1 , t i 2 , t i 3 , t i 4 , t i 5 , t i6 , t i7 , t i8 }

i 1
m



F

{{(p

i1 , ti1 ),(pi2 , ti 2 ),(pi 2 , ti 4 ),(pi 3 , ti6 ),(pi3 , ti 3 ),(pi 4 , ti5 ),(pi 4 , ti7 ),(p4m1 , ti8 )} 

i1

{(ti1 , pi2 ),(ti2 , pi3 ),(ti3 , p4m1 ),(ti 4 , pi 4 ),(ti5 , pi3 ),(ti6 , pi 4 ),(ti7 , p4n1 ),(ti8 , pi1 )}}

W(pi1 , ti1 )  1, W(pi2 , ti2 )  1, W(pi2 , ti4 )  1, W(pi3 , ti6 )  1, W(pi3 , ti3 )  1, W(pi4 , ti5 )  1,



W(pi4 , ti7 )  1, W(p4m1 , ti8 )  1, W(ti1 , pi2 )  1, W(ti2 , pi3 )  1, W(ti3 , p4m1 )  1, W(ti4 , pi4 )  1,
W(ti5 , pi3 )  1, W(ti6 , pi4 )  1, W(ti7 , p4m1 )  1, W(ti8 , pi1 )  1,



M 0  [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , ...,1]T

The incidence matrices corresponding to the output direction i, where the columns are pi1,
pi2, pi3 , pi4 , pi5 and pi6 and the lines: ti1, ti2, ti3, ti4, ti5, ti6, ti7, ti8 , ti9, ti10 and ti11 are.
Input incidence matrix:
1

0
0

0

0
AIi   0

0
0

1

0
0


Output incidence matrix:

0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

1
0 

AOi

0

0
0

0

0
 0

0
0

0

1
1


Incidence matrix:

Ai 
 AOi

0
0
0 
0
 1 1


0
0
0 
 0 1 1
 0
0 1 0
0
0 


 0 1 0
1
0
0 


0
1 1 0
0 
 0
0
0 1 0
0 
 A Ii 
  0


0 1 0
1
0 
 0
 0
0
0
0 1 0 


0
0
0
1 
 1 0


0
0
0
0  1
 1
 1
0
0
0
0
0 


1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1

0
0 
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Having the matrices structure for a direction, the matrices corresponding to the node with
one input (a stopper) and m outputs are:
The input incidence matrix:

The output incidence matrix:

The incidence matrix:

The corresponding cover tree is presented in figure 17.
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M0
t111

M21

M11
t19

t11
M12
t12
M14
t13
M0

M16 M14

M0

t16
t23
M0

M0

tm1

M23
t24

M24

M0

M15
t15
t17

t18

M22
t22

t110

Mm1
t29

t21

M13
t14

tm11

t211

M0

M25
t25
t27

M26 M24

Mm2
tm2

t210

Mm4

t26
tm3
M0

t28
M0

tm9
Mm3

tm4

Mm5
tm5
tm6
tm7

tm10
M0

M0 Mm6 Mm4 M0
tm8
M0

Fig. 19. The cover tree of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nn
Where:
M0 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…,0,0,0,0,0,0,1],
M11 = [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M12 = [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,….,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M13 = [0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,….,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M14 = [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M15 = [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M16 = [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M21 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M22 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M23 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M24 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M25 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
M26 = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,…..,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
Mm1 = [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,….,1,0,0,0,0,0,0]
Mm2 = [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,….,0,1,0,0,0,0,0]
Mm3 = [0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,….,0,0,0,0,0,1,0]
Mm4 = [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,1,0,0,0,0]
Mm5 = [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,1,0,0,0]
Mm6 = [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,…..,0,0,0,0,1,0,0]
Studying the behaviour properties of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nm, based on the cover tree
results:
 the net is limited (the symbol  does not appear in the cover tree);
 the net is safe (the markings from all the cover tree nodes contains only „0” and
„1”);
 the net is non-blocking (all transitions have associated arcs in the cover tree);
 the net is accessible (any marking can be reached starting from M0).
Concluding, it can be stated that the chosen model is viable from the behaviour point of
view.
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The analysis of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nm from structural point of view it is done based on
the analysis of the existence of invariants of type P respectively T (Pastravanu 1997).
The rank of the matrix A is in this case:
rank A  nr _ out _ node  rankN 1
where:
 nr_out_node – represents the number of the outputs of the node;
 rankN1 – represents the rank of the incidence matrix corresponding to the node of
type 1 (rankN1=4).
The adequate number of invariants P can be calculated with:
Nr _ Inv _ P  m  rank A  m  nr _ out _ node  rankN 1
and the number of invariants T with:
Nr _ Inv _ T  n  rank A  n  nr _ out _ node  rankN 1

4.4 The modelling of the node with n inputs and m outputs with the help of automata
The basic structure of such a node is presented in figure 18 (Ungureanu et al 2008).
Scanner_1

IN_Sensor_1

Scanner_n

OUT_Sensor_1

FULL_Sensor_1

Direction 1

Stopper_1
Switch with
n positions

Switch with
m positions

IN_Sensor_n

OUT_Sensor_m

FULL_Sensor_m

Direction m

Stopper_n
Move direction

Fig. 20. The principle structure of a node with n inputs and m outputs
Towards the node with one input and m outputs, in the case of this node we have n inputs
and a switch with n positions.
The condition of functioning for such a node is based on the mutual exclusion, namely a
single trolley can be processed at a given moment. The administration of the trolleys from
the input sensors can be realized in two ways: based on fixed priorities, respectively on
FIFO principle.
Within this chapter is not concerned the mode of administration but strictly the mode of
realization of the transfer of trolleys.
After the switch positioning with n positions, can be observed that all is resumed to a node
with one input and m outputs.
The structure of the sequential automaton considered for the modelling of a node with n
inputs and m outputs is presented in figure 19.
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S n+1
b1

a1

a2

S1

an

b2

.....

S2

bn

Sn

Fig. 21. The structure of the sequential automata corresponding to the node with n inputs
and m outputs
In the above figure S1, S2 and Sn represent the automata which are modelling a node with
one input and m outputs (are the models of type AS_Nm). The automata synchronization is
realized through the additional state Sn+1.
The event ai corresponds to the validation of direction i after the barcode identification
(result from the scanning operation). The event bi is generated by the automata Si at the end
of the moving cycle.
The automata AS_Nn-m corresponding to the node with n inputs and m outputs is described
as follows:
 the multitude of states:
n

X


 {S }  {S
i

n  1} }

i 1

the multitude of events:

n



{a , b }
i

i

i 1



the multitude of possible events and the transition functions of the states
m

(S ) 

i 1

where:

 (Si , bi )  S(n  1)
 (S(n  1), ai )  Si

(Si )  {bi}
(S(n  1))  { a1, a2 ,..., an}


(Si)

the initial state: x 0  S(n  1) .

The sub-models used for the modelling of states Si, i=1,...,n, are defined identical with the
ones presented in the case of the model are AS_Nm.
Applying the transformation algorithm of the automata in Petri Nets results:
 The multitude of positions:
m

P

 { pi}  { p(n  1)} ,
i 1
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pi  {Si} and p(n  1)  {S(n  1} ;

the multitude of transitions:


For pi

(pi,p(n+1))

p(n+1)=(pi,ti1)

ti1={bi}



For p(n+1)

(p(n+1),pi)

pi=(p(n+1),ti2)

ti2={ai}

The obtained Petri Net from the conversion operation is presented in figure 20.

Fig. 22. The Petri Net corresponding to the modelling of the node with n inputs and m
outputs derived from the sequential automata AS_Nm
The net topology validated by PNT is presented in figure 21.

Fig. 23. The equivalent Petri Net topology validated by PNT
The Petri Net considered for the analysis of the sub-model is formalized by the quintuple:
PN _ AS _ Nn  m  ( P , T , F , W , M 0 )

where:


n

P

{ p  IN }  { p
i

n1 }

i 1
n



T

{t1  IN , t2  IN }
i

i 1

i
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n



F   {( p  IN i , t 2  IN i )}  {(t 1  IN i , p  IN i } 
 i 1

n



 {( p n 1 , t 1  IN i )}  {(t 2  IN i , p n 1 )}
 i 1

W ( p  IN i , t 2  IN i )  1, W (t 1  IN i , p  IN i )  1,









W ( pn  1 , t 1  IN i )  1, W (t 2  IN i , pn  1 )  1
M 0  [0 , 0 , .....,1]T

The incidence matrices are:
The input incidence matrix:

The output incidence matrix:

 0 0.....0 1 


 1 0.....0 0 
 0 0.....0 1 


AI   0 1.....0 0 


 ............... 
 0 0.....0 1 


 0 0.....1 0 

 1 0.....0 0 


 0 0.....0 1 
 0 1.....0 0 


AO   0 0.....0 1 


 ............... 
 0 0.....1 0 


 0 0.....0 1 

The incidence matrix:
 1 0..... 0  1 


  1 0..... 0 1 
 0 1..... 0  1 


A  AO  A I   0  1..... 0 1 



 ...................
 0 0..... 1  1 


 0 0.....  1 1 

The corresponding cover tree is presented in figure 22.
M0

M1

M2

Mn

M0

M0

M0

Fig. 24. The cover tree of the Petri Net PNSUB_AS_Nn-m

Where:
M0=(0,0,....,0,1); M1=(1,0,....,0,0); M2=(0,1,....,0,0); Mn=(0,0,....,1,0);
Studying the behaviour properties of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nn-m, based on the cover tree
results:

the net is limited (the symbol  does not appear in the cover tree);
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the net is safe (the markings from all the cover tree nodes contains only „0” and
„1”);
 the net is non-blocking (all transitions have associated arcs in the cover tree);
 the net is accessible (any marking can be reached starting from M0).
The corresponding cover graph is presented in figure 23.


M0
t2_IN1 t1_IN1

M1

t1_IN2
t2_IN2

M2

t1_INn t2_INn

Mn

Fig. 25. The cover graph of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nn-m
The obtained structure for the cover tree confirms that the Petri Net, obtained with the help
of sub-models corresponding to the sequential automaton of the node with n inputs and m
outputs, is accessible.
Concluding, it can be stated that the chosen model is viable from the behaviour point of
view.
The analysis of the Petri Net PN_AS_Nn-m from structural point of view is done based on
the analysis of the existence of the invariants of type P respectively T (Pastravanu 1997).
The rank of the matrix A is:
rank A  n
where:
n – represents the number of node inputs;

The adequate number of invariants P is given by the relation:
Nr _ Inv _ P  nr _ positions  rank A  n  1  n  1
and the adequate number of invariants T is:
Nr _ Inv _ T  nr _ transitions  rank A  n * 2  n  n

5. Conclusions
Within this chapter it was followed the establishment of a unifying methodology for use of
Petri Nets for the structural and behaviour analysis of the automata with direct applications
on the transport systems with accumulation areas.
After the presentation of the conversion algorithm of an untimed deterministic automata
into a untimed labelled Petri Net, with respecting the condition that the equivalent Petri Net
topology to be the state machine, it was proceed to the using of this algorithm for the
analysis of the constituent modules of the transport systems with accumulation areas.
The final aim of the chapter was the establishment of a general model of automatic type, for
a mechanical structure with n inputs and m outputs, constituent part of a TSAA. To obtain
this general model was started from a basic TSAA structure, called node with an input and
an output, for which was developed the appropriate model of automatic type. Validation of
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this model was achieved by conversion in model of Petri Net type, its structural and
behaviour analysis validating the proposed model of automatic type.
As a simulation environment for the analysis of the equivalent Petri Nets was used
PetriNets Toolbox from Matlab.
Having as a base the results obtained for the node with an input and an output, it has
passed to the development of a model of automatic type for a node with an input and m
outputs. Validation of the model was done using the same analysis method as in the case of
the node with an input and an output.
In the end was elaborated a model of automatic type for a complex structure with n inputs
and m outputs.
The obtained results following the analysis of this model validated entirely the proposed
solution.
Using the general model for a node with n inputs and m outputs it can be implemented any
types of nodes in a TSAA.
Also, the obtained results lead to the conclusion that the approaching way of the structural
and behaviour analysis of untimed deterministic automata, by its conversion in the untimed
labelled Petri Net, is viable, with the explanation the equivalent Petri Net topology has to be
a state machine. In the future is intended the extending of the areas of applicability of the
proposed solution as well as of the results obtained for TSAA for the road and rail transport
systems.
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1. Introduction
Embedded systems that have timing constraints are classified as real-time systems. In these
systems, not only the logical results of computations are important, but also the time instant
in which they are obtained. Hard real-time systems are those whose the respective timing
constraints must be met at all cost, since violation might be catastrophic. Hence, time predictability is an essential issue (Barreto & Lima (2004)). In addition, the widespread expansion
of mobile devices market has forced embedded systems companies to deal with several new
challenges in order to provide complex systems in this market niche. In this context, energy
consumption deserves special attention, since portable devices generally rely on constrained
energy sources (e.g. battery) . As consequence, early estimation of the energy consumption
can provide important insights to the designer about the battery lifetime as well as parts of
the application that need optimization (Tavares et al. (2007)).
Nowadays, UML (UML (2005)) is the most adopted modeling language for system design in
the software engineering organizations and industry. The main reasons are: (i) its friendly
and intuitive notations, (ii) availability of commercial and open source tools that support the
UML notations and (iii) autonomy of particular programming languages and development
processes. However, UML does not provide support for quantitative notations. Quantitative notations are especially important when modeling Embedded Real-Time Systems (ERTS).
Hence, we consider UML in combination with MARTE (UML Profile for Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems) as specification language for the design of ERTS.
MARTE foster the construction of models that may be used to make quantitative predictions
regarding real-time and embedded features of systems taking into account both hardware and
software characteristics (MARTE (2005)).
UML 2.0 is composed of several diagram types (e.g. activity, sequence, use case, class, timing and many others). Interaction Overview Diagram (IO) (UML (2005)) is adopted in this
work due to its suitable characteristics for modeling requirements when dealing with ERTS,
since UML-IO combine elements of activity diagrams with sequence diagrams to represent
the embedded system behavior.
Without loss of generalization, this work aims to depict the mapping process of UML-IO into
a Time Petri Net with Energy constraints (ETPN) in order to estimate the energy consumption
and execution time of ERTS. These estimates are performed in the early stages of the embedded system life cycle, serving as one instrument for design decision-making process. First, the
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execution time and energy consumption constraints are represented as MARTE profile annotations. After that, the ETPN model is generated by a mapping process, and finally the model
is evaluated in order to find the Best Case Execution Time (BCET) and Worst Case Execution
Time (WCET), the respective energy consumption, and also, adopted for qualitative analysis
and verifications. Furthermore, the estimates obtained (time and energy consumption) from
the model were compared with the measures obtained from the real hardware platform.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the adopted methodology. Section 3 introduces basic concepts regarding UML-IO, MARTE, ETPN and measuring
activities. Section 4 presents the related work. Section 5 describes the mapping from UML-IO
to an ETPN. Section 6 presents a case study and results. Section 7 concludes the paper and
briefly discusses further work.

2. Methodology
This section introduces the set of activities related to the proposed design methodology. Figure 1 depicts the core activities of MEMBROS methodology, which organizes the activities
in three groups: (i) requirement analysis; (ii) energy consumption and performance evaluation; and (iii) software synthesis. As follows, an overview of entire methodology is provided.
However, this paper focuses on the activities regarding requirement analysis.
MEMBROS
Requirement
Specification
Creation of
SysML
Diagrams
Assigning
Information of
Energy Consumption and
Execution Time
to the Diagrams
using MARTE
Mapping IO into
an ETPN
Analysis and
Verification
Evaluation
[Inconsistent
diagrams]
[Inconsistent
requirements]

Embedded
Software
Development
Code Analysis

Stringent
Constraints
Specification

Annotated
Source Code
Compilation

Scheduling
Modeling

Stochastic
Modeling
Simulation
Comparison
with
Requirement
Evaluation
Results
[Inconsistent code]
[Inconsistent
requirements]

[check
properties]

[properties
not found]

Property
Analysis/
Verification
[properties ok]

Scheduling
[schedule not
found]

Code Generation
Validation
[inconsistent [inconsistent
behaviour]
constraints]

Deployment
Requirements Analysis

Energy Consumption and
Performance Evaluation

Software Synthesis

Fig. 1. MEMBROS methodology.
Initially, the activities regarding requirements specifications are performed. After created the
requirement specification, then the system requirements are modeled using a set of UMLIOs, which represent the dynamic parts of the embedded software to be developed. Since
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timing and energy constraints are of utmost importance in the systems of interest, the UMLIOs are annotated with timing and energy consumption information (e.g. initial estimates)
using MARTE. Next, the annotated UML-IOs are automatically mapped into ETPN models in
order to lay down a mathematical basis for analysis and verification of properties (e.g. absence
of deadlock conditions between requirements). This activity also concerns to obtain best and
worst case execution times and the respective energy consumptions, in such a way that the
requirements are also evaluated in order to ensure that the timing and energy constraints can
be met. As the UML-IOs are constructed by the designer, negative results in the evaluation
activity may be not only related to inconsistent requirements, but also to inconsistent UMLIOs.
Afterwards, the embedded software is implemented taking into account the results obtained
in previous activities. Once the source code implementation is concluded, the designer analyzes the code in order to assign probability values to conditional and iterative structures.
The probability annotations allow the compiled code be evaluated in the context of time and
energy consumption, in such a way that these costs may be estimated before running the
code on the hardware platform. Next, the compiled code is automatically translated into a
coloured Petri net (CPN) model in order to provide a basis for the stochastic simulation of
the embedded software. Although not depicted in Figure 1, an architecture characterization
activity is also considered to permit the construction of a library of CPN basic building blocks,
which provide the foundation for the automatic generation of CPN stochastic models. From
the CPN model (generated by the composition of basic blocks), a stochastic simulation of the
compiled code is carried out considering the characteristics of the target platform. If the simulation results are in agreement with the requirements, the software synthesis is performed.
More information about the activity of Performance Evaluation can be found in Callou et al.
(2008).
Software synthesis activities are concerned with the stringent constraints (e.g. time and energy), and, in the general sense, it is composed of two subgroups of activities: (i) tasks’ handling; and (ii) code generation. Tasks’ handling is responsible for tasks’ scheduling, resource
management, and inter-task communication, whereas code generation deals with the static
generation of the final source code, which includes a customized runtime support, namely,
dispatcher. It is important to state that the concept of task is similar to process, in the sense
that it is a concurrent unit activated during system runtime. For the following activities, it
is assumed that the embedded software has been implemented as a set of concurrent hard
real-time tasks.
Initially, a measurement activity is performed to obtain the tasks’ timing information as well as
the information regarding the hardware energy consumption. Next, the designer defines the
specification of system stringent constraints, which consists of a set of concurrent tasks with
their respective constraints, behavioral descriptions, information related to the hardware platform (e.g. voltage/frequency levels and energy consumption) as well as the energy constraint.
Afterward, the specification is translated into an internal model able to represent concurrent
activities, timing information, inter-task relations, such as precedence and mutual exclusion,
as well as energy constraints. The adopted internal model is a time Petri net extension (TPNE),
labeled with energy consumption values and code annotations. After generating the internal
model (TPNE), the designer may firstly choose to perform property analysis/verification or
carry out the scheduling activity. This work adopts a pre-runtime scheduling approach in
order to find out a feasible schedule that satisfies timing, inter-task and energy constraints.
Next, the feasible schedule is adopted as an input to the automatic code generation mecha-
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nism, such that a tailored code is obtained with the respective runtime control, namely, dispatcher. Finally, the application is validated on a DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling) platform
in order to check system behaviour as well as the respective constraints. Once the system is
validated, it can be deployed to the real environment. More information about the activity of
Software Synthesis can be found in Tavares et al. (2007).

3. Background
This section presents fundamental concepts for a better understanding of the rest of the paper.
3.1 UML

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standard widely adopted graphical graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a software
system, as well as for business modeling and other non-software systems. The UML represents a collection of best engineering practices that have proven successful in the modeling of
large and complex systems.
The main goals of UML are:
• provide users with a ready-to-use, expressive visual modeling language so they can
develop and exchange meaningful models;
• provide extensibility and specialization mechanisms to extend the core concepts;
• be independent of particular programming languages and development processes;
• provide a formal basis for understanding the modeling language;
• integrate best practices.
UML is composed by 13 types of diagrams, which can be divided into three parts: behavior, interaction and structural diagrams. The behavioral diagrams specify the dynamic parts
used in the system being modeled. The interaction diagrams represents a subset of behavior
diagrams, that emphasize the control and data flows among the things (sub-systems, components and agents) in the system being modeled. Lastly, structural diagrams define the static
and structural elements used in the system being modeled.
Behavioral diagrams are composed by the following diagrams: use case (provides a highlevel description of the system functionality), activity (represents the flow of data and control between activities), sequence (represents the interaction between collaborating parts of a
system), state machine (describes the state transitions and actions that a system or its parts
performs in response to events), communication (shows an interaction among a set of participants over the course of time), interaction overview (combine elements of activity diagrams
with sequence diagrams to show the flow of program execution) and timing (shows the behaviors of elements throughout a given period of time) (UML (2005)). It is important to stress
that this paper presents the mapping process of UML-IO into an ETPN.
3.1.1 Interaction Overview Diagram

An interaction overview diagram is an activity diagram in which the nodes represent interaction diagrams. Interaction diagrams can include sequence, communication, interaction
overview and timing diagrams. Most of the notation for interaction overview diagrams is the
same for activity diagrams. For example, initial, final, decision, merge, fork and join nodes
are all the same. However, interaction overview diagrams introduce two new elements: interaction occurrences and interaction elements.
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Interaction occurrences are references to existing interaction diagrams. An interaction occurrence is shown as a reference frame (Figure 2 (a)). On the other hand, interaction elements
display a representation of existing interaction diagrams within a rectangular frame. They
differ in that they display the contents of the references diagram inline (Figure 2 (b)).

Fig. 2. New Elements: (a) interaction occurrence and (b) interaction element.

3.2 Marte

MARTE is a new UML profile standardized by the OMG. MARTE is used to define foundations for model-based description of real-time and embedded systems. These core concepts
are then refined concerning: (i) modeling and (ii) analysis. The modeling part provides support required from specification to detailed design of real-time and embedded systems. On
the other hand, the analysis part does not intend to define new techniques for analyzing systems, but to support them. Hence, MARTE aims providing facilities to annotate models with
information required to perform specific analysis (MARTE (2005)).
Figure 3 illustrates an example of an activity diagram with time and energy constraints specified by MARTE. For this example the stereotype (ResourceUsage) and tagged values (execTime
and energy) were used. The stereotype describes an action. Tagged values consist of a property
name and an assigned value. In this example, the ResourceUsage stereotype describe, respectively, the delay and the energy consumption of the activity A, in this case, 10 seconds and 20
joules. The tagged values are {execTime = (10,′ s′ )} and {energy = (20,′ j′ )}. More information about all stereotypes and tagged values supported by MARTE can be found in MARTE
(2005).

Fig. 3. Activity diagram and MARTE.

3.3 Computation Model

Time Petri Net. A Time Petri Net (TPN) (Merlin & Faber (1976)) is a bipartite directed graph
represented by a tuple 𝒫 = ( P, T, F, W, m0 , I ), where P (set of places) and T (set of transitions)
are non-empty disjoint sets of nodes. The edges are represented by F, where F ⊆ A = ( P ×
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T ) ∪ ( T × P). W : A → N represents the weight of the edges, such that W ( f ) = {(i) x ∈ N,
if ( f ∈ F ), or (ii) 0, if ( f ∈
/ F )}. A TPN marking mi is a vector (mi ∈ N ∣P∣ ), and m0 is the initial
marking. I : T → N × N represents the timing constraints, where I (t) = [ EFT (t), LFT (t)] ∀t ∈ T,
EFT (t) ≤ LFT (t). EFT (t) is the Earliest Firing Time, and LFT (t) is the Latest Firing Time.
Considering the previous definition, places (P) represent local states and transitions (T) denote
local actions. The set of arcs F represents the relationships between places and transitions, in
such a way that arcs connect places to transitions and vice-versa. Function W assigns to each
arc a natural number, which may be interpreted as the amount of parallel arcs. A marking
vector mi associates to each place a natural number, which represents the number of tokens
in the respective place. Graphically, places are represented by circles, transitions are depicted
as bars or rectangles, arcs are represented by directed arrows labeled with the weight, and
tokens (the marking) are generally represented by filled small circles. Fig. 4 depicts a Petri net
model.

Fig. 4. Petri Net example
Time Petri Net with Energy Consumption - ETPN 𝒫 ℰ . An extended TPN with energy
consumption values is represented by 𝒫 ℰ = (𝒫 , ℰ ). 𝒫 is the underlying TPN, and ℰ :T →
R + ∪ {0} is a function that assigns transitions to energy consumption values.
Enabled Transitions. A set of enabled transitions, at marking mi , is denoted by: ET (mi ) =
{t ∈ T ∣ mi ( p j ) ≥ W ( p j , t), ∀ p j ∈ P}
A transition t ∈ T is enabled, if each input place p ∈ P contains at least W ( p, t) tokens.
The time elapsed, since the respective transition enabling, is denoted by a clock vector
c ∈ (N ∪ {#})∣T ∣ , where # represents the undefined value for not enabled transitions. As
an example, the clock vector for the net in Fig. 4(a) contains one element: c(t1 ) = 0. At this
point, the difference between static and dynamic firing intervals associated with transitions
is required. The dynamic firing interval of transition t, ID (t) = [ DLB(t), DUB(t)], is dynamically modified whenever the respective clock variable c(t) is incremented, and t does not
fire. DLB(t) is the Dynamic Lower Bound, and DUB(t) is the Dynamic Upper Bound. The
dynamic firing interval is computed in the following way: ID (t) = [ DLB(t), DUB(t)], where
DLB(t) = max (0, EFT (t) − c(t)), DUB(t) = LFT (t) − c(t). Whenever DLB(t) = 0, t can fire,
and, when DUB(t) = 0, t must fire, since strong firing mode is adopted.
States. Let 𝒫ℰ be a time Petri net extended with energy consumption values, M ⊆ N ∣P∣ be
the set of reachable markings (e.g. all possible markings) of 𝒫ℰ , C ⊆ (N ∪ {#})∣T ∣ be the set
of clock vectors, and E ⊆ R + ∪ {0} be the set of accumulated energy consumptions. The set
of states S of 𝒫ℰ is given by S ⊆ ( M × C × E), that is, a state is defined by a marking, the
respective clock vector, and the accumulated energy consumption from the initial state up to
this state.
Considering the Petri net model in Fig. 4(a), the initial state is s0 = (m0 = [1, 0], c0 = [0], e0 =
0).
Firing Domain. The firing domain for a transition t at state s, is defined by the interval: FDs (t)
= [ DLB(t), min ( DUB(tk ))], ∀tk ∈ ET (m).
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Without loss of generality, enabled transitions are only related to the marking, and firable
transitions take into account the marking, and their respective clock values (the time elapsed
of each enabled transition). Considering firing domain, a firable transition t at state s can only
fire in the interval denoted by FDs (t). In Fig. 4(a), at the initial state s0 = (m0 = [1, 0], c0 =
[0], e0 = 0), t1 is firable when c0 (t1 ) = 1 and must fire when c0 (t1 ) = 3 (FDs0 (t1 ) = [1, 3]), if it
neither has been fired nor disabled.
3.4 Measurement

This section briefly describes the measurement process and also the software that automates
the measuring on the target plataform. In order to obtain the energy consumption and execution time values of a microcontroller instruction set, it may be necessary to adopt some measurement techniques in case such values cannot be obtained from manuals and datasheets.
The measurement scheme is presented in Figure 5, in which a hardware platform with the
LPC2106 microcontroller, an oscilloscope and a desktop computer (PC) are connected. The
AMALGHMA tool (Tavares & Maciel (2006)) - Advanced Measurement Algorithms for Hardware Architectures - has been implemented for automating the measuring activities. AMALGHMA adopts a set of statistical methods, such as bootstrap and parametric methods, which
are important in the measurement process due to several factors, for instance: (i) oscilloscope
resolution; and (ii) resistor error. Besides, this tool has been validated considering LPC2106
datasheet as well as ARM7TDMI-S reference manual.

Fig. 5. Measurement Scheme.

4. Related Works
Many works are available in the literature reporting mappings of semi-formal representations
to formal models. The majority of these works focus on qualitative analysis. Some of them are
devoted to performance modeling, but, to the best of our present knowledge, none of them
focus on both energy consumption and time evaluation of systems, besides of the papers
published by our research team. It is also important to highlight that none work proposes the
mapping of UML-IO into a formal model.
Merseguer et al. (2002) presented a systematic derivation of the UML-SM in fragments of a
labeled Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) that are composed into a single model that
represents the behavior of the entire diagram. This work focused on the software performance
evaluation in which all delays are represented by exponential distributions.
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Trowitzsch & Zimmermann (2005) aimed at the transformation of UML-SM into a Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) for the performance evaluation of real-time systems. This approach
proposed the decomposition of an UML-SM into basic elements, like states and transitions.
These elements are translated into the corresponding SPN representations. The UML Profile
for Schedulability Performance and Time (SPT) was used as a specification language for representing the restrictions imposed on the real-time systems. Amorim et al. (2005) proposed
an approach to map Live Sequence Chart (LSC) language to an equivalent Coloured Petri Net
(CPN) for analysis and verification of embedded systems’ properties.
Another approach Lee et al. (2000) aimed to verify scenarios with Time Petri Net. This approach proposed a mechanism to check the acquired scenarios by indication any missing
information or wrong information hidden in these scenarios. In Elkoutbi et al. (2002), the
authors presented a requirement engineering process for real-time systems that aims a formal specification of the system using Timed Petri Net. In this approach, the first activity is
the elaboration of the use case. Next, a corresponding scenario in form of sequence diagram
is created for each use case. Afterwards, the scenario specification is derived into a Timed
Petri Net. Finally, the partial TPNs are merged to obtain an integrated TPN, and then some
verifications are performed.

5. Mapping UML-IO into an ETPN
This section describes how to derive the elements of UML-IO including time and energy
constraints into an ETPN. The method consists of the deriving UML-IO basic elements and
MARTE annotations into an ETPN. After that, all ETPN representation are composed into a
single model that represents the behavior of the entire diagram. This section, firstly, presents
the mapping of the elements used in this work that compose the nodes, that is, the interaction
diagrams (activity and sequence). Lastly, an example illustrates the mapping of an UML-IO.
Due lack of space, this paper focuses on the formalism and annotations needed to understand
the case study.
5.1 Activity Diagrams

The Activity Diagrams (AD) are used to model the dynamic system aspects.
5.1.1 Mapping Activities

The activities are represented by a rectangle with rounded edges (see Figure 6 (a)). They depict
the invocation of an operation that may be physical or electronic. Additionally, an action
represents a single step within an activity. In the ETPN model generated by the mapping
process, the activities are represented by two PN-transitions. These PN-transitions may have
assigned a time interval in which the activity must be executed, that is, the maximum and
minimum time bounds. One PN-transition is used to represents the execution time for the
worst case, and the other PN-transition for the best case of the activity. Energy constraints can
be also assigned to these PN-transitions.
Figure 6 (a) depicts the mapping of an activity into an ETPN. The t_ex_W_A and t_ex_B_A
PN-transitions model the worst case and best case, respectively. The time interval for these
transitions are [45,45] and [5,5] , that is, the maximum and minimum times spent by activity A. Likewise, the energy consumption for the worst and best cases assigned to these PNtransitions are [70,70] and [18,18], respectively.
Additionally, the t_in_W_A and t_in_B_A PN-transitions are used due to semantics of TPN
(Strong Firing Semantics) (Merlin & Faber (1976)) in order to allow PN-transitions with longer
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delay to be able to fire, hence the time interval equal to [0,0] is assigned to these PN-transitions.
However, if the constraints (execution time and energy consumption) are omitted from activity A, then they will be mapped into a PN-transition whose maximum and minimum times
are zero (Figure 6 (b)). Furthermore, the t_ex_W_A and t_ex_B_A PN-transitions (see Figure
6 (a)) are assigned with a thin interval (interval in which the upper and lower bound values
are the same (David (2005))), because the state space is considerably smaller than if only one
PN-transition with the interval equal to [5,45] was adopted. Hence, this model allows a faster
reachability graph path search. The in_A place represents the activity A entry as well as the
choice point between the worst and best related to the execution time and energy consumption of the activity A. The others places (W_A, B_A and out_A) represent, respectively, the
worst case state, best case state and activity A exit.

Fig. 6. Mapping activities.

5.1.2 Mapping Transitions

In UML-AD, transitions represent cause/effect activity relations. Figure 7 (a) illustrates the
mapping of an AD-transition with time and energy constraints. The AD-transition (t1) from
A to B is mapped in two PN-transitions (t_ex_W_t1 and t_ex_B_t1), in which a time period of
[25, 25] and [15, 15] seconds are assigned. These PN-transitions represent the execution time
for the worst and best case, respectively. Figure 7 (a) also has energy constraints assigned to
these PN-transitions.
AD-transitions that do not spend time and energy are mapped into PN-transitions whose
maximum and minimum times are zero (Figure 7 (b)). The PN-transition generated is connected to the out_A and in_B places. These places represent, respectively, the activity A exit as
well as the choice point between the worst and best related to the execution time and energy
consumption of the t1 AD-transition and the activity B entry.
5.1.3 Mapping Initial and Final States

An initial state represents the start point of a UML-AD. This initial state is mapped into a
place in ETPN model, where the staIni_A place gets the initial marking of one token. Tokens
are used in these models to simulate the dynamic behavior of systems. Furthermore, the
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Fig. 7. Mapping transitions.
t_in_A PN-transition is used to represent the AD-transition between the initial state and the
activity A. Figure 8 (a) illustrates a mapping of an initial state.
A final state represents the respective final state in UML-AD. This final state is mapped into
a place in ETPN model (Figure 8 (b)), such that the presence of a token in the endSta_A place
represents the end of the UML-AD. Moreover, the t_end_A PN-transition is used to represent
the AD-transition between the activity A and the final state.

Fig. 8. Mapping initial and final states.

5.1.4 Synchronization Bar

Synchronization bars are used to split processing (fork), or to resume processing when multiple activities have been completed (join). The synchronization bars are modeled as solid
rectangles, with multiple transitions going in and/or out.
Figure 9 presents an example, in which the activity A is split into 2 activities (B and C). In
the mapping process, the t_fork_A_B PN-transition represents the split processing and the
brc_B and brc_C places represent the starting points for the branches (see Figure 9). On the
other hand, Figure 11 depicts the synchronization process (join), that is, the synchronization
between the activities A and B. In the mapping process, the t_join_A_B PN-transition is used to
represent the synchronization process and the join_A_B place represents the synchronization
point. In this case, the PN-transition only can be fired if both out_A and out_B places contain
a token.
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Fig. 9. Mapping fork.

Fig. 10. Mapping join.

5.1.5 Decision

In UML-AD, decision is represented by a diamond with one flow entering and several leaving.
The flows leaving include conditions although some modelers may not indicate the conditions
if it is obvious. In the mapping process, the t_in_deci PN-transition represents the entry on the
decision and the places brc_B represents the decision point.
5.2 Sequence Diagram

Sequence Diagrams (SD) are commonly used UML diagram for representing element’s collaboration over time.
5.2.1 Mapping Lifeline and Message

A lifeline represents the involvement of a given participant in a particular interaction. The
white rectangles on a lifeline (vertical dashed lines) are called activations (see Figure 12) and
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Fig. 11. Mapping decision.
indicate a participant response to a message. The communication between lifelines is performed by messages or calls, in the same order in which the events occur. Furthermore, the
message specifies not only the communication type, but also the sender and the receiver. The
return messages are an optional part of an UML-SD. In this paper, only asynchronous messages are considered. Figure 12 depicts an example, in which two participants (A and B) are
communicating by two messages. The first message has time and energy constraints assigned.
These constraints are specified by MARTE profile. The other message has neither time nor energy constraint assigned.

Fig. 12. UML-SD example.
Figure 13 presents the mapping of the UML-SD depicted in Figure 12 into an ETPN. The places
(start_A, D_1 and end_A) and the PN-transitions (t_s_M1 and t_s_M2) represent the participant
A lifetime. In this model, each place represents one state of that participant at a particular time
instant, and the PN-transitions represent a state transition. The start_A place represents the
start point on the lifeline A, and this place gets the initial marking of one token. The place D_1
is a dummy place that interfaces the PN-transitions and the place end_A represents the lifeline
end. Finally, t_s_M1 and t_s_M2 represent the message transmissions. In a similar manner,
the participant B was mapped. The difference, in this case, is that the PN-transitions (t_r_M1
and t_r_M2) represent the message receptions.
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Fig. 13. Mapping UML-SD example.
Figure 13 also shows the mapping of messages. For example, Message 1 represents the thin
intervals of the execution time for the worst and best case, respectively, [35,35] and [20,20]
assigned to the t_ex_W_M1 and t_ex_B_M1 PN-transitions. In a similar manner, the energy
consumption constraints are considered. The energy consumption for the worst and best cases
assigned are [100,100] and [50,50], respectively. The C_B_W_M1 place represents the choice
point between the worst and best case related to the execution time and energy consumption
of the Message 1 as well as the Message 1 entry. The W_M1, B_M1 and out_M1 places represent,
respectively, the worst case state, the best case state and the Message 1 out.
However, if time and energy constraints are omitted from the messages as the Message 2 shows
(see Figure 12), then the mappings is performed as depicted in Figure 13, in which the place
D_2 is used as a dummy place for bridging the t_s_M2 and t_r_M2 PN-transitions.
5.2.2 Mapping self message

Figure 14 presents an example of self message, that is, the participant sends a message to
himself.

Fig. 14. Self a message example.
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Figure 15 illustrates the mapping of a self message. The rules for mapping the self message
are similar to the others mentioned above, the difference, in this case, is that the ETPN model
backs to the same participant.

Fig. 15. Mapping self message.

5.2.3 Combined Fragments

A combined fragment is used to group sets of messages together in order to represent the SD
conditional flows.
5.2.4 Mapping Alternatives

Alternatives are used to designate a mutually exclusive choice between two or more message
sequences. The interaction operator alt (see Figure 16) shows that at least one of the operands
will be executed.

Fig. 16. Alternative combined fragment example.
Figure 17 depicts the mapping of alternatives presented in the Figure 16 into an ETPN. The
rules for mapping this example are similar to the others mentioned before. However, this
mapping adopts one place (alt_M1_M2) and two transitions (t_in_M1 and t_in_M2). The place
represents the choice point between the operands IF and ELSE as well as the alt entry. One
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transition is used to represent the Message 1 entry (IF). The other is used to represents the
Message 2 entry (ELSE).

Fig. 17. Mapping alternative combined fragment example.
5.2.5 Mapping Parallel

The interaction operator par is used to define two or more processes that are concurrently
executed. Figure 18 presents an example, in which the Message 1 and Message 2 are performed
simultaneously.

Fig. 18. Parallel combined fragment example.
Figure 19 depicts the mapping of parallel activities presented in the Figure 18 into an ETPN.
The t_in_par and t_syn_par transitions represent the beginning and synchronization of concurrent activity execution, respectively. Each of these regions contains a distinct message and is
mapped according to the rules mentioned before.
5.3 Mapping Interaction Overview Diagram

This section presents the mapping of an UML-IO example. Figure 20 (a) depicts this example
in which two different interaction diagrams (activity and sequence) are connected by the t1
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Fig. 19. Mapping parallel combined fragment.
IO-transition. The rules for mapping this example are similar to the others mentioned before.
However, in the ETPN model (see Figure 20 (b)) the output arc of the in_SD place connects
the t_s_M1 PN-transition, and the output arc of the t_r_M1 PN-transition connects the out_sd
place. In this example, for sake of simplicity, the mapping of the initial and final states of
UML-AD were omitted.

Fig. 20. Mapping UML-IO diagram.
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6. A Case Study
In order to show the practical usability of the proposed mapping process, a pulse-oximeter
specification (Júnior (1998)) was considered as a case study. This electronic equipment is
responsible for measuring the blood oxygen saturation through a non-invasive method. A
pulse-oximeter may be employed when a patient is sedated during surgical procedures. It
checks the oxygen saturation to guarantee an acceptable level of blood oxygenation. This
device is widely used in health care centers.
The pulse-oximeter is composed by three processes: (i) excitation, (ii) acquisition-control and
(iii) management. The excitation process (see Figure 21) is responsible to dispatch pulse
streams to the LEDs in order to generate radiation pulses. In this paper, only the excitation
process was considered. Figure 21 depicts the excitation process according to Júnior (1998).
Due to the restrictions of space, the ETPN model of the excitation process was omitted.
Figure 21 shows the UML-IO describing the excitation process. This process has requirement
constraints (execution time and energy consumption). These constraints are deeply related
to the hardware platform (Philips LPC2106 processor, an 32-bit microcontroler with ARM7
core). In addition, we consider the same values obtained from the pulse-oximeter specifications present in Júnior (1998) for modeling. As can be observed, the nodes represent interaction diagrams, in this case, we use the activity and sequence diagrams.
Initially the excitation process is started with the reception of an interruption in the the activity Timer T1. The timers are used to determine which process will be executed first. In
the subsequent steps, the activities Led Infrastructure, Set Led Guada and Set Led Red are carry
out. These activities are responsible for dispatching non-simultaneous pulse currents to the
LEDs that cross the finger of a patient. In such cases, all activities have constraints of time
and energy. For instance, the activity Set Led Infra has constraints of time and energy, and it is
modeled with an <<ResourceUsage>> of: execTime = [(14,69,µs, max), (14,11,µs,min)] and
energy = [(835,99, nJ, max ), (795,21, nJ, min)].
After all activities responsible for dispatching pulse currents to the LEDs were performed, the
activity of the next node takes place. This node is responsible for controlling the dispatch of
pulse currents to the LEDs. As can be observed, an alternative combination fragment element
is used to designate a mutually exclusive choice between two calls (CalibrationNotRun() and
CalibrationRun()). These calls are responsible, respectively, to modify the intensity of the pulse
currents or not. The calls (CalibrationNotRun() and CalibrationRun()) have constraints of time
and energy. For instance, the call CalibrationRun() is modeled with an <<ResourceUsage>>
of: execTime = [(1,87,µs, max), (1,79,µs,min)] and energy =[(180,01, nJ, max ), (175,45, nJ, min)].
After the calibration of the attributes related to the LEDs, the excitation process returns to the
node of the activity Timer 1, and waits for a new interruption to restart the process.
The following procedure is adopted to obtain the correspondent ETPN model that represents
the activity diagrams present in the nodes of Figure 21. Each activity in the UML-AD is represented, basically, by two places and two PN-transitions. One place is used to represents the
activity entry. The other place represents the activity exit, and the PN-transitions are used to
represent the constraints assigned to activity. Additionally, two PN-transitions are adopted
in the ETPN model due to semantics of TPN (Strong Firing Semantics). Besides, dummy
places are used for bridging the PN-transitions. The beginning of UML-AD is depicted by
initial state. The correspondent ETPN for initial state is a place with one token. Tokens are
used in these ETPNs to simulate the dynamic behavior of systems. After all individual models have been built, the AD-transitions are mapped into PN-transitions in the ETPN model.
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Furthermore, time and energy constraints are taken into account and included into ETPN
PN-transitions.
Likewise, the following procedure is adopted to obtain the ETPN model that represents the
sequence diagram presents in the node of Figure 21. Each participant is represented by at
least two places and one transition in the ETPN model. One place with one token is used
to represents the beginning of the involvement of a given participant. The other place represents the end of the involvement of a given participant, and the transition represents the
send/receive of a message/call. After all individual ETPN models, that represent the participants, have been built, the messages/calls are mapped into transitions in the ETPN model.
Messages/calls that do not have either time or energy constraints, will be mapped in one
place, that is used as a dummy place for bridging the transitions. Furthermore, time and
energy constraints are taken into account and included into ETPN transition.

Fig. 21. UML-IO diagram of excitation process with time and energy constraints.
The analysis of the obtained ETPN model generated by the mapping process of the excitation
process is safe, pure, homogeneous, conservative and bounded (David (2005)). The BCET
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calculated of the excitation process was 37,46 ms and the WCET was 39,07 ms. Moreover,
the respective energy consumption of the excitation process was also computed. The results
obtained were 2182,39 µJ and 2300,4 µJ, respectively. The INA Tool (Starke & Roch (1999)) is
adopted to compute the best and the worst path of the execution time. Once the worst and
best path were found, then the energy consumption values are computed. In this paper, for the
shortest and worst execution path time, respectively, the best and worst energy consumptions
are computed.
The values measured on the hardware platform (execution time and energy consumption)
were 38,88 µs and 2251,84 nJ, respectively. The analysis results show that the execution time
and energy consumption, when considered the best and the worst paths, computed errors
were smaller than 5% in related to the measurements conducted on hardware platform. The
experimental results show that the values computed from the models are quite similar to the
real measurement on the pulse-oximeter system.
UML is a user-friendly specification language that supports the specification, analysis, design,
verification and validation of a broad range of complex systems. So, if the advantages of UML
are allied to the power of formal models, some misinterpretations can be avoided, allowing
both: reducing the risks of faults propagations from early specification to final code, and
system properties analysis and verification. Hence, it can be used to reduce the risks as well
as the amount of money or effort that can be spend building embedded projects.

7. Conclusions
Requirement analysis is a critical task in any embedded real-time system project. Normally,
these systems have stringent timing constraints that must be satisfied for the correct functioning, since violation might be catastrophic, such as loss of human lives. In addition, there are
systems where energy is another constraint that must also be satisfied. Hence, early detection
of potential problems may reduce risks of faults propagations from early specification to the
final code.
This work brings an approach based on ETPN for estimating embedded software execution
time, energy consumption and verification of properties in early phases of the development
life-cycle. The proposed method consists on a decomposition of a UML-IO into basic elements
like activities, transitions and lifeline. These elements are translated into the corresponding
ETPN representations. Quantitative annotations from MARTE profile, such as time and energy data, are taken into account and included into the ETPN. The obtained model is evaluated
in order to check a set of qualitative properties as well as time and energy consumption requirements. That method has been applied into a practical system, namely, a pulse-oximeter,
showing that this is a promising approach for modeling, analysis, and verification of realworld case scenarios.
Future research will explore the automatic generation of ETPNs from UML-IO with MARTE
annotations. This work is also being extended to cover other significant UML diagrams like
sequence and state machine diagrams. Another future work is related to stressing simulation
and analysis capabilities to get as much significant information as possible from the Time Petri
Net models.
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1. Introduction
1.1 UML 2 Activity Modeling
UML 2 activities constitute important modeling notations for specifying and modeling
different types of behavior found in systems and object oriented behavior. Activity
modeling is useful for understanding and defining web processing, web service
composition, business process modeling, workflow modeling, systems integration, task
management and low level tasks like software operations. Activity modeling is not just
found in UML but also in languages like the systems modeling language (SysML) where
activities are modeled using enhanced functional flow block diagrams (EFFBD), business
process execution language (BPEL) and Agile. Activity modeling is not restricted to a
particular use but can be successfully integrated into different approaches as required.
UML 2 activities are classified into i) fundamental, ii) basic , iii) intermediate, iv) complete,
v) structured , vi) complete structured and vii) extra structured. Each class is useful for a
particular problem area. E.g. structured activities address traditional programming
language modeling, whilst fundamental and basic activities are ideal for high level business
process modelling (Spiteri Staines, 2008).
1.2 Petri Nets and Activity Semantics
Activities are based on Petri Net like semantics, existing at a higher level of abstraction.
They share common properties with Petri nets, although these are loosely defined in the
UML 2 Superstructure specification (OMG, 2009). Rules for node execution and tokens are
presented. There are also complex rules for token flows. New extensions, new rules and
complex token types are mentioned. Unfortunately, the rules for activity execution are not
clearly explained and defined in the UML specification. Problems can arise for concurrency,
synchronization and other types of behavior. UML activities lack proper formal concepts.
Activities are unsuitable for simulation, and analysis, lacking proper validation and
verification techniques. The activity diagram constructed is a non executable model.
Petri nets are formalisms for describing or explaining the partial ordering of system events
or actions, following a particular temporal order. In a Petri net event sequencing depends on
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the system state following specific rules. Knowing the causal event ordering and current
state gives predictable behavior. Petri nets seem to be the best natural choice to support
activities for various reasons. Evidence in the UML Superstructure specification suggests
activities to be derived in part from Petri nets. Petri net formalisms can support all activity
constructs and more complex modeling. They have over three decades of coverage, and are
based on sound mathematical properties. Petri nets are useful for visualization, formal
verification, simulation and detailed analysis. Transforming UML 2 into Petri nets creates
some new issues: i) which classes of Petri Nets are best suited for conversion, ii) how to
convert, iii) visualization issues. The best classes to support activity modeling are higher
order net and Colored Petri net (CPN) classes. However if activities are directly translated
into CPNs, these will normally contain more nodes and edges than the actual activity
diagram. One solution is to initially transform the activity into a Fundamental Modeling
Concept Petri Net diagram concise notation and later construct the detailed CPN.
UML 2.2 Activity diagrams (OMG, 2009) introduce many new concepts and notations not
present in UML 1.x. Some of these are collections, streams, loops and exception handling
mechanisms. UML 2.2 replaces UML 1.5 ‘Activity graph’ concepts based on state machines
with activity modeling that is supposedly based on Petri net semantics (Borger et al., 2000).
This is because the ‘Petri net’ like semantics offer advantages such as the possibility of
multiple and parallel flow modelling, better control and sequencing, etc. The UML super
structure specification (OMG, 2009) gives basic rules for node execution and tokens. Tokens
are removed from nodes and offered to output edges. UML rules for executing an action are
surprisingly similar to Petri nets, although the definition is not clear. New extensions may
add new token types having their own flow rules making things more complex.
The following explain some main properties of activity diagrams:i) Activity diagram nodes have flow-of-control constructs like synchronization, decision,
concurrency and sequence. These are fundamentally similar to those of Petri Nets.
ii) Activity diagram semantics are based on token flows (OMG, 2009). Tokens can contain
objects, data, control information. Tokens are normally distinguishable through an
individual time-stamp.
iii) These classes include task sequencing, data flows and control flows based on normal
resources. The activity types suited to convert into Petri net models are fundamental, basic
and intermediate, although conversion work can be extended to other classes.
This work will explain how UML activities can be easily transformed or converted into Petri
nets, FMC-PND and CPNs. A case study of a web ordering system is given to illustrate this
approach.

2. Transformational Mapping of Activities into FMC-PNDs and CPNs
2.1 Related Work
This section presents some evidence of Petri Net use for supporting UML activities which is
based on available literature. Basically there are two mainstream approaches to transform
UML constructs into Petri nets. The approaches are i) informal and ii) formal. Not all
approaches use higher order nets, so some information loss might occur.
In (Canevet et al., 2004) a UML 2 activity model for an online multi role playing game is
transformed into a PEPA net and analyzed. There is no explanation of the translation
process, which seems to be informal. This indicates the usefulness of CPNs for requirements
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engineering. Another method suggests mapping of UML use case constructs to CPNs based
on multi layers (Shin et al., 2003). UML use cases are the starting point for activity
modeling. No proper formalisms have been used. Statecharts are easily converted into
OPNs (Saldhana & Shatz, 2000). Basic constructs have been mapped informally to CPNs for
consistent models (King & Pooley, 2002; Shinkawa, 2006). CPNs have been successfully
applied in the modeling of a real bank’s advisor portal system’s use cases. A complete
system was constructed and implemented based on CPNs (Jørgensen & Lassen, 2006).
In (Lopez-Grao & Campos, 2004; Merseguer et al., 2006) a well structured, semi formal
method is presented to translate activities into LGSPNs (labeled generalized stochastic Petri
nets). These are very useful for performance analysis but the final net is a simplification of
the activity diagram and includes the time dimension. LGSPNs cannot contain all the details
CPNs can have, although they are very useful for performance estimation. The LaQuSo
project (LaQuSo, 2007) has case tools to transform activity diagrams into simple Petri nets
for soundness analysis.
UML can be formalized using Petri net like semantics. HLTPNs (higher level timed Petri
nets) which are similar to CPNs (Baresi & Pezze, 2001) suggest this. In (Garrido & Gea, 2002)
a CPN based formalization of the UML is presented. In (Störrle, 2004a) a simple formal
transformation is presented, this idea is explained in section 4.2. Looking up literature other
various examples and approaches are possible.
FMC-PND are based on the concepts found in traditional Petri nets and higher order Petri
nets. Fundamental modeling concepts, as the name implies focus on practical and effectively
understanding structures in the real world. FMC diagrams have been successfully applied
to model various ERP projects at SAP, client server activity and even basic algorithms
(Knöpfel et al., 2006). These diagrams are based on visualization concepts and pattern
identification. This modelling approach is easy to apply for systems and software design.
Special tools are not required.
2.2 Reasons for Mapping and Transforming Activities into Colored Petri Nets
Several motivating factors exists for mapping UML activity diagrams into Petri nets (Baresi
& Pezze, 2001; Bock, 2005; Canevet et al., 2004; Dumas & Ter Hofstead, 2001; Ghodsi & Kent,
1991; Hu & Shatz, 2004; Jancar et al., 1999; Lopez-Grao & Campos, 2004; Petriu & Shen, 2002;
Sivaraman & Kamath, 2003; Störrle, 2004a,b; Van der Aalst, 1998; Ziaei & Agha, 2003). i)
UML lacks support for strong simulation and analysis techniques (Baresi & Pezze, 2001), ii)
According to the OMG, UML 2 activity diagrams are based on Petri net semantics making
them the best choice, iii) Petri Nets are graphical formalisms, iv) Petri nets model all UML
activity constructs, v) Petri nets can be validated ,verified and simulated, vi) Petri nets have
sound mathematical properties, vii) Petri nets are suitable for visualization, aesthetic
representation of systems, etc. (Knöpfel et al., 2006, Kristensen et al., 1998, 2004; Van Hee,
2005).
UML activities can also be transformed into other formalisms such as process algebras,
formal languages, logics, CCS, etc. In (Störrle & Hausmann, 2005) it is explained that
intuitive mapping from UML 2 activities into other formal notations such as algebras, CCS
or other transition systems does not exist. There is considerable separation between the
actual syntax and semantics. Most formalisms are non graphical and do not support
visualization.
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Higher order Petri nets (Jancar et al., 1999; Störrle, 2004; Störrle & Hausmann, 2005) are best
suited to activity modeling. Activities or actions are defined using token types, objects, sets,
colored sets and advanced data types. Combining arc inscriptions with transitions and
special languages expand the modeling capabilities. Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) (CPNTools
,2009; Jørgensen ,2002;Kristensen et al. ,1998; Kristensen, 2004) based on languages like ML
are good for activity modeling. The ML and CPN ML languages can completely imitate the
behavior of activity diagrams ranging from streaming /non streaming activities, multiple
control flows, control buffers and pins, timing issues, etc. Some of these are part of the
SysML language (Bock,2005). CPNs show a close correspondence to activities and offer
enhanced modeling even though other Petri net classes are still useful.
However problems are created when transforming complex activity diagrams directly into
CPNs and other high level Petri net classes as is evidenced in (Dumas & Ter Hofstead, 2001;
Hu & Shatz, 2004; Jancar et al, 1999; Petriu & Shen, 2002; Sivaraman & Kamath,2003; Störrle,
2004 a,b; Störrle & Hausmann, 2005; Van der Aalst,1998). Some are listed below:

Constructing the CPN is a long and tedious task requiring expert knowledge.

The CPN might end up have substantially more nodes and edges than the UML
diagram. This is the case if a one-to-one mapping between the activity diagram and
the CPN is maintained. Additional places need to be added for concurrency and
other activities.

Visually the constructed CPN might be difficult to read and understand, i.e. it is
unsuitable for visualization.

Other constructs like sets, data types, functions, etc. must be defined and
programmed to make the CPN operational. These are not available directly from
the activity diagram.
It is important to find solutions for these issues. CPNs are the best suited Petri net class for
modeling activity diagrams. Unfortunately they can become complicated for stakeholders to
comprehend (Dori,2003; Kaindl & Carroll,1999; Soderborg et al., 2003). A solution should
simplify the comprehension whilst retaining the fundamental features. Models must be
clear, simple and precise for proper comprehension by stakeholders during the analysis
phase.
2.3 A Fundamental Modeling Concept Petri Net and Colored Petri Net Solution
An intuitive mapping or transformation of UML activities into Petri nets and vice-versa is
possible. This is because UML 2 activities are based on Petri net concepts and add other
details.
The fundamental modeling concept (FMC) idea (Knöpfel et al.,2006) originated at the HPI
Institute, Potsdam, Germany. FMC present visualization guidelines to creating models that
are more comprehensible, compact and easier to construct. The idea in this work is to apply
the principles of FMC to construct a comprehensible Petri net or CPN model from the UML
activity. To this end reduced FMC-PND are suggested. FMC-PND can serve to represent
repeated patterns with emphasis on the layout of the notational elements clearly explaining
what is happening.
The proposed solution is to i) identify the activity diagram, ii) transform it into Fundamental
Modeling Concept Petri net diagram (FMC-PND) and iii) construct a CPN. Steps ii) and iii)
can be carried out concurrently.
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FMC focus on system related structures, system behavior at a high level and performance.
UML 2 activity diagrams focus on a wide spectrum of issues complicating things. UML
activities are more suited to model software behavior. FMC-PND (Knöpfel et al.,2006) offer
several advantages over creating an immediate CPN simplifying the UML activity diagram.
A FMC-PND (Knöpfel et al.,2006) is readable and simpler to create than a CPN. At this
point, understanding the system and identifying patterns are more important than
execution.








FMC are based on i) abstraction, ii) simplicity, iii) universality, iv) separation of
concerns, v) aesthetics and secondary notation.
FMC are visually attractive.
FMC are based on specific principles like diagram size, node arrangement, node
shape, enumeration, harmonization, and proper labeling making the diagrams
easier to comprehend.
FMC are based on pattern identification. Repeated patterns can be simplified or
reduced.
FMC present a way to abstract process representation and to study the activities
involved and reengineer the system.
The complete work behind FMC is documented in (Knöpfel et al.,2006). FMC
model systems on the static and dynamic aspect, they are based on proven
techniques and have been used to design interactive software systems (Gröne et al.,
2003, 2004, 2006; Tabeling, 2002, 2004; Tabeling & Gröne, 2005).

The FMC-PND is just a block diagram or visual representation. The aesthetical layout of the
model places strict emphasis on the layout of notational elements, nodes and edges to
present better graphical structures and patterns. These are suitable for comprehension by
different system stakeholders. On the other hand for proper execution, analysis and
performance estimation, the activity should be converted to a CPN.

3. Transformation Approach
3.1 Activities and Corresponding Petri Net Notations
Referring to previous work presented in (Störrle, 2004 a,b; Störrle & Hausmann, 2005), the
activity diagram specification in (OMG, 2009) and working experience with Petri nets, it is
possible to find and define combinations for converting or transforming activity semantics
into their Petri net counterpart.
Normal activity edges are converted into Petri net places with input and output arcs. There
are exceptions when the activity edge links: i) merge node to merge node, ii) start node to
merge node, iii) merge node to activity final node, iv) merge node to flow final node. These
convert to a Petri net transition with input and output arcs. Other activity edge exceptions
exist, i) edges outgoing from a start node, ii) activity final incoming edge and iii) flow final
incoming edge, here these convert into a Petri net arc or flow. Conversion for object nodes
and signal nodes are included in a separate table.
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Activity Edges

Corresponding Petri Net Notation

Name, text or expression

Name, text or expression

n

{weight = n}
S1

n

n

S2

S1

S2

Activity Edges Exceptions 1

Activity Edges Exceptions 2

Control Nodes

Table 1. Activity Edges and Control Nodes corresponding Petri Net notations
UML 2 Activity Notation

Corresponding Petri Net Notation

Action Nodes
Action1

Action1

Action1

Object Nodes
Type
Type

Type

Type

name

{constraint}

name

{constraint}
Object Flows
expression

expression

Send Signal Action (node)
Action1

Action1

Signal Edges\Flows

Table 2. Other Activity Notations with corresponding Petri Net notations
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The notations shown in Table 1 and 2 summarize the main notations that are used in UML 2
activity models. Table 1 and 2 explain this conversion process taking into consideration
many of the constructs found in UML 2 activities, although there are exceptions. From table
2 it is evident that the conversion is similar to that of normal activities and edges except for
object flows. Normally activity diagrams would be made up using the main notations.
The UML superstructure specification defines a variety of presentation options that can be
used in conjunction with these notations. The notations and their depiction vary, depending
on the type of activity that is being modeled. It is possible to annotate these notations to
show more detail. Changing the shape or way a notation is depicted will have no effect on
the corresponding Petri net.
Table 3 shows signal node exceptions. There is an accept signal, with no incoming edges.
This type of signal is always enabled, hence it initiates an activity or series of actions. The
other type of signal node is a repetitive time event. It means that this event occurs at regular
time intervals. In these cases a Petri net token generator fits closely with this behavior.
Alternatively, a single place, with tokens always available can be used.

Signal Node Exceptions
Accept Signal
(no incoming edges)
always enabled

Corresponding Petri Net
Token Generator

Repetitive Time Event
Transition is always enabled

Table 3. Signal Node Exceptions and Corresponding Petri Net
3.2 Conversion of Enhanced Activity Structures
An expansion region is convertible into a transition. The transition can be decomposed
further to sub levels.
i.
Object node pins are just an alternative style for display object nodes. Hence they
do not affect the conversion process.
ii.
Parameter sets are used to direct token flows. Petri net places can be used for stand
alone pins.
iii.
Parameter nodes are similar to object nodes. They have no significant effect on the
resultant Petri net. They are useful for partitioning, thus places could be used for
parameter nodes, just as is done for object nodes.
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Parameter 1

Action

Parameter 2

Parameter 2

Parameter 1
Action

Fig. 1. Activity with Parameter Nodes and Corresponding Petri Net
iv.
v.

Partitioning and swim lanes of the activity model have no effect whatsoever on the
Petri net model.
For intermediate activities, special types of nodes are possible. E.g. <<central
buffer>>, <<data store>>. Some of these can be represented using a single place.
They can be decomposed to a full Petri net model with detailed behavior .

3.3 FMC-PND Basic Patterns
When examining activity models, four or five basic patterns well known to workflow nets
and BPEL (Van der Aalst, 1998), generalized task graphs (GTG) (Ghodsi & Kent, 1991), task
graph mappings (Chen et al., 1995) and FMC can easily be identified.
The patterns are classified as: i) sequence, ii) and/split join, iii) xor split, ,iv) xor join and v)
iteration. Having FMC principles of abstraction, simplicity, universality, separation of
concerns, aesthetics and secondary notations (Knöpfel et al., 2006) a simplified, neater and
comprehensible Petri net can be drawn.
Fig. 2-6 illustrate from left to right the: i) activity diagram pattern, ii) Petri net and iii)
reduced FMC-PND. From previous work presented in (Störrle, 2004 a,b; Störrle &
Hausmann,2005) the activity diagram specification and practical experience with Petri nets,
combinations to convert or transform activity semantics into their Petri net counterpart are
easily discovered.

A

A

A
B

B

B
C
D

C

D

Fig. 2. Activity Sequence

C

D
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A

A

A

B1

B2

B1

B3

B2

B1

B3

Bn

C

C
C

Fig. 3. Activity Fork and Join

A

A

[ C1]

Action 1

[ C2]

Action 2

[ C3]

Action 3

Fig. 4. Activity Decision/Choice Node

C1
Act. 1

C2
Act. 2

A

C3
Act. 3

cond. 1

cond. n

Act. 1

Act. n
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Action 2

Action 3

Act. 1

Act. 2

Act. 3

Act. 1

B

Act. n

B

B

Fig. 5. Activity Merge Node

A

B

A

C1
B

[C1]
[C2]

C2
C

C

Fig. 6. Activity Iteration
The UML 2 activity semantics cater for special cases. Advanced constructs like buffers, client
server communication, etc. can be used. These can also be modelled using FMC patterns.
Fig. 7 shows an exception handler not found in UML 1.x. The complete Petri net for the
exception handler is quite long. The reduced FMC Petri net simplifies this, showing some
similarity to the activity diagram. Swimlanes, expansion regions, pin notations, parameter
sets, interruptible regions similar to exception handling in fig. 7 can be modeled with FMC
and CPNs.
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EXCEPTION HANDLING ACTIVITY DIAGRAM

Exception 1
A

EXCEPTION HANDLING PETRI NET

Exception
handling1

B

Exception 2
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A
Exception
handling2

Exception 1

c

B
Exception 2

C

EXCEPTION HANDLING FMC PETRI NET
Exception
Handling 2

A

B

C

Exception
Handling 1

Fig. 7. Exception Handling

Exception
Handling 2

Exception
Handling 1
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4. Transformational Approach for Activity to Colored Petri Net
4.1 Simple Conversion
Conversion from the activity model to the CPN can be done simply by looking up tables 1-3.
The algorithm outline proposed for this is:
If normal (edge or node) lookup corresponding petri net notation and replace
Else lookup exception and replace

2 FMC-PND

1 Activity Model

3 CPN
Fig. 8. Model Mapping Informal or Formal
Fig. 8 shows how the activity model could be used for the FMC-PND and the CPN. The
arrows connecting the models are bi-directional indicating that a change to one of the
models must be reflected in the others. The FMC-PND is of greater interest to the
shareholders, it is concise and more readable. On the other hand the CPN has more detail. It
is suitable for execution and validation. The FMC-PND focuses on activities, ignoring boxes,
input pins and other UML constructs, etc. The main patterns listed in 3.3 should be
identified and the resultant Petri net is simplified. Using FMC principles the Petri net is
more readable and easy to visualize.
4.2 Formal Mapping and Transformation
To obtain a fully functional CPN model, the input and output arcs have to be defined from
an existing color set. Places must have corresponding color. Normally this information is not
available from the UML activity. E.g. Places have type definitions. Arcs might be required to
have functions. This information is not available from the activity which is normally a non
executable model. The arc expression function, the initialization function, etc. are not
directly obtainable. The transformation of UML 2 activities into a CPN has been formalized
(Störrle, 2004b, Garrido & Gea, 2002). In (Störrle, 2004b) a semantic function is to used map
activity nodes or edges into a CPN. The function converts an activity diagram <activity
node, activity edge> into a CPN defined as <N, SigAlg, color, guard, effect>, where
N=<P,T,A>. A set of transformation mappings for UML into CPN can be defined. The FMCPND are based on templates. The CPNtool (CPNTools, 2009) uses XML format.
The CPN can be defined as nine tuple set =(∑,P,T,A,N,C,G,E,I), where ∑ is a finite set of
non-empty types or color sets. P is a finite set of places. T is a finite set of transitions. A is a
finite set of arcs. N is the node function. C is a color function. G is a guard function. E is an
arc expression function. I is an initialization function. The information below explains in
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simple terms the transformation of activity constructs into CPN constructs. The activity
constructs can be stored in a list having <activity nodes, activity edges>. The information
below can be used to construct a semantic function for the transformation.
i.
Initial node, final node, object nodes, control nodes, signal edges and activity edges
excluding exceptions all transform or correspond to places
ii.
Action nodes, control nodes , signal nodes, activity edge exceptions1 transform or
correspond to transitions
iii.
Object flows, activity edge exceptions 2, activity edges transform or correspond to
arcs connecting to input flows and output flows
iv.
Object node types, object types, control node types, parameters, etc. correspond
with the color type of the CPN places
v.
Expressions on activity edges, object flows correspond to expressions or arc
inscriptions on the corresponding CPN arcs.
vi.
Guards at merge, fork or joining nodes convert to expressions on the
corresponding arcs based on the arc inscription language.
4.3 Triple Graph Grammer Correspondence
The activity diagram data could be mapped directly into a CPN using a model-to-model
mapping approach based on the OMG QVT (Query View Transform) or ATL (Atlas
Transformation Language). According to (Lohmann et al., 2007) Triple Graph Grammars
(TGGs) are better to express workflow patterns of UML activities as we have graph-to-graph
mappings. TGGs seem to offer the best choice for mapping activity models into CPNs and
FMC-PNDs. The concepts behind the QVT of the OMG standard are surprisingly similar to
TGG. The idea behind TGG is to keep a transformational correspondence between two
different models (Kindler & Wagner, 2007).
Activity Diagram
:Activity

Correspondence

Colored Petri Net

:activitytoCPN

:CPN

Fig. 9. Triple Graph Grammar High level Correspondence between Activity and CPN
Figure 9 shows high level correspondence between the activity model and a CPN using
TGGs. The correspondence will define all the transformations or mapping rules from the
activity into the CPN and vice-versa. These rules can be built using the information given
previously. New rules can be added to ensure that the Petri net is complete, etc. Rules for
reduction for identifiable patterns can be included.
The transformations can be forward or backward. E.g. if changes are done to the activity
these are automatically reflected in the CPN. The opposite is also true, i.e. certain changes to
the CPN result in automatic updates in the activity model. This approach can even include
correspondence with the FMC-PND. Literature is available about TGGs in some
publications.
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5. Case Study: An Activity Model for Online Ordering

<<SA>>
Add item to cart

<<SA>>
Start Application

<<UA>>
Browse BookList

[add book to cart]

<< Scenario >>
<< System >>
title, price, author, isbn, ref no
<< Interface buttons>>
add book to cart
check cart

[check cart]
<<SA>>
Process request

<< Scenario >>
<< System >>
User Information entry screen
<< User>>
name, surname, address, zip
code, country, credit card details,
<< List>>
books, details

<<UA>>
Initialize Shopping Cart Check

<<SA>>
Shopping Cart Check

[remove item]

<< Scenario >>
<< System>>
<< Browser error>>
alternate browser code
recovery routine

[checkout]
[cancel]

<<SA>>
remove item from
shopping cart

<<SA>>
cancel all details

Browser exception
<<SA>>
forward to view
<<UA>>
enter user
details

[itemcount > 0]

<<SA>>
execute alternate code

<<UA>>
place order

[itemcount =0]

<<SA>>
generate
sales note

<<SA>>
debit
credit
card

<<SA>>
update
product
quantities

<<SA>>
terminate

Fig. 10. Activity for An Online Book Ordering System

<< SA>>
generate
internal order
note
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An activity model of an online book ordering system is shown in fig. 10. The diagram is
based on an approach in (Lorenz & Six, 2006) where user oriented and interaction oriented
activities are combined into a specification oriented diagram. This activity can be mapped
to a target platform like J2EE with web tier, struts, BPEL, etc., implementing the
programming code directly.
The activity model combines three different views. These are i) user oriented, ii) interaction
oriented and iii) specification oriented. The specification oriented view is the final result.
Most of the activities are “system activities” and hence stereotyped <<SA>> along with
“user activities” stereotyped << UA>>. Ordering involves adding books to a cart. A user
can include new books. At the end the user can i) cancel, ii) remove books and continue
adding or iii) checkout. Checkout then proceeds to placing an order where the name,
address, credit card details, etc. are required. Then a sales note, internal note and debit note
are generated. The product quantities are updated. An exception handler checks for browser
errors. When an error occurs alternative code is executed. This activity includes three
possible iterations. There are two termination options either i) cancel or ii) checkout. Notes
are added for better comprehension in this example. The diagram is becoming more
complex to interpret. For non-technical stakeholders there is a comprehension problem.
5.1 Fundamental Modeling Concept- Petri Net for Online Ordering
Using the activity in fig.10 and the information given in section 3.3 it is possible to create the
FMC-PND. The model follows the FMC principles listed in 2.3. These are explained in
(Knöpfel et al., 2006).
Compact representation can be used for sequences, error alternatives, choice and merge. A
simpler model which is easier to read is produced. This can be seen from the diagram
shown in fig. 11. Interpretation is simpler. The important processes for ordering are clearly
highlighted. The activity model combines three different views. These are i) user oriented,
ii) interaction oriented and iii) specification oriented. The specification oriented view is the
final result. Most of the activities are “system activities” and hence stereotyped <<SA>>
along with “user activities”.
5.2 Colored Petri Net for Online Ordering
If the activity model is structurally correct it is possible to construct the CPN. The CPN is
similar to the FMC-PND but contains more places and transitions. These have to be added
to model precisely the UML 2 activity in fig. 10. Additionally the CPN construction is
necessary to build an executable model for testing and verification. The most adequate tools
to construct the CPN are CPNTools (Kristensen et al. 1998, CPNTools, 2009).
The final CPN is shown in fig. 12. This shows the online book ordering activity. It is a fully
working model containing detailed processing logic, bringing the model as close as possible
to the real scenario. The complete executable specification was created for the book ordering
system. The payment and credit card details can be entered as a string. Random generators
are used to generate random book order numbers; price and random errors are generated as
required. The programming needed for the model was done using CPN ML. The functions
used are listed in fig. 12. Extensive code that has not been presented here was needed for
perfect execution. If problems turn up during execution these are seen visually and they can
be immediately amended in all the models.
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<<SA>>
Add item to cart

<<SA>>
Start App.
<<UA>>
Browse Bk List

add item to cart
check cart
<<SA>>
Process request
<<UA>>
Init. Cart Check
<<SA>>
Shop Cart
Check

remove item

cancel

<<SA>>
Remove item

<<SA>>
Cancel all

checkout
<<SA>>
Forward to view
<<UA>>
Enter user
details

itemcnt >0

<<UA>>
Place order

itemcnt=0

PROCESS ORDER

A1….An show tasks
generate sales note, debit
credit card, etc.

A1

An

<<SA>>
Execute
alternate code

Fig. 11. Fundamental Modeling Concept Petri Net For Online Book Ordering
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FUNCTIONS USED
fun ran(v1)=poisson(v1): int;
fun test1(v1,c:INT):int;
fun test2(v1,c:INT):int;
fun test3(v1,c:INT):int;
fun test4(v1,c:INT):int;
fun test5(v1,c:INT):int;
fun ch(v1:INT):int;
fun ch1(v1:INT):int;
fun amt(v1)=poisson(v1):int;
fun gen_err();
fun add_item(ord:USRCART):USRCART;
fun enter_user(c: USRCART, name,surname,addrs,zip,cc:
string, exp :INT): USRCART;
fun cancel(U: USRCART): USRCART;
fun itemcnt(u: USRCART):INT;
fun removeitem(u: USRCART):USRCART;
fun randerr(c: USRCART):USRCART;
fun noerr(u: USRCART):bool;
fun vout(u:USRCART):int;

Fig. 12. Colored Petri Net For Online Book Ordering
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6. Brief Analysis of the Modeling Approaches
In activity modeling, processes should have a clear start and controlled termination (Van
Hee, 1995,2005). UML activities, model processes as abstract entities. These are converted
into well defined executable processes in the CPN. The FMC-PND helps to properly
comprehend the CPN model. The CPN is validated and tested using the CPNTools. Once
the models are finalized they can be used to define an executable specification.
Activity modeling covers a variety of system aspects. Three possible checks that can be
carried out to a system (Van Hee, 2005) are identifiable. These are i) reviews, ii) proofs and
iii) tests. The activity diagram and the FMC-PND are suitable for i). The CPN is suitable for
ii) and iii). The FMC-PND can be used for conformance analysis based on balanced and /or
splits or joins, conflict issues, well structured and well handled nets principles (Van der
Aalst, 1998). The CPN is suited for performance analysis and can be analyzed using classic
Petri net theory like linear algebra, place invariants, transition invariants, non reachable
conditions, soundness, reachability tree, model checking, reduction techniques, markov
chain analysis, etc. It can also be checked for deadlock and livelock thus eliminating
logically incorrect specifications.
The FMC-PND is definitely more simple, understandable and readable than the CPN or
other higher level nets, having just 9 places (see fig. 11) compared to the 21 places in the
CPN (see fig. 12). This implies that there are substantially less nodes and edges in the FMCPND. The resultant diagrams in fig. 11 and 12 are cyclical and not choice free, i.e. there are
some conflicting transitions. Some parts of the net are strongly connected and other parts
loosely connected. The patterns presented in the FMC-PND can be used to reduce the
complexity in the activity diagram.
Model
Type

Pattern
Based

Suitability for
Visualization

Suitability for
Execution

Testing and
Verification

UML ACTIVITY
FMC-PND
CPN

No
Yes
No

Moderate
Very good
Moderate

n/a
n/a
YES

possible
possible
possible

Table 4. Common Properties for: UML Activity, FMC-PND and CPN

Table 4 indicates the main features of both Petri net types. FMC-PNDs are better suited for
stakeholders. The idea of translating UML 2 activity diagrams into FMC-PND simplifies
many of the difficulties encountered in transforming UML activities into other classes of
Petri nets. From experience, basic patterns are useful in over 90 % of all scenarios. FMCPND cover other types of patterns that can be extended to this work e.g.
producer/consumer, recursion, inter task, etc.

7. Conclusion
This topic has dealt with UML activities, FMC-PND and CPNs. There is evidence suggesting
intuitive, informal or formal mapping of UML activities into their Petri net counterparts.
The models or examples given in the UML super structure specification are all
transformable into CPNs. Certain classes of UML activities follow closely the behavior of
Petri nets. This topic is supported with a vast amount of literature. UML 2 activities are
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based on Petri net semantics. They can be suitably represented using reduced FMC-PND
which are more comprehensible than a complete CPN. The FMC-PND has to be converted
into a CPN for more detailed verification and simulation. CPNs are best suited for detailed
modelling and execution of activity diagrams. Other constructs like pins, complex nodes,
hierarchy can also be included. CPN modeling is suitable for i) fundamental, ii) basic and iii)
intermediate activities of UML, although this can be extended to other classes. Activity
diagrams and their semantics are important for model driven approaches. Model driven
approaches used for requirements engineering, offer better choices than code driven
approaches. When modelling business processes, workflows, complex software and
information systems, model driven approaches are preferable. The FMC-PNDs are suitable
for representing repeated patterns in activity models using a concise notation that is simpler
to comprehend and visualize.
CPN and higher order net semantics are richer and more expressive than activity semantics.
This implies that even if direct one-to-one mapping is done using TGG (triple graph
grammars) or the OMG QVT, many additional details like type definitions, token types,
place types, firing rules, functions for transitions and arcs, etc. must be added to make the
CPN a proper detailed executable model. Functions, in particular, require programming
using the ML language. CPN’s seem to be the best natural choice for modeling FMC-PNDs
and UML activities. The CPN is suitable for detailed stepwise execution and optimization. If
the CPN is mapped to the activity using TGG correspondence any change to the CPN’s
structure will automatically update the activity model accordingly. Petri nets and Colored
Petri nets are translatable into formal languages and can be expressed using other notations.
Activity diagrams can be formalized to a certain extent using the UML’s OCL (object
constraint language).
As previously explained, the approaches to transform activities into Petri net models can be
i) formal or ii) informal. Different classes of Petri nets can be used for different needs. To
capture all the detail from the activity model, CPNs are definitely the best choice. However
on some occasions a simple place transition Petri net could have its valid use. Petri nets offer
us visual formalisms useful for examining system properties. A reduced Petri net like the
FMC-PND is suitable for better comprehension.
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1. Introduction
Since its first use in 1980, the term Workflow has been gaining a lot of importance, especially
in the improvement of organizational performance in a broad variety of industries (Shi et al.,
1998).
Nowadays, Workflow Management represents a critical issue for achieving enterprise
competitiveness among organizations, where workflow (WF) is concerned with the
automation of procedures where documents, information, or tasks are passed to the
participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve, or contribute to, an overall
business goal (WfMC, 1999; van der Aalst & Hee, 2002; van der Aalst, 1998). Workflow
management aims to improve process performance and helps to achieve business goals with
high efficiency (Reijers & van der Aalst, 2005).
According to the Workflow Management Coalition, a WF Management System (WFMS), is
“a system that defines, creates, and manages the execution of workflows through the use of
software, running on one or more WF engines, which is able to interpret the process
definition, interact with WF participants and, where required, invoke the use of IT tools and
applications” (WfMC, 1999).
In WFMS development lifecycle, modelling is the first and most important stage and it lacks
a standardized theory that provides a theoretical background (van der Aalst, 1998); that is
why there are several modelling approaches which have their strengths and weaknesses in
different aspects (Lu & Sadiq, 2007). However, Petri Nets (PN) are usually used for formal
modelling of WFs due to its formal semantics, graphical description, and abundance of
analysis techniques (van der Aalst, 1996).
Since Zisman (Zisman, 1977) used PN to model WF processes, PN has been widely used for
specifying, analysing and verifying the properties of static workflow models (van der Aalst,
1998; van der Aalst & Anyanwu, 1999; Adam et al., 1998; Li et al., 2004), and extended for
improve the expressiveness (Eshuis & Dehnert, 2003; van der Aalst & Hofstede, 2005).
Although PN provides clear and unambiguous models, when the systems are large and
complex the handling and building of ordinary PN models becomes a difficult task.
Also, complex WFMS need to integrate other technologies, such as agent technology, which
provides flexible, distributed, and intelligent solutions for business process management.
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Th
he notion of agen
nt in (Yan et al., 2001) is used ass “a computer sy
ystem situated in
n some
env
vironment, which
h is capable of autonomous actio
on in this environ
nment in order to
o meet
its design objectivees” (different notiions can be found in (Wooldridgee, 2002; Nwana, 1996)).
Th
hese works also highlight
h
the beneefits of applying agent
a
technology
y to business processs (BP)
maanagement; somee of these beneefits are: distribu
uted system arch
hitecture, the in
nherent
autonomy of softw
ware agents because agents can start
s
a WF based
d on event triggeer, the
e An
ageent reactivity beccause it have thee ability to generate alternative exxecution paths, etc.
inttelligent agent iss capable of auto
onomous operatio
on and flexible b
behaviour in orrder to
meeet its design goaals and also has th
he properties of reactivity,
r
pro-acttivity, and social ability
(W
Wooldridge, 2001).
In other works both
h concepts are in
ntegrated. In (Rep
petto et al., 2003), a methodology for
f the
design of agent baased WF was preesented; it consissted in three step
ps. In the first sttep the
L Activity diagrrams by identify
ying all the neccessary
authors model thee BP with UML
vities. In the seccond step, all thee activities identifying roles in parallel
p
ressources and activ
paths are grouped. Finally, they defiine an agent for each
e
group.
pproach for work
kflow systems iss presented in (S
Savarimuthu & Purvis,
P
A collaborative ap
orming social nettwork (societies), in (Savarimuthu
u et al.,
20004) where agents collaborate by fo
20004) agents are em
mbedded in a systtem that can mon
nitor and control the overall functtioning
of a workflow process in an agent baased WF system.
In (Wang et al., 2005), agent techn
nology is used for
f the WF mon
nitoring where various
v
inttelligent agents work
w
together to perform
p
flexible monitoring
m
tasks in an autonomou
us and
colllaborative way.
Th
his work presen
nts a method fo
or the specificatiion and develop
pment of agent-based
wo
orkflow processees controllers. Th
he proposed two phase methodo
ology consists of a) the
mo
odular modelling
g of the system (using
(
a PN baseed formalism callled n-LNS); and
d b) an
im
mplementation teechnique using the obtained models and th
he middleware JADE
(Beellifemine et al., 2007) as a devellopment tool, wh
here the models allow the synthesis of
ageent-based softwaare in which mobiile agents guide the
t process through organizationaal units
and execute differen
nt tasks.

Fig
g. 1. General mod
delling strategy
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A workflow model may be clearly represented using three levels of the n-LNS formalism
(see Fig. 1), where the first (highest) level describes the company structure and the possible
flows between organisational units; the second level net describes the general behaviour of a
entity which guides the processes within the company according to the defined workflow
process definition, which is represented by a net of the third level; also the third level nets
describe the tasks to be performed to complete the workflow case. The remainder of this
chapter is organized as follows. Section II introduces the n-LNS formalism. In Section III we
present a methodology for the modelling of workflows using n-LNS; simulation results are
included. Section IV presents a software development technique using JAVA and the
middleware JADE for component definition. Finally, Section V presents some current
research and trends.

2. A Multi-Level Net System
2.1 High level Petri Nets
Among the existing modelling formalisms for discrete event systems, Petri nets (PN) have
been widely adopted as a description formalism in the automation community, because of
its characteristics issued of its graphical nature and its simple mathematical support:
clearness and compactness to represent complex behaviour, namely causality, concurrence,
parallelism, decisions, synchronization, and information exchange (DiCesare et al., 1993).
The largeness of PN describing complex systems motivated the creation of high level PN,
extensions to the original formalism that allow compact models of systems. First, Predicatetransition nets proposed in (Genrich & Lautenbach, 1979), and coloured PN (CPN),
proposed in (Jensen, 1981), allow token identities (colours) represented by symbols in the
marking. The expressiveness of CPN was increased by associating data structures to
coloured tokens (Kasturia et al., 1988).
Later, high level modelling formalisms appeared to deal with object oriented software
specification: concepts on high level PN and object oriented programming were merged
leading to Cooperative Objects (Sibertin-Blanc, 1994) and Object Oriented PN (Lakos, 1995;
Valk, 1991). In these works the tokens can be in turn other PN. These methods bring near
the models to software implementation in despite of the loss of clearness of the description.
Recently, the idea of considering PN as tokens is retrieved by R. Valk (Valk, 1998) who
proposed a two-level PN “code-clean” formalism independent to programming languages.
Holding the same notion of nets into nets, K. Hiraishi in (Hiraishi, 2000) proposes PN2, a
two level formalism similar to the Valk´s definition; also, I. Lomazova in (Lomazova, 2000)
proposes Nested PN; also, in (Kummer, 2001) Reference nets are defined as a support of a
simulation tool in which the tokens are references to other nets.
The proposed multi-level net system called n-LNS consists mainly of an arbitrary number of
nets organized in n levels according to a hierarchy; n is chosen according to the degree of
abstraction that is desired in the model. A net may handle similarly to tokens, nets of deeper
levels and symbols; the nets of level n permits only symbols as tokens, similarly to CPN.
Interactions among nets are declared through symbolic labelling of transitions.
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2.2 n-Level Net System
The definition of n-LNS includes the description of the components (structure and marking),
declaring of interaction (transition labelling), and the enabling and firing rules (embedding
the synchronization mechanism). In this definition the basic notion of PN structure is used.
Definition 1. A PN structure is a triple � � ��� �� �� where � and � are finite nonempty set
of places and transitions respectively, � � � � �, and �� � � � � � � � is a flow relation of
the net. Pictorially, places are represented as circles and transitions as bars or boxes.
 Type Nets
Definition 2. A type-net of level i is a tuple �������� � ��� ������ � ������ � ���� � �� �� �� for
� � � � �, where:
 � is a PN structure.
 ������ is a finite non empty set of type-nets and symbols permitted into the places of
a net level i: ������ � ������������� � � � �� � � � � � �� � � �� � � � �� � �������
n is the number of levels of a multi level net system,
r is the number of different type-nets allowed into places of a net of level i.
������� is a finite set of symbols allowed into the places of a net of level i.
 ������ is a finite set of labels defined for a net level i: ������ � ������.
 ���� � ��� �� � � is a finite set of variables defined to net level i; ���� � ����, where:
����� ���� � ������ is an assignment function of type nets to places.
������� � ����������� � ���� � is the set of types associated to variables.
 �� �� � ������� � � is an assignment function of type nets to places.
 �� �� � ����� � � is an assignment function of labels to transitions where:
If � � � then ���� � ������
If � � � � � � � then ���� � ������� � ���� � ������� � ���� � ������� � ����
If � � � then ���� � ������� � ���� � ������� � ����
 �� �� � ������ � ����� �������� is a weighting function that assigns to every arc, a
multi-set of variables and symbols, with respect to transition labels. If ����� �
����� ����� ��� ������ � ����� ��� ������ � �. Moreover if � � � then ���� � �, so that
�� �� � ������ � �������� .
 LABELS and VARS are the sets of all the symbols representing the labels and variables
respectively used in a model.
A type-net �������� is a PN structure with additional information that declares and handles
data defined in ������ , according to the pre and post conditions established by � and the
labelling, specified by � for the interaction between nets.
The function � assigns to every place a set of type-nets and symbols that belong to ������ .
The function � assigns to every transition a set of labels. The labels of the lowest level are
pairs: the first element indicates that the transition must be synchronized locally (with a
transition of other net of the same level), and the second element indicates that the
synchronization must be external (with a transition of a net of the next upper level), unless
this pair is ��� ��. In the intermediate levels (i=2, .., n-1) a label is a triple: the elements in the
triple declare local, internal (with a transition belonging to a token-net) and external
synchronization, respectively only if the label is different form ��� �� ��. The transitions of the
highest level net are labelled either with a symbol or �, declaring internal synchronization.
The function � determines on (p, t) arcs, the amount and type of token-nets and symbols
needed into the input places to enable a transition (those that must be removed), and on (t,
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p) arcs, the amount and type of token-nets and symbols that must be added into the output
places.
 Nets of level i
Definition 3. A net of level i is a tuple ���� � ��������� � �� �� � � � � �, where:
 �������� is a type-net of level i
 �� � �� � ���������� �������� is a marking function for the type-net of level i; it assigns
�

to every place Pi a multiset of nets and/or symbols.
���������� � ������� � ������ � � � ���� �
A net of level i is a type-net �������� with a marking �� , which provides the current
distribution of symbols and nets of ���������� into the places.
 Net System
A n-LNS model, called Net System, is the set of all nets defined at all levels.
Definition 4. A n-level Net System (n-LNS) is a n-tuple �� � ����� � ���� � � � ���� � where:

���� is the highest level net

���� � ������� � ������ � � � ������ � is a set of r nets of level i.
The Fig. 2 sketches pieces of the components of a 4-LNS. The level 1 is represented by the
���� , the level 2 by the nets ������ and ������ , the nets ������ , ������ , ������ , ������ and
������ compose the level 3, and finally the nets ������ , ������ , ������ and ������ form the
level 4.
2.3 Net System Evolution
The components of the model may interact among them through synchronization of
transitions; the synchronization mechanism is included in the enabling and firing rules of
the transitions. This mechanism establishes that two or more transitions labelled with the
same symbol must be synchronized. In order to define the enabling conditions and firing of
transitions we introduce first the notion of variable binding.
Definition 5. A binding b on a variable set ���� � ��� �� � � is a function �� ���� �
���������� ; for a � � ����� ���� is a next lower level net whose the type is �������. bt
maps every variable defined on the weight of the input arc to the transition t, with respect
to a label. ���� denotes a multiset of nets resulting of instancing a multiset of variables m
with the binding b.
 Enabling rule
Definition 6. A transition t of a net of level i ���� is enabled with respect to a label ��� �
���� if:
- There exists a binding �� � ���� � ���������� , where ���� is the set of variables
appearing in all ����� ��� ����, and it must fulfill that �� �  �� ����� ��� ������� � � �� ���.
(The binding ��� � is omitted when the level net is n, since the arc weight does not have
variables. Therefore the condition is simplified).
The conditions of one of the following cases are fulfilled:
Case 1. If ��� � ��� �� �� then no additional condition is required. The firing of t is
autonomously performed.
Case 2. If ��� � ��� �� �� one must consider one or a combination of the following
situations:
i) ��� � ��� �� ��. It is required the simultaneous enabling of the transitions labelled with
� � belonging to other nets into the same place p’ of the next upper level net, marking
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the input places of t. The firing of these transitions is simultaneously performed and
all the (locally) synchronized nets remain into the same place p’.
ii) ��� � ��� �� ��. It is also required the enabling of the transitions labelled with ��
belonging to other next lower level nets into  �. These transitions fire simultaneously
and the lower level nets and symbols declared by ����� ��� ������� � are removed.
iii) ��� � ��� �� ��. It is also required the enabling of at least one of the �� � ��, labelled
with �� , of the upper level net where the ���� is contained. The firing of t provokes
the transfer of ���� and symbols declared into ������ ���� ������� �.
A label may involve a combination of any of these clauses. So, a label ��� �� �� indicates
that a transition must be synchronized locally, internally, and externally respect to the
symbol � ��� .
These situations apply to all levels of net, except for the nets of levels 1 and n. In the
case of a net level 1 it is only possible the internal synchronization, so the transitions may
be labelled with � � or �. In the case of a net of level n local and/or external synchronization
may be declared; the transitions may be labelled with �� , �� , ��� , or �.
 Firing rule
The firing of transitions in all level nets modifies the marking by removing ����� ��� ������� �
in all the input places and adding ����� ��� ������� � to the output places. The binding ��� � is
not necessary for nets of level n.
c2

NET3,1
c1

c1
a↑↓

NET3,2

b≡

a↑↓≡

NET4,1 ↑
a

c3

NET3,4

NET2,1

NET4,3

c3

NET3,3

c1

a ↑≡

NET4,4

NET4,2

a↑

c2
b

a ↑↓

NET2,2
NET3,5

c3

c1

b

c2

b↓≡

b↑

c2

NET1
x

a↓

Fig. 2. Piece of a 4-Level Net System
In Fig. 2, ���� is synchronized through the transition labelled with �� with ������ and
������ by mean of the transitions (locally synchronized) labelled with �� ; also ������ is
synchronized with nets ������ , ������ , ������ and ������ through transitions labelled with
��� and �� ; all these transitions must be enabled to fire. The simultaneous firing of the
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transitions removes these nets from the input places; ������ is removed from the place of
������ , and ������ is removed from the place of ������ .
������ , ������ and ������ are synchronized through the transitions labelled with �� , � � ,
and � � respectively; the firing of the transitions changes the marking of ������ and ������ ;
������ is removed from the place of ������ .

3. Workflow process specification

3.1 General Strategy
The use of n-LNS induces a modular and hierarchical modelling methodology allowing
describing separately the environment and the behaviour of all the involved components in
a workflow problem, and then, integrated such models into a global one through transition
synchronization.
As mentioned before, the workflow problem can be clearly described using only 3 levels of
the n-LNS (see Fig. 1). The highest level net (1) describes the organization structure, i.e. the
different organizational units involved in the solution of the workflow problem (case) and
the relations (flow of information, tasks or documents) among them.
The second level net describes the general behaviour of an entity (software agent) which
guides a process (current case) within the organizational units and executes the tasks within
the departments expressed in the WF-process definition net (both types of nets modelled as
nets of level 3 and described later); this entity net will be a token-net for the net of level 1
(Flores-Badillo et al., 2009a).
The method, for the sake of readability, is illustrated through a case study dealing with
claim processes in an insurance company.
Consider the following description: “Define the WF for the claim processes in an insurance
company in which a customer claims the insurance policy of a personal property (real state,
car, life insurance). The company must receive the claim, request personal data from the
customer (insurance policy number, etc.), and verify the insurance validity, payments, and
beneficiaries. It must do the adjustment of real damages, validate the case, calculate the
corresponding assessment, do the necessary payments to the customer if the complain is
valid, or inform in case that the process has some invalid data”.
The remainder of this section describes the definition of the different nets that compose the
model at three levels.
3.2 Level 1 Net
This net describes the general structure of the company, where the WF processes are
performed (environment net), and the possible workflow between every pair of
organizational units or departments, considering all the possible cases. First, the different
departments in which some tasks are executed are identified; then one must consider all the
possible flows. The departments are represented by PN places and the flows by PN
transitions (see Fig. 3), arc orientation corresponds to the direction of the flow. Firing of a
transition means that the next task will be performed in the organizational unit that
represents the output place of the fired transition. Furthermore, places for representing
resources may be added in a classical structure allocation-release.
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Fig. 3. Net1,1 net describing the organizational structure
Tokens in this net are nested nets of level 2; for example in place P1 of the model of Fig. 3,
there is a token ������ which will be detailed later. If needed, transitions for allowing the
cancelation of cases (see t7 and t9 in Fig. 3) can be added. Once this net is defined,
synchronization attributes to the transitions must be declared. Also it is recommended using
at least two transitions for representing the beginning and ending of a case. All transitions
should include the internal () synchronization attributes; it implies that the token-nets of level
2 must have some transitions labelled using the same symbols, with the external ()
synchronization attributes.

Fig. 4. Net2,1, net corresponding to a Mobile entity which handles the current WF case.
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The case begins with the firing of the transition t1, and ends with the firing of the transition
t6 according to Fig. 3. Finally define ������ � ��� �������� � �������� � ������ � �� �� ��. We can
also include in this model another kind of information, for example, the available resources
for each department. This can be achieved adding places to the obtained net.
3.3 Level 2 Net
Define ������ � ��� �������� � �������� � ������ � �� �� ��, which models the general behaviour
of an entity (mobile agent) that handles the case. This agent should know which tasks are
involved in the WF process, in which department these tasks will be performed, and the
pertinent information of the current case (that modify the order of tasks execution). Fig. 4
shows a simple agent net that handles as tokens, level 3 nets describing tasks and the WF
process plan.
Initially, task nets (������ � ������ ) reside in place P1, and the WF-process definition net (������ )
is nested in place P2 as initial marking. ������ determines which task (from all the available
tasks in P1) has to be performed in the next step; when T1 fires, both nets are placed into
place P3 where the task nets evolves performing the involved transactions. When task is
finished, this net enables the transition synchronized with T2 of ������ ; the firing of T2
returns back the task net into P1 and ������ into P2. Both transitions (T1 and T2) must be
declared with internal synchronization (). When the next task needs to be performed in a
different department than the current, transition T3 must fire externally () synchronized
with the environment net (������ ) controlling the agent migration, and internally ()
synchronized with ������ because it defines the behaviour of the agent, i.e. the operations
that it will perform. An additional transition (T4) can be included for interaction with other
stationary or mobile agent nets.
3.3 Level 3 Nets
The nets of this level may be evolving within the agent net for providing a specific
behaviour, namely the process plan, the tasks, or the agent interaction protocols. These nets
may be within the environment model for specifying the state of resources or other
stationary entities. For the case of study described, two types of level three nets are used: 1)
those for describing the different tasks involved in the process of the case, and, 2) the net
which describes the execution order of the tasks and the migration of the agent through the
company (workflow process).
 Net3,1 WF-process definition net
The WF-Process definition net (������ ), is a net having a simple structure and it must represent
the possible sequences of tasks for accomplishing the handled cases of a WF process; the
sequence include tasks executions and displacements between departments. Every stage in
the plan is specified as place representing the tasks or the displacement operations; two
transitions (as the labelled with B.Claim_register in T0 and E.Claim_register in T1 of Fig. 5)
represent the beginning/ending of a task execution; each of this particular transitions must
be synchronized with the corresponding net which models tasks and with the agent net
Net2,1.
The transitions representing displacements (as mValida) must be synchronized with T3 of
Net2,1. All the transitions must be externally synchronized. Finally define Net3,1 =(G,
TOKEN3,1,LABEL3,1,VAR3,1, , , ). An example of this net is showed in Fig. 5.
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3.4 Model Simulation
Although the model construction is easily performed by following the proposed modelling
methodology, the size of models becomes large as the complexity and quantity of activities
in the system grow. In the absence of analytical procedures for verifying the correct
functioning of the resulting models, interactive simulation appears as a useful and suitable
solution for validating the obtained models. This task is enlightened by the use of a
simulation software tool. In this section we describe the simulation procedure for n-LNS
models and the tool for editing and executing such models.
 Model Execution
The simulation of n-LNS models consist in the interactive execution of the models according
to the rules for enabling and firing transitions. We are going to briefly describe a procedure,
usually named token player, which implements such rules.
The n-LNS models, edited through a visual interface, are coded into a XML file according to
the standard format Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) (Weber & Kindler, 2003); such file
is called Data model. Besides the PN structure, other information is stored in the Data model,
namely the level of the net, transition labels and their attributes, weight functions, marking,
and Java code associated to transitions for software generation purposes.
From the Data model, a set of objects representing every Neti,j are built. Every object evolves
as the corresponding Neti,j by verifying the transition enabling conditions and the transition
firing mechanism. Both enabling and firing procedures involve interactions among Neti,jobjects for checking synchronizations declared on the labels.
 n-LNS Simulation Tool
The simulation of the case of study has been performed through the execution of the 3-level
net model described above. This task was possible with the help of MASGAS, a software
tool that allows the visual edition and the interactive execution of multi level net models
expressed in n-LNS.
The tool provides facilities for the interactive execution of the model: for a current marking
the system indicates, through the highlighting of transitions, which transitions are enabled
with respect to which label; then the user selects the transition to fire. After the firing the
new markings of the involved nets are reached and displayed on the corresponding
windows. Based on n-LNS, MASGAS provides a complete syntactic control over the
different hierarchical levels of the net system; this avoids nesting of upper level nets allowed
by other net within nets simulators (Kummer et al., 2002).
Below we are including several views of the edited model. Every net is built in a single
window and it can be saved and updated for model adjustments.
In Fig. 7 it is showed the net which describes the company structure where the workflow
tasks will be performed (Net1,1), the token in P1 is the nested net Net2,1 which models the
general behaviour of the mobile agent that guides the handled case. Notice that the
transition t2 is enabled (respecting to the label mValida); when it is fired, the agent migrates
from one organizational unit (Reception department in P1) to another (Validation department in
P2). In Fig. 8 the Net2,1, is showed; the edited net shows the defined initial marking. At this
situation the entity is ready to perform the initial task in the pertinent department. When
transition T1 of Net2,1 is fired, it means that the net contained in its place P2 (net Net3,1 in
Fig. 5) indicates that a particular task (one task net from the available in P1) need to be
performed and will be selected (through transitions synchronization).
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Fig
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handled case. The application, obtained from an n-LNS model, runs concurrently in a set of
networked computers where mobile agents execute concurrently the WF process for the
different cases, interacting with stationary (software or human) agents.
During the design phase the components are described in a clear and compact way. The
system is described as a set of interconnected organizational units that have a specific
resource allocation. The agent behaviour is determined by two kinds of specifications: a) the
description of the agent general behaviour and common knowledge for all the agents,
namely, basic operations, and interaction protocols (collaboration, and resource
competition); and b) particular descriptions of a specific behaviour such as the task plan
and an accessibility roadmap, which describe the assigned process and the permitted access
to the organizational units respectively.
The implementation phase is supported by a software development guideline allowing the
definition of Java components (using also the middleware JADE) from agent systems
specification from the design phase. The obtained software is distributed in a set of
networked computers that manages MA migration. The modularity allows adaptations to
system specification changes without difficulties.
Below an outline the main steps of the software synthesis methodology is presented, where
the Mobile Agent Environment is first defined, and then both general and specific agent
behaviours are described. All the system components are defined using the information
given by the Nets obtained in the modelling phase.

Case
input

doMove()

doMove()

doMove()

doMove()

Case
output

doMove()

Fig. 10. Platform for the Multi-Agent based Workflow System
 Environment Structure
This is defined using the information given by the Net1,1, net which describes the general
structure of the company; where each place of this net (representing a different department)
can be seen as a site (host, container) of the Organization Local Area Network (LAN), placed
each one in a different office; every site will contain an agent platform, so each transition of
the Net1,1 represents a migration of an agent from one site to another. In this way we can
create a different JADE agent container for each place in that Net; a container can be created
using: C:\ java jade.Boot –container Name_Host [-gui]. In Fig. 10 a strategy for the platform
distribution is proposed, but this can have a different distribution due to the company’s net
organization.
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 Defining Agents with JADE
The class for deriving all the mobile agents is defined extending the basic JADE class Agent.
The common base class jade.core.Agent provides all the necessary features to accomplish
basic interactions with the agent platform, where the setup() method registers an agent in the
Directory Facilitator (DF) and deregister it with the takedown() method.
Furthermore, since mobile objects are used, one must register the SLCodec language and the
MobilityOntology by adding the lines:
getContentManager().registerLanguage(newSLCodec());
getContentManager().registerOntology(MobilityOntology.getInstance());
which are also included in the setup() method (see Fig. 11).
In Fig. 11 an Agent general structure is described, where the specific behaviour of this agent
must be added in the highlighted part of the code, defining all tasks that this agent should
perform is order to process the WF case. This agent functionality is defined using the level
three nets defined in the modelling phase.
public class MobileAgent extends Agent {
public void setup() {
// Register in the yellow pages
DFAgentDescription dfd = new DFAgentDescription();
dfd.setName(getAID());
ServiceDescription sd = new ServiceDescription();
sd.setType(type);
sd.setName(name); dfd.addServices(sd);
try {
DFService.register(this, dfd);
}catch (FIPAException fe) {fe.printStackTrace();}
//Register the mobility ontology
getContentManager().registerLanguage(new SLCodec());
getContentManager().registerOntology(MobilityOntology.getInstance());
/////////////////////// // Add agent behaviour
}
public void takeDown() {
// Deregister from the yellow pages
try { DFService.deregister(this);
} catch ( FIPAException fe) {fe.printStackTrace();}
}
}

Fig. 11. Fragment of code for Agents Definition in JADE
 Defining Agent functionality (agent behaviour) with JADE
In JADE each functionality or service provided by an agent should be implemented as one
or more behaviours that can be executed concurrently (Bellifemine et al., 2007). A behaviour is
basically an event handler that describes how an agent reacts to an event; a behaviour is
implemented as an object of a class that extends of: jade.core.behaviours.Behaviour, where one
must to implement the action() method (the operations to be performed when the behaviour is
executed) and the done() method (that specifies whether or not a behaviour has completed,
through the Boolean value it returns).
The behaviours help to define the procedures specified by the level 3 nets in a n-LNS model.
JADE provides ready to use complex behaviours that contain sub-behaviours and execute
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them according to some policy. Deciding about which behaviour to use depends of the
specification given in the level 3 nets; however the structure of these nets usually is close to a
Finite State Machine (FSM), and then the JADE´s FSMBehaviour() can be used. In the used
case of study, the Net3,1 (modelled in Fig. 5) exhibits such a behaviour.
Other level 3 net structures may be closer to other behaviours, namely ParallelBehaviour(),
SequentialBehaviour(), CompositeBehaviour(), and SimpleBehaviour().
Similarly, WF tasks can be programmed using the same behaviour. Fig. 12 shows the
different methods used for defining the FSMBehaviour() corresponding to WF process net
(Net3,1 in Fig. 5); such methods declare (register) the transitions and the states of the
equivalent FSM. Each state is registered using: registerFirstState(new Behaviour_Name(),
State_Name) for the first state, and registerState(new Behaviour_Name(), State_Name) for the
rest of them. Each transition is registered using: registerDefaultTransition(State1_Name,
State2_Name), and registerTransition(State1_Name, State2_Name, value) used when a state
have multiple outputs.

Fig. 12. Some states and transitions registrations for a JADE's FSMBehaviour()
//Agent Migration to the Validation Department
private class mValida_Task extends OneShotBehaviour{
private int exit Value;
public void action(){

doMove(Host_Location_Name);

}
public int onEnd(){
return exitValue;
}
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Fig. 13. Example of a Behaviour definition
In this way, each state of the FSMBehaviour() (for example state State_MoveValida from Fig.
12) will be a task or action that the agent will perform; the code for these tasks can be
obtained from the nets modelling the involved WF tasks (Net3,2, Net3,3, ... ); it is placed in
each Behaviour_Name() class added in the states registration. For example mValidaTask()
behaviour registered in Fig. 12 represents the agent migration behaviour to the Validation
Department; the appropriated code for the agent migration that must be added could be as
showed in Fig. 13.
 Running the agent System with JADE
In Jade, for executing the agent it is necessary
a) compile it (javac –classpath <JADE-jars> AgentClassName.java), and
b) start it from JADE runtime environment (java –classpath <JADE-jars> jade.Boot
Agent_Name:AgentClassName).

5. Current research and trends
The proposed methodology for modelling and developing workflow automation systems
allows addressing the problem in complex organisations including several business partners
(Inter-organizational WF). The technological constraints are limited to holding in the
computer equipment the Java virtual machine and JADE supporting the containers that
handle the agents.
However new problems appear when the partners share resources and WF processes, and
the agents must migrate from one company network to another one (through internet) in
order to process a handled case (see Fig. 14). Reliability and security issues must be taken
into account during the design of the agent management to provide fault tolerance
capabilities. Delays and lose of agents must be distinguished and opportune detected.
Current research addresses these issues as a problem agent population control (FloresBadillo et al., 2009b). A first protocol has been proposed including the tasks location, loss
detection, and recovery of mobile agents; the protocol is supported by the handling of
allowed timing in agent mission execution, allowing passive and active termination of
agents, opportune localization of agents and orphan detection.

6. Conclusions
This work presented a method for developing workflow automation systems. A mobile
agent based approach is proposed for obtaining distributed controller software. The first
stage consists of a modelling methodology that uses n-LNS, yielding modular and
hierarchical descriptions capturing both the agent environment and the agent behaviour.
The programming stage allows creating straightforwardly from the obtained model,
efficient and extensible software.
The proposed implementation technique uses JADE getting all the JAVA advantages. The
mobile agent can interact with other agents for collaborate, negotiate or compete for
resources.
Mobile agent based approach is suitable for distributed WF automation because it allows
operating within an open platform architecture along local or remote locations.
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1. Introduction
Thanks to new technologies and devices, e/m-Learning scenarios are quickly evolving and
are becoming more and more difficult to control. Besides educational factors and learning
contents, a modern e/m-Learning system must also take into account services, kinds of
devices and aspects related to the network. As a matter of fact, both learning conditions and
activities at disposal depend on many factors, such as the network load of the location from
where the user has logged on. Furthermore, not only has the nature of e-learning material
changed deeply over time, but so have devices and connection technologies for their
fruition, especially in context of mobile learning based on multimedia broadband services.
Learning paths themselves are developing: teaching is not an univocal process anymore,
with fixed steps and tasks, since modern technologies make many alternative choices
possible. Moreover, such tasks can be fulfilled or not on the basis of personal and
environmental conditions. For instance, a lesson in videoconference can be followed or not
depending on the kind of device and network load.
In more detail, as far as didactic motivations are concerned, methodologies are changing.
The old “linear” teaching paths are evolving into more complex shapes, where parallel and
cooperative activities come abreast of conventional ones. In addition, traditional tasks can
turn into many kinds of activities that can be fulfilled using different digital formats and
devices.
In the same way, modern communication technologies affect learning deeply from many
points of view. One of the most important aspects is that they increase interaction and
cooperation and reduce – if not cancel - problems related to distance. This allows to make
use of many learning contents, remote lectures, cooperative work and remote use of
instruments.
As far as m-Learning is concerned, it was born from the evolution of both mobile devices
and network access technologies and made e-Learning independent from location and
device. This leads to great advantages but also to many new problems. For instance, not
every kind of content can be used with any kind of device. In order to make a content
available in an m-learning context, it is necessary to design information properly, adapt it
and scale it with respect to different devices.
Moreover, this scenario requires a constant monitoring of the user’s conditions: as a matter
of fact, some tasks can be feasible or not depending on network load conditions and devices
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as well. This means that such factors become an integrant part of teaching modalities and
offers.
On the one hand, this variety can turn out to be a positive issue in many situations: for
instance, if network overload makes a videoconference impossible, the student can be
suggested to make exercises on his own, etc. In the same way, broadband services allow to
cooperate or use didactic structures and instruments otherwise inaccessible.
On the other hand, controlling the evolution of educative paths is complicated by this
multiplicity of factors.
In this work, which proceeds from (De Castro & Toppan, 2008a; De Castro & Toppan, 2008b,
De Castro, 2009), these features and their relationships are analysed and an integrated
layered architecture is consequently proposed which aims at reaching a good compromise
between quality of learning and studying conditions.
The proposed architecture consists of a user interface, a module for providing services, a
decision engine for evaluating students’ improvements and consequently deciding learning
paths and a database storing learning and assessment contents. Due to the use of different
devices and to the presence of different network conditions, the database stores contents in
scaled formats, or ready to be scaled on the fly.
The whole system is controlled by a Petri Net defined on the basis of the above factors. The
definition of the Petri Net by means of such dissimilar kinds of constraints is one the main
novelties of the proposed approach.
The research activity described in this chapter originates from the experiences of the
Teledoc2 project and Cooperative Telemeasurements (www.teledoc2.cnit.it/Teledoc2/
home.htm), which are briefly summed up in Section 2.
Section 3 is devoted to the main architecture, its components and the data flow among them.
In Section 4 constraints are discussed about the user’s activities, cooperation and network, in
order to understand which factors affect the Petri Net.

2. The Teledoc2 Project and Cooperative Telemeasurements
The Teledoc2 project was financed by the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and
Research (MIUR) and carried out by CNIT (National Inter-University Consortium for
Telecommunications). The project was active during 2003-2005 and aimed at building a
complete, multimedia, interactive and fully-featured online learning service for ICT
researchers and PhD students of Italian Research Centres, provided they were branches of
CNIT.
As in many e-Learning systems, the main components were a web-based user interface, the
network infrastructure, the e-Learning software and the courses.
Teledoc2 was planned for the diffusion of scientific and technological culture in the ICT
field, and meant to allow students to attend specialist courses in the forefront of research.
Such courses were at disposal broadcast from different Italian Research Centres.
The project aimed at building an efficient service of distance learning of third generation:
the courses could be attended in real-time, just connecting to the CNIT proprietary packet
communication network and using simple Personal Computers running a custom
multimedia application.
The learning strategy, therefore, aimed at recreating a live virtual classroom environment,
with a real-time face-to-face relationship and high levels of interactivity among users.
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Furthermore, the concept of virtual classroom had to be extended to "ubiquitous distributed
service", with no kind of limitation to the user's position.
The whole learning system was designed to be complete, efficient, user-friendly and
characterized by fixed and suitable QoS levels.
In order to guarantee reliability, CNIT used all its experience in the ICT field both in the
backbone connections and in the local ones.
One of the key network requirements was the support of multicast, a strong element of
innovation and originality if compared with most of the other distance learning systems.
CNIT decided to build multicast-enabled networks because this way of transmission seemed
particularly appropriate for online learning services like Teledoc2.
These applications, in fact, required two basic network requirements: on the one hand, they
needed one-to-many and many-to-many communications to reach all participants and to
promote interaction; on the other hand, they needed high bitrates, since they had to transmit
audio and video of fixed quality.
In context of this project, the WiLab (Wireless Communication Laboratories) research unit of
CNIT and IEIIT/CNR (Institute of Information, Electronics and Telecommunications Italian National Research Council) at the University of Bologna carried on further activities.
In particular, the definition, planning and development of the paradigm of "distributed
cooperative telemeasure". The "Telemeasurement" concept (meant as remote control of
instrumentation belonging to one single workbench) was described in (Roversi et al., 2004),
where this methodology was applied to characterize communication systems based on
instruments and programmable platforms with Digital Signal Processors (DSP).
The concept of telemeasurement was enhanced with the introduction of "cooperative
telemeasurement" (Roversi et al., 2005), in which various resources are distributed in a
network of different laboratories and can cooperate to set up augmented experiments. This
extension of the telemeasurement concept wanted to increase measurement capabilities,
since the user could access different remote laboratories and use remote devices without
having all the needed instrumentation locally. The definition and implementation of this
platform involved signal processing, management of distributed resources, development of
aggregated user interfaces, transport of signals for measure, innovative remote controls,
protocols for gaining access and control of specific laboratory instrumentation, prototypes
for testing the schemes designed on the field and a proper communication network.
As it will be explained in the following, after the completion of such activities, research
themes evolved into the definition and management of contents, access methodologies and
network optimisation.

3. Main Architecture and Petri Net-Based Approach
The e-Learning model used in Teledoc is represented in Fig. 1, where users access learning
material and services, such as slides and videoconference.
This model evolves into the Cooperative Telemeasurement paradigm (Fig. 2), where many
laboratories put their instruments at disposal, and augmented experiments can
consequently be performed.
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Fig. 1. The Teledoc2 e-Learning model

Fig. 2. The Cooperative Telemeasurements e-Learning model
The current viewpoint is to represent the evolution of the whole system, taking further
factors into consideration: network conditions (network load and kind of device), didactic
prerequisites and cooperative activities. Such a system and the learning paths can be
controlled by means of a Petri Net.
In such a complex environment, technologies and feasibility factors play a fundamental role.
For instance, videoconference can be feasible or not depending on the device and network
load, so that the videoconference material may need to be scaled to audio-only format and
adapted to present conditions.
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In the same way, a user can be ready or not to take part to a given activity, considering at
least two factors. First, he must have fulfilled all the necessary prerequisites; if not so, he
must be stopped and proposed other activities. Second, the user must be ready, and so must
his companions.
This approach can be depicted as in Fig. 3: the effective fruition of a content depends on
many factors, which influence resources scheduling and data format as well. In more detail,
if content n is requested, device and network load will indicate whether the request is
feasible or not and thus influence scheduling. If the user requests to access content 1 with a
PDA, the system will scale such content and adapt it to the device, provided the device is
supported for such content. As a matter of fact, not every content can be adapted to any type
of device.
The same applies to network load: if, between device and network, the bottleneck is the
latter, contents will be adapted in consequence. As a matter of fact, accessing multimedia
contents requires a high bandwidth; in case this is not available, contents will have to be
scaled, for instance on the fly (De Castro & Toppan, 2008b; Donzelli et al., 2006).

Fig. 3. Scheduling, scaling and data adaptation
In Fig. 4 all the discussed variables are represented: factors related to technology, didactic
prerequisites, readiness to cooperate. Given such issues, the system will return the feasibility
to use a given content in an appropriate format.
Let us now see how the system and its components can be represented from a single user’s
viewpoint (De Castro & Toppan, 2008b).
First of all, the overall architecture and didactic prerequisites are discussed. The proposed
architecture is presented and its components discussed separately.
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Fig. 4. Factors affecting the feasibility of an activity
The system can be described by means of the 5-layered architecture in Fig. 5, which is
increasingly enriched from the left to the right.
It consists of five main blocks: the Query Layer, the Data Adaptation module, the Testing
and Path Decision block, the Services and the Database.
The Query Layer allows the user to interact with the system, accessing services and contents
scaled on the basis of the user’s technology.
The Data Adaptation layer allows to adapt the data format and consequently optimise
response time.
Given a knowledge level, the Testing and Path Decision module returns learning steps. In
this module the first approach to the use of Petri Nets is defined. In this context, variables
are didactic prerequisites, whereas in Section 4 the architecture of such module will be
augmented taking into account network factors, as well as cooperative work ones.
The Services level indicates which multimedia broadband services are at disposal, such as
booking of experiments, etc.
The Database level highlights the presence of three groups of information: testing and
assessment material; learning material; user’s data, bookings and access to services.
In Fig. 5, the vertical axis is a first classification; on the right, all the components are
expanded and represented with respect to their interaction and to the data flow which takes
place among them.
The main purpose and features of each block and its sub-modules are described in the
following.
The User-System Communication Interface must carry out the following tasks:
1. receive the user’s requests (initial target and successive ones) and forward them to the
Testing Module. All such requests are meant to be events that must be notified to the
system;
2. receive the suggested assessment tests from the Testing Module and send back the
results;
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3. receive the suggested learning steps from the Path Decision Module and allow the user
to access the studying material;
4. manage access to auxiliary services;
5. transform all such requests and answers on the basis of the user’s devices (mobile, PDA,
laptop, etc.); more generally, make the user and the system communicate on the basis of
the user’s device (“Device Interpretation”);
6. adapt learning data to the user’s device and access technology, so as to meet the learner’s
requirements and optimise the overall process (“On the Fly Data Conversion”).

Fig. 5. Main components of each layer
Note that task 5 concerns the management of queries and data with respect to the user’s
device, and is accomplished by the Query Layer. Task 6 concerns data optimisation on the
basis of network access technology and is fulfilled by the Data Adaptation module.
When talking of data format, two different - even not independent - operations must be
distinguished. First, data transformation due to the type of device (Data Interpretation on the
basis of device). Second, data format optimisation due to the type of network connection
(Data Adaptation).
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As for Data Interpretation, the system must communicate on the basis of the user’s device,
so the user’s data must be converted in a format that both the front-end to the system and
the database can understand. This process will last the whole lifespan of the learning
process and can easily be done by means of XML conversions.
As a matter of fact, this is a straightforward, general and effective way for exchanging data
between heterogeneous environments.
As far as the Data Adaptation module is concerned, in order to optimise response time in
each scenario and in perspective of m-Learning extensions, the following guidelines must be
taken into account: first, it is essential to reach the best trade-off among the user’s actual
needs, quality/quantity of data and response time; second, information must be adapted to
available technologies (PDAs versus laptops, etc.) (Bronson et al., 1993; Yuang et al., 1994;
Caouras et al., 2003).
Developing such a system involves at least two aspects: first, information must be
represented at different levels using different formats. Second, an access methodology must
be designed for filtering data on the basis of the above criteria. This is accomplished by the
On the Fly Data Conversion Module, which retrieves data in its original format and scales it
so as to adapt it to the kind of network access technology and device.
The main role of the Path Decision and Assessment Module is to be aware of the user’s aims,
check his learning levels, and consequently define a tailored studying path.
The main idea is the strict interaction between the Path Decision/Assessment Layer and the
database. As a matter of fact, the database stores both assessment and studying material
which is selected from the database on the basis of the user’s goals and actual achievements.
The database schema can be represented by means of a network of issues, levels and
prerequisites. Consider issues Il and Im and suppose they are related (such as derivatives and
integrals) and meant to be faced at a given level (such as a course of Mathematics at a high
school).
For the sake of simplicity, suppose Il and Im can be considered steps of the learning process.
Suppose that facing step Im after step Il requires prerequisites p1, p2, ..pk.
This kind of algorithm can be represented by means of a Petri Net (Chen et al, 2001; Li et al,
2005) which acts as a traffic light between a learning step and the successive one.
In this approach, the Petri Net’s places are knowledge to be tested (prerequisites), and its
transitions are studying phases. A transition is enabled if all the required prerequisites have
been fulfilled (Fig. 6).
Since the system is adaptive, contents will be put at the user’s disposal on the basis of his
device and access technology.
As far as the underlying e-learning information system is concerned, its architecture has
been designed keeping in mind that two kinds of information are involved:
(i) e-learning and assessment material, which is not meant to be frequently updated (named
static data);
(ii) personalised learning paths and assessment results, which are time-varying (named
dynamic data);
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Fig. 6. Didactic prerequisites and activities
It must also be noticed, and considered as a requisite, that e-learning information can be
represented by means of a hierarchy of subclasses. For instance, from a subject to its specific
issues.
These requirements suggest the use of a hybrid database structure for data storage: an
LDAP directory service (Howes et al., 2003) for static data and a relational DBMS for
dynamic information.
LDAP provides both a model and an implementation tool which is particularly suitable for
web-based e-learning applications, both from the data representation viewpoint and for an
efficient web-based access.
As a matter of fact, it is scalable, extendable and optimised for reading operations, so it is
particularly suitable for static data. It also supports standards and interfaces of many
multimedia broadband applications and integrated access to e-learning services.
Another important feature is that LDAP represents information by means of a hierarchy of
classes using very flexible schemata. In the considered environment, this implies at least
three advantages.
First, the knowledge that a person acquires on a specific subject can be organized in an
LDAP tree as follows: the nth-level class describes the subject in general; the nth+1-level classes
represent related subjects, issues and related issues, documentation and assessment
material, prerequisites, learning paths and assessment tests.
Learning and testing material, as well as paths and tests, are divided in as many subclasses
as the number of target levels provided for. In this way, known such level, the middle layer
can access the correct material.
As for the second advantage, LDAP was built for the integration of distributed
environments, so it also suits the distributed location of documentation very well. As a
matter of fact, for applications such as international remote education, e-learning
information is distributed by nature.
The third advantage concerns schema management. The schema of the e-learning database
is likely to be modified or augmented during its life cycle, for instance due to the addition of
new kind of media or information described by means of different properties. A relational
system, in traditional settings, does not allow efficient schema revision. Such operations
involve high costs in terms of redesigning existent schemata, reloading data and verifying
that original constraints and relationships on data are preserved. LDAP, on the contrary,
offers high flexibility in modifying data structures.
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As far as the dynamic part of the database is concerned, it mainly concerns the time-varying
personalised learning paths. In more detail, the dynamic database stores information about
the user and his learning phases, such as targets, suggested steps and actual achievements.
Other information involve auxiliary services and their booking.
In this case, an SQL database is more suitable. As a matter of fact, such models are
optimised for reading/writing operations and time-varying data.
The connection between the LDAP and the SQL databases are LDAP object identifiers
which, as identifiers of subjects, issues, etc., are used as key information in the definition of
dynamical paths and assessment tests results. They are also used in the joint navigation of
LDAP and SQL data.

3. Factors Affecting the Petri Net: Network, Didactic Prerequisites,
Cooperation
In this section (De Castro, 2009), the previous approach is revised in order to represent
learning paths and their control in advanced e/m-Learning systems. Such environments put
heterogeneous data and services at disposal, and different connection technologies can also
be adopted.
As already discussed, due to such diversity, the studying paths are not univocal: for
instance, some exercises can be made first and cooperative work with fellow students
afterwards or viceversa (“alternative paths”). Another important consequence is that learning
processes have constraints dictated by download time, the network status, other activities
and synchronisation with fellow students.
The proposed model proceeds from such observations, states some rules that the learning
processes must obey in order to take place regularly and its core is based on graphs and
Petri Nets.
Both contents and access modalities influence the process of learning and, thus, the evolution
of the learning paths over time, so they must become an integrant part of the control system.
Some observations about such features will be made in the following, in order to
understand their role in the learning process and consequently discuss the basics of the
discussed approach.
3.1 Carrying Out Activities: Heterogeneity and Synchronisation
As far as functionalities and contents are concerned, it is becoming more and more
important to involve the user actively, and adapt the studying process to his needs. It must
be noticed, though, that such requirement implies a tailored and increasingly complex
definition of learning paths, assessment phases, as well as an efficient control of the whole
course of action.
As for contents, modern learning systems put a wide range of heterogeneous data and
activities at disposal, such as videoconferencing, remote laboratory, chat for cooperative
work, textual exercises, tests, storytelling and so on.
Some observations can consequently be made that will be of help in the definition of the
learning process, by giving birth to constraints which will be progressively added to a first,
rough version of the overall architecture.
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1.

The data format of learning material is intrinsically heterogeneous, ranging from
plain documents to multimedia files;
2. Some activities need to be synchronised, while other do not. For instance, an
interactive remote laboratory experience must obey precise timetables, and the
same applies to cooperative work with fellow students or examinations. On the
contrary, some laboratory training or exercises can be made with a certain degree
of independence from other people and other tasks;
3. There can be many ways to achieve the same target, each corresponding to
different data formats and technologies. For instance, a lesson can be followed
using on-line videoconference or studying the course’s material (slides, etc.).
The main architecture can be roughly revised as in Fig. 7, where the user asks to access the
system and perform an activity (query). On the basis of the synchronisation constraints, he can
be allowed to carry this task out or not. Furthermore, his background and the didactic
prerequisites for the requested activity are analysed and he is submitted to a testing phase
(assessment) before accessing new learning steps. The whole architecture lies on a database
storing learning contents and their prerequisites, as well as assessment material and is
guided by a “Control Module”.
As for network access modalities and m-learning facilities, they should be as diversified as
possible, on the basis of the student’s aims, ties and timetables, as well as his location and
kind of technologies at his disposal. All such factors are decisive in order to reach a good
compromise between quality and studying conditions. In more detail, the following
scenarios are taken into account:





UMTS: this can be the case of accessing the system through PDAs, for instance if
some exercises must be made;
DSL: it is quite typical when users access the system from home;
WiFi: this is quite common within a campus, in study lounges and libraries;
wired/fiber: it is generally the case of universities, for instance within laboratories

Some rules are now stated, which are the counterparts of (1)-(3) with respect to connection
technologies, and mean to be of help in the design of the Control Module of the proposed
architecture.
Among all the activities that a student can undertake, only those can be performed that obey
to the following constraints:
a.

b.

c.

A connection technology can not always be chosen freely; as a matter of fact, there
are tasks that require a minimal connection speed. For instance, a remote
laboratory experiment in cooperative modality can only be fulfilled using at least a
good DSL technology. On the contrary, simple exercises can be made using a PDA;
Only those activities must be made available which are:
i.
compatible with the student’s current technology;
ii.
compatible with the e-learning plan;
iii.
asynchronous or
iv.
can be synchronised with other tasks;
If a task can be faced by means of different technologies, data must be organised in
such a way that the format is adapted to the technology itself (e.g. video vs text), or
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a choice can be made between material of different nature (e.g. lesson on
videoconference vs slides).

Fig. 7. Constraints on the basis of contents and cooperative work
These rules define alternative paths and state whether an activity can be currently carried
out or not by a given person who is using a given network access technology and device.
Fig. 8 represents the further parameters that must be added to the architecture in Fig. 7: the
synchronization factor had already been represented, but its role has been more precisely
defined. The device and minimal connection required have become new input data for the
Control Module.
3.2 Control System
First of all, the graph structure will be defined, since it is the core of the e/m-Learning
model. Afterwards, the whole architecture will be completed and its components
represented and discussed, first with respect to I/O, then with respect to the overall process.
First of all, let us give the following definition:
D1 - due to (1-3) and (a-c), learning paths are time-labelled graphs, whose nodes’ are tasks
associated to the following information: data, data format, minimal connection technology
required, possible alternative contents of different format, prerequisites.
D2 - Compatibility controls can be defined by the edges themselves: there is an edge from Ni
to Nj at time t if Ni and Nj obey (a-c). This can be achieved by guiding the graph through an
appropriate Petri Net.
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Fig. 8. Constraints on the basis of access technologies
D3 - Network load is a constraint itself in the progress of a learning activity. On the basis of
the user’s IP, his location is known and the available bandwidth determined. Only those
tasks will be made available whose minimal bandwidth required is compatible with such
conditions.
Taken all such factors into consideration, the proposed architecture consists of four layers.
These components and their interaction are described in the following (Fig. 9).
User-System Communication Module: this module makes the user and the system
communicate and, in particular, through different devices. The user sends his target to the
Network Analyser Module by means of a query and is localised through his IP. The device
is also determined.
Network Analyser: the network load and available bandwidth of the user’s current location
are determined on the basis of his IP and so is his device. All such data are forwarded to the
Petri Net Module.
Petri Net Module (Control Module): this layer is a Petri Net which guides access to
activities: given the user’s query and all the constraints discussed above, this module returns
a learning step among all the available ones. A transition is enabled if (a-c) are met, if the
available bandwidth is greater or equal to the minimal bandwidth required and if the user
has passed the necessary assessment tests.
Database layer: the data repository is a multimedia database whose contents are
represented through a hierarchy of subjects and tasks. Each task is associated to the
following information: data, data format, minimal connection technology required, possible
alternative contents of different format, prerequisites and assessment phases.

3.3 Places and Transitions
As discussed above, the Petri Net will have three kinds of places: network prerequisites,
didactic prerequisites and cooperation prerequisites. In order to define the generic placestransitions block which, from prerequisites, guides access to activities, the following
considerations can be made.
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Let us consider a single activity, available in more scaled formats. Each activity has at most
three prerequisites and some alternatives. Suppose it is available in two formats. It gives
birth to two different parallel transitions having the same input places. On the basis of
marking and weights, the one or the other will be feasible. For instance, given the same
didactic and cooperative prerequisites, if the device is a PDA, the only activity will be at
disposal which requires less bandwidth.

Fig. 9. Main architecture
The second viewpoint is that of alternative activities: the same places are connected to
different kinds of activities. Each of such activities will be at disposal in many different
formats, as above. Suppose the previous activity has one alternative, at disposal in one
format.
The above situation is depicted in Fig. 10; the Petri Net will have as many blocks of such
type as the number of activities at disposal. Not every transition will have all the
prerequisites and will be at disposal in every format possible (there are activities that can
not be scaled). In short, the generic block is made of three places connected to many
transitions, each representing the same activity in different format or a different activity.
As for the marking of network places, it is a function of two variables: network load and
device. Its value is the bottleneck between the two.
The didactic prerequisites places contain all the issues necessary for facing a new activity.
Marking can be thought as a sort of result of the testing phase, leading to an activity or a
different one. If transitions represent activities of scaled formats, the weighting of didactic
prerequisites will be the same. It will be different in the case of different activities.
As for cooperation places marking, it is simply a boolean function representing readiness of
participants or not.
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Fig. 10. Places and transitions

6. Conclusion
Modern e/m-learning systems must take many factors into consideration, such as
functionalities offered to the user, organisation of contents, service fruition modalities, as
well as network load. As a matter of fact, not only has the nature of e-learning material
changed deeply over time, but so have devices and connection technologies for accessing
services. Furthermore, in context of mobile learning based on multimedia broadband
services, the network load of the location from where the user has logged on must also be
taken into account.
In this work, these features and their relationships were analysed and an architecture was
consequently proposed which aims at reaching a good compromise between quality of
learning and studying conditions. The whole system is controlled by a Petri Net defined on
the basis of the above factors. The definition of the Petri Net by means of such dissimilar
kinds of constraints is one the main novelties of the proposed approach.
Future work will be devoted to the application of the discussed architecture to the Teledoc2
and Cooperative Telemeasurements environments, which aim at defining specialised
learning paths in Information and Communications Engineering for PhD students and
accessing laboratory experiences and equipment remotely through multimedia services.
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1. Introduction
Web services receive significant research recently from both academia and industry due to
its broad applications and flexible architecture supporting recomposition and
reconfiguration lately. Research on semantic web brings new energy to Web services;
combining semantic web with Web service will be a kind of intelligent Web service which is
the trend of Web service development. An individual service, whose functionality is limited,
cannot meet practical application’s needs, so composing Web services and generating a new
value-added Web service, more functionalities can be provided and the potential of Web
services can be showed. Composing Web services is to find available Web services, integrate
interfaces between Web services, combine several autonomous Web services together in
term of requirements of applications, and provide a more powerful composite service.
In order to allow flexible automation and composition of semantic representations of Web
services, OWL-S (OWL for Services) was proposed. OWL-S service descriptions (e.g., the
service process model) provide the needed information for a priori analysis and verification
of service invocations and compositions. Due to the lack of formal semantics in the OWL-S
specification, McIllraith and Narayanan use Petri nets to test and verify the composition of
Web services based on OWL-S (Martin D.etal.2004). Some researches are currently being
done on automated provision and reasoning about Web services. (Cordoso,J &Sheth, A.
2002)
Rachid Hamadi (Rachid Hamadi, Boualem Benatallah, 2003) proposed a Petri nets-based
algebra for composing Web services; any service that is expressed using the algebra
constructs, can be translated into a Petri nets model. This model without semantics belongs
to the composition based on service level, particle is too large. Zhang Jia (Zhang Jia et
al.,2004) presented a WS-net model based on colored Petri nets, described Web service
components from three aspects which are the interface net, the interconnect net and the
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interoperation net. This model that supports the object-oriented paradigm and the
component-based concept, is convenient to verify and stimulate service composition, but
preconditions and effects of services are not considered.
Narayanan et al. (S.Narayanan &S.Mcllraith, 2002) defined semantics of DAML-S atomic
processes in terms of a set of situation calculus axioms, and every basic service was
represented by a situation calculus formula whose operational semantics was provided
using Petri nets. Moreover, verification of the composite service can be realized by
reachability of Petri nets. Nevertheless, it did not discuss about composite planning and
process model. S. Narayanan and S. A. Mcllraith proposed a model based on Petri nets to
specify a Web service of OWL-S (J.P. Thomas et al., 2003). They supposed that the service
was composed of several atomic services, and the supposition was not suitable in openenvironment composite service. Furthermore, the model was not described clearly in their
proposition.
This chapter mainly discusses how to model and analyze the composite processes of
semantic Web services using Petri nets. In this model, input, output and precondition are
represented through different kinds of tokens; effect is represented by the change of the
token number during firing the transition. The composition of two or more services
generates a new service providing both the original individual behavioral logic and a new
collaborative behavior for carrying out a new composite task. A composite service consists
of a collection of Web services related by data and control flow. Composition models can be
described unambiguously and composite processes can be analyzed and verified
conveniently.

2. Background
2.1 OWL-S
OWL-S is defined as a W3C standard to provide a computer-interpretable description of the
services, service access and service composition using OWL ontologies. It is an upper
ontology for modelling web-service composition which offers a process-based perspective .
OWL-S provides declarative publications of services properties and capabilities, API for
Web services, specifications of prerequisites and consequences of individual services and
descriptors for the state of services execution for automatic services discovery, invocation
and execution monitoring.
OWL-S process model describes formation of services by composition
(i) Service profile –which presents what function the service computes. This information
is expressed in terms of the transformation that the service produces.
(ii) Process model – which describes the service behavior providing a view of the
service in terms of process compositions. OWL–S defines three types of processes:
atomic processes, which have associated inputs and outputs and can be directly
invoked by the client,
composite processes, which consist of other composite and atomic processes, and
simple processes, which are abstract and simplified view of a composite Process.
(iii)Service grounding – which offers all details about their invocation.
An atomic process cannot be decomposed further and it executes in a single step (similarly
to a black box providing a functionality), while a composite process is built up by using a
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few control constructs: Sequence, Split, Split-Join, Any-Order, Iterate, If-Then-Else, Choice,
repeat-while and repeat-until. Hence, for instance, an if-then-else process is a bag of two
processes out of which one is chosen for execution according to the value of a condition, an
any-order process is a bag of processes to be executed in some unspecified order but not
concurrently, and a repeat-until process is a process to be executed at least one, until a
condition becomes true.
2.2 Petri nets concept
Petri nets model has a strong capability to model events and states in a distributed system
and to capture sequential, concurrency and event-based control. Petri net is also a powerful
tool for analyzing and verifying certain properties such as reachability, liveness, and
deadlocks (Maurice ter Beek et al., 2007). For examples, the Marking Reachability relation
identifies the reachability between any two markings; the construct inclusion relation
identifies the inclusions between two OWL-S construct by analyzing their Petri nets
representations.
The Petri nets model is a bipartite graph containing places representing states and
transitions representing actions. Places hold tokens that represent predicates of the state. A
transition will be trigger when all the places pointing to the transition obtain an adequate
number of tokens.
A place/transition Petri nets is represented as a quintuple PN = (P, T, F, W, M0), where:
P={p1,p2,…,pm} is a finite set of places.
T={t1,t2,…,tm} is a finite set of transitions that represents the set for tasks, processes,
activities, or events.
F is a set of arcs used to represents flow paths, where F(P×T)∪(T×P)
W : F→ (ℕ \ {0}) is the arc weight mapping. ℕ is natural numbers set.
M0: P→ℕ is an initial marking, where every place has a number of tokens.
Given a marking M, a transition t is enabled in M If and only if M(p)≠0 for each p∈t. t
is fired in M If and only if it is enabled in M and M is transformed into M' such that (i)p∈
t:M(p)=M(p)-1, (ii) p∈t:M(p)=M(p)+1, and (iii) p t: M(p)= M(p). In this case, M' is
directly reachable from M via t, denoted as M[t>M'. M' is directly reachable from M, denoted
as M[>M', If and only if M[t>M' for some t∈T. Given σ∈T*, M' is reachable from M viaσ,
denoted as M[σ>M', If and only if (i) M'=M when|σ|=0, or (ii) σ=t1t2…tk, k>0 and there
exists a sequence M0[t1>M1[t2>…Mk-1[tk>Mk such that M0=M and Mk=M'. In this case, σis
called a firing sequence from M to M'. M' is said to be a reachable marking in (N,M0), andσis
called a firing sequence of M. The set of trackable markings in (N,M0) is denoted as
RM(N,M0). The corresponding reachability graph is denoted as RG(N,M0).
Given a Petri nets PN=(N,M0), PN is bounded If and only if RG(N,M0) is finite, i.e., k0 such
that M∈RG(N,M0) p∈P:M(p)K. In this case, we also say PN is K-bounded. PN is safe If
and only if it is 1-bounded. PN is live (or M0 is a live marking) If and only if M∈RG(N,M0)
t∈T, M ∈RM(N,M0):M[>*M and t is enabled in M. A reachable marking M is a
deadlock marking If and only if there are no transitions are enabled in M.
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To represent an OWL–S process model with Petri nets, we consider atomic processes as
transitions and an atomic process can be executed only if the following two conditions
occur:
(i) all of its inputs are available, and
(ii) all processes to be executed before it have been completed.

3. P/T Petri nets-based models for Semantic Web services composition
3.1 From OWL-S to Petri nets
The Web Service application logic described by OWL-S is first transformed into a Petri nets
model to provide a formal representation of the structure and behavior of the service. Petri
nets ontologies are defined to carry the operational semantic as well as the inputs, outputs,
precondition and effects (IOPE) semantics of OWL-S service functionality.
The processes organized by OWL-S control constructs are mapped to the Petri nets by
analyzing their execution semantics, the Perform actions, and the IOPE of each Perform. Its
inputs are mapped to the places holding tokens pointing to the transition. Its preconditions
are mapped to corresponding arc labels that must be valid in order to enable the transition.
The Perform effects and output are mapped to output arcs and places of the transition that
will be triggered after the occurrence of the Perform transition.
OWL-S distinguishes between atomic and composite processes. Atomic processes are
indivisible processes that result in a message exchange between the client and the server.
Composite processes are used to describe the control flow relation between processes.
The more general the model, the less amenable it is to analysis, so we extend classic
Petri nets to be Web Service Petri nets for Web services verifications. The followings are
definitions:
Definition 1 The Petri nets model for an atomic process described by OWL-s is a Petri nets
BN = (S, T; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 1, where
S={s}. It represents the service to be run when s includes tokens.
T={tb,te}, where, tb represents beginning of service and te represents accomplishment of
service, corresponding to Precondition and Effects respectively,
F={( tb,s), ( s, te)},
M0=0,
W(tb,s) and W(s, te) represent Input and Output respectively,
s

tb

te

Fig. 1. Atomic process model
Definition 2 The Petri nets model for sequence composition of Web services is a hierarchical
Petri nets CBN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 2, where
BN1

Fig. 2. Sequence model

t

BN2
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S＝{s1,s2,…,sk},
BN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F={(BNi,ti),(ti,BNi,i+1)},
M0={M0(si)|i=1,2,…,k-1}=0,
W={W(BNi, si),W(si, ,BNi+1)|i=1,2,…,k-1},
Definition 3 The Petri nets model for split composition of Web services is a hierarchical
Petri nets BN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 3, where
BN1

sin

t1

t2

t3

BN2

Fig.3. Split model
S＝{sin},
T={t1}
BN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,t1)∪(t1,BNi),
W= W( sin, t1)∪W(t1, BNi), i=1,2,…,k,
M[t1>M1→M1[t2>,and M[t1>M2→M2[t3>.
Definition 4 The Petri nets model for Split+Join composition of Web services is a
hierarchical Petri nets CBN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 4, where,
BN1

sin

t1

t3

t2

sout

t4

BN2

Fig. 4. Split-join model
S＝{sin,sout },
T={t1,t2,t3,t4}
BN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,t1)∪(t1,BNi)∪(BNi ,t2)∪(t1 ,sout),
W= W( sin, t1)∪W(t1, BNi)∪W(BNi ,t2)∪W(t1 ,sout), i=1,2,…,k,
M[t1>M1→M1[t2>,and M[t1>M2→M2[t3>
Then M1[t3> and M2[t4> →M3[t4>.
Definition 5 The Petri nets model for Choice composition of Web services is a hierarchical
Petri nets CBN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 5, where
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tin1
sin

BN3

tout1
sout

t3

t4

tin2

BN4

tout2

Fig. 5. Choice model
S＝{sin,sout },
T={tini,touti }
BN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,tini)∪(tini,BNi)∪(BNi ,touti)∪(touti ,sout),
W= W(sin,tini)∪W(tini,BNi)∪W(BNi ,touti)∪W(touti ,sout), i=1,2,…,k,
M[tin1>M1 →﹁M1 [t2> or M[tin2> M2 →﹁M2[tin1> .
Definition 6 The Petri nets model for If-Then-Else composition of k Web services is a
hierarchical Petri nets BN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 6, where

t
No
[c]

Fig. 6. If-then-else model
S＝{sin,sout },
T={tini,touti }
CBN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,tini)∪(tini,BNi)∪(BNi ,touti)∪(touti ,sout),
W= W(sin,tini) ∪ W(tini,BNi) ∪ W(BNi ,touti) ∪ W(touti ,sout), W(sin,tin1)=c, W(sin,tin2)≠c,
i=1,2,…,k,
M[tin1> →﹁M[t2> or M[tin2> →﹁M[tin1>
Definition 7 The Petri nets model for Repeat-While composition of k Web services is a
hierarchical Petri nets CBN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 7, where
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Fig. 7. Repeat-while model
S＝{sin,sout1,sout },
T={t1, tcontinue, texit }
CBN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,t1)∪(t1, sout1)∪(sout1 ,tcontinue)∪(tcontinue ,sin)∪(sin,texit)∪(texit ,sout),
W= W(sin,t1)∪W(t1, sout1)∪W(sout1 ,tcontinue)∪W(tcontinue ,sin)∪W(sin,texit)∪W(texit ,sout),
W(sin,t1)=c, W(sin,texit)≠c, i=1,2,…,k,
M[t1> →﹁M[texit > or M[texit > →﹁M[t1>
(texit ,sout) is an inhibitor arc. An inhibitor arc connects a place to a transition and is
represented by a line with a small circle instead of an arrowhead at the transition. The
inhibitor arc disables the transition when the input place has a token and enables the
transition when the input place has no token and other input places have at least one token
per arc weight. No tokens are moved through an inhibitor arc when the transition fires.
Definition 8 The Petri nets model for Repeat-Until composition of k Web services is a
hierarchical Petri nets CBN= (S, BN; F, W, M0) as shown in Fig. 8, where

tcontinue
Not [c]

sin

[c]

t1

sout1

texit

sout

Fig. 8. Repeat-until model
S＝{sin,sout1,sout },
T={t1, tcontinue, texit }
BN={BN1,BN2,…,BNk},where BNi is a subnet of the i-th service.
F=(sin,t1)∪(t1, sout1)∪(sout1 ,tcontinue)∪(tcontinue ,sin)∪(sout1,texit)∪(texit ,sout),
W= W(sin,t1)∪W(t1, sout1)∪W(sout1 ,tcontinue)∪W(tcontinue ,sin)∪W(sout1,texit)∪W(texit ,sout),
W(sout1,texit)=c, W(sout1, tcontinue)≠c, i=1,2,…,k,
(texit ,sout) is an inhibitor arc.
The Petri nets model captures the structure and operational semantics of composite WS
described by OWL-S process model. OWL-S Processes can be mapped to Petri nets and
generalized as follows:
Process ::= AtomicProcess ⋯ |CompositeProcess CProcess ⋯
CProcess ::= AnyOrder PerformanceList |
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Sequence PerformanceList |
Split PerformanceList |
SplitJoin PerformanceList |
Choice PerformanceList |
IfThenElse Performance|
RepeatWhile Peformance |
RepeatUntil Performance | Connect ⋯
Performance ::= Perform Process.
3.2 Composition Net
Most systems that arise from practical applications are very complex and practically
unmanageable.(Zhijun Ding et al.,2005) For this reason, modular construction methods
provide a mechanism to manage the complexities of a large system that can be built out of
well understood smaller subsystems. One way to do this is through Petri nets synthesis
based on some prescribed construction rules which preserve certain logical properties as the
construction progresses. These subsystems are then combined through common places
and/or transitions into a larger subsystem at each synthesis step. Each subsystem is
modeled separately while ignoring interactions with other subsystems. These subsystems
are then combined through common places and/or transitions into a larger subsystem at
each synthesis step.
Every interface place represents either messages from the service to a partner, or messages
from a partner to the interface. The service is connected to the interface place in only one
direction. The interface net identifies each subsystem as a unique functional object, and the
interconnection net specifies the relationships between subsystems. As a result, we can
visualize the entire topological view of a system by interconnecting each of the
interconnection nets according to our unique module-interconnection technique.
Furthermore, we assume that a service reads or writes only one message per transition. It
may, however, perform transitions that do not interact with the interface at all. The concept
of module formalizes our view on Web services as workflow modules equipped with an
interface.
Definition 9 (Module) MD=(P, T, F,W,m0) is a module if
(i) P=(Place, Port), Place=(Ps,Pe,PM), Ps is the start and Pe is the end place respectively.
PM is the set of internal places. Port=(PortI, PortO), PortI is the set of input ports, and PortO is
the set of output ports, which are pairwise disjoint.
(ii) (P, T, F,W, m0) is a Petri nets with m0(ps)=1 and m0(p)=0 for all other places p,
(iii) for all places and transitions x, (ps,x) and (x, pe) are in the reflexive and transitive
closure of F,
(iv) every write transition is connected to exactly one output port and no input port,
every read transition is connected to exactly one input port and no output port, every
internal transition is connected to neither an input nor an output port.
We model the system behavior w.r.t abstraction BN by a Petri nets N=(P,T) as follows. Let J
to be a sub-system, and sub-system J∈M is modeled as a subnet BNi=(BPi,BTi) of N, called
the blackbox Petri nets of J. Suppose J has m inputs and n outputs, the corresponding BNi
consist of five parts.
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Given an abstraction subsystem BN, let BNi be the corresponding Petri nets. We conduct
reachability analysis for BN based on some initial marking M0. Denote RG(N,M0) as the
resulting reachability graph. We check that the following conditions hold for RG(N,M0):
(1) RG(N,M0) is finite.
(2) M0(pM)=0 for each BNi in N.
(3) For each reachable marking M, for each blackbox Petri nets BNi in BN with m
inputs and n outputs, the following two conditions hold: (1)i[1…m]:M(pi)<1 (2) If
i[1…m]:M(pi)=1, then j  [1..m], j  i : M ( p j ) j[1…m], j≠i:M(pj)
Web service net provides an interconnection mechanism across different levels of
component diagrams. Interconnections can be visualized by: (1) interoperation nets of
sender and receiver components, and (2) the interface net of the sender, receiver, and
channel components. We believe that this is a very important feature to visualize very large
systems. By applying such visual abstractions, such as replacing large interoperation nets
with simpler interconnection nets or even with interface nets, complicated nets can be
effectively visualized at various levels of abstraction.
Theorem 1 Let PN=(P,T;F,W,M0) be a Petri nets model of Web service composition. R(M0) is
the reachability set of M0, then R(M0) is a finite set.
Proof: According to the definition of P/T Petri nets, for each reachability marking M:M∈
R(M0), M(p) is a set of tokens residing in a place p∈P, including a tuple of symbolic
individuals or structure terms constructed from individuals and operations. Moreover, for a
service composition, the number of individuals and variables is always finite, so the number
of tokens in M(p) is finite. At the same time, P is a finite set of places, and obviously the
combination of a finite number of tokens with a finite number of places is always finite.
Hence the number of reachable marking is finite, that is, R(M0) is a finite set.
Theorem 2 Let M be a marking in RG(N,MB0B), MB1B[σ>MB2 ,B, p is an internal place of JB.B,
For each J∈BN, M is reachable in RG(N,MB0B) via a canonical execution sequence.
Proof: Suppose MB2 B is reachable from MB1B via σ in RG(N,MB0B), where MB1B(p)=0. Let
k=|σPoutP|. Then k≤|σPinP|≤k+1. In addition, MB2B is reachable from MB1B in RG(N,MB0B)
via η=ηB0BηB1B...ηBkBηBk+1B. When MB1B=MB0B, it is a canonical execution sequence for
reachable marking MB2B w.r.t BN. Since MB1B(p)=0, by the structure of BN, there must be at
least k input transitions of BN in σ, and for each l∈[1...k], the l-th input transition of BN
must occur before the l-th output transition of BN in σ, which can be written as
ηB0BσB1B...σBkBηBk+1B. So an execution sequence σ from MB1B to MB2B is canonical execution
sequence. Since MB0B(p)=0, any execution sequence for a reachable marking M can be
rewritten into its canonical form w.r.t BN.
Given two abstractions BN and BN, BN is called a one-step refinement of BN, denoted as
BN  BN, If and only if BN=(BN\{J})∪{J1,J2,…,Jk},k2, where {J1,J2,…,Jk} is the set of
component subsystems of J via one step decomposition.
Theorem 3 Given Petri nets N  N'. Let RG(N,M0) and RG(N',M0') be the corresponding
reachability graphs of N and N', respectively. The following statements are true:

Deadlock: RG(N,M0)is deadlock free If and only if RG(N',M0') is deadlock free.

Liveness: A transition t ∈ T is live in RG(N,M0) If and only if it is live in
RG(N',M0').
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Proof: Deadlock: Suppose M is a deadlock marking in RG(N, MB0B). Let σ be a firing
sequence for M. Then no transition in T is enabled in M. In particular, M(p)=0, and
|σPinP|=|σPoutP|. There is a marking M' in RG(N',M'B0B) reachable via σ' such that
M'(P\{P})=M(P\{p}) and σ' =σ. Thus no transition from T\TBoutB is enabled in M'. Moreover,
|σ'PinP|=|σ'PoutP|. Thus no transition from TBoutB is enabled in M' either. Hence, M' is a
deadlock marking in RG(N',M'B0B). On the other hand, suppose M' is a deadlock marking in
RG(N',M'B0B). Let M be a marking of N such that M(P\{p})=M'(P\{p}) and M(p)=0. By
similar argument, we can also show M∈RG(N, MB0B).
Liveness: Suppose a transition t∈T is enabled in M∈RG(N, MB0B). Let M[t>MB1B in
RG(N, MB0B) and σ be a firing sequence for M. Then σt is a firing sequence for MB1B, and
there is a marking M'B1B∈RG(N',M'B0B) reachable via σ' such that σ'=σ. As a result, t is also
enabled in some marking M' in RG(N',M'B0B) in the path σ' from M'B0B to M'B1B. On the
other hand, suppose t ∈T is enabled in M'∈RG(N', M'B0B). By similar argument, we can
also show that t is enabled in some M∈RG(N, MB0B). As a result, a transition t∈T is enabled
in RG(N,MB0B) if and only if it is enabled in RG(N', M'B0B).
We construct the Petri nets model for application composed of semantic Web services
using following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Map OWL-S process model to the Petri nets model for application
composed of semantic Web services.
(1) For every Web service ontology, whose behavior is represented by OWL-S, the
structure and operational semantics of composite WS process are captured; the structure
and operational semantics of composite WS are described by OWL-S process models.
(2) Utilize resolution principle to resolve the existential quantifier and universal
quantifier by using skolem function and kripke structure. Then resolve the inference rule of
OWL-S process model.
(3) According to dependent relation of all Web services, OWL-S process are mapped to
Petri nets, and Petri nets model for WS is constructed as a tree using definition 1.
(4) Then the Petri nets models for composition of all Web services are constructed by
using definition 2-8. The nodes of the tree correspond to composite processes that represent
different control constructs such as Choice for non-deterministic choices, Sequence for
deterministic sequences of processes, and If conditionals. Atomic processes are represented
as the leaves of the tree.
(5) For those services without preceding service, the transitions representing their
beginning are combined to one transition, named as tb. Then, introduce a place s0, such that
•tb={s0}, tb•={si, where service i has no preceding service }, •s0=φ, s0•={tb}, W(s0,tb) =1,
M0(s0)=1.
(6) For those services without succeeding service, the transitions representing their
accomplishment are combined to one transition, named as te. Then, introduce a place se,
such that •te={si, where service i has no succeeding service }, te•={se}, •se={te}, se•=φ, W(te,
se) =1, M0(se)=0.
In order to use Petri nets as a process model for control purposes, the analysis of their
corresponding reachability graphs has turned out to be a suitable analysis technique.
Algorithm 2 can generate the reachability and coverability graph.
Algorithm 2 Reachability and coverability graphs Generation.
Reachability-Graph(<P, T, F,W,M0>)
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1 <V, E, v0> := <{M0},Φ,M0>;
2 Work : set := {M0};
3 while Work ≠ Φ;
4 do select M from Work;
5 Work := Work \ {M};
6 for t ∈ enabled(M)
7 do M':= fire(M, t);
8
if M'V
9
then V:= V ∪ {M′}
10

Work := Work ∪ {M′};

11
E := E ∪{<M, t,M0>};
12 return <V, E, v0>;
The algorithm makes use of two functions: The set Work may be implemented as a stack, in
which case the graph will be constructed in a depth-first manner, or as a queue for breadthfirst. Breadth first search will find the shortest transition path from the initial marking to a
given (erroneous) marking. Some applications require depth first search. (Huaikou Miao et
al.,2008).

4. Colored Petri nets-based models for Web services composition
In this section, a colored Petri nets (CPN) (Jensen K.1994) based algebra for modeling Web
services is proposed. The model is expressive enough to capture semantics of complex
service combinations and their respective specificities.
The Web service is formally defined and the obtained framework enables declarative
composition of Web services (Zhaoli Zhang, et al.2008). Within the model, availability,
confidentiality and integrity of the composite service can be analyzed.
4.1 Web services as colored Petri nets
By a Web service we mean a software component that is described via WSDL and is
accessible via standard network protocols such as but not limited to SOAP over HTTP. Web
services should be based on open standards, platform independent, application
independent, and enable to share data and resources. Web service composition is a task of
combining and linking existing Web services to create new web processes in order to add
value to the collection of services.
For the sake of fast computation, many researchers prefer Petri nets(Thomas J P,et
al.2005),since they are well suited for capturing flows in Web services, modeling the
distributed nature of Web services, representing methods in a Web service and reasoning
about the correctness of the flows.
A Web service behavior is basically a partially ordered set of operations. Therefore, it is
straightforward to map it into a Petri nets. Operations are modeled by transitions and the
state of the service is modeled by places.
The arrows between places and transitions are used to specify causal relations. Web services
can be categorized into material services (e.g., delivery of physical products), information
services (create, process, manage, and provide information), and material information
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services, the mixture of both. Therefore, information is modeled by tokens and the types of
information are modeled by the colors of the tokens.
It is assumed that a Petri nets, which represents the behavior of a service, contains one input
place (i. e., a place with no incoming arcs and one output place (i. e., a place with no
outgoing arcs.A Petri nets with one input place for absorbing information, and one output
place for emitting information, will facilitate the definition of the composition operators and
the analysis as well as the verification of certain properties (e.g., reachability, availability,
and security. At any given time, a Web service can be in one of the following states:
NotInstantiated, Ready, Running, Suspended, or Completed(Schuster H,et al.2000). When a
Web service is in the Ready state, it means that tokens in their corresponding input place
enable postset (set of transitions) of input place to fire.
Whereas the Completed state means that preset (set of transitions) of output place has fired
and has generated tokens in corresponding output place.
Definition 10 (Service net) SN=(P, T, F, C, I－, I+,M0, i ,o, l) is called a service net if and only
if: (i) =(P, T, F, C, I－, I+, M0) is a colored Petri nets: (ii) iP is the input place with x=
that is oT:（t,i）F; (iii) oP is the output place with x= that is oT:（t,i）F; (iv)
l:TAτ is a labeling function where A is a set of operation names. It is assumed that τA
denotes a silent operation.
Silent operations are transition firings that cannot be observed. They are used to distinguish
between external and internal behavior of the services. The sample service net is shown in
Fig.9. The incoming arcs of a transition are marked with the number and color of tokens to
enable the transition, and the outgoing arcs are marked with number and color of tokens
that the transition generates. The color of token represents the type of information but not
the content of information. Thus, two tokens with same color may be different. Obviously,
transition t1 is enabled, and this service net is in Ready state. Subsequently, when this
service net reaches Completed state, the output place o will contain four tokens: two colored
"a", one colored "e", and one colored "f".
Now we give a formal definition of a Web service.
i

a,a,
b,c
<a+b>

i1
<d>

<2e>

P2
<e+c>

<f>

<e+b>

i3
<e+f>

<2a>

o

Fig. 9. Sample service net
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Definition 11 (Web service) A Web service is a tuple S= (ID, Desc, Loc, URL, CS, SN), where
ID is the unique identifier of the service which can be a name or a global unique number;
Desc is the description of the service provided which summarizes what the service offer: Loc
is the server in which the service is located:
URL is the invocation of the Web service: CS is a set of its component services. If CS=S.ID
then S is a basic service. Otherwise S is a composite service; SN=(P, T, F, C, I－, I+, M0, i, o, l)
is the service net modeling the dynamic behavior of the service.
4.2 Composing Web services
Researchers have discussed various composite constructs (Narayanan S, Ren Z H, et
al.,2003). In this chapter, we take sequence, concurrent, choice and loop constructs as basic
constructs specified in the control flow, and take replace as advanes constrmct.We also give
a formal semantics to the proposed algebra in terms of Petri nets.
4.2.1 Composite constructs
Below we describe syntax and informal semantics of the service algebra operators. The
constructs are chosen to allow basic and advanced Web service composition.
The services can be defined as:
Definition 12 S::= є|X|Seq(S,S)|Conc(S,S)| Choice(S,S) |Loop(S)|Rep(S,a,S), where є
represents an empty service, i.e., a service performs no operation.
X represents a service constant, used as an atomic or basic service in this context.
Seq(S1,S2) represents a composite service that performs the service S1 followed by the service
S2. Seq(.) is an operator of sequence. If a composite service that performs either the service S1
followed by the service S2, or S2 followed by S1, it is called unordered sequence. In practice,
we can decide the order by any condition since the order is not important, then unordered
sequence could be treated as sequence.
Conc(S1,S2) represents a composite service that performs the services S1 and S2
independently. Both services are concurrently enabled and the overall composite service
waits until both services are completed. Conc(.) is a concurrent operator.
Choice(S1,S2) represents a composite service that behaves as either service S1 or service S2.
Once one of them is executed, the other is discarded. Choice(.) is a choice operator. The
choice is not arbitrary (in fact, there is no absolute arbitrariness), and depends on conditions.
Thus, the condition construct with Boolean variants could be treated as choice.
Loop(S) represents a composite service that performs a certain number of times of the
service S. Loop(.) is a loop operator.
Rep(S1, a, S2) represents a composite service that behaves as S1 except for operation in S1
with label a that is replaced by the nonempty service S2. Rep(·) is a replace operator.
The proposed algebra verifies the closure property. It guarantees that each result of an
operation on services is a service to which one can again apply algebra operators. Software
engineers thus are able to build more complex services by aggregating and reusing exfisting
services through service algebra.
4.2.2 Formal semantics
Let Si=(IDi, Desci, Loci, URLi, CSi, SNi) with SNi=(Pi, Ti, Fi, Ci, I_i, I+I, M0i, ii, oi, li) for i=1,…,n,
be n Web services such that PiPj= and TiTj= for ij.
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It is important to note that service composition, as will be described below, applies to
syntactically different services. This is due to the fact that the places and transitions of the
component services must be disjoint for proper composition (Zhaoli Zhang, et al.2008).
However, a service may be composed with itself. In this case, the overlapping must be
resolved prior to composition. This can be accomplished by renaming the sets P and T of
one of the equal services. The two services remain equal up to isomorphism on the names of
transitions and places. Note also that, in case of silent operations, we represent graphically
the corresponding transitions as black rectangles.
Empty service The empty service є is a service that performs no operation. It is used for
technical and theoretical reasons.
Definition 13 The empty service is defined as є =(ID, Desc, Loc, URL, CS, SN), where
ID= Empty; Desc=Empty web service; Loc=Null, which means that there is no server for
the service; URL=Null, which means that there is no URL for the service; CS={Empty} and
SN=({p},,,C,0,0,{0}, p, p,).
Graphically, є is represented by CPN of Fig.10(a) containing only one place.
Except for the empty service, in definitions below, ID is the ID of the new service; Desc
is the description of the new service; Loc is the location of the new service; URL is the
invocation of the new service.
Sequence The sequence operator allows execution of two services S1 and S2 in
sequence. S1 must be completed before S2 can start. This is typically the case when a service
depends on the output of the previous service.
Definition 14 The service Seq(S1,S2) is defined as Seq(S1,S2)=(ID, Desc, Loc, URL, CS,
SN) where CS=CS1CS2, SN=(P, T, F, C, I-, I+, M0, i, o, l) where P = P1  P2, T = T1 
T2  {t}, F = F1  F2  {(o1, t), (t, i2)}, i=i1, o=o2, I_= I_I_ (o1,t), I+=I+I+(i2,t), M0=M01 
M02, and l=l1l2{(t,τ)}.
Given S1 and S2, Seq(S1,S2) is represented graphically by CPN shown in Fig.10(b). As
mentioned above the second service depends on the output of the first service thus
C(i2)C(o1) must be satisfied, or else, the second service cannot be enabled and the new
composite service cannot work.
Concurrent The concurrent operator permits concurrent execution of two services S1
and S2. This is typically the case when some small (atomic) services without interfering with
each other are merged into a bigger composite service.
Definition 15 The service Conc(S1,S2) is defined as Conc(S1,S2)=(ID, Desc, Loc, URL,
CS, SN) where CS=CS1CS2, SN={P, T, F, C,I_,I+,M0,i, o, l) where P = P1  P2  {i, o}, T = T1
 T2  (ti, to), F= F1  F2  {(i,ti), (ti,i1), (ti,i2), (o1,to), (o2,to), (to,o)},
I_=I_I_(i,ti)I_(o1,to)I_(o2,to), I+=I+I+(i1, ti)  I+(i2,ti)  I+(o.to), M0=M01M02, and l=l1
l2 {(ti, τ), (to, τ)}.
Given S1 and S2, Conc(S1,S2)is represented graphically by CPN as shown in Fig10(c).
Choice The choice operator performs either service S1 or service S2. Once one of them
executes, another service is discarded.
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S1
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i2
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S2

...
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O1

O2
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O=Oj

(a) Empty

(b) Sequence

(d) Choice
Fig. 10. Colored Petri nets of basic constructs

(c) Concurrent

(e) Loop

Definition 16 The service Choice(S1,S2) is defined as Choice(S1,S2)=(ID, Desc, Loc,
URL, CS, SN) where CS =CS1CS2, SN=(P, T, F, C, I_, I+,M0,i, o, l) where P=P1  P2  { i, o},
T = T1  T2  {ti1, ti2, tO1,TO2}, F=F1  F2  { (i,ti1), (i, ti2), (ti1,i1), (ti2,i2), (o1,to1),(o2, to2), (to1,o),
I_=
I_

I_(i,
ti1)

I_(I,ti2)

I_(o1,to1)

I_(o2,to2),
(to2,o)},
I+=I+I+(i1,ti1)I+(i2,ti2)I+(o,to1)I+(o,to2), M0=Mo1M02, and l=l1l2{(ti1,τ), (ti2,τ), (to1,τ),
(to2,τ)}.
Given S1 and S2, Choice(S1,S2) is represented graphically by CPN as shown in Fig.10(d).
Loop The loop operator allows that the service S performs a certain number of times.
Typical examples where loop is required are communication and quality control where
services are execrated more than once.
Definition 17 The service Loop (S1) is defined as Loop(S1)=(ID, Desc, Loc, URL, CS,
SN), where CS=CS1,SN=(P,T,F, C, I_, I+, M0, i, o, l) where P = P1{i, o}, T=T1 {ti,to,t}, F=F1
{(i,ti), (ti,i1), (o1,to), (to,o), (o1,t), (t,i1)}, I_=I_ I_(i, ti) I_(o1,to) I_(o1,t), I+=I+I+(i1,ti) I+(o,to)
 I+(i1,t), M0=M01, and l=l1{(li,τ),(to,τ),(l,τ)}.
Given S1, Loop(S1) is represented graphically by CPN as shown in Fig.10(e).
Replace The replace construct, in which operations are replaced by more detailed
nonempty services, is used to introduce additional component services into a service.
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Replace is the transformation of a design from a high level abstract form to a lower level
more concrete form hence allowing hierarchical modeling.
Definition 18 Let a A. The service Rep(S1,a, S2) is defined as Rep(S1,a,S2)=(ID, Desc,
Loc, URL, CS, SN).
If a  I1(T1) then CS = CS1  CS2, otherwise CS = CS1.
SN=(P, T, F, C, I－, I+, M0, i, o, l) where P=P1(P2－{i2,o2}), T=T1T2－l1-1(a), F=(F1－
{(x,y)|x l1-1(a) or y l1-1(a)})  F2, I－=(I－1－{ I－1 (p,t)|t I1－1(a)})  I－2, I+=( I+－{ I+1
(p,t)|t I1 － 1(a)})  I+2, M0=M01M02 － M(i2) － M(o2), if t(T1 － I1 － 1(a)) then l(t)= l1(t),
otherwise l(t)= l2(t).
Given S1, a and S2, Rep(S1,a,S2) is represented graphically by CPN shown in Fig.11.
From the definition and Fig.11, we could find that the labeled transition, which to be
replaced, should have only one incoming arc and one outgoing arc. If each transition in a
Petri nets has only one incoming arc and one outgoing arc, the Petri nets is an ordinary Petri
nets. We recommend high-level design is the ordinary Petri nets for allowing replace and
hierarchical modeling.

Fig. 11. Colored Petri nets of replace construct
4.3 Composing Web services
A composite Web service is a system that consists of several conceptually autonomous but
cooperating units. It is difficult to specify how this system should behave and ensure that it
behaves as required by the specification. However, the model based CPN could do
something.
4.3.1 Closure property
As mentioned above, the proposed algebra verifies the closure property.
Theorem 4 The services compositions presented in Definition 12 are closed.
Proof The closure property of one-step composition is an immediate consequence of
Definition 12, and the closure property of multiple-step composition can be proved by
mathematical induction.
Not only it guarantees that each result of an operation on services is a service to which
one can again apply algebra operators described in 4.2.1, but also it allows hierarchical
modeling. For high-level abstract model, via replace, it can be transformed to lower-level
model, which also can be transformed to higher-level model via reverse replace (see Fig.11).
Behavioral equivalences are useful in verification as they lay the conceptual basis for
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deciding that the behavior of two Web services can be considered to be "the same". They can
also be used as a tool for reducing verification effort by replacing the CPN of a service by a
smaller (in size) but "equivalent" one. Hence, analysts can analyze and verify the model in
different levels.
4.3.2 Availability
In a CPN model, the data (information) type is distinguishable, thus the designer can figure
out which services can be composed together and which cannot. The data types are defined
as classes, including ordinary types (such as integer, real, Boolean, etc.), same as in objectoriented programming. In a CPN model, colors of the tokens represent the classes (data
types).
Since subclass inherits from superclass, color should be redefined to reflect inheritance. For
instance, there are two superclasses: sc1 and sc2, and there are two subclasses: bc1 inherits
from sc1, and bc2 inherits from sc2.
If scl is colored "a" and sc2 is colored "b", then bcl and bc2 should be colored "a-c" and "b-d" to
reflect the inheritance relation. Consequently, when a service input type requires color "a",
both scl and bcl are accept able. However, when a service input type requires color "a-c",
only bcl is acceptable and scl will be denied.
Consider three services as shown in Fig.12. We note that service S1 cannot be composed with
itself by loop construct because its output place cannot provide token colored "a", which is
needed by its own input place I1. For the same reason, service S2 cannot be composed with
itself by loop construct, but service S3 can. We can also find that service S1 can be composed
with service S2 by sequence construct only by order that S2 is followed by S1,and service S1
can be composed with service S3 by sequence construct only when S1 is followed by S3.
However, service S2 can be composed with service S3 by sequence construct by any order.

C(i1)={a},C(i2)={b-f,c}, C(i3)={b,c}
C(o1)={b-d,c},C(o2)={b-e,a,c},C(o3)={b-f,c}
Fig. 12. Availability of composition
From the above analysis, we can reach the following conclusions:
If composite service S = Seq(S1,S2) is available, C(i2)C(o1) must be satisfied.
If composite service S= Conc(S1,S2) is available, the following must be satisfied:
C(i1)C(i2)C(i) and C(o) = C(o1)  C(o2).
If composite service S = Choice(S1,S2) is available, the following must be satisfied:
C(i1)C(i2)C(i) and C(o) = C(o1)  C(o2).
If composite service S = Loop(S1) is available, C(i1)C(o1) must be satisfied.
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In an elementary Petri nets, the data type is not distinguishable; hence the elementary
Petri nets-based model for web composition cannot verify the availability feature of the
composite service (Hamadi R,2003).
4.3.3 Security
Security is an important issue in information system. Confidentiality policies emphasize the
protection of confidentiality (Zhaoli Zhang, et al.2008). Multilevel security (MILS) has a long
tradition in military environments and is an important requirement in the trusted computer
system evaluation criteria (TCSEC) for the security classes.
Subjects and objects of a system are assigned security classes (e.g. "high" and "low")with a
specific order (high>low). A well known MILS model is the BellLaPadula model[ll]. The two
most prominent rules are No-read-up and No-write-down which state that a low-level
subject is not allowed to read high-level objects, and high-level objects can only be written
by low-level subjects. These two rules result in an information flow from "low" to "high".
If the component services, transitions and places are assigned security level, the security
feature of the Petri nets-based model for Web service composition can be verified by
coverability graph(Knorr K.,2001).
The simplest type of confidentiality classification is a set of security clearances arranged in a
linear (total) ordering. Let L(S) be the security clearance of service S. Expand the security
clearances by adding a set of categories to each security classification. Each category
describes a kind of information in all of those categories.
These sets of categories form a lattice under the operanon  (subset of). Let G(S) be the
category set of service S. Each security clearance and category forms a security level. Define
the relation dom (dominates) as follows. (Bell D &Lapadula L.1996)
Definition 19 The security level (L,G) dom-inates the security level (L', G') if and only if
L' ≤ L and G' G.
Definition 20 (Simple security condition) S can read O if and only if S dom O, and S has
discretionary read access to O.
To preserve confidentiality, following properties must meet while composing Web
services。
Property 1. For composite service S, if S = Seq(S1, S2), S2 dom S1.
Proof If service S1and S2 can be composed with the sequence construct by the order
that S1 is followed by S2,then S2 can read S1. For satisfying Definition 20, this can happen if
and only if S2 dom S1.
Property 2. For composite service S, if S = Conc(S1,S2), S1 dom S, and S2 dom S.
Proof If service S1 and S2 can be composed with the concurrent construct to form
composite service S, then S1 and S2 can read S. For satisfying Definition 20, this can happen if
and only if S1 dom S, and S2 dom S.
Property 3. For composite service S, if S=Choice(S1,S2),S1 dom S, and S2 dom S.
Proof If service S and S2 can be composed with the choice construct to form composite
service S, then S1 and S2 can read S. For satisfying Definition 20, this can happen if and only
if S1 dom S and S2 dom S.
Integrity policies focus on integrity rather than confidentiality, because most commercial
and industrial firms are more concerned with accuracy than disclosure. An integrity policy
is a security policy dealing only with integrity. The strict integrity policy is most commonly
called "Biba's Mode1", in which integrity labels are assigned to the objects and subjects in a
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system. This model is the mathematical dual of the Bell-LaPadula model. Obviously, if the
component services, transitions and places are assigned integrity level, the integrity feature
of the Petri nets-based model for Web service composition can also be verified by
coverability graph.
Let I(S) be the integrity level of service S. To preserve integrity, the following rules must
be met while composing Web services:
For composite service S= Seq(S1,S2), I(S2) ≤ I(S1).
For composite service S=Conc(S1,S2),I(S1) ≤ I(S), and I(S2) ≤ I(S).
For composite service S=Choice(S1,S2),I(S1) ≤ I(S), and I(S2) ≤ I(S).
Because the Biba's model is the mathematical dual of the Bell-LaPadula model, the above
conclusions can be proved like their counterparts in Bell-Lapadula model

5. Related work
In the research related to Web services, several initiatives have been conducted with the
intention to provide platforms and languages that will allow easy integration of
heterogeneous systems. In particular, such languages as UDDI, WSDL, SOAP and part of
DAML-S ontology (ServiceProfile and ServiceGrounding), define standard ways for service
discovery, description and invocation (message passing). Some other initiatives such as
BPEL4WS and DAML-S ServiceModel, are focused on representing service compositions
where flow of a process and bindings between services are known a priori(Rao J & Dustdar
S, 2005). Ontology-driven Web services composition is used to discover and assemble
services into processes for easier and better quality workflow executions given increasing
number and complexity of Web services(Budaka I,et al.2005).
Model

Petri type

Data type
distinguishable

CPWSC

Colored

Yes

Auto
composition
Yes

Additional
message
No

Availability
verification

No

Yes

Yes

Guo
2006

Colored

Yes

No (pre-defined
rule and
conditions
needed)

Qian
2006

Elementary

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Elementary

No

Yes

No

No

Hamadi

2003

Security
analysis
Yes
Not
mentioned
Not
mentioned
Not
mentioned

Table 1. Comparison of Petri nets-based models for Web service composition
Besides that, current solutions for Web service composition include web components, picalculus, Model check-ing/FSM and Petri nets(Milanovic N &Malek M.2004). In 2003,
Hamadi proposed a Petri nets-based model for Web service composition (Hamadi R,2003),
in which the data types cannot be distinguishable because an elementary Petri nets model is
used. In a recent research, a CP-net model for Web service composition is proposed (Guo
2006) (Guo Yubin,et al.2006).However the rules and procedures of composition must be
defined previously, and the services composition chain cannot be generated automatically
without pre-defined conditions. In the message oriented activity based Petri nets model
(Qian 2006) (Qian Zhuzhong, et al.2006),the Web service composition relies on messages,
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which increase complexity of com-position. A comparison of Petri nets-based models for
Web service composition is shown in Table 1, in which CPWSC represents the model
proposed in this chapter.

6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed Petri nets-based algebra for composing Web services. The
formal semantics of the composition operations is expressed in terms of P/T Petri nets and
CPNs by providing a direct mapping from each operator to Petri nets construction. In
addition, the use of a formal model allows verification of closure, availability, and security
properties and detection of inconsistencies both within and between services (Zhaoli Zhang,
et al.2008) . There are other issues in B2B E-commerce which can be successfully addressed
by extending the framework presented in this chapter. Further work will include a more
thorough analysis of the field in addition to practical testing experiments with the methods.
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Edited by Paweł Pawlewski
Petri Nets are graphical and mathematical tool used in many different science
domains. Their characteristic features are the intuitive graphical modeling language
and advanced formal analysis method. The concurrence of performed actions is the
natural phenomenon due to which Petri Nets are perceived as mathematical tool for
modeling concurrent systems. The nets whose model was extended with the time
model can be applied in modeling real-time systems. Petri Nets were introduced in
the doctoral dissertation by K.A. Petri, titled “„Kommunikation mit Automaten” and
published in 1962 by University of Bonn. During more than 40 years of development
of this theory, many different classes were formed and the scope of applications
was extended. Depending on particular needs, the net definition was changed and
adjusted to the considered problem. The unusual “flexibility” of this theory makes
it possible to introduce all these modifications. Owing to varied currently known
net classes, it is relatively easy to find a proper class for the specific application. The
present monograph shows the whole spectrum of Petri Nets applications, from classic
applications (to which the theory is specially dedicated) like computer science and
control systems, through fault diagnosis, manufacturing, power systems, traffic
systems, transport and down to Web applications. At the same time, the publication
describes the diversity of investigations performed with use of Petri Nets in science
centers all over the world.
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